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"Go, little book, God send thee good passage,

And specially let this be thy prayere

Unto them all that thee will read or hear,

Where thou art wrong, after their help to call,

Thee to correct in any part or all."



PKEFACE.

1 he object of the Handbook to the Eastern Alps is to

describe all that is best worth seeing, to assist the traveller

in planning his tour and disposing of his time to the best ad-

vantage, and thus to enable him the more thoroughly to en-

joy the magnificent scenery of one of the most interesting

regions in Europe.

The districts described in this Handbook were formerly

embraced in the Handbook for Southern Germany and Aus-

tria, which is now for the second time published in two sep-

arate volumes. The information in the present volume, which

corresponds with the twentieth German edition, is, how-

ever , much fuller than that contained in the corresponding

part of the older Handbook. The Eastern Alps have been

repeatedly visited by the Editor within the last few years

for the purpose of obtaining the most recent and trust-

worthy information; but, as many of the data in the Hand-

book relate to matters which are constantly undergoing al-

teration, he will highly appreciate any corrections or sugges-

tions with which travellers may favour him. Those already

received, which in many instances have proved most useful,

he gratefully acknowledges.

The Maps and Plans, on which the utmost care has been

bestowed, will, it is hoped, render the traveller hardly less

material service than the letter-press.

The Time Tables contained in
'HendscheV s Telegraph'

,

published at Frankfort on the Main, and issued monthly in

summer, and in the 'Kursbuch', published at Berlin, and

issued several times a year, will generally be found satis-

factory. The best Austrian publication of the kind is ' Wald-

heim's Conducteur' , which appears at Vienna monthly.



vi PREFACE.

Distances by railway and road are given approximately

in English miles, and in the case of mountain-excursions they

are expressed by the time in which they are usually walked.

Heights are given in accordance with the new Austrian Ord-

nance Survey , or from other recent authorities (reduced to

Engl, feet; 1 Engl. ft. == 0.3048 metre). The Populations

are those ascertained by the latest census.

Hotels. The Editor has endeavoured to enumerate, not

only the first-class hotels, but others of a less pretending

kind, which may be safely selected by the 'voyageur en gar-

con', with little sacrifice of comfort, and great saving of ex-

penditure. Hotel-charges, as well as carriage-fares and fees

to guides, are stated in the Handbook, either in accordance

with the personal experience of the Editor, or from informa-

tion furnished by numerous travellers. They are of course

liable to frequent variation, and generally have an upward
tendency ; but those mentioned in the following pages will

at least afford the traveller an idea of his probable expen-

diture.

To hotel-keepers, tradesmen, and others, the Editor begs

to intimate that a character for fair dealing towards tra-

vellers forms the sole passport to his commendation, and that

advertisements of every kind are strictly excluded from his

Handbooks.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. Language. Money.

Language. For travellers purposing to explore the remoter

parts of the Eastern Alps, a slight acquaintance with German is

very desirable ; but those who do not deviate from the beaten track

will generally iind that English or French is spoken at the princi-

pal hotels and the usual public resorts.

Money. English sovereigns and banknotes may usually be ex-

changed at a small premium in the principal towns in Germany,

and at a higher premium in Austria (see below; 11. = 20 marks
= 10 Austr. florins). Napoleons are also favourably received (20 fr.

= 16s. = 16m. = 8 fl. Austr.). Those who travel with large sums
should be provided with circular notes (of 10/. each , issued by the

London and other bankers), in preference to banknotes or gold, the

value of the former being recoverable in case of loss.

English, German, and French gold, and also English and German
banknotes , when converted into the paper currency of Austria,

bear a premium of 10-15 per cent. (Thus the average rate of ex-

change for a sovereign or a gold piece of 20 marks is llfl., and for

a Napoleon 88/4 fl.) Those who desire to convert considerable sums
into Austrian notes should be careful to employ respectable bankers

or money-changers ; and they will effect the exchange to better ad-

vantage in the principal towns of Austria itself than at Munich or

other towns in Southern Germany. The Austrian florin, or gulden

(= 2s.), contains 100 kreuzers. The paper florin, silver pieces of

10 and 20 kr., and copper pieces of 1 and 4 kr. are in most com-
mon circulation.

The cost of a tour among the Alps of Bavaria and the Tyrol de-
pends of course on a great variety of circumstances; but, as a rule,

travelling in S. Germany and among the Austrian mountains is less

expensive than in most other parts of Europe. The pedestrian of

moderate requirements , and tolerably proficient in the language,
may , by avoiding the beaten track as much as possible , succeed
in limiting his expenditure to 6-8s. per diem

; but the traveller who
prefers driving to walking, frequents hotels of the highest class,

and requires the services of guides and commissionnaires, must be
prepared to expend at least 25-30s. daily.

II. Passports and Custom Houses.

Passports are not absolutely necessary in Austria or in Ger-
many ; but they are sometimes called for in order to prove the
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identity of the traveller, they are not unfrequently serviceable in

procuring admission to collections , and they must be presented at

the post-office before the traveller can obtain delivery of registered

letters. The following are the principal passport-agents in London

:

Lee and Carter, 440 West Strand; Dorrel and Son, 15 Charing
Cross ; E. Stanford, 55 Charing Cross ; W. J. Adams, 59 Fleet Street.

Custom -House formalities are now almost everywhere leni-

ent. As a rule , however , articles purchased during the journey,

which are not destined for personal use , should be declared at the

frontier. At the Austrian frontier playing-cards , almanacks, and
sealed letters are liable to confiscation. Tobacco and cigars, the

sale of which in Austria is a monopoly of government , are liable to

to a duty of about 6 fl. per pound. According to the strict rule, one
ounce of tobacco and 10 cigars only are exempt from duty.

v? III. Plan of Tour.

Season of the Year. Companions. Scenery.

Plan. The traveller will effect a considerable saving of time and
money by carefully preparing his plan for a tour before starting.

The following pages will enable him to ascertain how each day and
even hour may be most advantageously employed, provided of course

the weather be favourable.

Season. The best season for a visit to the mountains of S. Ger-
many and Austria is from the middle of July to the middle of Sep-
tember ; for excursions among the higher Alps, the month of Au-
gust. In these lofty regions snow occasionally falls in the height of

summer, rendering the paths impassable, but such an occurrence is

exceptional. The lower Alps and the lakes may, however , be vi-

sited as early as the end of May, when the waterfalls moreover
are seen in perfection. The southern districts of the Tyrol should

not be explored until late in autumn, as the heat in summer is un-
favourable for excursionising. Autumn is moreover the season for

grapes
,
peaches , figs , and other fruits , which are plentiful in

S. Tyrol.

Companions. A party of two travellers can always be accommo-
dated in a light conveyance , or in the same room at an inn , while

a third would often be found 'de trop'. The larger the party, the

greater , as a rule , is the inconvenience , as well as the certainty

that many of the true objects of travel will be sacrificed. The single

traveller , on the other hand, who has attained some proficiency in

the language of the country , will of course more speedily become
acquainted with the people and their characteristics , and more
readily derive instruction from his tour.

Sceneey. The following places in S. Bavaria and the Austrian

Alps are recommended to lovers of the picturesque : — Oberstdorf

(R. 3), Hohenschwangau, Reutte, Nassereit (R. 4), Partenkirchen
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(R. 7), the Walchensee (R. 8), the Tegernsee and Achensee (R. 10),

the Schliersee (R. 11), Salzburg (R. 15), Berohtesgaden and the

Konigs-See (R. 16), the Salzkammergut (RR. 19-22), the Gisela

Railway (R. 24), Gastein (R. 25), the Fusch (R.27), the Kapruner

Thai (R. 28) , Krimml (R. 29), Innsbruck (R. 30) , the Zillerthal

(R. 31), the Montavon (R. 35), the Oetzthal (R. 36), the Stubaithal

(R. 38), the Finstermiinz Pass and the Reschen-Scheideck (R. 39),

the Brenner Railway (R. 40), Botzen and its Environs (R. 41), Meran
(R. 42), the Stelvio Route and the Suldenthal (RR. 44, 46), the

Lago di Garda (R. 48), the Val Fassa (R. 52), the Tauferer Thai

(R. 55), the Ampezzo Valley (R. 57), the Valley of the Cordevole

(R. 58) , Heiligenblut (R. 61) , the Semmering Railway (R. 62),

the Lower Ennsthal (R. 66), Gratz (R. 69), and lastly the Grottoes

of Adelsberg and Trieste (RR. 70, 75). In fine weather, and by

duly economising time , the traveller may visit most of the above

places in five or six weeks. Those on the other hand who prefer to

be more stationary will have no difficulty in selecting some delight-

ful spot as headquarters for excursions and rambles (e.g. Berchtes-

gaden, p. 71 ; Gmunden, p. 84 ; Riva, p. 237).

IV. Walking Tours.

The Pedestrian, the most independent of travellers, is generally

in the most favourable position for the enjoyment of beautiful

scenery.

Equipment. The greatest drawback to the pleasure of travel-

ling is a superabundance of baggage. To be provided with an actual

sufficiency and no more , may be regarded as one of the golden
rules for travellers. Who has not experienced a sense of freedom in

shouldering his knapsack or wielding his own carpet-bag on quit-

ting a steamboat or railway-station ? And who at other times has
not felt the misery of being surrounded by his 'impedimenta', and
almost distracted by the importunities of porters, touters, and com-
missionnaires? A light 'gibeciere' or 'Reisetasche', such as may
be procured in every town , amply suffices to contain all that is

necessary for a fortnight's excursion. A change of flannel shirts

and worsted stockings , a few pocket-handkerchiefs, a pair of slip-

pers , and a small dressing-case may , after the first few days t>e

carried with hardly a perceptible increase of fatigue. A piece of

brown gauze or coloured spectacles to protect the eyes from the glare
of the snow, a pair of stout leather or doeskin gloves, and a leather
drinking-cup will also be found useful. For the pedestrian a light
Scotch plaid is better than a waterproof. The traveller should of

course have a more extensive reserve of clothing , especially if he
purposes visiting towns of importance ; but it should be contained
in a valise of moderate size , which he can easily wield when ne-
cessary, and which he may forward from town to town by post.
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The traveller who intends to ascend any of the loftier peaks
should be provided with a well-tried Alpenstock , consisting of a

pole of seasoned ash, 5-6 ft. long , shod with a steel point , and
strong enough, when placed horizontally, with the ends supported,

to bear the whole weight of the body. For the more difficult ascents

an Ice-Axe and Rope are also necessary. These articles can gen-
erally be obtained from the guides, but in that case their quality is

not so trustworthy as when the climber has selected them for

himself. The best rope, light and at the same time strong, is made
of silk or Manilla hemp. In crossing a glacier the precaution of

using the rope should never be neglected. It should be securely

tied round the waist of each member of the party , leaving a

length of about 10' between each one and his follower. Ice-axes

are made in various forms, and are usually furnished with a spike

at the end of the handle , so that they can in some measure be
used like an Alpenstock. — Requisites for Alpine travelling may
be obtained in London from Carter, 295 Oxford Street, or from
Adams fy Sons, 59 Fleet Street.

Rules. The enthusiastic traveller should curb his ardour at

the outset of his excursion , and begin by moderate performances,

as the overtaxing of his strength on a single occasion will some-
times incapacitate him altogether for several days. It often requires

discrimination to determine what degree of fatigue can be borne
with impunity , and when walking should be abandoned for the

ease of a carriage ; but all these experiences will be acquired

without the aid of a guide-book. The first golden rule for the pe-
destrian is to start on his way betimes in the morning. If strength

permits , and a suitable halting-place is to be met with , a two
hours' walk may be accomplished before breakfast. At noon a mod-
erate luncheon is preferable to a regular table-d'hote dinner. Re-
pose should be taken during the hottest hours , and the journey
then continued till 5 or 6 p. m., when a substantial meal (evening
table-d'h6te at the principal hotels) may be partaken of. When a

mountain has to be breasted , the prudent pedestrian will pursue
the 'even tenor of his way' with regular and steady steps ('chi va
piano va sano ; chi va sano va lontano') ; the novice alone indulges
in 'spurts'. If the traveller desires a further maxim for his guidance,
it may be, 'When fatigue begins, enjoyment ceases'.

To prevent the feet from blistering during a protracted walk-
ing tour , they may be rubbed morning and evening with brandy
and. tallow. A warm foot-bath with bran will be found soothing

after a long day's march. Soaping the inside of the stocking is an-

other well-known safeguard against abrasion of the skin.

Excursions among the higher Alps should not be undertaken
before July , nor at any period after a long continuance of rain or

snow. Glaciers should , if possible , be traversed before 10 a. m.,

after which hour the rays of the sun soften the crust of ice formed
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over the Assures and crevasses during the night. It is hardly ne-

cessary to state that experienced guides are absolutely indispensable

for such excursions.

The cold glacier-water of the higher regions should not be

drunk except in small quantities, mixed with wine, cognac, or

Kirschwasser. Cold milk is also prejudicial. Experienced moun-
taineers recommend cold tea as a safe remedy for thirst. Good old

wine in small quantities is preferred by others.

Over all the movements of the pedestrian the Weather holds

despotic sway. Those who claim acquaintance with the elements

and their signs will tell him of numberless indications by which
either foul or favourable weather may be predicted, and their advice

will often be found valuable. The barometer, too, should be con-

sulted when an opportunity offers.

Guides. "Within the last few years the guides among the S.

German and Austrian Alps have greatly improved , chiefly owing
to the exertions of the German and Austrian Alpine Club, and a

tariff of fixed charges has been introduced at most of their head-
quarters. Competent guides can now be obtained in almost every

part of the Tyrol ; and some of the Tyrolese guides rank with the

best in Switzerland, having occasionally been employed by the most
eminent English and German mountaineers for extensive tours

beyond the limits of their native districts. The best centres for

procuring guides are Sulden , Vent and Gurgl in the Oetzthal,

Kals, Pregraten, Heiligenblut, and Cortina. The names of the best-

known guides at each place are given in the Handbook, and the

charges fixed by tariff for the principal excursions are also mention-
ed. Each guide is usually bound to carry 15 lbs. weight of luggage.

Glacier -expeditions should never be attempted without a guide,

except perhaps by a party of adepts. When a glacier is entirely

free from snow ('aper') it may generally be traversed in safety by a

party of two persons ; otherwise the party should consist of three

persons at least, all securely roped together. It need hardly be
added that the relations between the traveller and his guide should
always be pleasant and cordial.

Club Huts. The numerous Club Huts erected within the last

few years by the German-Austrian Alpine Club and the Austrian
Tourist Club have done much to increase the pleasures and decrease
the discomforts of the higher ascents. These huts are generally
well fitted up, and contain mattresses or hay-beds, woollen cover-
lets, a small cooking-stove, cooking utensils, plates, and glasses.
A small sum , fixed by tariff , is charged for the accommodation
afforded. When the traveller purposes spending the night in one
of these huts and starting thence for the ascent, he should take a
good supply of portable provisions with him (tinned meats 'Erbs-
wurst', beef-extract , condensed milk, tea and coffee, etc.). The
public-spirited German-Austrian Alpine Club , by which most of
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these huts have been erected , now numbers upwards of 10,000
members, who belong to eighty different Sections, about one-half of

these being German and the other half Austrian. The usual annual

subscription is 10 m., which entitles the subscriber to ten numbers
of the 'Mittheilungen' and to three numbers of the 'Zeitschrift'

with maps and illustrations.

The accommodation afforded by the chalets of the Alpine herds-

men is generally very inferior to that of the club-huts. Whatever
poetry there may be theoretically in a bed of hay, the traveller will

find that the cold night-air piercing abundant apertures, the jangl-

ing of the cow-bells , and the grunting of the pigs are little con-

ducive to refreshing slumber.

Health. Tincture of arnica is a good remedy for bruises, and
moreover has a bracing and invigorating effect if rubbed on the

limbs after much fatigue ; but it should never be applied to broken

skin , as it is apt to produce erysipelas. Saturnine ointment or

oxide of zinc ointment is beneficial in cases of inflammation of the

skin, an inconvenience frequently caused by exposure to the glare

of the sun on the snow. Cold cream, and, for the lips especially,

vaseline or glycerine, are also recommended.
For diarrhoea 15 drops of a mixture of equal parts of tincture of

opium and aromatic tincture may be safely taken every two hours

until relief is afforded. The homoeopathic tincture of camphor (p
drops on a lump of sugar every half-hour or so) is also a good re-

medy. The homoeopathic camphor-globules are convenient, but are

more apt to lose their strength.

V. Conveyances.

Rah/way-Travelling in Germany is less expensive than in most

other parts of Europe, and the carriages are generally clean and

comfortably fitted up ; but in Austria the fares are somewhat higher,

and the carriages inferior. The second-class carriages
,
provided

with spring-seats . are often better than those of the first class in

England. The first-class carriages, lined with velvet, are compara-

tively little used, but are recommended to the lover of scenery and
of fresh air, as he will be more likely to secure a seat next the win-

dow. The third-class travelling community are generally quiet and

respectable, and the carriages tolerably clean. On a few railways

there is even a fourth class, unprovided with seats. Smoking is al-

lowed in all the carriages , except those ' Fur Nichtraucher ' and

the coupes for ladies. The average fares for the different classes in

S. Germany are l 3
/5d., l 1^- and 4

/5d. per Engl. M. respectively,

but in Austria they are rather higher. The speed seldom exceeds

25 M. per hour, and as the railways are generally well organised,

and under the supervision of government, accidents are happily rare.

On some lines 20-50 lbs. of luggage are free, in addition to smaller

articles carried in the hand. Over-weight is charged for at moderate
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rates. In all cases the heavier luggage must be booked, and a ticket

procured for it ; and this being done , the traveller need be under

no apprehension, as it will be kept in safe custody at its destination

until he presents his ticket. When a frontier has to be crossed the

traveller is strongly recommended to keep his luggage with him,

and to superintend the custom-house examination in person. If

luggage be sent across a frontier by goods-train or diligence the

keys must be sent along with it, as otherwise it will be detained

at the custom-house ; but the pecuniary saving effected by such a

course is far outweighed by the risk of vexatious delays, pilferage,

and damage, for which it is difficult or impossible to obtain redress.

Diligences, called l Eilwageri or 'Mallepostes
1

in Austria, gen-

erally carry three passengers only , two in the inside, and one in

the coupe. The latter alone affords a tolerable survey of the scenery,

and should if possible be secured. In much-frequented districts it is

frequently engaged several days beforehand. The guards, who are

often retired non-commissioned officers, are generally well-informed

and obliging. The usual quantity of luggage allowed to each pass-

enger by the Eilwagen does not exceed 20 lbs., over-weight being

charged for by tariff. Passengers are sometimes required to book

their luggage two hours before the time of starting, or even on the

previous evening.

Extka-Post. The usual tariff in Austria for a carriage and pair

for four persons with moderate luggage is about 5 fl. per stage of

15 kilometres (93/8 Engl. M.). For a party of four persons posting

is cheaper than travelling by diligence, and of course pleasanter.

Omnibuses, named 'Stellwageri in Austria, run on all the prin-

cipal high-roads of S. Germany. The average fare is 50-60 kr. per

stage of 15 kilometres (93/8 Engl. M.), which generally takes two

hours. Cheapness and the advantage of becoming acquainted with

the people of the country are the sole attractions offered by these

vehicles. As they generally halt at second or third-rate inns, pass-

engers are recommended to postpone the principal meal of the day

until they arrive at their destination. The 'Cabriolet' in front is the

best part of the Stellwagen , and may be engaged for three fares

;

but as the maxim 'beati possidentes' is much in vogue, travellers

should secure their seats in good time.

Carriages (Ital. vetturini, nolosinieri) with two horses, for four

persons, may be hired in the German districts of the Tyrol for

10-12 fl. per day, in the Italian for somewhat less. They travel on
an average about 40 M. a day, and halt for a couple of hours in the
middle of the day for dinner and rest. Return-carriages (ritorni) may
sometimes be procured for one-half or two-thirds of the above fare.

The drivers generally demand about one-third more than they intend
to take, so that a bargain should always be made before starting. The
carriage should also be inspected, and a stipulation made that the
entire vehicle, includine the box-seat, shall be at the disposal of
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the hirer. On the conclusion of the bargain the hirer should obtain

a sum as earnest-money (Handgeld, caparra) from the proprietor or

driver (1 fi. at least for each day's journey), to be returned on the

commencement of the journey. When this precaution is omitted,

the driver will rarely scruple to set aside the contract if he has an
opportunity of entering into another more advantageous to him.
An 'Einspanner', or one-horse carriage, is sometimes refused if the

road be hilly, and a 'Zweispanner', or carriage-and-pair, often does

not hold more than two persons with luggage. Large trunks should
always, as far as possible, be dispensed with.

VI. Maps.

The maps contained in the Handbook will meet the requirements

of all ordinary travellers , but the mountaineer and the pedestrian

may occasionally desire to consult others on a larger scale.

The best map on a large scale for the Bavarian Mts. is the

Bairische Oeneralstabskarte , or ordnance map, scale 1:50,000
(4 m. per sheet), of which there is also a reduced edition, scale

1 : 250,000 (2 m. per sheet). Another good map is the Reymannsche
Karte (1 : 200,000; 1 m. per sheet), and a third is Heyberger s Karte

der Alpen Bayerns und Nordtirols , from the Zugspitze to the Kai-
sergebirge (1 : 146,000

;
published by Mey & Widmayer, Munich

;

price 5 m.), which may also be purchased in sections, at 80 pf. each.

The best maps of Austria are the new Austrian Ordnance Maps
(1 : 75,000; 50 kr. per sheet), of which the sheets issued comprise

the Austrian Alps. Special sheets of different groups of mountains
(such as the Dolomites and the Ortler Alps), prepared from these

maps, and printed in colours, will also be found very useful. Of
the Specialkarte der Ost-Alpen (1 : 50,000 ; 1 m. 60 pf. per sheet),

published by the German-Austrian Alpine Club, and edited by
Prof. K. Haushofer and Hr. C. Hoffmann, the following sections have
appeared : Similaun, Wildspitze, Weisskugel, Olockthurm, Timbler
Joch, Hochwilde, Schrankogel, Feuerstein, and Habicht. The follow-

ing are also good special maps •. Orohmanns Karte der nordlichen

Dolomit-Alpen (1 ; 100,000
;
pub. by the editor, Vienna ; 8 m.). —

Wallenberger s Karte der Oberlechthaler Alpen, Rhdtikonkette, etc.

(1:200,000; pub. by Perthes, Gotha;4m.). — Sonklar's Oetz-

thaler Alpen (1:144,000; pub. by Perthes , Gotha; 4 m.), Karte
der Hohen Tauern (1 : 144,000; pub. by Holder, Vienna; 4m.),
and Karte der Zillerthaler Alpen (1 : 144,000; 3^2m -)- — Payer's

Specialkarten der Ortler- and Adamello-Alpen (1 : 56,000), publish-

ed in Petermann's 'Erganzungshefte', Nos. 17, 18, 23, 27 and 31.

The following are publications of the German - Austrian Alpine

Club: — Hoffmann fy Haushofer s Karte der Ortler- Gruppe

(1 : 72,000; 4 m.). — Wiedenmanns Karte der Olockner-Oruppe

(1 : 66,000) and Karte der nordlichen Dolomit-Alpen (1 : 100,000

;
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4m.). — Matty, revised by Simony: Reisekarte des Salzkammer-

guts (1 : 100,000; 8 m.). — Lastly may be mentioned the maps of

the Anstro-Styrian Alps published by Freytag (1:50,000), Albach

(1 : 125,000), and others.

Among maps on a small scale, the Mayrsche Atlas der Alpen-

lander, published by Perthes of Gotha, is recommended (8 sheets,

1:450,000; 8 m.). A similar map is the Mayr'sche Karte von

Tirol, sold by Grubert at Munich (1:500,000; mounted, 8m.;

also obtainable in two sheets, N. Tyrol 4m., S. Tyrol 4m. 40 pf.).

VII. Hotels.

Little variation occurs in the accommodation and charges of

first-class hotels in the principal towns and watering-places through-

out Germany and Austria ; but it frequently happens that in old-

fashioned hotels of unassuming exterior the traveller finds as much
real comfort as in the modern establishments , while the charges

are much lower. The best houses of both descriptions are therefore

enumerated in the Handbook.
Where the traveller remains for a week or more at an hotel, it

is advisable to pay , or at least call for his account every two or

three days, in order to obviate the risk of erroneous insertions.

Verbal reckonings are objectionable. A waiter's mental arithmetic

is apt to be faulty , and his mistakes are seldom in favour of the

traveller. A habit too often prevails of presenting the bill at the

last moment, when no time is left for the detection of errors or wil-

ful impositions. Those who purpose starting early in the morning

will do well to ask for their bills on the previous evening.

A peculiarity of many of the Austrian inns is that they have a
' Gastzimmer 1

for the humbler classes on the ground-floor, while the
'Salle a Manger for more distinguished visitors is on the first floor.

The viands and liquors supplied in these apartments are gener-

ally the same , while the charges differ considerably. Pedestrians

and travellers of moderate requirements will find the country inns

in S. Germany and the German parts of the Tyrol very reasonable,

5-6s. a day being generally sufficient to include every item. In

the Italian districts, however, the charges are higher by about one-
half, and larger gratuities are expected by the attendants. Trav-
ellers about to explore very remote districts are recommended to

take a supply of tea, coffee, or chocolate with them. Where there

are no inns, accommodation may generally be obtained at the cure's

on reasonable terms.

The Post Inns are generally good. Those patronised by the
'Stellwagen' are very inferior, although convenient for persons tra-

velling by these vehicles, especially when encumbered with luggage.
English travellers often impose considerable trouble by ordering

things almost unknown in German usage , and are apt to become
involved in disputes owing to their ignorance of the language. They
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should therefore endeavour to learn enough of the language to render
them intelligible to the servants, and as far as possible to conform
to the habits of the country. For this purpose Baedeker's 'Trav-

eller's Manual of Conversation' will be found useful.

Valets-de-place generally charge 1 florin for half a day, and 2 fl.

for a whole day.

VIII. Vocabulary of Alpine Terms.

Ach (Ger.), brook, torrent.

Alp (Ger.), a mountain -pasture, us-
ually with a 'Sennhiitte' or chalet.

Alpengliihen (Ger.), sunset glow on
the mountains.

Arete (Fr. ; Ger. Qrat), a sharp and
precipitous ridge, especially that
which generally forms the final

approach to the summit of a
mountain.

Bauer (Ger.), peasant ; often applied
to a small mountain - farm , as
well as to its owner.

Bevgschrund (Ger.), a chasm or gulf

between the neve, or snow at the
head of a glacier, and the snow
that remains attached to the rock
itself.

Boden (Ger.), the floor or level part
of a valley.

Chaise-tt-porteurs (Fr. ; Ger. Trag-
sessel, Ital. portantina), an arm-
chair resting on two poles, and
carried like a sedan-chair.

Chemine'e (Fr. ; Ger. Kamin), a narrow
and precipitous gully.

Cima (Ital.), summit, peak.
Col (Fr.) , a depression in a moun-

tain-ridge, the culminating point
of a pass.

Couloir (Fr.) , a gully filled with
snow.

Crampons (Fr.), climbing-irons, at-

tached to the feet to facilitate

an ascent over hardened snow.
Crevasse (Fr.), a rift or fissure in a

glacier.

Ferner(Ger.), glacier, snow-mountain.
Fim (Ger. ; Fr. nivi), the frozen snow

on the upper part of a glacier.

Forcella (Ital., 'little fork'; Fr. col),

the highest part of a mountain-
pass.

Glacier Tables , slabs of rock on a
glacier, which protect the ice
below them from the influence
of the sun, while the surrounding
ice dissolves.

Qletscher (Ger.), glacier.

Gletscherschliff (Ger.), glacier-action,

striation; also applied to rock

striated, polished , or furrow-
ed by glacier-action.

Grat, see ArUe.
Hof (Ger.), farm-house, hamlet.
Horn (Ger.), peak, sharp summit.
Httlte (Ger.), hut, chalet.
Ice-fall, the extensive fracture in a

glacier occasioned by a sudden
change of level in its bed.

Joch (Ger., 'yoke'), see Col, Forcella.
Kamin, see Chemine'e.

Kees (Ger.), glacier.

Kessel (Ger., 'kettle', 'cauldron'), a
mountain-basin.

Klamm (Ger.), a cleft, a gorge.
Klause (Ger.), a defile.

Kofel, Kogel, Kopf (Ger.), mountain-
summit.

Lawine (Ger.), avalanche. The Staub-
Lawine ('dust -avalanche'), is

formed of loose, fresh -fallen
snow ; the Grund-Lawine, which
occurs in spring, is more compact
and consequently more destruc-
tive.

Loch (Ger., 'hole'), a cavern, a gorge
Malga (Ital.), see Alp.
Massif (Fr.) , a mountain-mass, the

solid rock or foundation of a
mountain.

Moraine (Fr.) , heaps of rock and
rubble or detritus at the margin
of a glacier. Lateral Moraines,
those on each side of the ice-

stream. Medial Moraines, those
in the middle of large glaciers

formed by the junction of two
smaller ones. Terminal Moraines,
the deposits of rubbish at the
foot of a glacier.

Moulin (Fr.), a vertical opening in

a glacier, with a stream, formed
by the melting of the ice on the
surface, falling into it.

Mulde (Ger., 'trough'), a hollow or

basin in the side of a mountain.
Nivi, see Fim.
Sasso (Ital.), rock, rocky mountain.
Sattel (Ger.), saddle, depression in a

ridge (comp. Col and Joch).

Scharte (Ger.), gap, pass.
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Schrund (Ger.), same as Crevasse.
Setmer (Ger.), Alpine herdsman.
Sennhiitfe (Ger.), chalet.

Se'rac (Fr.) , a mass of snow or ice,

particularly a huge square block
in a glacier, formed by trans-
verse crevasses.

Spitze (Ger.), a peak, pointed summit.
Stock , Gebirgsstock (Ger.) , same as

Massif.
Tauem (Ger.), the name of the prin-

cipal chain of the E. Alps, also

applied in the Tyrol and Styria

to the passes over it.

Thor, Thbrl (Ger.), the culminating
point of a pass ; similar to Joch.

Tobel (Ger.). a gorge.

Tragsessel (Ger.) , see Chaise-h^por-

tews.
Vedretta (Ital.). a glacier.

Wand (Ger., 'wall'), mountain-slope,
precipice.

Abbreviations.

K. = Room.
B. = Breakfast.
D. = Dinner.
A. = Attendance.
L. = Light.

Height in feet is indicated by

M. = English mile.
N. = North, northern, etc.

S. = South, etc.

E. = East, etc.

W. = West, etc.

after the figures (2050' = 3050 feet).

Distances. The number placed before the name of a place on a high
road, when at the beginning of a paragraph, indicates its distance in Eng-
lish miles from the starting-point of the route or sub-route. The distances
within the body of the text are reckoned from place to place. In rail-

way-routes the distances invariably refer to the starting-point.
Asterisks. Objects of special interest, and hotels which are believed

worthy of special commendation, are denoted by asterisks.



1. From Munich to Lindau and Bregenz.
Comp. Map, p. 6.

144 M. Railway (Bairische Staatsbahn) to Lindau (138 M.): express
in 5 hrs. 20 min. (fares 20 m. 15, 14 m. 20 pf.); ordinary trains in 8 hrs.
(fares 17m. 70, Urn. 75, 7m. 55 pf.). From Lindau to (6 M.) Bregenz
(Vorarlberger Bahn) in 16-30 min. (fares 54, 40, 27 kr. Austr.).

Munich, see Baedeker's S. Germany. Soon after leaving the
station we observe on the right the park and chateau of Nymphen-
burg. 4'/2 M. Pasing is the junction for the lines to Augsburg and
Starnberg (R. 6). After crossing the Wilrm (p. 26) and passing

(7 M.) Aubing, the train enters the boggy Dachauer Moos. 15 M.
Brack (1735'; Marthabrau; Post), or Furstenfeldbruck, pleasantly

situated in the Amperthal, is frequented for its river-baths. In the

neighbourhood is the suppressed Cistercian abbey of Furstenfeld.

Emperor Lewis the Bavarian died here while hunting on 10th Oct.,

1347.

The train traverses the Sehongeisinger Wald and reaches (20 M.)
Orafrath, with its pilgrimage-church. To the left a pleasing glimpse

is obtained of the Ammersee (p. 28), with Andechs and the chateau
of Seefeld; the Alps are visible in the distance. 24 M. Tiirken-

feld; 28Y2 M. Schwabhausen ; 31y2 M. Epfenhausen. The train

crosses the Lech by an iron bridge supported by one central buttress,

and arrives at (35 M.) Kaufering (1939').
Branch-line in 12 min. to (3 M.) Landsberg- (Glocke; Hahn), an ancient

town on the Lech, with 4500 inhabitants. The late-Gothic Liebfrauen-
kirche was founded in 1498. The Rathhaus, which has been recently
restored, is embellished with frescoes by Piloty. — Another Branch-line
leads N. across the Lechfeld in I1/4 hr. to (14 M.) Bobingen, on the Augs-
burg and Buchloe Railway (see below).

Near (38 M.) Igling the chateau of that name rises on the left.

— 42 1
/4 M. Buchloe (Hotel Ensslin, near the station; Rail. Restau-

rant), the junction of the lines to Augsburg and Memmingen.
From Augsburg to Buchloe (25 M.), railway in 50 min. to i l

/t hr.

;

fares 3 m. 20, 2 m. 10, 1 m. 35 pf. (from Augsburg to Lindau in 5-8 hrs.

;

15 m. 40, 10 m. 25, 6 m. 60 pf.). The line traverses the Lechfeld, the plain
between the Wertach and Lech, where Otho I. defeated the Hungarians
in 955. Near station Inningen, to the right, beyond the Wertach, rises the
Wellenburg, a chateau of Prince Fugger. Stations Bobingen (branch-line
to Kaufering and Landsberg, see above), Grossaitingen, Schwabmiinchen (a

manufacturing place), Westereringen. The line then crosses the Gennach,
and reaches Buchloe.

The train now enters the broad valley of the Wertach. 46'/2 M.
Beckstetten ; 50 M. Pforzen. Beyond the river is the monastery of

Irrsee, now a lunatic asylum. The background of the landscape is

formed by imposing mountains, among which the Zugspitze (9761'),

the Hochplatte (6837'), and the Sauling (6683') are conspicuous.

Baedeser's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit, \
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KEMPTEN. From Munich

At (541/2 M.) Kaufbeuren (2241'; Sonne; Eirsch), an ancient

town, the line crosses the river, and threads its way between densely

wooded hills. 58 M. Biessenhofen (Post; branch-line to Oberdorf,

seep. 17); 61 M. Buderatshofen ; 63V? M. Aitrang. 691/2 M. Oiinz-

ach, with an old monastery converted into a brewery, the highest

place (2772') on the line, lies on the watershed between the Wert-

ach and the Iller. Fine view of the Giinzthal; to the right Ober-

gilnzburg

.

The line descends, at first through wood, and then through a broad

grassy valley with peat-cuttings. 76 M. Wildpoldsried ;
77l/

2 M.

Betzigau; on the height to the right, the ruin of Wagegg. The Iller

is crossed. 81 V2 M - Kempten (2287'; *Krone, Post, in the new
town ; Krone, Hase, in the old town ; *Algauer Hof, Deutscher Kai-

ser, at the station), the capital of the Algau, prettily situated on the

Iller, which here becomes navigable for rafts, was a free town of the

empire down to 1803. It contains 13,700 inhab., and consists of the

Neustadt, on the higher ground, and the Altstadt, on the Iller. In

the Residenz-Platz in the Neustadt, which is adorned with a tasteful

fountain (statue of Empress Hildegard), stands the old Palace of the

once powerful Prince-Abbots of Kempten, built in the 18th cent.

;

the 'Fiirstensaal' contains portraits of the abbots. Adjoining is the

handsome Abbey Church, with a dome in the Italian style (1652).

In the Altstadt are the Rathhaus, lately restored, and the Protestant

Church in the St. Mang-Platz. In front of the Realschule rises a

monument in memory of the war of 1870-71.
To the S. of the town, between the station and the Iller, rises the

"Burghalde, a hill with remains of ancient fortifications (reached from
the station in 10 min. ; restaurant and grounds), once the site of the

Roman fort Canipodunum, subsequently the seat of the Prince-Abbots of

Kempten, garrisoned by Imperial troops in 1633, by Swedes in 1646, forti-

fied by the French in 1703, and finally destroyed by the Imperial army in

1705. Fine view hence of the Alps : the Madele-Gabel , Grunten , Hoch-
vogel, Wertaehhorn, Sorgschroffen, Einstein, Aggenstein, Zugspitze, Sau-
ling, etc. -- A more extensive view is obtained from the 'Marienberg, 1 hr.
to the W. (a pleasant walk via Haubensteig and Bruck; inn at the top, ad-
joining the church).

From Kempten to TJlm, railway via Memmingen in 4 hrs. (fares 7 m. 5,

4 m. 70 pf., 3 m.), being the direct route from Stuttgart to the Algau,
Hohenschwangau, etc. — From Kempten to Fiissen and Reutte, see R. 4.

Beyond Kempten (from which the train backs out in the opposite
direction ; finest views now to the left) the line follows the left

hank of the Iller. The valley gradually contracts. Beyond (85 M.)
Waltenhofen (2362') the Nieder-Sonthofer See (2240') lies on the
right, at the foot of the Staffelberg (3900'). 88 M. Oberdorf. The
line approaches the Iller. On the left rises the green and sharp-
edged Grunten (p. 12), adjoined by the Daumen (p. 23).

95M. Immenstadt (2362'; *Kreuz or Post; Hirsch; Traube,
with beer-garden), a husy little town of 2500 inhah., lies pictur-
esquely on both banks of the Steigbach, at the foot of the Immen-
stadter Horn (5050') and the Mittag (4688'), near the junction of
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the Konstanzer Ach with the Iller. To the E. rises the isolated and
picturesque Griinten (p. 12); the background is formed by the

Daumen, the Geishom, and other Hinterstein Mts. (p. 23).

Environs. Fine views from the Calvarienberg 0/4 hr.) and the Schiess-

statte (V4 hr. ; Restaurant). Opposite, at the foot of the Horn (1/4 hr.),

are shady pleasure-grounds (turn to the right at the entrance to the
Steigbachthal ; finger-post). — Pleasant walk to (IV2 M.) RothenfeU. We
follow the road on the right bank of the Ach, past the chateau of Count
Rechberg, and after 1/2 M. cross to the Kbnigsgut (Baron Kiesen) on the
left bank. Here we ascend by the path to the right (way-post) to the
two farms on the crest of the hill, and then follow the new path to the left.

The ruin commands an admirable view of the Alpsee and the mountains.
We may descend through the gateway between the farms, and in 20 min.
reach BUM (Inn ; pretty view from the garden), at the S.E. end of the Alpsee
(see below). Thence back to (l'/s M.) Immenstadt by the road.

The ascent of the "Stuiben (5790'; 3-3>/2hrs.; guide unnecessary) is

recommended. The route crosses the railway just above the 'Post', and
follows the left bank of the Steigbach, past the twine-factory, into the Steig-

bachthal, a picturesque ravine between the Mittag and the Immenstadter
Horn, through which the brook dashes over its rocky bed (observe the
skilfully-constructed bulwarks and artificial channel). As far as the (

3
/\ hr.)

wooden Chapel, the path is rather steep (the path to the left here ascends
the Mittag, see below). Beyond the (5 min.) finger-post, where we turn to

the left, the path is almost level; 10 min., cross the brook; V4 hr., turn
to the right (the path to the left ascends the Steineberg, see below), and
again follow the left bank to the C/2 hr.) Almagmach Inn (rustic). A steep
cart-track (footpath shorter) now ascends in windings to the (V2 hr.) Ehren-
schwang Alp (Mittelberg chalet) on the saddle between the Steigbachthal
and the Weissachthal, turns to the left, and leads past the (50 min.) new
Inn (open in summer only; bed 1 m., hay-bed 50 pf.) to the (20 min.)
summit (pavilion and a mountain-indicator). The view is very striking,

and is more picturesque and more extensive than that from the Griinten.
To the S. is the chief group of the Algau Alps, culminating in the Krotten-
kopf and the Madele-Gabel ; to the left of these are the mountains of
Hinterstein and Tannheim, terminated by the Griinten on the E. ; to the
right (S. W.), beyond the long Gottesackerwande, rise the heights of the
Bregenzer Wald, and more to the right are the Rhsetikon Chain with the
Scesaplana, the mountains of the Grisons and Glarus, and the Sentis ; in

the immediate foreground is the Rindalphorn with its 'Nagelflue
1
strata;

to the W. stretches the Lake of Constance, on which Friedrichshafen may
be descried in clear weather. — The view from the Mittag (4688' ; 2 hrs.)

is limited; that from the Steineberg (5540'; with guide, 3 hrs.) is scarcely
inferior to that from the Stuiben. New path, following the ridge from the
Stuiben to the Steineberg, constructed in 1879.

From Immenstadt to Sonlhofen and Obersldorf, see R. 3; to the

Griinten, see p. 12. — To Reutte by Bindelang and Tannheim, see R. 5.

The train now turns to the W. , by the base of the Immenstadter
Horn, into the valley of the Ach (to the right the Kleinsee), Teaches

the village of Buhl, on the Alpsee (2355' ; 2 M. long), and skirts

the N. bank of the lake. "We next traverse the pleasant Konstanzer

Thai, flanked with green hills, to (102 M.) Thalkirchdorf, and
ascend a steep gradient to (10572 M.) Oberstaufen (2598' ; *Butt-

ner), the watershed between the Rhine and the Danube. At the

end of a short tunnel, just before Oberstaufen is reached, and at

several points beyond it, we obtain striking views of the profound

Weissachthal, the wooded mountains of Bregenz, and the snow-clad

peaks of Appenzell. — To Hittisau (Bregenzer Wald), see p. 7.

1*
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Beyond (110 M.) Harbatzhofen is the Rentershofener Damm, a

viaduct 640 yds. long, and 192' high. 114 M. Rbthenbach (2319';

Kolb). The line now winds through a partly-wooded district. Be-

foie reaching (123 M.) Hergatz (with peat-cuttings), we obtain

another view of the Appenzell mountains. 128 M. Schktehters

;

132 M. Oberreitnau. The line skirts the Hoierberg (see below), and

then turns towards the S.E. A beautiful view of the Lake of Con-

stance is now obtained: on the left Bregenz, in the foreground

Lindau, and beyond it the green mountains of St. Gallen and

Appenzell, and in the background the Kamor, Hohe Kasten, Alt-

mann, and Sentis. A long embankment then carries the train across

an arm of the lake to an island on which lies —
138 M. Lindau. — 'Bayrischer Hof, on the lake, near the station,

R. & L. 2m., D. 3m., B. 80, A. 60 pf. — 'Hotel Reutemann; Badhotel;
Krone, or Post, R. lV2m., B. 80 pf. ; Lindauer Hof; Sonne; all these

are on the quay. Helvetia, moderate; Pension Gartchen auf der Mader,
on the mainland. — Restaur. Oreiner, Maximilians-Str. ; Schiitzengarten, a

restaurant with view; adjacent, Rupflin's wine-house; Rail. Restaurant.
— Lake Baths on the N.W. side of the town.

Lindau (1306'), once a free imperial town and fortress, and in

the middle ages an important commercial place, lies on an island in

the Lake of Constance, 350 yds. from the mainland, with which

it is connected by the railway-embankment and a wooden bridge.

It has recently come into notice as a summer-resort and bathing-

place. (Lodgings procurable.) The Romans under Tiberius de-

feated the Vindelici, a Celtic tribe, in a naval battle on the lake,

and founded a fort on this island, of which a tower by the bridge

(the so-called Heidenmauer) is a remnant. On the quay is a bronze

statue of King Max II., erected in 1856. At the end of the S. pier

is a large lion in marble ; on that opposite rises a handsome light-

house (102' ; view ; tickets at the custom-house, 1 m. each).

Excursions. Pleasant walk on the bank of the lake to the W. (cross-

ing the railway-embankment, and turning to the left), passing the villas

of Lotzbeck, with a fine park, Giebelbach, and Lingg ("frescoes by Naue), to

the (IV2 M.) Schachenbad (Pension Freihof) and the (3/4 M.) Lindenhof , or
Villa Gruber, with a beautiful park, hot-houses, etc. (admission on Fridays
gratis , on other days 1 m. ; closed on Sundays). Schloss Alwind, '/* M.
farther, is the property of Frau Gruber. — Very fine view from the (

3
/4 hr.)

-Hoierberg (1496 ft.), reached either by the path parallel with the railway,
or by the road from the Landthor through Aeschach (Schlatter) to the hamlet
of Finegg at the foot of the vine-clad hill, and then by a path ascending
at the back. On the summit two inns and a belvedere (the second inn,
to the W. of the belvedere, is good).

The Lake of Constance (1306') is about 43 M. in length, 8 M. in width,
and at the deepest place (between Friedrichshafen and Arbon) 912' in depth.
Its principal feeder is the Rhine, the deposits of which have formed a broad
delta at the influx of the river between Bregenz and Rorschach. The
river emerges from the lake at Constance. This vast sheet of water with
its picturesque and well-peopled banks, its green and wooded hills on the
S. side, and the view it commands of the distant snow-mountains presents
a very striking scene to the traveller approaching the Alps for the first time.

The principal places on the lake are Friedrichshafen, Lindau Bregenz
Rorschach , Romanshorn , Constance , Meersburg , Ueberlingen

, and' Ludwigs-
hafen, between which steamboats run at least once a day. On the more
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important routes the communication is more frequent. Thus between
Lindau and Rorschach (l 1

/* hr.), Lindau and Romanshorn (li/2 hr.), Frie-
drichshafen and Rorschach (l'/4 hr.), Friedrichshafen and Romanshorn
(1 hr.), and Friedrichshafen and Constance (l'^hr.) there are 4-6 trips daily.

The lake being neutral, passengers' luggage is liable to examination at

the custom-house wherever they land; but those proceeding from one
German port to another may avoid the formality by obtaining a ticket for

their luggage. The banks of the lake belong to three different states

:

Germany (Bavaria, Wurtemberg, and Baden), Switzerland, and Austria.
(See also Baedeker's Switzerland.)

Fbom Lindau to Bbegenz. Steamboat 6-7 times daily in 25
minutes. Railway in 16-30 min. (fares 54, 40, 27 kr. ; view to the

right). Intermediate station, Lochau.

6 M. Bregenz. — "Oestekkeich. Hof, on the lake, R. l'/2, D. I1/2 fl.,

B. 50, A. 50 kr. ; Hotel Montfokt, at the station ; "Weisses Kreuz, Romer-
strasse, R. 1 fl. 10, B. 40 kr.; "Adlek; 'Krone; Schweizebhof; Lowe. —
Cafi Eirchner, Grabengasse. Wine at F. Kinz^s ('Burgermeister') and A.
Kinz jr. (Vier Jahreszeiten), on the way to the Gebhardsberg. Beer at the
Hirsch; Forster's brewery ; Neue Welt, Linz beer; Zur Schanz, Lindauer-Str.

;

Rail. Restaurant.

Bregenz, the capital of the Vorarlberg (district 'before the Arl-

berg') , the Brigantium of Strabo and Ptolemy, with 3700 inhab.

,

lies at the base of the Pfander, at the E. end of the Lake of Con-
stance (Lacus Brigantinus). The Old , or Upper Town, of irregular

quadrilateral shape, situated on a height , occupies the site of the

Roman Camp, and formerly had two gates, of which that to the S.

has been removed. (Adjoining the old tower on this side of the

town is a mediaeval castle.) Over the gateway of the old inner tower

(now a printing-office), in the Aurachgasse, is an ancient relief of

the goddess Epona (a female figure on horseback). The Pier com-
mands a good survey of the town and neighbourhood. The Vorarl-

berg Museum contains natural history specimens , coins , and also

Roman antiquities found on the CElrain, a plateau J
/2 M. to the

S.W. of the town. The Villa Giilich, near the town, also contains a

few Roman antiquities.
Pleasant "Walk on the Lindauer Strasse to the (1 M.) Klause (Oraven-

reuWs Ruhe), the tower of which commands a charming view (evening
light best). Thence to the (l'/2 M.) Baumle ("Inn) near Lochau (see above),
and (

3
/4 M.) to the '•ZecK Tavern, just beyond the Bavarian frontier. —

To the S. the Dornbirn road leads to (l'/2 M.) Rieden , with the pictur-

esquely situated Riedenburg, now a school of the Dames du Sacre Coeur

;

by the C/2 M.) bridge over the Ach is the "Engel Tavern, with a gar-

den. Near the Riedenburg is the ' 6letscherfeld\ a tract intersected by the
railway, with interesting traces of glacier action. — To the W. a walk
may be taken to (IV2 M.) Torkloster (warm sulphur-baths ; omnibus from
the 'Kreuz' inn 4 times daily), and to Mehrerau, a Cistercian abbey, with
a handsome modern church in the basilica style. [A pleasant round may
be made by returning from the Riedenburg via. the Gletscherfeld and
(l'/2 M.) Mehrerau.] — To the E. is the (

3/< M.) Berg Isel, a tavern and
rifle-range, with a pleasing view (finer from Weissenreute , a farm lying

above it). To (A'fo M.) the little village of Fluh, see below.
The "Gebhardsberg, or Schlossberg (1945'; ascent 3/t hr., the latter

half through wood), on the summit of which are a ruined castle of the

Counts of Montfort, a pilgrimage-church, and an !Inn, commands an exten-

sive prospect, embracing the Lake of Constance, the valley of the Bregenzer
Ach and the Rhine, the Alps , and the snow-mountains of Appenzell and
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Glarus; the foreground is formed by very picturesque pine-clad mountains.

— A carriage-road leads round the face of the Gebhardsberg to (Z /» M.)

Kennelbach (Krone), prettily situated on the right bank of the Ach, crosses

the Ach to Schloss Wolfurth (l>/2 M.), and ascends to the left by Rickenbaeh

to (2'/2 M.) Bildstein (2145'), frequented by pilgrims and affording a fine view.

Keturn by &/t M.) Schwarzach (p. 155).

The Pfander (3464'), which oommands a very striking and extensive

view, is ascended by several routes. The shortest (a good path, l l/2hr.;

indicated by white marks; no mistake possible) diverges to the right

beyond the old barracks, ascends to the left by a finger-post, and passes

a bench affording a pleasing view ; it then becomes steeper, and leads

through wood to the (1 hr.) Halbstalion Pfander (refreshments); 12 min.,

last houses of Hintermoos ; lastly a gradual ascent of 20 min. to the large

"Bdlel-Pension Pfander (R. l'/a fl., L. & A. 40, B. 50 kr., pens. 4 fl.), and of

5 min. more to the summit. The view from the top embraces the Bregenzer

Wald, the Algau and Vorarlberg Alps, the Rhsetikon , the mountains of

Glarus and Appenzell, and the whole of the Lake of Constance. — The
carriage-road, which is rather longer (2-2'/2 hrs.) leads past Berg Isel (see

above), chiefly through wood, to (l'/4 hr.) Fluh (Krone) and (l'/4 hr.) the

hotel. — From Lochau (p. 5) also the summit may be reached by a good

path (2'/2 hrs.) which follows the telegraph-posts as far as the Gagenmiihle,

and then ascends to the left to the hamlet of Riese and the hotel. — The
"Hirschberg (3570'), V/, hr. to the E. of the Pfander, affords a better survey

of the Bregenzer Wald , but the view is otherwise inferior (ascent from
Bregenz 3 hrs., by Fluh, Oeserberg, and Ahornach).

Bregenzer Wald, see R. 2. To Feldiirch and Bludenz (Vorarlberg

Railway), see R. 34.

2. From Bregenz to the Arlberg through the

Bregenzer Wald.
The Bregenzer Wald, as the N. part of the Vorarlberg is called, is

a diversified mountain-region watered by the Bregenzer Ach, and bounded
by the Rhine, the 111, the Lech, and the lller. It is rich in beautiful

scenery , which will amply repay the pedestrian. A distinction is made
between the Vordere , or Aeussere (outer) Wald, a thickly-peopled hill-

country, with moderate heights covered with grass and wood, and the

Hintere, or Innere Wald , which in part exhibits the characteristics of an

Alpine district. The most interesting routes are from Bregenz to the

Schrecken by Schwarzenberg or Bezau ; and thence either to the Arlberg,
or across the Oentscheljoch to Mittelberg and Oberstdorf. Most of the inns

are good and cheap.

Railway from Bregenz to (5 1
/:; M.) Schwarzach in 28 min., see

p. 155; diligence thence to Bezau twice, from Bezau to Au once

daily. The road ascends the picturesque Schwarzachthal to (4'/2 M.)
Alberschwende (2352

' ; *Taube), a prettily-situated village, with

a handsome church containing good altar-pieces by Deschwanden,
whence a pleasant path, easily found, crosses the Lorena (3575')
to (l 3/4 hr.) Schwarzenberg (see below). The road then skirts the

hill-side in a wide circuit, affording a splendid view of the valleys

of the Rothach , Bregenzer Ach , and Weissach
, which unite far

below. At the (3 M.) Zum Kronle Inn the road to Liugenau (see

below) diverges to the left. After 3/4 m. the road divides again,
the rugged road to the right leading through Wieden and Stangen-
ach to (3 M.) Schwarzenberg (see below), while the high-road
descends into the valley and leads across the Ach and the Schmidle-
bach to (11/2 M.) Egg (1837 '; *Lbwe; *Posty
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Travellers wishing to go to Oberstaufen , or to Obekstdoep via
Hittisau , follow the road from the Krbnle inn (see above) , which de-
scends past Hiiselbach to the Ach , and then ascends to (6 M. from Alber-
schwende) Lingenau (Ochs), and (2'/4 M.) Hittisau (2715'; "Krone'), a large
village, beautifully situated on the hill between the Bolgen-Ach and
Subers-Ach. [Excursions : to the Hittisbevg (4350

'
; l 3

/4 hr.) and the "Hoch-
hddrich (5128'; 2'/i hrs.) with fine views; through the Lecknerlhal to
(l'/2 hr.) the small Leckner-See (refreshments at the Hofle-Alpe), and across
the Lehen-Alpe to the top of the (3 hrs.) Hochgral {Fahnengral; 6168').

To Oberstdorf by Sibratsg/dll and Rohrmoos, see p. 17.] — A carriage-road
leads from Hittisau towards the N. to (3 M.) Krumbach, crosses the Bolgen-
Ach by a boldly-constructed bridge, and follows the WeissacMhal

,
past

Springen , Ach , and Weissach, to (9 M.) the Oberstaufen station (p. 3).

— Fkom Lingenau to Egg (4 !
/2 M.); the road descends in windings into

the ravine of the Subers-Ach, and then re-ascends by Qrossdorf. A shorter
path diverges to the right 10 min. S. of Lingenau (to Egg, 1 hr.).

[Sch.warzen.berg (2277' ; *Hirsch and *Lamm, same landlord),

charmingly situated at the foot of the Hochalple (see below), affords

pleasant quarters for a prolonged stay. The chuTch contains an
altar-piece (Glorification of the Virgin) by Angelica Kauffmann (b.

at Coire 1741, d. at Rome 1807), whose parents lived here, as a

memorial tablet below a marble bust of the paintress in the left

aisle of the church records.
Footpath across the Lorena to Alberschwende, see above. An enjoyable,

but more fatiguing path crosses the Loose (3645') to (3 hrs.) Dornbirn (p. 155),
or, descending to the right beyond the pass , and skirting the wood , to

(3 hrs.) Schwarzach. The 'Hochalple (4796') rises immediately to the S.

of the saddle, from which it is easily ascended in 1 hr. It affords a fine

view of the Bregenzer Wald, the valley of the Rhine, the Lake of Con-
stance, and the mountains of Appenzell (refuge-hut near the top). — The
direct route from Schwarzenberg to the top of the Hochalple ascends to the

right by the 'Hirsch' ; where the road divides , we may either take the
bridle-path to the right, or the shorter footpath to the left; beyond the

last four chalets we take 0/2 hr.) the path to the left, which leads in

20 min. to two huts just below the wood ; at the first of these our path
turns to the right, towards the corner of the wood, and then traverses

the wood; >/4 hr., chalets; '/* hr., other chalets (refreshments). Our route,

however, enters the wood to the right before reaching these last chalets,

and ascends the slope to (','4 hr.) the grass-grown summit.

From Schwarzenberg to Mellau (7t/
2 M.). A narrow road

descends to the S. from Schwarzenberg, passing the hamlet of Loch

and crossing a torrent, to the Ach, which here flows through a rocky

gully. The (l 1^ M.) covered bridge (beyond which a path leads up
to the road from Egg to Bezau, see below) remains on the left. We
then proceed through wood on the left bank, passing (1 M.) a sec-

ond (stone) bridge. [The road to Bezau runs on the right bank;

those who wish to proceed thither cross this bridge and turn to the

right.] The road to Mellau, which now becomes broader , keeps to

the left bank, passing (1 M.) Hof, (3/4 M.) Bayen, and (1/4 M.) a

third bridge (to the right the conical Mittagspitze, 6863 '). On the

right bank lies the hamlet of EUenbogen, whence roads lead to (left

;

3
/4 M.) Bezau and (right ; 1 M.) Rente (see below). Our road follows

the left bank, winds round the wooded Bayenberg, and leads past

Klaus, where the footpath from Reute joins the road on the left,

by the covered bridge (see below), to (3 M.) Mellau.J
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Feom Egg to Bezau. The road follows the right bank of the

Ach to (I1/2 M.) Andelsbuch, i/
2 M. to the E. of which are the

chalybeate baths of that name (moderate ; adjacent is *Dr. Konig's

Hotel-Pension). Then past Buchl and Bersbuch, and round the

projecting Bezeck (see below) to (6 M.) Bezau (2090'; *6emse;

Post), the chief place of the Innere Wald, and seat of the district

court. One of the private houses contains eight pictures by Angelica

Kauffmann, which visitors are allowed to inspect (fee).

A path (shorter than the road) leads from Buchl across the Bezeck
(3166') to Bezau. On the top (halfway) a Gothic column has been erected

as a memorial of the wooden Rathhaus, in which the 'popularly elected

Landammann and Council of the Innere Bregenzer Wald' managed the

affairs of the community for several centuries , and which stood here till

1807. — A few inin. to the S. of this point is a fine mountain view.

From Bezau to Mellau (4 M. ; diligence to Au daily in 2 his.

;

two-horse carriage 8 11.). The road crosses the Ach at Ellenbogen

(see above). About % M. to the S., in the pleasant Bizauer Thai,

are the small chalybeate baths of Rente (plain, but good), whence a

path, affording pretty views, crosses the Hebung (2424') to Hinter-

reute, and to the Klausbriicke over the Ach (to Mellau in 1 hr., see

above).

Mellau (2244'; *Bar, R. 60, D. 80 kr., with chalybeate baths;

Adler), charmingly situated in a finely-wooded valley, is recom-

mended for a prolonged stay. To the S. E. rise the precipitous walls

of the Canisfluh (6696 ') ; on the W. opens the narrow Mellenbach-

Thal, between the Hohe Koien and Guntenhang, with the Hohe
Freschen in the background.

Ascent of the "Morzelspitze (5994'), through the Mellenbachthal, 3'/4 hrs.

(view limited towards the S.). — The Hohe Freschen (6566'), 6 hrs., with
guide; better from Rankweil (p. 156). — The Canisfluh (6695'), 4 1/* hrs.,

with guide, rather fatiguing (better from Au, see below) ; the route crosses

the Hofstatten-Alpe and the Canis-Alpe, and ascends steep grassy slopes to

the summit (admirable view). Descent to Au free from difficulty.

The road crosses the Ach, skirts the wooded slope of the Oopf-
berg, with the long ridge of the Canisfluh on the right, and leads

by Hirschau to (4 M.) Schnepfau (2365' ; Krone,- Adler).
From Reute (see above) to Schnepfau, more direct path in l'/2hr. by

Bizau and the Schnep/eck (2913'). At the top, near St. Wendelins-Kapelle,
we enjoy a striking view of the Canisfluh, Mittagsfluh, etc.

The road follows the right bank of the Ach, between the Canis-
fluh on the right and the Mittagsfluh on the left, while theKiinzel-
spitze faces us. 3 M. Au (2578' ; *Krone ; *Rossle, beyond the

bridge), pleasantly situated in a broader part of the valley.
Fkom An to Bludenz, an interesting route (11-12 hrs.) up the Argen-

thal, to the S.W. We follow the right bank of the brook to (3 hrs.) Da-
mills (4685'; Inn, rustic), a loftily-situated village, from which the "Mittag-
spitze (6863') may be ascended in 2'/2hrs., with a guide (not difficult for
practised climbers). The route then leads to the S. across the Faschina-
joch (4895') to Fontanella and (3 hrs.) Sonntag, a village in the Grosse Wal-
serthal, which we now descend to (5 hrs.) Bludenz (p. 158). Another
pleasant route leads from Damiils to the W., across the Furka into the
Laternser Thai, and to (6 hrs.) Rankweil (p. 156).

'

Walkers need not return from the 'Rossle' to the high-road but
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may follow the left bank until opposite (20 min.) Lugen, where
a bridge crosses the Ach. The road (short-cut by a path through

the meadows to the right) ends at (V2 hr. ) Schopernau (2730'

;

Krone; Adler), the birthplace of F. M. Felder, the peasant-poet

(d. 1869), to whom a monument has been erected in the church-
yard. To the S. rises the imposing Kiinzelspitze (7570'), and to

the left, in the foreground, the pyramidal Venschellerspitze (6676'j.

A good bridle-path ascends gradually from this point, past the

small sulphur baths of Hopfreben (Inn) to (2'/2 hrs.) the *Schrecken

(4134'), grandly situated. On a green hill at the bottom of a vast

basin, around which mountains rise to a height of 7000-8000 ft.,

covered with forest and pasture at their bases , and snow on their

summits (Juppenspitze , Mohnenfluh, Rothhom, Kiinzelspitze), are

seen the little white church of the Schrecken, and adjoining it an

*Inn and a small group of houses, partly surrounded by the foaming
waters of the Ach.

Mountain Ascents.

"Widderstein (8305'), 4 hrs. from the Schrecken, not difficult, and
highly recommended. Starting from (l'/2 hr.) Hochkrumbach (see below)
with a guide (P. Schwarzmann, the host of the inn, or his son), we follow
the path to the Gentscheljoch (see below), turn to the left from the pass,
and ascend through a rocky basin on the S. aide of the mountain (path re-

cently improved) to the arete and (2'/2 hrs.) the summit. Magnificent
"View of the Algau and Lechthal Alps, the Tauern, the CEtzthal and
Rhsetian Alps , the Ortler , the Bernina , the Glarus and Appenzell Alps,
and the Lake of Constance.

Kiinzelspitze (7570'), 3 J/2-4 hrs. with guide, over the Schadona Pass

(p. 159) , fatiguing ; Mohnenfluh (8337'), also fatiguing. — Kleinspitze, or
Braunadlerspitze (8680'), 6 hrs., with guide, difficult.

Passes.

To Obekstdoef over the Gentscheljoch (8'/z hrs.), an interesting
route. A tolerable bridle-path ascends to (l l/2 br.) Hochkrumbach, or Krum-
bach ob Holz (56201

; Inn, rustic), a scattered group of houses in a barren
valley, inhabited in summer only. Hence we ascend to the left by a zigzag
path across steep pastures to (1 hr.) the wooden cross on the summit of the
Gentscheljoch (64801

), at the S.E. foot of the Widderstein (see above) ; fine

retrospect of the Aarhorn, Mohnenfluh, etc. The descent (to the right) is

steep and stony as far as the Upper Gentschelalp, or Oenstelalp (5558'), after
which it improves. The route then runs high up on the left side of the
picturesque Qentschelthal (to the right the precipices of the Hechlkopf and
Zwblferkopf), passing at one point along a sheer wall of rock, where it

is protected by a low parapet, and leads to the Lower Oentschelalp (4270').

The path remains on the left bank of the brook
,
passes the hamlet of

Bbdmen, crosses the Breitach, and reaches (2 hrs.) Mittelberg (3980' ; "Krone),
the principal place in the Kleine Walser or Mittelberger Thai. From this

point to (4 hrs.) Oberstdorf there is a carriage-road (comp. p. 13). — To
Oberstdorf via the Haldenwangereck or the Schrofen Pass, see p. 17.

To the Uppek Lechthal (to Reutte 16 hrs.). From Krumbach (see

above) the path runs at first for a short distance on the left, and then high
up on the right bank of the Krumbach to (1 hr.) Warth (4905'; Rossle),

prettily situated at the foot of the Warthom. [From Warth to Lech, p. 10,

l'/2 hr.) a bridle-path ascends the deeply -cleft Lechthal, passing below
the high-lying village of Burstegg.] We then descend, cross the Krumbach,
and again ascend to (

3
/4 hr.) Lechleiten (4050'), perched above the deep ra-

vine of the Lech, and overshadowed by the Biberkopf (8417'); fine view of
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the Upper Lechthal with the Omeshorn and Schatberg to the S.W., and

of the Warthorn and Widderstein to the W. (Route by the Schrofen Pass

to Obersldorf, see p. 17.) The path now descends abruptly, crossing to the

right bank of the Lech a little before reaching ElUnbogen, and arrives at

(2'/2 hrs.) Steg (3668' ; Inn), at the mouth of the Kaiserthal. [A well-trodden

path leads through this valley and across the Kaiserjoch (7605') to (5 hrs.)

Pettneu, and another over the Almejur-Joch to (6 hrs.) St. Anton in the Stan-

zerthal (p. 160).] (Jarriage-road from this point ('Stellwagen\ or diligence,

to Reutte in 8 hrs. on Mon., Wed., and Frid., at 7.30 a.m.) by Hagerau to

(3M.)Holzgau (3150'; Hirsch; Post), a thriving village at the opening of

the Heckbachilial (path across the Madelejoch to Oberstdorf, see p. 16);
thence by Stockach and Lend, crossing the Lech twice, to (6 M.) Elbigenalp

(3399' ; Engel) at the mouth of the Bemhardsthal. At (3 M.) Haselgehr (Bran),

at the mouth of the Gramais-Thal, the road regains the right bank of the
Lech. An easy, but uninteresting bridle-path leads S.E. from (4l/2 M.) El-

men (Post), by Bschlubs, Boden, Pfafflar, and the Hochtenn-Sattel (6250'),

lying to the N. of the Muttekopf (p. 163), to (7-8 hrs.) Irnst (p. 163).

The road now follows the right side of the wide, stony Lechthal.
After 2 31. we pass Vorder-Hombach (Inn) on the left, at the entrance to

the Hornbachthal. (Route over the Hombach-Joch to Oberstdorf, see p. 16.)

The road now leads by (
3

, 4 M.) Stanzuch, at the mouth of the Nainloser
Thai, and (3 M.) Forclutclt (to the left the narrow opening of the Schiearz-

wasserthal) , to (3 31.) Weissenbach (2982'; Lowe), where the road from
Pass Gacht (p. 24) joins it on the left. From this point to (6 M.) Reutte,

see p. 24 (one-horse carriage 3 fl.).

From the Schrecken to Bludenz across the Schadona-Sattel and through
the Grosse Walserthal, see p. 159.

From the Schrecken to the Arlberc (to IStuben 5 hrs.
;
guide

unnecessary). A good but steep bridle-path ascends the right side

of the deep defile of the Auenfeldtobel, at first through wood. On
quitting the wood (20 min.) we obtain a striking view of the Jup-

penspitze and Mohneniluh, and, farther on, of the lofty Kleinspitze

(Braunadlerspitze, 8680') with its glacier. After '/4 hr. we reach the

Auenfeld-Alp (refreshments), traverse a broad basin between the

Juppenspitze on the right and the Aarhorn on the left, where the

Bregenzer Ach takes its rise, and ascend gradually to the summit of

the pass (5728' ). [Travellers from Lech keep to the right as far as

the first chalet, then to the left to the Ach, and descend its right

bank.] We now descend to the right, cross (1/2 nr a bridge, and
ascend a wooded hill, on the other side of which we descend into

the Lechthal (our path being joined on the left by that from Warth,

p. 9), and cross the Lech to (40 min.) Lech (4716'; *Krone; Ad-
ler), the chief place in the Tannberg, or upper district of the Lech,
picturesquely situated at the foot of the Omishorn (8436').

A cart-road leads from Lech on the right bank of the Zilrsbach,

between the Omishorn and Rauchespitze, past (IV4 hr.) Ziirs (Inn,

rustic), to (74 hr.) the Mexensattel (577?'), which commands a

view to the S. of the Kalte Berg (9498') and the Wildebene-Ferner.
The road next descends on the right side of a deep and narrow val-

ley, in which the Stubtnbach forms a series of cascades winding
along a precipitous rocky slope. It then crosses the brook and joins
the Arlberg road above (1 hr.) Stuben (p. 160).

From Lech bt the Formarin - Alp to Dalaas
, 6 hrs. interesting

(guide advisable; provisions should be taken). The track ' follows the
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left bank of the Lech to (
3
/» hr.) Zug, where the path to the Spuller - See

across the Bratzer Staffel diverges to the left (see below), and to the
(1 hr.) Aelple, with a large cheese-dairy, situated on a broad expanse of
meadow-land; on the left rises the Schafberg , and facing us are the

Johanneskopf and ffirschenspitze. After '/2 hr. the path crosses the Lech,
and ascends to (10 min.) the Tannleger-Alp (fine retrospect); on the left

opens the Kalberthal, through which runs another path to the (3 hrs.)

Spuller-See, by Spullers-Alpe and Dalaaser Slaffel. In 1/4 hr. more we
recross the brook and ascend its left bank. In its bed are several step-

like terraces, the water trickling from which forms a subterranean dis-

charge of the Formarin-See, one of the sources of the Lech. In li/4 hr. we
reach the Formarin-Alp (6070'); 10 min., the small, green Formarin-See
(59321

), at the foot of the towering Rothwand (see below). We may either

walk round the lake by the N. and W. sides, or turn to the left and choose
the shorter but inferior path on the E. slope to 0/2 hr.) the summit of the
pass (6227'), which affords a view of the Rhsetikon, Sulzfluh, etc. The
descent leads by 0/2 hr.) the Ruchstaffel-Alp, 5 min. below which is an ex-

cellent spring ; thence in numerous windings to (
3
/i hr.) the Mustavin-Alp,

on the right bank, and to the left to (1 hr.) Dalaas (p. 160). — To the
Walsf.kthal and Blddenz. A rugged path leads N.W. from the Formarin-
See across the saddle between the Pitschikbpfe and Rothwand to (2 hrs.)

the Lagutz-Alp (5050'; chalet), and then to the W. along the slope of the
Alpilla into the Marulthal, to Oarfulla and (2 hrs.) Marul (Inn); opposite
rise the wooded slopes of the Hohe Frassen (p. 158). The Marulthal unites
about 1 hr. lower down with the Orosse Walserthal (p. 159; by Garsella to

Sonntag, 2 hrs.). The route to Bludenz leads to the left across the deep La-
sankatobel to (1 hr.) Raggal (Inn), and winds round the W. side of the Hohe
Frassen to (2V2 hrs.) Bludenz (comp. p. 159). — Ascent of the Rothwand
(8860') from the Lagutz-Alp in 4-5 hrs., with guide, difficult; shorter and
easier from the Klesenza-Alp, 1 hr. N. of Lagutz, in the upper Huttler Thai

(2 hrs. from Buchboden), which may be also reached from Tannleger (see

above) direct, in 2'/2 hrs. , by crossing the Johannesjoch (6922') , between
the Rothwand on the left and the Hirschenspitze on the right.

Fkom Lech to Klostekle by the Spuller-See, 5 hrs., also interest-

ing. At (
3
/4 M.) the village of Zug we cross the Lech to the left, and

ascend the bank of the Stierlochbach to the Stierloch-Alpe, whence we cross

the Bratzer Slaffel to (2>/2hrs.) the grandly-situated 'Spuller-See (57401

;

boat). To the N. rises the imposing "Schafberg (87801

), the summit of
which is easily reached from the lake in 2'/2 hrs. (path recently improved

;

guide required); splendid view. The descent from the lake to (l'/2 hr.)

Klosterle (p. 160), or to the right through the Spreubach-Tobel to (2 hrs.)

Wald on the Arlberg road, is steep.

3. From Immenstadt to Oberstdorf.

The Algau Alps.

Comp. Map, p. 6.

Railway to (5 M.) Sonthofen in 25 min. (fares 75, 50, 35 pf.). Post
Ommibus from Sonthofen to (83/4 M.) Oberstdorf at 8.30 a.m. in 2 hrs. ; fare

1 m. (from Oberstdorf at 11.30 a.m). Omnibus in connection with the
trains twice daily (11.30 a.m. and 4.30 p.m.). Two-horse carr. 9 m., one-
horse carr. 5 m., and fee.

Immenstadt, see p. 2. The Sonthofen line skirts the left bank
of the lller (on the right bank the church-tower of Rauhenzell, see

below), passes stat. Blaichach , a manufacturing place, and crosses

the lller and then the Ostrach. 5 M. Sonthofen (2420' ; *Deut$ches

Haus, at the station; *Engel; Adler ; Ochs ; Hirsch), a thriving

market-town, pleasantly situated in the broad green Illerthal. Fine

view from the Calvarienberg, min. from the 'Engel', embracing
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the Madele-Gabel , which rises above the dark Himmelschroften,

the Kratzer (left) , Biberkopf and Widderstein (right), Schlappolt

and Fellhorn (in the foreground).
The Griinten (5712') is frequently ascended from Sonthofen. Carriage-

road to (3 M.) Burgberg (24601

; Lowe), at the S.W. base of the moun-
tain, l'/2 M. from Bleichach (see above). (From Immenstadt the direct

route is by the Untere Zollsteg and Rauhenzell to Burgberg, 3'/2 M.) The
path from Burgberg to the summit of the Griinten (2>/4-3 hrs. ; guide un-

necessary) is easily found, but is a little rough at places. We go through
the village, past the church, and at the last house (a mill) proceed 20 paces
to the left; then by a footpath to a solitary chapel (or the road beyond
the village is followed in a straight direction , and the chapel reached
by ascending to the right). Here a road to the right through the wood is

ascended. After 5 min., where a stone wall begins on the left, we diverge
to the left by the large pines. A square block of stone indicates the be-

ginning of the Griinten path. (Or the road is followed to a point 100
paces beyond the end of the wood ; the fence to the left is then crossed
and the meadows ascended.) The steep and stony path now ascends a ra-

vine descending from the Griinten, and enclosed by huge precipices, to the
Ound-Alp (41801

), a large basin, in which 'Hirnbein't Inn is situated (R.
l'/2-2 m.). In 25 min. more the summit is attained. From the Hochaart,
on which a pavilion has been erected, a narrow ridge leads in 10 min. to

the Uebelhorn, the central and highest of the peaks. -View of the moun-
tains from the Zugspitze to the Sentis; in the foreground the Illerthal
with Sonthofen and Oberstdorf; above them the Algiiu Alps; to the ex-
treme right, part of the Lake of Constance; to the N. the hills of Upper
Swabia and the Bavarian plain as far as Peissenberg.

The Oberstdorf Road crosses the Iller and leads through (^M.)
Sigishofen to (3*/2 M.) the large village of Fischen (Kreuz; road

hence by Maiselstein and through the Hirschsprung to Tiefenbach,

4 M., see below); then through (1 */2 M.) Langenwang and across

the Breitach (before the bridge, a path to the right leads to Wasach
and Tiefenbach) and the Stillach to (3 M.) Oberstdorf.

The Old Road from Sonthofen to Oberstdorf ascends the right bank
of the Iller by (l'/2 M.) AUstetlen to (2'A M.) Schollang (Inn), prettily
situated on a height above the Iller; view from the ('/4 hr.) cemetery on
the 'Schollanger Burg\ Below Schollang, on the Iller, lie the small sul-
phur-baths of Au. The road then descends by Reichenbach and Rubi, and
crosses the Trettach to (4i/2 M.) Oberstdorf.

I41/2 M. Oberstdorf (2666ft.; *Mohr; *Sonne; *mrsch; Krone;
Lowe, moderate; wine and beer at the Traube; beer-garden near
the church), a thriving village almost entirely re-erected after a fire

in 1865, is beautifully situated in a broad valley in the midst of the
AlgauAlps, and is a favourite summer-resort. (Lodgings easily

obtained.) About IY2 M. below the village the Trettach, Stillach,

and Breitach unite to form the Iller. The ramifications of the valleys
from which they descend afford a great variety of *Excursions.
(Guides: Brutscher, a hunter, A. Kochler, Tim. Kappeler Jos.
Anton Zeller, and Ign. Zobel at Oberstdorf; J. Bap. Schraudolph
at Einodsbach.)

Fallbach, or Faltenbach Waterfall, in the gorge between the Rubihorn
and Schattenberg (20 min.). We cross the Trettach by the saw-mill at
the upper end of the village ; the path passes some lime-kilns on the left
crosses the brook at the end of the ravine, and ascends to a platform above
the foaming cascade.

Hofmann's Ruhe (25 min.). Pilgrimage-road from the church to (1/2 M )
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the three chapels of St. Loretto, with a fine old lime-tree; then to the left

up the hill , on the (V4 hr.) top of which are two benches , shaded by
trees and commanding a fine panorama. On the S. summit, 10 min. from
St. Loretto, stands the inn Zur Alpenrose. The descent is made on the
N. side to the (1/4 hr.) bridge over the Trettach at the upper end of Oberst-
dorf. — Similar views from the (20 min.) Schbne Aussicht inn on the road
into the Oythal , and from ('/« hr.) the Burgitall , to the left of the road
to Spielmannsau (see below).

"Wasach, a beautiful walk (1 hr.). We follow the Fischen road, cross
the bridge over the Breitach, and ascend to the left, soon gaining a fine

view of the Walser Thai , to the * Wasach Inn , commanding a beautiful
view (best by evening light), which is still more extensive from the Kapf,
10 min. higher (panoramas sold at Oberstdorf, 1 m.). The following are
the most conspicuous mountains from left to right : the Rubihorn, Schatten-
berg, Hbfatsspitze , Rauheck, Kreuzeck, Krottenkopfe (8710'), Kratzer,
Himmelschroffen, Madelegabel (8670'), Wilde Mann, Linkerskopf, Rappen-
kbpfe, Schlappolt, Widderstein, and the sharp crest of the Hohe Ifen, all

upwards of 6000' in height. Below lies Oberstdorf. — From the Kapf in
10 min. (turning to the left beyond the house) to the Judenkirche, a
natural archway in the rock, through which we obtain a fine view of the
Rubihorn, etc.

Tiefenbach (1 hr.). The road leads from the W. end of the village,

crosses the Stillach, and ascends. At the top of the hill (fine view) it

leads in a straight direction through marshy meadows (to the left diverges
the road into the Walser Thai, see below), then descends through wood,
crosses the Breitach, and reaches the group of houses In der Oib. Thence
by a short ascent to the sulphur-baths of Tiefenbach (2739 '; Badhaus burned
down in 1878). A farther ascent to the right brings us to (20 min.) Wasach
(see above), whence the return to Oberstdorf takes 1 hr. ; or we may pro-
ceed straight on by the Maiselstein and Fischen road (see above)

,
past the

precipitous Nase {Naeswand ; fine view, ascent by the direction-post to the
left, 3/4 hr.) to the (1 M.) Hirschsprung, a cutting in the rock which
affords a striking view of the lower Illerthal and the Griinten.

-Freiberg-See (3061'; 1 hr.). To St. Loretto, see above ; 4 min. farther,

by the direction-post, the path leads to the right, traversing the meadows
and crossing the Stillach , and ascends to the saddle of the Freiberg,
beyond which the dark green lake lies in a beautiful wooded basin. Fine
view of the Linkerskopf, Griesgundkopf , Warmatsgundkopf, etc. ; to the

right, the Schlappolt. The log-hut (key at Gschwender's in Oberstdorf, lm.)
contains a boat for excursions on the lake. — Shortly before reaching the
lake we observe a finger-post on the right, pointing to the Freibergshohe;
from the point where the path ends we ascend to the right to a small
hut with a table and benches , commanding a view of the valley of
Oberstdorf.

"Zwingsteg and Walser Schanzle (l'/2 hr.). Road by Kornau (or foot-

path, already mentioned, to Tiefenbach, joining the road at the top of
the hill), ascending the hill to the left (pretty views), and finally de-

scending through wood into the Kleine Walser- Thai, watered by the Breit-

ach. On the Austrian frontier is the Walser Schanzle (3261'; Inn, good
wine). About 8 min. before it is reached, a path descends through the
meadows and woods to the right to the "Zvoingsteg (3065 ') , a bridge over
a deep and narrow gorge, through which the Breitach dashes, 230 ft. be-

low. Beyond the bridge the path ascends in zigzags to 0/4 hr.) a direction-

post by a hut, and then descends past the mouth of the Rohrmooser Thai

(p. 17) and by Oib (see above) to (1 hr.) Tiefenbach (see above), or to

(IV2 hr.) Oberstdorf. — The next places in the Walser, or Mittelberger
Thai, are (3 M.) Riezlem (*Engel; ascent of the Hohe Ifen, see p. 15),

(2>/4 M.) Hirschegg, and (I1/2 M.) Miltelberg (3980'; "Krone, near the church;
Traube), the picturesquely-situated capital of the valley. (From Mittel-

berg to Krumbach over the Oentscheljoch, see p. 9.) The road ends 3 M.
farther on, at Baad (3927'; Inn), whence a fatiguing and uninteresting pass

crosses the Starzeljoch (6128') to (4 hrs.) Schopernau (p. 9).

'Spielmannsau (TreUachthal; carriage-road, 2 hrs.), recommended for
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a morning excursion. The footpath leads from the E. end of the village

(finger-post) to Kiihberg and Gruben, and finally joins the road. Road to

Loretto, see above; »/« M - farther a finger-post, where the road leads to

the left across the Burgstall (the N. spur of the Bimmelschroffen, see above)

to a (1 M.) finger-post, showing the way to the left to the Holltobel (see

below), and to the right to Spielmannsau. The good road now follows

the left bank of the finely -wooded Trettachthal. On the left lies the

small blue Christies-See (3015'). The Trettach and the Trauchbach are next

crossed; (3 M.) Spielmannsau (30R5'; rustic inn), a small hamlet. Fine

view of the huge Trettachspitze ; on the left the Kratzer. From this point

it is interesting to explore the Trauchthal , from which a fatiguing route

crosses the Marzle (between the Kreuzeck and the Krottenspitze) to the

Hornbachthal (p. 16). — A path, bad at places, leads from Spielmannsau

through the wild ravine, and at length high on its right side, passing the

'Untere Knie*, to the (1 hr.) Sperrbachsleg (4058'), in the midst of a grand

rocky wilderness. Thence to the Obermadele-Alp, see p. 16.

*Hblltonel (l'/2 hr.), at the end of the Dietersbachthal, a side-valley

of the Spielmannsau. Either by the new and shady promenade on the

right bank of the Trettach . or by the road to Spielmannsau as far as

(2'/2 M.) a direction-post indicating the way to the Holltobel and Gerst-

ruben. The path descends to the left, crosses the Trettach, and turns to

the right. After 20 min. we ascend to the left by a new path on the

right side of the Dietersbachthal to the (10 min.) deep rocky gully of the

Hdlltobel, in which a considerable brook forms three waterfalls. The path

first leads to a bridge over the lowest fall, then to a platform above the

middle fall, and lastly to the (10 min.) 'Upper Fall, which takes a clear

leap into a funnel-like basin. We ascend hence to (20 min.) Gerstrnben
(Inn, rustic), a hamlet in the upper part of the valley (3773'), at the base

of the abrupt Bofatsspilze (7415'; ascent from Gerstruben 4-5 hrs., suitable

only for practised climbers with steady heads). About 1 hr. farther up the

valley is the Dietershach-Alpe, in the midst of imposing scenery (HofatS-

spitze, Rauheck, Kreuzeck). A steep path (guide necessary) leads from this

point across the Aelple (3824'), between the Hcifatsspitze and Rauheck, to

the (3 hrs.) Kaseralpe in the Oythal (see below). The direct descent from
Gerstruben by a path on the slopes to the right to the ('/» hr.) bridge over

the Trettach is steep and stony at places ; thence to Oberstdorf 3 M.
Geisalpsee (2'/4 hrs.). Road to Schbllang (see p. 12) as far as (3 M.)

Reichenbach. Then up to the right to (V2 hr.) the Geisalp, and past a fine

waterfall formed by the Reichenbach to (
3A hr.) the Untere Geisalpsee,

picturesquely situated in a basin between the Rubihom (Geisalphorn), on
the right", and the Entschenkopf on the left. The small Obere Geisalpsee
lies "2 hr. farther up; thence to the Vordere Seealp (p. 15) across the
Geisfuss (6510') in 2 hrs., guide advisable.

Oythal (to the Stuiben 21/2 hrs.), between the Schattenberg and Riffen-
kopf , carriage-road one-third of the way. By the lime-kilns beyond the
Trettach bridge, at the upper end of the village, the road ascends to the
right, rounding the base of the Schatfenberg. (A path to the right across
the meadows, just beyond the bridge, is shorter.) The valley is at first

monotonous and affords no views. After 1 hr. the road crosses the Opbach,
and enters an open grassy dale; on the left the Adlerwand and the See-
wande with waterfalls, on the right the wooded RifTenkopf. After 20 min.
a second bridge. The valley suddenly turns to the S., and a fine survey
of the head of the valley, with the Hintere Wilde (7982'), Bollenhorner
(7096 '), and Hofatsspitze (7415'), is disclosed. At the (40 min.) Gutenalpe
(3720'), the path returns to the left bank, and ascends steeply to (V2 hr.)
the "Stuibenfall, the beautiful fall of the copious Oybach, with picturesque
surroundings. About •/« hr. farther up is the solitary Kaseralpe (4498');
thence across the Aelple to Gerstruben, see above; over the Bornbach-
joch to Hinter-Bornbach, see p. 10; across the Bimmeleck into the Berg-
gilndele, see p. 23.

Birgsau ( Still achthal), by road, 6 M. (one-horse carr. in 1 hr • there
and back 6m.); footpath thence to Einodsbach (1/2 hr.). The route is by
Loretto ; by a direction-post the road leads to the right between the
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Himmelschroffen on the left, and the Freiberg and Schlappolt, and farther
on, the Griesgundkopf and Warmatsgundkopf on the right. 611. Birgsau
(3182'; Adler), a solitary hamlet commanding a beautiful view: in the
centre the pyramidal Linkerskopf, on the right the two Rappenkopfe, over
a depression to the left the Wilde Mannle, and to the extreme left the
three peaks of the Madelegabel. A good path now leads at the same level

for 10 min., and then ascends the right side of the wild ravine of the
Stillach; 20 min., a platform on the right, with a good view of the gorge
(the Bachergwand); 5 min. Einodsbach (3743'; ' Schraudolph's Inn, un-
pretending), a hamlet near the head of the valley (called beyond this the
Rappenalpenthal). The Backer Loch , a huge gully , ascends hence to the
Madelegabel. After 10 min., by a finger-post, the path turns to the left,

leads round a stable, and ascends a little. It then follows the right side
of the gorge. In 20 min. we reach a waterfall at the foot of the Madele-
gabel, a little below which we pass the finest point in the valley. From
a projecting point beyond the brook a second fall is observed in the gorge
higher up. The beautiful 'Edelweiss' may be found (by good climbers)
on the slopes above. — Pedestrians should return by the Freibergsee (see
above) ; the route crosses the Stillach , 10 min. below Birgsau , and leads
chiefly through wood, passing several isolated houses (Faislenau, Ringgang,
Schwcmden).

Madelegabel (8670'), the second highest summit in the Algau Alps
(Grosse Krottenkopf, 8710'), ascent laborious, but for practised moun-
taineers unattended with danger (guide 10 m.). Since the erection of the
club-hut (see below) the ascent is usually made from Einodsbach (guide,
Schraudolph). The path (lately improved) ascends the steep Bacherthal to
(3-3>/2 hrs.) the Waltenbergerhaus (6712'), a club-hut in the Bockkar, at

the S.W. base of the Hochfrottspitze (see below); it then crosses rocks
and stones to the gap between the Hochfrottspitze and the Bockkarkopf,
and traverses the small Schneeferner, which presents no difficulty, to the
(l'/2 hr.) central peak. Magnificent "Panorama. — The ascent from the N.
side is longer and more fatiguing. The route is through the Spielmannsau
to the (5 hrs.) Obermddele Alp (see below), where the night, should be
spent. A fatiguing ascent thence of 3 hrs. to the summit. — The Hoch-
frottspitze, or W. peak of the Madelegabel (8690'), may also be ascended
from the N.E. without difficulty; the ascent of the Trettachspitze (N.
peak, 8480') is more difficult, and should he attempted by none but experts.

"Nebelhorn (7385'), an easy ascent of 4-4'/2 hrs. (guide, unnecessary
for adepts, 7 m.). The path ascends to the Fallbach (see above) ; beyond
the second bridge it turns to the left, and ascends in zigzags, across
meadows and through wood to (IV2 hr.) the Vordere Seealp (4225'), whence
a second chalet is visible high above us, just below the Zeiger (see be-
low). The route ascends gradually to (20 min.) the end of the valley,
turns to the left, and for 1 hr. mounts the slope, which is stony at places;
about 10 min. before reaching the chalet we ascend the grassy slopes to

the left (N.) , and farther on , skirt a hollow inhabited by marmots. A
beaten path leads thence to (1 hr.) the summit, a narrow ridge, descending
almost perpendicularly towards the Retterschwangthal (p. 23). Magnificent
view. — An interesting pass leads from the upper Alp across the Zeiger
(6520') and the Wengenalp to Hinterslein (p. 23; 7 hrs. from Oberstdorf,
guide 10 m.).

Fellhorn (6660 '), interesting and not difficult, 4V2 hrs., with guide.
The route leads from Faistenau (see above) to the Schlappoltalpe, past
the small Schlappoltsee, and up steep green slopes. Easy descent to Riez-
lern in the Walserthal (p. 13; 21/2 hrs.). — Rauheck (7887') and Kreuzeck
(7854'), ascent in each case 5 hrs., with guide (8 m.), not difficult for
mountaineers (across the Dietertbachalpe, see above). Steep descent into the
Hornbachthal (see below). — Grosser Krottenkopf (8710'), the highest of
the Algau Alps; ascent across the Madelejoch (see below) in 8 hrs. (guide
12 m.), fatiguing, but unattended with danger. .Superb view.

Hoher Ifen (7306') and Gottesackerw&nde, an interesting ascent, facil-

itated by the recent improvement of the path. The best route is from
RiezUrn (see p. 13; "Engel), through the Schwarzwasserthal and by Auen^
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direct to the summit of the (5 hrs.) Hohe Ifen, which affords a splendid

view. We then cross the fissured and undulating Goltesacker- rlateau

(where the route is indicated by stone pyramids and red marks), passing

the Gottesacker-Alpe to the (l'/s hr.) Scharte (6575'), whence we descend

the terraces of the Goltesackerwan.de , with the Hochalpe and the Kessler-

alpe, to the (3 hrs.) Schrine and (l>/2 hr.) Rohrmoos (p. 17).

Passes. From Obeestdorf to Holzgao on the Lech, over the Madele-

joch (8'/2 hrs., guide 10m.), an interesting route. Through the Bpielmannsau

(Trettachthal) as far as (3Vs hrs.) the Sperrbachsteg , see above. Beyond

the bridge the narrow path winds up steep grassy slopes, crossing the

Sperrbach (on the right bank the Sperrbachhutte) at the Obere Knie (4386'),

and traversing the Sperrbachtobel (caution should be used in crossing the

snow-bridges); then over grass and loose stones to (2 hrs.) the Obermddele-

Alp (6023'-, poor quarters; ascent of the Madelegabel , see above). From
this point the Madelejoch (6473'), between the Kratzer and Krottenkopfe,

is reached in '/« hr - 5 nne view, to the S., of the heights of the Lechthal, and
to the E., of the Grosse Krottenkopf (see above). We now descend abruptly

into the Heckbachthal (HDhenbachthal) past a waterfall, and follow the 'Ge-

sprengte Weg' through the striking ravine of the Heckbach, to (2'/2 hrs.)

Holzgau (p. 10).

From Oberstdobf to Elmen in the Lechthal over the Hornbachjoch

(10 hrs.), fatiguing, but on the whole repaying (guide to Hinter-Hornbach
10 m.). The route (shady in the early morning) first leads through the

Oythal (p. 14), past the Stuibenfall, to the (2'/2-3hrs.) Kaseralpe (p. 14);

it then ascends steeply (the path soon becoming indistinct) to the highest

pastures, and mounts fatiguing stony slopes to the (2 hrs.) Hornbachjoch
(67O0 1

), between the Hollenhorner and the Lechler Kanz. Splendid survey

of the Lechthal Mts. ; view towards the W. limited. We now descend
rapidly (with the huge Hochvogel facing us; p. 23) to the (l'/« hr.) highest

Joch-Alpe, and then by a tolerable path to (1 hr.) Hinter-Hornbach (3600';

Adler, by the church, rustic ; good wine), a village charmingly situated at

the opening of the Jochthal into the Hornbachthal. The Hochvogel (p. 23)

and the Urbeleskarspitze (8500'), a striking point of view, may be ascended
from this point. A good path now leads, chiefly through wood, to P^hr.)
Vorder-Hornbach (two poor inns) in the broad Lechthal. Below the village

we turn to the right and cross the Hornbach to the hamlet of Mortenau, then
traverse the floor of the valley to the left, and cross the Lech to the road
which leads to (1 hr.) Elmen (p. 10).

To the Upper Lechthal. Two passes, the Schrofen Pass and the Hal-
denwangereck , lead from Oberstdorf to the Upper Lechthal. Oveb the
Schkofen Pass to Lechleiten, 6V2 hra. (guide unnecessary), the shortest
way to the Arlberg. The route crosses the Stillach at (2>/2 hrs.) Birgsau
(see above), and ascends the left bank to (3/4 hr.) the Buchrainer Alp
(Einbdsbach remaining on the left) ; to the right, on the flank of the
Griesgundkopf, is a shooting-box of Prince Luitpold of Bavaria. The upper
Stillachthal (Rappenalpenthal) is monotonous and enclosed by wooded
heights; towards the E. towers the Trettachspitze ; farther up, on the left

the Biberkopf, on the right, the Wildegundkopf and Liechlkopf. The
path crosses the Stillach thrice before reaching (13/4 hr.) the Biberalp, on
a hill formed by stony deposits. Beyond it (20 min.) we again cross the
brook and ascend the abrupt slope by a stony path to 0/2 hr.) the Schrofen
Pass (5570 1

), which commands a fine survey of the Gaishorn, Liechl-
kopf, Schafalpenkopfe, and (S.) Biberkopf. A good path now descends
to (V2 hr.) the Austrian custom-house of Lechleiten (p. 9), a few minutes
above which, to the left, stands Felder's Inn. (The village lies on the hill

to the left, 10 min. farther.) From the custom-house we descend to the
right into the Krumbachthal , cross the stream at the mill and then re-
ascend to (35 min.) Warth (4905'; Rossle); thence either to the right to
(1 hr.) Hochkrumbach (p. 9), or to the left, round the flank of the Wart-
horn, to (f/2 hr.) Lech (p. 10), in the Lechthal. — Over the Halden-
wangeeeck to Hochkrombach, 71/2 hours. To the (5 hrs.) Biberalp, see
above ; then on the left bank of the Stillach (the bridge and route to the
Schrofen Pass remaining on the left) to the Haldenwanger Alp at the head
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of the Rappenalpenthal, and to the (l'/ahr.) summit of the pass (6237'; fine

view). The descent is by the Hirschgehren-Alp to (1 hr.) Hochkrumbach
and the (

3
/4 hr.) Schrecken; see p. 9.

A more interesting route for intending visitors to the Schrecken and
the Bregenzer Wald is through the Walser Thai and across the Gentschel-

joeh (8V2 hrs. to Schrecken
;
guide advisable from Mittelberg to the pass

;

comp. p. 9). — Over the Slarzeljoch to Schopernau, see p. 13.

From Oberstdorf to Hittisau (p. 7). The route, which is deficient

in interest, leads through the above-mentioned Roht'mooser Thai (8 hrs.).

Carriage-road from Tiefenbach on the left bank of the Starzlach to (2 hrs.)

Rohrmoos (3526'), a large dairy-f;\rm belonging to Prince Waldburg (inn

kept by the manager). On the S. are the Gottesackerwande (p. 16). Then
through the Hirschgunder Thai, by a bad and often marshy path to (l'/2 hr.)

the In der Schrine Inn (on the left the fine cascade of the Kesselbach),

and, crossing the small gorge of the Feigenbach (Austrian frontier), to

(IV2 hr.) SfbralsgfUll (3040'), whence a better road leads to (2 hrs.)

Hittisau (p. 7).

4. From Augsburg to Innsbruck. Hohenschwangau.
132 M. Railway by Biessenhofen to Oberdorf (45 M.) in 2 hrs. 35 min.

(fares 5 m. 90, 3 m. 90, 2 m. 35 pf). Diligence from Oberdorf to Fiissen
(20 M.) daily in 41/2 hrs. (in 1882 at 10.30 a.m.). Diligence from Fiissen
to Innsbruck (67 M. in I31/2 hrs. ; 8 fl. 60 kr.) daily (in 1882 at 4 p.m.

;

to Reutte only, 2 hrs., 2 m.). Omnibus from Reutte to Innsbruck daily at

6 a.m. in 14 hrs. (starting in the reverse direction from the 'Mondschein'
inn at Innsbruck at. the same hour), stopping for dinner at Nassereit (fare

4 fl., coupe 5fl.). — For a party of several persons the pleasantest mode
of travelling in Austria is by 'extra-post' (carr. and pair for 4 pers. 5 fl.

56 kr. per stage of 15 kilom. or 9'/4 Engl. M.)
From Kempten (p. 2) to Fussen (25 31.) diligence daily at 9 a.m. in

6'/2hrs. (4>/2m.). The road leads by (3M.) Durach (3M. to the S. of which,
near Sulzberg , lie the small iodine baths of Sulzbrunn), (7V2 M.) Oy, a
lofty village with a fine view, (33/4 M.) Nesselwang (Post; Bran), Kappel,
(33/4 M.) Weissbach, and past the Weissensee, enclosed with wood, to (7 M.)
Fussen. This is a fine route, particularly the latter half, with a view of
the pyramidal Sauling (p. 19). — To Reotte. The direct (Kempten and
Innsbruck) road from Kempten turns to the right at Weissbach (see above),
which with the following villages of Kirchdorf and Steinach belongs to

the parish of Pfronten (Frons Raeliae), consisting of thirteen villages. We
enter the broad valley of the Vils , which descends from the Tannheimer
Thai and falls into the Lech 2 M. below the small town of Vils, and at

the Ulrichsbriicke reach the Lech and the road from Fussen (p. 20).

From Sonthofen (p. 11) to Reutte by Hindelang, Tannheim, and the Gacht
Pass, see R. 5.

From Peissenberg (p. 27) to Fussen (34Y2 M.) post-omnibus once
daily in 8 hrs., by Hbtten (p. 28), Petting (Inn), (18 M.) Steingaden (Post),

once a monastery with a Romanesque church , Trauchgau, and past the
Bannwaldsee. A little on this side of Unterschwangau , and 33/4 M. from
Fussen, a bye-road to the left leads to Hohenschwangau (see below).

Railway from Augsburg to (41 M.) Biessenhofen, see p. 2;
branch-line from this point, through the Wertach-Thal to (4 M.)
Oberdorf (Inn), a market-town with a chateau.

The high-road from Oberdorf to (20 M.) Fussen is monotonous.

The most conspicuous mountains in the background are the Sauling

(p. 19) and the Aggenstein (p. 24). To the E. of (5 M.) Stetten

(Post) rises the isolated Auerberg (3445'), with a church and inn

at the top, often ascended for the view (IV2 nr 0-

Then by Steinbach to (7 M.) Rosshaupten. The road now enter?

Baedeker's If n 11 i urn Aim Rth ffrii' 2
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the broad Lechthal. On the hill to the right is Dietrinyen ; on the

left , beyond the river , rise the Trauchberg , and ,
farther on

, the

Tegelberg; facing us is Hohensohwangau. We next reach (8 M.)—
65 M. (from Augsburg) Fussen (2615'; Post; Sonne; Mohr),

a small town on the Lech, on a hill crowned with a handsome castle

which the bishops of Augsburg erected in 1322. The Rittersaal,

with finely-painted ceiling, and the chapel were restored by Lewis I.

Adjoining the castle are the suppressed Benedictine abbey of St.

Mang, founded in 629 (present building, 18th cent.), and the

Church of St. Magnus, erected in 1701, a good rococo edifice, de-

corated with marble, frescoes, gilding, and a few reliefs. To the left

in the choir is a very early portrait of Charlemagne ; on the right that

of St. Leopold. In the Romanesque crypt is the Chapel of St. Magnus,

with the drinking-cup, stole, and staff of the saint (d. 654), and four

marble statues. On the left by the church-door is the entrance to

the Chapel of St. Anna, adorned with a Dance of Death in 20 sec-

tions (beginning of 17th cent.), and a fine crucifix carved in wood.
On the right bank of the Lech, a few hundred paces above the bridge,

a path with pilgrimage-stations ascends from the church to the 40al-

varienberg ('/i hr.), surmounted by three crosses, and commanding a

beautiful view: N. the valley of the Lech and Fussen, S.W. the Schwan-
see and Hohenschwangau. — On the E. side of the Calvarienberg a path
descends to the Schwansee, skirts its S. bank, and ascends in zigzags; at

the top of the hill we follow a S. direction , then turn to the left by a
road, and, where it divides, descend to the right to the inn at the S. base
of Hohenschwangau (1 hr. from the Calvarienberg).

The road from Fussen to Hohenschwangau passes a Waterfall

of the Lech (
3
/4 M. above Fussen) , diverges to the left from the

high-road by the Bavarian frontier -post, and leads between the

Calvarienberg and the Sohwarzenberg , and past the Schwansee, to

(3 M.) the village of Hohenschwangau (Alpenrose, tolerable; bed

at the house of M. Yollnhals if necessary). Another route, shorter,

but less attractive, descends to the left by the bridge over the Lech
at Fussen, and leads to the right round the Calvarienberg and

Schlossberg to the (2V4 M.) village.

*Schloss Hohenschwangau (2933'), formerly called the Schwan-
stein, situated on a wooded rock 3 1

/2 M. to the S.E. of Fussen, is

said to have been once a Roman fort, and was subsequently a baronial

castle. It was destroyed by the Tyrolese in 1809, in 1820 sold for

the trifling sum of 200 fl., and in 1832 purchased by the late King
Max of Bavaria (d. 1864) , then crown-prince, who caused it to he
entirely re-constructed by Quaglio, Ohlmiiller, and Ziebland, and
decorated with frescoes by Munich artists. Visitors admitted at any
hour after 8a.m., even when the royal family is here. A visit to

the castle occupies one hour at least. Attendant 1 m.
The drive to the chateau ascends gradually, winding round the

rock. Several gates afford access to the building. Over the principal
entrance are two banner-bearers with the arms of Bavaria and the
Schwangau , by Schwanthaler . In the court is the Marienbrunnen
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on the left, with a Madonna painted by Glink. The Kitchen Offices

are adorned with appropriate frescoes. In the small garden is a

Swan as a fountain-figure ; adjoining is it the Marmorbad, hewn
in the rock, with two nymphs by Schwanthaler. A few paces farther

is the Lion Fountain, with four water-spouting lions bearing a large

basin , from which rises a jet 40' in height. The castle itself is

now entered. The colonnade contains armour and weapons.
Frescoes on the Fikst Floor. In the Schwan - Rittersaal are 4 pic-

tures, illustrating the legend of the Schwanritter, or Knight of the Swan

;

in the Schprensaal 8 pictures by Lindenschmitt from Bavarian history;
in the Oriental Room reminiscences of the king's travels in the East

;

Schwangau Room, 7 scenes from the history of the castle, by Lindenschmitt

;

Bertha Room, history of the parents of Charlemagne, 5 paintings designed
by Schwind; Ladies'' Room, 'scenes from the life of a lady of the middle
ages' , from the history of the Countess Palatine Agnes , wife of Otho of
Wittelsbach. — Upper Floor: Room of the Heroes, representations from
the Wilkina legend , a myth connected with the Nibelungenlied , com-
memorating the exploits of Dietrich of Bern, designed by Schwind; Room
of the Hohenstauftn , 6 paintings by Lindenschmitt ; Room of the Guelphs, 7
scenes from the history of Henry the Lion by Lindenschmitt; Autharis
Room, 4 pictures representing the wooing of the Bajuvar princess Theude-
linda by the Lombard king Autharis , designed by Schwind ; Room of the

Knights, scenes of mediaeval chivalry, 9 paintings by Schwind; armorial
bearings in silver, a wedding-gift to the king from the Bavarian nobility

;

Private Chapel, stained-glass windows.
Delightful views are obtained from the windows of the differ-

ent rooms , especially from the oriel - window of the king's study,

whence the plain is also visible. The most extensive is from the

tower, shown by request only. Charming survey of the Alpsee from
a temple on a rocky height, 5 min. to the E. of the castle.

Environs. A broad new road ascends gradually from the inn in 20
min. to the castle of "Neu-Schwanstein, erected by Lewis II. on the site

of the old castle of Vorder-Schwangau, and beautifully situated on a pre-
cipitous rock above the profound ravine of the Pollat. The building is

still unfinished (no admission). Charming survey hence, towards the N.,
of the broad plain of the Lech with several lakes ; to the right the Bann-
wald-See, opposite us the Hopfen-See; to the left in the foreground the
handsome chateau of Hohenschwangau between the Schwan-See and Alp-
See; towards the S. a fine view of the wild ravine of the Pollat with its

waterfall , and high above it the Marienbriicke.
We should now retrace our steps by the road for 5 min. and turn to

the right by a footpath, indicated by a stone, which ascends in 10 min.
to the Jugend, a clearing in the wood which commands another fine "View,
more extensive than that from the castle. In 5 min. more we reach the
"Harienbriicke, a handsome bridge 50 yds. long, which boldly spans the
rocky gorge of the Pollat at a height of 295 ft. above the waterfall. The
bridge affords a beautiful view of Neu-Schwanstein and the Sauling, the
highest of the neighbouring mountains. The waterfall of the Pollat is

concealed by the bridge itself.

The 'Obere Pollatweg', descending into the ravine to the right from
the bridge, leads to the waterfall, from which we must return by the same
route (a path through the valley haviDg become impracticable). From
the bridge the inn is regained in 20 minutes.

The Sauling (6683'; 5 hrs. , with guide; the last part fatiguing) com-
mands an extensive view.

Pedestrians proceeding to Reutte (8 M.) need not return to

Fiissen. A good road ('Ftirstenstrasse') , which walkers only may
use, leads to the W.

,
passing through the beautiful grounds and

2*
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woods which enclose the *Alpaee. About i/
2 M - from tne inn a Patn

leads to the left to the *Pindarplatz, a height with a bench, high

above the beautiful blue lake. Opposite is the Pilgerschroffen, con-

cealing the Sauling. From the end of the lake we return to the road.

Just before reaching the (l 3/4 M.) Austrian frontier-station, we di-

verge to the left, and after a few paces take a path to the right, which
finally crosses meadows and joins the public road (

3
/4 M.). The Knie-

pass (3030'), a rocky barrier confining the Lech within narrow limits,

is now crossed to (3 M.) Pflach (see below) and (2'/2 M.) Reutte.

The High Road from Fiissen to (9'/4 M.) Reutte leads past

the fall of the Lech (p. 18) and through a narrow ravine to (1 M.)
the Austrian frontier ( Weisses Haus

,
good wine), crosses the Lech

by the (iy2 M.) Vlrichsbriicke, above the influx of the Vils (p. 17),

and near (5 M.) Pflach recrosses to the right bank. Pedestrians

will And it shorter and pleasanter to diverge to the left before

reaching the Ulrichsbriicke , and proceed by Pinvwang and the

Kniepass (see above) to (4'/2 M.) Pflach. Beyond Pflach the Arch

is crossed (p. 24). Then (l 3/4 M. ; 74'/4 M. from Augsburg) —
Reutte (2772'; Post, carriages dear; Krone; Hirscli), a small

town with handsome and picturesque houses, in a basin intersected

by the Lech , the bed of an ancient lake, and surrounded by lofty

mountains: N. the Sauling (see above) and Durreberg; E. the

Zwieselberg and Tauern, S. the Axljoch, Thaneller, and Schlossberg,

S.W. the Schwarzhanskarkopf and other Lechthal peaks, "W. the

(iachtspitze, Oernspitze, and Oimpelspitz.

The parish-church is at Breitenwang, 1/2 M. to the E. of Reutte. Emp.
Lothaire died here in 1137, on his return from Italy. The mortuary cha-

pel contains a Dance of Death in relief. — About •/« M. farther to the E.

are the baths of MUM, with a swimming-basin, well fitted up (very plea-

sant water). In a hollow on the slope of the Durreberg , about V2 hr.

higher, lies the small green Uri, or Unrein-See (reached by crossing the

Plansee-Arch by the mill).

The "Stuibin-Fall and Plan-See, see pp. 24, 25. From Reutte to Par-
(enlirchen, see p. 24. Upper Lechthal, see p. 16. Pass Oacht, and via TanTi-

heim to Immensladt, see p. 24. — Route through the Rothlechthal (p. 24)

and over the Dirschentrittjoch to Nassereit 12 hrs., rough and uninteresting
(poor inn at Rinneri).

The considerable ruins of the Castle of Ehrenberg , to the W.
above the pass of that name (see below), crown the isolated, pine-

clad Schlossberg (3280'). In the background (S.) the Thaneller,

streaked with snow.
The castle, destroyed by the French in 1800, was stormed in 1552 by

Elector Maurice of Saxony, who with 22,000 men had forced his way
through the pass, and would have surprised the Emp. Charles V. at Inns-
bruck , had not a mutiny broken out in one of his regiments at Reutte
owing to their pay being in arrear. Charles thus gained a day, and was
conveyed in a litter by a fatiguing and dangerous route across the Brenner
to Bruneck. During the Thirty Years' War, Ehrenberg twice resisted the
attacks of the Swedes under Bernhard of Weimar and Wrangel, but was
taken by the Duke of Bavaria in the War of Succession in 1703.

The road skirts the Schlossberg, passes above the (2 M.)
Ehrenberger Klause (Inn), a defile still entered by a gateway (through
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which pedestrians should pass by the old road), and descends into

the green valley of (23/4 M.) Heiterwang (3250' ; Hirsch). On the

left is (
3
/4 M.) the small Heiterwanger See, which on the N.E. is

connected with the Plansee (see p. 25). Farther on is (23/4 M.J
Bichlbach (Hirsch, poor), from which the loftily-situated village

of Berwang (Inn) and the (3 hrs.) Thaneller (7674'J, a flue point

of view, may be visited (hut at the top). At Lahn the road reaches

the infant river Loisuch, and gradually descends into the extensive

green basin of (4^2 M.)

—

87 M. Lermoos (3244'; "'Post, with garden; *Drei Mohren),

from which on the E. rise the barren rocks of the Wetterstein-

Qebirge. To the N. rises the snowy summit of the Zugspitze (9760'),

adjoining it on the S. are the Schneefernerkopf (9462') and Wetter-

schroffen (8880'), and opposite them, to the S., are the Mieminger
Mts., with the Tajakopf (8018') and the Sonnspitze (7906'). — At
the base of the Wetterstein, l l

fa M. to the E., lies the village of

Ehrwald (*Adler; Griiner Baum), a little to the S. of the road to

Partenkirchen (which is 15 M. distant, via Oriesen, see p. 34; one-
horse carr. in 3 hrs., 12m.). — To the Eibsee by the Thorlen 3 hrs.,

see p. 32 (guide advisable).
To the Seebensee and Drachensee, a very interesting excursion from

Ehrwald, with guide (Franz and Jos. Sonweber, nicknamed Rauch ; Guem,
landlord of the Adler; Jos. Paulweber). The route ascends the Gaisach-
Thal to the E., past the picturesque Seebenbach-Fall, to (l'/4 hr.) the Ehr-
walder Alp ; here it turns to the right, and leads to the (i 1

/* hr.) Seebenalp
and C/4 hr.) the Seebensee (5360 ft.), which lies in a depression hetween
the Sonnspitze (7906') and the Tajakopf (8018'). To the N. a fine view of
the Wetterschroffen. (The shorter way by the Hohe or Steile Gang is a
very steep and giddy route.) About V2 hr. higher, at the foot of the
Griinstein, lies the small Drachensee (6155'). A trying pass leads from this

point across the Thbrl or Griinsteinscharte (7450') between the Griinstein
and Hochplatte to (5 hrs.) Obsleig (see below).

The Daniel (Upsberg, 7638'), to the N. of Lermoos, interesting ascent,
4'/2 hrs., with guide. — From Ehrwald by the Pestkapelle to the Gaisthal
and Ober-Leutasch (5 hrs., with guide), see p. 35; from Ober-Leutasch to

Telfs (p. 164) in 2>/2 hrs., to See/eld (p. 37) in 2 hrs. (the shortest route
for pedestrians to Innsbruck). — Ascent of the Zugspitze, see p. 33.

The road to Nassereit, the finest of all the mountain-passes be-

tween Bavaria and the Tyrol, should be traversed on foot (4 hrs.)

or in an open carriage (one-horse carr. from Lermoos to Nassereit

3y2 ) two-horse 7^2 A. ; omnibus daily, 1 fl. 2 kr.).

About IV2 M. to the S. of Lermoos lies Bieberwier (Inn), from

which the road ascends, with a fine retrospect of the Wetterstein

Mts., past the (2 M.) Weissensee (left) and (l>/2 M.) the BUndsee

(to the right, below the road) to the (IV2 M.) Fern Pass (3970'),

6Y2M. from Lermoos, btfaM. from Nassereit. About 3
/4 M. beyond

the Pass is the inn Zum Fern, and 3
/4 M. farther, by the telegraph-

post No. 172, the old road diverges to the right (about l'/o M -

shorter, damaged by floods, but good for pedestrians). The old road

rapidly descends the W. slope of the mountain, at the foot of which
it could formerly be closed by the rock-hewn gate of the castle of
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Fernstein (see below). The new road winds round to the E. side

of the valley (a path descending to the right, by a cross 1 M.
from the inn, is a short-cut), and then turns back and descends

the W. side of the valley, below the old road. The strikingly

picturesque castle of Fernstein rises on the right above the road.

{Inn at its base). To the left , in the deep pine-clad valley, on

a rock rising from the small , dark-green Fernstein Lake , aTe the

ruins of the Sigmundsburg, once a hunting-seat of Archduke Sigis-

ruund. The road crosses the outlet of the lake by a stone bridge,

and leads through a monotonous valley (on the left the slopes of

the Wanneck, 8182') to (_5i/
2 M.) —

99 M. Nassereit (2743'; *Post; PlatzwirtK), where the Inns-

bruck and Landeck roads diverge.
The road to Landeck (24 M. ; 'cariolpost' daily in 5hrs., 4fl.; one-

horse carriage to Imst 3-4 fl.) leads S.W. through the broad, shadeless
Ourgler'T/ial; on the left the wooded Tschiirgant (p. 163). 3 M. Dollinger
Inn. At Tarrenz , 2 M. farther, the old castle of Starkenberg , now a

brewery, stands on the slope to the right. 6'/2 M. Imst, and thence to

Landeck, see p. 162.

The Innsbruck road ascends to the E., over the pine-clad Holz-

leiten , a saddle between the Wanneck and the Tschiirgant (on the

hill is the hamlet of Hohleiten), to (51/2 M.) Obsteig (3274';

Lowe, by the church), and then descends. To the right in the

valley a massive round tower , a fragment of the castle of Klamm,
rises from the pine-forest. In descending we enjoy an extensive

view of the Innthal ; far below flows the river; in the background

to the E. rises the Solstein (p. 164). We next reach (3!/2 M.) —
108 M. Obermiemingen (2840'; *Speckbacher). To the right

a road diverges to Motz and Silz (p. 163). Our road leads through

a cutting in the rock, and passes a cotton-mill. From (H41/2 M.)

Telfs by railway (opened in July, 1883) to (132 M.) Innsbruck,

see p. 163.

5. From Immenstadt to Reutte and Partenkirchen.
Comp. Maps, pp. 6, IS.

54>/j M. Post-Omnibus from Sonthofen to (5 M.) Hindelang twice daily
in l 1

/* nr -
— Diligence daily (in 1882 at 1 p.m.) from Schattwald to

(I8V2 M.) Reutte in 4 hrs. (iy2 11. ; returning from Reutte at 6 a.m.). One-
hokse Carriage from Sonthofen to Hindelang in 3/4 hr., 3-4m. ; from
Hindelang to Schattwald in 2 hrs., 5 m. ; from Sonthofen to Reutte in

6 hrs., one-horse carr. 15-18, two-horse 30-35m. ; from Reutte to Parten-
kirchen in 5 hrs., 11-12 fl.

To (51/2 M.) Sonthofen, p. 11. The road to Hindelang leads

to the E. by Binswangen through the broad Ostrach-Thal. On the

left, the Grilnten (p. 12) ; at its base, the ruin of Fluhenstein. To
the right, the Imberger Horn (5413'). The road crosses (3 M.) the

Ostrach, and follows the right bank by Vorder-Hindelang to (3M )—
10V2 M. Hindelang (2693'; *Adler, moderate; Hose}, prettily

situated at the foot of the Hirschberg. At the base of the Iseler

(6170'), 3
/4 M. to the E., lie the sulphur-baths of Oberdorf.
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To the S.E. of Hindelang , between the Iseler and Imberger Horn,
opens the Hintersteiner Thai, 10 M. in length. The road ascends the
right bank of the Ostrach (passing the hamlet of Bruck at the mouth
of the Retterschwanglhal on the right), to (3>/2 M.) Hinterstein (2825'; 'Fiigen-

schuh; *Thannheimer), a village l'/4 M. in length, picturesquely situated
among lofty mountains (E. theGeishorn, Rauhhorn, Kugelhorn, Falken ; W.
the Breitenberg and the steeps of the Daumen). (Guides at Hinterstein

:

Jos. Fiigenschuh, Joh. Besler, A. Kaufmann, and Jos. Wechs.) The road
next passes the Aueleswande and ascends through forest to the (4 M.)
"Eisenbreche , a magnificent gorge. (A finger-post points to the right to a

platform overhanging the abyss.) At the foot of the Qiebel, 2'/2 M. farther
on , the valley divides into the Oberthalbachthal on the right and the
Berggiindele on the left. The former is traversed by an attractive route,

which crosses the Wetigenalp and the Zeiger (6520') to Oberstdorf (5 hrs.,

guide 10m.); the ascent of the Nebelhorn may easily be combined with
this route , comp. p. 15). The pass from the Berggiindelethal across the
Himmeleck to Oberstdorf is more fatiguing, but also interesting (9 hrs.,

guide 12m.). From the bifurcation of the valley (see above) to the lower
Berggttndelehiitte (poor), 1 hr. ; thence over steep grass slopes to (2 hrs.)

the Joch (6562') between the Grosse Wilde and the Schnecken, affording
a fine view of the wild Hofatsspitze (p. 14). We then descend to (1 hr.)

the Kaseralp in the upper Oythal (p. 14), and (2'/2 hrs.) Oberstdorf.
Ascent of the Daumen (7483'; 4-5 hrs., guide 6m.) interesting and not

difficult. One route leads round the E. side of the Mittagsspitze by the
Moslealp and Nickenalp and through the Thiir to the (3 hrs.) Erzgunder
See (6070'; poor chalet), and thence across loose stones to the (1 hr.)

summit; another leads from the Oberthal to the Lavfbiihler See, and ascends
to the top from the S. side. — The more formidable ascent of the Geis-
horn (7362'), crossing the Willersalp, is suitable for adepts only (4 hrs.

;

guide 6m., or descending to Schattwald 10m.).

The ascent of the Hochvogel (8495
1

; 7-8 hrs. ; guide 12 fr.) is laborious,

and requires strength and endurance, but has been greatly facilitated by
the erection of the Prinz-Luitpold-Haus , situated above a little lake in a
basin (about 6230') at the foot of the Fuchskarspilze (7574'), and surrounded
by huge precipices. The hut , which contains mattresses and beds , is

reached from Hinterstein by the Berggiindele-Alp in 4'/2-5 hrs. ; thence to

the summit about 34hrs. more. The path ascends steeply to the Balken
(summit of the ridge overlooking the Schwarzwasserthal ; 6375'), to the

right of the Fuchskarspitze. Turning to the right we traverse the E. side

of the arSte to the steep slope of neve (snow-irons useful), and clamber
up fatiguing rocky ledges to the cross on the top. Abrupt descent over
the Fuchsensattel into the Hornbachthal (p. 10; guide 18 m.).

From Hinterstein to Tannheim (see below) across the saddle between
the Rauhhorn and Qeishorn, and past the Vilsalper See (see below), 5-6 hrs.

(guide). A shorter route crosses the Zipfelsalp between the Iseler and
Bscheisser to (3 hrs.) Schattwald (see below).

The road now ascends the Jochberg in windings , with a plea-

sant retrospect of the Ostrachthal (short-cuts for pedestrians).

2 M. Oberjoch (369 < 'J ; 1/4 M. farther the road leads to the right

(that to the left to Unterjoeh and Wertach) and, before reaching

('A M) the Vorderjoch (3770'
),

passes the Bavarian custom-house
on the right. We next cross a monotonous mossy plateau ; on the

right rises the Iseler. Beyond the (iy2 M.) Hinter-Joch we descend

across the Tyrolese frontier into the pine-clad Obere VUsthul, pass

the Austrian custom-house of Yilsrein, and reach (1 M. )
—

151/2 M. Schattwald (3480'; * Traube ; Sonne}, with a small

sulphur-bath, at the W. end of the picturesque Tannheimer Thai.

The Vils, the discharge of the Vilsalper See, descends hence to the
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N., and then to the E. by Pfronten (p. 17), and falls into the

Lech at Vils, above Fussen (p. 17).

The road is good but shadeless. On the left rise the Einstein

(6108') and Aggenstein (6506'); in front the double-peaked Gim-

pelspitze (7336'). 3'/2 M. Tannheim, or Hbfen (3590'; Ochs, mod-

erate ; Kreuz), the principal place in the valley.

To (1 hr.) the 'Vilsalpsee (3700') a good path ascends the ViUthal, which
opens on the S. We then follow the E. bank to the ('/a hr.) chalet at the

head of the valley, which is bounded by the Geishom, Kauhhorn, and
Kugelhom. — To Hiaterstein (5-6 hrs.), see above.

On the left lies the village of Grahn (ascent of the Aggenstein,

2 ]
/2 hrs., with guide, interesting), whence a road leads to the N.

through the Enge to (9 M.) Pfronten (p. 17). At the village of

(2 M.) Haldensee we reach the picturesque green lake of that name

(IY4 M. long), overshadowed by the precipitous, pine-clad Grim-
spitz (4555'). 3 M. Nesselwcingle (3720' ; Kreuz) , at the base of

the Gimpelspitze (7335'). On the left (S.) is the Gaichtspitze

(6595') ; opposite us the Schwarzhanskurkopf (7296'). The Tann-

heimer-Thal terminates here. The road descends, passes between
the hamlets of Raut and Gaicht (with the wooded Birkenthal, the

Lachenspitze, and the Leilachspitze on the right), enters the Gacht

Pass, the profound and beautifully-wooded ravine of the Weissen-

bach, and winds down its left side. At (4'/2 M.) Weissenbach

(2894' ; Lowe) the road enters the broad and unattractive Lechthal

(one-horse carr. to Reutte 3 tt., but not always to be had). On the

right rises the Thaneller (ascend from Berwang, which is reached

in 2 1
/.2 hrs. through the Rothlechthal , opening on the S. ; comp.

p. 20). 3'/2 M. Hbfen (*Krone); 2 M. Aschau; then over the Lech

to (34 M. from Immenstadt) Keutte (p. 20).

From Reutte to Partenkirchen by Lermoos and Griesen, see

R. 4 and p. 34. A shorter route is by a good road passing the

Plansee (20'/2 M-)- This road leads to ('/2-M-) Breitenwang (p. 20),

turns to the left at the well , and a few paces beyond it to the

right, and ascends towards the double-peaked Tauern, on the

pine-clothed N. slopes of which it gradually mounts. The small

sulphur-baths of Kreckelmoos are passed on the right. The road

crosses the Rossrucken ; fine retrospect (the Glimmspitze and Hoch-
vogel , two peaks of the Lechthal , in the background). About
2 M. from Breitenwang , 80 paces beyond the second bridge by
which the road crosses a torrent, is a stone (on the left) marking
the steep descent through wood to the (!/4 hr.) lower *Stuibenfall,
a broad cascade 100 ft. in height, formed by the Arch, the dis-

charge of the Plansee, and finely framed with trees.
A somewhat shorter footpath, which may be found without a guide,

leads from Breitenwang across meadows and through wood direct to the
lower fall. The latter part of it, however, where it borders the Arch is
sometimes under water. Abundance of Alpine roses.

'

The path then ascends the Arch to the ('/4 hr.) smaller Upper
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Fall, and turning to the right soon regains the road near (10 min.)

a small chapel, close to which is an excellent spring.

The road now crosses the Arch, passes the Little, and reaches

the (
3
/4 M.) Great Plansee (3192'; Inn), a tine sheet of water,

enclosed by wooded mountains. To the S.W. in the background

rises the Thaneller. The road skirts the lake and passes the Kaiser-

brunnen. At the (33/4 M.) Austrian Frontier Station there is a

monument to King Lewis of Bavaria (Zur Forelle, a good inn
;
Zum

Linderhof, a few mill, farther on, plain).
A road ascends from this point past the Anttnerwald-Alp (after 4'/^ M.,

bridle-path to the left to Hohenschwangau , 31/" hrs.) to the (10 M.J for-

ester^ house of Linder (an inn, opposite the royal shooting- lodge of

Linderhof), in the upper Ammer-Thal or Graswang - Thai. Thence by
(4i/s M.) Oraswang (2feW; poor inn) to (3 H.) Ul or (41

/: M.) Oberammer-
gau (p. 30).

The Plansee terminates y2 M. farther, and the road enters the

wood. It crosses (
3
/4 M.) a rocky barrier to the lDrei Quellen, where

a bridge marks the Austrian frontier. The wooded Naiderachthal is

now traversed. On the right is (l'/4 M.) a broad mud-stream, with

huge masses of detritus. We next pass a stone seat (l'/4 M.) com-
manding a fine view of the Zugspitze, the highest mountain in Ba-
varia. The road quits the wood a little farther on, and reaches

(1>/4 M.) the high-road and the Austrian and Bavarian custom-

house at Griesen (2752'; Inn). Hence to Lermoos, seep. 21 ; through

the Elmauer Gries to Graswany (see above), with guide, in 3 hrs.

The road now descends the wooded Loisachthal; on the right

the Zugspitze , to the left the distant Karwendelgebirge. The road

crosses the Loisach (3 M.) and follows its right bank; 3
/4 M. farther

the wood terminates. On the right rises the Waxenstein, beyond
it the Zugspitze. The road to the Badersee (p. 32) diverges to the

right a little on this side of (l 3/4 M.) the Schmelz (Inn), at the

mouth of the Hammersbach (p. 32).

In the foreground lies Partenkirchen , and near it the domed
tower of Garmisch. On the left the Kramer. 2'/a M. Garmisch;
3
/4 M. Partenkirchen, see p. 30.

6. The Starnberger See and Ammersee.

The Hohe Peissenberg.

Railway from Munich to Starnberg (171/z M.) in 1 hr. 5 min. (fares

2 m. 25, 1 m. 50 pf., 1 m. ; return-tickets 3 m. 40, 2 m. 25, 1 m. 50 pf.);

to Peissenberg (38'/2 M.) in 21/3 hrs. (fares 5 m. 50, 3 m. 25, 2 m. 15 pf.).

Eight trains daily; on Sundays twelve to Starnberg. — Steamboat from
Starnberg to Seeshaupt and back (round the whole lake) 4-5 times daily

in summer (oftener on Sundays) in 3 hrs. (fares 2 m. 80, 1 m. 60 pf.).

Holders of steamboat-tickets purchased at the railway-station in Munich
take precedence of travellers who have taken them at the lake. — If time
is limited, take the train to Feldafing ; walk from the inn through the
wood to (20 min.) Possenhofen; cross by boat to Leoni (Rottmannshohe);
and return thence to Starnberg by steamer.

The Starnberg train quits the Lindau line (p. 1) at Fusing.
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Stations Planegg, Gauting (with a sulphur spring), Miihlthal (before

which we obtain a glimpse of the pretty, wooded Wurmthal to the

left). Station at (171/, M.) Starnberg close to the lake.

Starnberg (*Bayrischer Hof, R. 2-2i/
2 , B. 1 m., L. 40pf.; Hotel

Brunner ; Pellet; Tutzinger Hof; Post), a considerable place at the

N. end of the lake, is generally crowded in summer. The old cha-

teau on a height now contains public offices. Fine view of the

distant Alps. Bath in the lake 20 pf. ; rowing-boat 80 pf. per hour.

The *Lake of Starnberg, or Wiirm-See (1945'), 12'/2 M. long,

and 2-3 M. in width, is enclosed by banks of moderate height,

which are covered with villas and parks, especially at the N. end.
The principal charm of the scenery is the view of the distant moun-

tains in clear weather. The following are the conspicuous peaks, from
K. to W. : Wendelstein, Breeherspitze, Kirchstein, Benedictenwand, Kar-
wendelgebirge, Jochberg, Herzogstand, Heinigarten, Krottenkopf, Wetter-
stein range with the Zugspitze, and Ettaler Mandl.

Steamboat Journey. On the hill to the right, immediately

beyond Starnberg, rises the villa of the late Prince Charles of Bavaria

(d. 1875). On the bank, farther on, are a number of other villas.

Stat. Niederpbeking . Possenhofen (Zum Fischmeister) lies about

Y2 M. from the railway-station of that name (p. 27). Duke Max
of Bavaria has a chateau here. The garden, enclosed by a high wall,

is not shown
; but the park, about 2 M. in length, is open to the

public. Pleasant walk through wood, keeping to the right (way-posts),

to (1 M.) Feldafing, a favourite resort (*Strauch
,

s Hotel, l
/i'M.. from

the rail, stat., beautiful view from the terrace). In the lake below

lies the Roseninsel, the property of the King (shown by order ob-

tained from the (Ibersthofmeister' at Munich, or from the 'Rentamt'

at Starnberg), near which a lake-village was discovered by Desor.

Opposite Possenhofen (boat 1 m.
;
pleasant passage of '/4 hr.)

lies Leoni (* Probst; Pension Srhimon , 5-7 m. per day). On the

hill above it rises the church of Aufkirchen. To the left, ^M.
from the pier, is situated the royal chateau of Berg, with a beautiful

park (not accessible). Among the villas here is the Himbselhaus,

now Villa Frommel, with frescoes by Kaulbach, etc. (no admission).
Rottmannshohe (20 niin.). The path ascends opposite the landing-

place, and at the top of the hill turns to the right to the large new
"Hotel , the veranda of which commands a beautiful survey of the lake
and Alps. On a platform in front of the hotel stands a simple monument
erected to Karl Rottmann (d. 1850), the famous landscape-painter, by the
artists of Munich.

On the W. bank a number of parks and gardens extend from

Possenhofen to (2y4 M.) G'aratshausen , with a chateau of King
Francis II. of Naples. Next stat. Tutzing (*Gasthaus am See, with

pleasant garden ; *Zur Eisenbahn , at the rail, stat., li/
4 M. from

the lake, with "View from the veranda ; Sommerkeller, a restaurant

with groups of fine trees, 5 min. S. of the station), with Hr. Hall-

berger's chateau, the pleasant grounds of which are open 1-3 p.m.— The Johannesberg , a grassy hill on the bank of the lake, 3/4 M.
S. of the railway-station, commands a charming view (still finer
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from the *llkahohe, near Oberzeismering , 1 hr.). The lake, which
forms a bay here towards the W., called the Karpfenwinkel , has

now attained its greatest width (3 M.J.
Stat. Bernried (Inn) , with a chateau of Hr. v. Wendland and

fine clumps of trees, possesses a brewery of great local repute. The
banks become flatter, and the mountains more conspicuous. Stat.

Seeshaupt (*Inn) lies at the S. end of the lake. The steamer now
steers along the wooded E. bank

,
passing the pilgrimage-church of

St. Heinrich on the right, to Ambach, Ammerland (*Inn) , with a

chateau of Count Pocci , AUmannshausen (all summer-resorts),

Leoni, and Starnberg.
Diligence from Seeshaupt daily to (274 M.) St. Heinrich and (6 M.)

Beuerberg, with a nunnery and girls' school, prettily situated on the
Loisach. To the right of the road lies the Oedbauer (Restaur. ; 2 M. there
and back), which commands an admirable view of the mountains as far

as the Kochelsee. — On the hill above Ambach lies the (
3
/4 hr.) church

of Holzhausen, another charming point of view (descent to Ammerland
1 hr.). About 6 M. to the E. of Ambach (road by Weidenbach) rises the
chateau of Eurasburg, high above the Loisach , commanding a fine view
of the Alps (thence to Beuerberg 1 hr.).

Railway Journey. Little is seen of the lake at first. 20 1

/2 M.
(from Munich) Possenhofen. Beyond (22 M.) Feldafing several

pleasing glimpses are obtained. At (25 M.) Tutzing passengers for

Penzberg (p. 37) change carriages. The Weilheim line turns towards

the W. (view of the Zugspitze, etc. to the left). 27^2 M. Diemen-
dorf, where the Hohe Peissenberg comes in view. The line ascends

through deep cuttings and then traverses grassy dales. To the right,

in the distance, rises the Hochschloss (p. 28). 30'/2 M. Wilzhofen

(route to the Ammersee, see below). 33!/2 M. Weilheim (1844';

*Post; *Traube; Brauwastl; Hipper s Restaurant, at the station),

a small town on the Ammer. (Route to Murnau and Partenkirchen,

see p. 29.) Change carriages for Peissenberg. Passing Unterpeissen-

berg, the train stops at (38y2 M.) Peissenberg, or Sute, where the

railway at present terminates. About l

/i M. from the station is

Bad Sulz (2015'; *Inn, moderate), with shady walks. In the vi-

cinity are extensive coal-mines, to which a visit may be paid.
The Eoad to the Hohe Peissenberg (guide unnecessary) leads from

the station across the railway, turns to the left beyond the restaurant
(finger-post), and ascends the pine-clad hill, passing the Weinwirth (inn).

In I 1
/* hr. we reach the summit. A footpath ascending to the right be-

yond Bad Sulz is shorter, but steeper.

The *Hohe Peissenberg (3240'), the Rigi of Bavaria, affords a

remarkably extensive panorama owing to its isolated position oppo-

site the centre of the Bavarian Alps. On the summit are a pil-

grimage-church, a school (with an observatory on the roof ; adm.

20 pf.), and a rustic Inn.
View. The principal mountains visible are, from E. to W., the Wen-

delstein, Benedictenwand, Jochberg (beyond which in the extreme distance

peeps the snowy Venediger), Herzogstand , Heimgarten (in front of which
lies the Staffelsee), Karwendelgebirge, Kistenkopf, Krotttnkopf, Dreithor-
spitze, Wetterstein range (with the Zugspitze), Daniel, Hochplatte, Hohe
Bleiche, Gabelschroffen, Sauling, mountains of the Loisach district, Griin-
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ten, and Stuiben. To the ST. an extensive survey of the plain, embracing
the Ammersee , Starnberger See, and innumerable towns and villages as

far as Munich and Augsburg.
From the Peissenberg to the Ammergau. The best route is to the

W. by Hotten to (3 M.) Pelting, whence a road leads by Rottenbuch ("Inn)

and Saulgrub to (13 M.) Ober-Ammergau. Another road leads from Sulz (see

above) by Bbbing to Rottenbuch.

The Ammersee (1768'), 10 M. long, and 3-4 M. broad, situated

7 M. to the W. of the Starnberger See, is a less attractive lake. It

commands a view of the distant Alpine range to the S., while the

Hohe Peissenberg rises in the foreground. The banks are flat and

wooded. A small steamboat plies on the lake (2-3 times a day from

Diessen to Stegen and back), and boats may be hired at Diessen.

From stat. Wilzhofen (see above) to (7'/2 M.) Diessen a diligence

runs thrice daily in 2 hours. l^M. Pahl (*Gattinger), a pleasant

place. On the wooded hill above rises the Hochschloss, commanding
a fine view (still finer from the Sonnenhiigel ; at the foot of the hill

is a pretty ravine with a waterfall). The road next passes (2 M.)
Fischen (road to the right to Andeehs, 4 M., see below), traverses

an extensive moss, formerly the bed of a lake, crosses the sluggish

Ammer, and reaches (33/4 M.) —
Diessen, or Bayerdiessen (*Post ; Gattinger), an important look-

ing, straggling market-town at the S.W. end of the lake, and a

summer-resort, with the extensive buildings of an old monastery. A
little inland lies the hamlet of St. Oeorgen, the chapel of which af-

fords a fine view. Baths in the lake at the N. end of the town

(20 pf.), and at St. Alban, '/2 M - farther.

The steamboat crosses the lake to Fischen (see above), and then

skirts the E. bank to Htrrschiny in the 'Herrschinger Winkel' (the

broadest part of the lake), the station for Andeehs.
A road leads through the picturesque ravine of the Kienthal to (3 SI. I

Andeehs (2572'), once the seat of the powerful counts of that name, and
now a Benedictine monastery, with a favourite pilgrimage-church. The
space in front of the church commands a survey of the mountains (more
extensive from the tower, but the ascent is unpleasant). A flight of steps

by the parsonage leads to the garden of the "Inn. Erling (Glocke), a con-
siderable place, adjoins Andeehs, forming a single village (Erling-Andechs).

From Erling to the Starnberger See, at first uninteresting, by
(3 51.) MacMlfing and (I1/2 M.) Traubing. Thence to the left to (3 M.)
Feldafing (p. 26) , or to the right to (3>/2 M.) Tutting (p. 27). Fine views
in descending to the lake. — From Erling to Starnberg (9 M.) omnibus
daily by Persuing in 2 hrs.

From Erling to Inning and Grafrath. To the N. of Andeehs a
good mud leads by Herrsching to (5 M.) Seefeld (Inn) on the small Pilsen-
see, with a chateau of Count Torring (chapel and armoury interesting;
fine view from the terrace), and past the lonely Worthsee to (5 31.) Inning
(Post) and (3 M.) Grafrath (see below and p. 1).

The next stations are Hied on the E. and Utting on the W.
bank. From stat. Breitenbrunn (E.) a road leads to Seefeld on the
Pilstnsee (see above). Then, on the W. bank , Schondorf, above
which, to the left, are the village and chateau of Oreiftnberg ; at

the foot of the hill are the baths of that name with springs con-
taining sulphur and »r«pnip. fdilifi-p.noe dailv in '/.> hr. to Tiirken-
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feld, p. 1). The Amper emerges from the lake near stat. Stegen

(Inn), at the N. end. Omnibus from Stegen daily in 3
/4 hr. to In-

ning and (4'/2 M.) Orafrath (p. 1).

7. From Munich to Innsbruck by Partenkirchen.
Comp. Map, p. 18.

95 M. Railwat to (46 M.) Murnau in 2'/2 hrs. (fares 6 m. 15, 4 m. 10,

2 m. 60 pf.). From the Murnau station Post-Omnibus twice daily in 33/4 hrs.

to (16 M.) Partenkirchen (another omnibus to Garmisch, 2 m.). From
Partenkirchen to (10 M.) Mittenwald diligence twice daily in 2 hrs.; from
Mittenwald to Innsbruck Post-Omnibus twice daily in 7 hrs.

Beyond (3372^.) Weilheim (p. 27) the train diverges to the left

from the Peissenberg line, and ascends the right (E.) bank of the

Ammer. 36 M. Polling ; 39 M. Huglfing. The train ascends through

the side-valleys of the Hungerbach and Geilbach , commanding fine

views of the mountains on the right, to (43y2 M.) Uffing, which
lies about 3/. M. from the N. end of the Staffelsee (2100'). The
line runs at some distance from the E. bank of the lake, passing

the villages of Rieden and Seehausen, to —
46 M. Stat. Murnau (2286'; Tafelmair's Restaur.; carriages),

at the S.E. end of the Staffelsee, and 140' above it. (Hotel Murnau,
with baths, on the lake.) About 3

/4 M. from the station and the

lake is the prettily-situated village of Murnau (Post; Pantelbriiu;

Griesbrau ; Zacherlbrau ; Angerbrau). The hill to the E. com-
mands a good view of the mountains : to the left the Heimgarten,

Kistenkopf, and Krottenkopf ; to the right the Ammergau Mts. ; in

the background of the Loisachthal the Wetterstein Mts.
From Ohlstadl, 4 M. to the S.E., the Heimgarten (5863') may be ascend-

ed (3'/z hrs., with guide; comp. p. 39). — To the W. of Murnau a road
crosses the hill between the Staffelsee and the Murnauer Moos ,

passing
Grafenaschau (left) to (7 M.) Kohlgrub (2690'; "Badhotel, board 4 m.;
apartments in the Linderschlosschen), a chalybeate bath and health-resort

at the N. base of the Hornle (5135'), which is easily ascended in 2 hrs.

(extensive view, stretching as far as Munich). To the W. lies (l'/a M.)
Saulgrub on the Ammergau road (to Oberammergau , see below, 6'/2 M.,
by carr. in 1 hr.). Walkers to Ammergau diverge from the road before
reaching Kohlgrub by a path to the left , which strikes the Ammergau
road at Wurmannsau.

Beyond Hohendorf the Partenkirchen Road traverses a broad

marshy tract, crosses the Ramsau (navigable for rafts) before its

confluence with the Loisach, and follows the left bank of the latter.

At (7 M.) Eschenlob. (2096 ft. ; *Inn) the mountains are reached;

to the left beyond the Loisach rise the indented Kistenkopf, and

the Oberrisskopf with a cross on the summit; in the background

the imposing Wetterstein range with the Zugspitze ; on the right

the Ettaler Mandl. The best point of view is a chapel on the Fest-

biihel, to the right of the road.

To the Walchensee (p. 39) through the Eschenthal (3 hrs. ; guide
advisable, 4 m.). We cross the Loisach, and then the Eschenlahne, the right

bank of which we ascend (cart-track) ; on the right lies a large gully of

the Kistenkopf. A bridge (1 hr.) is crossed (the path straight on ends in

V2 hr. at the Eschenklamm), and the left bank followed ; 20 min., a view of
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the profound "Eschenklamm ('Gache Tod') is obtained from a bridge recently

thrown across the abyss. The brook is again twice crossed. Descent to

the Walchensee by a footpath to the left (the stony track to the right

leads to Obernach, near the S. end of the lake).

To Obek-Ammekgau. Footpath by Plaiken across the hills to the N.

of the Ettaler Mandl (2 1
/:! hrs., guide desirable).

At (4 M.) Oberau(2180'; Post)the Ober-Ammergau road diverges

to the right.

This road ascends rapidly to (2 1
/'/ M.) Ettal (2880'), a monastery dissolv-

ed in 1803, with extensive buildings, now the property of Count Pappen-
heim. The church contains a ceiling-painting by Knoller and a famous
organ. On the N. side is a brewery of great local repute. The village lies

at the base of the Ettaler Mandl (5384 1

), a rocky peak, the ascent of which
is laborious (3 hrs., with guide). The road then descends into the Ammer-
thal to (3 SI.) Ober-Ammergau (2759 1

; Sc/iwabenwirth or Post; Stem; Dxe-

mer; Preisinger, and others), celebrated for the passion plays performed
here every ten years (1880, 1890, etc.). The theatre has seats for 5000
spectators. Wood and ivory carving is the chief occupation of the inhabi-
tants (Lang's depot). About '/4 nr ' to the W., on a height at the base of

the Sonnenberg, stands the "Crucifixion, a colossal group in Kelheim marble,
executed by Halbig of Munich, and presented by King Lewis II. in 1875.

The road next leads by (2 M.) Unter-Ammergau to (5 M.) Saulgrvb.
Thence (by the Schongau road) either N. by Rottenbuch to (13 M.) Petting

(p. 28), or E. by Kohlgrub (see above) to (8V2 M.) Murnau (p. 29).

To Reutte. Koad from Ober-Ammergau through the sequestered
Graswang-Thal, by the Ammerwaldalpe, and past the Plan see, 24 M. (comp.
p. 25). To Hohekschwangao (p. 18), 8 hrs. ; the bridle-path diverges to

the right by the Ammerwald-Alp, 3'/4 M. on this side of the Plansee (p. 25).

Beyond Oberau the broad basin of Partenkirchen becomes vis-

ible. On the left, near (2 M.) Farchant, is the Kuhflucht (p. 31),

a gorge descending from the Hohe Fricken. The road crosses (1M.)

the Loisach. On the slope of the Kramer, to the right, is the ruin

of Werdenfels (see below). Travellers bound for Garmisch diverge

to the right before the Loisach bridge is reached. Then (2 M. )
—

62 M. (from Munich) Partenkirchen (2369'; Post, R. 2 m., B.

60 pf., D. 2 m.; Stem, B. 50, D. 1 m. 40 pf., pens. 4 m.; Villa

Resch, with baths; Kainzenbad, p. 34; Zum Mohren, moderate;

Zum Rassen; Molber, well spoken of; Zum Bierling) , the Par-

thanum of the Romans, a favourite summer - resort , beautifully

situated at the base of the Eckenberg, a spur of the Krottenkopf.

The small town owes its modern appearance to serious fires which
occurred in 1860, 1863, and 1865. Handsome modern Gothic church.

A visit may be paid to the school of carving and design.
Fine view of the valley from the pilgrimage-church of 'St. Anton, above

the village (to which a shady path ascends in 10 min.). The peaks, from
left to right, are the Wetterwand, Dreithorspitze, Alpspitze, Waxenstein
(behind it the Zugspitze), the pointed Daniel (in the distance, beyond the
Eibsee-Thorlen) ; to the right the Kramer, in the foreground Garmisch.

Garmisch (2270'; *Westermaier zum Husaren; *Lamm; Zur
Zugspitze ; Kainzenfranz ; Traube ; apartments at Schiiblers and
others ; Restaur. Russhiitte

,
prettily situated on the Loisach), a

thriving little town, with picturesque old houses, the seat of the

district-court, is another favourite resort, but the view from it is

inferior to that from Partenkirchen. To the left, between the Krot-
tenkopf and Wetterwand

,
peeps the Karwendelgebirge ; the well-
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defined Alpspitze is conspicuous, but of the Zugspitze a small part

only is seen to the left of the Waxenstein.
Carriages (Seiler, Hohenleitner, and Reiser at Garmisch; others at

Partenkirchen) : One-horse carr. to Ober-Grainau and the Badersee and
back,4V2, two-horse 7 m.; Farchant 4'/2 or 7, Oberau 5 or 8, Griesen 6
or 9, Eschenloh 6 or 9, Wallgau and Kriin 8'/j or 12, Mittenwald and
Scharnitz 9 or 13'/2, Walchensee IOV2 or 14, Ober-Ammergau 9'/2 or 14,

Murnau 8V2 or 12, Lermoos 10 or 15, Plansee and Reutte 12 or 20, Elmau
10 or 20 m. (The driver expects a fee of 20 pf. for each mark of the
fare. No other extras.)

*Excursions (Guides : Jos. Iteindl, nicknamed Spadill, Witting,

Bergkofer, and L. Iteindl at Partenkirchen; Joh. Ostler or Koser,

Joh. and Jos. Dengg or Zeissler at Garmisch).
Faukenschlucht. Beyond Partenkirchen a zigzag path ascends to it

to the right, and then leads on the right side of the ravine to the (20 min.)
waterfall of the Faukenbach. A path also leads from St. Anton (see above)
on the hill-side through wood to (20 min.) the entrance to the gorge.

The ruin of Werdenfels (2578') is ascended in V4 hr. by a path to the
left from the Schwaige Wang, IV2 M. from Garmisch. View of the Loisach-
thal, the Krottenkopf, etc. ; from the S. terrace, view of the Wetterstein.

The Kuhflucht (l'/2 hr.), entered from Farchant (p. 30; by the inn turn
to the right, cross the Loisach, and ascend to the left through pine-wood),
is a ravine descending from the Bohe Fricken, with pretty waterfalls. A
path leads to (1 hr.) the highest fall (3756' ; ascent uninteresting).

The Kisserbauer is a good point of view, V2 hr. from Garmisch. From
the post-office we cross the meadows towards the S.W., in the direction

of the Risserkopf, a wooded height immediately below the Alpspitze. The
farm lies in a hollow at the back of the Mil.

Partnachklamm (to Graseck l'A hr. ; guide unnecessary). After fol-

lowing the Kainzenbad road (p. 34) , to the S. of Partenkirchen (see be-

low) for 40 paces , we turn to the right , and in V2 hr. reach the first

bridge , at the mouth of the Partnach valley. (From Garmisch a good,
and in part shady footpath leads to the right from the Partenkirchen
road beyond the bridge, over the Partnach, crosses the island, and follows
the right bank of the Partnach

,
joining the route from Partenkirchen

about 10 min. before the above-mentioned bridge is reached.) Beyond
the bridge a finger-post indicates our path to the left ('nach Graseck';
that to the right leads to the Rainthaler Bauer, p. 33); after 1/4 br. we
cross the stream by a second bridge, beyond which the road to the Graseck
ascends abruptly to the left, while the path to the 'Klamm', or gorge, leads

to the right; 6 min., third bridge. The (10 min.) fourth bridge is the
finest point. The Partnach, which dashes through the rocky gorge 230'

below, descends from the Rainthal (see below). Beyond the bridge the
path ascends in 8 min. to the forester's house of Vorder-Graseck (2851

1

;

"Restaur.), where a fine view is enjoyed. From this point to the Rainthal
and the Schachen, see below. — From Graseck to Mittenwald direct,

through the Ferchen- Thai, 3 hrs. (guide unnecessary). From the forester's

house we ascend the pastures for a short distance, and then turn to the
right. After 20 min. we go straight on (not to the right to Mittel-Graseck)

to (10 min.) Hinter-Graseck ; 3/4 hr., bridge over the Ferchenbach ; then for

'/4 hr. straight through the wood, and down to (7 min.) Elmau (3346' ; Inn).

(Walkers from Elmau to Graseck should avoid the bridle-path to the left,

which leads to the Schachenalp, p. 33.) From this point a road ascends
slowly, at first through wood , but afterwards shadeless, to (3V2 M.) the
Ferchensee ; it then descends, past the Lautersee, to (l'/4 M.) Mittenwald (p. 34).

From Elmau to the Schachenalp, see below (bridle-path, 2>/2-3 hrs.); to

Klais, on the Mittenwald post-road (p. 34), 4Va M., by a carriage-road.

The sEckbauer (3448'; 2 hrs. ; guide 2'/2 m., desirable). The road,

which passes the Kainzen-Bad (p. 34), is tolerable. This excursion may
also be thus combined with the preceding. After following the cart-road
to Elmau (see above) for '/4ar., we diverge by a narrow path to the left
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by a barn, ascend the grassy slopes in windings, pass through wood, and
reach the Eckbauer in 1/2 hr. (Inn with 6 rooms). The top of the hi]],

2 min. beyond the house, commands an admirable panorama of the moun-
tains : Karwendelgebirge,Wettersteinwand, Dreithorspitze with the Schachen-

alp and Frauenalple, Alpspitze, Zugspitze, Kramer, and Krottenkopf; below
lies the deep, wooded valley of the Ferchenbach.

-Badersee (5 1.; omnibus twice daily in 1 hr. , 1 m). The road

diverges to the left from that to Lermoos , a few hundred yards beyond
the Schmelz (p. 25), and leads by Unter-Grainau. The small, emerald-green

lake, framed with dark pines, is overshadowed by the huge precipices of

the Zugspitze. "Hdtel Badersee (pens. 6V2 m.), on its bank, pleasant for a

prolonged stay. — New road hence to the (2 31.) Eibsee (see below).

The Eibsee (3209'), 7 M. from Partenkirchen, at the base of the Zug-
spitze, is reached by the road via Unter-Grainau and the Badersee (see

above) ; or, from Garmisch , by the path to the left at the W. end of

the village, which leads across meadows to (l'/z hr.) Ober-Grainau (small

*Inn kept by the forester), and thence to (1 hr.) the lake. The Eibsee
(3 M. long, 2 31. broad), with its nine islands, belongs to two fishermen's
families, who purchased the property in 1813 (Inn, near the fishermen's
cottages, poor). Travellers are rowed (70 pf. each) to an island in the
middle of the lake, where the echoes are awakened by a shot (50 pf.) The
huge Zugspitze is seen to great advantage from this lake, but on summer
afternoons it is often shrouded in clonds. The picturesque little Frillensee

is 5 min. to the S.E. of the Eibsee (bad path). — From the Eibsee over
the Thorlen (5226') to Ehrwald (3 hrs. ; with guide), see p. 34.

Hollenthal-Klamm (3'/4 hrs.
; guide 4 m.). The best route is by Ober-

Grainau (see above). A good new path (no risk of mistake; finger-posts)

ascends thence, soon becoming steeper, through the Stangenwald to the

(I'/ihr.) perpendicular rocks of theWaxenstein. The 'Stangensteig' (3' broad,
steady head necessary) then skirts the precipice, commanding a fine view
towards the plain, and leads to 0/2 hr.) the bridge (3838') over the Hollen-
thal-Klamm, a gully through which the Hammersbach dashes, 250 feet

below. A bad path (hazardous without a guide) ascends hence to (IV2 hr.)

a deserted lead-mine (4720'), from which a fatiguing path leads to the

(2'/2 hrs.) Hochalpe (see below).
The Kramer (6510'), on the left bank of the Loisach, above Garmisch,

affords an excellent survey of the Wetterstein range. Bridle-path to the

(2 hrs.) Konigsstand; a steep, narrow path, suitable for good climbers
only, with a guide, leads thence to the top in 2 hrs. more.

The Krottenkopf (6906' ; 4>/2 hrs. ; guide 5 m.) affords a distant view
of innumerable peaks (Grossglockner, Grossvenediger, Stubai and Oetzthal
snow-mountains) and of the plain (Munich, Starnberg Lake, etc.). A cart-

road leads from St. Anton, passing the parsonage, to the. (2 hrs.) Ester-

bergsee (generally dry in summer) and the (10 min.) Esterbergalp (very

poor inn). Bridle-path, steep, rough, and stony at places, thence to the

(2!/2 hrs.) summit. — Descent to the (4 hrs.) Walchensee fatiguing, guide
necessary.

Hochalpe (5557'; 4 hrs.; guide hardly necessary). The route from
Partenkirchen crosses the Partnach at the upper mill and leads towards
the wooded Risserkopf (p. 31), on the E. side of which it ascends (cart-

track) to (3 hrs.) the Krevzalpe (5220 1

), whence a fine view of the Eibsee
is obtained. It then ascends on the E. slopes of the Langenfeld, and round
the basin of the Bodenlahnthal, to (1 hr.) the Hochalpe, which commands
an admirable view of the Wetterstein , Dreithorspitze , Alpspitze (see be-
low ; due S.), and other peaks. Far grander is the prospect from (1 hr.)

the Langenfeld, which affords a striking view of the Hollenthal, with the
Waxenstein, Hcillenthalferner, and Zugspitze. The steep descent into the
Hollenthal should be attempted by experts only, with a guide (see above).
By the Bernardinalp and Gassenalp into the Bodenlahnthal and to (2 hrs.)
the Rainthaler Bauer, see below.

Alpspitze (8648'; 7-8 hrs.; guide 8 m.), fatiguing. From (2>/2 hrs.) the
Rainthaler Bauer (see below) we ascend the Bodenlahnthal to (2 hrs.) the
Gassenalp, pass the small Siuibensee (R2H4 1

: on the left), and re»cb the
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summit by the S.E. slope. Survey of the Wetterstein, Zugspitze, Hollen-
thal, etc. ; distant view limited.

Schachenalp (5826'; 5 hrs. ;
guide 5 m., unnecessary). From (l>/4 hr.)

Graseck the path descends and crosses the Ferchenbach, the left bank of
which it then skirts to (1 hr.) the Steilenfdlle. It then ascends rapidly to
the right through the Wettersteinwald to a small shrine , turns to the
left, and crosses a clearing after a few minutes, from which a broad path
through the wood leads to the 0/4 hr.) royal bridle-path. The latter
ascends to the right in 2'/2 hrs. more to the Schachenalp, with the small
Schachensee, and the Kbnigshaus (no admittance). A pavilion, a few hun-
dred paces to the W., on the brink of the abyss, commands a magnifi-
cent view of the Rainthal below us , with the Plattachferner and, to the
S., the Dreithorspitze and Wetterstein. To the N. stretches the vast Ba-
varian plain. The views from the Teufelsgesass (7005' ; reached in l'/2 hr.
more, via the Schachenplatte) and from the (1 hr.) Frauenalple (7765') are
still more extensive, but the ascent of the latter requires a perfectly steady
head and good guides. — From Elmau (p. 31) a good bridle-path ascends
to the Schachenalp in 2'/2-3 hrs., passing the finely-situated Wetterstein-
Alp on the left.

Hintere Rainthal and 'Blaue Gumpen (4Va hrs.
;
guide , unnecessary,

5 m.). The path descends from (l>/4 hr.) Graseck and crosses the Ferchen-
bach (see above) ; at the finger-post it ascends to the right into the Rain-
thal and crosses the Partnach three times; 1 hr., finger-post pointing to

the right 'Zum Rainthaler Bauern' (see below); 2 min. farther on, the
path crosses the Bodenlahne (the Alpspitze rises at the end of the valley
on the right), and then ascends to the right through the monotonous
Stuibenwald (the Mitter-Klamm remaining on the left). After 3

/4 hr., at
a point where the path again approaches the Partnach, we obtain a fine

view of the wild Hintere Klamrn. We now descend to the Partnach, and
follow its left bank to (

3/t hr.) the Bockhiitte, a forester's hut, where the
magnificent Hintere Rainthal is disclosed to view. Then past the Sieben
Spriinge (a copious spring) to (

3/4 hr.) the "Untere Blaue Qumpe (3668'),

beautifully situated. A hut on a rocky height at the lower end of the
lake commands a splendid view both up and down the valley. The path
now ascends the Hintere Rainthal, between huge fragments of rock, the
remains of an old landslip; V2 nr 'j on the left, below us lies the grey-
green Obere Blaue Qumpe (3850'). Thence to the (I'/a hr.) Angerhiitte,

the Knorrhiitte, and to the top of the Zugspitze, see below. — To the Rain-
thaler Bauer (3090' ; 2'/2 hrs.). Path either by Graseck and through the
Rainthal, ascending to the right from (2'/4 hrs.) the finger-post (see above)
to (25 min.) the summit ; or, diverging to the right from the Graseck road
at the opening of the Partnachthal 0/2 hr. from Partenkirchen) and cross-

ing the Hohe Steg. View similar to that from Graseck, but less extensive.
The 'Zugspitze (9760'), the third in height of the N. limestone Alps

(Parseier Spitze 9910', Dachstein 9830'), requires two days (guide 12 m.).
Ascent laborious, but very interesting and free from danger for climbers
with steady heads. To (5 hrs.) the Obere Blaue Gumpe , see above ; far-

ther up, the path deteriorates, and ascends across an extensive avalanche-
track (on the left the imposing Fall of the Partnach) to the Anger, the
upper part of the valley. The (

3/4 hr.) top of the hill commands a fine

view of the imposing head of the valley, and, in the opposite direction,

of the Blaue Gumpen with the shooting-lodge on the Schachen high above.
In the wood, just beyond this point, is the poor Angerhiitte (3970'), near
which (a digression of '/s nr ) is tne Partnach- Ursprung, a gorge filled

with the debris of avalanches, from which a copious brook bursts forth.

From the hut we mount in 3/4 nr , to the Upper Anger (4430'; new re-

fuge-hut, where the night may be spent), whence the path ascends to the

right through creeping pines, and then through the Brunnthal to (2 hrs.)

the Knorrhiitte (6710'), built by the German Alpine Club and enlarged in

1881 (bed 2 m. ; good spring). From the club-hut we ascend a rocky ba-

sin (the L Weisse Thai') to the Schnee-Ferner or Plattach-G lacier , which is

easily crossed to the base of the Zugspitze. We next mount a stony

slope (the 'Qrosse Reiseri
1

) to the iKamin % (with a wire-rope), the ^Nase\

Baedeker's y.aatp.rn, ^Ips 5th Edit. 3
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and the arSte (»/4 hr. in length), and thus reach ((3-3'/2 hrs. from the hut)

the W. peak, which is marked by a cross 15' in height. The 'Panorama
is superb. A new path connects the W. with the E. summit, which is

rather lower (3/4 hr.). — The ascent from Ehrwald (p. 21) is shorter. We
may proceed from the Pestkapelle (p. 21) by the Gatterl (6670') to (7 hrs.)

the Knorrhutte, and then, as above described, to (3 hrs.) the summit. (This

is also the shortest descent for travellers bound lor Innsbruck.) Or we
may go from Ehrwald direct via, the WieswaldhiiUen, past the Ehrwalder
Kopfe, and through the Oesterreichische Schneekar to the (6-7 hrs.) summit.
A new path leads from the Ehrwalder Kopfe over the Thorlriicken to the

Seealp and the Eibsee, so that without greatly prolonging the journey the

traveller may descend to the Eibsee. — The descent through the Luderyrube
to the Eibsee (4-5 hrs.) is very steep and difficult.

The Walchensee (p. 39) is 18 31. from Partenkirchen ; by carriage

(p. 31) in 3>/2 hrs. The Mittenwald road is quitted to the left at (6 M.)
Klais (see below); 3 M. Kriin; 9 31. the village of Walchensee. View of

the Wetterstein and Karwendel - Gebirge almost the whole way. — By
Eschenloh to the Walchensee, see p. 29.

To Leemoos (p. 21), 15 M. , by a good road through the wooded Loisach-
thal (by carriage in 3 hrs. ; one-horse 12 m.). The frontier-inn at Oriesen

(p. 25) is 9 31. from Partenkirchen, and 6 M. from Lermoos. — From the
Eibsee over the Thoklen to Ehswald (p. 21), 3 hrs., uninteresting (guide
advisable, 2'/2 m.). About i

/i M. beyond the Eibsee inn we diverge to the
right from the road, cross a meadow, and pass through an enclosure by the
wood. The stony cart-road, very steep at places, now ascends for 3

/t hour.
By the finger-post which indicates the way to the Zugspitze to the left,

we take the path to the right, and after 10 min. cross a small meadow.
In 10 min. more the path to the left brings us to the frontier, where we
pass through an enclosure. From the (10 min.) crucifix which marks the
summit of the Thorlen (5233') we obtain a view of Lermoos. In de-

scending we incline to the right and thus reach a broad road which leads

to (l'/2 hr.) Ehrwald.
The Road ascends from Partenkirchen to Mittenwald (10 M.).

To the right in the valley, 1 M. from Partenkirchen, lies the *Kain-
zen-Had (also an inn, pension 6 m.), with an alkaline spring (con-

taining iodine, natron, and sulphur), used as a remedy for gout

and cutaneous diseases. The road traverses undulating pastures;

on the right rises the Wetterstein, and in front are the bold peaks

of the Karwendel range. '2'/
2 M. Kaltenbrunn ; l'/2 M. Gerold (on

the left the small Wagenbrech-See) ; 1 M. Klais (to the Barmsee
and Kriin, see p. 39; to Elmau, see p. 31). The road passes the

small and marshy Schmalsee, and descends abruptly into the Isar-

thal, where it unites with the road from Benedictbeuern and
Walchensee (see R. 8). Then (4 M.) —

72'/2 M. (from Munich) Mittenwald (3090' ; *Post ; *Strodl and
*l'raube, moderate), the last Bavarian village, overshadowed by the

precipitous Karwendelgebirge , the W. peak (7815') of which rises

almost perpendicularly. The construction of the old houses, each
projecting beyond its neighbour, is curious. The lower rooms,
which are generally vaulted, once served as magazines for goods on
their way from Augsburg to Italy by this route. The manufacture of

violins and guitars, which are chiefly exported to England and
America, forms the principal occupation of the inhabitants.

Excursions (guide, Bittl). The Lautersee (3290'; '/2 hr.). We follow
the road to the W. from the Post Inn, and then turn to the left (finger-
post) into the Laintluil, in which a good path ascends, passing a swim-
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ming-bath and several small waterfalls of the Lainbach. On the plateau
the path leads through wood to the lake, prettily situated among trees,

and reflecting the jagged cliffs of the Karwendelgebirge on the E. —
About >/z hr. farther up (road) lies the lonely Ferchensee (3380'), close to
the base of the Wetterstein and Grunkopf ; thence to (1 hr.) Elmau, and to
Partenkirchen via Graseck, see p. 31. — From the Ferchensee over the
Franzosensteig (4186'), between the Grunkopf and Wetterstein , into the
Leutasch-Valley, 2 hrs., with guide-, fatiguing descent.

The Hohe Kranzberg (4524' ; l'/2 hr.) commands a fine view of the
Zugspitze, Wetterstein, and Karwendelgebirge. Several paths lead across
the Calvarienberg to the summit. Descent by a new path through the
Kreidengraben to Klais (see above) ; or (with guide) past the Wilden-See
and Lutler-See to Mittenwald.

Barmsee (I1/2 hr.). We follow the Partenkirchen road for about 2 M.,
and diverge by a path to the right, which leads to the lake, embosomed
in wood. Remains of lake-dwellings have been discovered here. Fine
view from "Zapfs Inn, on a hill on the E. side. The lake affords boat-
ing and bathing, and there are pleasant walks on its banks. The Barm-
see may be reached in 2 hrs. from Partenkirchen, and in 2^2 hrs. from
the Walchensee (comp. pp. 31, 39 ; omnibus from the Rassen at Parten-
kirchen).

'

' Leutaschklamm. Beyond the Mittenwald custom-house, by the last

house on this side of the Isar bridge, we diverge to the right from the
Scharnitz road. (Key of the 'Klamm 1

at the next house, gratis.) In 20 min.
we reach the grand ravine, which was rendered accessible in 1880. (Ob-
serve the exquisite hues of the green water.) A visit to this most inter-

esting spot may be paid during the usual omnibus halt at Mittenwald.
Leutaschthal (to Leutasch Mill, l'/a hr.). We ascend to the right by

the custom-house, before reaching the Isar bridge (road to the Lautersee,
see above), and then to the left, past the shooting-range, to ('/s hr.) a
chapel, where the track divides ; the lower path (which the finger-post

miscalls dangerous) affords liner glimpses of the profound Leutaschklamm.
Each of the paths descends into the Leutaschthal, which at its mouth is

a narrow gorge , but soon expands into a grassy valley, bounded on the
N. by the enormous precipices of the Wetterstein. In the background are
the Gbhrenspitze and Hochmundi. After crossing the O/4 hr.) brook, we
reach (8 min.) the Austrian custom-house (once forming a fortified barrier
across the road) and (10 min.) the Leutaschmiihl (3340' ; Inn, poor). Trav-
ellers whose only object is to see the Leutaschthal may turn here. The
route up the valley then leads by (74 hr.) Unter-Leulasch (Reindl Inn) to

(2 hrs.) Obey-Leutasch (3714' ; 'Xander's Inn). Passes lead from this point
through the Qaisthal and by the Peslkapelle to Ehrwald (p. 21) in 5 hrs.,

with guide; to Tel/s (p. 164) by Buchen and Brand in 2V2 hrs.; and to

See/eld (p. 37) by the Leutascher Mahder (carriage-road, 5 M.).

Vereinsalpe (44621

; 2'/2-3 hrs.). At the Husselmiihle, 20 min. below
Mittenwald, the path crosses the Isar and ascends to the left; by (V2 hr.)

a chapel it crosses the Seinsbach, and mounts steeply to the right, after

which it reaches a tolerable road, running high up on the right side of

the profound Seinsgraben, which is joined on the left by the wild ravines
ofthe Lausberg Lahne and the Reissende Lahne. On the right tower the peaks
of the Karwendel , and behind us the Wetterstein. On the (2 hrs.) Ver-
einsalpe, the property of Count Pappenheim, stands a new shooting-box of

the Duke of Nassau. — A bridle-path leads hence to the left across the
saddle on the E. of the Feldernkopf to (2'/2 hrs.) the Soiern Lakes (p. 42);
then through the Fischbachthal (at the bottom of which we cross the
bridge to the left, and reach a finger-post in 10 min.), either to the right

to (3 hrs.) Vorder-Riss, or to the left over the Fischbachalp to (3 hrs.) Kriin

(p. 39). — From the Vereinsalpe to the Riss there are two routes. The
longer leads through the densely-wooded Fermersbach-Thal to (1 hr.) the

Brandel-Alp. Thence a good path, high up on the left side of the valley,

passing a place in the Dreiergraben where a steady head is necessary,

leads to the Peindl-Alp, where it descends to the right, and, after cross-

ing the Rissbach, reaches (2 hrs.) the Oswaldhiitte, halfway between Vor-

3*
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der-Riss and Hinter-Riss (p. 42). The other route descends to the right

before reaching the Brandel-Alp, crosses the Fermersbach , and ascends

the opposite slope through swampy wood to Au and (3 hrs.) Hinter-Riss

(guide necessary for this route).

The Karwendelspitze (W. or DalV Armi-Spitze, 8317'; 4>/s hrs., with
guide; fatiguing, but free from danger), ascended by a new path con-

structed by the German Alpine Club , commands an imposing view. —
The Reitherspitze (78S2') may be ascended from Seefeld in 3'/2 hrs., see p. 37.

— The Schottlkarspitz e is best reached from the Soiernseen, p. 42.

Beyond Mittenwald the road traverses the level valley of the

Isar as far as the Defile of Schamitz, the boundary between Bavaria

and the Tyrol. During the Thirty Years' War, Claudia de' Medici,

widow of Archduke Leopold V., constructed here the strongly for-

tified Porta Claudia, which resisted the attacks both of the French

and the Swedes. In the Spanish War of Succession the stronghold

came into the possession of the Bavarians, by whom it was destroyed.

It was afterwards rebuilt by the Austrians, and in 1796 extended.

In 1805 it fell into the hands of the French (13,000 under Ney
against COO Austrians), and was so completely destroyed by them
and the Bavarians that no traces of it remain, except some walls on

the hill-side and a small grass-grown redoubt in the valley. The
defenders were commanded by Baron Swinburne, an English of-

ficer in the Austrian service, and a member of the same family as

the well-known poet.

At the village of (3 M.J Schamitz (3160'; *Traube), on the

W., is the mouth of the united Hinterau and Karxoendel valleys,

from which the river Isar issues.
Through the Karwendelthal to (8 hrs.) Hinter-Riss, interesting. Road

to (81.) the Angerhiitle (4245'), grandly situated; about '/4 31. farther on,

the road terminates, and a good bridle-path ascends in windings to (1 hr.)

the Hochalpe (refreshments and bed of hay). From this point we ascend
to (V2 hr.) the cross at the summit of the pass (5909'), which affords a line

view of the limestone rocks of the Hinterau range. We descend to the
left, passing (1 hr.) a royal shooting-box, into the Johannesthal (p. 42),

which we follow to (2'/2 hrs.) Hinter-Riss (p. 42).

Hinterauthal. A road leads past (2'/2 31.) the opening of the Qleirsch-

thal (see below) and (5 31.) the so-called Source of the Isar, two brooks
descending from the Heidenkopf on the left, to (l 1

/* 31.) the Hunting Lodge
of Prince Hohenlohe on the Kastenalp (3950*)- We then ascend the La-
vutsch-Thal to the ri^ht to the Lavatscher Alp and the (6 31.) Kohler Alp
(leaving the Holier Anger Alp to the left at the top of the hill), and thence
to the right to the (2 1

,
2 31.) Lavatscher Joch (6814'), which affords a view

of the Zillerthaler and Stubaier Ferner. The road descends hence, turn-
ing to the right by the Issenanger and crossing the hill, to the (3'/2 M.)
Hall Salt Mine (refreshments), and through the Haller Thai to (6 31.) Hall
(p. 55). — The Innthal is also reached by several passes leading through
the Gleirschthal (see above). We follow the Hinterauthal road (see above)
for 2'/2 M. and diverge from it by a road to the right, cross the Isar, and
ascend the right bank of the Gleirschbach in windings to the (5 M.)
shooting-box by the Amtssage 0%ff ; refreshments), in a wild and grand
situation. An interesting pass leads hence to Zirl: it ascends on the
bank of the Kristenbach to the S. to the O/2 hr.) Zirler Kristenalp (4390')
and the (I1/2 hr.) Erlsattel (6080'), whence the Grosse Solstein (S3301

) may
be ascended without difficulty in 2 hrs. (comp. p. 164); it then descends
to the Erlalp and high up on the right side of the Ehbachthal to (3 hrs.)
Zirl. — In the E. prolongation of the Gleirschthal (the head of which is
called the Samerlhal or Pfeisthal) a cart-road leads from the Amtssage to
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the Stempeljoch (7188'; view limited); it then descends steeply over loose
stones to the (l'/2 hr.) Hatter Berghaus (p. 56) and (2 hrs.) Hall (p. 55) —
Other passes (guides necessary) cross the Frauhitt-Sattel (7360'), command-
ing a fine view, the Mandlscharte (about 7200'), and the Arzlerscharte (7050')

to Innsbruck.

The road quits the Isar and ascends (to the right a distant view
of the bare limestone peaks of the Wetterstein) to (i l

/-2 M.) —
80 M. Seefeld (3858' ; Pout, dear ; Brauhaus), with a Gothic

church of the 14th cent., situated on a bleak table-land, the wa-
tershed between the Isar and Inn. The barren, rounded cone to the

W. is the Hohe Mundi (8497').
The -Reitherspitze (77S2' ; 3'/a hrs. ; guides Franz and Josef Heigl

and Jos. Haslwanter) affords an admirable view of the N. and Central
Alps. — From Seefeld to Leuiasch by the Leutascher Mdhder (5 M.), see
p. 35; to Telfs (p. 164) via Mosern (Inn), with an imposing view of the
valley of the Inn and the Selrain peaks, 2 !/2 hrs.

The road passes the small Wildsee, and descends, at first grad-

ually, and then, below (2'/2 M.) Reith (3631'), in rapid zigzags,

which afford magnificent views of the Innthal, the Martinswand
(E.), and the Mts. to the S. of the Inn (Alps of Selrain and Stubai ).

On the last height above the road is the ruin of Frayenstein.

86 M. Zirl (2034' ; *Lowe ; Stern) , and thence by railway

(opened in July, 1883) to —
95 M. Innsbruck, see p. 164.

8. From Munich to Innsbruck by Benedictbeuern.
Kochelsee and Walchensee.

Comp. Maps, pp. 18, £2.

93'/2 M. Railway to Penzberg (38Vz M.) in 23/4 hrs. (fares 5 m., 3 m. 30,

2 m. 15 pf.). Post-Omnibus twice daily from Penzberg to Benediclbeuevn
in li/jhr. (80 pf.), and daily (at 9 a.m.) to Kochel in 2'A hrs. (1 m. 60 pf.).

No omnibus from Kochel to Mittenwald; from Mittenwald to Innsbnick,
see p. 29. — Pedestrians may reach the Kochelsee and Walchensee from
Murnau (p. 29) : from Murnau by Greut to Schlehdorf (see below) 2'/4 hrs.

Route to (25 M.) Tutzing, see pp. 26, 27. The railway now
diverges from the Murnau line to the left, and skirts the Starn-

berger See, which is here unattractive. 28'/2 M. Bernried, 31'/2 M.
Seeshaupt (*Inn), both (p. 27) 3/,jM. from the railway. Farther on,

the country is uninteresting. On the right the small Ostersee.

35>/2 M. Staltach.

Fkom Staltach to Murnau (3 hrs.). This pleasant route leads by
Iffeldorf and Antorf to (l>/2 hr.) Habach (Inn); then over the Aidlinger
Hohe (2610'), which affords a beautiful view of the Wetterstein and the
lakes, to Aidling; and finally past the marshy Riedsee (on the right) to

(l'/2 hr.) Murnau (p. 29).

3872 M. Penzberg (2080'), the terminus of the railway [Inn

near the station). Omnibus to Tolz (p. 40) daily in 2'/-2 hrs.

The road to Kochel crosses the Loisach and traverses a flat dis-

trict to Bichl (*Lowe), with baths , and is there joined on the left

by the road coming from Tolz by Heilbrunn (p. 41). Then (5 M.) —
43'/2 M. Benedictbeuern (2054'; *Post; Zur Benedictenwand),
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with a once wealthy and celebrated monastery, founded in 740, and

consecrated by St. Boniface, now a military hospital and 'remonte

depot' (a few bedrooms at the tavern). To the left rises the Bene-

dictenwand; to the S. the Jochberg, Herzogstand, and Heimgarten.
The Benedictenwand (5919') is ascended hence (or from Kochel) in 4-5

hrs. (with guide) ; the route is steep at places (eomp. p. 41) , but repays

the fatigue. At the top is a cross. Magnificent view as far as the Gross-

glockner and Venediger ; to the N. the extensive plain and six lakes.

Beyond Benedictbeuern the road skirts the E. side of an exten-

sive marsh which bounds the Kochelsee on the N. , and leads by

Ried and Besenbach to (48 M.) Kochel (Rossle, moderate), which is

separated by a hill from (
3
/4 M.) the lake (*Bad Kochel, nearer the

lake, R. l i
/2 m.\ The emerald-green Kochelsee (1955'), 33/4 M.

long, and 2'/2 M. broad, is fed by the Loisach, and is bounded
on the S. by the Jochberg, Herzogstand, and Heimgarten. To the N.

is the Rohrsee, beyond which lies a large marshy tract. The pavil-

ion near Bad Kochel affords a good view.
On the opposite hank of the lake lies Schlehdorf ("Inn), 2V4 hrs. from

stat. Murnau (p. 29). From Schlehdorf ferry in i/2 hr. (25 pf.), passing the
Xasen , which rise perpendicularly from the lake, to the Inn zum Kessel-
berg, at the foot of the Kesselberg. Footpath thence to the falls of the
Kesselhach and the high-road (25 min.).

About l'/4 M- beyond Kochel, at the Inn Zum Qrauen Baren,

the road approaches the lake, but quits it again by the *Inn zum
Kesselberg, 'V4M. farther (ferry to Bad Kochel, 60 pf.). It then

ascends gradually, and afterwards rapidly, between the Jochberg

and the Herzogstand to the pass of the Kesselberg (2759'). Where
the ascent begins, a direction-post indicates the way to the left,

'Zum untern Fall' , a cascade in a picturesque ravine. Higher up,

a little to the right of the road, are the falls of the Kesselbach, to

which a path cutting off an angle of the road ascends. On the road-

side near the top of the hill, to the left, is a crucifix with the Ba-
varian and Hapshurg- arms, commemorating the construction of the

road by Duke Albert IV. of Bavaria in 1492. From the culminating

point we obtain a view of the Karwendel and Wetterstein ranges in

the distance, and, below us, of the beautiful, deep-blue *Walehen-
see (2592'), 4i/

4 M. long and 3 M. broad, surrounded by forests

and mountains, the finest of the Bavarian lakes after the Konigs-
See. At the N. end are the two houses of (3 M.) Vrfeld (Zum Ja-

ger, on the lake, R. H/2 m. ; rustic quarters at the fisherman's).
The 'Herzogstand (5761'), a remarkably fine point of view, is ascended

hence in 2i/
2-3 hrs. by a good bridle-path (guide unnecessary), diverging

to the right from the road coming from the Kesselberg, about 8 min.
from Urfeld (or a steep path leading from TJrfeld direct to the bridle-
path in 10 min. may be taken). In '/a hr. a pavilion, commanding a
beautiful view of the lake, is reached. On the opposite side of the path is

a bench affording a survey of the Kochelsee and the plain. A spring in
a ravine is next passed (1 hr.), situated l

/\ hr. below the royal shooting-
lodge (a steep path ascending by the direction-post to the right effects
little saving). Beyond the lodge the path is nearly level to the foot (10
min.) of the highest peak, which is attained by zigzags in y2 hr. more.
On the summit a closed pavilion. Admirable view of the mountains as
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far as the Stubai glaciers, and of the plain with its numerous lakes. A
narrow ridge, practicable only for travellers with steady heads (guide ne-
cessary), connects the Herzogstand with the (

3
/4 hr.) Heimgarten (5863'), to

the W., from which we may descend by the Kaseralpe to Schlehdorf (see
above), by the Ochsenalpe to Ohlstadt (p. 29), or by the Ohlstadler Alpe to
Walchensee. — Beyond the lodge, a narrow but good path to the right,
affording at first a fine view of the Walchensee and mountains, and then
leading through wood, descends to the hamlet of Walchensee in ly2 hr.
(Ascent of the Herzogstand from Walchensee 3'/2 hrs., fatiguing.)

Jochberg (5060" ; 2'/2 hrs. ; a fine point of view ; guide may be dis-
pensed with). By the drag notice-board on the Kesselberg (see above)
we ascend to the right to the (2 hrs.) Jocher Alpe and the Oh hr.) summit,
which commands a beautiful view, particularly of the Walchensee and
of the Tauern to the E. — Descent to Kochel, "21/2 hrs., with guide.

From Urfeld to Jachenau and TSlz, see p. 41. — Over the Hochkopf
to Vorder-Riss, see p. 42.

From Urfeld the road leads on the W. bank of the lake to

(2 M.) the hamlet of—
55 M. Walchensee (Post, pension 4 m. ; two-horse carr. to Mit-

tenwald 20 m. and fee of 2 m. ; to Partenkirchen 25 m., fee 3 ni.),

charmingly situated on a bay of the lake , and surrounded with
beautiful woods. On the opposite bank are the church and parsonage
of Klbsterl. It is preferable to proceed from Urfeld to Walchensee
by boat (1 m., 2-3 pers. 1 m. 80 pf.). From the middle of the lake
a fine view is enjoyed. On the S. bank are the houses of Altlach,

whence a good bridle-path ascends the Hochkopf (2 hrs.; guide un-
necessary; comp. p. 42). Travellers bound for Mittenwald row
from Urfeld in 3

/4 hr. to the Ztverger (V2 M. from the road) or to

the mouth of the Obernach, at the S. end of the lake (Zum Paul us
dem Einsiedler). Thence to Wallgau by the high-road 4 M.

From the Walchensee through the Eschenthal to Eschenloh on the
Murnau and Partenkirchen road, see p. 29.

Beyond the hamlet of Walchensee the road is carried over the

steep Katzenkopf to the S.W. end of the lake, where the Obern-
ach, its principal tributary, is crossed. (Our road is joined here on
the left by the new road on the S. bank of the lake from Sachen-
bach ; see p. 41.) We now gradually ascend the pine-clad valley of

the Obernach. At (5 l
/.2 M.) Wallgau (Inn, dear) the broad valley

of the Isar is reached. (Road to Vorder-Riss and Tolz, see p. 42.)

1^2 M. Krun (2835' ; Inn ; route over the Soiern to Vorder-Riss, and
ascent of the Schottlkarspitze, see p. 42). To the W. a road leads

past the Barmsee (p. 35) to (2'/2 M.) Klais (p. 34), on the high-
road from Mittenwald to Partenkirchen.

On the S. the precipitous Karwendelgebirge is conspicuous; to

the W. rises the Wettersteingebirge. From (5 M.) —
67 M. Mittenwald to (93'/2 M.) Innsbruck, see pp. 34-37.

9. From Munich to Tolz and Mittenwald.
Comp. Map, p. 42.

74 M. Railway by Holzkirchen to (36 M.) Tolz in 2'A hrs. (fares 4 m.
65, 3 m. 10 pf., 2 m.). Post-Omnibos from Tolz to (5'/z M.) Lenggries,
twice daily in !'/» hr. (90 pf.); to (9'/< M.) Benedictbeuern by Bichl, daily
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in 21/4 hrs. ; to (J.O1/2 M.) Penzberg daily in 2>/2 hrs., also by Bichl. One-horse

carriage from Tolz to the Walchensee 10, to Mittenwald 20 m.

The train soon turns towards the S. ; to the left are seen the

Bavaria and Ruhmeshalle, to the right the distant Alps. The direct

line to Braunau and Rosenheim diverges to the left (R. 12). The

N. wall of the church of Untersendling is adorned with a large fresco

(by Lindenschmitt, 1831), representing a skirmish which took place

here in 1705 during the Spanish War of Succession between Aus-

trian troops and the peasantry of the district, and in which a great

number of the latter perished. 3i/o M. Mittersendling . At (& l

/2 M.)

Orosshesselohe the Isar is crossed by a fine iron bridge ; to the left

we obtain a view of the deep valley with Munich in the distance

is obtained. Then through wood. 11 M. Deisenhofen; 16 M. Sauer-

lach. The Teufelsgraben ('devil's ditch'), a deep, dry hollow, is

crossed, and the train reaches (23 M.) Holzkirchen (2244'; Kbnig

Otto; Greiderer ; Rail. Restaurant^, junction of the lines to Rosen-

heim (p. 51) and Schliersee (p. 48). View of the Alps, with the

Wcndelstein, at the back of the station. The small town [Post;

Oberbrau) lies '/2 M. from the railway.

The line skirts the E. side of the town , and diverges to the

right from the line to Schliersee. 26 M. Ober-Warngau. 30 M.
Schaftlach [Rail. Restaurant ; to Tegernsee, see p. 43). The moun-
tains become grander; on the right the Benedictenwand. 32 M.
Reiyersbeuern, with a handsome chateau. The Tolz station (*Belle-

vue, with fine view, adjacent) lies to the N. of the town, '/2 M.

from the Isar bridge.

36 M. Tolz (2202'; *Post ; Biirgerbrdu and Bruckbrau, with

gardens), a small town prettily situated on a hill on the Isar, owes

its prosperity to its breweries and timber trade. Many of the houses

are frescoed with biblical subjects. The garden of the Burgerbrau

and the Calvarienberg command a fine survey of the Isarthal stretch-

ing far into the distance; in the background, S.W., the long Bene-
dictenwand (p. 41) and the cone of the Kirchstein (5630'). On the

left bank of the Isar are the baths of Krankenheil (*Kurhotel, with

baths; *Sedlmair, R. 2, B. 1 m. ; Pension Spenger, 5-7 m. ; *Villa

Jager, 4-6 m. ; furnished rooms at the Villa Bellevue, Daxenberger,
Diebold, etc.), with a Conversations-Saal , Trinkhalle, and Bath
House (bath 2 m. ; the water is conducted in leaden pipes from the

springs, 4 M. distant, and contains natron and iodine). About
!/2 M. to the W. is the Zollhaus (*Inn; carriages to the baths).

Pedestrians may take the following pleasant route from Munich to
Tolz. Railway to Slarnberg (p. 26) ; walk along the E. bank of the lake
to (3i/2 M.) Berg (p. 26), and (5 M.) Wolfrathstiausen (1896'; :!Haderbrau),
at the confluence of the Loisach and Isar. The lofty slope above the vil-
lage commands a fine view of the mountains towards the S., and down
the valley of the Isar. Then by the high-road to (7 M.) Kbnigsdorf (Inn)
whence a footpath, easily found, leads in 2 hrs. to Tolz.

'

Excursions from Tolz : to (V2 hr.) Gaisach (Inn), with fine view ; by
P/4 hr.) Wackersberg (Inn) and the Baunhof to (l>/2 hr.) the Baun-Alp
(refreshments) ; from the Zollhaus (see above) across the Sauersberg to
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(IV2 hr.) the springs (see above), and to (l'/2 br.) the "top of the Blom-
berg (4078'), with extensive view. — The Benediclenwand (5919') is better
ascended from Lenggries (see below).

[From Tolz to the "Walchensee there are two roads : by
Kochel (21 M.), or through the Jachenau (25 M.). The Kochel
Road leads to the W., past the Zollhaus (see above) and the Stall-

auer Weiher, to Vorder-Stallau and (5 M.) the baths of Heilbrunn
(to the right) , with the Adelheidsquelle containing bromine and
iodine. Many of the visitors stay at Bichl (see below), to which the

water for bathing and drinking is conveyed daily. The road then

passes Enzenau and Unter-Steinbach, and reaches (4 M.) Bichl. on

the road from Penzberg to Kochel and Mittenwald (p. 37).

The Jachenau Road follows the E. side of the broad Isarthal

to (6 M.) Lenggries (2220'; *Post ; AltwirtK). About 3/4 M. to the

S. is the Duke of Nassau's chateau of Hohenburg (brewery and inn).
The Benedictenwand (5919') may be ascended hence in 5'/2 hrs., with

guide, by the Langenthal-Alp and Probst-Alp (comp. p. 38). The most in-

teresting of the other ascents from Lenggries are those of the Kirchstein

(5630'; 3'/2 hrs., with guide) and the Geigerstein (5072'; 21/2 hrs., bridle-
path nearly to the top).

The road crosses the Isar (on the opposite bank, the chateau of

Hohenburg, see above), and reaches (3 M.) Wegscheid (Zum Pfaffen-

stoffel, rustic). The narrow road now quits the valley of the Isar,

skirts the wooded flanks of the Langenberg, and enters the Jachenau,

a secluded valley, 10 M. in length, watered by the Jachen, and con-

taining a few farm-houses. 8^2 M. Zum Back Inn (dear); l 1^ M.
the village of Jachenau (2618'; Inn). The road continues to ascend

for a short distance, and then descends through wood to (4 M.)
Sachenbach, at the E. end of the Walchensee, and (2 M.) Vrfeld

(p. 38), affording pleasing views of the lake. Instead of going to

Urfeld, the traveller may prefer to take the new road on the E. and

S. banks of the lake from Sachenbach to (5y2 M.) the mouth of the

Obernach (p. 39).]
Fkom Tolz to Mittenwald (38 M.). To (6 M.) Lenggries, see

above. The Toad then follows the right bank of the Isar, passing

Anger (on the left Schloss Hohenburg , see above), to (3 M.) Fleck

(*Inn), with large saw-mills. Beyond (1 M.) Winkel the Isarthal

turns to the S.W. ; in the background rises the Scharfreiter (see

below). The valley narrows ; on the left are abrupt, wooded slopes,

on the right flows the river in its wide and gravelly bed. The road

rounds a jutting rock , crosses the Walchen or Achen and the J)ur-

rach, and reaches (6 M.) the Fall (2365'; Rieschenwirth; Jager-

wirth). On the right a rapid of the Isar, which is here narrowed by

a rocky harrier.

On the right bank of the Walchen or Achen , which flows out of the

Achensee, a narrow road leads to (8 M.) Achenwald on the Kreuth post-

road (p. 46). — To the S. of the Fall is the Dttrrachklamm, a gorge which
deserves a visit (2 hrs. there and back, with guide). — A very fine point
of view is the Scharfreiter (6680'; 6 hrs., with guide). To the royal

shooting-box on the Kramelseck (view) 3 hrs. ; thence by the Wiesalpe and
Mosenalpe to the top in 3 hrs. more. The descent may be made by the
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Banmgartenjoch (bridle-path thence) to (2>/z hrs.) Hinter-Riss (see below);

or from the Mosenalp to the (2'/2 hrs.) Oswaldhiitte (see below).

The valley expands. 6 M. Vorder-Riss (2572'), a royal shooting-

lodge in a pine-clad dale (Krnmets-Au), at the confluence of the

Biss with the Isar (7nn at the forester's). In the distance are seen

the "Wetterstein and Karwendelgebirge.
Through the Riss to the Achensee (9-10 hrs.). an interesting ex

cursion ; road to (8 M.) Hinter-Riss, thence a horse-track. The valley con
tracts at (3V-2 M.) the Oswaldhiitte, at the mouth of the deep Fermersbach
Thai. (To Mittenwald by the Vereinsalpe , see p. 35.) The Schar/reiler

(p. 41) may be ascended hence in 4'/2 hrs. (easier from Fall, see above).

4'/2 M. Hinter-Riss (3104'), a shooting-lodge of the Duke of Coburg, in a

finely-wooded valley. At the foot of the small Gothic chateau are the low
buildings of a Franciscan monastery (Inn ; Alpenhof, '/t hr. farther on).

— From Hinter-Riss to the Vereinsalpe and Mittenwald, see p. 35; by the

Hochalpe to the Karwendelthal and Scharnitz, see p. 35. — The Schonalpel-

kopf (6520') , 3 hrs. from Hinter-Riss, a fine point of view, is easily as-

cended. — Attractive excursion hence (one day) to Lacliz and Laliders, A
bridle-path leads to the S. through the Johannesthal (see below) to (3 hrs.)

the Ladiz Alp (5154'), which commands a striking view of the wild rocky
masses of the Birkkarspitze. Kaltwasserspitze, etc.; thence over the Spiel-

istjoeh, at the back of the Falken, to the (*U hr.) Alp Laliders, grandly
situated, and through the Lalider-Thal back to (372 hrs.) Hinter-Riss. Or
we may again ascend from Laliders and cross two other passes between
the Qamsjoch and the Ktihkarspitze to the (2V2hrs.) Eng (Inn; see p. 47),

and return to (3'/2 hrs.) Hinter-Riss through the Blaubachthal. (From the

Eng over the Grammais-Joch to Pertisau , see p. 77; over the Lamsen-
Joch to SrJitrat, see p. 55.)

From Hinter-Riss (provisions should be taken ;
guide unnecessary) the

road ascends gently , past the mouths of the Johannesthal and Lalider-

thai, to the (2 hrs.) Ilagelhiitte (3310'), where the Rissthal (above this point

called the Blaubachthal) turns towards the S. (I 1 /? hr. farther up is the

Eng, p. 47). Here we turn to the left (bridle-path), cross the brook, and
ascend the (2 hrs.) Plumser Joch (5423'; wine, etc., at a chalet), which
commands a fine view: behind us the Karwendelgebirge, to the E. the

Seekarspitze and Rabenspitze , near the Achensee. On the culminating
point is the figure of a saint. We avoid the path to the left and descend
rapidly in zigzags to the Gernalp, whence a rough road leads through the

wooded Grrnthal to the (2 hrs.) Pertisau (p. 47). — In making this ex-

cursion in the reverse direction, observe that in descending from the pass

the dry bed of the brook must be crossed twice: once at the bend to-

wards the W. , where a misleading path diverges to the N., and again at

the foot of the col, beyond the huts.
From Vorder-Riss to Altlach on the Walchensee (p. 39): either

over the Hochkopf (4035'), with a royal shooting-lodge, and fine view (good
horse-track, 4 hrs.); or over the Altlachberg in 3 hrs. (guide unnecessary).

The road crosses the Isar, and follows the left side of the

secluded valley to (9 M.) Wallgau (p. 39), on the high-road from

the Walchensee to (6V2 M.) Mittenwald (p. 34).
From Vorder-Riss by the Soiern to KrOx

, a very attractive walk
(bridle-path, 4y2 hrs.). After crossing the Rissbach, the path ascends the
Fischbachthal to the left to (3 hrs.) the Konigshaus by the Soiern Lakes
(5160'), in a wild valley (to the E. the Krapfenkarspitze ; to the S. the
two Soiernspitzen). (A new bridle-path leads from this point in 1 hr. to

the top of the Schotllkarspitze, with a royal pavilion affording a fine view.)
We may descend either on the N.W. to the Fischbachalpe, where Count
Holnstein has a shooting-box (refreshments), and thence by road to (4'/2 M.)
Kriin ; or to the S. by the (2y2 hrs.) Vereinsalpe to (2 hrs.) Mittenwald (p. 34).
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10. From Munich to Innsbruck,
by Tegernsee, Wildbad Kreut, and the Achensee.

Comp. Map, p. 42.

94 M. Railway to (30 M.) Schaftlach in l'/4 hr. Post-Omnibus from
Schaftlach at 7.30 a.m. and 1.30 and 5.15 p.m. to Tegernsee (in l>/2 hr.

;

fare 1 m. 30, coupe 1 m. 90 pf.) ; from Tegernsee to Kreut at 10 a.m. and
4 p.m. in IV2 hr. (1 m. 30, coupe 1 m. 90 pf.). (From Kreut to Tegernsee
at 12 noon and 5 p.m. ; from Tegernsee to Schaftlach at 10 a.m. and 2 and
7 p.m.] One-horse carriage from Schaftlach to Tegernsee 7 m., two-horse
12 m. (carriages may he ordered by telegraph from the Post Inn at Tegern-
see to meet any train at Schaftlach). One-horse carriage from Tegernsee
to Kreut 7, two-horse 12 m., to the Scholastika 16 or 24, to Jenbach 26 or
42 m. (driver's fee included in each case). — Post-Omnibus daily at 6 p.m.
from Kreut in 2'/2 hrs. to Achenkirch, and thence next morning at 5 o'clock
in 2 hrs. to Jenbach (from Kreut to Jenbach 6 m.). [From Jenbach at

10 a.m. to Achenkirch (12.30 p.m.) , leaving Achenkirch at 1 30 p.m. and
reaching Kreut at 4 p.m.] An Omnibus also runs daily between June and
October from Kreut to the Scholastika (p. 46) in 3'/2 hrs., starting at 7 a.m.—

' One-horse carriage from Dorf Kreut to the Scholastika 12-15 m., two-
horse from Bad Kreut 20 m. ; two-horse from the Scholastika to Bad Kreut
9V2 fl., incl. fee. — From Jenbach: one-horse to Pertisau or the Scholastika,
with extra horse for the hill, 7 fl. ; two-horse 12 fl. ; to Kreut 16 or 21,
Tegernsee 17 or 25 fl. (incl. tolls).

Railway to (30 M.) Schaftlach, p. 40. The road to Tegernsee

turns to the right in the village, and leads by Haus, Oeorgenried,

and Finsterwald to the Tegernsee (33/4 M. long, IV4 M. broad),

which is reached at Omund (Herzog Max) , where the Mangfall
emerges from it (on the right, Kaltenbrunn, p. 44). Then on the

E. bank, by St. Quirin, to —
37 M. Tegernsee. — Post, R. 2-3, D. 2, pens, from 5 m. ; 'Gugge-

moos, at the N. end of the village, R. l'/2-2m. ; "Tegernseer-Hof (form-
erly Greider) ;

s'Steinmetz; beer at the Brmstiibl. — Lodgings may also
be procured. At Rothach: -Scheurer, R. from l'/2, D. 2 m. — At Egern,
at the S.E. end of the lake, on the road to Kreut: jBachmair, moderate.
— Boat, with rower, 1 m. per hour.

Tegernsee (2400'), charmingly situated, attracts numerous visi-

tors in summer. Beautiful walks in the environs. The imposing
Schloss, formerly a Benedictine abbey, said to have been founded
in 719, and suppressed in 1804, was erected during last century.

In the centre is the church. The S. wing, fitted up by King Max
Joseph as a summer-residence, now belongs to Duke Charles Theo-
dore of Bavaria ; the N. wing contains a brewery. Over the portal

is an ancient relief in marble representing the princely founders of

the abbey. At the N. end of the village is the pretty Villa of Prince

Theodorovitch of Servia, in the Italian style.

"Environs. A favourite point 'is the O/2 hr.) Grosse Paraplui, an
open summer-house. The path ascends to the left from the Kreut road,
at the W. end of the palace garden. Or the road may be followed for

8 min. more, to the point where the path to the Kleine Paraplui and to

the ferry to Egern (see below) diverges to the right; here the steps to

the left are ascended, leading to the summer-house, which affords an
admirable view of the lake and the encircling mountains (from left to

right: Riedererstein, Wallberg, Setzberg, Ringberg, Ilirschberg, Kampen).
A good path leads hence to the Leeberger ("Inns); fine view of the head
of the lake. Pleasant way back by the Pfliegelhof (refreshments), 10 min.
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and throueh the Albachthal (•/« hr.). - The Westerhof, 1/2 hr.

above Tegernsee on the N.E., also commands a fine view. The path

, ?y ..
ln ""* ear]y morning) ascends the Albachthal as far as (5 min.)

h"dge beyond which it ascends to the left, partly by wooden steps.
Kaltenbrunn (Inn), a farm of Duke Charles Theodore, at the N.W.

end ot the lake, 4'/2 M. from Tegernsee by land (via Ground), or reached
n.y boat in 1 hr. (1 m . 40 pf.), commands the best survey of the lake.
1 feasant walk thence by the road on the W. bank to (6 M.) Egern (see
above), via Am Bach and Wiessee.

Bauer in der Au. Boat (in 20 min., 60 pf.) to Aboinkel, from which
a pleasant forest-path ascends the Sollbach to (I hr.) the farm (restaur.);
line view of the Kampen and Fleckenstein. Pleasant walk hence (cross-
in- the brook to the right after 3/4 hr.) over the (1 hr.) Hirschttall-Alpe
between the Kampen and the Fockenstein (each of which may be ascended
from the Alp in 1 hr.) , and bv a good bridle-path down the picturesque
Jlirschbach - Thai to fli/2 hr.) Schloss Hohenstein , 1/4 hr. from Lenggries
(]'• 11). — From the Bauer in der Au we may return by a road to the
right, on the slope of the Ringberg; where it emerges from the wood
(1 M.) a foot-path descends to the right to (1 hr.) Egern at the S. end of the
lake; thence by boat (40 pf.) or by the ferry (5 pf.) to Tegernsee.

Freihof. Boat in V; hr. to Am Bach; then up the Zeiselbach valley
to the Freihof (restaur.), a charming route, with fine views.

Marble Quarries (li/4 hr.). The Kreut road is followed past Egern to

V2 lh M.) a finger-post, which indicates the way (right) to ('/4 hr.) the inter-
esting Quarries. Another finger-post, a few hundred paces farther, points
to (V4 hr.) the Lohbachfall, which is generally inconsiderable.

The Falls of the Rothach are situated in a picturesque ravine 5'/2 M.
from Tegernsee. The road leads from Rothach, (see below) on the left

bank of the stream of that name, passing Elmau, to the inn of Enter-
Rothach; i/j M. farther a finger-post shows where the path descends to

the falls to the right; the path rejoins the road higher up. The road ascends
hence lo the Wechselalp (3491'), and descends through the picturesque wooded
valley of the Weisse Falepp to (2'/'j hrs.) the forester's house of Falepp

(p. 50). Thence by the Xpiizingsee to Schliersee 12 51., and from Schlier-

see to Tegernsee 10 SI. — The whole round forms a "pleasant drive of

10 hrs. (carr. and pair 24 m.).
The Neureut (4130'), to the N.E., is ascended from Tegernsee in Vfe hr.

by a path passing the Weslerhof (see above). Splendid view (to the S. the

Venediger). Thence by the Gindelalpe to Schliersee, 2'/'2hrs., see p. 48.

Riedererstein (2916'). The Kreut road is followed to the S. as far as

a small sulphur bath-house, 3
/< "• from the Post Inn, and a little on

this side of the Rothach bridge. Here we ascend to the left by a some-
what steep path, and then by a 'chemin de la croix' with 14 stations, to

(1 hr.) the conspicuous chapel, on a precipitous rock. — A path which can

hardly be missed ascends to the E. along the crest of the hill to (l'/2 hr.) the

Baumgartenschneid (5140'), whence a fine panorama is obtained. For the

steep descent through the Albachthal to (l'/z hr.)_Tegernsee a guide is ad-

visable (to be procured at the chalets).

The Hirschberg (5636' ; 4y2 hrs.) is an admirable point of view. We
follow the Kreut road to (l'/3 hr.J the Lohbachfall (see above), cross the

brook near the fall, and ascend a narrow forest-path, which afterwards
widens, to (1 hr.) the Holzpmntalp ; then across meadows to the foot of

the saddle between the Hirschberg on the left and the Ringberg on the

right, and straight up; from the saddle we turn to the left and ascend in

zigzags on the N. slope of the Hirschberg to (iy2 hr.) the Sochlucken-Alpe
(beds of hay), near the lower peak with the wooden cross (view to the

N. and E.). From this point we may follow the crest of the hill or take
a path to the right below it, to the K.E. peak, and thence cross a pla-

teau to the Oh Hr.) S.W. and highest peak where a magnificent panorama
is disclosed. — Descent to the Bauer m der Au not recommended.

The Risserkogl (6037) also affords a very fine view, embracing the
Tauern and Zillerthal Ferner, and extending to the Zugspitze on the W.

;

on the N., in a basin between the Risserkogl and Plankenstein, lie the
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two small Rothenstein Lakes. Ascent from Egern, by the Wallberger Alp,
4Va-5 lirs. (guide). The descent to the S.W. by the Ableithen, Scheyrer,
and Pletzerer Alps, and that to the S. by the Miss and Vorderlochberg Alps
to the Langenauthal and (2 hrs.) Kreut, are steep at first, and not ad-
visable for inexperienced walkers.

From Tegeknsee to Tolz (13 31.). Road by Gmund and Reichersbeuern
(one-horse carr. 6m.; diligence on Wed. and Sun., l'/j m.). — To Schlier-
see, see p. 49; to Neuhaus, see p. 49.

The high-road from Tegernsee to Kreut leads through Rothach

(*Scheurer) , with its pretty country-houses, crosses the Weissach

(*Bachinair's Inn, by the bridge), and ascends slightly through

meadows. Pedestrians save l'/g M. by rowing across the S.E. arm
of the lake to Egern (20 min. ; 40 pf.) or by taking the ferry from
the Kleine Paraplui , '/j M. to the S. of Tegernsee (5 pf.) ; the

road on the other side leads straight from the ferry to the high-
road, which it reaches at (1 M.) the Weissach bridge. The valley

contracts near the village of (6 M.) Kreut (Obermaier) , to the right

of which rises the conical Leonhardstein (4744'). About 1 M.
farther is the prettily-situated *Restaurant zur Rainer Alpe, where
a road to the left diverges to the (!/2 M.) —

441/2 M. Wildbad Kreut (2720') , a large bath-house and hotel

(R. 2 m., B. 50, L. & A. 85 pf.), the property of Duke Charles

Theodore of Bavaria, situated on a broad green plateau. The springs,

containing iron and sulphur, and generally used in combination

with salt-baths (the salt being obtained from Rosenheim) , were
known as early as 1500, and belonged to the Abbey of Tegernsee.

The place owes its reputation to the visits of King Max I., to its

invigorating mountain-air, and its excellent whey.
Walks in the grounds of the Curhaus. In a marble niche above a

spring on the slope, l
fe M. to the E. of the Curhaus, is a bust of King

Max I. — The Hohlenstein, opposite the baths, to the E., commands a fine

view of Tegernsee, etc. (to the cross, 1 hr.).

Wolfsschlucht (l'/4 hr.) , a ravine with two waterfalls. The path
ascends the Felsenweissach-Thal to the P/orner and Oberhofer Alps and
turns to the left into the gorge. A giddy path ascends from the Ober-
hofer Alp, 'iiber den Stein', to the Schildenstein-Alp (see below).

Gaisalp (1 hr.). Descending at the back of the Bad and crossing the
Felsenweissach , we follow a good path through wood, which is at first

level, and afterwards ascends to the left on the hill-side to the pleasantly
situated Alp (3607'). About 20 min. farther is the Kbnigsalp (3810'; Inn),

which may also be reached in 2 hrs. by a good road, diverging to the left

from the Achenthal road above the Klammbachfall (see below), and ascend-
ing in zigzags. — The Schildenstein (5345') , a good point of view, is

ascended from the Gaisalp or the Konigsalp in l'/2-2 hrs. ; last part of the
ascent steep. The track descending to the Achenthal road on the S.W.
is marshy and bad (guide necessary).

The "Schinder (5990'; 4'/2-5 hrs.) is a magnificent point of view. A
road leads to the E. through the Langenauthal to the Langenau-Alp and
(8 M.) the Baier-Alp, from which a bridle-path ascends to the left by the
Ritzlberg-Alp to (l'/2 hr.) the summit. Descent to Falepp, see p. 50.

The Risserkogl (6037'), 4'/2 hrs., see above. — The Hirschberg (p. 44)

is easily ascended from Kreut by the Schwarzenbachthal and the Schwar-
zentenn-Alp, or from Dorf Kreut by the Weidberg-Alpe, in 4-5 hrs.

The road from Bad Kreut to the Achensee crosses the Weissach

and joins the main road about */2 M. to the W. of the baths. The
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high - road gradually ascends the narrow Weissachthal
,

passing

(2 M.J the Klammbach Fall on the left, (5 M.) Olashutten (*Inn,

rustic), and the old Bavarian custom-house at Stuben. On the

Stubenalp, about 1 M. farther, the road reaches its culminating

point (3150'), then descends rapidly through profound ravines,

and at the Kaiserwacht , the old Austrian custom-house in the

once strongly-fortified defile of Achen (2858') , crosses the Tyrolese

frontier. (Below, to the right, diverges the road through the Achen-
thal to Fall in the Isarthal, p. 41.) The custom-house is now
near the village of (2 l

/2 M.) Achenwald (269:)' ; *Traube). The road

gradually ascends along the Achen , or Walchen, the outlet of the

Achensee. On the left, 2'/2 M. farther (1 M. from Achenkirch),

opens the Ampelsbach-Thal ; in the background rise the rocky horn

of the Guffert and the long ridge of the Unnutz (p. 47).
A road on the left side of the Ampelsbach-Thal leads over the Ober-

lierg (3435') , between the Guffert and the Unnutz , to (8 M.) Steinberg
(3300'; tolerable inn), a village prettily situated in a green Alpine valley.

Ascent hence of the Ouffert (or Steinberger Spitze , 7190'; 4 hrs., with
guide), somewhat fatiguing, but repaying. Ascent of the " Unnutz (6817';

3 hrs.), by the Kbgeljoch, not difficult (see below). Route to the Innthal,
via Aschau to Brixlegg 6 hrs. (guide desirable; see p. 54).

59 M. Achenkirch (3087' ; *Post; *Kern, 1/2 M- on this side of

the Post; *Adler, good wine), a village 2'/2 M. long, the scattered

houses of which extend almost to the Achensee. (In the height of

summer passing travellers are more likely to find accommodation at

Achenkirch than at the Achensee hotels, which are often full.)

The *Achensee (3048'), 5'/a M. long and about Y2 M. broad, and

430' deep, a dark-blue lake, the finest in N. Tyrol, lies 1250' above

the valley of the Inn. At the N. end of the lake, 2 l

/2 M- from ^e

Post at Achenkirch, is *Mayers Inn, a little beyond which is the

*Scholastika Inn (so called after the former landlady), with a

veranda. About % M. farther S., on a green promontory, is the

*H6tel Achenseehof, the property of L. Kainer, a well-known Tyro-

lese singer (music and singing in the evenings
;
pension 8 m.),

with a Cafe on the lake. The road, hewn in the rock at places, and

built out into the lake at others, leads on the E. bank, command-
ing fine views, to (43/4 M.) Buchau (Inn), at the S. end of the lake

(a drive of 1 hr.). In fine weather it is preferable to perform the

journey by boat (from the Scholastika to Pertisau l'/2 hr. , to See-

spitz or Buchau 2 hrs.). _ .r J fare for each person
in Austr. Kreuzers:12 3 4 5 6 7

Boat Fares:

From the Scholastika to Pertisau
- Seespitz

- Buchau .

Seehof .

Seehof Seespitz
Buchau .

Pertisau Seespitz
Buchau .

. - Seehof .

70
100
80
20
80
70
30
20
50

25 23 20
37 33 30
30 25 22
10 10 10
30 2522
25 23 20
12 10 10
10 10 10
20 18 15
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Pleasant trip (1 hr. from the Scholastika) to the Gaisalpe (restaur.),
a green slope on the W. base of the abrupt Seekarspitze (difficult of ac-
cess by land).

The i! Unnutz (6817' ; 3 hrs. ; guide advisable) , which commands a
magnificent view, presents no difticulty. A good path leads from the
Scholastika at iirst to the left, then to the right through wood (fine
glimpses of the Achensee), and lastly up steep pastures to (I1/4 hr.) the
Kbgelalp (beds). From the highest hut we cross the depression lying in
front of us to the (25 min.) Kbgeljoch (route to Steinberg, see above). We
then turn to the left, and (1/4 hr.), where the path divides, to the right.
Beyond a rocky hollow we ascend rapidly through creeping pines, and
afterwards over easy grassy slopes to (1 hr.) the summit. (Vorder-Unnutz,
6817'). The view embraces on the E. the Steinbergerspitze, and more in the
background the Kaisergebirge, the Loferer Steinberge, and the Steinerne
Meer; S.E. the Kitzbuhler range, and the Tauern from the Hohe Tenn
to the Dreiherrnspitze ; S. the Sonnwendjoch, Zillerthaler Ferner, Duxer
Ferner, Solstein, Oetzthaler Ferner, Karwendelgebirge, and Wetterstein-
gebirge; far below lies the Achensee.

On the .s.W. bank of the lake is the *Pertisau, a green pasture
enclosed by precipitous mountains and frequented as a summer-
resort [Furstenhaus, on the lake, the property of the Benedictine
Abbey of Viecht, often full in summer, good cuisine ; Pfanzler and
Karl, in the village, i/

4 M. from the lake, unpretending). Charm-
ing view of the lake, particularly by evening light; to the S. the
mountains of the Innthal and of the lower Zillerthal.

The Barenkopf (3930'; 3 hrs., with guide), ascended by the Bdren-
bad-Alpe (or from Maurach through the Weissenbachthal) , affords an ad-
mirable survey of the lake and the environs. — The ascent of the Sonnen-
joch(8050'; 5 hrs. with guide) is fatiguing. The Falzthurnthal is followed
to the Obere Grammais-Alp (see below). Then a steep, and at places stony
ascent of 2 hrs. to the summit. Extensive panorama: E. the Tauern
chain, S. the (Etzthaler Ferner rising behind the Lamsengebirge, N. the
plains of Bavaria.

From Pertisau to Hinter-Riss over the Plumser-Joch (6 hrs.) , see
p. 42. The pass of Grammais (8 hrs., with guide) is preferable. The
path ascends the Falzthuvnthal to the S.W. ; l'/2hr., Falzthurnalpe (3537');
l'/4 hr., Untere Grammais-Alp (4144'); then a steep ascent to the right
to the (1 hr.) Obere Grammais-Alp, to the S. of the Sonnenjoch (see above).
View of the Gamsjoch to the W., and the Hochgliick and Lamsenspitze
to the S. Steep descent, crossing the Binsalp, to the (I1/4 hr.) Eng (3930'

;

Inn)
,
grandly situated , and to (3 hrs.) Hinter-Riss (p. 42). — Over the

Stanser Joch to Jenbach, see p. 55.

The road from Pertisau leads past (
3
/4 M. ) *Prantl's Inn (on the

lake, moderate) and round the 'Seespitz', or S.W. end of the lake
to (3 M.) Maurach (3107'; *Neuwirth), on the Achenkirch and
Jenbach road, II/4 M. to the S. of Buchau (see above). Boats may
be procured at the Seespitz and at the second-last house in Buchau,
3
/4 M. to the N. of the inn, at the point where the road nears
the lake.

Maurach is the best starting-point for the ascent of the peaks of the
Sonnwendgebirge

, which afford many line views (guides, Nic. and Alois
Brugger at Maurach). The route first leads through the valley ascending
to the N.E. to the Lower and (2'/2 hrs.) Upper Mauritz-Alpe (6035'; poor
quarters), finely situated. From this point we may ascent the Hochiss
(7533'), a splendid point of view, in 2 hrs. (The ascent is also made from
Buchau by the Dalfaz-Alpe, or from the Seehof by the Koth-Alpe in 4'/2 hrs.)
The Rofan, (7405') takes l'/s hr. only : the Vordere Sonnwendjoch (73(10'),

affording a line survey of the Innthal, Zillerthal, etc., 172-2 hrs.
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Farther on, the road passes Eben ,
on the hill to the left, the

burial-place of St. Nothburga (d. 1313), with a chapel which attracts

many pilgrims. It then descends rapidly through ravines to (3 M.

from Maurach) —
71 M. Jenbach f 1834'), see p. 54. Railway thence to (94 M.)

Innsbruck, see II. 12.

Pedestrians should row from Pertisau (or the Seholastika) to the See-

spitz (tariff, see above) , where they take a shady footpath to the right.

At the bifurcation follow the path to the left, which leads through the

fence and across the meadows, and joins the road above the mill (2'/2 M.
from Jenbach). Coming from Jenbach, walkers should cross a bridge

opposite the telegraph-post 108/82.

11. From Munich to Innsbruck by Schliersee

and Bairisch-Zell.
Comp. Map, p. 42.

112 M. Railway to Holzkirchen and (38 M.) Schliersee in 2'/s h".
(fares 4 m. 90, 3 m. 25, 2 m. 10 pf.). From Schliersee to (10 M.) Bairisch-

Zell Post-Omnibus daily (1 m. 70 pf.); thence to (17 M.) Kufstein carriage-

road, but no public conveyance. Carriages to be had at Schliersee and Neu-
haus. Railway from Kufstein to (47 M.) Innsbruck, see p. 53.

Railway to (23 M.) Holzkirchen (change carriages), see p. 40.

On the E . side of the village the line diverges to the left from the

Tolz line (R. 9), and at (27 M.) Darching it enters the picturesque

Mangfall-Thal. Opposite is Weyarn, formerly a monastery, now a

school. Pleasant excursion to (1 hr.) the Weyrer Lindl (2372'),

with an extensive view.

30'/2 M. Thalham; on the right rises the Taubenberg (3015'J,

a fine point of view (l lU hr. ; Inn, 10 min. from the top). The

train crosses the Mangfall, and traverses the wooded Schlierachthal.

33'/2 M. Miesbach (2286'; *Waizinger; *Post; Qreiderer), a thriv-

ing village and summer-resort, prettily situated.
To Tegeknsee (10 M). The road (diligence every afternoon in

2'/2 hrs.) leads by Schweinthal to (3 )1.) the Miiller am Baum (Inn), crosses

the Mangfall, and then proceeds by Festenbach and Durrenbach to (4 M.)

Omund (p. 43) and (3 M.) Tegernsee.
To Fisohbachau (9 M.). Carriage-road to the E. by Parsberg into

the Leitzachthal, and by Hundham to (7 M.) Ellbach (2572 1

; ascent of the

Schwarzenberg, 3927', l'/zhr., interesting). Then by (l'/4 M.) the "Marbach
Inn to (

3
/j M.) Fischbachau, at the W. base of the Wendelstein (p. 50).

Near it is the pilgrimage-chapel of Birkenstein (*Oberwirth). The road
next leads to Hammer and (2 M.) Aurach (p. 49).

In the vicinity are several coal-mines. The train crosses the

Schlierach, passes Agatharied and Hausham, and reaches—
38 M. Schliersee [Post; *Seerose, nearest the station; *Neu-

wirth ; Backerwirth ; lodgings obtainable
; baths in the lake), prettily

situated on the *Schliersee (2588'), and much frequented in summer.
The (5 min.) WeinbergkapeUe affords the best view of the environs
(from E. to W., the Schliersberg , Rohnberg, Eichelspitz, Jager-
kamp, Brecherspitze, Baumgartenberg, and Kreuzberg). Pleasant
walk to (3/4 M.) the Oberleitner (refreshments).
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To Tegernsee (p. 43). The shortest route (37a hrs.) leads by Westen-
hofen, a cement-factory at the N.W. end of the lake, 7a M. from the vil-

lage of Schliersee. From this point a road leads .S.W. to (2 M.) In der Au,
whence a bridle-path (' Prinzenweg*) follows the Breitenbach, crosses (left)

the second bridge , ascends to the saddle between the Baumgartenschneid
(p. 44) and Kreuzberg, and descends through the pretty Albachthal to (272
hrs.) Tegernsee. — A more attractive route ascends from the Au to the
right to the (.1 hr.) Gindelalpe (4167') and the (20 inin.) Schneide (4387'),

where a survey of the plain is enjoyed. The path then runs almost on
the crest of the hill (paths descending to the left to be avoided) to the

(
3
/< hr.) Neureut (p. 44; view of the mountains; to the S.E., beyond the

Rothachthal , the Venediger) , and descends rapidly to the Westerhof and
(1 hr.) Tegernsee (4 hrs. in all ; guide advisable). — Over the Kilhzagelalp

(57a-6 hrs. to Egern); ascent from the Au to the left through the Duftthal,
see below.

The road skirts the E. side of the lake. 2 M. Fischhausen (Nie-

derwaldeck) lies at the S. end of the lake. At (
3
/4 M.) Neuhaus

(2657'; *Eham ; one-horse carr. to Schliersee 2 J
/2 m the road di-

vides. To the E. rises the Wendelstein, with the chapel on the top.

The road to the right leads through the Max-Josephsihal, past a paper-
mill, and ascends the slope of the Jdgerkamp (see below) in numerous
windings, which the pedestrian may cut off. On the right the precipi-

tous Brecherspitze; pleasing retrospect of the Schliersee. Beyond the (4 M.)
pass (37401

) between the Stocker-Alp and Spitzing-Alp, the road descends
to the (1 M.) lonely Spitzing-See (3524'), leads high along the N. bank,
and descends on the E. side. On the right rises the Brecherspitze. The
lake is drained by the Rothe Falepp , which the road follows. At the S.

end of the lake is the Wurz (or Branntwein) Hiitte , a rustic inn ; to the
right, 7a ^- from the lake, is the fall of the Falepp. Pastures are next
traversed to the (27a M.) Waizinger Alphiltte (Inn). Beyond the (2 M.) bridge,
a picturesque cascade on the left. The (1 M.) forester's house of Falepp
(2851' ; Inn), at the union of the Rothe and Weisse Falepp, is prettily sit-

uated in the midst of wood. Below this the stream is called the Bran-
denberger Ache. In the vicinity is the disused Kaiserklause. A rough path,
not recommended, leads from Falepp by the Erzherzog-Johanns-Klause and
through the Brandenberger Thai to Brixlegg (p. 54; 9-10 hrs., with guide).
— Through the Rothachthal to Tegernsee, see p. 44. — By the Elend-Alp,
or the Ackern-Alp to the Landl, see p. 50. — The "Schinder (p. 45) is as-

cended from Falepp in 272 hrs. by a new path.
Ascents. Brecherspitze (5532'), 3 hrs. from Neuhaus (fatiguing ; guide

necessary). — Bodenschneid (5518') , 3 hrs. from Neuhaus , with guide,
not difficult ; admirable view. — "Jftgerkamp (5689' ; 3 hrs. ; path well
defined), another excellent point of view. — "Rothwand (6200'; 4-47a hrs.,

not difficult). We ascend from the Spitzingsee to the lower and (I72 hr.)

the upper Wallenburger-Alp (53641

; rustic inn). We then mount steep

grassy and rocky slopes, past the Kirchstein, to (1 hr.) the summit (magni-
ficent view). The Eothwand may also be ascended from Geitau (see be-
low) by Grosstiefenthal and the sequestered little Soinsee (5052') in 4 hrs.

(finger-posts prevent mistake) , or from the Waizinger Hiitte (see above)
through the Pfandlgraben and over the Kimpflalpe (this being the easiest

ascent). — Miesing (6145'), from Geitau (see below) by Kleintiefenthal in

3 hrs., or better by Grosstiefenthal (same route as to the foot of the Roth-
wand ; similar view). — Auerspitze (5963'), another fine point, ascended
from Geitau by the Obere Soinalp in 4 hrs.

From Neuhaus to Tegeensee by the Kilhzagelalp (3796'), 572 hrs.

(guide hardly necessary ; several finger-posts). The path descends to (37a
hrs.) Enter-Rothach (p. 44), in the Rothach-Thal (p. 44).

The road to Bairisch-Zell next passes (2M.) Aurach. (Route to

Hammer and Fischbachau, see p. 48.) At (2 l
/4 M.) Geitau (Inn),

the Leitzachthal is entered. Then Osterhofen and (3 M.) Bairisch-

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 4
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Zell (2818' ; Zum Wendelstein), a small village with several hand-

some houses, prettily situated in a basin enclosed by the Wendel-

stein, Seeberg, and Traithen.
'Wendelstein (6066' ; 2y2-3 hrs.), a very fine point of view, and not

difficult. The route leads to the right from the bridge to the Tanner Miihle,

and then ascends to the (V* hr.) Untere Wendelsleiner Alp (where a boy
had better be taken to show the way ; 1-1 1/2 m.). The path, steep and stony

at places, next reaches the (l'/2 hr.) Obere Wendelsteiner Alp (49801

; re-

freshments at the highest hut). At the foot of the peak two finger-posts

indicate the route by the 'Stangensteig', constructed of wood (8 min. long),

to the (
3/4 hr.) summit , a plateau 6-12 yds. broad and about 25 yds. in

length, on which stands a small wooden chapel containing a visitors' book.

The "View embraces (left to right) the Untersberg, Watzmann, Kaiserge-

birge, Tauern Mts. (with the Venediger and Grossglockner), and the Kar-
wendel and Wetterstein ranges (with the Zugspitze) ; to the K. the exten-

sive plain with the Chicmsee, Simmsee, and Starnberger See. — The as-

cent is free from danger, but persons inclined to dizziness had better con-
tent themselves with the fine view of the mountains from the highest Alp.
— The paths from Fischbachau (4 hrs) and Brannenburg (5 hrs.) unite at

the foot of the peak (see above) with that from Bairisch-Zell.
From Baibisch-Zell to Obebaedoef (p. 52; 5 hrs.), a pleasant route.

The road, steep at first, leads across the Tanner-Alp and Gra/enherberg-
Alp to the Auer-Briicke, and then through the Aubachlhal, passing a fine

fall of the Aubach (best viewed from the lower bridge) , to (2'/2 hrs.)

Aschau (Inn 'Zum Feurigen Tatzelwurm'). Thence by the villages of

Rechenau and Watschod to (2'/2 hrs.) Oberaudorf.

The narrow road to Landl and Kufstein follows the Urspring-

Thal, enclosed by finely-wooded mountains ; on the left the Trai-

then (6160'). We pass a small waterfall of the Sillbach on the right

(2'/2 M.), and the small Stockerseen at the mouth of the Kloascher-

Thal, through which a path leads over the Elend-Alp (3730' ; 5 hrs.,

with guide) to Falepp (see above).

The valley expands for a short distance. On the right, the Hin-

tere Sonnwendjoch (see below). We reach the Bavarian and Aus-
trian frontier at the (2 M.) Backeralp (2769'), and the *Inn'Zur
Urspring Y2M. farther. The road descends a beautiful wooded val-

ley. Lower down , the rapid brook is used for floating timber.

Several fine glimpses of the Kaiser. At the (2 l/o M.) pleasant vil-

lage of Landl (2195'; Inn), in the Thiersee-Thal, is a shooting-

lodge of Archduke Ludwig Victor.
To Falepp over the Ackernalp (4573 r

; 5 hrs.), fatiguing and lacking
interest. A tolerable cart-road, between the Veitsberg on the left and the
Hinter-Sonnwendjoch (6555'; ascended without danger from Landl or from
Falepp in 4-4'/2 hrs.) on the right, with picturesque retrospects of the
Thiersee-Thal and Kaiser range, ascends to the (2'/2 hrs.) Ackernalp. De-
scent by a rough path through wood, high on the right side of the valley
(guide desirable ; or enquire on the Reichstein-Alp, li/2 hr. from the top),
towards the end steep, into the Enzengraben ; then under a wooden conduit,
after passing which we re-ascend , and finally turn to the left to the for-
ester's house of Falepp (p. 49).

The road forks here. That to the left leads through the valley
of the Klausenbach to the (4i/

2 M.) Schrecksee (2040' ; Neuschmied
Inn on the N. bank), and over the Thierberg (p. 53- fine view of
the Kaisergebirge ; to the S. the Pendllng, 5125') to (5 M.) Kuf-
stein (p. 52). — The road to the right is longer but more attrac-
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tive ; it ascends from Landl to (2 M.) Hinter-Thiersee (2798'), and
then leads up and down hill to (3y2 M.) Vorder- Thiersee (2200'

;

Kirchenjackl) and (
3
/4 M.) the Schrecksee (see above). Pedestrians

should make a digression of 1/2 nr - from this point to the small

*Hechtsee (1748'), embosomed in wood, affording an admirable view
of the Kaiser; a footpath descends thence to (20 min.) the Otio-

Capelle (p. 52). The Klausenbach flows on the N. side of the

Thierberg through a narrow valley (through which runs a carriage-

road), and joins the Inn at Kiefersfelden (p. 53).

From Kufstein to (47 M.) Innsbruck by railway, see R. 12.

12. From Munich to Innsbruck by Rosenheim and
Kufstein.

Comp. Maps, p. 42, 56, 190.

109 M. Railway. Express in 4 lA hrs. (fares 19 m. 30, 14 m. 30 pf.)

;

ordinary trains in 6-8'/2 hrs. (fares 16 m. 65, 12 m., 7 m. 30 pf.).

The direct railway to Rosenheim by Grafing presents few at-

tractions. It soon diverges to the left from the Holzkirchen line

(see below), and skirts the town ; to the left are seen the Bavaria

and Ruhmeshalle. Beyond the (3 M.) Munich S. Station {Thal-
kirchen) the train crosses the Isar canal and the Isar ; to the left,

a fine view of the Auer Kirche and the more distant Maximilian-
eum. On the other side of the river the line crosses the suburb of

Unter-Giesing by two viaducts, and ascends through deep cuttings

to the (6 M.) Munich E. Station (Haidhausen), where the Simbach-
Braunau line branches off to the left ; to the right, a distant view
of the Alps. Stations Truderiny , Haar, Zorneding, Kirchseeon.

23 (

/2 M. Grafing is a considerable place, IY2M. from the railway.

Between Assling and Ostermiinchen the broad dale of the Attel is

traversed. To the right, opposite the traveller, rises the Wendel-
stein, to the left the Kaisergebirge. Stat. Oross-Karolinenfeld.

40 M. Bosenheim (1466'; *Greiderer; *Kbnig Otto; Alte Post;
Bairischer Hof ; Deutsches Haus ; Augsburger Hof; Bail. Restau-
rant), the junction of the Innsbruck, Salzburg (R. 13), and other
lines, a town of 8397 inhab., with salt-works, lies at the influx of

the Mangfall into the Inn. The salt-water is conveyed hither from
Reichenhall, upwards of 50 M. distant. About '/4 M. from the

station are the *Rosenheim Mineral Baths and the *Badhotel Ma-
rienbad, both 'hotel-pensions', with salt and other baths. About

Y2 hr. from the station is the Schlossberg (Restaur.), which affords

a charming view of the Innthal and of the Alps from the Wendel-
stein to the Venediger.

From Mdnich to Rosenheim via Holzkirchen , 46 1/* M. , in 3 hrs.
(fares 6 m. 10, 4 m. 5, 2 m. 60 pf.). To (23 M.) Holzkirchen, see p. 40 ; the
line here diverges from that to Schliersee, enters the Teufelsgraben (p. 40),
into which the Mangfall afterwards flows, runs at first high along the left

slope of the valley, and then descends to stat. Westerham. The valley ex-
pands. Stations Bruckmiihl, Seu/eld (with a chemical manufactory), and
(40 M.) Ashling (1580' ; Ludwigsbad , with garden ; H6tel Dutchl zur Pott,

4*
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with garden and baths; Villa Pentenrieder ; Schuhbrau, with veranda), a

small town with salt and mud-baths, prettily situated. The Kaisergebirge,

and beyond (43'/2 M.) Kolbermoor, with a large cotton-factory, the Gross-

Venediger, become visible on the right.

Beyond Rosenheim the line turns to the S. and follows the left

bank of the Inn. On the opposite slope, beyond (45 M.) Raubling,

lies Neubeuern (*Auer), with walls and gates, commanded by a cha-

teau on a rock above.

49 M. Brannenburg (1663'; *Jnn at the station ; another in the

village). The village, a summer-resort, with a chateau, lies at the

base of the mountains, 3
/i M. to the W. (Beautiful view from the

Bierkeller, to the S. of the village.)

Excursions. Schwarzlak-Kapelle, lh hr. to the N. , with a fine view
of the plain; St. Margarethen, at the mouth of the Reindlerthal 0/2 hr.);

In den Orund. with a fine waterfall (IV4 hr.); ascent of the Petersberg (see

below), an admirable point of view, 2 hrs. (from Fischbach l'/« hr.). —
Wendelstein (p. 50), 4>/2 hrs., with guide (shortest route from Munich):
cross the Mitteralp to the Reindleralpe (4685') ; then a steep ascent through
the Reindlerscharte to the N. side of the peak, where the path unites

with that from Bairisch-Zell (comp. p. 50).

At (51 M.) Fischbach the valley contracts, and the line approaches

the Inn. On a rock to the right is the ruin of Falkenstein, and high

above it is the pilgrimage-chapel on the Petersberg. To the left,

the ruin of Katzenstein. On the opposite bank rise the Heuberg

(4491') and Orenzhorn (4475'). The train crosses the Aubach to

(56 M.) Oberaudorf (1581'; Hofwirth; *Zum Brtinnstein, at the

station ; Niederauer, rustic).

Excursions. To the Weber an der Wand ('/4 hr.); Gfaller Miihle, with

a small cascade (
3/4 hr.); to the Tatzelwurm (fine waterfall) in the Aubach-

thai, 2Vs hrs. (thence to Bairisch-Zell, see p. 50). — Briinnstein (5364
1

),

interesting ascent of 4 hrs., with guide. The path leads up the valley

from the Gfaller Miihle to Wildgrub and (2'/2 hrs.) the Himmelmoos-Alp,
prettily situated, whence it ascends steeply to the right (path lately re-

paired) to the chapel on the S.E. peak. Magnificent view of the Kaiser-

gebirge , Tauern , Inn Valley, etc. ; to the right , the Wendelstein. De-

scent to the Tatzelwurm (2'/2 hrs.), fatiguing.

59Y2 M. Kiefersfelden, the last Bavarian village. The peasants

usually perform rustic dramas here on Sundays in summer. Near

the Otto-Capelle, erected to commemorate the departure of King

Otho of Greece (1833), the train crosses the frontier of the Tyrol,

enters the Klause (*Inn), a narrow defile, and approaches —
62 M. Kufstein(1600 ; *Auracher Brau; *Post; *Drei K'dnige,

moderate; Hirsch; *Eggerbrau; *Rail. Restaurant; wine at Schicke-

danz's~), an ancient fortress on the opposite (right) bank of the Inn,

with new fortifications on both banks. It was besieged in 1504
by Maximilian I. The Bavarian commandant , believing it impreg-
nable ,

caused the walls to be swept with brooms, in derisive al-

lusion to the impotence of the emperor's cannon. The latter, how-
ever, sent for some heavy ordnance from Innsbruck , destroyed the

walls, and executed the commandant for his temerity. Kut'stein was
the only frontier fortress retained by the Bavarians at the end of

the campaign of 1809. The sole approach to the fortress (now a bar-
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rack) is very steep
;
provisions are drawn up by means of a windlass.

Fine view from the *Calvarienberg, immediately beyond the ceme-
tery IC/2M. from the Inn bridge); to the W. rises the Pending.
To the left, near the chapel in the cemetery, is the grave of List,

the political economist, who shot himself here in 1846. On the

Kienbichl, in the vicinity, are the baths of Kienbergklamm (also

a Pension), well fitted up.

Excursions. The paths in the charming environs of Kufstein are
kept in good order and provided with direction-posts by a praiseworthy
local society. On the left bank of the Inn , a pleasant walk (forest-path)

to the C'Ahr.) Zeller Burg, or JVackelburg (*Inn), at the foot of the wooded
Zeller Bain, with its shady walks and charming views. Also by Zell, and
past the swimming-baths (well fitted up), to the (

3
/4 hr.) Ed (-Inn) ; by the

high-road along the Inn to (40 min.) the Klause (see above). — Ascent
of the 'Thierberg (2373'; 1 hr.). The path ascends through wood to the
left below the railway-station. Beautiful view from the tower, which
dates from the 11th cent, (key kept by the 'hermit', 10 kr.). We may
return by an attractive route, passing the (1 hr.) Hechtsee, embosomed in
wood, and affording an admirable view of the Kaisergebirge, to the Kbnig-
Otto-Capelle, and by the Klause to (l'/4 hr.) Kufstein; or by the lower Thier-
berg farm to the right, through beautiful woods , to the Ed (see above).
Hence to the railway-station 20 minutes. — Thiersee-Thal , Landl , and
Bairisch-Zell. see pp. 50,49. (One-horse carr. from Kufstein to Ursprungl2fl.).

Duxerkbpfl (2418'; 1 hr.), with fine view of the Innthal, Kaiserge-
birge, etc. : ascent by the Calvarienberg to the left through wood ; easy
descent by (1 hr.) Sparchen (see below). — The Brandkogel (4750

1

), the
highest point of the Brentenjoch range, ascended in 3 hrs. by the Duxer
Alpl and the Brentenjochhiitten, affords an excellent survey of the Kaiser-
gebirge. From the Brentenjoch (4465'), a height to the W. of the huts,
the view is less extensive (2 hrs. from Kufstein). Descent by the 'Bett-
lersteig' into the Kaiserthal (to Kufstein 5 hrs.), or by the Sleinberger Alp
and Waller Alp to (3 hrs.) Hinterstein (p. 152 ; guide necessary in each case

;

Kaspar Pirkner at Kufstein recommended).
-Kaiserthal (half-a-day, guide unnecessary). A road leads to the N. to

(l'/i M.) Sparchen, a mill and iron-work at the narrow mouth of the val-
ley, where the Sparchenbach forms a fine fall (best viewed from the
bridge). We ascend the path beyond the bridge, just behind the mill,
and (3 min.) the steps to the right by the crucifix; 10 min., a bench,
affording a fine view of Kufstein, overshadowed by the Pendling, and of
the Inn Valley up to the Stubaier Ferner. Thence by a good path, high
above the valley, passing the six 'Kaiserhofe' (Veitlhof, the third, is a
rustic tavern ; a chapel near the Pfandlhof, the fourth farm , affords the
best survey of the valley), to the (l'^hr.) last farm (Kaisevhof, 2788'; a
few beds), which commands a fine view of the huge precipices of the
Wilde Kaiser (comp. p. 152). This is the usual turning-point. The prolon-
gation of the path descends through wood to the (1 hr.) Triftklause on the
Kaiserbach, and then ascends the Barenbach to the (

3
/4 hr.) Hintere Ba-

renbadalp (2726'; rustic inn). A rough, but interesting pass (guide neces-
sary) leads from this point across the Stripsenjoch (5266') to the Kohln-
thal , where we may either turn to the left to Schwendt and (6 hrs.)
Kbssen (p. 61), or to the right to Oasteig and (6-7 hrs.) St. Johann (p. 113).
— Ascent of the Sonneneck (7380'), a splendid point of view, from the
Hintere Barenbadalp and through the Gamskarl, interesting, but rather
fatiguing (5 hrs.). Descent by the Wiesberg and the Kaiserhochalpe to

(3 hrs.) Barnstatt (p. 152), steep at first. — Route from the Hinterkaiser-
hof by the Bochalpe, or better by the Feldalpe, and through the Haber-
sauer-Thal to (6 hrs.) Walchsee, also attractive (with guide, p. 61). — From
the Pfandlhof a new path over the Hintere Kaiserfellenalpe ascends the
Pyramidenspitze (6645'), the highest peak of the Hintere or Zahme Kaiser
(p. 61), an interesting ascent of 3'/z hrs. (from Kufstein 5-6 hrs.).
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From Kbfstein to Soll (3'/2 hrs. ; shortest way to the Hohe Salve).

Following the high-road to the S. for 3
/4 M., and turning to the left into

the Weissachthal (cement-works), we reach the (3 M.) foot of the Eiberg,

or Neuberg, cross the Gaisbach, and ascend ihe ^ Schmiedelleiteri' to C/2hr.)

the hamlet of Eiberg. Then, high above the Weissach, to (l>/2 hr.) Sell

(p. 152). — From the Eiberg by the Steinerne Sliege to the Hintersteiner

See (p. 152), an interesting, hut somewhat giddy walk of l'/i hr-

From Kufstein to Kbssen and Rett im Winkel, see R. 14.

Before reaching stat. Kirchbichl the train crosses the Inn. On

the right rises the green Hohe Salve, with its chapel (p. 148).

Crossing the Brixenthaler Ache, we next reach (72 M.) stat. Worgl
(1666'; *6iselahof, at the station; *Rail. Restaurant and Inn), the

junction of the SalzbuTg line (RR. 24, 32). The village (Post;

Lamm ; *Zur Hohen Salve) lies !/2 M. to the S. Near it is the small

Bad Eisenstein (restaur., flue view).— Ascent of the *Hohe Salve,

p. 148; to St. Johann and Lofer via Elmau, see p. 151.

To the left beyond (76 M.) Kundl, on the high-road, is the church

of St. Leonhard, said to have been founded by Emp. Henry II. in

1019. On theN. side of the broad Innthal extends the long Bran-

denberger Joch (4944'). On the S.W. side of the old town of Ratten-

berg (*Stern; Kramerbrau ; Adler) the train threads a short tunnel.

81 '/2 M. Brixlegg (1683'; *Vogl; Judenwirth; Restaurant,

with beds, near the station), situated at the confluence of the Alp-

bach with the Inn, with lead and copper smelting-works, is a fav-

ourite summer-resort. Passion-plays are performed here every few

years. On the Alpbach, i/
2 M. to the S., are the baths of Mehrn.

Excursions. To (
3A hr.) Kramsach, prettil\ situated on the left hank

of the Inn, at the mouth of the Brandenberger Ache. On the left bank of

the Ache is Achenrain, with a chateau and brass-forge, and x
ji hr. farther

up, at the base of the Brandenberger Joch, is the small Rainthaler See.

(Through the Brandenberger Thai to Falepp, 9-10 hrs., rough and unat-
tractive; comp. p. 49.) — To Strass, at the end of the Zillerthal, l'/^hr.

:

the road leads past the castles of Matzen and Lichtwer (Inn in der Au, in

the vicinity) to St. Oertraud (on the right the ruin of Kropfsberg, on the

left the Reilherkogl, see below), and then crosses the Ziller (fine view of

the valley) to Strass (p. 140). — A pleasant excursion may be made to

(1 hr.) Reith (Inn), and (1 hr.) the top of the Reitherkogl (4376'). — Into

the Alpbachthal, as far as (2 hrs.) the prettily-situated village of Alpbach
(3198' ; Knollenwirth) ; from the head of the valley we may proceed to the
W., past the Wiedersberger Horn (p. 140). to Fiigen in the Zillerthal. —
Gratlspitze (6200'), the highest peak of the Thierberg, 3>/2hrs., with guide,
not difficult. Splendid view. (Small inn on the Holzalpl, 3/4 hr. below the
top.) — To Steinberg (6 hrs., via Aschau; guide advisable), see p. 46.

The train crosses the Inn. On the right bank, on the rocky hills

between the river and road, rise the old castles of Lichtwer and
Matzen, and, farther on, the extensive ruin of Kropfsberg, at the

mouth of the Zillerthal (p. 140).
85i/

2 M. Jenbach (2824 ft. ; *H6telJenbach
, 3 min. from the

station ; *Toleranz, near the station ; *Post, in the village ; *Brau,
above the village, '^M. from the station, a favourite pension view
from the veranda), a laTge village with smelting-works and forges,

is the station for the Achensee (R. 10) and the Zillerthal (R. 31).
Excursions. The imposing chateau of Tratzberg, on the hill-side

2000'), 3
/i hr. to the W.. is said to have 365 windows. It has been tastefully
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restored by its owner, Count Enzenberg, and contains a collection of arms
(castellan 40 kr.). Excellent view of the Innthal from the grounds above
it. — An attractive excursion (from Tratzberg l'/4 hr. ; from Schwaz by
Viecht l'/2 hr.) may be made to the pilgrimage-church of St. Georgen-
berg (3077'), in the Stallenthal, to the W., romantically perched on a rock
overhanging a wild ravine (Inn). — A pleasant and not difficult pass leads
N.W. from the Stallenthal across the Lamsenjoch (6368') to the Eng (p. 47)
and (8 hrs.) Hinter - Riss ; another (guide necessary) to the N. over the
Stanser Joch (6313') to (7 hrs.) Pertisau (p. 47).

9OV2 M. Schwaz (1775'; Rail. Restaurant). The town (*Post;

*Zum Freundsberg, above the Franciscan monastery) lies on the

opposite bank of the Inn, commanded by the chateau of Freunds-

berg. The silver-mines worked here in the middle ages are ex-

hausted , but the iron and copper mines are still productive.

The Church, roofed with copper, has a fine facade, completed in

1502, and a double nave and aisles. The altar-piece is an Assump-
tion by Schopf. The cloisters of the Franciscan Monastery are adorn-
ed with old frescoes. To the right, on the slope, 20 min. from the

station, rises the picturesque Benedictine abbey of Viecht (now a

school), badly restored after a Are in 1868.
Excursions. "Kellerjoch (7677'), 4'/™ hrs., with guide (fatiguing; better

from Fiigen, p. 140). — Over the Lamsenjoch to the Riss, see above; from
Schwaz via Weng or the Viechter Kami to the Stallenalp (4310') 3 hrs.,

thence to the top of the pass 2 hrs., and to Hinter-Riss 3'/2-4 hrs. more.
— About 1/i hr. above Schwaz is the mouth (N ) of the Vomper Thai, one
of the wildest valleys of the N. Limestone Alps. A path leads through the
gorge (4 hrs.) , from the head of which a trying route (guide) crosses the
Ueberschall (6260') to the Nailer Anger in the upper Hinterauthal (p. 36).

The train crosses the Vomperbach and approaches the Inn.

Stations Terfens and Fritzens. (On the opposite bank are the vil-

lages of fattens and Volders. The latter lies at the mouth of the

Volderer Thai, see below.) We now enter the broad basin of Inns-

bruck. On the left rise the Patscherkofl and Sailespitze; on the

right, the serrated range on the N. side of the Inn valley (p. 132).

100 M. Hall (1834'; Bar; Erzherzog Stephan; Stern), an old

town of 5000 inhab., with salt-works to which the brine is conveyed
from a distance of 6 M. (see below). The name is derived from the

same root as the Greek «Af ; so also Hall in Swabia, Halle in Prussia,

Hallein, Reichenhall, and Hallstadt in the Salzkammergut. The
evaporating houses near the station contain a cabinet of models. On
the S.W. side of the town is a curious old tower called the Miinze,

a relic of the ancient 'mint' once situated here. The Casino (form-
erly 'Trinkstube') dates from the beginning of the 16th century.

The Parish Church contains valuable old church utensils. On the

outer wall is a small monument to Speckbacher (d. 1820 ; the com-
panion-in-arms of the patriotic Andrew Hofer), who in 1809 suc-

ceeded three times in storming the bridge over the Inn, the key to

the position of the French and Bavarians.
Excursions. The village of Absam (Bogner, with garden and view

;

Ebner), situated on a height, V2 hr. to the N., with a pilgrimage-church,
was the birthplace of Jacob Stainer, the famous violin-maker, whose house
is denoted by a marble tablet with an inscription.
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To reach the Gnadenwald , the hills on the N. bank of the Inn, we
follow the road to the Salzberg (see below) for 2V2M., and then ascend to

the right to P/4 hr.) St. Martin (Speckbacher), (V2 hr.) St. Michael (2870'

;

Inn), and (V2 hr.) the Gungl Inn. From this point the Walder Alp (53401

;

extensive view) is ascended in D/2 hr. ; descent by Ummelberg to (2 hrs.)

Terfens (see above). From St. Martin we may ascend the (D/2 hr.) Hinter-

hornalm (4995'), another fine point (thence to the Walder Alp, 1/2 hr.).

The Haller Salzberg (2'/2 hrs.). The road leads to the N., past (left)

Absam (the path via Absam, which joins the road in 1 hr., is preferable),

and ascends the Hallthal, between the Zunderkbpfe on the left and the

Speckkar on the right, to the shafts of the Salt Mines, 2788' above Hall

(tavern at the 'Herrenhaits'). A visit to the mines is interesting (l'/2 hr.

;

fee 40 kr.). — Abont V2 hr. above the Herrenhaus is the Issenanger, in a

wild situation. An attractive pass leads hence over the Lavatscher Joch

(6814') and through the Hinterauthal (carriage-road beyond the shooting-

lodge) to (7 hrs.) Scharnitz (comp. p. 36); another (fatiguing) pass crosses

the Stempeljoch (7188') to the Gleirschthal (to Scharnitz 7-8 hrs., comp.

p. 36). Bathgeber of Absam is a good guide.

The Volderthal. The road leads to the E. across the bridge over the
Inn to (3 M.) Volders, whence a steep bridle-path ascends on the E. side

of the valley (Gross-Volderberg) to the (IV2 hr.) Volderer Wildbad (36501

;

good and cheap quarters), prettily situated in the woods. An interesting

and easy path (guide unnecessary in fine weather) leads hence to the S.

over the JVacisjoch to Steinach on the Brenner Railway (8V2 hrs.). From
the Vnlderbad we follow the left bank of the brook to (2 hrs.) Vorberg,

cross to the right bank, recross near (1 hr.) Steinkasern, and reach (l>/2 hr.)

the "Navisjoch (8410'), to the W. of the Sonnenspitze, with a fine view
of the Dux and Stufcai Alps. Descent to the W. into the Navisthal to

the upper Slipler-Alp and over steep meadows to (2 hrs.) Navis (4400';

quarters at the Cure's), whence a cart-track leads to (2 hrs.) Matrei or

Steinach (p. 191).

The train quits the Inn and traverses the broad valley towards

the W. On the right rise the Zunderkbpfe, with the white Franzens-

pyramide ; at their base lie the villages of Taur, Rum, and Arzl.

To the left, on the lower hills, at the foot of the Olungezer (90801,

is the village of Rinn, the birthplace of Speckbacher (b. 1768].

Farther down is the chateau of Ambras (p. 138). The train

crosses the Inn, above the influx of the Sill, and opposite Milhlau

(p. 139), and traverses the valley on a long, unsightly viaduct.

109 M. Innsbruck, p. 132.

13. From Munich to Salzburg. Chiemsee.
95 M. Railway. Express in 4 hrs. 10 min. (fares 13m. 95, 9m. 85 pf.);

ordinary trains in 5-8 hrs. (fares 12 m. 25, 8m. 15, 5 m. 25 pf.). Travellers

in the reverse direction should be provided with German money.
To (40 M.) Rosenheim, see R. 12. The train crosses the Inn,

and passes (44 M.) Stephanskirchen
, the Simmsee (33/4 M. long),

and (50 M.) Endorf (Post).

About 3 M. to the E. of Endorf is Schloss Hartmanniberg, a pleasant
summer-resort, prettily situated (lodgings). Among the neighbouring woods
are several small lakes connected with the Chiemsee. Adjoining the cha-
teau is the Zum See Hotel. Seeon is 5 M. distant.

The line now runs to the S. through a hilly district to (56 M.)
Prien (1745'; *H6tel Chiemsee, at the station; *Zur Kampenwand,
on the road to Stock ; Kronprinz ; Ostermaier), a favourite summer-
resort

, in the smiling Prienthal
, 1 M. from Stock (omnibus in
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10 min., 30 pf.), the landing-place of the steamer on the Chiem-
see, which plies five times daily in '/2 ^r - t0 tne Herreninsel and
Fraueninsel, and thrice a week to Seebruck and Chieming.

The Chiemsee (1680'), 11 M. long, 7 M. broad, contains three Islands

:

the large Herrenworth , with an old Benedictine abbey, now the property
of the King of Bavaria ; the Frauenwbrth, with a nunnery ; and the Krant-
insel ('vegetable island"), formerly a kitchen-garden for the monks and
nuns. The Frauenworth is also the site of a fishing-village and an "Inn,
a favourite resort of artists , as an album kept in the house will testify.

An inn connected with the handsome and spacious abbey-buildings on
the extensive Herrenworth (9 M. in circumference) affords good quarters ;

there are also pleasant grounds and a deer-park. The large new royal
chateau is not shown to visitors. The lake is famed for its fish. The
banks are flat. The long chain of the Bavarian and Tyrolese Alps forms
the background uf the landscape on the 8. ; to the E. in the distance is

the Gaisberg (p. 67) near Salzburg , then the conspicuous Stavfen (6030')

;

S.E. the Sonntagshorn (6427'); in the foreground, rising abruptly from the
valley, the Hochgern (5732'); S. the Hochplatte (6030'), the long, indented
Kampenwand (5505'), and the Miihlhorn; S.W. the cone of the Grenz or
Kranz-Horn, the pinnacles of the Heuberg, the Wendelstein (6066'), and the
broad outline of the Breitenstein (5476').

From Seebruck (Inn), at the N. end of the lake, a road leads to (2 !/2 M.)
Seeon, an old monastery on a small lake, with a good bath-establishment.
At Stein (*Inn), 4 M. E. of Seeon , is the old mountain-castle of the
robber-knight Heinz v. Stein! — From Chieming ("Inn), on the E. bank
of the lake, a pleasant footpath leads to (2 hrs.) Traunstein (p. 58).

A Beanch-line runs from Prien to the S. through the richly-wooded
Prienthal in 35 min. to the charmingly-situated village of (6 M.) Nieder-
aschau (2020' ; "Post and other inns), another summer-resort. About 1 M.
to the S., in the middle of the valley, is the chateau of Hohenaschau,
picturesquely situated on a rock, 100 ft. in height (at the foot a foundry
and a brewery). Pleasant excursion to the Ho/alpe, an ascent of l'/z hr.

to the "W., and to the top of the Riesenkopf (4985'), IV2 hr. more. The
Hochriss (5115'), 2'/s hrs. to the S.W., affords a more extensive view.
The Kampenwandhbhe (5248'), on the E. side of the valley, is another very
fine point (3 hrs. •, good bridle-path, with benches). It forms the W. pro-
longation of the Kampenwandgrat , where the Scharte (5331'), 2V2-3 hrs.

from Niederaschau , affords a similar view. The jagged summit of the
Kampenwand (5505') can only be attained by active climbers (new path to

the Hochplatte, see p. 59). The passage of the Mbseralp (5155 ft.) and the
Steinberg er-Alp to (4 hrs.) Schleching in the Achenthal (p. 59) is attractive.
— The road in the Prienthal next leads by (2'/2 M.) Hainbach (to Schleching
across the Thalsen-Alp

, 3 !/2 hrs.), Graitenbach , and Innerwald to (7 M.)
Sacharang (2372'; Neumaier) at the S.E. base of the Spilzslein (5550';

ascent recommended, 3 hrs., guide), crosses the Tyrolese frontier at Wild-
bichl (Inn), and descends abruptly through the ^Steiri' pass (to the S. the
Kaiser Mts.) to (5 M.) Sebi on the road from Walchsee to Kufstein (p. 61).

The line skirts the S. bank of the Chiemsee. 59Y2 M. Bernau
(Inn by the station). From (64 M.) Vebersee (Heindl, at the sta-

tion; carriages) a road leads to the S. through the Grosse Achen-
thal to Unter-Wessen and Rett im Winkel (see R. 14). The train

crosses the Grosse Ache and reaches (69 M.) Bergen. The village

(*Niederhauser) is prettily situated l'/jM. to the S.

Carriage -road (path by Bernhaupten preferable) from the railway-

station to the baths of Adeiholzen (2100'; rooms should be ordered before-

hand ; quarters also at Alzing, V2 M. to the E.), charmingly situated l l
/t M.

to the S.E., well fitted up, and possessing three different springs (salt-

petre, sulphur, and alum). The hilly neighbourhood affords many pleasant

walks. Carriage-road to (l"/4 jr.) Siegsdorf (p. (;0) and (4 M.) Treninstein.
— The foundries and blast-furnaces at the Maximilianshutte (Inn) in the
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Weissachen-Thal, 2M. to theS.W. of Adelholzen (1 SI. from the village of Ber-

gen), are worthy of inspection. The ascent of the Hochfellen (5502 1

; 2>/2hrs.)

is recommended (guide, A. Brandl of Bergen, 4 m.). The path traverses

the Schwarzachen-Thal , the Gleichenberg-Alpe, and the BrundlingAlpe
(refreshments). The Bochgern (5732'), another fine point, is ascended

through the Weissach en-Thai and across the Hinteralpe (accommodation) in

4-4'/2 hrs., with guide (better from Marquartstein, p. 59, or Wessen, p. 59).

73 M. Traunstein (1929'; *H6t. Wiespauer ; *Post; Prantl;

Traube ; Weisses Brauhaus, with garden ; Cafe Altherf), a thriving

place with 4500 inhab., re-erected in a modern style since a fire in

1851, lies on a slope above the Traun. In the upper Platz stands

a handsome marble fountain of 1526. The Salt Baths are well

fitted up. The extensive salt-works are situated in the suburb

of Au (S. of the town) on the Traun ; the brine evaporated here is

conducted in pipes from Reichenhall(p. 79), a distance of 25 M.
Excursions. Empfing, a well-managed bath-house, on the left bank

of the Traun, iy2 M. to the N. — The Weinleite (V2 hr. N.W.) affords a

fine view of the town and mountains ; more extensive from the (1 hr.)

Hochberg (2536'; Inn). — To Siegsdorf, Adelholzen, Maria Eck, etc., see

above, and p. 60.

From Traunstein to Reichenhall via, Jnzell (post-omnibus to Inzell

daily in 3 hrs. ; carr. and pair to Reichenhall 25 in.). The road, which
will also repay the pedestrian , leads through the Traunthal to (4 M.)

Siegsdorf (p. 60), at the confluence of the Weisse and Rothe Traun, and
through the broad valley of the latter, by Molberding, Hachau, and Wa-
genau, to —

11 M. Inzell (2224'; Post), a village in the bed of an ancient lake,

where a succession of grand mountain landscapes begins. Two wooded rocks

guard the entrance to this part of the road : on the right the Kienberg, the E.

spur of the Rauschenberg (remarkable for mineral wealth) ; on the left the

Falkenstein, beyond which is the abrupt Staufenwand. An Alpine valley is now
entered, in which lies the small village of Weissbach (1995') on green

pastures. Farther on, the valley contracts. The road is carried along the

rocky slope on the left, adjoining the salt-water conduit ; far below rushes

the Weissbach , the bed of which becomes a deep gorge as the valley is

ascended. At one of the finest points in this ravine is situated the "Mauth-
hausel (2074'), a solitary inn about 7 M. from Reichenhall, and l'/« M. from
the Lofer road (p. 154). 22Va M. Reichenhall, see p. 79.

The Salzburg train next skirts wooded and grassy hills. To

the S., above the lower heights, towers the Stauffen, and farther

on, the Untersberg (p. 68). Stations Lauter, (83 M.) Teisendorf

(with the ruined castle of Raschenberg~), and (89*/2 M.) Freilassing

(Fockerer), the Bavarian frontier, and the junction of the Reichen-
hall line (p. 78). The train crosses the Saalach ; to the right is

Schloss Klesheim ; among trees to the left, as Salzburg is approach-

ed, are seen the white walls of Maria-Plain (p. 68). The Salzach

is then crossed.

95 M. Salzburg, see p. 62.

14. From Munich to Reit im Winkel and Kossen. ,

Railwat to (64 M.) Uebersee in 2'/2-3V2 hrs. (fares 8 m. 35, 5 m. 50,
3 m. 50 pf.). Diligence from Uebersee to (8 M.) Unter- Wessen daily
(at 1.10 p.m.) in 2 hrs. (fare 1 m. ; in summer to Reit im Winkel). — Kossen
is best reached from KuJ'stein (diligence daily at 6 a.m., in 4 hrs.) or from
St. Johann in Tirol (station of the Gisela Railway, p. 113).
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To (64 M.) Vebersee, see R. 13. From TJebersee (p. 57) a road

leads to the S. through the broad valley of the Grosse or Kitzbiihler

Ache (short-cut from the station, to the left, across the fields), past

the (33/4 M.) Hochgem Inn (on the left the village of Staudach with

a cement quarry ; on the right Grassau), to (2>/2M.) Marquartstein
(1820' ; *HofwirtK), picturesquely situated on the right bank of

the Ache, -with a chateau of Baron Tautphoeus, husband of the

well-known authoress.
The Schnappen Kapelle (1 hr. from Staudach or Marquartstein), loftily

situated on the Schnappen, a spur of the Hochgem, commands a fine view
of the Chiemsee. — The Hochgem (5732'). an excellent point of view, is

ascended from Marquartstein , Staudach (the shortest), or Unter-Wessen
(the best route) in 3'/2-4 hrs., with guide. — The Hochplatte (5285'; 3'/2hrs.,
with guide) is also a fine point. (New path from the Hochplatte over
the Piesenhauser Hochalpe to the Kampenwand, l'/2 hr., p. 57.)

From Marquartstein to Kossen. The road (beyond Schleching
scarcely suitable for carriages) follows the left bank of the Ache, passing
Reuten and Meltenham, to (4 M.) Schleching (1800'; Inn, poor), pleasantly
situated in a broad and smiling valley. On the N. rise the Hochplatte,
and Kampenwand, W. the Geigelstein, S.W. the Breitenstein and Euders-
burg, all of which may be ascended without difficulty. [The most interest-

ing point is the Geigelstein (5938'), ascended by the Baumgartenalp in
4 hrs., guide 7 m.; immediately to the N. is the Tauron (Aschenthaler
Wande, 5895'), with rich flora.] The road now crosses the Ache, passes
the Bavarian custom-station of Streichen (1V4 M.) , and enters "Pass Kloben-
stein, a magnificent gorge of the Ache (2 M. in length), in which it crosses
the Tyrolese frontier (splendid view of the Kaisergebirge at the end of
the pass). The road then descends to & l

/i M.) Kossen (p. 61).

The road from Marquartstein to (9 M.) Reit im Winkel follows

the right bank of the Ache to (2 M.) Unter- Wessen (1870'; Inn;

ascent of the Hochgem, see above
;
guide , G. Klausner). It now

follows the Wessener Bach, to the S.E., to (2M.) Ober- or Vorder-

Wessen (Hinter- Wessen is left dn the right), and (IV4 M.) passes

a waterfall. (A short-cut diverging to the right */2 M. farther

on, by a lime-kiln, leads to Reit im Winkel by the Maser-Alpe and
the Eck- Kapelle in y2 ur ) The road describes a wide circuit

round the Walonberg and reaches (5 M. from Ober- Wessen) —
Beit im Winkel (2240'; *Oberwirth Hamberger ; *UnterwirtK),

a Bavarian frontier-village, in a broad, picturesque valley, and an
inexpensive summer-resort. To the S.W. rises the Kaisergebirge.

Excursions. To the (1 M.) Eck-Kapelle, which affords a fine view of
the valley, and thence to the right to (20 min.) the top of the Walonberg
(view of the Chiemsee). Or we may turn to the left at the chapel, cross
the hill through wood to the Klapf-Alp, and return by Bimbach (V/i hr.
to Eeit). — The ' Glocknerschau\ 3

/t hr. to the W., on the way to the
Moser-Alp, passing the farms of Klapf and Bimbach, commands a view
of the Grossglockner. — The Moser-Alpe (2 hrs., guide) affords a fine
view of the Tauern (Venediger, Glockner); easy descent to Kossen (see
p. 61). — The ascent of the "Fellhorn (5784' ; 3>/2-4 hrs. ; not difficult

;

guide 472 m., unnecessary for experts) is recommended. Traversing the
valley to Groissenbach, we cross the brook to the right by the forester's
house and ascend a little. Beyond the first farms of Blindau we turn to
the left, cross the Grosssteinbach, and follow a rather steep path through
partly-cleared woodlands. In 1 hr. we reach the Untere Gschwand-Alp,
whence Reit im Winkel is seen to advantage; then through wood, and, at
the end of it (20 min), to the right, across pastures to ('/< hr.) the Lower
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Hemmersuppen-Alp. The route leads to the left by the finger-post, through
wood and meadows (marshy in places), and past the O/2 hr.) Kohlatatt

(charcoal-heaps), where it turns sharply to the left, to O/4 hr.) the Upper
Hemmersuppen-Alp. We follow the broad valley, and then ascend a nar-

row path (not to be mistaken) to (1 hr.) the Ecken-Alp (5555' ; Inn)
, in

an open situation on the crest of the mountain. A height in front of the
inn (5 min.) commands a view of the Tauern , the Zillerthal Alps, the
Kitzbuhlerhorn in the foreground, and the Kaisergebirge on the right.

The broad summit of the Fellhorn, carpeted with Alpine roses, and com-
manding a superb panorama , is easily reached from the inn in V2 hr.

;

far below lies the Tyrolcse Achenthal. The Ecken-Alp belongs to Kossen
(see below); descent to Wrticlring steep and fatiguing (p. 152). — Pleasant
route (guide advisable) over the Winkelmoos-Alp (3709') to the Heuthal and
(6V2 hrs.) Unken (p. 154). From the Heuthal to the ' Staubfall, and through
the Fischbachthal to the Seehaus or to Ruhpolding, see below.

[To Traunstbin (22 M.). The road, monotonous at first, leads

through the wooded Weissloferthal to (3 M.J Leitstuben. At the

saw-mill it turns to the left , crosses the low saddle of the See-

Wiesen, and leads through wood on the hill-side, past the Weit-

See, Mitter-See. and Loden-See, to the (b l
/% M.) Seehaus (2454';

Inn), on the small Forchensee. It then follows the See-Traun to

(1^4 M.) the hamlet of Labau, at the confluence of the Fischbach

and the Traun.
A path to the right by a finger-post, fatiguing at places, ascends the

narrow Fischbachthal to (l'/z hr.) the "Staubfall, precipitated from the

Sonntagshorn on the left, from a height of 590'. This fall is on the Austrian
and Bavarian frontier. The path, which is rendered safe by an iron bal-

ustrade, leads behind the fall, and past several other fine cascades of

the Fischbach , into (• '2 hr.) the Unkener Heuthal (3103') , whence a fine

view of the Reitalpgebirge is obtained on the E. Thence to Unken,
2 hrs. ; to the "Schwarzbergklamm (guide necessary), l'/2 hr. — Ascent of

the '-Sonntagshorn (fi427') from the Heuthal, see p. 154. — The Hbrndlwand
(Seehauser Kienberg, 5564') is ascended from the Seehaus by the Brand-
Alp in 3-4 hrs.. with guide; admirable view, particularly towards the S.

The ascent may also be made from the Urschlau by the Rbthelmoos-Alp.

The road crosses the Traun (below this point called the Weisse

Traun), and leads past the hamlets of Fritz, Fuchsau, and Nieder-

Vachenau to (3 M.) Ruhpolding (2178'; *Post), a large village,

prettily situated at the influx of the I'rschlauer Ache into the

Traun. The church-hill, to the W., affords a good survey of the

environs (to the S.W. the Urschlauerthal ; S.E. the Rauschenberg
and Sonntagshorn).

Excursions. Through the Urschlau to Reit im Winkel, a pleasant
walk of 4 hrs. (guide). The road leads by Brand (Inn) to the Klause,
whence a footpath crosses the Rblhelmoos-Alpe (2779 ). — A road leads
from Ruhpolding to the E., by Zell, Aschenau. and the small Froschsee,
to (5 M.) In sell (p. 58). — Ascent of the Rauschenberg (5448'), a fine point
of view, 3 hrs. (guide necessary, but no difficulty). — Ascent of the Hoch-
fell en (2220'), via the Thorau-Alpe, 4 hrs. (better from the Maxhutte,
p. 57).

Passing (3 M.) Eisenarzt, with a government-foundry, we next
reach (2M.) Siegsdorf (1952' ; *Oberwirth; *Vnterwirth, both with
gardens ; lodgings moderate), a large village at the confluence of

the Weisse and Rothe Traun , frequented as a summer-resort. A
road leads to the E. to Inzell and Reichenhall (see p. 58). — To
the W. (ll/

4 M.) "A the. baths of Adelholzen Cv. 571
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Excursions. Pleasant walk to (2'/2 M.) Maria - Eck (2602'), a pil-

grimage-church and inn, with a fine view of the Chiemgau. — Another
line point is the Stoisser-Alpe (4376') on the Teisenberg , reached hy Neu-
kirchen (3 hrs.

;
guide); descent to stat. Teisendorf (p. 58) or to Piding (p. 78).

The road now follows the left hank of the Traun
,
passing

Haslach, to (4 J
/4 M.) Traunstein (p. 58 ; the 'Salinenstrasse' on

the right bank is shorter). Omnibus from the railway-station of

Traunstein to Ruhpolding, daily at 1 p.m., in 2 l

/4 hrs. ; to Siegs-

dorf three times daily.]

From Reit im Winkel a good road (not so attractive as the path

over the hill) leads across the Tyrolese frontier and through the

Weisslofer-Thal to (4 M.) Kossen (1929'; *Stadler; *Post ; *Erz-

herzog Eainer), a large village, prettily situated in the broad val-

ley of the Orosse Ache. On the left bank of the Ache, 3
/4 M. to the

S., is a large iron-foundry (*Inn). The best view of the valley is

obtained from (10 min.) the Calvarienberg (S. the Unterherg; S.W.
the Kaisergebirge).

Excursions. Ascent of the "Moseralpe (l 3/4hr., a very fine point), see

p. 59. — The Eckenalpe and "Fellhom (4 hrs.), rather arduous (better

from Reit im Winkel, see above). — Through '''Pass Klobenstein to Schleching
and Marquartstein, see p. 59. — A road leads S. from Kossen through
the monotonous Gross-Achenthal, between the Unlerberg on the right and
the Fellhom on the left, to (8 M.) Erpfendorf, on the high-road from St.

Johann to Lofer (p. 152). A pleasanter route is the rather longer road to

(13 M.) St. Johann by Sckwendt and the Kohlnthal (
:;:

Inn).

From Kossen to the Innthal (to Kufstein , 18 M. , diligence

daily in 4 hrs. ; one-horse carr. from Reit im Winkel 10 m.). The
road leads by Kapell (Brauhaus) and through the Weissenbach- Thai

to(6M.) Walchsee(2192'; *Fischerwirth; KramerwirtK), a summer-
resort prettily situated on the lake of that name (abounding in

fish). On the S. rise the fissured rocks of the Hintere Kaiser.
The Habberg, or Henberg (5162'), the extreme N.E. spur of the Kai-

sergebirge, ascended by Durchholzen and the Jbchlalp in 3'/2 hrs. (no
serious difficulty, but guide necessary) , commands a magnificent view of
the Kaisergebirge, Lnferer (Steinberge, and Tauern. — From Walchsee to

Kufstein over the Feldalpe or the Hochalpe (8 hrs., guide), see p. 53.

The road then descends by Durchholzen (where a path, more
attractive and l'/j M. shorter, diverges to the left, following the

hill-side to St. Nikolaus and Ebbs, see below) and Primau (*Wein-
wirth), in the narrow wooded valley of the Jenbach , to (6 M.)
Sebi (Inn), where it is joined on the right by the road descending
from the Prienthal through the -Stem (p. 57). Below Sebi the

valley expands. Charming view of the wide Innthal, with Oberau-
dorf (p. 52) lying opposite, at the foot of the Schwarzenberg and
the Briinnstein. About 3

/4 M. farther on the road divides : the

branch to the right leads by Niederndorf (*Uradl) to (3 M.) the

custom-house (ferry), and then to the left to (l'/2 M.) Oberaudorf

;

that to the left leads by Ebbs (15:58'; Oberwirth ; Post), Obern-
dorf, and Sparchen (at the entrance of the Kniserthal, p. 53), to
(5i/

4 M.) Kufstein (p. 52).
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15. Salzburg and Environs.

Hotels. 'Hotel de l'Europe (PI. a), opposite the station, with a large

garden and fine view, R. l'/4-2 tt., pens. 4, in summer 5'/2 A- ; "Hotel
d'Autriche (PI. b), Schwarz-Str., R. from 1 fl., L. 10, B. 50, A. 30 kr.

;

"Hotel Nelbock (PI. c), near the station, R. 1-2 fl., A. 30, B. 60, L. 30 kr.,

pens, from 4 fl. In the town, on the left bank : "Erzherzog Carl (PI. d),

Mozart-Platz ;
'" Goldnes Schiff (PI. e) , Residenz-Platz ; "Hotel Illers-

bergek, in the market-place, moderate ; "Goldene Krone (PI. f), Hirsch,
Modlhammerbrau , Horn, all in the Getreidegasse; Mohr (PI. g), Juden-
gasse. On the right bank : "Zum Stein , by the bridge , with view, R.

80 kr. (with restaurant); "Gablerbrau, "Traube, Regenbogen, Tiger,
unpretending; Hofmann's Gasthaus and Stadt Innsbruck, at the station.

— Pension Jung, near the station.

Cafes and Restaurants. "Tomaselli, in the market-place; Lobmayr,
Haffnergasse ; Wiesenberger , Judengasse; "Roller, Linzergasse, near the

bridge (also an inn); Pack, Theatergasse ; Qrabner, Hannibal-Platz ; 'Cur-
haus (see below ; concerts five or six times weekly in summer, 30 kr.). —
Wine in St. Peter's Stiftskeller (PI. h; p. 64; also a good restaurant); at

Glocker's and Keller's, in the Getreidegasse; at the Tiger, Mohren, etc.

— Stehle's restaurant, Bahn-Str. — Beer at the Stieglbrau; in summer
at the Stieglkeller (PI. i), on the way to the fortress, a favourite resort;

Sternbrdugarten, Getreidegasse; Mirabellgarlen, Hannibal-Platz (concerts

in summer) ; Bergerbrduer, near the station ; SehanzlkeUer, outside the

Cajetanerthor, with view; Modlhammerkeller , outside the Klausenthor.
Baths. "Neue Bade-Anstalt, Bahn-Str., admirably fitted up, with baths

of every kind. Swimming Baths near Schloss Leopoldskron, i'/i M. to the
S.W. (p. 68; omnibus from the Stadt-Platz at 9. 30 and 11. 30 a.m., 4. 15

and 7 p.m., 15 kr.). Mud, Pine-Cone, and Peal baths at the Ludwigsbad and
the Marienbad, 1>/* M. from the town (omnibus from the Goldene Hirsch
and Goldene Horn at 7, 10, 2, and 6 o'clock).

Cabs. From the station into the town, with luggage, 60 kr. or 1 fl.

;

at night, 90 or 1 fl. 60 kr. — By time : half-a-day 3 fl. 20 kr. or 5 fl.
j

whole day 6 or 9 fl. — To Berchtesgaden 5 or 8 fl., Mondsee 6 or 10 fl. —
To the following places and back : Berchtesgaden 6 or 10 fl. ; Konigssee 8
or 12 fl. (visit to the salt-mine included in both cases) ; Mondsee 9 or 15 fl.

— Excursions with stay of 1 hr. : Aigen, Marienbad, Hellbrunn, or Kles-

heim 2 or 3 fl. — Tolls and fees included in all cases. — Omnibus (in fine

weather only) to Hellbrunn and Aigen (from the Cafe Wahl), with one
hour's stay in each case , starting at 10 and 2.30 o'clock , returning at 2

and 7 (there and back 75 kr.). — To Berchtesgaden, see p. 69; to Mond-
see (from the Traube, thrice a week), p. 104. — 'Dienstmann' (commission-
naire), 5 kr. per i/« hr. ; to carry luggage not exceeding 22 lbs. in weight to the

station, 20 kr. — Guides, 25 kr. per hr. ; 2 fl. per day ; to the Gaisberg 2 tt.

Post and Telegraph Office in the Government Buildings, in the Re-

sidenz-Platz, entrance to the right, by the guard-house (PI. 5).

English Church Service in the German Protestant Church at 11 a.m.

and 4 p.m.

Salzburg (1352'), the ancient Juvavia, was once the capital

of the wealthiest and most powerful ecclesiastical principality in S.

Germany, which was secularised in 1802 and converted into a tem-
poral Electorate. It afterwards became Austrian, then Bavarian,

and finally , in 1814 , Austrian again , and since 1849 has formed
an independent domain of the crown. The town (23,500 inhah.

;

350 Prot.) is now the seat of an archbishop and of the government
and law-courts of the district. Few German towns can compare
with Salzburg for beauty of situation. The town lies on both hanks
of the Salzach , hounded by the abrupt castle-hill and the Monchs-
berg on the left bank, and by the Capuzinerberg on the right bank.
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Frequent fires have left few mediaeval buildings here. Most of the

principal edifices were built by the splendour-loving archbishops

in the 17th and 18th centuries. The houses with their flat roofs,

the numerous fountains, and the marble facades remind the trav-

eller of Italy, whence the archbishops generally procured their archi-

tects. The shady promenades on the broad quays afford charming

walks on both banks of the Salzach, from the railway-embankment
to the Carolinen-Brucke. On the right bank, near the railway

station, a new and handsome quarter has sprung up since the de-

molition of the fortifications. The Stadtpark and Curhaus (p. 66)
here form a favourite resort.

The older part of the town is on the left bank of the Salzach, its

central point being the Residenz-Platz, with the spacious Residenz-

Schloss (PI. 32), or Palace, erected in 1592-1725, and now occu-

pied by the Grand-Duke of Tuscany. Opposite to it is the Neubau
{Government Buildings, Law Courts, and Post and Telegraph

offices) , begun in 1588 , with a small tower containing musical

bells, which play at 7, 11, and 6 o'clock. In front of it is the

Hauptwache, or Guard House. On the S. side is the Cathedral

(PI. 9), erected in 1614-28 by Santino Solari in imitation of St.

Peter's at Rome, containing worthless pictures and stucco-work. A
chapel to the left of the entrance contains a *Font in bronze, dating

from 1321. A Mariensaule in lead (1772) adorns the Domplatz on

the W. side of the cathedral.

The *Hofbrunnen, executed in 1664 by Ant. Dario, 46 ft. in

height, occupies the centre of the Residenz-Platz. Each of the hip-

popotami and the figures of Atlas, is hewn out of a single block of

marble. At the summit a Triton spouts water out of a horn.
* Mozart's Statue (PI. 27), in bronze, by Schwanthaler, erected

in 1842, adorns the adjacent Mozart-Platz. The house in which the

great composer was born (b. 1756, d. 1791), No. 9 Getreidegasse

(PI. 25), contains the interesting Mozart Museum on the third floor

(MSS., portraits, piano, etc.; open daily 8-11 and 1-4; Sun. 8-

10 and 1-2; admission 40 kr.). — Mozart's House (PL 26) is in

the Makart-Platz (formerly Hannibal-Platz).

On the S. side of the cathedral lies the Kapitel-Platz, with its

handsome marble horse-trough (1732). On the left side of the Platz

is the Archiepiscopal Palace.

To the right in the vicinity is the entrance to the *Burial Ground
of St. Peter (PL 16), the oldest in Salzburg. The vaults hewn in

the rock and the chapels attached , dating from the period of the

consecration by St. Rupert about 582 , are interesting. The late-

Gothic *Chureh of St. Margaret in the burial-ground, erected 1481,
restored 1864, contains tombstones of the 15th century. One of

the modern monuments in the cemetery (that of the Polish coun-
tess Lanckoronska , d. 1839) is by Schwanthaler. In the last vault

of the arcades on the N. is interred the composer Michael Haydn
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(d. 1806), brother of the more celebrated Joseph Haydn. The

Church of St. Peter (PI. 16j, a Romanesque edifice of 1127, badly

restored in 1743, contains a poor monument to Michael Haydn (N.

aisle, 5th chapel) and memorial-tablets to the composer Neukomm
and the Baroness Sonnenburg, Mozart's sister. By a pillar opposite

is the very ancient tombstone of St. Rupert. On the left near the

entrance is a large red marble monument to the Ritter v. Raitenau

(d. 1593). Staupitz(i. 1524), the friend and patron of Luther, is

also buried here; his tombstone is in the chapel of St. Vitus. —
The Benedictine Abbey ofSt. Peter contains a library of 40,000 vols.,

with a collection of incunabula and ancient MSS., a very interesting

treasury, and extensive archives (visitors admitted, generally at

1 p.m., by permission obtained at the Stiftspforte, to the left of

the church-door). — At the N. entrance to the burial-ground is

the Stiftskeller (p. 62). In the court to the right is the Exhibition

of the Salzburg Art Union (adni. 20 kr.).

In the vicinity is the Franciscan Church (PI. 12), of the 13th cent.,

with a line Romanesque S. portal, and an elegant Gothic tower, restor-

ed in 1866. The interior is in the transition style, disfigured with

modern additions. The hexagonal choir borne by columns, with its

net-work vaulting and its series of chapels, dates from the 15th cent-

ury. On the high-altar a *Madonna, in wood, by M. Pacher (1480).

Adjoining the stables of the former prince-bishops, now a ca-

valry-barrack, are the Summer Riding School ( PI. 35 ; adm. 10kr.),

an amphitheatre hewn in the rocks of the Monchsberg in 1693, and

the Winter Riding School , with a ceiling-painting of a tournament

(date 1690). On one side of the riding-school are the steps ascend-

ing to the Monchsberg (p. 65); on the other a horse-trough with

marble enclosure and a group of horse-tamers by Mandl (1670).

Near the barracks is the *Neuthor, a tunnel 150 yds. long, hewn

in 1767 through the conglomerate rock (breccia) of the Monchsberg,

leading out of the town. Beyond it rises a statue of St. Sigismund,

by Hagenauer, in memory of Arrhb. Sigismund, the constructor of

the tunnel, a medallion of whom has been placed at the end of the

tunnel next the town.

Near the Convent of St. Ursula (PI. 18) is the extensive and

valuable *Museum Carolino-Augusteum (PI. 29), entered from the

Franz-Joseph-Quai (adm. 50 kr. ; 9-1 and 2-5, daily in summer,
Sun. and Thurs. in winter; good light necessary).

Hall of Antiquities : Celtic and Roman antiquities from Salzburg, the

Pinzgau, etc. The Vestibule contains a large relief-map of the Salzburg
Alps and the Hohe Tauern, by Keil. Music Room, with a fine collection

of the musical instruments of the last three centuries. Costume Saloon:
ladies' and gentlemen's costumes of the 18th century. Weapon Saloon:
weapons of the last three centuries. Romanesque Chapel and Sacristy,

fitted up in the Gothic style. Also a number of rooms in the mediaeval
and rococo styles : Dining-hall, Bed-chamber, Hunting Room, Sitting-room,
Kitchen, etc. Lastly a room containing miscellaneous antiquarian objects.

The houses of the adjacent Gstattengasse cling to the side of
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the Monchsberg like swallows' nests , with rooms and cellars hewn
in the conglomerate rock. Frequent landslips have taken place

here, burying houses and their inhabitants. The Klausenthor was
formerly the termination of this part of the town, lying between
the hill and the river. The latter is now bordered by the broad

Franz-Joseph-Quai, planted with trees. Beyond the gate is the

new iron Franz-Karl-Briicke (foot-bridge ; 1 kr.). Farther down,
the river is crossed by the Railway Bridge.

Above the town, on the S.E. point of the Monchsberg, rises

the fortress of *Hohen-Salzburg (1778' ; ticket for the interior and
the tower '20 kr.), the pinnacled towers of which are 400 ft. above

the Kapitel-Platz. The Folter-Thurm (80' high) commands a re-

markably fine *Panorama. The direct route from the town to the

fortress (
1

/2 nr )> indicated by notice-boards, leads from the Ka-
pitel-Platz through the Festungsgasse. (The restaurant Zur Katz,

at the entrance to the fortress, commands a fine view.) The for-

tifications, founded in the 9th cent., were extended at different

periods ; the greater part of the present imposing pile dates from
1496-1519. The Church of St. George in the castle-yard, erected

in 1502, contains statues of the Twelve Apostles in red marble. On
the exterior is a relief, representing the founder Archb. Leonhard
(d. 1519). The Furstenzimmer, restored in the old style, are worth
inspection. The Rittersaal contains a fine Gothic stove.

The *Monchsberg (1646'), a wooded hill upwards of 2 M. in

length, bounding the town on the W. and S. sides, affords charming
walks with beautiful views. The finest point is Achleitner's Thurm
(adm. 10 kr.) : to the left rises the fortress of Hohen-Salzburg, be-
yond it the Gaisberg, at the foot of which is the Aignerthal ; beyond
.Schloss Hellbrunn are seen the long TAnnengebirge , the narrow
defile of Pass Lueg, and the Hohe G611 adjoining it; above Schloss

Leopoldskron the dark Untersberg; then the Lattengebirge, Miill-

nerhorn, Ristfeuchthorn, Sonntagshorn, and Hohe Stauffen ; in the
plain Schloss Klesheim. In the foreground rises the rocky Rein-
berg (Ofeniochberg), with quarries of conglomerate. To the W. the

Bavarian plain; N. Maria-Plain; N.E. , adjoining the Gaisberg,

is the CapUZinerberg , at the base of which lies the town , on the

Salzach. The Burgerwehrsbtter (restaurant) affords a good survey
of the toWn.

The direct route from the town to the Monchsberg is by a flight

of 283 steps near the barracks; another leads from the suburb of

Mulln
t
past the Augustinian Church and through the Monica-Pforte

;

a third from the suburb of Nonnthal (Zum Rothen Hahn), through
the new Schartenthor. The road from the fortress (see above) to the

Monchsberg leads through a gateway under the Katz
,
and passes

the Ludwigs-Fermicht and the castellated Villa Freyburg.

The E. spur of the hill, below the fortress, is the Nonnberg, so

Called from an Ursuline convent situated here. The Gothic Con-

Baedekek's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 5
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vent Church (founded 1009. restored in the 15th cent.), with a Ro-

manesque portal, possesses a fine winged altar-piece, a crypt with

handsome columns , and in the tower ancient frescoes. Charming
view from the parapet.

The Salzach is crossed in the middle of the town by the iron

Stadtbrilcke, 300 ft. long and 36 ft. broad. In the 'Platzl', near

the bridge, on the right bank of the Salzach, is the House of Pa-

racelsus (PL 38), the celebrated physician and empiric (d. 1541),

indicated by his effigy.

His monument, erected in 1752 over the original tombstone, is in the
vestibule of the church which adjoins the Cemetery of St. Sebastian
(PI. 17) at the end of the Linzergasse. The inscription describes him as

the Hnsignis rnedicinae doctor
,

qui dira ilia vulnera lepram podagram
hydroposim aliaque insanabilia corporis contagia mirijica arte sustulif. To
the left of the path leading to the Chapel in the centre of the cemetery
(erected 1597, recently restored ; walls in mosaic bv Castello), is the grave
of MozarVs Widow (d. 1842).

To the Ts
T

. of the Platzl the Dreifaltigkeitsgasse leads to the long

Mirabell-Platz. Here on the right stands the Custom House (form-

erly Stables'), and on the left Schloss Mirabell (PL 24), rebuilt

after a fire in 1818, formerly the archiepiscopal palace, and now
the property of the town. Behind it lies the Mirabell Garden, laid

out in the old French fashion, embellished with marble statues,

and containing an Aviary of European and foreign birds , the pro-

perty of the Ornithological Society (adm. 10 kr.). On the S. side

(passage to the Makart-Platz) is the restaurant mentioned at p. 62.

Adjoining Schloss Mirabell on the N. is the well-kept Stadt-

park, containing a handsome Curhaus and Bath-House (concerts,

see p. 62). A building in the park contains Sattler's Cosmorama
and a panorama of Salzburg (adm. 30 kr.).

An outlet on the W. side of the park leads to the Schwarz-

Strasse and the Franz-Karl Bridge over the Salzach (p. 65). To
the left, on the Elizabeth - Quai , is the Protestant Church (PI.

18 a), a Romanesque edifice by Gbtz (1867).
The (l'/4 M-) garden of the Villa Schwarz, near the railway-

station, contains an excellent bronze statue of Schiller, by Meixner.

In the Linzergasse on the right bank, about 200 paces from the

Stadtbriicke, opposite the Gablerbrau Inn , and recognisable by its

large stone portal, is the entrance to the *Capuzinerberg (2132').

The Capuchin Monastery (PL 19) is reached by means of 225 stone

steps. At the top visitors ring at the gate (3 kr.) and enter the

park. On the left stands the ' Mozarthauschen' , brought fromVienna
to its present site, in which Mozart completed his 'Zauberflote' in

1791. We now ascend through the wood by about 400 steps more.

After 10 min. a finger-post on the left indicates the way to the
lAussicht nach Bayern', whence we survey the new town on the

right bank and the railway-station in the foreground, to the right

Mariaplain, to the left Mulln, in the centre the Salzach stretching

far into the plains of Bavaria. About 2 min. farther another direc-
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tion-post shows the way (diverging from the straight path to the

restaurant) to the (5 min.) 'Oftere Sladt-Aussicht', the finest point

on the C'apuzinerherg : admirable *Yiew of the town and fortress,

the Hochstauffen, Reichenhall Mts., Lattengehirge , Untersberg,

Schonfeldspitze , Hohe G611, Pass Lues, and Tannengebirge. In

5 min. more we reach the Francisci Schlbssl (or Capuziner Schlossl),

an old bastion on the E. side of the hill, 683 ft. above the Salzach,

and commanding a very extensive prospect (restaurant). Those who
do not care to mount so high may enjoy a fine view from the mon-
astery garden (men only admitted) , or from the 'Erste Stadt-Aus-
sicht', reached by descending to the right immediately within the

gate.

Aigen, a chateau and park of Prince Schwarzenberg, at the foot

of the Gaisberg, 3 M. to the S.E. of Salzburg, merits a visit (rail-

way-station, see p. 104). Morning light the best. At the entrance

to the grounds (8/4 M . from the station) is a *Restaurant , where a

guide (30 kr.) may be procured. The Kanzel is the finest point.

About 1 hr. above Aigen is Count Platz's chateau of St. Jacob am
Thurn, an excellent point of view Q/i hr. from stat. EUbethen , p. 104).

The chateau is occupied by the cure (
:::Restaurant, with fine view). From

the 'Aussichf, 5 min. from the chateau, we enjoy a view of the moun-
tains and the plain of the Salzach, most picturesquely grouped. The Tan-
nengebirge, the Hohe Goll, Watzmann, Hochkalter, Untersberg, and Hohe
Stauflfen are especially conspicuous. In the background of the Salzach-
thal lies Salzburg.

The *Gaisberg (4220' ; a walk of 21/2 hrs. ; horse 5, there and

back 9 fl.) is the finest point of view near Salzburg. The best

route to it is by the 'Alpenvereinsweg', constructed by the German
Alpine Club, and provided with finger-posts and benches (shade

in the morning). Crossing the Carolinenbrucke , we follow the

Aigen road for Y2 M- and take the 'Gaisberg-Strasse' to the left to

(20 min.) the Apothekerhofe, at the foot of the hill. The path then

ascends to the left to (
3
/4 hr.) the Oersberg (or Zeisberg~) Alpe (*Inn),

and thence in zigzags through wood on the N. side to the (1 hr.)

summit, a grassy plateau with two eminences. New *Hotel at the

top, with a tower (R. from 50 kr. ; adm. to the tower 20, on Sun.
10 kr.). The admirable *View, which is nearly as good from the

ground near the inn as from the tower, embraces the Salzburg Alps
and the plain, in which seven different lakes may be descried (comp.
the annexed Panorama). — Another, but inferior path diverges to

the right at the Apothekerhofe, and leads by the Judenbergerhofe to

(IV2 nr -) ^e Zistel-Alp (3230'; Restaur.), at the S. base of the

summit, which is reached in 3
/4 hr. more by the direct and steep

footpath, or in 1 hr. by an easier path to the right. A good new
road also ascends from Aigen (see above ; vehicles and horses ob-

tainable) to (IY2 hr.) the Zistel-Alp, at first through the park and
beautiful woods, passing the Weichselbauer ; after 1^4 hr. we join

the path coming from the Judenbergerhofe.
The imperial chateau of Hellbrunn, 3 M. to the S. of Salzburg,

5*
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with gardens and fountains in the style of the 17th and 18th cent.,

is adorned with frescoes by Mascagni and others (1615). ^Restau-
rant. The fountains play on Sundays gratis ; fee on other days

50 kr.") To the left on entering the grounds is an iron gate (when
closed, fee of 20 kr.) leading into the Park. Leaving the carriage-

drive after 200 paces, and ascending the wooded hill to the right,

we pass the Monatsschlosschen and arrive at (1/4 hr.) the Stadt-

Aussicht, commanding a fine view of Salzburg. Then through wood
to (10 min.) the Watzmann-Aussicht on the other side of the hill,

from which the Watzmann is seen to great advantage. On our way
back we descend to the right, after 5 min., to the 'Steinerne

Theater', hewn in the roi k, where pastorals and operas used to be

performed under the patronage of the archbishops. We then return

by the drive. — About l'^M. to the S. of Hellbrunn, on the road

to Hallein , is the Gothic chateau *of Anif, the property of Count
Arco, situated on an island in a small lake.

To the S.W. of Salzburg (l>/4 M.) is the chateau of Leopolds-

kron, with a large fish-pond and Swimming Bath (p. 62; Restau-

rant). From this point the extensive Leopoldskroner Moos stretches

southwards to the base of the Untersberg. On the 'Moos-Strasse',

which traverses the moor to Glaneck, are a group of 200 houses

inhabited by peat-cutters, and the 'Moos-Bader' or peat baths (om-

nibus, see p. 62). The Ludwigsbad is ^4 M. from Leopoldskron,

the Marienbad I1/4 M., and the Kaiser-Karlsbad 2!/2 M.
From (4 M.) Glaneck (1463'; Inn), with its old chateau, a road

ascending by the falls of the Glan leads to (2M.) the source of the

stream, called the *Fiirstenbrunnen (1952'). the excellent water of

which (42° Fahr.) is now conducted to Salzburg. On the road are

several marble-cutting works and bullet mills. In the vicinity are

the Quarries which yield the beautiful Untersberg marble (path in

steps, 72 hr.). Omnibus from the Goldene Horn , Universitats-

Platz, Salzburg, to the Fiirstenbrunnen daily at 2 , returning at

6 p.m.
To the N. (IV4 hr.), on the right bank of the Salzach, rises the

conspicuous and handsome pilgrimage - church of Maria-Plain
(1720'), erected in 1674. The very extensive *View is partly ob-

structed by the trees. Evening-light most advantageous. A path

diverging at Froschheim (PI. F, 1) is shorter and pleasanter than

the road (finger-post). Restaurant at the foot of the hill.

The Untersberg, the most conspicuous mountain in the environs of
Salzburg, culminates in the Geiereck (5909'), the Salzburger Hohethron
(6073'), and the Berchtesgadener Hohethron (6480). The mountain is usu-
ally ascended from Glaneck (see above; provisions necessary). The paths
have been recently improved by the German Alpine Club, and indicated by
red marks, so that experienced mountaineers do not require a guide in
good weather (Ebner, at the Fiirstenbrunnen Inn, is recommended). — The
best route to the Geiereck and Salzburger Hohethron leads through the
Rosillenthal to (IV2 hr.) the Lower and (l>/2 hr.) the Upper Rositten-Alp
(4222'). We then ascend, turning to the right at the finger-post, by the
Dopplersteig, boldly hewn in the rocks of the Geiereck (345 yds. long; pro-
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vided with a railing and free from danger), to (1 hr.) the plateau and
(
3
/4 hr.) the Geiereck. The route hence to (

3
/t hr.) the "Salzburger Hohe-

thron , the finest point of view , leads mostly over grass , and passes the
Jungfernbrunuen. — From the Upper Alp we may cross the Gamssaltel

to the f/^hr.) "Kolowratshohle, a cavern containing fantastic ice-formations;
a flight of steps in the rock, protected by railings, descends to the bottom
of the cavern, which is 200ft. deep. On the way back we may visit the
"Gamslocher, a curious series of grottoes; fine view from two openings in

the largest (the 'Halle'). — From the Upper Alp across the Schellenberger
Satlel (about 4600') between the Grosse Geiereck and the Kleine Geiereck,
and past the Drachenloch (p. 70) to the Kienberg-Alpe and Schellenberg

(p. 70) , is an attractive excursion (3 lh hrs.). The route from the Lower
Alp by the Grbdiger Thorl to Grodig (see below) is not recommended.
— The old path to the top of the Geiereck leads from Glaneck (turning,
after lh'hv., to the right) to (2 hrs.) the Firmian-Alp (3123'); then through
wood, up the steep and toilsome Steinerne Stiege (lately improved), to

(l 3/4 hr.) the plateau and (
3
/< hr.) the Geiereck. — In descending from the

Salzburger Hohethron, we inuy choose the interesting route by the Schwaig-
miihl-Alpe (4895

1

) to Glaneck (4'/2 hrs.); the descent through the Brunn-
thal to the Fiirstenbrunnen (3 hrs.) is fatiguing. — The Berchtesgadener
Hohethron (6480') is best ascended from the W. side (Pass Hallthurm,
p. 81) by the Zehnkaser-Alp (3'/2-4 hrs.). The route from the Salzburger
Hohethron by the Mitiagsscharte takes about the same time, but is very
trying. — Beneath the Untersberg , according to ancient lore , sleeps the
Emperor Charlemagne, ready to arise when Germany is restored to her
ancient glory. A similar tradition connects the Emperor Frederick Bar-
barossa with the Kyffhauser in Thuringia.

16. From Salzburg to Berchtesgaden. Konigs-See.

From Berchtesgaden to Beichenhall and Saalfelden.

14'/2 M. Diligesck to Berchtesgaden daily at 6 a.m., in 3 hrs.; fare

1 £1. 5 kr., coupe l !/2 fl. (returning from Berchtesgaden at 10.30 a.m.; fare
2 m. 10 pf.). Omnibus from the 'Erzherzog Carl' at 3.30 p.m. (returning at

6 a.m.); fare 80 kr., coupe 1 fl. Omnibus direct to the Konigs-See daily
at 6 a.m. (from the Schiff, lllersberger's, the Regenbogen, Gabler, Traube,
and Griesberger's) and 6.30 a.m. (from the Krone), arriving at 9.30 and
10 a.m. From thei Konigs-See at 4 p.m., reaching the salt-mines at 5
(stoppage of 1 hr.), and Salzburg at 9 p.m. (fare 1 fl. 10 kr., or 2 m.). —
Carriage to Berchtesgaden 5 or 8 fl., there and back 6 or 10 fl. ; to the
Konigs-See and back 8 or 12 fl. (visit to the salt-mines included in each
case ; the drive from Salzburg and back , with a visit to the salt-works,
occupies 8 hrs.). The salt-mine is generally visited on the return-journey,
but the driver may be ordered to drive from Salzburg direct to the (2 hrs.)
mining offices. The usual halting-place on the way to Berchtesgaden is

the Inn Zur Almbach-Klamm. — Railway to Hallein, and thence on foot
by Zill to Berchtesgaden, see R. 23.

Between Salzburg and (4y2 M.) Grodig (*Polzl's Brewery) the

Aim-Canal, conducted to Salzburg from the Albe or Aim, which
drains the Konigs-See, is crossed. On the hill to the right is the

old chateau of Olaneck (p. 68) , behind which towers the pointed

Hochstauffen (p. 81); on the left is the Schmidtenstein (5554'), with
a summit resembling a castle. The Qosleier Fels (1873'), y2 nr - t0

theW., affords a good survey of the valley. The road skirts the base
of the Untersberg

,
passing an iron-foundry and several cement-

works on the Aim Canal , and reaches the Aim at Neuhaus (Zum
Drachenloch). On the right, high up in the side of the Untersberg,
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is the curious opening called the Drachenloch (p. 69). On the hill

to the left is Schloss Gartenau, now a cement factory.

A narrow defile ,
traversed by the Aim, between the Untersberg

and the N. spur of the Hohe ObU, which forms the background,

now leads to the district of Berchtesgaden. The boundary is formed

by the Hangende Stein (1490), a cliff rising above the Aim. The

Austrian custom-station is on this side of the cliff; the Bavarian

station is 1 M. farther on, near an old tower. Two reliefs on the

rock mark the frontier between the two states. The first, the Aus-

trian ,
represents St. Leopold , the patron saint of the Archduchy

(date 1818); the second, the Bavarian, is a crucifix with the in-

scription: Pax Intrantibus et Inhabitantibus (date 1514). The old

market-town of (4i/
2M.) Schellenberg (Amanhauser ; carved wood

at F. Kriegers) possesses a marble tower. Adjoining the church is

an iron column to the memory of natives who fell in 1870-71.

The road follows the right bank of the Aim , and next reaches

the (2 M.) Krautschneiderbriicke, to the right, which the path to

the Almbach-Klamm (p. 72) crosses. A little farther on is the

(V2 M.) *Inn Zur Almbach-Klamm, 3
/4 M. beyond which the road

from Hallein (p. 104) joins our road on the left. On the right rises

the precipitous Rauhe Kopf. The valley expands ,
and the Grosse

and Kleine Watzmann, with the broad saddle of the Watzmann-

scharte between them, suddenly become visible. Crossing the Laros-

bach (Laroswacht , see below) , and then the Aim by the C/2 M-)

Freimannbriicke, we ascend the slope on the left bank. (Path on

the bank of the Aim, see p. 72.) We soon obtain (1/2 M.) the

first glimpse of Berchtesgaden , with its well - built houses , de-

lightfully situated on the slope of the mountain
,
and surrounded

by meadows and trees. About V2 M - farther on , at a finger-post,

3
/4 M. from Berchtesgaden , indicating the way to the ' Salzberg

and Konigs-See', a road (the direct route to the Konigs-See) leads

across the Goldenbach-Briicke, past the Pension Ney (*Restaurant

and salt-baths), to ('/4 M.) the Salt Mine; on the right are the

new mining-buildings
, opposite which are the old entrance to the

salt-mine (date 1628) and the new shaft.

"Visit to the Salt Mine (easier, more expeditious, and less expen-
sive than a visit to the Diirnberg mine at Hallein). Ticket for the re-

gular trips at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.. l'/2 m. each; at other hours, from
6 a.m. to 7 p.m., admission for one person 3V2 m., for each additional per-

son I72 m. (tickets at the mining-offices , opposite the entrance-shaft).
Visitors of both sexes are provided with appropriate miners' costumes and
with lanterns. The mine is entered on foot, numerous flights of steps as-

cended , and an occasional descent accomplished by means of wooden
slides inclined at an angle of 45° or more. These present no difficulty.

Ladies are preceded by a miner, who acts as a drag and prevents the risk

of a concussion at the bottom of the slide. Gentlemen are supplied with
leathern gloves, and regulate their pace by allowing the rope at the side
to slip more or less rapidly through their hands. The 'Salz-See', illu-

minated somewhat feebly by miners' lamps, is traversed in a boat. The
party then passes through several other chambers and galleries, the most
interesting of which i&x**r" *"*••.Kaiier-lfiagz chamber, now deserted,
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and reaches the tramway hy which the mine is quitted. Ladies are seated
in rude cars, gentlemen on a long wooden horse on wheels. The minia-
ture train descends on an inclined plane, its speed being regulated by a
brakesman, and finally shoots out into the open air. The unwonted ap-
parel having been discarded, specimens of the rock-salt and photographs
may be purchased , and a trifling gratuity given to the attendant. Visitors
may also be photographed on the spot in their mining costume.

14'/2 M. Berchtesgaden (1890'). — Hotels. *Leuthaus, or Post,
R. l'/2-2m., B. 70, L. <fe A. 50 pf., pension 6 m.; "Bellevce , with baths,
R. 172-2, B. 1, pension 6 m. ; "Viek Jaheeszeiten, at the upper end of
the town, near the royal villa, with garden and view, D. from l'/a m -i

Watzmann, R. l>/2-2m. ; Nehhaus. For moderate requirements : Unters-
berg; Nonnthaler Wirthshaus ; Bar; Lowe; Triembacher, well spoken
of. — Pensions: "Villa Geiger; "Ehrensberger (Mauerbuhl) ; Schwar-
zenbeck; Berghof; Meter, on the way to the Konigs-See; "Mai/terlehen
and "Kohllehen, in Schonau (see p. 76), l l

/t M. from Berchtesgaden ; Ney,
near the Salt Mine. — "Cafe' Forstner , near the Post; "Knauer, con-
fectioner, with restaurant.

Fresh and salt-water Baths at the Bellevue and most of the other
hotels and pensions, and at the salt-baths by the Salt Mine (see above).
River Baths l

/? M. from the town, to the left of the Salzburg road, and
at the Aschauer Weiher, 2 M. from the town, to the right of the old Rei-
chenhall road. — The carved wares in wood, bone, and ivory, for which
Berchtesgaden has been famous for centuries, are kept in great variety
by Kaserer, Kerschbaumer, Zechmeister, and Walch.

Carriages. To the Konigs-See and back with stay of3hrs., one-horse
carriage 7 m., two-horse 11 m. 70 pf. (for each additional hour 1 m. 20 pf.

or 2 m. more); to Ramsau 8 m. or 11 m. 70, there and back (V2 a day)
11 m. or 15 m. 70 pf. ; Hinlersee, 11 m. 20 or 17 in., there and back 13 m.
40 or 20 in. 40 pf. ; Hirschbiihl, two-horse carriage, including extra horse,
26 m. 40 pf. ; Reichenhall via Hallthurm 11 m. 20 or 17 m. ; Reichenhall
via, Schwarzbachwacht 15 m. 40 or 22 m. 90 pf. ; Reichenhall and back,
going by Schwarzbachwacht and returning by Hallthurm, 16 m. 50 or 26 m.
50 pf. ; Salzburg 11 m. 40 or 18 m., there and back 13 m. 50 or 22 m.
50 pf. — Fees included , but tolls extra.

Guides: Jos. Aigner, Jos. Hausmann, Rup. Hillebrand, Peter Holzl, Joh.

Illsanker ('Stanzl'), Seb. Pfingstl, Andr. and Franz Pfniir, Ant. Schaf/ler,

Franz Stangassinger, and others. At the Konigs-See : Michael and Peter Brand-
ner, Jac. Holzl, Frz. Moderegger, and Geory Punz. At Ramsau, see p. 77.

English Church Service in summer at the Hotel Bellevue.

Down to 1803 Berchtesgaden was the seat of an independent

provostry , or spiritual principality , the dominions of which were
so mountainous and so limited in extent (165 sq. M.), that it was
jestingly said to be as high as it was broad. One-sixth part only

was cultivated
,
the remainder consisting of rock, forest, and water.

(Winkler's excellent relief-map, on the scale of 1 : 25,000, should be

consulted ; it may be seen at the boatman's house on the Konigs-See.)

The handsome old abbey is now a royal chateau. The Abbey Church,

with its Romanesque cloisters and carved stalls, may be visited. The
royal villa on the S. side of the small town commands a fine view

:

to the E. the Schwarzort, Hohe Goll , and Hochbrett, in the back-

ground the Stuhlgebirge and Schonfeldspitze, to the right the Kleine

and Grosse Watzmann. In the valley, on the Aim, are situated ex-

tensive Salt Works. The environs afford an almost inexhaustible

variety of beautiful walks and excursions. Berchtesgaden is a very

favourite summer-resort, and owing to its sheltered situation also

attracts a number of invalids in winter.
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Walks. The 'Lockstein (2230'; 72 hr.) commands an admirable view
of the valley of Berchtesgaden, particularly by evening-light. We turn
to the right by the abbey-church and ascend the Doctorberg by the old
Reichenhall road ; before reaching the hospital we turn to the right, again
keeping to the right where the path divides at the Weinfeld farm, and
proceeding through the wood to the restaurant (fee of 20 pf. if no refresh-

ments ordered). — A few hundred paces before the path to the Lockstein
diverges to the right, a charming path to the left skirts the precipitous
Kalberstein (see below) by means of the 'Soolenleitung', or salt-water
conduit, passes the Fiirstenstein and the Calvarienberg, and joins the [}jz hr.)

high-road near the royal villa. — The finely-wooded Kalberstein (72 hr.)

affords pretty views. — Another pleasant excursion may be made by fol-

lowing the old Reichenhall road as far as the ('/z hr.) Bosthausl, and then
turning to the right to 0A hr.) the Aschauer Weiher (baths, see p. 71).

Thence we may proceed by Aschauerlehen and the Tanzbichl to (' 2 hr.)

the new Reichenhall road, and back to (l'/j hr.) Berchtesgaden ; or to the
E. along the Stapwand by Dielfeld and the Elzerschlossc/ien to (l'/i hr.)
Berchtesgaden. — The Etzerschlbsschen (1/2 hr.) is reached from the Nonn-
thal by the Hilgerberg, or by turning into the valley to the left by the
Weinfeld farm (see above); in the vicinity is the 'Schlosslbichl' inn. A
pleasant forest-path leads hence to ('/a hr.) the hamlet of Gern, with a
pilgrimage-church (Inn), whence we may return by the iletzenleiten (i l

/^ hr.).— Laroawacht (3 31). We follow the level Salzburg road. By the Golden-
bach-Briicke (to the salt-mine, see above) we diverge to the right by the
'Kdnigsweg' on the left bank of the Ache, cross to the right bank at

Kilianshof, and regain the road below the Freimann-Briicke (see above).— To Unterstein and Schbnau (1 hr.), see below.
The ''Almbach-Klamm (p. 70), a picturesque gorge through which the

brook descends in cascades from the Untersberg, is an interesting object
for an excursion (l 1 2 hr. ; donkey with driver 672 m.). We follow the
Salzburg road to (3'/4 31.) the 'Almbach-Klamm Inn, turn to the left through
the yard and walk across fields to (5 min.) a small bridge over the Ache,
descend the left bank for 5 min., and near the Almbach - Miihle ascend to

the left to the gorge. The path crosses the brook several times. Railings
at hazardous places. The finest point is the Gumpe, a rocky basin with a
cascade 33' high falling into a dark green pool, about 1/^ hr. from the
entrance of the gorge.

The "Vordereck (l'/2hr. ; donkey and attendant 6 m.) may be reached
either by crossing the Ache at the rifle-range and proceeding by a road,
shaded the greater part of the way, past the farms of Blasilehen and Baum-
gartnei\ or by ascending the path (steep at places) from the Salt 3Iine to

the Gasthof zum Hohen Oiill (3250'), which commands a fine view of Salz-

burg and the Untersberg. In the vicinity, in a sheltered situation, is the
"Pension Moritz , adapted for a long stay. From this point to the Ecker-
Alpe l'/2 hr., to the Rossfeld-Alpe 2 1

_> hrs. (coiup. p. 106). The ascent
of the Gollstein (6000'), the N. spur of the Hohe Gull, is interesting and
not difficult (2 !/2 hrs., with guide).

The "Vorderbrand (2 hrs. ; donkey with attendant 6 m.), easily ascend-
ed, affords a magnificent view of the Watzmann and the Kbnigs-See.
After 2'/2 M. on the Konigs-See road we diverge to the left by a broad
new path (same route at first as that to the Scharitzkehlalp; see below),
and by the finger-post turn to the right to the (V/4 hr.) "Inn of Hailinger
(3515'), from which we reach the top of the Vorderbrand in '/< hr. more
(new refuge-hut). Ascent of the Jenner (see below) from this point, 2 hrs.

" Scharitzkehl-Alp (3422'; 2'/2 hrs.
; guide 3, donkey and attendant

10 m.). We follow the Konigs-See road and the Vorderbrand route (see
above), keeping to the left at the finger-post. In 20 min. more , where a
house lies below us to the left, we pass through a gate on the right. In
I7.1 hr. we cross the brook and turn to the right. The Alp (refreshments)
lies in an extensive meadow, surrounded by trees, between the Gollstein
and the Diirreck. About 3

/< hr. farther up is the Endsthal, a desolate
valley at the W. base of the Hohe Goll , containing rocky debris and
patches of snow.
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Mountain Excursions (guides, see above). The Knaufelspitze (39081

;

2'/4 hrs.), the highest peak of the Metzenleiten (see above), commands an
excellent view. We follow the Salzburg road, and beyond the river-baths
ascend to the left, passing the villas Alpenruhe and Aldefeld; at the latter

we either go to the left by Kopfleiten (better path) , or to the right by Frey-
lehen, to the (l'/4 hr.) Gasperl Inn and to (

3/i-l hr.) the top (view of Salz-

burg 10 min. to the E.). Paths all indicated by red marks. — The Todte
Mann (4554'), a spur of the Lattengebirge, may be ascended by Ilsank (p. 76;
fine view

;
path indicated by marks). — Ascent of the Jenner (6155'), by the

Vorderbrand in 5 hrs. ; attractive and not difficult (see above). — Ascent
of the Hochbrett (7418'), through the Krautkasergraben and by the Mitter-

kaser-Alpe, 4'/2 hrs., fatiguing (guide 6m.). — Ascent of the Hohe Gbll
(8264') from Vordereck (see above) over the Eckei-first (p. 106), and by the
new Gollsteig across the Brettklamml and the Gollleiten , 5'/2-6 hrs., not
very difficult and very interesting (quarters for the night at Vordereck
and on the Eckeralpe ; guide 10 m.). More difficult , and suitable for

adepts only, is the ascent from the W. side, through the Alpelthal, or by
the Hochbrett and the Archenkopfe. — The Schneibstein (7464

1

), an excel-
lent point of view, is easily attained in 2 hrs. from the Torrener Joch (see

below; guide 6 m.). — The Kallersberg (7704'; 7 hrs.; guide 8 m.) is

ascended via the Konigsbach-Alpe, the Priesberg-Alpe (p. 75), and (5 hrs.)

the Seelein-Alpe at the upper end of the Landthal (see below); thence a
fatiguing climb of 2 hrs. more to the summit (splendid view). — The
Watzmann, Hundstod. and Steinerne Meer, see pp. 76, 75.

The gem of this district is the clear , dark-green **K6nigs-See

(1978'), or Lake of St. Bartholomew, 6 M. long, li/
4 M. broad,

the most beautiful lake in Germany
, and vying in grandeur with

those of Switzerland and Italy. Some of the surrounding mountains,

which rise almost perpendicularly from the water , are 7000' in

height. Three routes lead to the lake (4 M.) from Berchtesgaden :

(1) the carriage-road on the right bank of the Ache by Schwbb
;

(2) the road on the left bank by Unterstein (Inn), with a chateau

and park of Count Arco (not accessible)
; (3) a footpath, for the most

part shaded, which descends the steps to the left by the royal villa,

passes the salt-works , crosses the Ramsauer Ache (to the right on

the slope lies Schloss Lustheim), and then leads first on the left, and
afterwards on the right bank of the Konigsseer-Ache. On the bank
of the lake lies the hamlet of Konigssee (Zum Konigssee, dear;

Zum Lowenstein ; *Restaurant at the 'Schiffmeister's, see below).

The 'Schiffmeister' presides over the rowing-boats and their crews,
and regulates their trips. The fares are paid to him on returning; the
rowers usually receive a small gratuity. The rowers are sometimes stal-

wart peasant-girls, the sinews of whose arms might well be coveted by
heroes of the Isis or the Cam. From the middle of June to 1st Oct. there
are two regular trips round the lake, one starting at 8.30 a.m. and return-
ing at 1.30 p.m., the other lasting from 10.30 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. (fare for

each person: to St. Bartholoma and back, with stay of i'/i hr., 1 in.;

trip round the whole lake, with 3
/4 hr.'s stay at the Salet-Alp and l'/4 hr.

at St. Bartholoma, 1 m. 50 pf.). Small boat (1-4 pers.) with two rowers:
to the Kessel 2 m. 10, to St. Bartholoma 3 m. 50 pf., the Salet-Alp 5 m.—
Larger boat (6 pers.) with three rowers: to the Kessel 3'/2 m., St. Bartho-
loma 5 m. , Salet-Alp 8 m. The trip to the Salet-Alp and back , with
time to visit the Obersee, St. Bartholoma, and the Kessel, occupies 5 hrs.

;

for every additional hour 40-60 pf. extra is charged. The best plan is to

row direct to the Salet-Alp (I 1
/* hr.), and call at St. Bartholoma in

returning. The most favourable light is in the early morning or late in

the afternoon.
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Lake Voyage. To the left on a promontory is the Villa Beust;

in the lake lies the islet of Christlieger, or St. Johann, with a small

shrine. The boat passes the Falkenstein , a rock with a cross com-
memorating the wreck of a boat with a party of pilgrims. The lake

now becomes visible in its entire extent ; in the background rise

the Sagereckwand, the Griinsee-Tauern, and the Funtensee-Tauern

and adjoining them on the right the Schonfeldspitze (8698 r
). On

the E. bank the Kbnigsbach falls over a red cliff into the lake. A
little farther on, at the deepest part of the lake (616'), a long,

reverberating Echo is awakened by a pistol fired in the direction of

the W. cliffs (Schallwand). In the vicinity, on the E. bank, not far

from the Kesselfall , is a cavern on a level with the water, called

the Kuchler Loch, the supposed source of the Kuchl or Golling

waterfall (p. 106).

The boat touches at the Wallner Insel, a wooded promontory on

the E. bank. Passengers disembark and ascend by a good path,

leading through prettily laid out grounds and passing an artificial

hermitage, to two small waterfalls of the Kesselbach (5 min.) in a

rocky ravine. In descending, we obtain a beautiful glimpse, through

the wooded foreground, of the green lake, the opposite mountains,

and the Watzmann.
The boat now proceeds W. to St. Bartholoma, a green promon-

tory , with a royal hunting chateau (restaurant) , where a dish of

Saibling (salmo salvelinus) may be had (dear ; better in the restau-

rant at Konigssee). The vestibule contains drawings of unusually

large salmon-trout caught in the lake during the last hundred years.

In the cellar is a large tank for keeping the fish. The Chapel of
SS. John and Paul, '/o M. from the landing-place, attracts numerous
pilgrims on the festival of St. Bartholomew ('24th Aug.), when the

surrounding heights are lighted up with bonfires. — The iEiskapelle\

a kind of glacier situated in a wild gully between the Hachel-

wand and the huge Watzmann , 2755' only above the sea-level,

merits a visit (there and back l'^hr.; new path, but rather rough;

guide desirable).

At the S.W. end of the lake the Schrainbach is precipitated into

the lake from a rocky gorge. The Salet-Alp, a poor pasture ^ M.
in breadth and strewn with moss-grown rocks, on which the Duke
of Meiningen has recently built a country-house, separates the Ko-
nigs-See from the wild and bleak *Obersee (a visit to which should

not be omitted) , a lake 1 M. long , enclosed by lofty precipices of

limestone. On the E. bank is the Fischunkl Alp, to which a narrow

path leads on the S. bank. The murmur of a waterfall descending
from the Kaunerwand on the left alone disturbs the repose of this

wilderness. Beyond it tower the Teufelshbrner (7854'), from which
a brook descends over the Bbthswand in several arms from a height
of 1900'. A survey of the imposing Watzmann is obtained in re-

turning.
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From the Kesselbach (see above) a good path in long windings ascends
the (3 hrs.) "(Jotzenalp (5525'), opposite St. Bartholoma. It passes the
chalets of (1V2 hr.) Gotzenthal and (3/, hr.) Seeau. Farther on, we take
the path to the right (that to the left leads to the Regenalp). Magnificent
view of the Uebergossene Aim, Steinerne Meer, Watzmann, Hohe Gtill,

Untersberg, etc. Rustic quarters in the three chalets at the top (the
Springelhiltte and others). The view towards the N. is imperfect until we
reach the Feuerpalfen on the N.W. margin of the Alp, 10 min. from the
chalets, and 200' higher. Somewhat beyond that point, from the brink of
the rock lower down, the lake and St. Bartholoma are visible 3300' be-
low ns. Descent to the Kesselfall 2 hrs., where a boat (previously ordered)
should be in waiting ; or we may proceed from the Gotzenthal-Alp to the
right by the 'Hohe Bahn' (Alpine path) to the Buchsen-Alpe , then cross
the Konigsbach, and descend direct to the village of (4-5 hrs.) Kb'nigssee
(guide advisable on this route, 5 m.).

From the Gotzen-Alp to the Salet-Alp, 4-5 hrs., for adepts only
(guide from Berchtesgaden 7 m.). The path leads past the Wasserkaser
chalet to the (1 hr.) Laafeld (used for battues), and in 10 min. more to
the crest of the Landthalwand ; descent to (25 min.) the Landthal-Alp and
through the Landthal by a narrow, and at places rather steep and giddy
path to (2'/2-3 hrs.) the Fischunkl-Alp (see above) and (V2 hr.) the Salet-
Alp. The interest of the route is enhanced by the numerous deer and
chamois frequently seen in this unused royal chasse. — A still more in-
teresting excursion may be made from Berchtesgaden direct to the (5 hrs.)
Konigsberg-Alp ; 1 hr. Priesberg-Alp ; then through the Hirschelau and
over the Gotzentauern to the Regenalp (numerous fossils) and the (2 hrs.)
Landthalwand (see above).

From the Konigs-See to Golling (7 hrs. ; guide 10 m.). Footpath (in-
dicated by red marks) by the Konigsbach-Alp and the Konigsberg-Alp (5210';

clean chalet , whence the Jenner, 6155', a fine point of view, may be as-
cended in 1 hr., comp. p. 73) and the Torrener Joch (5670'), between the
Sehneibstein and the Hochbrett; descent to the Joch-Alp and through the
BUlntau- Thai , with the Kleine 6611 (5745') rising on the left, to Golling
(p. 105).

Excursions in the Steinerne Meer, the wild mountain region to the
S. of the Konigs-See, are fatiguing (paths partly indicated by red marks,
but guide necessary, see pp. 71, 77: to the Funtensee 8 in., over the
Steinerne Meer to Saalfelden 15 m.) A new path leads from St. Bartho-
lomew on the margin of the lake to the Schrainbach Fall (see above).
Above the fall we ascend to the right through wood to (IV2 hr.) the
Schrainbach-Alp (2932') and (1/2 hr.) the Unterlaner - Alp (3468'). We then
mount the steep Savgasse in numerous zigzags to the (l'/,|hr.) Oberlaner-
Alp (4609'). Here a path to Trischiibl ascends to the right (p. 76). The new
path (passing the Gjaidkbpfe on the right) now ascends the Bimmelstiege,
and then descends a little to the (IV2 hr.) Funtensee (5250'; small club
inn). — Another path (more interesting for persons with steady heads),
from the Salet-Alp (see above), ascends the steep Sagereckwand to (l'/2 hr.)
the Sagereck-Alp (4395'), and passing the Schwarzsee on the left, to the
(l'/2 hr.) Griinsee-Alp (below which, on the right, lies the Grilnsee, 5279').

From this point a new path, passing below the Feld (see below), leads
through the Zirbenau to the (IV2 hr.) Funtensee. [The Feld (6046'), an ex-
cellent point of view, is easily ascended hence in 1 hr. ; or the Viehkogl
C7083') in IV2 hr. ; also the Funtensee - Tauern (8392'; 3 l

/2 hrs., fatiguing),
commanding a magnificent view.] — Several passes (Buchauev, Ramseider,
Weissbachel, and Diessbach Scharte) lead from the Funten-See to Saalfelden

;

the shortest (6 hrs.) and most interesting is the Ramseider Scharte (6896'),

between the Breithorn and the Sommerstein (comp. p. 112).

From the Fischunkl-Alp (see above) rough and fatiguing routes (11-

12 hrs.; guide 15 m.) cross the Bliihnbachthbrl (6673') and the Mauerscharte
(7140') to the Bliihnbach-Thal and Werfen (p. 108).

To the Ramsac a road (which pedestrians only use) leads direct from
the Konigs-See by Unterstein (p. 73) and Schonau (Pensions Malterlehen
and Kohllehen. p. 71) to (2 1/* M.) the Illsank-Miihle (see below).
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From Berchtesgaden to Reichenhall (13^2 M.). The Toad

crosses the Pass Hallthurm (2224'; *Inn), between the Latten-

gebirge and Untersberg. Fine retrospect towards Berchtesgaden, and

afterwards a view of Reichenhall (diligence twice daily in 23
/4 hrs.,

fare 2, coupe' 3 m. ; one-horse carriage 11 m. 20 pf.).

A far preferable route , however , is by the * Ramsau and the

Schwarzbachwacht (18 M.). The road passes the royal villa at the

S. end of the village, and after !/2 M. (direction-post) descends to

the left to the Ramsau road. At the (3 M.) IUsank-Miihle a waterfall

400' in height works a pump by which the salt-water from the

mines is forced upwards to the Sbldenkbpfl, 1300 ft. higher, and over

the Schwarzbachwacht to Reichenhall, a distance of 18 M. (A flight

of steps ascends hence to the Soldenkopfl, whence a good path with

fine views leads to the Schwarzbachwacht , see below ; a route re-

commended to walkers.) To the left a grand view of the Watz-
mann ; before us rises the broad Steinberg ; by our side flows the

impetuous Ache. The Ramsau is remarkably picturesque owing to

the contrast of the luxuriant vegetation of the valley with the im-

posing and picturesquely-shaped grey mountains.

The road ascends gradually, and then descends. Ontheleft(iy2 M.)
a finger-post indicates the road to the 'Jagdschloss Wimbach'. A
path crossing the bridge to the left, and ascending to the right by the

'Trinkhalle', leads to the (20 min.) *Wimbach-Klamm. The clear

blue water of the brook here forms beautiful falls in its rocky ravine,

into which the sun shines in the afternoon. We ascend the Klamm
('defile'), at the (10 min.) upper end of which, above the path, is

a bench overlooking the wild Wimbach-Thal , enclosed by huge

mountains (the imposing Watzmann , see below, on the left; the

Hochkalter on the right).

A visit to the upper "Wimbach-Thai , at least for Vs "r - beyond the

Jagdschloss , or still better to the Gries-Alp , is recommended. A good
bridle-path leads at first on the left , and then on the right bank of the

brook through pine-wood , and afterwards traverses the broad mass of

debris from which the stream issues , to (i'/t hr.) the royal Jagdhaus. In

l'/4 hr. more we reach the Gries-Alp f4334'), and enjoy a magnificent view
of the imposing mountains at the head of the valley (from left to right,

the Watzmann, Hundstod , Rothleiten, Palfelhorn, Alpelhorn, Hocheis-
spitze , Hochkalter, Steinberg). — A track , hewn in part in the rocks,
leads S. from this point by the shooting-box of Trischiibl (5750') and the

Sigeret-Alp to (3V2 hrs.) the Oberlaner Alp (Steinerne Meer, see p. 75). —
The Grosse Hundstod (8464

1

), ascended from Trischiibl through the Eunds-
tod-Orube , commands a magnificent view (3 hrs., fatiguing; guide from
Ramsau 10 m.). The descent may be made to the Diessbach-Scharle (p. 112).

The ascent of the Watzmann (Vordere Gipfel, or Hocheck, 8720') is

fatiguing, but interesting (guide 9 m.; see below and p. 71). We ascend
in the afternoon from Illsank in 3, or from Ramsau in 4 hrs. to the Gugl-
alp (5078'), and sleep at one of the three chalets. Next morning we tra-

verse the Gvglschneide and Watzmannanger in 3-4 hrs., and finally ascend
by a narrow arete to the summit, on which are a trigonometrical landmark,
and two crosses , one of them containing a visitors' book. Another route
leads from the Kbnigs-See (p. 73) over the Herroint-Alp or Kiihroint-Alp
(beer) to &/z hrs.) the Falz-Alp (5505'), where the night may be passed;
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thence along the left side of the Watzmann-Anger to (3 hrs.) the summit
(steady head necessary). The "View embraces the Gross-Glockner, Gross-
Venediger, Krimmler Tauern , the vast Bavarian plain, the entire Salz-

kammergut and district of Berchtesgaden, with the Wimbachthal below,
and the Konigs-See and Obersee to the S. — From the Hocheck a new
path protected by a rail ascends the arete in 3

/t hr. to the top of the
Central Peak (8990' ; the highest). Ascent of the Southern Peak (or Schon-
feldspitze; 8950') from the central peak, very difficult (l>/2 hr.).

On the road, '/2 M. above the flnger-post (see above), is the *Inn
zur Wimbachklamm, and a little beyond it the *lnn zum Hochkalter.

Then(3/4 M.) Ramsau (2172'; *Oberwirth).
Guides at Ramsau: Joh. Grill senr. (or ' Kederbacher\ very able) and

Joh. Grill junr., Jos. Jschauer, Mich. Datzmann, Jac. and Joh. Gruber,
Jos. ffafne>\ Joh. Punz, Jac. Slockl, Wolfg. Votz.

Beyond Ramsau (
3
/4 M.) the road divides, that to the Hinter-

see and over the Hirschbiihl to Ober-Weissbach (see below) leading

to the left. The Road to Reichenhall ascends straight on (right)

past the small, marshy Taubensee (2871') through beautiful pine

wood to the (2^4 M.) Schwarzbachwacht (2920'), a pump-house
on the summit of the pass , beyond which the conduit descending

from the Soldenkopfl runs parallel with the road. Small inn 1
/i M.

farther. The road then descends into the deep wooded valley

between the Eeitalpgebirge on the left and the Lattengebirge on
the right, and (3 M.) crosses the Schwarzbach. Facing us are the

Miillnerhorn and Ristfeichthorn. At the (1 M.) Jettenberg pump-
house, at the end of the valley, another bridge crosses the Schwarz-
bach , which forms a fine cascade (Staubbach Fall) here and falls

into the Saalach immediately below. The road then leads on the

right bank of the Saalach
,
passing opposite Frohnau , to (4!/2 M.)

Reichenhall (p. 79).

The Ober-Wbissbach Road (see above; post- omnibus from
Berchtesgaden to Lofer twice daily; fare l'^fl-) crosses the Ache
(picturesque ravine) and skirts the (l 1^ M.) sequestered green

Hintersee (2549'), overshadowed by the Hochkalter. Best point of

view the small St. Antoni Chapel on the W. side. The royal shoot-

ing-lodge (*Inn, adjacent; carr. to Berchtesgaden 6m.) is 3
/4 M.

farther.

Excursions from the Hintersee (guide, Jac. Gruber). A visit to the
Blaueis Glacier, between the Hochkalter and Steinberg, the northern-
most glacier in the German Alps, is fatiguing but very interesting; to the
foot of the glacier (6112 1

) 8V2 hrs.; chamois are sometimes seen on this
route. — Edelweisslahnerkopf (6821')) 4 hrs. (guide 5 m.); beautiful 'edel-
weiss' at the top. — The Miihlsturzhom (7746 1

; admirable view of the
Tauern) may be climbed by adepts in 5 hrs. (guide 8 m.). — The Hoch-
kalter (8625') , another splendid point of view, fatiguing and not entirely
free from hazard , should not be attempted except by experts (5-6 hrs.

;

guide 9 m).
Those who desire to combine the route to Reichenhall with a visit to

the Hintersee return from the Hintersee inn to the (1 M.) finger-post 'nach
Maria-Kuntersweg' ; here take the path to the left, passing after 5 min. to
the left between the cottages. To the right a fine view of the Ramsau
with the Watzmann; retrospect of the Hochkalter with the Blaueis Gla-
cier. Farther on we keep to the left, and in >/* hr. reach the Reichenhall
road below the Taubensee.
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The beautiful valley between the Hochkalter (left) and the Miihl-

sturzhom (right), with their grotesque rocks, is now ascended to the

(5 M.) Hirschbuhl (3891'; *Inn), the Austrian custom-house,

formerly a fortified pass , which was fiercely contested by the

Austrians and Bavarians in 1809.
The !'Kammerlinghorn (8176r

) ascended from the Hirschbuhl in 3'/2-4 hrs.

(guide 4 in.), is an admirable point of view fSteinerne Jleer, Tauern, etc.).

— To the W. of the Hirschbuhl a path crosses the Kleine Hirschbuhl,

which affords a very fine view of the mountains bounding the Saalach-
thal, to (1 hr.) St. Martin on the Lofer road (p. 153).

The road ascends a few hundred paces farther to its highest

point (3870'), and then descends into the Saalachthal. Before us

rise the imposing Leoganger Steinberge. On the right, 2 M. from

the Hirschbuhl, a finger-post indicates the way to the Seissenberg-

Klamm.
The "Seissenberg-Klamm is a profound and very narrow gorge, hol-

lowed out by the action of the Weiisbach, which dashes over huge blocks
of rock below. The narrow cleft above, through which the light falls,

is overgrown with bushes entirely concealing the sky and imparting a

peculiar colouring to the gorge. A walk through the gorge occupies i/s hr.

At Ober-Weissbach, (2150'; *Inn), 3/4 M. below the Klamm,
the road reaches the Saalachthal and the road from Reichenhall to

Saalfelden (p. 112). The *Inn Zur Frohnwies lies 1/2 M - t0 the s -

About '/« J'- to the W. of Ober-Weissbach, on the Lofer road, is the

Lamprecht-Ofenloch, a large cavern with an imposing entrance which is

accessible in winter only, when the brook is frozen (plan at the inn at

Ober-Weissbach). — About 2', a hrs. to the N. is the interesting Lofer-

klamm (p. 153).

The road to Saalfelden (one-horse carr. from Frohnwies 4 fl.

60 kr., two-horse 7fl. ; omnibus twice daily in summer, 1 fl.) tra-

verses a defile (Diesbacher Hohlwege), 6 M. long, on the right bank

of the Saale. Near the village of Diesbach, a waterfall on the left.

The valley then expands , and the Tauern become visible towards

the S.

12M. Saalfelden, on the Salzburg and Tyrol Railway, seep. 112.

17. From Salzburg to Reichenhall.
Comp. Map, p. 70.

14 M. Railway in 1 hr. ; fares 1 m. 80, 1 m. 20, 75 pf.

To (4 1
/2 M-) Freilassing, see p. 58. The line here diverges to

the left and ascends on the right bank of the Saalach. On the right

the wooded Hogelberg; on the left the Gaisherg and Untersberg.

From (8 M.) Hammerau a shady forest-path ascends (
3
/4 hr.) the

Hogelberg (St. Johanns-Hogel ; *Inn) , from which a fine view is

obtained. On the right, near (11 M.) Piding, at the base of the

abrupt Hochstauffen , stands the ruin of Stauffeneck. The train

crosses the Saalach to (14 M.) Reichenhall, i/
2 M. from the Kurhaus.

The High Road from Salzburg to (12 M.) Reichenhall leads from the
suburb of Mulln by the village of Maxglan to (6 M.) Berg, the Austrian
frontier ; then over the Walserberg to Schwarzbach (on the slope to the left

lies Marzoll, the Roman Marciola), Weissbach, St. Zeno, and Reichenhall
(one-horse carr. in 2 hrs., 5 fl., two-horse 7'/2 fl.).
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Reichenhall. Hotels :* 'KCKHAUS AcHSELMANNSTEIN ; 'LoDISENBAD,
R. from 2 m., D. 2 m. 60 pf. ; pension with R. 6-9 m. (these two receive
passing travellers) ; Mack's Kuranstalt ; Maximiliansbad ; -Maeienbad
(Dr. Hess); "Bad Kikchbebg (see below); 'Villa Kammeeee; 'Villa
Schadee, near the station (all for a prolonged stay). — :'H6tel Burkeet,
in the Kurplatz, with garden; *L6we, with garden, R. 2, B. 1/2, D. 3, L.
and A. 1 m. ; "Russischee Hop; -Post (or Krone), R. 2 m. ; "Diemek's
Hotel, at the station; Hotel Rinnee; Goldner Hiksch, unpretending.

Cafe Mayr, also a restaurant, with garden ; Staimer, by the Curgarten

;

Schiffmann, confectioner. — Beading Rooms at the Achselmannstein and
Burkert's. — Visitors' Tax (for a stay of more than eight days) 15 m. (less
in proportion for members of a family).

Post Office, at the station; Telegraph Office, in the town.
Carriage to Grossgmain, Karlstein, Molkenbauer, with one horse 5,

with two horses 8 m.; to Jettenberg 5 or 8V2; Thumsee 51/2 or 9; Mauth-
hausl 7 or IOV2 (whole day 10 or 15); Schnaizlreut 8 or 12 (whole day 10
or 16); Schnaizlreut and Mauthhausl 9 or 14 (whole dav 12 or 18); Inzell
12 or 18; Melleck 12 or 18; Unken 15 or 24; Lofer 17" or 27; Berchtes-
gaden by Hallthurm 12 or 16 ; the same , and the Konigs-See 15 or 22

;

Ramsau 13 or 20; Ramsau and Berchtesgaden by Jettenberg 15 or 22; the
same, with the addition of the Hintersee 20 or 30; the Konigs-See by
Jettenberg, Ramsau, and Berchtesgaden 17 or 27; Salzburg 12 or 17 m.

;

fee 1 or l l
fa in. per 1/2 day, lV2 0r2V2m. per day. The return-fare is in-

cluded in each ease, and will not be deducted unless by special agreement.
English Church Service in summer.
Reichenhall (1571'), a favourite watering-place on the Saale, or

Saalach, rebuilt after a fire in 1834 , is very picturesquely bounded
on three sides by an amphitheatre of mountains , the Vntersberg

(6480'), Lattengebirge (5833'), Mullnerhorn (4465'), and Hoch-
Stauffen (5948'). This is the central point of union of the four

principal Bavarian salt-works, which are connected by conduits of

an aggregate length of 50 M. The surplus brine from the Berchtes-
gaden mines is conducted to Reichenhall. which in its turn supplies

Traunstein (p. 58) and Rosenheim (p. 51). The large Salinen-
gebaude, or salt-work buildings, in the market-place, contain the
offices on the right, and four Sudhciuser ('boiling-houses', from
'sieden', Engl, seethe, suds) on the left, opposite which is the hand-
some Hauptbrunnhaus, or pump-house. In the latter (second door)

tickets of admission (1 m.) to the springs and the salt-pans are ob-
tained. The sources of the saline springs of Reichenhall, fifteen in
number, are about 50' below the surface of the soil, and are reached
by a flight of 72 steps. Five of them are so strongly impregnated
(Edelquelle , 24 per cent) that they are at once conducted to the
salt-pans. The water of the other ten springs is conducted to the

Gradirhaus (see below) , and also supplies the fountain in the

Gradirpark. The fresh-water springs are conveyed to the Saalach
by means of a shaft iy2 M. in length and 8 ft. in height. The
pump-house contains the two huge wheels by which the pumps are

worked. On the second floor is a chapel in the Byzantine style,

with stained-glass windows. In the court are two fresh-water foun-
tains adorned with statues of SS. Virgilius and Rupert. — The
Principal Church, restored in the Romanesque style, was adorned
in 1862 with frescoes by Schwind (in the choir-niche, the Trinity
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with saints ; above the pillars, the Stations of the Cross). A new
Protestant Church adjoins the Kurgarten.

The chief rallying-point of visitors is the new Kurgarten in the
Oradirpark, with a covered promenade, a cafe, etc., where a band
plays from 6 to 8a.m. and from 5 to 7p.m. (in the afternoon alter-

nating with Bad Achselmannstein and Kirchberg, see below). The

Kurgarten contains the Oradirwerk (evaporating-house), 180 yds.

long, and the Soolsprudel, a salt-water fountain 40' in height.

On the S.W- side of Eeichenhall, on the left bank of the Saalach,

is the *Kirchberg Bath -House (Dr. Pachmayr; salt and mineral

baths and whey-eure; music on Tues. and Frid., 5-7 p.m.).
Environs. On the Salzburg road, >/2 M. to the N.E. of the Kurhaus,

lies St. Zeno (Bofwirth; Schwabenbrau) , once an Augustinian monastery,
of very ancient origin, but suppressed in 1803, and fitted up in 1853 as a
nunnery and school. (Pleasantest way to St. Zeno by the promenade at
the foot of the Kirchholz, passing the handsome Villa Karg.) The church,
recently restored, originally Romanesque, possesses a handsome portal of
the 12th cent., an ancient font, and finely-carved choir-stalls. One of the
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pillars in the cloisters (12th cent.) bears an old marble relief of Charle-
magne. The churchyard contains several handsome monuments.

The Schone Aussicht, behind the Kurgarten (20 min.), commands a
good survey of the town. The Eichen-Allee (at the beginning of which
is the 'Moltke Oak') leads from this point to the left to ('/i hr.) the
Klosterhofer (Inn). We may then either descend to the left through wood
to (10 min.) St. Zeno, or go on through the Kirchholz and past the old
Schanzen (entrenchments ; on the right the Herzogs-Schanzen, thrown up in
1778 in the Bavarian war of succession ; on the left the Heidenschanzen),
to (85 min.) the circular Rbmerschanze (probably not Roman) on the Konigs-
hbhe (view obstructed by trees). Return past the Sleinbruch (quarry) to

(>/s hr.) St. Zeno.
Above the town on the S.E. is the old Schlost Gruttenstein , beyond

which is C/4 hr.) the Streitbilhl, with a fine view.
Pleasant walk of 40 min. to Gross-Gmain. The route crosses the hill

to the E. from the Kurhaus, turns to the left by an old lime-tree, and
descends gradually. Fine view of the Untersberg and Lattengebirge all

the way. The pleasant little village (Kaiser Karl; Untersberg) lies on
the right bank of the Weissbach, just beyond the Austrian frontier. The
rococo church, with a Gothic tower, contains four paintings by Zeitblom (?)

and a Madonna, in artificial stone, said to have been executed by Arch-
bishop Thiemo in the 11th cent. — The picturesque ruined castle of Plain
(popularly called Salzbiichsel) lies IV2 M. to the E., at the base of the
Untersberg. A pleasant way back (shady for the most part) is through
the Kirchholz by the Klosterhof (see above) and St. Zeno; or we may
cross the Streitbiihl (see above).

Opposite Reichenhall, on the left bank of the Saalach, lies Non (Fuchs-
bauer), a village at the foot of the Hochstaufifen, with an old church (reach-
ed in 25 min. by the Nonnersteg). The Conner Auen afford pleasant walks.
— The Poschen-Miihle (restaur.), l>/2 M. from the Nonnersteg , affords a
pleasing view. — The Padinger Alpe (2260'), on the flank of the Hoch-
stauffen, reached from the Nonnersteg via Non, or direct by ascending in
zigzags for 3/« hr., is also a fine point of view.

On the Berchtesgaden road, IV4 M. to the E. of Reichenhall (but shorter
from the Kurhaus to the old lime-tree, mentioned above, and then to the
right), is the Whey Dairy in connection with the Kurhaus, situated at the
entrance to the Alpgarten, a rocky gorge, which we may ascend as far as

(25 min.) the 'Klause'. — The road then leads to (3 M.) the Pass Hallthurm
(p. 76

-,
Inn); ascent of the Untersberg, see p. 68.

The Molkenbauer (Inn), on the left bank of the Saalach (i M.), affords

a good view of the valley of the Saalach. The path (generally in shade)
farther on follows the left bank (the road running on the opposite bank,
p. 77) to (l'/z hr.) Frohnau, and crosses the Jettenberg bridge to C/4 hr.)

Jetlenberg (Staubbach Fall, see p. 77). — The Biirgermeister-Alp (lhr. ; bad
path) is ascended by a zigzag path from the Molkenbauer (or we may diverge
to the right immediately beyond the Saalach bridge) through wood, and
through the Teufelshohle, to the Vordere Aussicht (view of Reichenhall).
We then retrace our steps through the grotto, and take the path to the
left to the Hintere Aussicht (Lattengebirge, Saalach valley, etc.). On the
N. side is a path leading direct to Kirchberg (not recommended).

The Lofer road (p. 153) leads W. from Reichenhall, past Bad Kirch-
berg to (I72 M.) the Kaitl Inn, where a finger-post on the left indicates
the way to the Reichlklamm, a rocky chasm with a bridge, 200 yds. from
the road. About V2 M. farther, by a mill on the left bank of the Seebach,
is a flight of 277 steps ascending to the right to (20 min.) the Chapel of

St. Pancras, 5501 above Reichenhall, commanding an extensive view. On
the higher eminence facing it on the W. stands the ruin of Karlstein
(reached by the first footpath on the right beyond the steps to St. Pancras),
another good point of view. — The road next leads to (

3
/4 M.; from

Reichenhall 23/4 M.) the beautiful Thumsee, '/« M - l°ng anQ /* M - broad
("Restaurant on the N.W. bank). Farther on (l'/2 M.), the road divides

:

that to the left leads to Schnaizlreut and Unken (*Schwarzbergklamm, etc.,

see pp. 153, 154); that to the right leads to Inzell via fl"!B.) the "Mauth-

Baedekek's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. Q
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hausel (p. 58), affording one of the most charming excursions from Keichen-

hall (omnibus twice daily in summer, lm.; there and hack l'/2m.). Pleasant

way back through the Hbllenbachthal.
Ascents (guides, L. Bayer, Jos. Serbst, Franz Siiss). An admirable

point of view near Beichenhall is the -Zwiesel (6030'; 3'/2-4 hrs., bridle-

path; guide desirable, 5m.), the W. and highest peak of the Stauffen-

gebirge. We may drive as far as the (4 M.) restaurant at the foot of the

Zwiesel; we then ascend (in I1/2 hr.) to the Zwiesel-Alp (Inn, B. 2m.),

and reach the top in 3/4 hr. more. Extensive View of mountains (the

Tauern) and plain. — A new path , constructed by the German Aftine
Club, ascends from the Zwiesel-Alp in 2'/a hrs. to the Hochstauffen (5948'),

the E. peak of the Stauffengebirge, the summit of which is marked by a

large cross. Descent by a good new path to Piding (p. 78).

The "Stoisser Alpe on the Teisenberg (4376'), easily ascended from
stat. Piding (p. 78) in 3'/2 hrs., is another very interesting point. Carriage-
road by Mauthhausen, Anger, and Kohlhausl to the chalet, '/4 hr. from the

top. Descent to Siegsdorf (p. 60) or Teisendorf (p. 58).

Delightful drive of one day by Jeltenberg , the Schwarzbachwacht,
Ramsau ( Wimbachklamm) and Konigssee to Berchlesgaden , returning by
Hallthurm. Two days : by Melleck, Unken, and Lofer to Ober- Weissbach,

returning by Hirschbuhl, Ramsau, the Schwarzbachwacht, and Jeltenberg.

18. From Linz to Salzburg.

77V-J M. Railway. Express in 23/4-3 hrs. (fares 6 fl. 40, 5 fl. 10 kr.);

ordinary trains in 43
/4-5

3
/4 hrs. (5 fl. 10, 3 fl. 80. 2 fl. 50 kr.).

Linz (*Er:herzog Carl; *GoldnerAdler; *Rother Krebs ;*Kanone,

the nearest to the station, etc.), see Baedeker s S. Germany and

Austria. Soon after starting, a number of the forts of Linz are seen

on the low hills to the right ; above them in the distance rises the

Postlingberg with its church. Stations Horsching, Marchtrenk.

15 M. Wels (1026'; *Bauer zum Adler ; *Post ; Kaiserin von

Oesterreich, at the station ; Rail. Restaurant), the Ovilabis of the

Romans, a small town on the Traun, with a modern Gothic church,

is the junction for Passau. Emp. Maximilian I. and Prince Charles

of Lorraine died here in the old castle of Prince Auersperg. On
the right beyond the village is a large cavalry-barrack.

The line now traverses a wooded district. Stat. Gunskirchen;

then (24 M.) Lambach (1100'; *Rail. Restaurant ; *R'6ssV), a small

town with several handsome buildings. Among these is a Benedictine

Abbey (founded in 1032), containing a collection of engravings,

specimens of early printing, MSiS., and nine large altar-pieces by

Sandrart. From a wooded height on the right hank of the Traun,

below the mouth of the Ager, peeps the pilgrimage-church of Baura,

triangular in form , with three towers, and paved with marble of

three different colours, founded in 1722 by an abbot of the mon-
astery in honour of the Trinity.

From Lambach to Gmunden (17'/2 M.), branch-line in l'/2 hr. (fares

1 fl. 20, 85, 60 kr. ; ill-constructed line , narrow gauge, used as a tram-
way from 1821 to 1855). The train crosses the Traun and runs towards
the S., in view of the Traunstein (p. 86), the outline of which is said to

resemble the profile of Louis XVI. ; to the left beyond it the glaciers of
the Dachstein, to the right the Hollengebirge. Stations Roitham and (772 M.)
Traunfall, from which a path descends to the right, through wood, to the
(20 min.) Traunfall (/««)•
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A long, indented ridge of conglomerate extends halfway across the
river towards the left bank, over and through which the clear green
Traun is precipitated from a height of 45'. The fall is best seen from the
bridge below it, and from the projecting rock with the railing below the
bridge. On the right bank of the river is a Canal ('Der gute Fall'), 400 yds.
in length, constructed in 1416, with a fall of 50', which carries the salt-

barges past the waterfall (usually between 11 and 12 o'clock). For a fee

of 20-30 kr. one of the miller's men dams up this canal and so causes
the whole of the water to be precipitated over the rocks. The descent
from Gmunden to the falls by one of the barges (a favourite excursion;
fee 1 fl.) is a novel and pleasant trip, quite unattended with danger; the
start is usually made about 10 a.m. and the fall reached in l'/2 hr. ; pas-
sengers disembark about 3/i M. lower down, and return by train.

Next stations Eichberg-Steyrermiihle with a large paper-mill, Laa-
kircken

y
Oberweis. Then Gmunden (Seebahnhof, l l

/z M. from the station
of the Salzkammergut line ; see p. 84).

Beyond Lambach the line quits the Traunthal and enters the

valley of the Ager (discharge of the Attersee, p. 102). On the left

are the Traunstein and the Hollengebirge. From (28 M.) Breiten-

schiltzing a coal-railway runs to the right to Wolfsegg. 30 l

/2 M.
Schwanenstadt (3 M. to the N.AV. of the Traunfall, see above);

34'/2 M. Attnang (1322'; Rail. Restaurant ; *H6tel Augustin, at

the station), junction of the Salzkammergut Railway (R. 19).
From Attnang to Soharding (42 M.) railway in 3'/2-4 hrs., see Bae-

deker's S. Germany. From the first station (7 31.) Manning -Wolfsegg a
pleasant road leads to the E. to (2 M.) Wolfsegg ('Kolblinger, with view;
Post), a small town charmingly situated on the slope of the Hausruck.
The park of Count St. Julien and particularly the 'Schanze' command a
beautiful view of the hilly environs, with numerous villages, beyond
which rise the Styrian and Salzburg Alps, from the Todte Gebirge to the
Untersberg and Watzmann. Excursion to the (l 1

,/* M.) prettily-situated
Kohlgrube (coal-mine; miners' band plays on Sundays). Another to (4 M.)
the Thomasroith coal-mine (train, by Ilolzleithen, in '/< hr.).

To the left , farther on , is Count Chambord's chateau of Puch-
heim; in the background the Hollengebirge (p. 87). 37^2 M.
Vocklabruck (1430'; *Mohr; Post) is a little town on the Ager,

with old gate-towers and remains of walls. On a height to the E.
is the old Gothic church of Schbndorf. To the Attersee, see p. 102.

The train crosses the Ager twice. On the right the chateau and
ruin of Wartenburg . At (40 M.) Timelkam the line enters the val-

ley of the Vbckla, which falls into the Ager here. 45 M. Redl-Zipf,

with a large brewery ; 47'/2 M- Vbcklamarkt ; 50^2 M. Franken-
markt (1758'), a market-town. The railway now quits theViickla,

and winds through the wooded hills which form the watershed be-
tween the Traun and the Inn. The highest point is stat. Ederbauer
(I960'). 58V2 M. Rabenschu-and-Oberhofen. Near (60i/

2 M.)
Strasswalchen (1775'; Post) we observe the overhanging summit
of the Schafberg and the Schober on the left. (Route to the Mondsee,

p. 104.) 6'2M. Steindorf, junction for Braunau ; 63 M. Kbstendorf,

station for the small town of Neumarkt, l
/.2 M. to the !i. ; 65'/2 M.

Weng.
The Tannberg (2572'), ascended from Kbstendorf in 3/« hr., or from

Weng by a good road in 1 hr., is a splendid point of view (Inn).

Near (69 '/o M.) Seekirohen the train skirts the Wallersee, or Lake

6*
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of Seekirchen (1650'; 3y2 M. long), which is bounded on the N.

by moorland. It then enters a wooded tract and crosses the deep

ravine of the Fischach (outflow of the Wallersee) several times.

71 M. Eugendorf; 73 M. Hallwang - Elixhausen. We now turn to

the left into the valley of the Salzach (to the left the rounded Gais-

berg, to the right the Untersberg and Watzmann ; then Mariaplain,

and beyond it the Stauffen). The station of (77 '/» M.) Salzburg

(p. 62) is 3/4 M. from the Salzach bridge.

19. From Salzburg to Ischl and Aussee. Salz-

kammergut.
93 M. Railway to (43 M.) Attnang in li/2-2l/2 hrs. (fares 3 fl. 34, 2 fl. 54,

1 fl. 60 kr.) ; from Attnang to (50 M.) Aussee in 21/2-3 hrs. (fares 3 fl. 92,

2 fl. 93, 1 fl. 96 kr.). — From Vienna to Isch) via Attnang (178 M.), express
in 63/4 hrs. ; via Amsletten and Selzthal (202 M.) , express in 8*/4 hrs.

(view from last carriage in the train, comp. p. 107).

The Salzkammergut (an imperial domain, literally 'salt-exchequer-
property', the sale of salt being a monopoly of the Austrian government), a
mountain-region between Styria and Salzburg, about 250 sq. M. in area,

with 18,000 inhab. (5000 Prot.), is characterised by picturesque green val-

leys and beautiful sequestered lakes. It is intersected by the Traun, which
connects the lakes of Hallstadt and Gmunden, and forms near Lambach
the waterfall mentioned at p. 82. The famous baths of Ischl lie in the heart

of this tract. There is probably no district in Germany or Austria which
presents such a variety of charming scenery within so small a compass,
and the traveller may pleasantly spend weeks or even months in ex-

ploring it.

To (43 M.) Attnang, 'see p. 83. The Salzkammergut Rail-

way crosses the Ager (on the right Schloss Puchheim, p. 83) and

the Aurach, and then follows the smiling Aurachthal to (47^ M-)

Aurachkirchen (1525') and (51 M.) Omunden ; the station (Rail.

Restaurant, dear) lies above the town to the W., l l
/2 M. from the

lake, and halfway between Gmunden and Pinsdorf.

Gmunden. — Hotels. "Hotel Austria, "Bellevue (PI. a), both first-

class, on the lake, with view; Hotel Laufhubee, on the lake, near the

Seebahnhof, with garden (see below), R. l'/^fl., L. & A. 50 kr. ; "Goldenes
Schiff (PI. b), R. from 1 fl., L. & A. 50 kr. ; "Krone (PI. c), Casino-Platz

;

Post; "Goldener Brunnen (PI. e), above the lock of the Traun, good
wine; "Goldene Sonne (PI. f); "Gasthaus am Kogl (PI. d), •/* M. from
the lake, fine view ; 'Goldener Hirsch (PI. g), plain. — Cafes. Driethaller

(PI. i), near the quay, fine view ; PUrstinger, in the Rathhaus , on the
lake; Zum Goldenen Schiff; Harringer; Parodies, at the end of the
esplanade. — "Kursaal (PI. 1), on the lake, with restaurant, large terrace,

reading-room, etc. (adm. free). Garden-restaurant at the H6tel Laufhuber
(see above) on the lake ; also at the Hdtel Bellevue, Kogl, etc. ; Listhuber,
garden-cafe and confectioner's shop on the Esplanade.

Baths of all kinds at the Bellevue and 'Austria ; Theresienbad, Elisa-
beth-Str. 77; Swimming Baths by the Esplanade, for ladies and gentlemen
(bath with towel, etc., 30 kr.). — Trinkhalle for mineral waters, whey, etc.,

on the Esplanade. — Theatre (PI. 3), from June to September, in the
Graben, adjoining the Kursaal. — Visitors'' Tax. Visitors staying more
than a week pay a tax of 4 fl. each, and 2 fl. to the band; additional
members of the same family pay 1 fl. and 50 kr. each.

Carriages. Drive within the town, one-horse carr. 70 kr., two-horse
1 fl. ; to the Salzkammergut Station 1 or l'/2 fl.. at night 1 fl. 30 kr. or 2 fl.

;
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to the Traunfall (H/2 hr.), 3V2 or 6 fl. ; Kammer on the Attersee (3 hrs.)
9 or 15 fl. ; Almsee (6 hrs.) 9 or 15 fl. ; no extra charge for returning, and
a stay of 1 hr. allowed, beyond which 50 or 70 kr. per hour is charged
for waiting; gratuity 1 fl. to 1 fl. 20 kr. per day. — Boats. To Ort or
Weyer with one rower 30 kr., Griinbergergut 40 kr., Prillinger 60, Alt-
miinster 80, Ebenzweier, Engelgut, Kleine Ramsau 90 kr., Hoisengut 1 fl.,

Staininger 1 fl. 20, Lainaustiege 1 fl. 30 kr. (return-fare included); with
two rowers, about one-half more ; for waiting, 30 kr. per hour ; boat
per hour with one rower 60 kr., with two rowers 1 fl. — Donkey per
hour 1 fl., each additional hour 60 kr., 1/2 day 2 fl.

ManhardCs lending library, etc., in the Seeplatz.

Omunden (1394'), a busy town (6600 inhab.), the capital of the
Salzkammergut, charmingly situated at the efflux of the Traun from
the Traunsee, is a favourite watering-place. The Parish Church
contains an altar in carved wood by Schwanthaler, of 1656. Hand-
some modern Protestant Church in the English Gothic style. The
shady Esplanade (band 11.30 to 12.30 and6. 30 toS; Sundays 12-1),
on the "W. bank, commands a good survey of the lake: to the left is

the wooded Orunberg (3295'), then the Traunstein (5548'), rising

almost perpendicularly from the lake, and the Erlakogl (5150');
farther to the right, in the background, the Wilde Kogel (6867')

;

the Kleine Sonnstein (3028'), apparently terminating the lake, with
Traunkirchen at its base; to the right of it the Sonnstein-Hbhe

(3428'), and in front the broad Fahrnau (3940'); then the long

Kranabitsattel (p. 87), Hbllengebirge (p. 87), and Hochlekengebirge

(p. 102). Pleasant gardens and villas in the environs.
Short Walks. To the N.W. the (10 min.) Wunderburg and (5 min.

farther) the Calvarienberg ; to the W. the (•/« hr.) Hochkogel (1770'), with
the Hotel am Kogel at its foot (p. 84) ; the (25 min.) - Villa Satori, with a
charming park, beautiful points of view , and a dairy, and the (>/2 hr.)

Villa Barber by the Annawdldchen, both on the road to Altmiinster ; to the
S.W. Schloss Ort (IV2 M.), on the lake, connected with the mainland by a
bridge, 70 yds. long. To the N.W. Rosenkranz (i/

4 hr.), to the N.E. Siberoit

O/2 hr.), on the slope of the Griinberg, and Baumgarten (
3A hr.), all with

restaurants.
Longer Walks. By the high-road to (2 M.) Altmiinster, (3 M.) Eben-

zweier, and (7 M.) Traunkirchen (see below). — Past the Villa Satori (see
above), and then by a path indicated by finger-posts and streaks of paint
to the (lV2hr.) Gmundener Berg (2697'; fine view; Inn at the top); descend
to (1 hr.) the Reindlmiihle (Inn) in the Aurachthal, and return by (1 hr.)

Ebenzweier (4'/2 hrs. in all). — Descend on the left bank of the Traun
to (2 SI.) AUmiihle and (3'/2 M.) Ohlstorf (Inn). — By the Vocklabruck
road to Pinsdorf, the (3V2 M.) Dichtlmiihle, and (5 M.) the Rabenmiihle.
From the Dichtlmuhle we may ascend the Hongar (3095'; Inn), with view
of the Attersee. — The "Traunfall may be visited on foot (2 hrs.), or
better by the Lambach railway (p. 82) or by one of the salt-barges men-
tioned at p. 83. — On the E. bank: the Qrunberger Gut ('/s hr.), Prillinger
(formerly called Wimmer; 40 min.), Kleine Ramsau (50min.)

;
the Hoisengut

(Zum Adlerhorst; 1 hr.), Staininger (Konig v. Hannover; IV2 hr.), all with
restaurants ; or the traveller may prefer to go one way (or both) by water,
in which case a boat should be ordered at Gmunden (see above). On the
afternoon trips the steamboat touches at the Kleine Ramsau and Staininger.

Other Excursions. Across the (l'/j hr.) Himmelreich-Wiese, the C/2 hr.)

Schnee-Wiese, and the C/2 hr.) Hochgeschirr (3140"), with a view of the
glaciers of the Dachstein, to the (1 hr.) Laudach-See (2890'), picturesquely
situated on the E. side of the Traunstein ; return either by Franzl im Bolz
(2 hrs.), or by (ls/4 hr.) the Kleine Ramsau, and take a small boat or the
steamer thence to Gmunden. Finger-posts on this route, so that a guide
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may be dispensed with. (Shortest route from the Kleine Ramsau to the

Laudachsee: from the landing-place ascend in >/i hr. to the Waldrast;

then follow the path indicated by marks on the trees, which leads to the

lake in 2 hours. Return by the same route for ty? hr., cross a meadow
to the right and ascend into the wood, and regain Gmunden by the Hoch-
geschirr, the Schneewiese, and the Himmelreichswiese.) — Traunstein (5548')

ascended in 4 hrs. from Gmunden, interesting (guide, advisable for the
inexperienced, 4 fl. ; A. Reitter of Gmunden recommended). The lake is

crossed to the Lainaustiege (to which also the 'Miesweg 1

, a path con-

structed by the Austrian tourist club, leads on the bank of the lake in

2'/2 hrs.). whence we ascend to the 0/2 hr.) Kaisersitz (20 min. above
which is the prettily-situated Mayralm). At this point the path, in-

dicated by red marks, turns to the left, passes the Tourislenbriindl, and
ascends to the (2 hrs.) plateau of the Traunstein, overgrown with under-
wood, from which rise the Tyaunkirchnerkogel , the Mitterkogel (with a

stone monument and a vane), and the Alpenspitze (the highest peak, with
a trigonometrical signal). Magnificent view, particularly of the Priel

group and the Dachstein. In the foreground, far below, lies the Traunsee
on the W. and the Laudachsee on the E. — From the Mayralpe over the
Hoke Scharte to the Laudachsee 2 !

/2 hrs.
;
path indicated by marks (better

in the reverse direction).

Ascent of the Sonnstein (3028r
), a pleasant afternoon's excursion;

charming view of the mountains encircling the lake, and of the valley

of Ebensee. From Traunkirchen the Ebensee road is followed for 1 M.,
after which the path to the right, indicated by marks, leads to the top

in IV2 hr. (last 20 min. over rocks).
The Almsee, reached by carriage in 4 !/2 hrs., occupies a whole day.

The road leads by (811.) Milhldorf (
:,Inn) in the pretty Almthal, and (5 M.)

OrUnau, to (5 M.j the Almsee (1932'). grandly situated on the N. margin
of the Todte Gebirge ("Inn kept by the forester). — From the Almsee the
Hoke Pfad leads to the Offensee (p. 87) in 4 hrs. (guide from Griinau to

Ebensee 5'/2 ft.). From the Almsee by the Weisshorn, the Wilde See
(5100') and the Wildensee-Alpe to All-Aussee (p. 91), 8 hrs., fatiguing

(guide to Aussee lO'/s fl.). — Through the Bernerau t<> Sloder, see p. 328).

From Gmunden to Ischl, (steamboat to Ebensee in 1 hr., fare

1 fl., preferable to the railway ; tourists' tickets sometimes available

for the steamboat). The train passes the back of the Villa Satori

('p. 85) and skirts the beautiful *Traunsee or Gmundener See (1384';

7 1 o ^i- in length), running at first high above the lake. On the

opposite bank rises the Traunstein; on the left are the chateau of

Ort (p. 85), the villa of the Grand Duchess of Tuscany, and, farther

on, the castellated villa of the Duke of M'urtemberg. 54 1 ', M.

(from Salzburg) Ebenzweier, with the chateau of the Countess Oham-
bord ;

1
/'2 M- to the N. lies Altmunster, with the oldest church in

the district. The scenery becomes more severe as the S. end of the

lake is approached, the green slopes gradually giving place to lofty

mountains. On the E. the Traunstein towers majestically above the

water, while farther on are the Hochkogel (4865') and the fine cone

of the Erlakogel (see below). 57 M. Traunkirchen. The village

[Post; Burgstaller, on the lake), charmingly situated on a projection

of the Fahrnau, '/2 ^'- t0 the S.E., and the most beautiful point

on the lake, has a small station of its own, (oT^M.) Traunkirchensee.

Fine view from the Calvarienberg. On a rock jutting into the lake
is the Jolianniskapelle. On the opposite bank of the lake, in a cavity of
the H. slopes of the Erlakogel (see below), is the interesting Rothelsee:
boat across the Traunsee '/z hr. ; then a steep ascent of 1 hr. by a new path.
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The train passes through four short tunnels, and then the Sonn-
stein Tunnel, 1570 yds. in length. (On the road, which runs be-

tween the Sonnstein and the lake , is a lion hewn in stone, com-
memorating the construction of the road. ) The railway skirts the

lake for a short distance, crosses the Traun at its influx into the

lake, stops at (60'/4 M.) Traunsee, a steamboat-station, and next

reaches (61 M.)Ehensee (1394'; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel Kern).

On the opposite (left) bank of the Traun lies the village of Lang-
bath (*Post; Primesberger; Hotel Lfhr), with extensive salt-works.

Vast stores of wood lie in the Traun and on itsbanks, and numerous
rafts are constructed here , and floated down the Traun to the Da-
nube. The salt-water evaporated at Ebensee is conducted to it

from Ischl and Hallstadt (p. 93) in wooden pipes.

Pleasant walk on the left bank of the Traun, along the salt-water
conduit, to (

3/4 hr.) the Steinkogl (*Inn), a fine point of view, opposite
the station of that name (see below), and (1 hr.) the "Fall of the Rinnbach
(refreshments at the mill).

The 'Lakes of Langbath (2'/2 hrs.) deserve a visit (omnibus from stat.

Traunsee-Ebensee to the Vordere See at 8 and 11.30 a.m., returning from
the Kreh at 3 and 6 p.m. ; there and back l'/2 fl.). The road ascends the
Langbath-T/ial to (4 M.) the Kreh (2130'; Inn) and (3/4 hr.) the Vordere
Langbath-See (2214'), whence a footpath leads to the smaller but finer

(
3A hr.) Hintere See (2385'). Between the two lakes is the Valerien-Aus-
sicht (

3
/i hr., with guide), affording a good view of both lakes. — To the

Attersee, see p. 102.

The Kranabitsattel, the E. spur of the HblUngebirge, a range which
extends for a distance of 20 M. between the Traunsee and Attersee, is

easily ascended from Langbath in 3l/z hrs. (guide 2 fl.; Jos. Stammer and
Karl Wallner of Ebensee). The Feverkogel (5220'), the nearer peak,
commands an admirable survey of the Salzkammergut. and of the plains
of Austria as far as the Bohemian Forest and the Styrian Alps : the
view from the Alberfeldkogel (5600') is still more extensive. The usual
route leads from Ebensee across the Calvarienberg and through the Osoll,

but the ascent may also be made from the Kreh-Alp (steep and stony).

Accommodation ut the three chalets near the summit.
The Erlakogel (5150' ; 4 hrs. : guide), a fine point of view, is ascended

from Ebensee by the Spitzstein-Alpe and Miiller-Alpe (rough at places).

The line traverses the pretty Traunthal on the right bank of

the river. On the left bank run the road and the salt-water con-

duit. 62V2M- Steinkogl, at the mouth of the Frauenweissenbachthal.
The new Kronprinz-Rudolf Bridge crosses from the station to the

^Steinkogl Inn on the left bank of the Traun. From the bridge a good
and shady path, joining that from Ebensee on the Gsoll, leads to the
(3 hrs.) Kranabitsattel (see above).

To the Offensee (2136'; 7 M.) a road leads through the Frauenweissen-
bachthal. The lake, with an imperial hunting-seat, lies picturesquely in

a green basin, commanded on the S. by the Todte Gebirge (p. 328). From
the Offensee a pass leads by the Hohe Pfad to the (4 hrs.) Almsee (p. 86;
guide from Ebensee 5'/2 fl.) ; another (fatiguing) by the Wilde See and the
Wildensee-Alpe to (7-8 hrs.) All-Aussee (p. 92; guide from Ebensee to

Aussee 10'/2 fl ).

The Hohe Schrott (5S50') is ascended from Steinkogl by the Gimbach-
Alpe (road thus far) and the Dielau-Alpe in 5 hrs. (fatiguing, but inter-

esting; guide 3 fl. ; comp. p. 90).

65 M. Langiries (village on the left bank). GT'/o M. Mitter-

Weissenbach, where the road to (8 M.) Weissenbach, on the Atter-
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see, diverges to the right (p. 103). A rock in the Traun here and

another near Ischl aTe surmounted hy lofty crosses. The train

crosses the Traun.

70 M. Ischl. — Hotels. -Kaiserin Elisabeth (PI. 1); "Hotel Bauer
(PI. 2) , charmingly situated on a height above Ischl , high charges

:

'Hotel Austria, on the Esplanade; "Post (PI. 3), R. from 1 fl., L. Si A.
60 kr. ; Victoria Hotel (PI. 4) ; "Kreuz (PI. 5), R. l'/2-2 fl. ; Erzheezog
Franz Carl (PI. 6). — Second-class: "Stern (PI. 7), "Krone (PI. 8), °Bay-
rischer Hof (PI. 9); "Rother Ochse, opposite the Esplanade, moderate.
— Pension Htgiea, Esplanade 49; Pension Flora, at the end of the
Esplanade (somewhat remote) ; Hotel Garni Ramsaukr. — "Dr. Hertzha't
Hydropathic Establishment, '/* M. from the end of the Esplanade, well
fitted up, pension 25-32 fl. per week.

"Kurhaus, with cafe, reading-room, etc. (see below). — Caff Ramsauer,
opposite the post-office ; Cafi Walter (also a confectioner) , Esplanade

;

Rail. Restaurant. — Swimming Bath and ' Gymnastische HeilanstalC on the
left bank of the Ischl. — Manhardt, bookseller, in the Pfarrgasse. —
Theatre during the season.

Visitors' Tax (Kurtaxe). Patients whose stay exceeds a week pay a
tax of 8 or 6 fl. each, according to their means; ladies, children, gover-
nesses, 1 fl. each; servants Vs A- each. (For 4-8 days half these charges.)
Music-tax for more than a week 3 fl., each additional member of a family
1 fl. — The band plays in the Rudolfsgarten (or, in bad weather, in the
Trinkhalle) from 6.30 to 7.30 a.m. ; and from 6.30 to 8.30 p.m. (and on
Sundays and holidays from 12 to 1 also), on the Esplanade and in front

of the Casino alternately.

Carriages. To Strobl in l'/j hr., one-horse 4, two-horse 7 fl. ; St. Wolf-
gang in 2'/4 hrs., 4>/2 or 8 fl. ; St. Oilgen in 3 hrs., 5 or 9 fl. ; Gosau Mill in

2 hrs., 4>/2 or 8 fl. ; Hallstatt in 2>/j hrs., 5 or 9 fl. ; Yorder-Gosau in 3'/2

hrs., 6 or 10 fl. ; Gosau-Sclimied in 4 hrs., 6V2 or 11 fl. ; Weissenbach on
the Attersee in 2'/2 hrs., 5 or 9 fl. ; driver's fee for half a day 70-90 kr.,

whole day 1 fl. or 1 fl. 20 kr. — To or from the station 60 kr. or 1 fl. ; at

night 1 fl. 20 or 1 fl. 80 kr. — Within the town, for one hour, 1 or 2 fl.;

each additional hour 70 kr. or 1 fl. 50 kr.

English Church Service in the season at 10.30 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Ischl (1535'), the central point of the Salzkammergut, with 4000
inhab., beautifully situated on a peninsula formed by the Traun

and the Ischl, first came into notice as a watering-place in 1822,

and is now a fashionable and expensive resort. Besides the salt-

baths (which contain 25 per cent of salt), there are mud, sulphur,

pine-cone, vapour, and other baths, besides the whey-cure and the

saline and sulphureous drinking-springs. Well-kept walks, with

shady resting-places, intersect the beautiful valley in all directions.

The Dampfbadgasse leads from the station , on the E. side of

the town, past the Rudolfsgarten, with a bust of Archduke Rudolf,

and the Rudplfsbad, to the Parish Church (PI. 11), restored in 1852,

and adorned with altar-pieces by Kupelwieser and modern ceiling-

paintings (from the life of St. Nicholas) by Mader. In the Kaiser-

Ferdinands-Platz , to the S. of the church, are the Trinkhalle

(PI. 12), with a covered promenade, where whey and mineral water

are dispensed in the morning, and beyond it the Wirerbad. A little

to the E. are the extensive Salt Works (PI. 13), yielding 10,000
tons of salt annually, and adjoining them the Salt- Water Vapour
Bath (PI. 14). To the W. is the Gisela-Bad.

From the Kaiser-Ferdinands-Platz the Pfarrgasse leads W. to
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the Market Place and the Traun Bridge. On the left bank of the

Traun at this point begins the Sophien-Esplanade, with its pleasant

avenues, the favourite evening promenade of visitors (music, see

above). The centre is embellished with a small bronze statue of

Hygeia, with an inscription to the effect that 'it is a great blessing

to be healthy but a still greater to become so'.

On the W. side of the Wirer-Strasse, which leads out of the

market-place on the N., is the new Kursaal or Casino, containing

a cafe'-restaurant , reading and drawing-rooms, a large concert-

saloon, etc. (band in the evening, see above). In the grounds, to

the N.W., there is a small Bazaar. To the E., on the "Wirer-Strasse,

is a colossal bust of Dr. Wirer von Rettenbach (d. 1844), who first

brought Ischl into notice. — On the left bank of the Ischl, near

the swimming-baths, is a Museum , founded in 1874, containing

natural history specimens and other objects from the Salzkam-
mergut.

Walks. The "Imperial Villa, with its beautiful garden and grounds
(no admission during the residence of the family, usually from July to

September).— The ('/(M.) Karolinen-Panorama and (2M.) the Neue Schmal-
nau, two cafes to the left of the road to Ebensee, afford good views of Ischl;
return by the (1 M.) Gsladten Inn, and follow the brine conduit to (1 M.)
Ischl. — The (>/2hr.) Sophiens-Doppelblick is reached either through the
imperial park, past the "Cottage\ or by crossing the upper bridge over the
Ischl and ascending (4 min. from the bridge) to the right (cafe ; view of
Ischl, the Dachstein, and the Wolfgang-Thai). This walk may be pro-
longed to the ('/« hr.) *Dachstein-Aussicht and the Hohenzollern Waterfall ;

return either to the right by Trenkelbach P/2 hr.), or to the left through the
Jainzenthal (i'/2 hr.). — Right bank of the Traun : Ascent of the "Sirius-

kogel or Hundskogei (Henriettenhohe ; V2 hr.); finest view of Ischl and its

environs. Cross the lower bridge to the (V2 hr.) Rettenbach Mill and the

O/4 hr.) Rettenbach-Wildniss (a pretty ravine) ; return by Sterzen's Abend-
sitz (fine view) to (

3
/< hr.) Ischl. — To the W. by the C/4 hr.) Calvarien-

berg to the 0/2 hr.) Ahornbiihl, and thence by the dairy of Linden to the
small Nussen-See (1970'; l'/z hr.). — From the Esplanade through the
Franz-Karl-Allee to the Molkensieder (caK) and the (•/« hr.) Kaiser-Franz-
Josephs-Platz; or past the Hydropathic Establishment (p. 88) to the ruin of

(1 hr.) Wildenstein, on the slope of the Kattergehirge. To (1 hr.) Laufen
by the shady promenade ( Kaiser-Ferdinands-Morgenweg) and the pleasant
path following the salt-water conduit (Franz-Karl-Promenade). — By the
Ischl road and across the Pfandl Bridge into the Zimitz-Thal, with the
Zimilz - Wildniss (Inn) and the Zimitz-Graben (2 hrs.); returning on the
left bank of the Ischl by the Trenkelbach Mill. From Pfandl by the
St. Wolfgang road to the Branntweinhdusl , and (with guide) past Wirer^s
Waterfall to the Schwarze See l

/t hrs. from Ischl ; comp. p. 103).

To the Ischl Salt Mine (Ischler Salzberg). We follow the Laufen
road (see below) to (1 M.) Reiterndorf ("Bachwirth) , and then ascend the
road to the left in the Sulzthal to (2 M.) Pernegg , where permission to

visit the mine is procured at the mining-office. Thence to the mine V2 1"".

more The mine consists of 12 horizontal shafts or galleries, one above
the other. The entrance is by the central shaft, named 'Empress Maria
Ludovica' (3170 1

). A visit to this mine, or to those of Berchtesgaden (p. 71),
or Hallein (p. 105), is interesting, but the veins of salt are too much mixed
with clay to present a brilliant appearance (as at Wieliczka). During the
bath-season the mine is illuminated once weekly, but for the reason stated
visitors are apt to be disappointed. (The illumination at other times costs
about 5fl.) The brine, which is conducted to Ebensee, and there evaporated,
is obtained by filling the different chambers with fresh water. After 4-6
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weeks it becomes highly saturated with salt, and is then drawn off. — A
finger-post near the mine indicates the way to the(l> -2hr.)Hutteneckalp. We
ascend by .1 steep path and by about 800 steps through the wood to (

3/4hr.) a
more level tract, pass between two rocky heights (finger-posts), and turn

to the right to the (
3
/4 hr.) "Hiitteneck-Alpe (41S5'; refreshmts.), which

affords a magnificent view of the Dachstein and other peaks, with the
Lake of Hallstatt below ; descent to (2 hrs.) Goisern (see below).

Mountain Exclusions (guides, Fortner, Grieshofer, Riecher, Reisenauer,
and Seilner). Ascent of the Zimitz (Leonsberg-Zinken, 5990'), through the
ZimUzlliul and by the Schiitl-Alp in 5 hrs., rather fatiguing (guide 3fl.);

View of the Dachstein, St. Wolfgangs-See. Mondsee, and Attersee. — The
Hohe Schrott (5850') , by the Kothalpe or the Jfilteralpe , interesting but
fatiguing (5 hrs.

;
guide 3 fl.). — The Hainzen (highest peak of the Kater-

gebirge ; 5370'), from the Molkensieder in 3 hrs. (3fl.); back by the small
Nussensee (see above). — The Predigtatuhl (or Thbrlwand ; 4186') is ascended
by a new path by Reiterndorf and Obereck in 3 hrs. (1 fl. 30 kr.); view
similar to that from the Hutteneck-Alp (see above); descent bv the Ross-
moo.i-Alp to (l', 2 hr.) Goisern. — The Kahlenberg (6007'), the highest
peak of the Rnmsauer Gebirge. is ascended from Goisern, by Ramsau and
the Scharlenalpe in 4'/2 hrs. (from Gosau in 3 L

/2 hrs.); admirable view.
Exclusions by Carriage ok Railway. 1st. Hallstatt, one day (p. 93).— 2nd. Gosau (p. 95) and Hallstatt in one day. By railway to Steg;

drive by the Gosau Mill and Gosau to the Gosau Schmied in 2Vs hrs.

;

walk to the Vordersee and back in 2 hrs. ; drive to the Gosau Mill in

1 hr. ; by steamer in l/z hr. to Hallstatt: on foot to the Waldbach-Strub
and back in IV2 hr. ; by steamer to Steg. and back to Ischl by railway.
— 3rd. St. Wolfgang and the Schafberg (p. 98, 99) : drive in the after-

noon to St. Wolfgang in 2 hrs.: ascend the Schafberg on foot in 3>/2hrs.,

spend night at the top, descend to St. Wolfgang or St. Gilgen, and return
thence to Ischl. — 4th. Traunsee and Traun Fall by railway and steamboat
in one day, dining at Gmunden. — 5th. 'Three Lakes Tour', interesting:

omnibus at 9 a.m. to Stroll (p. 98), steamboat to Fiirberg, walk to (3 M.)

Scharfling (p. 103), steamboat to See, omnibus to Unterach, steamboat to

Weissenbach, where a carriage shoold be ordered from Ischl to await the

traveller (6 fl., incl. gratuity). Ischl will be reached about 7.30 p.m.

From Ischl to Aussee (23 M.). The train returns to the right

bank of the Traun and passes the suburb of Gries (short tunnel).

It then skirts the river and the base of the Siriuskogel (see above).

To the right the ruin of Wildenstein, on the flank of the Katter-

gebirge (p. 89). The valley narrows. The train crosses the Traun

and reaches (74 M. from Salzburg) Laufen. The picturesque village

lies on the opposite bank, 3/4 M. to the S. (1572'; *R'6ssl, with

garden; Krone). The rapids of the Traun here are called the

'Wilde Laufen'. Pleasant footpath to Ischl, see p. 89. — The train

again crosses the Traun. 75 !/o M. Anzenau. On the opposite bank

lies Ober- Weissenbach , at the entrance of the Weissenbach Valley,

with extensive stores of timber.
The Chorinsky-Klause (2057') , a large dam with three sluice-gates, in

the Weissenbachthal about 3 M. above its mouth , is used to accumulate
the water of the Weissenbach sufficiently to float timber down to the Traun
when the gates are opened. This is usually done once a month, and visi-

tors at Ischl are apprised of the day by advertisement. One-horse carriage
from Ischl 372, two horse 7 fl. (l3/4 hr.). — A good forest-path, to the
left at the mouth of the Weissenbachthal, ascends (

3
/4 hr.) the Hochmuth,

which affords a charming view of the valley, the mountains of Aussee,
and the Lake of Hallstatt.

The valley expands. On the right are the Ramsauer Gebirge, on

the left the Sarstein (p. 94). 76i/
2 M. Goisern (1640' ; Zur Wart-
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burg], a cons : derable village, containing the largest Protestant com-
munity in the Salzkammergut. From Stambach, % jf. to the S.,

the old Pbtschen-Strasse ascends to the left by St. Agatha to (10 M.)
Aussee. 78 M. Steg, at the N. end of the Lake of Hallstatt (p. 93).

The train skirts the E. bank of the lake (on the W. runs the road

to Hallstatt, p. 93). the line, 50' above the water, having been
hewn at places in the precipitous rocks of the Sarstein. On the

right are the Gosauhals and Gosau Mill, and, farther on, the Plassen

and the mountains at the head of the lake (the Krippenstein, Zwolf-

erkogl , and Hirlatz). 81 M. Gosaumuhl. 83 M. Hallstatt; the

station is opposite the town of that name (p. 93 ; steamboat to

Hallstatt, in connection with each train, in 10 min.). On the

lake, to the right, is the small chateau of Grub. 84 M. Obertraun
(Zum Sarstein, at the station; Hinterer's Inn), at the S.E. angle

of the lake.

From Oberteaun to Aissee , over the Koppen (3 Iirs.) , a pleasant
route, chiefly through wood. A visit to the Kopperbriiller-Hbhle (in the
Briillergraben , to the left below the road, 3 M. from Obertraun) is inter-

esting in spring only, when the brook , which rushes in a subterranean
course through the cavern, is swollen by melting snow (guide and torches
requisite).

The train now runs through the wild and narrow Koppenthal,

close to the foaming Traun
, a picturesque defile resembling the

Gesiiuse in the Enns valley (p. 330). The train passes through a

tunnel and crosses the river. The gorge expands, and we soon

reach (93 M.) the station of Aussee (2132'; Rail. Restaurant),

at Unter-Kainisch (salt-work), 1 M. to the S. of the town.

Aussee. — "Erzherzog Franz Carl (Post); "Hackl; Seeauee; Sonne;
'Wilder Mann; Lamm; Adler. — Kurhaus, with reading-room, etc.,

Meesery Promenade — Visitors'' Tax for a stay of more than a week 3 fl.

;

band i 1
/.' A-

i
children l'/2 or l'/i fl. each. — Omnibus from the station to

the town 20 kr. — Carriage from the station to the town 1 fl. 40 kr., with
two horses 2fl.; to the Grundlsee (Schramml) or to Alt-Aussee and back,
3 fl. 40 or 4 fl. 20 kr. (incl. fee); to the 'Three Lakes' (Gossl) 4fl. 10 or
6 fl. 60 kr. ; for half a day 4 fl. 20 kr. or 7 fl., whole day 8 or 12 fl. (incl.

fee). — Guides: Franz Auer, Stephan Hopfer, Alois Sendlhofer.

Aussee (2145 ft.), a Styrian market-town, with extensive salt-

works, charmingly situated on the Traun, the three arms of which
(Alt-Aussee, Grundlsee, and Oedensee Traun) unite here, has be-
come so popular a watering-place of late (salt-baths , etc.) that it

is now almost as dear a place as Vienna. The small Spitalkirche

contains a good early German winged altar-piece of 1449. About
'/2 M. to the W., on the Alt-Aussee road, is the Badhotel Elisabeth,

formerly Schreiber's.
Short Walks. A good survey of the environs is obtained from Sixt-

leithen, 10 min. from the Kurhaus. Other pleasant walks 0/2-1 hr.) to the
Tauscherin, with fine view of the Sarstein, Loser, Driesselwand, and Todte
Gebirge ; to the Fuchsbauer, with view of the Alt-Aussee Lake ; to the
Sclimidtgut, with view of the Dachstein ; to the Frosch, Waser, Loitzl, etc.

Excursion to (3 M.) 'Alt-Aussee, a drive of 3/t hr. (carriage, see above);
omnibus from the railway-station in l'/i hr., 3 times daily. The road
(adjoining the Elisabeth Promenade) passes the Hotel Elisabeth (see above)
and follows the wooded valley of the All-Ausseer Traun, which it crosses
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thrice, to Alt-Aussee (Kitzerwirth) and Fischerndorf (-Seewirtb). Both

lie on the beautiful Alt-Aussee Late (2320' ; 2 M. long and »/a M. broad),

overshadowed by the Driesselwand on the E., the Tressenstein on the S.,

and the Loser and Sandling on the N. The shooting-lodge at the N.E.

end (l'A M. from the Seewirth) commands a good view of the Dachstein

;

better still from the Gaisknechlstein, nearly 1 hr. up the ravine, a mod-

erate ascent. — From Alt-Aussee to the ruin of Pflintsberg, with water-

fall and fine view, 1 hr. — To the Aussee Salt Mine at the Sandling,

1 hr.; the mine resembles that at lschl (p. 89). — The Loser (6023';

3 hrs. ; guide 2>/2-3 fl., Franz Angerer, at the Seewirth's, recommended),

an admirable point of view, ascended by the Augster-Alpe ,
presents no

difficulty. „ .,,....,
Fkom Ischl to Alt-Aussee direct (6V2 hrs. ; with guide ; fatiguing).

We ascend the Rettenbachlhal (p. 89) to the (3 hrs.) Reltenbach-Alp, at the

S. base of the Hohe Schrott, and through the Fludergraben to the Alp of

that name, whence we descend to the Brandwies-Hutten and through the

Augstbachlhal, between the Sandling and Loser, to Fischerndorf (see above).

— From Alt-Aussee to the Almsee or the Offensee by the Wilde See, see

p. 86.

To the (4 M.) -Grundl-See a beautiful drive of 3
/t hr. (as far as

Schramml's Inn; carriage, see above; omnibus from the Sonne 4 times

daily, 50 kr., back 50 kr.). The road leads for the most part through

wood , skirting the Grundlsee Traun, which it crosses at the Seeklause,

and then along the lake to the 'Schramml Inn (pleasant for a prolonged

stay; R. I-IV2 A-) 1 a charming point of view. The Grundlsee (2326'), 3*/f M.

long and '/2 M - wide, is enclosed by wooded mountains, and abounds in fish.

The E. background is formed bv" the bare precipices of the Todte Gebirge.

The road next leads past the (2 M.) Inn Zum Ladner to (IV2 M.) Gossl (Veil)

at the upper end of the lake. From the Seeklause a small screw-steamer,

owned by Hr. Schramml
,

plies daily in summer to Schramml's Inn, the

Ladner. and Gijssl. From Gossl a road leads to (1 M.) the Toplitz-See (2349'),

I1/4 M. long, with two waterfalls. (Tickets for the boat on this lake sold

at the Grundlsee.) About 1/4 M. beyond the Toplitz-See lies the sequestered

Kammersee, in a bleak situation at the base of the Weisse Wand. This

'Drei-Seen-Tour', or tour of the three lakes, makes a very charming ex-

cursion.
Fkom Alt-Aussf.e to the Grundlsee, direct, across the Sattelsteig,

21/2 hrs. (guide l>/2 "-, unnecessary). The path (finger-posts) leads to the

right from the S.W. end of the Alt-Aussee lake and ascends the almost

vertical Steigwand (for the most part blasted through the rock, but quite

safe) to the (l'/2 hr.) Sattelwiese (314C0 , whence we survey Aussee and

the mountains of the Aussee basin. The path then descends through

meadow and wood, by Lammersberg and Mosern, and rejoins the road at

the W. end of the Grundlsee.
Ascent of the Pfeiferin from Aussee (2 hrs.) , and of the Sarstem

(5 hrs. ; p. 94). Paths lately improved by the local Alpine Club. — To

the Lahngangseen (5100') on the Todte Gebirge, 2>/z hrs. from Gossl

(see above ; with guide) ; thence across the plateau to the summit of the

Grosse Priel (8250'), a fatiguing ascent, and down to Stoder (comp.

p. 328). — From Gossl to Hinterstoder over the Salzsteig (8-9 hrs.

:

guide 8fl.), an interesting route: we cross the JSMrgl to the Oedernalm in

the Salzathal, and the Oedernthbrl (5210') to the Gross-See and the Tau-

plitz-Alpe , pass the Steuerer See , and reach the Schwarzsee (see p. 328),

where the route joins that from Klachau by Tauplitz.

Railway from Aussee to Steinach and Sehthal, see pp. 333, 334.
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20. From Ischl to Hallstatt, and to Abtenau and
Golling via Gosau.

Comp. Map, p. St.

Railway to (8 M.) Steg in x/r3
lt hr., to the Hallstatt station 40-50 min.

— Steamboat from Steg to Qosau Mill twice daily in 25 min., from Gosau
Mill to Hallstatt 3 times daily in •/» hr. ; between the station and town of
Hallstatt in 10 min., in connection with each train. — Omnibus between
Hallstatt and Gosau-Schmied in summer daily in 2'/2 hrs. ; fare IV2 fl.,

there and back 2 fl. (leaving Hallstatt at 7.30 a.m. and Gosau-Schmied
at 5 p.m.). One-horse carr. 7 fl. incl. fee. — Diligence from Gosau to

Abtenau daily at 10 a.m. (returning at 3.30 p.m.) in 3 hrs. (1 fl. 70 kr.)

;

from Abtenau to Golling daily at 7 a.m. (returning at 11.30 a.m.) in 3 hrs.

(1 fl. 30 kr.); one-horse carr. from Abtenau to Golling 4, two-horse 8 fl.,

and 1 fl. to driver.

Railway from Ischl to Steg, see pp. 90, 91. From the station a

road crosses the Traun, just where it emerges from the lake, to the

hamlet of (i/
2 M.) Steg (Inn), at the N.W. end of the Hallstatter

See or *Lake of Hallstatt (1620'), which is 5 M. long and 1/2-2 M.
broad (see also p. 91). The scenery is grand and severe. The lake

is bounded on three sides by lofty mountains (E. the Sarstein

;

S. the Krippenstein , Zwolferkogl , and Hirlatz, W. the Plassen,

Gosauhals, and Ramsauer Gebirge). The finest combination of lake

and mountain is between Hallstatt and Obertraun. Steamboat to

Hallstatt, see above. The road on the W. bank leads from Steg to

the (2M.) Gosau Mill (Inn), at the influx of the Gosaubach (p. 95),
and to (2 M.) Hallstatt.

Pedestrians are recommended to take the path, which leads from
Steg on the slope above the lake, by the side of the 'Soolenleitung' or
brine conduit. Beyond Gosau-Mill it follows the right bank of the brook
to the (5 min.) Gosau-Zwang (p. 95) , above which we ascend gradually
by a good path to the left, which affords a succession of fine views of the
lake. After entering the ravine of the MUhlbach (see below) it becomes
steeper, and ascends by flights of wooden steps to the (l'/j hr.) Rudolphs-
thurm (descent to Hallstatt, '/« hr )-

Hallstatt (*Seeauer zur Post, *Oruner Baum, both on the lake

;

Matthias Oapp), a long village (2400inhab., '/j Prot.), confined

within very narrow limits between the mountains and the lake, lies

at the N.W. end of the lake. In the middle of the village the MUhl-
bach forms a waterfall. The old Parish Church contains an altar in

carved wood of the 15th cent. ; numerous skulls are preserved in

the crypt. The Protestant Church is modern. To the S., on the

Lahn, a small plain formed by the alluvial deposits of the Wald-
bach, are the Salt Works and a new Hotel. Hallstatt is so situated

that it does not see the sun from 17th Nov. to 2nd Feb.

The Rudolfsthurm (2920' above the sea, 1300' above the lake;

tickets of admission to the mine obtained here), occupied by the

manager of the mine, is reached by a good zigzag path in 1 hr.

(horse 3 fl. 50, to the mine 4 fl. 70 kr.).

An inscription by a bench, halfway up, dated 1504, records that the
mines were visited in that year by Emp. Maximilian. A few paces farther on
is the entrance to the new 'Franz Joseph' shaft. The little garden in
front of the house affords a fine view of the lake. Excavations made
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since 1846 have brought to light an ancient burial-ground in the vicinity.

The graves (of which about 1000 have been opened) are probably those

of Celtic salt-miners of the 3rd or 4th century. Numerous relics , espe-

cially bronze ornaments , have been discovered. The most important of
these are now in the cabinet of antiquities at Vienna , but the Rudolfs-
thurm also contains a small collection.

The mining-offices and the entrance to the Hallstatt Salt Mine,
754' above the Rudolfsthurm, are reached in 3

/4 hr. more. A visit

to the interior is more fatiguing than to that of the Ischl mine

(p. 89). Mountaineers may proceed hence (with guide, 1 fl.) across

the hill and down the Oamssteig to the ^1 hr.) Waldbach-Strub. —
Path to the (i 1

/^ hr.) Gosau-Zwang, see above.

The * Waldbach-Strub, in the Echernthal, 1 hr. S.W. of Hall-

statt, is precipitated in three leaps from a height of 330' through a

cleft in the rocks. The Schleierfall, of about equal height, descends

into the same abyss. Both are insignificant in dry seasons. —
About 1 hr. farther up are the L'rsprung and Klauskogl Falls.

A path on the S. bank of the lake leads from Hallstatt, past the

salt-works , to the {}ji hr.) Hirschbrunn and the Kessel situated

above it, two intermittent springs; thence to (!/2 nr Obertraun

(see p. 91).
Mountain Ascents. (Enquire of the landlord of the Post as to guides.)

Steingrabenschneid (or Schneidkogel, 5055') bridle-path in 3 hrs. ;
guide

not indispensable ; fine view of the Dachstein, the Hallstatter See, Traun-
thal, etc. — Plassen or Blassen (6405') : steep ascent of 2'/2 hrs. from
the salt-mine (guide 3fl.); magnificent view, particularly of the Dachstein
range towering immediately to the S., the Alps of Salzburg and Styria,

and the valleys of the Traun and the Gosau. The descent may be made
by the Schreieralp and the Rossalp to (3 hrs.) Gosau. — The Hirlatz
(6430') , ascended by the Wiesalp (see below) and the Hirlatz-Alpe in

5'/2 hrs., and Zwolferkogl (6490'), also ascended in 5>/2 hrs., command
a strikingly grand view of the Hallstatter See. — The Sarstein (6475';

4'/2-5 hrs.
;

guide 3 fl.) is best ascended from Obertraun by the Huttelalp
and the (3>/2 hrs.) Vordere Sarstein-Alp (about 5570') ; we then mount
the broad rounded back of the mountain (Steinhuttelgrat) to the 0/2 hr.)

Hohe Sarstein-Alp, and thence to the summit in 3/4 hr. more. View one
of the most extensive in the Salzkainmergut. The ascent may also he
made from the Pbtschenslrasse (p. 91) by the Niedere Sarstein-Alp, or
from Aussee (p. SI) by the Pfei/erin (the latter path lately repaired). —
Krippenstein (6905'; 6 hrs.; guide 3fl.), another fine point. From Ober-
traun we cross the Traun by the Kbhlerbriicke to the S., and ascend to

the right to the (3 hrs.) Niedere Schafeck-Alpe (3940 1

) ; 1 hr. Krippen-
brunnen (5085'); 3/i hr. Krippeneck; here we turn sharply to the left,

round the Niedere Krippenstein, and reach (l'/2 hr.) the summit of the
Hohe Krippenstein , which affords an excellent survey of the Dachstein
range. About 20 min. to the \V. of the Krippeneck lies the Ojaidalpe
(about 5S0O'). To the S. of it a path marked with stakes crosses the Stein
to the Feisterscharte (in the Ramsau , see p. 336). — Hoher Gjaidstein
9140'; 8>/s hrs.

;
guide 7 fl.), another fine point: ascent from the Ojaid-

alpe (see above) by the Niedere Gjaidstein 3 l
/t hrs. (or from the Simony

Hut, mentioned below, in 2'/2-3 hrs.).

The Dachstein (9830'), the second highest peak of the X. Limestone
Alps (Parseier Spitze 9910', Zugspitze 9760'), is usually ascended from
Hallstatt (10-11 hrs. ; trying; guide 10, with descent to S'ehladming 15, to
Gosau 13 fl. ; to the Simony-Hutte 5 fl.). The route leads through the
Echernthal

, past the Waldbach-Strub , and ascends rapidly to the (4 hrs.)
Wiesalpe (5480') and the 0/2 hr.) Ochsenwiesalpe (6000'), which is occu-
pied in summer only; then through the Wilrlkar to the (1 hr.) Simony
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Hut (7250'), erected by the Austrian Alpine Club, and comfortably fitted

up (bed 1 fl.). The hut lies on the margin of the Karls - Eisfeld or Hall-
statt Glacier, which descends from the Dachstein to the N.E. between the
Hohe Kreuz and the Gjaidstein , and affords an admirable view of the
Dachstein group. From the hut we cross the glacier, which seldom pre-
sents any difficulty, to the (l l

/2 hr.) Eisstein, a rocky ridge protruding
from the ice. We next ascend steep snowy slopes to the rocks of the
Dachstein, and follow the new path, which avoids the 'Randkluft1 (form-
erly the most difficult point) by a circuit to the left, and lastly mount
by means of iron pegs driven into the rock, and with the aid of a wire-
rope, to the (l x

/2 hr.) summit. Superb view, embracing the Schneeberg,
Terglou, Canin, Tauern , Stubaier Ferner, and the Bohemian Forest.
Ascent from Oosau, see p. 95; from Scliladming, see p. 335.

To pedestrians bound bound for Salzburg from the Lake of Hall-

statt the route via Gosau, Abtenau, and Golling is recommended.
From the Gosau Mill to Gosau about 6 M., Gosau to Abtenau 12 M.,

Abtenau to Golling 13 1
/.) M. The road is practicable for light car-

riages, but between Gosau and the Lammer-Brucke it is very hilly,

so that walking is preferable. At the Gosau Mill (p. 93) it turns

to the W\, passes under the Gosau-Zvang (an aqueduct, 146 yds.

long and 141' high at the highest pare , by which the salt-water

conduit crosses the valley), and ascends the narrow wooded ravine

of the Gosau-Bach. .Near the long village of (6 M.) Vorder-Gosau
(2510' ; *Brandwlrth; Zum Dachstein) the valley expands. An im-
posing background is formed towards the S. by the barren and preci-

pitous pinnacles of the Donnerkogeln (6732 ft.). The carriage-road

ends at the (3M.) Gosau-Schmied (*Inn) in Hinter-Gosau (2690').

We now ascend on foot through the wood (by a rough wooden
pathway at places) to the (1 hr.) beautiful green * Vordtre Gosau-See
('297fc>'), 1 M. Ioiil', i

li M. broad, surrounded by woods (small tavern

at the sluice). To the S.E., in the background, towers the lofty

Dachstein with the two Gosau Glaciers ; to the left the Hohe Kreuz,

to the right the Mitterspitze, Thorstein, and Donnerkogeln. Row-
ing to the 8. end of the lake, or walking round by the S. bank, we
next ascend by a steep and stony path, passing the Gosaulaeke, to

the light-green (I1/2 hr.) Hintere 6'06'(m-<See(3792'), a lakelet about
half the size of the Vordere See, grandly and wildly situated. To
the left rise the slopes of the Gschlosskogel, to the right the Kopf-
wand, and in the background the huge Thorstein.

On the E. bank of the lake lies the Hintere SeehiMe Alp. The path
on the S. bank, crossing rocky debris [}!•> hr.), is fatiguing (better to take
a boat). About 1 hr. above the lake (path steep at places) we reach the
Hiitte im Grobgestein, built by the Austrian Alpine Club (bed 1 fl), the
starting-point for the Dachstein and the Thorstein (both difficult). Ascent
of the Dachstein (two guides, 7 fl. each; route improved in 1881): from
the hut a laborious ascent of 2 hrs. to the Grosse Gosauer Gletscher; we then
mount the snowy terraces of the glacier, in which there are several large

crevasses, to the (1 hr.) Obere Windlttcke (about 9055') between the Mit-
terspitze and the Dachstein, and follow the W. arete to the (1 hr.) sum-
mit (p. 95). — Ascent of the Thorstein (9665'): to the (2 hrs.) Gosau
Glacier as above; here we turn to the right and ascend the snowy valley
between the Mitterspitze and Thorstein; at the upper end of it (Untere
Windluckt) we turn to the right and ascend round the S. side of the
Thorstein, by a new route discovered by the guide Auhausler (p. 335), to
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the (l'/2-2 hrs.) summit. "View remarkably imposing and picturesque.

Descent to the Grosse Gosauer Gletscher and round the Thortteineck to

the Kleine Gosauer Gletecher; [thence by the Windleger Seharte (about
7550') to Filzmoos or to Kamsau, rather steep (comp. pp. 335, 336). — Guides
at Gosau : Mich. Gamsjager, Jot. Sam. Sohenegger, Joh. Posch, and Jos.

Chr. Urstbger, all at the Gosau-Schmied ; G. Gapp, at the Brandwirth's.
From the Vordere See a pass which presents no difficulty leads over

the Vordere and Sintere Scharwandulp and the iAm Steigl' saddle, down
to the Hofer Alp, and through the valley of the Warme Handling to

(572 hrs.) Filzmoos (p. 336).

From Vorder-Gosau the carriage -road ascends for nearly 3 M.
to the Pass Oschiitt (3185'), the boundary between the Salzkammer-

gut and the district of Salzburg. View of the Tannengebirge to the

W., and Gosau with the Donnerkogeln to the S.E. To the N. of

the (IV2 M.) hamlet of Russbach rises the Haberfeld, or Qamsfeld
(6644'; ascended without difficulty in 3 hrs.), which commands an

extensive view. The road now descends the Russbachthal , a valley

abounding in fossils, to the Lammerbriicke, passing on the left the

road to the Handlhof (see below), and then ascends to (7 l
/i M.)

Abtenau (2336'; Post; Rother Ochs), a large village, near which

are the pretty Schwarzbach Falls.

The route over the *Zwieselalp (5197') is, however, far prefer-

able to the above-mentioned road (ascent from Vorder - Gosau 3,

from the Gosau-Schmied 2 hrs. ; guide 1 fl. 70 kr., to Abtenau

3^2 u -> scarcely necessary; chair-porters 11 or 16 fl.). The bridle-

path from Vorder-Gosau, indicated by finger-posts and red marks,

diverges to the right by (20 min.) the last houses from the road

to the Gosau - Schmied , ascends gradually, chiefly through wood,

and afterwards affords line views of the Gosau-Thal, the lakes, and

the Dachstein. At the foot of the peak, beyond an enclosure, the

path diverges to the right to the Ed-Alp (see below), and approaches

the summit from the N.W. ; the path to the left, ascending on the

E. side, is shorter and steeper. — From the Gosau-Schmied our

path ascends to the right through wood by a finger-post, 5 min. on

the way to the Vorder-See, and can hardly be mistaken. Or we
may ascend direct from the Vorder-See

,
passing close below the

Donnerkogeln (2'/2 hrs.
;
guide necessary). At the top are a table

and bench. To the N.W., 1/4 hr. from the top, is the Ed-Alp (Inn).

The Zwieselalp is one of the favourite points of view in the Salz-

kammergut. The panorama is grand and picturesque, but as little

water is visible it is inferior to that from the Schafberg (p. 99).
-View. To the S. in the distance, immediately behind the Donner-

kogeln, rises the Hochalpspitze, then the Carinthian Alps, the Nassfelder,
Rauriser, and Fuscher Tauern, and the conspicuous Grossglockner, with its

snow-fields; adjoining it is the Wiesbach-Horn ; to the right, through an
opening, the Gross - Venediger is partly visible. To the S.W., in the
foreground, the Tannengebirge ; more to the left, the Wetterwand and the
Uebergossene Alp (Ewige-Schnee). To the W. the Hohe G611 ; to the right,
rather more distant, the long Untersberg. To the E. above the Gosau-
Thal rises the Dachstein, with the Gosau glaciers ; far below lies the small
green Hintere Goaau-See. From the slope, a few hundred paces to the E.,
an admirable survey is obtained of the Gosau-Thal with its two lakes.
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To the Pinzgau. Travellers bound for the Pinzgau proceed to the W.
(no defined path) in '/z hr. to the three chalets below the summit of the
Zwieselalp. Good path thence in 2 hrs. to Annaberg (2550'; Larbacher;
carriages to be had), whence a road leads by (6 M.) St. Martin to (V/z M.)
Hilttau (p. 337).

To Filzmoos. From the Zwieselalp an easy and attractive path leads
round the W. side of the Donnerkogeln to the (1 hr.) Stuhlalp (4500'),

which affords a fine view of the Tauern. It then descends into the Sulz-
kar and crosses the S. spurs of the Bischofsmiitze (p. 336) to the Mand-
lingthal and (3 hrs.) Filzmoos (p. 336).

From the Zwieselalp to Abtenau (3y2-4 hrs.
J. The path

descends from the Ed-Alp (see above), always keeping to the right

(N.W.), and passing at first through wood, beyond which (1 hr.)

we obtain a fine view of the Lammer-Thal, with the Tannenge-
birge and Uebergossene Alp to the "W. Then past several farms

(Saalfelden) to a (1 hr.) bridge over the Lammer. We may now
either cross the bridge and follow the Annaberg road to (4!/2 M.)
Abtenau ; or, without crossing, follow the cart-track to the right,

to the (l'^M.) Handlhof (Kuranstalt zur Zwieselalm, with a min-
eral - spring

;
good quarters for travellers ; carriages ; two - horse

carriage to Golling 10 fl.). The road hence to (3 M.) Abtenau de-
scends the course of the Lammer and reaches the Gosau road (p.

96) at the influx of the Russbach. (From Abtenau to the Zwiesel-

alp, guide advisable, 272 n -)

From Abtenau to Golling (13!/2 M- ; diligence and carriages,

see p. 93). The road runs to the W. in the Schwarzbachthal, skirt-

ing the base of the Tannengebirge, in the side of which is a large

cavern called the Frauenloch. It then ascends the steep Strubberg,

crosses a small table-land (2612'), and descends rapidly to an inn
and the (6 M.) bridge over the Lammer.

A new road leads from Abtenau to the N.W. to Benzenau and (jj'/ij M.)
Zehrau (Inn), on the left hank of the Lammer. (Interesting excursion
thence to the Bichl Fall and the Oefen or gorges of the Aubach, 1 hr.)

We may then follow the charming Lammerthal (road approaching com-
pletion) to Still and the (

3/4 hr.) St. Veit-Bruckl (where the Lammerofen
should be visited) and the O/2 hr.) Lammer bridge mentioned above. Walk-
ers will prefer this route to the road over the Strubberg.

The road now follows the right bank of the Lammer to (3 M.)
Scheffau and (3 M.) Golling; on the left is the Tannengebirge;
on the right, above Golling, the Hohe G611 (p. 106).

At the point C/2 M. before Golling) where the road leaves the Lammer,
a path to the left crosses the fields to a bridge over which the Salzburg
and Gastein road passes. This bridge is about '/a M. from the entrance
to the Oefen (p. 106), which the traveller not proceeding farther S. should
now visit, instead of going first to Golling, and thus save 1 hr.

21. From Ischl to Salzburg via St. Gilgen. Schafberg.

Comp. Maps, pp. 84, 70.

34 M. Post-Omnibus to Strobl in summer daily at 9 a.m. in l'/2 hr.;

fare 1 fl. ; from Strobl by Steamboat to St. Gilgen; Post-Omnibus from
St. Gilgen to Salzburg in 4'/s hrs. (at 12 noon, arriving at 4.30 p.m.),
fare 3 fl. (From Salzburg at 7.30 a.m., arr. at St. Gilgen at 12, Strobl 1.30,

Ischl 3.5 p.m.) — Carriages, see p. 89. — Steamboat from Strobl to St.

Baedeker's Eastern AIds. 5th Edit. 7
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Wolfgang, Fiirberg, and St. Gilgen four times a day in 1 hr., fare 1 fl.

10 kr. (to St. Wolfgang in 14min., 46 kr.) ; departure from Strobl at 7.15

and 11 a.m., 2.30 and 5.30 p.m.; from St. Gilgen at 9.15 a.m., and 12.30,

4.30, and 6.30 p.m.
No traveller should quit the Salzkammergut without having visited

the Schafberg, one of the finest points of view in the Austrian Alps.

It is usually ascended from Ischl by St. Wolfgang; but the ascent from
St. Gilgen is easier, and more convenient for travellers from the N., or

from the Attersee and Mondsee. Those who spend the night at the top

may descend next morning to St. Gilgen in time for the diligence to

Salzburg leaving St. Gilgen at 9.15 a.m. — Pleasant Circular Tocr: from
Ischl to Weissenbach, cross the Attersee to TJnterach, and the Mondsee to

Scharfling, ascend the Schafberg from Winkel, descend to St. Wolfgang,
and return to Ischl by Strobl (l'/2-2 days; circular ticket for the om-
nibuses and steamers, available for five days, 5 fl.). Comp. p. 91.

The Ischl and Salzburg road follows the right bank of the IschU,

a brook descending from the Lake of St. Wolfgang, to (l^M.)
Pfandl (Inn). Beyond the bridge the direct road to (8 M.) St. Wolf-

gang, by Radau and Schwarzenbach, diverges to the right. At the

(2 M.) Wacht (Inn), on the boundary between Upper Austria and
Salzburg, the road returns to the right bank. Farther on, beyond

Aigen, we pass Weinbach, with a large paper-mill, on the right.

41/2 M. Strobl (*H6tel Sarsteiner; Post or Platzl), at the E. end of

the beautiful Abersee, or *St. Wolfgang-See. A good road leads

hence round the E. end of the lake to (4i/
2 M.) St. Wolfgang, but

it is preferable to proceed thither by steamer or small boat (with

one rower 50 kr.). The St. Wolfgang-See , a greenish-blue lake

(1800'), 71/2 M. long, I1/4 M. broad, and 374' deep, is bounded
on the N. by the Schafberg, while on the S., beyond the wooded
banks, rise the Sperber, Hohe Zinken, Konigsberghorn, and other

picturesquely-shaped mountains. At the narrowest part , above

St. Wolfgang, at the mouth of the Dietlbach, rises a Lighthouse,

erected in 1844. About 1 M. beyond it, on the wooded promontory

of Frauenstein, is the Villa Colins, with its pretty grounds. At the

Falkenstein, farther on, there is a fine echo. Farther to the E., on

the rocks on the same side , are two crosses. The Hochzeitskreuz

('wedding-cross') is to the memory of a wedding party who were

amusing themselves on the frozen surface of the lake and were
drowned through the breaking of the ice. The Ochsenkreuz ('ox-

cross') commemorates the exploit of a butcher, whose ox became un-
manageable and plunged into the lake. The bold butcher followed,

and grasping the ox by the tail reached the opposite bank in safety.

St. Wolfgang (*Orbmmer, Zum Weissen Ross, at the steamboat-

quay ; *Peterbrau and *Zum Kortisen, also on the lake ; lodgings

procurable), a considerable village, is prettily situated on the lake

of that name. The Gothic church contains a winged *Altar-piece,

carved in wood by M. Father in 1481 , with old German paintings

(by Wohlgemuth?) on the wings. In the entrance-court is a foun-
tain with good reliefs, cast at Passau in 1515.

Fine view of the lake from the garden of Hr. v. Malovits (adm. on
Tues. and Frid.). — Pleasant walks to the (10 min.) Lighthouse, the
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Cyclamenwiese (Steins Ruhe), the Villa Colins on the Frauenslein (charming
view from the park ; adm. on application), the Calvarienberg, etc.

Glide to the Schafberg 2fl., with luggage (not exceeding 16lb9.) 2>/2 fl.;

over the Schafberg to St. Gilgen 2lU fl., with luggage 3 fl. 20 kr. ; to

Scharfling 2'/4 fl., with luggage 3 fl. 20 kr. ; if a night is spent at the top,

70 kr. more. Chaise-a-porteurs to the. top of the Schafberg (four bearers)

12 fl. ; mule 9, Schafberg and St. Gilgen 10 fl. 40 kr. — An agreement in

each case 9hould be made before starting,

The Ascent op the Schafberg (3!/2 hrs.) may be accom-

plished without a guide, if the following directions are observed.

The early morning is the best time for starting , the path being

then entirely in the shade. Beyond the village, near Hr. v. Ma-
lovits's garden, opposite a notiee regarding boats, the path ascends

to the right. (Another path, leaving the road nearly opposite the

Kortisen Inn, crosses the meadows and joins the Schafberg path

in 10 min.) About 10 min beyond the last houses of St. Wolfgang,

we pass a house on the right, in 5 min. more a second, and then

(3 min.) a mill to the left in the valley. We next pass the last

house but one in the valley (5 min.), cross a small bridge, and

(8 min.) leave the highest house to the left. We now ascend by a

good path, cross (20 min.) a small wooden bridge, pass the (25 min.)

Dorner Alp, and then mount a fatiguing flight of wooden steps

through the wood to the left (not to the right by the enclosure).

Beyond a new wooden bridge the path winds up the bare slopes in

zigzags to the chalets of the Schafbergalp , or Oberalp (4794'),

where on the right is the (25 min.) *Lower Inn, at the base of the

highest peak. (Magnificent view to the W. : the Thorstein, Ueber-
gossene Aim, Hohe G6U, Watzmann, and Untersberg.) Thence to

the summit l 1^ hr. more. *Inn at the top.
Charges: Bed in the common-room 80 kr., R. with two beds in the

attics 2 fl., on the first or second floor 4 fl. ; fire 1 fl. — A bed may be se-

cured by taking a ticket at Grommer's Inn in St. Wolfgang.
The "'Schafberg (5840' above the sea-level, 4038' above the St. Wolf-

gang-See, and 65' lower than the Rigi-Kulm) consists of Alpine limestone,
containing numerous fossils. The view is one of the finest in Germany.
The mountains and lakes of the Salzkammergut, Upper Austria as far as
the Bohemian Forest, the Alps of Styria and Salzburg, and the Bavarian
plain as far as the Chiemsee and Waginger See are all distinctly visible in
clear weather. The fantastic surging of the mists in the valleys some-
times presents a curious sight. The largest sheet of water visible is the
Attersee , 12'/2 M. long , at the N.E. base of the Schafberg ; to the right
(E.) rises the Hollengebirge, with the Hochgrenzeck, Rottenkogl, and H611-
kogl ; beyond them the Traunstein ; then the Kleine and Grosse Priel,
Spitzmauer, Hohe Schrott, Grimming, Hohenwart, Sarstein, and Hoch-
wildstelle; then, on the lake below, the Rettenkogl, Rinnkogl, and Spar-
ber, beyond which towers the huge Dachstein group \ next come the peaks
of the Donnerkogeln near Gosau , the Radstadter Tauern , Hafnereck,
Hochalpspitze, and Ankogl ; to the S. the long, indented Tannengebirge,
the Hochkonig rising above the Pass Lueg, the Steinerne Meer, the Hohe
Goll, Watzmann, Hochkalter, Loferer Steinberge, Hochkaiser, Untersberg,
Stauffen , Gaisberg near Salzburg with the Nockstein , a protuberance on
the right, the Fuschlsee, and at the N.W. base of the Schafberg the Mond-
see with the perpendicular Drachenstein. Compare the annexed Panorama.
— Pleasant walk to the lAdlerhohle\ a cavern 120' long, 30' broad, and
301 high, '/4 hr. from the inn (finger-posts) ; picturesque view from it of the
Attersee, Traunstein, etc.

7*
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Ascent prom St. Gilgen (3'/4
hrs.

;
guide, incl. 16lbs. of lug-

gage, 2ty-2 fl., or, including de-
scent to St. Wolfgang, 3 fl. 20 kr.;

four chair- porters, 3 fl. each).

We follow the Mondsee road on
the W. side of the lake to Win-
kel, leave it at a (l 1^ M.) lime-
tree with benches (finger-post),

and ascend the cart-track in a

straight direction
(
passing Sctdoss

Hiittenstein on the left, p. 103)
until the path divides by a soli-

tary pine. Here we take the path
to the right (that to the left leads

to Hiittenstein, see p. 103). A
hundred paces farther we avoid a

cart-track descending to the right

(to Furberg, see below), and as-

cend the steep path to the left.

After i
/i hr. a glimpse of the St.

Wolfgang-See is obtained; 5min.
farther the path enters the wood
and ascends gradually to the ('/<

hr.) bottom of the valley, where
the broad straight path is quitted

by a steep path ascending to the

right to the (10 min.) first chalet

(water bad). We next mount the

slope to the right and enter the
wood; 20 min., at an angle above
a deep ravine, a glimpse at the

Mondsee; 20 min., the wood is

quitted, and the Lake of St. Wolf-
gang is seen on the right; !/4 hr.

,

the Schafbergalp or Oberalp with
its ten chalets ; then to the left

to the *Lower Inn (p. 99), where
the St. Gilgen and St. Wolfgang
paths unite. — Travellers from
Ischl who wish to ascend by the

St. Gilgen route disembark at

Furberg , whence the Schafberg
path (see above) is reached in

'/4 hr. (From Furberg to Scharf-

1 ing on the Mondsee 3/4 hr., prefer-

able to the route by St. Gilgen.)
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15 M. (from Ischl) St. Gilgen (Post, with restaur, on the lake

;

Kossler) lies at the W. end of the Lake of St. Wolfgang. (Steam-

boat, seep. 98. One-horse carriage to Scharfling, p. 103, 2 1

/2 fl.,

to Salzburg 8-10 fl.) Beyond St. Gilgen the road ascends, command-
ing a fine retrospect of the lake, and enters a picturesque hilly

district. Beyond Fuscb.1 (Mohr) we reach the small Fuschlsee (2170'),

and ascend near its S. bank. Pleasing retrospect. On a height by

the lake below stands a square castellated chateau.
From Fuschl over the Faistenauer Schafberg (5110 1

) to Faistenau, and
thence via Wieslhal (Almbachsirut) to (7 hrs.) Hallein, see p. 105.

2472 M. Hof (2420'; *Post). The road descends, and passes

the Nockstein, a rocky excrescence of the Qaisberg (p. 67). On the

last height (Guggenthal, 2000') before Salzburg are a church and

a brewery. To the left , farther on , rises Schloss Neuhaus, erected

in 1424 by an archbishop of that name , now the property of Count

Thun, by whom it has been restored. The road then skirts the N.

base of the Capuzinerberg to —
34 M. Salzburg (p. 62).

22. The Attersee and Mondsee.
Coinp. Map, p. 84.

Railway from Vocklabruck to Kammer, 7'A> 31., in 33 min. (70, 50,

35 kr.). Steamboat on the Attersee from Kammer to Unterach thrice daily

in summer (4 and 8 a.m., and 3 p.m.) in l'/2-2 hrs. (fare 1 fl. 60 or 1 fl.

3 kr.); on the .Mondsee 2-4 times daily from See to Mondsee in 1 hr. (fare

1 fl. 10 kr. •, to Scharfling in 22 min.," 62 kr.).

Vocklabruck, see p. 83. The Attersee line diverges from the

Salzburg and Linz railway a little to the W. of Vocklabruck and

skirts the winding Ager. On the left lies Pichlwang, on the right

Pettighofen, and on a hill before us the thriving village of Schorfling.

772 M. Kammer-, a pleasant village, with lake-baths and pro-

menades, and a chateau of Count Khevenhuller, lies on a promon-

tory at the N. end of the Attersee, and commands a charming view

(*H6tel Kammer, with baths, R. 1 fl., L. & A. 40 kr. ; lodgings at

the chateau and at several villas). Steamboat-pier near the station.

The *Attersee, or Kammersee (1525'), I272 M. in length,

1-2M. in breadth, and 660 ft. in depth, the largest lake in Austria,

is bounded by picturesque mountains at the S. end. To the right

the finely-shaped Schafberg rises immediately from the water; to

the left is the broad range of the Hochleken and Hollen-Gebirge,

stretching towards the Traunsee.

Pleasant retrospect of Kammer after starting; to the left, farther

back, is Seewalchen, an important-looking place ; to the right, on

the hill, lies Schorfling. The steamer crosses to Attersee (*H6tel

Attersee), charmingly situated at the foot of the Buchberg, with a

pretty and conspicuous church. On the opposite bank lies Weyregg
(Post), a village on the site of an ancient Roman settlement. On
the W. bank we next touch at Nussdorf, and on the E. at Stein-

bach (Inn), prettily situated at the foot of the Hochleken- Oebirge.
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The steamer now steers close to the precipitous rocks at the upper

end of the lake, and touches at Weissenbach. (*Post), whence a road

leads through the sequestered Weissenbach-Thal, between the Hollen-

gehirge and the Leonsberg, to (8 M.) Mitter- Weissenbach (p. 88).

The steamer now crosses the lake
,
passing the solitary houses of

Burgau at the base of the pine-clad Breitenberg on the left, to —
Unterach (*Kiener, with restaur, on the lake ; MMendorfer

;

lodgings inexpensive), a summer-resort, beautifully situated at the

mouth of the Ache.
Boat (with one rower, incl. gratuity) to Kallenbrunn (an excellent

spring) 17 kr., to Burgau (with an interesting fish-pond) 35, Weissenbach
64, Steinbach 80, Nussdorf 1 fl. 5, Attersee 1 fl. 40 kr.

The Schafberg (p. 99) may be ascended direct from Unterach in

4 hrs. by the Eisenauer Alpe and the Hengst (suitable for mountaineers
only, with a guide, 3>/2 fl.). The longer route by Scharfling and Hiitten-

stein is easier (5 hrs.; see below). — Pleasant excursion (with guide):
through the Burggraben to the Moosalpe and the (2 hrs.) Schwarzsee
(2352'), at the S.E. base of the Schafberg (which may be ascended from
this point) ; then either down to the right through the gorge of the Schwarz-
bach, and by the Kesselfall and the Hinlere and Vordere Schwarzbach Mill
to (2 hrs.) St. Wolfgang; or to the left, past Wirer's Waterfall, to the
Branntweinhdusl and the (2 hrs.) Pfandlbriicke (comp. p. 89).

From Steinbach (see above) to the Langbath Lakes (3 hrs.), a plea-
sant excursion. The route leads round the N. side of the Hochleken-
gebirge to P,4 hr.) Unterfeicht and ('/a hr.) the Untere Klause. Then past
a hut and over the Aurachkar to the Taferl (or Obere) Klause; thence to
the right over the Spielberg or over the Qrosse Alpe to the (l'/4 hr.)
Hinter-See (p. 87). This is the shortest way from the Attersee to the
Traunsee, but should not be attempted in wet weather.

The road from Unterach to the Mondsee (2^2 M. ; omnibus in

'/ohr. ; also beautiful path through the woods) follows the left bank
of the Ache, through the straggling houses of In der Au, and reaches

the *Gasthaus am See (steamboat-pier) at the E. end of the Mond-
see (1570'). The Schafberg here rises abruptly from the lake; op-

posite us is the Drachenstein , and beyond it the Schober. The
lake is 7 M. long and iy4 M. broad, and is bounded on the N. by
wooded hills of moderate height. The steamboat first calls at Pichl

(Hotel) , situated on a small promontory on the N. side of the

picturesque lake, and then crosses to Scharfling (*Wesenauer), the

landing-place for the Schafberg and St. Gilgen, near which the

rocks of the Schafberg rise perpendicularly from the lake.
To St. Gilgen (3'/2 M.) from Scharfling a good road, passing the sombre

little Egelsee, and ascending through a fine wooded ravine. Beyond the
highest point on the Schanzbichl (1995' ; l'/2 M.), the valley expands. Below
the road, on the left, lies the small and gloomy KroU/iisee, on a height
beyond which rises Prince Liechtenstein's chateau of Huttenstein. To
Winkel (p. 101) 3/4 M. ; but before reaching it travellers bound for the
Schafberg diverge to the left near the chateau, and cross the meadows to
a mill on the out-skirts of the wood. Passing through a gate here, they
soon reach the St. Gilgen path at the pine-tree mentioned at p. 101.

The steamboat touches at Blomberg on the S. bank. Retrospect

of the imposing Schafberg, in the background the Hollengebirge ; to

the left the Drachenstein, through which an aperture is seen near
the top, then the double-peaked Schober.
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Mondsee (*Vicenz; *Post; Traube; Adler; *Wuhrers Hotel

Kbnigsbad, on the lake, V3 M. below the village), a thriving place

(1500 inhab.), with a large church and a number of country-seats,

prettily situated at the "W. end of the lake, attracts numerous

visitors in summer. Beautiful walks on the banks of the lake, but

too little shade. The Maria-Hilf Chapel (8 min.) affords the best

survey of the lake.

Excursions (guides, Rauchenschwandtner, Vogel, and Wintermeyer).
Ascent of the Kulmspitz (3590'), by the Stabau, in 2-2'/2 hrs., easy and
interesting (admirable view ; new belvedere). — Kollmanns (or Colomans)
Berg (3658'), 3 hrs., ascended by a pilgrims' path passing the (2'/2 hrs.)

Schernthaner (3135') ; fine view of the Salzburg Alps, but obstructed by
trees. — The Schober (4355' ; 3'/2 hrs., with guide) requires a steady headt
steep ascent by the so-called Drahtzug to the (2 l/2-3 hrs.) ruin of Warten-

fels, a good point of view ; then by a rocky path to the top. The descent
may be made to Fuschl (p. 102). — Drachenstein (3835') and Hbllkar
(3895'), from Blomberg (see above), each in 3 hrs., with guide, both rather
fatiguing.

To Strasswalchen (p. 83), a station on the Linz and Salzburg rail-

way, post-omnibus in 2V2 hrs. at 4.40 a.m. daily. The road passes the
picturesque Zeller See (1750'). 3 SI. Zell am Moos (Bahn). Pleasing retro-

spect from the height at the end of the lake. At Oberhofen the road crosses

the railway and turns to the left to Irrstorf and Strasswalchen.
To Salzbukg omnibus 3 times weekly (from the Adler) in 6-8 hrs.,

via Thalgau (fare 1 fl.).

23. From Salzburg to Hallein and Golling.

Comp. Map, p. 70.

18 M. Railway (Gisela- Bahn, comp. E. 24) to (11 M.) Hallein in

40 min., fares 88, 67, 44 kr. ; to (18 M.) Golling in l'/4 hr., fares 1 fl. 41,

1 fl. 7, 71 kr.

Soon after starting, the train diverges to the right from the

Linz line (passing Mariaplain on the left), and describes a wide

curve round the Capuzinerberg (p. 66). Farther on, Hohen-Salzburg

rises on the right, and on the left lies the chateau of Neuhaus

(p. 102) on a spur of the Gaisberg. -l^M. Aigen, with its chateau

and park, lies '/2 M. from the station (p. 67). The Salzach is now
approached, and the precipitous XJntersberg becomes more prominent,

with the Watzmann and HoheGoll adjoining it on the left. Several

country-seats are passed , among them that of Anif (p. 68) to

the right, on the opposite bank of the river. 6 M. Elsbethen, with

a chateau, a monastery, and the school of Ooldenstein. (St. Jakob

am Thurn lies 1/4 hr. to the E., p. 67. The Elsbether or Todte

Klammen, 1/2 hr., guide 30 kr., deserve a visit.) Beyond (9'/2M.)

Puch the train passes on the left the village of Oberalm, and on

the left bank of the Salzach the large brewery of Kaltenhausen at

the base of the Barmsteinwande ; it then crosses the Aim to —
11 M. Hallein (1453'; *Bellinl's Inn and Salt Baths, near the

station, R. 80 kr. ; Post; Sonne ;*Auback ; Stampflbrau), an old

town on the left bank of the Salzach, noted for its salt-works, which
produce 16,500 tons of salt annually. The Durnberg, whence
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the salt-water is obtained, rises above the town. The mode of ex-

tracting the salt from the earthy matter with which it is mingled is

described at p. 89. About 350 miners are employed here. Those

who have not yet explored a salt-mine may avail themselves of this

opportunity (but the Berchtesgaden mine is preferable
,

p. 70).

Permission is obtained at the office of the salt-works at Hallein (one

pers. 3 fl., a party l*/2 A- each). The route to the (3/4 hr.) Durn-
berg ascends on the W. side of the town, through a narrow lane to

the right before the church is reached, commanding several line

views. After */4 hr. the road turns into the valley to the right, and
beyond the Inn Zur Gemse enters a gateway to the left. At the

(12 min.) Inn Zum Jagergut, the road divides, that to the right

leading to Berchtesgaden (see below), that to the left to the Diirnberg.

Durnberg Salt Mine. At the foot of the hill, which is crowned
by the picturesque miners' church, constructed of marble in 1598, is the
mining-office, where visitors present themselves. The donning of mining
attire and the mode of 'travelling in the interior' are much the same as
already described (p. 70). The total length of this mine is about 3000 yds.,
breadth 1320, depth 400. The visit occupies 1-1y2 hr.

To Berchtesgaden (7 M.). The following road, recommended to
walkers (steep at the beginning and end, and not very suitable for driv-
ing), is the shortest way from Hallein (and Salzburg) to Berchtesgaden.
To the Jagergut (see above), the route is the same as that to the Diirn-
berg. The road here turns to the right (opposite rises the Untersberg),
passes the (V2 M.) Austrian custom-house at the highest point of the
route, and the (>/4 M.) Bavarian custom-house of Zill (2140' ; "Inn). The
road then traverses a hilly plateau, sprinkled with farms and picturesque
groups of trees (view of the Untersberg on the right, and, farther on, of
the Watzmann on the left), and finally descends rapidly through the
wooded Esselthal-Graben to the (3 31.) Salzburg-Berchtesgaden road (p. 69).— Besides this road a footpath, about 1 hr. longer, but very attractive,
leads from the Durnberg (ascending to the right beyond the church) to
Berchtesgaden. It runs nearly all the way through wood, passes a fine

waterfall and through two tunnels , and reaches the Berchtesgaden high-
road near the Freimannbriicke (p. 70).

To the Almbachstrub , an attractive excursion from Hallein. Road
by Wiesthal to the (10 M.) tfeuhdusl (Inn). Then by the Franz- Reyl-,81 eig,
high on the right bank , to the ravine of the Slrubbach (discharge of the
Hintersee), flanked with huge precipices (to the Leopoldinenklause 1 hr.).

Road thence to (l'A 31.) Faistenau (2580'; Inn), 2 31. to the S. of which
is the Faistenauer Hintersee (2250'). To the E. of Faistenau an easy path
leads over the (3 hrs.) Faistenauer Schafberg (5110'; fine view) and
through the Tiefbrunnau to (2 hrs.) Fuschl (p. 102).

The train follows the right bank of the Salzach and crosses the

Taugelbach. From (16 M.) Kuchl (Auer), an old village with a

Gothic church, a path leads to the right across the bridge (finger-

posts) direct to the (2'/2 M.) Schwarzbach Fall, the spray of which
is seen rising from the gorge on the right. On the W. is the Hohe
G611 (see below); to the 8. the Tannengebirge.

18 M. Oolling (1442'; *H6tel Bahnhof, in an open situation at

the station ; *Alte Post, *Metzger Holzherr, in the village), lying

on a hill, 1/4 M. from the station, with an old Burg , the seat of a

district-court, derives some importance from the attractions of the
environs. On the E. side is a hill with pleasant grounds and fine
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points of view. The route to the (2 M.) *Sehwarzbach Fall cannot

he mistaken. Starting from the station, we cross the railway to

the right, and then the Salzach , and walk in the direction of the

white church of (17-2 M.) St. Nicolaus on a hill, where a finger-

post on the left indicates the way. From the wooded slope of the

Hohe G611 the Schwarzbach is precipitated from a cavern (1900'

above the sea-level) and through an aperture in the rock , over a

cliff 204' high , in two vast leaps. Masses of rock projecting over

the abyss form a natural bridge. The Schwarzbach is said to be one

of the outlets of the Konigs-See, which lies about 7 M. to the S.W.

and 78' higher. This is not improbable, as in 1823, 1866, and 1882,

when the surface of the lake was lower than the Kuchler Loch

(p. 74), the Schwarzbach ceased to flow. Between 10 and 11 a.m.

the sunshine forms a rainbow in the spray. Easy paths
,
protected

by railings , lead past the lower to the upper fall and [}/t nr t0

the point where the Schwarzbach issues in a clear and copious

stream from the rocks. At the foot of the falls is *Meidler's Inn,

and at the mill l
/t M. beyond it is the inn *Zum Wasserfall (one-

horse carriage from Golling and back lfl. 80 kr.). Fine view of the

mountains on the way back. — Pedestrians on their way toHallein

save an hour, if, instead of returning to Golling, they proceed

direct from the falls to (lhr.) Kuchl (see above), crossing the

Schwarzbach at the mill (see above) a few hundred paces above

Meidler's Inn (several finger-posts).

From Golling to Beuchtesgaden (5-6 hrs. ; with guide, 3>/2 fl.). By
the Schwarzbach Fall we ascend to the right by a new path to the 'Kohl-

Btatt' in the Weissenbacht/ial. Then a steep and laborious ascent on the

N. side of the Hohe Gull , over the Diivrfeuchten-Alp, to the (3 hrs.)

Eckersattel (4524') between the Eckerfirst and Mittenberg (view of the Hohe
Goll, Tannengebirge, Dachstein , and Salzachthal). Lastly we descend to

the forester's house of Vordereck (p. 72) and (2 '/a hrs.) Berchtesgaden. A
longer (by l'/4 hr.) but finer route from the Iliirrfeuchten-Alp leads to

the right across the Ross/eld (5040'), which commands a view of the

Salzachthal as far as Salzburg. — The Hohe Goll (8264') may be scaled

from the Eckersattel by the 'Gollsteig' in 3>/2 hrs. (see p. 73; direct

ascent for travellers from Salzburg).
From Golling to the Konigs-See, over the Torrenef-Joch, 6-7 hrs., see

p. 75.

The *Oefen, 2 M. to the S. of Golling, on the W. side of the

high-road to Werfen, are curious and picturesque ravines, filled

with huge blocks of rock heaped together in wild confusion ,
be-

tween which the Salzach has forced its passage for upwards of a

mile. These rocks, partly overgrown with wood, and undermined
by the action of the water

, are rendered accessible by paths and
bridges in every direction. At the N. and S. entrances to the Oefen
are finger-posts indicating the approach, and not l

/t M. apart, whilst

the walk through the rocky wilderness occupies l
/.2 hr. (one-horse

carriage from Golling, and back, including gratuity, 1 fl. 70 kr.).

"We alight at the first entrance to the Oefen , and rejoin the car-

riage at the other, '/2 M. from the Maria Brunneck chapel (1817'),
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whence the best view is obtained of the Pass Lueg (see below) and

the grey precipices of the Hagengebirge.

The *Pass Lueg, a grand ravine of the Salzach, 5 M. in length,

between the Tannengebirge on the E. and the Hagengebirge on the

W., forms a fitting portal from the lower to the higher Alps. (It

should be traversed on foot or in an open carriage as far as Sulzau,

see below.) The pass is frequently mentioned in the records of

the struggles of 1809. At the entrance, i

/i M. from the chapel of

Maria Brunneck, are fortifications constructed in 1836. Opposite,

in the slope of the Hagengebirge, is the Croatenloch, a cavern so

called from having been occupied by Croatians in 1742. About
3
/4 M. farther, on the left bank, are a tunnel and bridge of the

Gisela Railway (see below).

24. From Salzburg to Worgl. Salzburg and
Tyrol Railway.

119 M. Railway in 51/4-8 lira, (fares 7 fl. 90, 5 fl. 90, 3 fl. 90 kr.
;
express,

9 fl. 90, 7 fl. 90, 5 fl. 90 kr.). — The Salzburg- Tyrol Railway, or Gisela-
Bahn, an interesting line through a beautiful mountainous country, con-
structed in 1873-75, affords communication between Salzburg (and Vienna)
and Innsbruck (but longer by 28 M. than the line via, Rosenheim, see
RR. 13, 12), and greatly facilitates a visit to the Tauern (RR. 25-29). —
Good railway-restaurants at Bischofshofen and Saalfelden ; dinner, at a
charge of 1 fl., will be handed into the carriages at either of these places, if

previously ordered through the guard, — The end-carriage in each train on
the Austrian mountain-railways is generally an open first-class carriage,
with an unimpeded view on every side; second-class passengers may use
this carriage between any two stations by taking a supplementary ticket
('Erganzungflbillet') for that distance. (Views generally to the right.)

EromSalzbuTg to (18 M.) Oolling, see pp. 104, 105. The railway

traverses the broad valley towards the S., passing on the right the

entrance to the Bluntau-Thal (p. 75) and on the left that of the

Lammer-Thal (p. 97). It then crosses the Lammer and Salzach,

passes through a tunnel (1000 yds. long) piercing the Ofenauer
Berg, a spur of the Hagengebirge, and again crosses the Salzach by
a slanting iron bridge of 70 yds. span, beyond which it enters the

Pass Lueg (see above), a grand defile flanked with huge masses of

rock, piled one above another. 24 1/2 M. Sulzau (1660') ; 27M. Con-
cordiahutte, the station for the iron-works of that name on the left

bank, at the entrance to the Bluhnbach-Thal.
A cart-track leads through the Bluhnbach-Thal, ,a favourite haunt

of the chamois, on the left bank of the Bliihnbach, between the Imlauer
Gebirge on the left and the Hagengebirge on the right, to the (3 hrs.)
Shooting Lodge (2686'), where, except during the shooting-season, beds
and guides may be procured. From the head of the valley (Dennboden),
which is enclosed by the Uebergossene Alp and Steinerne Meur. fatiguing
passes lead to the W. across the Bluhnbach-Thbrl (6673') and the Mauer-
tcharte (7140') to the (9 hrs.) Obersee (p. 74). and another to the S., over
the Tfiorscharte, or Hinlere Urtchlauer Kcftarte (74'JU

1

) to (7 hrs.) Hinterthal,
in the upper Ui-schlauer-Thal, and (3 hrs.) Saalfelden (p. 112).

The line follows the right bank, and crosses several torrents.

On the left rises the abrupt Tannengebirge, with the Rnucheck and
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Tiroler Kopf. To the right, farther on, most picturesquely perched

on a rock 345' above the Salzach, is the -well-preserved Schloss

Hohenwerfen , built in 1076, restored in the 16th cent., and now
the property of Count Thun.

29 M. Werfen. The important-looking village (*Post) lies on

the opposite bank, overlooked by the jagged rocks of the Ueber-

gossene Alp (see below). The valley expands. The train crosses

the Fritzbach (p. 337), issuing from a narrow gorge, and then the

Salzach.

33 M. Biscb.ofshofen(1794'; Rail. Resta urant, with beds; Post,

moderate; Bbcklinger), an old village with thTee churches, is the

junction for the upper Ennsthal Railway (Bischofshofen-Selzthal,

R. 67). The C/4 hr.J Fall of the Oainsfeldbach is easily reached

and worth seeing. To the W. rises the Hochkbnig (9640'), locally

called the Wetterwand, the highest of the EwigeSchnee ('perpetual-

snow'), or Uebergossene Alp group of mountains.
On the plateau of this huge limestone group, which is united with

the Steineme Jleer on the W. by the narrow ridge of the Urschlauer Scharte
(see above), lies a glacier, about 3'/z M. long and 2 M. broad, on the S.

side of which towers the Hochkbnig (9640'). The ascent presents no dif-

ficulty, now that the Austrian Alpine Club and the 3Iiihlbach miners have
improved the path (guide 7 fl. ; Jos. or Joh. Aigner of Miihlbach, or one of

the Muhlbach miners; apply to the manager). About l'/z 31. to the S. of

Bischofshofen is the entrance to the MiihlbachthaL through which a road
leads to (5 M. ; one-horse carr. 3 fl.) Muhlbach (2800'; "Inn), and then as-

cends tn the right, passing a copper-mine, to (5 M.) Mitterberg (4964
1

; Inn).

Thence in 3/4 hr. to the Milterfeld-Alp (5840'), and by a good path, indicat-

ed by red crosses, to the (3 hrs.) arete. Lastly an ascent of 1 hr. on the

glacier. On the summit are a new refuge-hut and a small chapel. The
Panorama is extensive and magnificent. — The 'Hochkail (5736'), ascend-
ed from Mitterberg in 3

/4 hr. , commands an admirable view of the Tauern
and (E.) the Dachstein. — Another interesting ascent is that of the Dientner
Schneebei-g (6290'), from Muhlbach in 3'/2 hrs. (guide 4 fl.).

The line traverses the broad valley, on the left bank of the

Salzach; fine retrospect of the bare and jagged peaks and precipices

of the Tannengebirge, which form the entire background to the N.

38 M. St. Johann im Pongau (1847'; *Post; *ZumAndrSl; Gold-

enes Kreuz, with garden; Lackner ; Steinwender ; Franz Prem;
Botenwirth , Rail. Restaurant, with beds), a large village, almost

entirely rebuilt since a fire in 1857, with a fine modern Gothic

church. A road leads E. from this point to Wagrain and (19 M.)
Radstadt (p. 337).

Above St. Johann, to the S., is the entrance to the Grossarl-Thal,
through which a toilsome pass crosses the Arlscharle (7385') to the Malta-
Thai in Carinthia (p. 338; 16 hrs. from St. Johann to the Pfliegelhof).

From (12'/2 M.) Grossarl (3020' ; Linsinger), a visit may be paid to the

Tappenkarsee (5580'; 5 hrs., with guide), grandly situated.
A very interesting excursion from St. Johann is to the Grossarler or

Liechtenstein Klammen (one-horse carr. from the station to Plankenau
and back, including a stay of l-l'/'i hr., 1 fl. 80 kr. ; two-horse carr. 3 fl.

;

omnibus 35, there and back 50 kr.). The road from the station crosses
the Salzach (Adler Inn, near the bridge), and after •/« 31. the Wagrainer
Bach to the right , and passes a chapel. We now follow the Grossarl
road at the base of the mountain to the village of (2 M.) Plankenau with
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its ruined castle, '/< M. beyond which are "Winkler's Inn and Ihe Hdtel
Wiestauer, where carriages stop. The road becomes steeper and ascends
to the (3 min.) inn "Zur Schbnen Aussichl (plain), where we diverge by a
good footpath to the right. After 10 min. we descend to the right by a
hut, cross the (10 min.) Grossarler Ache, and ascend the wild defile by a
path constructed by the local Alpine Club. The Ache descends through
the gorge in a series of cascades (adm. 20 kr.). At the end of the first

gorge is a huge caldron with rocky sides, 330' high. The path winds
round a projecting cliff and enters the second "Gorge, one of the finest in
the Alps, only three or four yards broad, and apparently closed overhead.
The path crosses the Ache and leads through a tunnel, beyond which the
best view of the gully is obtained, to a 'Waterfall, 175' in height (1/4 hr.

from the beginning of the gorge). From the end of the gorge the path,
which soon loses its attractions , leads in 1/2 hr. to the very primitive
'Bad 1

, whence it is to be carried along the right bank of the Ache to

Stegenwacht on the Grossarl road. — The path, hewn in the rock in many
places, is 980 yds. in length from the entrance of the defile to the tunnel,

and is perfectly safe, being a yard wide and provided with a railing. A
visit to the gorge from St. Johann takes 3 hrs. in all, and if a carriage
be taken to Plankenau it may be accomplished between the arrival of one
train and the departure of the next. — A new path to the left of the
entrance to the Klamm crosses the hill to (l'/4 hr.) stat. Schwarzach.

42 M. Schwarzach-St. Veit. The prettily-situated village of

Schwarzach (*Inn) lies yt M. to the W. In 1729 the Protestant

peasantry and miners held their last meeting here, after which
Leopold , Archbishop of Salzburg , issued a decree banishing no

fewer than 22,151 'heretics' from his dominions.
The inn, where the peasantry solemnly ratified their league by the

ancient custom of dipping their fingers in salt, still contains the table

at which the ceremony took place, with a rude painting representing the
event. A book on the table bears the inscription :

'Dilexerunt tenebras
magis quam lucem. Joan. e. 3, v. I9\

The churchyard of St. Veit ('/z hr.) affords a good survey of the Grosse
Wiesbachhorn. — From Schwarzach a road leads to (2 M.) Goldegg (2700';

two rustic inns), prettily situated in a fertile plateau, with a small lake
and an old chateau of the extinct knights of Goldegg (partly destroyed
by fire in 1747), containing an interesting room with coats-of-arms. The
road then leads past the Lang-See and the Scheibling-See, and through the
ravine of the Dientnerbach, to (10 M.) Dienten (p. 112).

Ascent of the "Heukaareck (6865'; 4 hrs.; guide unnecessary for moun-
taineers) from Schwarzach recommended. Superb view of the Tauern and
the Salzburg Alps.

The train crosses the Salzach, and continues to follow the narrow

valley, passing through a tunnel and several cuttings in the rock.

It soon crosses the Salzach again and reaches —
47 M. Lend (2070'). The village (*Straubinger, R. 1 fl. 20 kr.

;

*Post), with the old smelting-works of the Rauris and Bockstein

mines, lies on the opposite bank. — Road to Oastein, see p. 113.

Below the village Qfe M.) a fine *Waterfall is formed by the

Gasteiner Ache just before it joins the Salzach. The bridge below

the fall forms the boundary between the Pongau and Pinzgau.

Above Lend the line crosses the Salzach twice, in order to

avoid the Eschenauer Plaike and the Embacher Plaike (slopes of

loose stones), and then penetrates the Vnterstein, a spur of slate-

rock on the left bank, by means of a tunnel, 352 yds. long. The
train now skirts the Salzach, passes the entrance of the Rauristhal
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(p. 120), and runs through a tunnel (297 yds.) under the Taxen-

bach Schlossheig. 53 M. Taxenbach (2332'; *Taxwirth; *Post;

Kitzloch Restaurant, at the station). The village, 3
/4 M. from the

station (omnibus 20 kr.), has two castles, the newer of which,

below the village, on a rock above the Salzach , is the seat of the

district-court. To Rauris (and Heiligenblut) see p. 120.
:Kitzloch-Klamm. A visit to this magnificent ravine (2'/2 hrs. there

and back ; guide unnecessary), which was first rendered accessible in 1877.

and is quite different in character from the Liechtenstein - Klamm, is

strongly recommended. The road is followed to the E. from the church
to ('/« M.) the district-court; at the finger-post we descend to the right

(where boys with lanterns offer to accompany the traveller through the
tunnel; 10 kr.), cross the Salzach and the Rauriter Ache, and ascend the
right bank of the latter (turning to the right beyond the bridge). At the

(20 mill.) beginning of the ravine the path crosses to the left bank and
leads past the t Tropfsteinh6hle'

t

to the (18 min.) Kessel, into which the
Ache is precipitated in four leaps from a height of 330 ft. ("Kitzloch Fall).

We cross the bridge and ascend in zigzags and by wooden steps, passing

a projecting platform from which we obtain a good survey of the seething
abyss. At the top we turn to the right and pass through three tunnels,

one of which is 58 yds. long. Between two of the tunnels is 'Embacher's
Schreckbrucke', named after the constructor of the path. The bridge
beyond the long tunnel (easily reached in 3

/t hr. from Taxenbach) com-
mands a striking view of the chasm, and of the Oedwandspitze in front.

Thence by a good path
,

gradually ascending on the right bank of the
foaming Ache, to the (40 min.) Landsleg (Inn), on the road to (3 M.) the

village of Rauris (p. 121). — Travellers not bound for Rauris had better

return from the end of the long tunnel to the upper end of the wooden
steps , where they ascend to the right through two short tunnels, and
then descend by a good path, which soon joins the cart-track from Em-
bach to Taxenbach. At the entrances to the tunnels are some interest-

ing traces of shaft-cutting, attributed to the Romans.

The valley now expands. To the right, on a hill near (56 M.)

Gries, is the church of St. Georgen (2706') , a fine point of view.

On the left the ice-clad Hohe Tenn(l 1,050') rises from the Fuscher-

thal. The train crosses the Salzach and the Fuscher Ache.

59 M. Bruck (2470' ; *Zum Kronprinzen v. Oesterreich, at the

station ; *Mayr zum Lukashansl ; *Gmachl zum Brau) lies opposite

the entrance to the Fuscherthal (omnibus twice daily, see p. 122).

To the N.W. C/4 hr.) rises *Schloss Fischhom, the property of

Prince Liechtenstein, tastefuly restored by Schmidt of Vienna, and

commanding a fine view of the Zeller See and the Tauern.

The train crosses the Salzach for the last time, traverses the

Zeller Moos , and reaches the Zeller See , running on an embank-
ment partly built out into the lake.

62 M. Zell am See (2475'; *Westbahn-H6tel Kaiserin Elisabeth,

at the station and on the lake, high charges ; *Steininger
,

s Hotel am
See, *Krone, both on the lake ; Post ; Christon, near the station

;

Metzger Rupert Schwaiger, moderate), beautifully situated on a

peninsula on the "W. bank of the lake, is a favourite summer-resort.

The choir of the old church contains interesting sculpture. The
Schloss is now occupied by the forestry authorities. During an in-

surrection in 1626 theZellers remained faithful to their archbishop,
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who as a reward for their loyalty permitted them to undertake an

annual pilgrimage to Salzburg, at the conclusion of which they were

regaled at his expense.
The 'Zeller See is 3 M. lung, l'A M. broad, and 250' deep. The water

is pleasant for bathing, and is usually about 5" warmer than the air owing
to several warm springs rising in the lake (bath-house; bath 20 kr.). Since
1881 a small steamer has plied on the lake , making the round 5-6 times
a day (65 kr.). Stations Fischhom - Bruck and Tliumersbach. From Zell

to Thumersbach 6 times daily (fare 20 kr.). Small boats may also be
hired (per half-hour, 1 pers. 20, 2 pers. 30, 3 pers. 35, 4 pers. 40 kr.).

The finest 'View of the environs is obtained from the middle of the

lake: to the S. we obtain a striking survey of the Tauern (due S., be-
tween Fusch and Kaprun , are the Imbachhorn and the Hone Tenn , to

the left of which are the Brennkogl and Schwarzkopf, to the right the
Barenkopf, Johannisberg , Hohe Riffel, Grieskogel, Hohe Eiser, and, in

the foreground, the beautiful Kitzsteinhrrn with the Schmiedinger Kees)

;

to the W., above Zell, extends the broad Schmittener Hohe ; N. the Birn-
horn group, the Steinerne Meer, with the Kammerlinghorn , Hundstod,
Breithorn , and in the background , through a hollow in the road , the
three Muhlsturzhbrner; E., at the end of the Thumersbach -Thai, the
bald Hundstein. Evening light most favourable; the phenomenon known
as the 'Alpgluhen' is often witnessed. On the E. bank of the lake lies

Thumersbach ("Bachler's Cafe, with terrace), with the charmingly-situated
Villa Eiemann, a favourite resort of boating parties. (Fine point of view
10 min. from the landing-place.) — A good view of the lake is afforded

by the Paraplui, a small pavilion, the way to which (
l
/t hr.) is indicated

by a finger-post at the S. end of the village. — The RudolfsMhe is an-
other fine point of view (ascent from the Fischhom road by a finger-

post on the right).

The 'Schmittenhohe (6348') is one of the best and most accessible
points of view in the Austrian Alps (3-4 hrs.; guide 2'/2 A-, unnecessary;
horse 5'/2, there and back 9, or, if a night be spent on the top, 12 fl.

;

carr. for one pers. 9, there and back 12, incl. night on top 15 fl. ; chair
with 4 bearers 24 fl.). The route leads W. from Zell through the Schmit-
tener Thai to 0/t hr.) Schmitten ; here we turn to the left, and follow an
easy bridle-path, practicable for light vehicles, which ascends in wind-
ings, mostly through wood, passes the (l'/z hr.) *Schweizerhiitte (restaur.,
five beds ; mule thence to the top 2 fl. 75 kr.) , and finally mounts the
crest of the hill to the broad summit (*Hubinger*s Inn, 60 beds, R. with
two beds 2 fl. 40 kr. to 3 fl., L. 20 kr. ; rooms may be ordered at Jos.
Fill's in Zell). The superb panorama embraces to the S. the whole of
the Tauern range from the Ankogl to the Gross-Venediger (particularly
fine the view of the Kapruner Thai , the whole of which is seen, sur-
rounded by the Hohe Tenn, Wiesbachhorn, Glockerin, Barenkopf, Gross-
glockner, Glocknerwand , Johannisberg , and Kitzsteinhorn) ; to the W.
the depression of the Hohe Gerlos; to the N. the limestone Alps from
the Kaisergebirge to the Dachstein (including the Watzniann , to the
right of the Hundstod); on the E. the Kleine Tauern, Hafnereck, Hoch-
alpspitze, etc. ; immediately below us the Zeller See. (Comp. the Pano-
rama). The 'Ranklfest' (wrestling matches) celebrated on the Schmitten-
hohe on the third Sunday of August is accompanied by interesting old
customs. In descending avoid apparent short-cuts. — The bridle-path has
recently been prolonged on the crest of the hill to the (8-9 hrs.) Gaisstein

(p. 151), being known as the 'Pinzgauer Spaziergang\ and commands a
series of splendid views of the Tauern from the Ankogl to the Dreiherrn-
spitze. Provisions necessary; guide advisable (from Zell to the Gaisstein
8fl.). From the Schmittenhbhe the path at first descends to the W. into
a basin, then ascends , and follows the crest of the hill (about 5900') on
the S. side to the (5 hrs.) Sommencharte (Weilnachtsscharte in the special
map; pass from TJttendorf into the Glemmthal). On the N. rises the huge
Birnhorn. Beyond this point the path is ill-defined. It leads above the

Muhlthal to the (l'/j hr.) Uurnauer Scharte (6675') and the Biirglalpq
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(p. 129), and ascends the (2 hrs.) Gaisstein (p. 151) from the W. side. We
may then descend by the Obere and Untere Sintersbach-Alp e to (3'/2 hrs.)
Jochberg (p. 151). — Visitors to the Kapruner Thai may descend by a
new path direct from the Schmittenhohe to Fiirth (p. 128).

The Bundstein (6940'; 4 hrs.; guide 4Va "•) and the Bbnigkogl (6082 1

;

3 hrs. ;
guide 3>/2 fl.), both to the E. of the Zeller See, afford views simi-

lar to that from the Schmittener Hohe.
From Zell am See to the "Kapruner Thai, see p. 126; to MMersill and

"Krimml (Ober-Pinzgau), see p. 128.

A little beyond Zell the train quits the lake (at the N. end of

which rises Schloss Prielau), traverses the flat watershed (2496')

between the Salzach and the Saalach, and, near the chateau of

Saalhof (on the left), crosses the latter stream, which issues from

the Olemmthal (see below) on the W. The broad grassy valley of the

Mitter-Pinzgau, with a fine view of the Steinerne Meer (see below)

on the right , is next traversed, and the Saalach again crossed.

70 M. Saalfelden (2378'; *Rail. Restaurant, with beds; omnibus by

the station). The village (*Oberschneider ; *Neuwirth; *Post), S/^M..

to the E. of the railway, with its lately-restored church, is prettily

situated on the Vrschlauer Ache, in the middle of the broad and

sunny valley. Fine view from the cemetery above the village (or

from the station): N.W. the Leoganger Steinberge, N. the Stei-

nerne Meer, E. the Hochkonig (Uebergossene Alp), S. the Hohe
Tenn, Kitzsteinhorn, etc.

The tower on the Kuhbiihel, '/2 nr - '° the S. (gradual ascent, pass-

ing a bath-house, with peat and other baths) commands a still more ex-

tensive view. — To the N., on a spur of the Steinerne Jleer at the

base of the towering Persalhom, stands the (
3/4 hr.) castle of Lichtenberg

(2995'); adjacent are a hermitage with four cells hewn in the rock, and
the Chapel of St. George with a rock-hewn pulpit ("View of the Zeller

See and the Tauern). Below in the valley, to the W. of Saalfelden, lies

Schloss Dorfheim , to the S.E. that of Farmach. — About l'/2 M. to the

E. are the prettily-situated baths of Fieberbrunn (Restaurant).
The Steinerne Meer (comp. p. 75) is most easily visited from Saal-

felden (guides G. Fuchslechner and Joh. Moshammer). A good path

crosses the Ramseider Scharte (6896'; guide to the Konigs-See 8 fl.) to the

(6 hrs.) Funtensee (interesting fossils in the 'Salzstatt'). From the (3>/2hrs.)

Scharte the Breithorn (8190') is easily ascended in IV2 hr. (new path;

pavilion at the top; splendid view). From the Funtensee to the Konigs-

See, see p. 75. Other passes to the Funtensee are the Diessbachscharte

(6990'), to the S. of the Grosse Hundstod (p. 76); the Boch- or Weiss-

bachel-Scharte (7365') , between the Hollermaishorn and the Achselhorn,
and the Buchauer Scharte (7484 1

) , to the E. of the Schonfeldspitze (Boch-

eini, 8698') , the highest peak of the Steinerne Meer (difficult to ascend).

A road presenting few attractions ascends the Urschlau-Thal to the

E. to (4 M.) Aim (2610') and (5 M.) Binterthal (3425'; Bath House), pictur-

esquely situated at the base of the Uebergossene Aim; it then turns to

the right and crosses the Filzensatlel (4238') to (5 31.) Dienten and (9 M.)

Lend (p. 109). From Hinterthal across the Thor-Scharte or Bintere Ursch-

lauer-Scharte (7162') to the Bluhnbachthal (to the hunting-lodge 7 hrs., fa-

tiguing) , see p. 107. — Another pass, also of little interest, leads to the

S.W. from Saalfelden through the Glemmthal (see above) by (5 hrs.) Saal-
bach and the Alte Schanze (4270') to (4 hrs.) Fieberbrunn (see below).

From Saalfelden by Oler-Weissbach to Reichenhall, see pp. 77, 78, 153;
to Berchtesgaden, see p. 78. Diligence to Lofer daily at 3 p.m. in 3'/2hrs.

(IV2 fl.). One-horse carriage to Frohnwies 4, two-horse 6 fl. ; to Lofer 6

or 9 fl.; across the Hirschbuhl to Berchtesgaden (including trace-horse)
24 or 40 fl. (driver extra). — The "Seissenhergklamm (p. 78) is within a
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walk of 3'/2 hrs., or a drive of 2 hrs., from Saalfelden. The Lamprecht-
Ofenloch, see p. 78.

The train now turns to the W., crosses the Salzach, and enter-

ing the Leoganger-Thai ascends rapidly at the base of the Birnhorn

(8628') to (75 M.) Leogang (2748'; Wolfartstatten).
The Birnhorn (8630' ; 6 hrs. ; with guide) may be ascended from

Leogang or from Frohnwies (p. 78), by the Mitterscharte and through
the Melcherloch (fatiguing, but repaying).

The train crosses the Weissbach and Oriessenbach , skirts the

marshy little Oriessensee, and beyond Pass Oriessen (2834'), which
was once fortified, crosses the Tyrolese frontier. 81 M. Hochfllzeu

(3170'; Inn), the highest point on the line, lies on the watershed

between the Saalach and the Inn.
From Hochfilzen and from Fieberbrunn (see below) carriage-roads

lead by St. Jakob im Haus to St. Ulrich on the Pillersee and to (10 M.)
Waidring (a pleasant excursion; see p. 152).

The train now descends a sharp gradient (1 : 44) on the right

side of the Pramau- or Pillerseer-Achenthal, crossing several lateral

ravines. 87 M. Fieberbrunn (2608') ; the village (Obermaier ; Post)

lies below on the left. We next pass Schloss Rosenberg and the

Pillersee iron - works (with the Loferer Steinberge , Flachhorn,

Ochsenhorn, etc., on the right), and continue to descend rapidly

through the somewhat monotonous valley. The Pillersee Ache is

crossed.

92M. St. Johann in Tirol, or im Leukenthal (2165' ; *Post;

*Bar ; *Zum Hohen Kaiser, at the station)
,
pleasantly situated in

the broad Leukenthal, or valley of the Grosse Ache, which is here
formed by the confluence of the Pramau, the Kitzbiihler, and the

Reitner Ache, is commanded by the rugged Kaisergebirge (p. 152)
on the W., and the Kitzbiihler Horn (6542') on the S. (better

ascended from Kitzbuhel, see p. 149). — To Waidring and Lofer,

see pp. 152, 153.

The right bank of the Kitzbiihler Ache (on the left the Kitz-

biihler Horn) is now followed. Stat. Wiesenschwang-Oberndorf.
97 M. Kitzbuhel (2418 ; *Tiefenbrunner; *Hinterbrau ; Haas,

near the station), and railway thence to (119 M.) Worgl, see

pp. 149, 148.

25. The Gastein Valley.
Comp. Map, p. 106.

Diligence from Lend (p. 109) to (21 M.) Wildbad Gastein twice daily
(5.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m.) in 4 hrs. (3 fl. 40 kr.). Two-horse carriage to Wild-
bad Gastein for 2 pers. 8, 3 pers. 10, 4 pers. 12 fl., excl. driver's fee. — The
Gasteiner Thai below Wildbad is scarcely picturesque enough to repay
the pedestrian. During the season accommodation is not easily procured
at Wildbad. A drive thither from Lend and back takes a whole day.

Lend (207'; * Straubinger ; *Posi), see p. 109. Just below
the village is the *Fall of the Gasteiner Ache (p. 109). The
Gastein road ascends rapidly from the 'Post', and carriages require

'Vorspann', or the aid of an additional horse. In the valley on the

left are the waterfalls of the Ache. The road was formerly carried

Baedeker's Eastern ^Jjj&_5ttL Edit, g
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at a dizzy height along the face of the precipice, being supported

at places by frail wooden galleries and swaying chain-bridges, but

has been reconstructed since 1832, and is now exposed to no danger

except that of avalanches in spring. A Chapel (2 M.) stands at

the top of the hill (2476'), near the most dangerous point.

The *Klamm Pass, a profound and sombre gorge in the

limestone rock ,
through which the Ache has forced a passage , is

now entered. Down to 1821 the defile was closed by a gate and

railing , and guarded by a small fort ; but these were destroyed by

a landslip, and afterwards swept away by an inundation. A fragment

of the old wall still stands near the (1 M.) Klammstein - Briicke

(2552'), at the end of the pass. To the right, from the chain which

separates the valley of Gastein from the Rauris, rises the double-

peaked Bernkogl (p. 120).

We now enter the broad green valley of Gastein and pass the

villages of Mayrhofen, (4 M.) Dorf Gastein (2742'; Edler), and

(7M.)-
14 M. Hof-Gastein (2850'; Meissl, R. 1 fl. 20 kr.; Goldner

Adler, R. l!/2 n -; Miiller; Gruber; Kreuz; Blaue Traube; Cafe

Viehauser), the capital of the valley, which in the 16th cent, was

the wealthiest place in this district next to Salzburg. At that period

the mines yielded 1175 lbs. of pure gold and 9,500 lbs. of silver

annually. Most of the miners (chiefly Saxons) and many of the

natives of the valley were formerly Protestants. Of the 22,151 per-

sons exiled in 1731 by the intolerant Archbishop of Salzburg (p. 109)

no fewer than 1000 belonged to this region , which then contained

about 7500 inhab. (now half that number only). Since that period

the mines have gradually become neglected, many of the old shafts

being now covered by glaciers. Those of the Radhausberg alone

(p. 119) are now worked.
Several of the houses, with decorations of the 16th cent., still

testify to the ancient prosperity of the place, especially that of Moser,

with arcades on each floor. Near it, in the court of the baker Em-
bacher, are two richly-ornamented columns of serpentine of the

same period. The Churchyard contains handsome monuments of

the Strasser, Weitmoser, and other families (16th cent.).

The Military Hospital, with the two corner-turrets, once a guild-

house, was fitted up for its present use in 1832, by Lad. Pyrker,

Archbishop of Erlau. — The open space in front of it is adorned

with a gilded bust of Emp. Francis I., commemorating the con-

struction in 1826 of a conduit, upwards of 5 M. long, which brings

the thermal water hither from the springs at "Wildbad. The tem-

perature of the water falls during its transit from 102° to 93° Fahr.

Baths at the 'Goldner Adler', the Gutenbrunn Kurhaus, etc. Liv-

ing is less expensive here than at the Wildbad , but there is a

lack of shady walks. At the S. end of the village, on the right side

of the road, is the charming Villa Herrmann.
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Carriages. With one horse to the Wildbad 3, with two 5 fl. ; to the
Kotschachthal and Bockstein 5 or 9; Dorf Gastein 3 or 5 fl.; driver's fee

GO kr. or 1 fl. extra. If the carriage is not used for returning, 1 or l'/a fl.

deducted; if kept the whole day, 80 kr. or l'/2 A- is added.
The Gamskarkogl (8087'; 4 hrs. ; horse and attendant 9 fl.; guide 4 11.;

unnecessary for the experienced) is ascended from Hof-Gastein by a good
path constructed by the local Alpine Club in 1881. After an ascent of
'/•2 hr. we leave the chapel to the right, and a few paces beyond it take
the less trodden path to the right to the (I1/2 hr.) Raslezen-Alp (refresh-

ments at the lower chalet). To the summit (refuge-hut) 2 hrs. more. The
view embraces the surrounding mountains only, and little or no vegetation
is visible except in a small part of the valley of Gastein. The ice and
snow-mountains of the Ankogl and Tischlkar are most conspicuous to the
S. ; to the W. the lofty double-peaked pyramid of the Gross-Glockner
and the prominent Wiesbachhorn ; N. the Ewige Schneegebirge; N.E. the
Daehstein and the Hochgolling.

The Turchlwand (8440' ; bl
/2 hrs. ; with guide), ascended from Hof-

Gastein by the Angerthal (see below) and the Bockfeld-Alpe, commands a
splendid view.

The road to Wildbad (7 M., by carriage in 1 hr.) traverses a

marshy part of the valley and then ascends on its W. side. On the

right is the entrance of the Angerthal. (By the Stanz to Bucheben,

see p. 121.) On the left we obtain a view of the Kbtschachthal, com-
manded by the Bocksteinkogl and Tischlkar Kees , to the left of

which rises the Oamskarkogl ; on the right the Graukogl, Feuer-

seng, and lastly the pyramidal Kreuzkogl. We next pass the Schwei-
zerhutte (cafe) , and then the Englische Kaffehaus , two favourite

resorts.

21 M. Wildbad Gastein (3430'). — Hotels. 4Straubinger (Post),

with dependance (Schwaigerhaus) and restaurant , B. from 1 fl. ; 'Bade-
schloss, opposite Straubinger's (patronised by the Emperor of Germany);
: Hirsch, 1/4 M. from Straubinger's, finely situated; 'Grabenwirth, oppo-
site the lower fall of the Ache, and bedewed with its spray ; Oberer Kra-
mer; Zum Moser; all these with baths (75 pf.) and restaurants. — Lodging
Houses (with baths): "Gruber, just below Straubinger's; "Muhlberger ;

Provencheres ; Dr. Schider; Praelatur; Bellevue; Solitude; 'Villa
Hollandia, well situated ; Lainer ; Bauer ; Windischbauer with the large
new Elisabethhof ; the Logir- und Kurhauser, Nos. 1 and 2, below the
Wandelbahn. Best baths at the Solitude and Gruber's. — Without Baths:
Waha ; Grojer; Meilinger; Wenger, etc. (see a notice posted up at the
entrance to Straubinger's). During the season rooms cannot be obtained at

Wildbad with certainty unless previously ordered. The Patschger and
Bockstein (p. 118) afford tolerable quarters. — Small Bazaar in the Schloss-
Platz. — Post Office at Straubinger's Hotel. — Visitors' Tax for a stay of
more than 5 days, 3, 6, or 9 fl.

Guides (A. Seitner, Johann Niederreiter, J. Herber). To the summit
of the Gamskarkogl 4 fl. ; to the Nassfeld 3 fl. 40 kr. ; to Mallnitz 7 ; to

the gold-mines over the Bockhartscharte or the Riffelscharte 5'/2 ; to
the gold-mines and to Dbllach 14 ; to Prossau in the Kotschachthal 3

;

across the Elendscharte to Gmund 16 ; the Graukogl 4 ; the Anlaufthal
as far as the Radeck-Alp 3'/2; the Ankogl (two guides, each) 10; the
Schareck 10; by the Stanz to Bucheben 572 fl. — Carriages. One-horse
carriage to Hof-Gastein 3, two-horse 5!

/2 ; Bockstein 3 or 5 ; to the 'Auf-
zug' 4'/2 or 7 fl.; driver's fee 60 kr. or 1 fl., and, for a whole day, 80 kr.

or IV2 fl. extra. — Horses. To the Kotschachthal as far as the Himmel-
wand 2 fl. 40 kr. ; Prossau 5 fl. ; Rudolfshohe , Windischgratzhohe l'/s;

Nassfeld 4'/a ; Eadeck-Alp 5>/2 ; from Bockstein to the Nassfeld 3, the
Tauernhaus 6V2, Mallnitz 9 fl. ; fee 20 kr. for each fl. of the fare.

Most of the older houses of Wildbad , built of wood, lie on the

ft*
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E. slope of the valley, which is so steep that the door of one is fre-

quently on a level with the chimneys of its neighbour. Of late

years , however , chiefly owing to the annual visits of the Emperor

( ;!cJk,u»ri/ ii

WILDTSAD CASTEIX

Ltj J'ur'/.Jjicj,

"William, the Wildbad has become a fashionable and thriving place,

with numerous handsome villas. The chief rallying-points of visi-

tors are the open space between Straubinger's and the Badeschloss
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hotels, and the Wandelbahn (at the W. end of the bridge), a long

covered glass-gallery, used as a promenade in wet weather. On the

right side of the valley is the new Roman Catholic Church, a hand-

some Gothic building. [Protestant Church, see below.)

The Ache , which flows through the valley, is precipitated here

through narrow gorges, forming two magnificent * Waterfalls, the

upper 207', the lower 280' high, vying in grandeur with those of

Krimml (p. 130). The upper fall is best viewed from the bridge by
Straubinger's, the lower from a platform near the Grabenwirth,

where the spectator must be prepared for a sprinkling from the

spray. Nervous persons will find it difficult to habituate them-
selves to the perpetual thunder of the falls.

The springs (77° to 120° Fahr.), known as early as the 7th cent.,

rise in the E. slope of the valley at the foot of the Graukogl, and
yield about 770,000 gallons of water daily. The water, which has

neither taste nor smell, contains a very small proportion of mineral

ingredients, but possesses exhilarating properties, and is beneficial

in cases of debility, nervous affections, gout, &c. The visitors to

the baths (about 6000 annually) belong chiefly to the higher ranks.

The usual routine consists of 17-21 baths, but for some patients

11-14 suffice. The season lasts from 15th May to the end of Sep-
tember.

*Walks. The road to Hof-Gastein on the W. side of the val-

ley passes the Wandelbahn and the Villa Meran. Higher up, on
the left is the Bellevue (cafe ; fine view), to which a path ascends

through the grounds of the Praelatur, and beyond it is the Villa

Hollandia. The road next reaches the Solitude (right), the property

of Count Lehndorf, and the small Prot. Church, which belongs to

the Emperor of Germany (service during the season). At this

point , on the right , below the road , begin the Schwarzenberg
Grounds, with various views of the waterfalls, while the Kbnig-
Otto Belvedere here overlooks the Gastein valley. A road to the left

leads to the Straubinger Quarry, passing in the wood a large glacier-

basin known as the 'Gasteiner Taufbecken' (font). Farther down
the road are the Englische Kaffeehaus and Schweizerhiltte (p. 115).— The road to Bockstein ascends to the left, '^M. beyond the Pro-

testant Church
,

passing the villas Hollandia and Bellevue , and
skirting the Pyrkerhbhe (see below), to a (

3
/4 M.) Saw-Mill, where

it divides : the branch to the left leads to the Schreckbrucke (see

below), that to the right to Bockstein (p. 118). From the latter,

i

/i M. farther on, a path diverges to the right to the (10 min.)
Pyrkerhbhe, which commands the Gastein and Bockstein valleys, and
the Uebergossene Alp with the Hochkonig towards the N.

On the right (E.) side of the valley a charming walk is afforded

by the new *Kaiserweg, which passes above the Hirsch Inn and the

Church of St. Nicholas , and follows the slope of the hill to (
3
/4 hr.)

the Cafe zum Griinen Baum in the Kotschachthal (see below). —
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The *Schwarze Lisl , a cafe with an admirable view, is reached in

10 rnin. by a path diverging to the right after we have followed the

Kaiserweg for */4 hr. — A shady path with steps ascends to the

left from the Badeschloss Hotel to the (10 rain.) Schreckbriicke,

with a view of the upper fall. — The best ascent to the (5 min.)

Schillerhbhe is from Gruber's.

Longer Walks. Past the church of St. Nicholas to Badbruck

and (8/4 hr.) Kbtschach (cafe) ; cross the Ache below Kbtschach and

ascend to the Englische Kaffehaus (p. 115); thence back by the

road (2 hrs. in all). — The view from the Rudolfshbhe C/2 hr.) re-

sembles that from the Schwarze Lisl , to the right of which the

path to it ascends. — The * Windischgrcitz-Hbhe (
3
/4 hr.), on the

slope of the Badberg, affords a survey of the valleys of Gastein and

Bockstein, of the Schareck with the Schlapperebenkees, and of (N.)

the Wetterwand with the Hochkdnig. The path to it ascends from

the Schreckbriicke (right bank), and an easier route leads from the

Patschger (to the left by the small chapel).— The Patschger (*Inn),

on the Bockstein road, is l'/4 M. from the Wildbad.
The picturesque Kbtschachthal may be reached either by the Kaiser-

weg (on foot ; see above) or by the road leading from the Schreckbriicke
past the Villa Helenenburg and the Schwarze Lisl, and round the angle

of the hill. The latter then descends between trees to the (2 M.) Cafe zum
Griinen Baum, whence a bridle-path ascends the valley past the precipitous
Himmelwand, affording a good view of the Bocksteinkogl and Tischlkar-

kees, with the considerable Keesfall on the left, to the (IV2 hr.) last Alp,

Prossau (4222'; refreshments). — A fatiguing pass, rarely used, leads

hence tn the left across the Kiistl-Alp and the Klein-Elend-Scharte (82221

)

to the Malta - Thai in Carinthia (p. 338). — Pleasant excursion from the

Griinen Baum to the Reedsee (5988'; 2>/2 hrs. ; with guide).

The "Gamskarkogl (8087') is frequently ascended from Bad-Gastein

(guide 4 fl. ; see p. 115). — The Graukogr(8172'; from Wildbad by the

Reihiiben-Alp in 4Vs hrs. ; guide 4 fl.) affords a view similar to that from
the Gamskarkogl ; the glaciers, however, are much nearer, and at its E.

base lie the pretty Reedsee and Palfner-See. — The view from the Tisch

(8077') also repays the ascent. The route leads W. from the Wildbad by
the Zitterauer Atpe (61301

) and through the Hirschkaar (4'/2 hrs. ;
guide

4 fl.). — The Kreuzkogl, the highest peak of the Radhausberg (88W),
commands an extensive panorama. The path leads from the Bockstein

bridle-path to the (2 hrs.) gold-mine (Hieronymus-Bergbau, 6235'), and
thence in 2'/2 hrs. to the summit, the last part fatiguing (guide 5 fl.).

Bockstein and the Nassfeld are two favourite points for excur-

sions from Wildbad. The former, a village at the head of the valley

in which the baths lie , is reached on foot in 3
/4 hr. , or by carriage

in V2 nr - (omnibus from the Badeschloss every afternoon, there and

back 1 fl.). The r^ad leads from the Schreckbriicke (see above),

following first the left, then the right bank of the Ache, and passes

the Patschger (see above). Opposite to us rises the snow-clad Schar-

eck. At Bockstein (3700'; *Kettl's Hotel, pens. 5 fl
.

; Gruber-

Wirth, unpretending), at the mouth of the Anlaufthal (see below),

are situated a new Kuranstalt (good drinking-water), well fitted

up, and the Radhausberg mining-offices. The round building on

the hill is a church, erected in 1766.
To the S.E. of Bockstein is the entrance to the picturesque Anlauf-
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thai, through which an attractive path leads over the Mochtauern, or
Korntauern (8080 ft.), to Mallnitz (p. 120). From Bockstein to the summit
of the pass, whence a fine view is enjoyed, 5 hrs. ; descent by the Seebach-
thal 3 hrs. A good path, rather fatiguing at the end, leads from Bock-
stein past two waterfalls (by the second, the Tauern Fall, the path to the
Hochtauern diverges to the right) to the (3 hrs.) Radeck-Alp (4970 ft.

;

refreshments), the loftiest pasture in the valley, with a fine view of the
magnificent scenery at its head (Ankogl, Hollthorspitze, etc.) The Ankogl
(10,673 ft.) is occasionally ascended from the Eadeck (in 6 hrs., difficult,

by experienced mountaineers only, with trustworthy guides). Magnificent
prospect from the summit.

The route to the Nassfeld (from Bockstein to the Kramerhutte
l 3/i hr.) is by a road as far as the (l l

/t M.) point where the lAuf-
zug' formerly began. This was a kind of wooden tramway, 700 yds.

long, for the transport of the miners and the ore from the gold

mine on the Radhausberg above. We now ascend by a path through

a rocky gorge about 1 M. in length, in which the Ache forms a

series of cascades. At the entrance is the Kesselfall, at the end the

Barenfall. Below the latter the stream which drains the Bockhart-

See (see below) falls into the ravine over a precipice 260' high,

forming the graceful Schleierfall ('veil-fall').

By the bridge, 5 min. farther, the path enters the *Nassfeld

(5390'), a sequestered green valley, 3 M. in length, and l'/2 M. in

breadth, through which winds the Ache, fed by the snow and ice of

the surrounding mountains (from left to right, the Oeiselkopf, Mur-
nuer Kopf, Sparanger Kopf, Schlapperebenspitz with the Schlap-

perebenkees, Strabelebenkopf, and the lofty, pyramidal Schareck; to

the right the Bockhartgebirge rising over the Siglitzthal). Three

chalets here afford refreshments to those disposed to pay liberally :

the Kramer-Hutte, 10 min. from the beginning of the Nassfeld; the

Moser-HiMe, to the right, in the Siglitz-Thal, 10 min. farther (the

usual goal of excursionists from Gastein); and (8/4 hr.) the Schwei-

zer or Straubinger Hiitte, at the S.E. end of the Nassfeld. As, how-
ever, nothing more is to be seen at the upper than at the lower end
of the valley, the traveller need not go beyond the first or second hut.

From Gastein to the Rauris Gold Mine there are two passes, one
over the Bockhartscharle , and the other over the Rifflscharte. The for-

mer route (6 hrs., guide 5'/z fl.) is preferable. We may either ascend by
a path to the right below the Schleierfall (see above), or better from the
Moser-Hiitte, to the (1 hr.) Unlere Bockhart-See (6072'), which is drained
by the Schleierfall; on its N. side is the Straubinger-Alp. Thence past
deserted mines to the (

3
/4 hr.) Obere Bockhart-See (6762'), between the

Kolbenkaar on the left and the Silberpfennig on the right, and to the

(
3
/t hr.) Bockhartscharte (7342'), marked by a cross, whence a fine view

is obtained of the Rauris glaciers and the Ankogl. We descend to the
right for 100 paces and then to the left by the Filzen-Alpe and the Durch-
gang-Alpe to the (l'/z hr.) Kolben (p. 121).

The Rifflschaete route to the gold-mine is somewhat toilsome (6 hrs.,

guide 5'/2 fl.). To the (2>/2 hrs.) Nassfeld, see above. The path here en-

ters the Siglitz- Thai to the right, passing the Moserhiilte. To the right of

the path, 10 min. farther, is a deserted mine, or 'Freischurf (where any
one may now search for minerals). We now ascend the steep 'Verwal-

tersteig" ('manager's path') to the (2 hrs.) Rifflscharte (7890') , a magnifi-

cent point of view : to the left (W.), above the Rauriser Goldberg Gla-
cier (Ochsenkarkees), rises the Goldbergspitze, to the right of it the Hin-
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tere Sonnblick, at the base of which is the Neubau (p. 121) with the
'Aufzug'; more to the right is the snowy Hohenaar; to the N.W. the
Birnkopf, Steinerne Meer, and Uebergossene Aim; to the N.E. the Tan-
nengebirge; to the E. the Ankogl and Hochalpspitze; to the S. the Mall-
nitzer Tauern, and near the spectator the Schareck. The path now de-

scends to the left, somewhat abruptly at places , and above the Neubau
reaches the path to the gold-mine. The latter ascends to the (l'/2 hr.)

Rauriser Berghaus am hohen Goldberg (7680 1

). Thence over the Kleine Zirk-
nitz or the Tramerscharte to Dbllach, see pp. 121, 122; over the Goldzech-
scharte and the Fleiss to Heiligeriblut, see p. 306.

Fhom Wildbad Gastein to Obek-Vellach over the Nassfelder or Mall-
nitzer Tauern , 10 hrs. , a tolerable bridle-path ; guide unnecessary in fine

weather. Horse incl. fee 12 fl., or, to the Tauernhaus only, 7 fl. 80 kr.

;

the steep descent beyond the latter is disagreeable on horseback. To
the Schweizerhi'Me (5397') in the Nassfeld (3'A hrs.), see p. 119 (hay-beds;
refreshments dear). The bridle-path, indicated by stakes and not to he
mistaken, winds up a steep slope (good spring at the top), and then
ascends less steeply through the valley (behind us the Hohenaar and
Bockhartsee) to the (2'/2 hrs.) Nassfelder or Mallnitzer Tauern (7920'), a

depression forming the boundary between Salzburg and Carinthia , on
which are two finger-posts. The bell on the second is sometimes rung
as a guide to travellers in bad weather. The view is limited. A few
hundred paces below the saddle stands the Tauernhaus (refreshments;
hay-beds); further down, a limited view is obtained to the S. as far as

the Terglou, and to the W. as far as the Glockner, while the Mallnitzer
Thai lies far below. The path passes a chapel, reaches the highest cha-
lets (Mannhart-Alp), and crosses to the right bank of the brook. It then
descends, at first steeply, but afterwards more gradually through wood
and meadows, passing the mouth of the Seebach- Thai (fine view of the
Ankogl to the left), to the prettily-situated village of (2>/2 hrs.) Mallnitz
(3800'; !:Zur Gemse). (Ascent of the Ankogl from this point, 6 hrs., fati-

guing; guide necessary; comp. p. 118.) The narrow and often rough road
next leads to (

3/i hr.) Lassach. (To the left, forming the background of

the Dbssener Thai, is the Sauleck, p. 338.) It then descends, crossing the

brook and passing through wood at places, to (1 hr.) Ober-Vellach (p. 302)

in the Mollthal.
Travellers on their way to Heiligenblct (p. 302) need not go to Ober-

Vellach, but proceed to the right from Lassach (see above) to (3 hrs.)

Flallach, skirting the flank of the hill, and passing above the restored

castle of Kroppenstein (view of the Mollthal), thus saving an hour. From
Fraganl (Inn tolerable), •/« nr - ^ of Flattach, an interesting route crosses

the Schober-ThoH (7730') to Dbllach (p. 302) in 7 hrs. ; but it is preferable
to drive from Ober-Vellach through the Mollthal; good road and moderate
ascent (one-horse carriage to Winklern 6 fl. ; thence to Heiligenblut 5 fl.).

26. The Kauris.
Comp. Map, p. 106.

The Kauris Valley, which opens to the S. ofTaxenbach, is traversed
by a monotonous road leading across the Heiligenbluler Tauern to Hei-
ligenblut. (A more interesting route is that from the Fuscher Thai over the
Fuscher ThSrl, p. 124.) The head of the Hiittwinkel-Thal (see below), or
S.E. arm of the Bauris, noted for its gold-mines , is enclosed by magni-
ficent glacier scenery, which mountaineers will find it interesting to ex-
plore. Good quarters at Kolm Saigurn (see below).

Taxenbach (2332'). see p. 110. The shortest and pleasantest

route for pedestrians into the Rauris leads through the Kitzloch-

klamm (p. 110). The path crosses the Ache by the (iy2 hr.) Land-
steg (Inn), whence the road leads on the left bank (soon affording

a view of the head of the valley, the Schareck, Hohenaar, etc.) to
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(2 l

/2
M -) Bauris, or Gaisbach (2992' ; *Brau\ the chief place in

the valley , and a summer-resort
,

prettily situated. (Guides,

P. Frauenlob, Jos. Grahmaier, A. Messner, and P. Stegen.

)

Pleasant excursion from Rauris to the top of the :::Bernkogel, or Baren-
kogel (7615'), which commands an admirable view of the Tauern, Ueber-
gossene Alp, etc. (3'/2 hrs.; a good bridle-path; guide 3 fl,, unnecessary).

At Worth (3060'; Pfeiffenberger, with a collection of minerals),

2*/2 M. farther, the valley divides into the Seitenwinkel-Thal, or

Seidlwinkel-Thal, to the right, and the Huttwinkel- Thai to the left.

(Over the Weichselbach-Hbhe to Bad Fusch, see p. 122.

J

The Tauern Route (guide to Heiligenblut, 7 fl.) leads through

the Seitenwinkel, and past the Masehcl-Alp and the Fall of the

Spritzbach, to the (3 hrs.) Rauriser Tauernhaus (4967'; rustic inn).

It then ascends more steeply , over the Tilchl-Alp , and (guide

necessary ; one of the men at the Tauernhaus) across tracts of slaty

debris and snow to the (2 hrs.) finger-post, where the path from
the Fuscher Thorl joins ours on the right (p. 125). Passing a de-

serted miners' house, we next reach the (
3
/4 hr.) Hochthor des Hei-

ligenbluter - Rauriser Tauems (843S'; limited view). Descent to

(l 3/4 hr.) Heiligenblut, see p. 125.

The first place in the Huttwinkel above Worth is (3 M.) Buch-
eben (3750' ; *Frohn Inn

;
guides, Seb. Embacher and Chr. Lang-

reiter), from which a tolerably easy path (guide desirable, 6 fl.)

leads over theStanz (6900') and through the Angerthal to (5'/2hrs.)

Hof-Oastein (p. 114). The road crosses the Ache twice, and after-

wards the Krumelbach. It is then continued by a bridle-path,

which ascends in windings past the last farms and through wood to

the Orieswies-Alp (5170'), where the head of the valley with its

glaciers comes into view (on the right the Hohenaar and Goldberg-
spitze, on the left the Herzog Ernst), and thence leads to the (3 hrs.)

Kolm Saigurn, or Kolben (5240'), the headquarters of the overseer

of the mine, where the gold, is extracted from the ore by amalgama-
tion (good quarters

;
guides, S. Neumaier, G. Poberschnigg, B. Zrau-

nig). An ascent hence of 2 hrs. brings us to the Neubau (7146'),

which may also be reached in 12 min. by means of the 'Aufzug' or

slide (80 kr. ; steady head necessary). About 72 nr - farther up is the

Knappenhaus am hohen Ooldberg (7680'; quarters not always to be
had ; enquire at Kolm Saigurn), magnificently situated on a moraine

on the margin of the Goldberg Glacier{Vogelmeier-Ochsenkarkees in

the new special map), which has covered part of the old workings.
The Herzog Ernst (9620') may be ascended from the miners' house

in 2 hrs. (no difficulty, and interesting; guide 3 fl. ). — The Schareck
(10,272') , which commands a still more extensive view, may be reached
from the Herzog Ernst by a new path following the arete in 1 hr. , or
may be ascended from the mining-house by the Fraganler Tauern and the

Wurtenkees in 2</2-3 hrs. (guide 4>/s A.). — The Hintere Sonnblick (10,180'),

ascended by the Goldberg Glacier in 3 hrs., is another fine point (guide

4 fl.). — The ascent of the Hohenaar (10,690'), the highest of the Goldberg
group, takes 5-6 hrs. from the Kolben (fatiguing; guide 5 fl., or descend-

ing by the Goldzechscharte to Heiligenblut 8'/2 fl-i comp. p. 306).
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From the Berghaus over the Kleine Zirknitz-Scharte to Dbllach, 6-7

hrs. (guide necessary, 6 fl. •, one of the miners). We ascend to the left over

loose stones and past deserted shafts (fine survey of the Schareck), then

across the Goldberg glacier to the (2 hrs.) summit of the pass (8855'), whence
the view is limited. [Before it is attained, a path to the Fraganter or

Goldberg Tauern (9068') diverges to the left; to Fragant 8-9 hrs., p. 302.)

Descent t<> the right over the Wurten and Kleine Zirknitz glacier into the

Kleine Zirknitzthal, and to the right again, above two small lakes, to the

(2 hrs.) Maxhiitlen, belonging to Dollach. The Kleine and Grosse Zirknitz

unite about '/2 hr. lower down. Thence a better path (bridle-path) past

the Neun Brunnen (waterfall) and across the Hone Briicke to (2 hrs.) Dbl-

lach (p. 302).

From the Berghaus over the Windisch or Tramer Scharte (8947') and
the Grosse Zirknitzkees to Dollach 6-7 hrs. (guide 6 fl.), or across the Tro-

gereck Scharte direct to Heiligenblut in 11-12 hrs. (guide 8V2 A.): routes

without special attraction.

Over the Riffl-Scharle or the Bockhart- Scharte to Gaslein, see p. 119

(guide to the Moserhiitte 3 fl.); over the Goldzech- Scharte and the Fleiss

to Heiligenblut, see p. 306 (guide 6 fl.).

27. The Fuscher Thai. From Ferleiten to Heiligenblut.
Comp. Maps, pp. 302, lit.

A visit to the beautiful Fusch Valley is strongly recommended, as

there is probably no other valley among the E. Alps which introduces the

traveller so quickly and so easily to the grandest Alpine scenery. Car-

riage Road as far as the Bar Inn (one-horse carr. from Bruck 3'/2,

from Zell 6fl. ; omnibus twice daily there and back, starting from Bruck
at 11.10 a.m. and 1.30 p.m., and from Fusch at 12.10 and 4.30 p.m.; fare

1 fl.) ; thence a steep and rough road , hardly suitable for driving, leads

to Ferleiten. (Good road from the Bear Inn to the baths of Fusch, see

below). — Routes to Heiligenblut, see pp. 123, 302.

Bruck (2470'), see p. 110. The road follows the left bank of

the Fuscher Ache (the Brennkogl occupying the background of the

valley) to Judendorf and (6 M.) Fusch (2665' ; Schernthaner), the

chief place in the valley. Beyond the church C/4 hr.) the Hinbach

forms a fine Waterfall.
A stony path ascends the Hirzbachthal , which opens here on the

W., to the (2'/2 hrs.) Hirzbach-Alpe (5636'), whence the Imbachhom (8100
1

;

2'/2 hrs
;
guide 4 fl.), a fine point of view, is ascended. At the end of the

valley, which bends to the S. at the Alp, is the Hirzbach Glacier, above

which rises the Hohe Tenn (11,050' ; ascended from Ferleiten, see below.)

The road follows the left bank of the Ache , crosses it twice,

passes Embach on the left, and reaches the (2 M.) Bar Inn (2690').

[On the B. opens the Weichselbacher Thai, in which a winding

road ascends to (3 M.) Bad Fusch, or St. 'Wolfgangs-Bad (3750';
* Weilguni ; *Flatschef), a sheltered spot, with excellent drinking-

water and well-kept promenades. — A good footpath leads direct

from Fusch to the Bad in l^hr., crossing the Ache to the left just

above the village, and gradually ascending (fine view of the Hohe
Tenn and the Wiesbachhorn). Another path leads direct from the

Bad on the right bank of the Ache , chiefly through wood, to (l 1
/*

hr.) Ferleiten (several finger-posts).
Excursions from Bad Fusch (guide , Joh. Untersalmberger). Short

walks to the Fiirstenquelle, Leberbriinnl, and Herminenquelle. The Kasereck
(5200' ; 1 hr. ;

guide 60 kr.), affords a fine view ; steep ascent on the right
bank of the brook to the Reiter-Alpe , then to the left (W.). — A more
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extensive panorama, including the N. Limestone Alps, is gained from
the Kuhkarkopfl (7428' ; 3Vr4 hrs. ; guide 2 fl.). New refuge-hut 20 min.
from the top. — The ''Schwarzkopf (9065' ; V/-z hrs. ;

guide 3, or with
descent to Ferleiten 4 fl.) is a superb point of view. The route leads S.E.
to the Rieger-Alpe, then traverses a ravine, rounding the Schwarzschddel
to the left

,
passes the small 'Blaue Lake', and ascends over debris and

the broad arete to the summit. Descent to the W. by the Durcheck-Alp
(see below) to Ferleiten in 2'/2 hrs. — From Bad Fusch across the Weichsel-
bachhffhe (7270') to Worth in the Kauris (p. 121), 6V2hrs., with guide (5 fl.),

an easy and attractive route.

1

The valley contracts. The road, now narrow and rough, ascends,

at first rather abruptly, to (i l
/i hi.) Ferleiten (3760'; *Lukashansl-

wirth, in an open situation on the right bank of the Ache), a hamlet
and chapel situated on the level floor of the valley, and commanding
a fine view of the imposing head of the valley

,
particularly of the

Sonnenwelleck andFuscherkarkopf. (Travellers going to the 'Lukas-

hanslwirth' descend to the left and cross the Ache about 72 M. below
Ferleiten, and then follow a good path direct to the inn ; travellers

from Heiligenblut cross the Ache to the right, 74 ^. above Ferleiten.)
Excursions. (Guides : Joh. Burgsteiner, Matth. Bolleis, Anton and Franz

Butter, Peter and Rupert Mitterwurzer, Georg Riess, Aug. Rubitsch, and
Peter Schernthaner). The 4Kaferthal (guide desirable, l'/2 fl ) We follow
the road on the left bank of the Ache to the (2 M.) finger-post opposite
the Hundsdorfer Alpe (see below); 10 min. beyond it we diverge to the
right and follow a broad cart-track across meadows (marshy at places

;

the narrow path ascending to the right, through wood and over grass, is

drier) to the (*/4 hr.) Juden-Alpe (4870'). Passing round the slope of
the hill, we may now ascend the valley, either as far as a small glacier

(3 hrs. from Ferleiten), or to the waterfall at the head of the valley, en-
joying fine views of the imposing amphitheatre mentioned below, whence,
on hot days especially, glacig&$treams are precipitated on every side. —
The -Trauner Alpe (Lukashansldlm, 50101

), on the way to the Pfandlscharte
(l 3/4 hr. ; see p. 125), is another fine point. — A more extensive view is

obtained from the *Durcheck-Alpe (5445'; 2 hrs.; guide, unnecessary,
l'/2 fl-). A good winding path ascends from Ferleiten to it on the E. side
of the valley, passing through a gate at the waterfall near the solitary
fir. (Ascent of the Schwarzkopf, and descent to Bad Fusch, see above.)
— Opposite, on the W. side of the valley, is the Walcher Alpe (6060');

2 hrs.); the path to it passes the pretty Falls of the Walcherbach (3/4 hr.
from Ferleiten).

Mountain Ascents. The Bohe Tenn (11,050'), by the Walcher Alpe
and the Ferleiten Glacier in 6 hrs., guide 8 fl. ; fatiguing. — The Grosse
Wiesbachhorn (11,735'), 9-10 hrs., guide 8, or with descent to the Rainer
Hiitte 10 fl. ; difficult. The night is spent in the new Schwarzenberghiitte,
built by the Austrian Alpine Club on the margin of the Hochgruber-
Glettcher. Comp. pp. 127, 305. — The Brennkogl (9892'), 7 hrs., guide 6,

or with descent to Heiligenblut 7 fl. ; see below.

From Ferleiten to Heiligenblut there are two passes, one

over the Fuscher Thorl and the Heiligenbluter Tauern (8-9 hrs.),

the other over the Pfandelscharte (9, or including the Franz-Josefs-

Hohe 11 hrs.). The Tauern route affords magnificent views as far as

the Fuscher Thorl, after which it becomes monotonous. Those who
have not seen the Pasterze should select the Pfandelscharte route,

coupled with a visit to the Franz-Josefs-Hohe, especially as they

thus save the day which a visit to the Pasterze from Heiligenblut
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would occupy. (Travellers bound for Kals should pass the night on

the Elisabethrast, and proceed thence direct to the Berger Thorl.)

Guide and provisions necessary on both routes; but on the Pfandel-

scharte route the Glocknerhaus on the Elisabethrast affords good

quarters.

a. To Heiligenblut over the Tauern (guide 6 fi.). A broad

track on the left bank of the Ache is followed to (40 min.) a

finger-post, which indicates the way to the Kaferthal (see above)

straight on, and that to Heiligenblut to the left. Here we cross the

brook to the left, pass the three chalets of the Hundsdorfer Alpe,

and ascend to the right by a well-defined path (marked by stakes),

somewhat steep at places, commanding a magnificent view of the

head of the valley. The path afterwards turns sharply to the left

and leads through the Untere Nassfeld to the Petersbrunnen (7010'),

a clear spring, 3 hrs. from Ferleiten. From this point we enjoy a

a superb **View of an imposing amphitheatre of snow-clad peaks and

glaciers : from E. to W., the Brennkogl, Kloben, Spielmann, Sonnen-

welleck, Fuscherkarkopf, Fuscherkarscharte, Breitkopf, Bockkar-

scharte, Eiswandbuhel, Hohe Docke, HochgTubeT Glacier, Grosser

Barenkopf, Bratschenkopf, Glockerin, Grosse and Kleine Wiesbach-

horn, and Hohe Tenn. We next ascend through the Obere Nass-

feld, at first in zigzags over debris, to the (
3
/4 hr.) *Fuscher Thorl

(7900'), between the Brennkogl (9892') on the right and the Berger-

kogl (8445') on the left, before reaching which the Gross-Glockner

suddenly conies into view to the S.W., next to the Sonnenwelleck.

We now descend into a basin (with a spring) to the right, skirt the

base of the Brennkogl, and then remount to the (l l
/i hr.) Mitter-

Thorl (7828'), a depression in the ridge descending from the Brenn-

kogl, and over stony slopes (Beinkarl) to (
3
/4 hr.) a finger-post,

where the path comes up from Rauris on the left (p. 121). The

path here turns to the right, past a deserted miners' house, and

ascends, in some seasons over patches of snow, to the (
3
/4 hr.) Hoch-

thor des Heiligenbluter-Rauriser Tauerns (8438'), the boundary

between Salzburg and Carinthia. Yiew limited (to the E. the

Weissenbachkopfe ; to the N., in the distance, the Uebergossene

Alp). A fair bridle-path descends from the Hochthor to the (V4 hr.)

Sciumerbrunnen (7 924'), a good spring, crosses the brook, and skirts

the slope to the left, soon affording a fine view of the Gross-Glockner.

At the (
3
/4 hr.) Kasereck (6285'), where the Mollthal comes into

view, the path descends abruptly to the right by an old chapel to

(
3
/4

hr.) Heiligenblut. (A longer but easier path descends to the

right, about '/4 hr. before the Kasereck is reached, to the Gutthal-

Alp, and passes the Mariahilf chapel ; see p. 302.)
Mountaineers may without much difficulty combine the ascent of the

Brennkogl (9892') with the passage over the Hochthor : the route ascends
a stony slope to the S.W. of the Mitter-Thorl (see above), and mounts
the W. arete to the (2 hrs.) summit (splendid view); the descent may he
made into the Gutthal (see above).
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b. To Heiligbnbi/ut over the Pfandelschakte (guide to the
Elisabethrast, including the Franz-Josefs-Hohe, 6 fl.). Travellers

should start from Ferleiten not later than 5 a.m., in order to reach

the snow before it is softened by the sun. To the (40 min.) finger-

post, see above; straight on for 20 min. more; then to the left across

the brook, and up to the (40 min.) Trauner Alpe or Lukashansl-
Alpe(p010'^, which overlooks the Kaferthal and the majestic moun-
tains surrounding it (see above). We now descend slightly to the

right through a basin, cross the brook coming from the Brennkogl,
and then ascend abruptly by a good path, enjoying fine retrospects

of the Fuscher Thai. To the right, far below, is the Pfandelbach.
An ascent of l l/^-2 hrs. brings us to the Pfandelscharte Qlacier, the

lower part of which is steep, but sprinkled with stones, which facil-

itate its passage ; and in U/2 hr. more we reach the summit of the

Pfandelscharte (8760'), between the Spielmann (9928') on the

right and the Barenkopf (9327') on the left. Fine view in both
directions: left the Gross-Glockner , right the Wiesbachhorn, N.
the Steinerne Meer.

The direct route to Heiligenblut now crosses the glacier towards

the S., and then descends over grassy slopes to the (l^hr.) Olockner-

haus ; but a digression to the *Franz-Josefs-Hohe is far preferable.

To effect this we turn sharply to the right at the top of the pass,

quit the glacier after 20 min., and descend by the lateral moraine
on the right, and afterwards by a narrow and steep path over stony

and grassy slopes to the (1 hr.) Nassfeld, a level basin intersected

by numerous streams , which form the Pfandelschartenbach , a

stream descending to the Pasterze. Crossing this obliquely, we
descend on the right side to the (20 min.) Schdferloch, a shepherd's

hut, where the path divides ; that to the left leads to the (20 min.)

Wallnerhutte, that to the right ascends to the (
3/4hr.) Franz-Josefs-

Hohe (1 hr. beyond which is the Hofmannshiitte, p. 304), where a

superb view is enjoyed. — From the Franz-Josefs-Hohe to the

Elisabethrast 1 hr. ; thence to Heiligenblut , see p. 303 ; to Kals,

see p. 306.
Two other passes lead from Ferleiten to Heiligenblut: one over the

Fuscheekaeschaete
, and the other over the Bockkaeschakte to the

Pasterze (suitable for adepts only ; able guides, ropes, and ice-axes neces-
sary). The first of these routes ascends steeply to the left from the Juden-
Alpe (see p. 123) to the Fuscherkarkees , and crosses the fatiguing and
crevassed glacier to the (5 hrs.) Fuscherkarscharte (9436'), the opening
between the Breitkopf and the Fuscherkarkopf. It then descends to the
highest part of the Pasterze, and along the slope of the Freiwand to the

(l'/a hr.) Hofmannshiitte. The ascent of the Fuscherkarkopf (10,896'), an
excellent point of view, adds l'/z hr. to this expedition (comp. p. 304). —
The Bockkarscharte (9790') lies to the N. of the Fuscherkarscharte, be-

tween the Breitkopf and the Eiswandbilhel. The route ascends abruptly
from the Juden-Alpe to the right to the Rernskbpfl (7595'; the E. spur
of the Hohe Docke , 10,709') , and then crosses the Hohe Gang, a narrow
ledge covered with detritus, to the Bockkar Glacier and the Scharte.

Descent to the head of the Pasterze and the Hofmannshiitte (p. 304 ; or

by the Rifflthor to Kaprun, comp. p. 128) ;
guide to the Rainerhiitte 10 fl.
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28. The Kaprun Valley.

Comp. Map, p. 302.

The Kapruner Thai, one of the grandest valleys of the Tauern, 15 M.

in length, is wooded in its lower part, and contains numerous water-
falls, while the "Mooserboden at the head of the valley presents a magni-
ficent view of glacier-scenery, which is paralleled in the E. Alps by the
Pasterze (p. 304) alone. It may easily be visited from Zell am See _or

Bruck. Carriage from Zell to (6 M.) Kaprun with one horse 3, with two
horses 4>/2 fl. (or omnibus from Zell at 6.30 a.m. to Fiirth, 55 kr.; thence to

Kaprun on foot, I72M. more). Pedestrians reach Kaprun from Zell in i'/^ht.

by the path mentioned below.| — |Good bridle-path from Kaprun to the
(4-4 '/s hrs.) Rainerhiitte ; footpath thence to the (1 hr.) Mooserboden (guide
unnecessary). — Guides : Ant. and Jot. Hetz, Thorn. Altenberger, Joi.

Brandtner, Thorn. Lechner, Joh. Mairhofer, Joh. Marcher, F. Nusibaumer,
and And. Rubittch. Tariff of 1882 : Imbachhorn 4 11. ; Kitzsteinhorn 7, or

with descent to the Rainerhiitte 9 fl. ; to the Rainerhiitte 3, Mooserboden 4,

Karlinger Gletscher 4>/2 , Hohenburg 4>/2, Kaprunerthorl 6, over the Ka-
prunerthtirl to Uttendorf 9 (to Kals 13) ; over the Rifflthor to the Glockner-
haus 12, over the Rifflthor and Johannisberg to the Glocknerhaus 13, over
the Rifflthor and Bockkarscharte to Ferleiten 10 fl. ; to the Kaindlhiitte
on the Fochezkopf 6; ascent of the Wiesbachhorn 10, or with descent to

Ferleiten 11 5 by the Glockerin, Barenkbpfe, and Bockkarscharte to Fer-

leiten or to the Glocknerhaus 11 fl. — The guide is bound to carry 8V2
kilogr. (about 18 lbs.) of luggage ; overweight 4 kr. per kilogramme per

hour. Night's lodging 1 fl., or in a chalet 50 kr., extra.

From Zell am See we follow the Mittersill road to (2 M.) a

finger-post which indicates the footpath to the left to Kaprun (con-

structed by the German Alpine Club). After '^hx- the path crosses

the Salzach, and then leads along the foot of the hills and below

the ruin oiSchloss Kaprun to the (i/
2 hr.) village of Kaprun (2464';

Mitteregger ; Neuwirth Orgler), prettily situated at the entrance to

the valley, on both banks of the Kapruner Ache. On the right

towers the Kitzsteinhorn.

A cart-track on the right bank of the Ache ascends the valley

from Kaprun, crossing the Kesselbuhl, which forms a barrier across

the valley. (The footpath on the left bank, passing a fine gorge

of the Ache, is preferable. It diverges to the right, 20min. from the

Neuwirth.) The road then passes several farm-houses in the broad

and smiling valley, and reaches the (li/4 hr.) Hinterwaldhof in

the Wiistelau (2946' ; rustic inn). On the right are the falls of the

Grubalmbach (p. 127). After 7 min. more the track divides. We
follow the less trodden path to the right, enter the (8 min.) Eben-

wald, and ascend gradually, passing (20 min.) a small grotto called

the Kaskeller ('cheese-cellar'). Near this point, 5 min. below the

path (finger-post), is a wild gorge (Kesselklamm) with an imposing
waterfall, which we view from a platform near it. Beyond the wood
the path becomes steeper and mounts a grassy slope strewn with

rocks, skirting the brawling cascades of the Ache. Above the

(
3
/4 hr.) Stegfeld Bridge (3840'), the Ache issues from a narrow

cleft and forms a fine waterfall , and lower down it dashes below
the Devil's Bridge, a huge rock lying across the stream. The path

now rapidly ascends on the left bank and winds up the Hochsteg-
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feld. From (1 hi.) the top of the hill, where the path enters the

highest reach of the valley, we obtain a fine retrospect, extending

to the Steinerne Meer. The route then follows the left bank of the

Ache, running high above its bed for some distance, to the (20 min.)
Limberg-Alpe (5138') , at the beginning of the Wasserfallboden

(with the majestic Wiesbachhorn on the left), and then leads past

the Bauern-Alp (on the right bank) to the (1/2 hr.) Rainerhutte
(5240'

;
provision - depot of the Austrian Alpine Club ; Inn , in

summer). On the opposite bank is the Wasserfall-Alpe. Fine view

of the Hohe Tenn, Wielinger Glacier, Fochezkopf (with the Kaindl-

hiitte, high up on the arete, see below), Glockerin, and Baren-

kopfe. To the right, in the background of the valley, the falls of

the Ache and the Ehmatbach.
The **Mooserboden (6332'), 1 hr. from the Rainerhutte, is the

chief attraction in the Kapruner Thai , which the traveller should

on no account fail to visit (guide from the Rainerhutte 1 fl., un-
necessary for mountaineers). We cross the brook to the Wasserfall-

Alpe. We may then either follow a path to the right through the

valley, which crosses the brook after 10 min., and ascends in zig-

zags on the left bank, being very rough and steep at places ; or we
may ascend by a preferable path to the left from the Wasserfall-Alpe,

which crosses the hill to the N. of the Hohenburg (see below) and
leads round the back of it, at first descending a little (so far coin-

ciding with the way to the Kaindlhutte , see below) , and then
ascending gently to the right through the valley. The majestic am-
phitheatre of mountains and glaciers surrounding the Mooserboden,

the highest part of the Kapruner Thai, presents a most impressive

spectacle. From left to right are the Hohe Tenn , Fochezkopf,

Glockerin, Biirenkopfe, Rifflthor, Hohe Riffl, Todtenkopf, Thor-
kopf, Kapruner Thorl, Grieskogl, and Kitzsteinhorn. In the centre

is the imposing Karlinger Glacier, descending from the Rifflthor.

A path on the left bank of the stream leads over detritus to the

(Y2 hr.) end of the glacier, where the Grosse Wiesbachhorn becomes
visible next to the Fochezkopf. The glacier-vault alters its form
annually.

A fine survey of the Mooserboden is obtained from the Hohenburg
(69901

), a barrier which separates it from the Wasserfallboden (ascend to

the left from the Wasserfall-Alp, 1 hr. ; guide unnecessary). The Johan-
nisberg (11,578'), beyond the Rifflthor, is also visible from this point.

Ascents from the Kapronek Thal. The Kitzsteinhorn (10,480';

8hrs.) is ascended without difficulty from the Wiistelau (see above; path
improved by the local Alpine club). We ascend past the fall of the Orub-
almbach , and through the Orubalm Valley , to the (4 hrs.) Hauslhutte on
the Orubalm (Alpine fare; admission 30 kr. ; bed of hay 1 fl.), and then
across the extensive Schmiedinger Glacier to the (4 hrs.) summit. View
very striking. Ascent from the Rainerhutte, or through the Zefferet Valley,

more difficult.

The Grosse Wiesbachhorn (11,735') is better ascended from this side
than from Fusch (comp. p. 123), especially since the erection of the Kaindl-
hutte on the Fochezkopf (9075' ; beds of hay for 6 persons, 1 fl .). From the
Rainerhutte to this hut, a laborious ascent of 4 hrs. ; we then ascend the
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Kaindlgrat , a sharp arete of neve with precipitous sides , between the

lower (left), and upper (right) Wielinger Glacier (a steady head necessary),

and over the neve of the glacier to the (3 hrs.) Wielinger Scharte, and
lastly to the left to the (

3/4hr.) summit, which commands an imposing view.

Descent by the Glockerin, the Grosse Barenkopf, and the Pasterze Glacier to

the Hofmannshutie (p. 304), or by the 'Hohe Gang' to Ferleiten (comp. p. 125).

Passes. Over the Kifflthor (10,138') to the Glocknerhaus (10-11 hrs.),

see p. 306. Over the Riftlthor and the Bockkarscharle (9790') to Ferleiten

(10-11 hrs.), see p. 125. Both these are imposing glacier-routes, but difficult,

particularly the ascent of the crevassed Karlinger Glacier. The ascent of

the Johannisberg (11,578') adds 3 hrs. to either route.

Over the Kaprunerthorl (8640') to the Stubachthal (to the Rudolfs-

hiitte 6 hrs.) , not difficult. From the Mooserboden across the lower end
of the Karlinger ( Hucier and the steep Thbrl Glacier, covered with debris,

to the (3V2 hrs.) Thorl , a depression between the Thorkopf on the left

and the Kleine Eiser on the right (fine retrospect of the Mooserboden,
Wiesbachliurn , etc.). Descent over the Riffl Glacier to the Tauernmoos;
then across the brook issuing from the Oedenwinkel Glacier to the saddle

on the S. side of the Schafbiihel and to the (2'/'2 hrs.) Rudolfshiilte (p. 298).— Over the Geralscharte (9120 ft.) to the Stubachthal (13 hrs. to TJtten-

dorf), fatiguing. — Ascent of the Hocheiser (10,510') from the Scharte
difficult (3 hrs.

;
guide 8 (1.).

29. From Zell am See to Krimml. Upper Pinzgau.

Comp. Maps, pp. 106, 140, 290, 302.

35 M. Post-Omnibus from Zell am See to Mittersill daily at 6.30a.m.
in 4 hrs. (fare IV2II.); from Mittersill to Neukirchen daily at 11 a.m. in

2'/2 hrs. (fare 1 tl. ; returning at 4.30 a.m.); from Neukirchen to Krimml
daily at 2.30 p.m. in l'/2 hr. (fare 60 kr. ; returning at 7 p.m. in 1 hr.). —
Carriage from Zell to Mittersill with one horse 6V2, with two 12 fl.

;

from Mittersill to Krimml 0-7 or 12 fl. — The scenery of the Upper Pinz-

gau is somewhat monotonous, but the Krimml waterfalls are highly in-

teresting. The 'Pinzgauer Spazierweg' (p. Ill) from Zell to Mittersill by

the Gaisstein is recommended to pedestrians.

Zell am See, see p. 110. The load skirts the lake for 3
/4 M.

and then turns to the right. It is soon joined on the left by the

Bruck and Zell road , and farther on by that between Bruck and

Mittersill. Beyond the extensive Zeller Moos rises Schloss Fisch-

horn (p. 110). The valley of the Salzach is here upwards of l>/'2 M.

broad , and is swampy at places. The road leads on the N. side,

skirting the mountain , to Aufhausen and (33
/4 M.) Fiirth, where

the road to the Kapruner Thai (p. 125) diverges to the left. At

the entrance to the valley of Kaprun lies the village of that name,

commanded by the Kitzsteinhorn (p. 126).
Farther on, at (1 M.) Piesendorf (Inn), the range between the

Kaprun and Fusch valleys comes into view on the S.E., with the

Hohe Tenn and the Wiesbachhorn (see above). Passing Walchen,

on the boundary between the upper and lower Pinzgau , we next

reach (4'/2 M.) Lengdorf (*Obernhauser). Opposite, on the right

bank of the Salzach, lies the hamlet of Niedernsill, at the entrance

to the Miihlbachthal, from which in 1798 three torrents of mud
descended into the valley of the Salzach, causing fearful devasta-
tion. Near (3 M.) Uttendorf (2b3S' ; Inn, provision depot of the

Austrian Alpine Club) opens the Stubachthal, with the Schneewin-
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kelkopf (1 1 , 590' ; route over the Kaiser Tauernto Kals, see p. 298).

Above Uttendorf the whole valley was formerly occupied by the

river and numerous stony islands, but much of this area has lately

been reclaimed. The road leads by Stuhlfelden and the small

sulphur-baths of Burgwies to (4'/.2 M.)—
Mittersill (2562' ; *Schwaiyer ; Orundmer ; Post, on the left

bank), the principal village in the valley, and the seat of the

district-court, which occupies the well-preserved old Schloss on a

height 500' above the river, on the left bank. (Fine view thence

;

to the S. the Velber-Thal, with the Tauernkogl, 9783'.) Mittersill

lies in the midst of a marshy tract, and has sometimes been called

the 'Venice of the Pinzgau'.
Road over Pass Thum to Kitzbiihel, see p. 151. Bridle-path over the

Velber Tauevn to Windisch-Matrei
, see p. 292 (a route which may be

shortened by spending a night at the Schtisswender Tauernhaus, 2 hrs.

from Mittersill). — The "Gaisstein (7746'), a very fine point of view, is

ascended without difficulty from Mittersill through the MiihlthaX in 5 hrs.

(guide necessary ; the night may be spent in the Biirglhutte, 80 kr.). — The
Pihapper-Spilze (8235'), ascended by the Lach-Alpe in 6 hrs. (guide), is

another fine point.

The road crosses the Salzach and next reaches (3 M.) Hollers-

bach (2712'), at the mouth of the valley of that name ; in the back-

ground rises the snowy Kratzenberg (9940').
Through the Hollersbachthal , a valley about 10 M. long , a path

ascends on the right hank of the stream
,

past a waterfall ('230' high),

to the Leithner-Alpe and the (i l/i hrs.) Rossgrub-Alp (4290'), at the N.E.
base of the Lienzinger (Saallahn- Spitz e . 9042'). After another hour the
valley forks : through the right (W.) branch a fatiguing route leads

past the Rasberg-See (7055') and over the Plenitz-Scharte (8800'), a glacier-

pass, to (5-6 hrs.) Inner-Gschloss (p. 291). In the left (E.) arm of the
valley the path first ascends past the Ochsen-Alpe over grass ( Weissen-
egger-Alpe), and then toils over a stony tract to the (3 hrs.) Weissenegger-
Scharte, to the E. of the Dichtenkogl (9252'J. The steep descent leads past
a small ice-tarn to the Velber-Tauern route, where we may turn either

to the left to the (2'/2 hrs.) Matreier Tauernhaus (p. 291), or to the right
to (2 hrs.) Ausser-Gschloss (p. 291). Guide, Johann Stoger of Hollersbach.

Beyond Hollersbach we return to the left bank of the Salzach,

and reach (2!/4 M.) Muhlbach, with sulphur-mines (path thence

to Pass Thum, see p. 151); then ('/4 M.) Picheln, (1^2 M-) Bram-
berg, and (1 1/2 M.) Weierhof, with a ruined castle (Inn, good. wine).

Opposite is the mouth of the Habachthal, with the Habach Glacier,

the Hohe Fiirlegg [Keeskopf, 10,660'), and the Qrun-IIabachkopf
in the background.

A difficult pass leads through the wild Habachthal and over the

Habach and Viltragen (p. 291) glaciers to Gschloss (p. 291; 9 hrs.; guide
7 fl.). The path leads from Weierhof across the Salzach to the hamlet
of Habach, and ascends first on the W., and then on the E. hank of the

brook to the (3 hrs.) Mayr-Alp (4690') ; thence to the (1 hr.) Keesau and the

(lhr.) Grossweid-Alp (7200'), which affords a fine view of the Habach glacier.

— Over the Kesselscharte (S740') to the Lower Sulzbachthal, not difficult.

On the left, beyond (3 M.) Neukirchen (2803'; *Schett ; Kam-
merlander), a considerable village in the 'Rosenthal', is the Sulzau,

a district at the junction of the Unter- and Ober- Sulzbachthal,

which are separated by the Mitterkopf.

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 9
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The Recftteekbauer, on the slope of the Rossberg, 1 hr. to the N.W.,
affords a splendid view of the Venediger and the two tranches of the

Sulzbachthal. A far grander view is obtained from the "'Wildkogel (72901

;

4 hrs.
;
guide 2 fl. ; new bridle-path), particularly of the imposing pyramid

of the Venediger at the end of the Habachthal and the Grosse Retten-

stein, towering immediately to the N. (Refuge-hut at the top ; inn in

summer, bed 80 kr.) The traveller may descend to Pass Thurn, to Joch-
berg, or to Kirchberg (guide in this case 5-6 fl.).

Pleasant walk to the 'Unter-Sulzbachfall (3/4 hr. ; guide 20 kr.). At
a finger-post 3/i M- to the W. of Neukirchen, we diverge to the left from
the road, cross the Salzach, and traverse the Sulzau to the entrance of

the Unter-Sulzbachthal , where our path ascends to the left and crosses

a wooden bridge to the ('/» hr.) Kanzel, the best point for viewing the

waterfall (160' high). — A steep path ascends the valley from the waterfall,

past an abandoned copper-mine , first on the right , and then on the left

bank of the brook, to the (3'/2 hrs.) Innere Bochalp or Ascham Alp
(5518'; poor quarters), 3/< hr. below the end of the crevassed Unter-Sulz-

bach Glacier. The Venediger (see below) may be ascended from this point
in 8-9 hrs. (arduous , and not recommended). Over the Unter-Sulzbaeh-
Thbrl (9265') to Gschloss (p. 292), difficult and not unattended with danger.

A tolerable path (improved by the German Alpine Club in 1882)

ascends the Ober - Sulzbachthal on the right bank of the stream, past

several Alps and waterfalls (one at the Weyeralp upwards of 300' high),

to the (4 hrs. from Neukirchen) Aschamhiitte (5390'; riding practicable thus
far). Then a steep ascent to the (2'/2 hrs.) "Kiirsinger Hutte (8714') in the

Keeskar, built by the German Alpine Club and well fitted up (bed 50 kr.).

Magnificent '-View of the huge Ober- Sulzbach Glacier (the ice-fall of which
is called the 'Turkische Zeltstadt'), surrounded by the peaks of the Ve-
nediger group, the Gross-Venediger, Grosse Geiger, Maurerkeeskopfe, Sonn-

tagskopf, and Schlieferspitze. The ascent of the Venediger (12,050'; 4-5 hrs.)

from the hut is somewhat laborious (see pp. 291, 293). Over the Ober-

Sulzbach Thorl to Pregraten, see p. 294; over the Zwischen- and the Unlet-

Stilzbach-Thorl to Oschloss, see p. 292; over the Krimmler Thorl to the

Karalpe in the Krimmler-Thal, see p. 294. — Guides: Dom. Kronbichler,

Lor. Lentgeb, Caj. Itussbaumer, and Joh. Unterwurzacher of Neukirchen (to

the Kursinger Hutte 4 fl. ; Gross-Venediger 9, with descent to the Ma-
treier Tauernhaus 11, to Windisch-Matrei 14, or to Pregraten 12 fl.).

The road crosses a mound of debris at the mouth of the Dutn-
bachyraben (view of the Venediger from the chapel to the left),

passes the ruin of the Hieburg (right) , and reaches (3 M.) Wald
(2864' ; *Strasser's Inn), where the direct route to (13 M.) Gerlos,

via Ronach
, diverges to the right (p. 142). Our road turns to the

left and crosses the (li/
2 M.) Salza, which here unites with the

Krimmler Ache to form the Salzach. It then leads round a project-

ing rock called the Falkenstein, and ascends in the broad valley to

(3 M.)—
Krimml (3412'; *Waltl, R. 60, D. 54, B. 42 kr.; guides, Joseph

Hock and Oeorg Nothdurfter)
,
a pleasant village, chiefly visited

on account of its magnificent **Waterfalls , the finest among the

German Alps. The Krimmler Ache
, the discharge of the great

Krimml Glacier, is precipitated in three falls into the valley below,
a depth of about 1000'. The three falls are not seen simultaneously
except from a distance ; the highest only is visible from the inn.
The finest points of view are rendered easily accessible by the new
*Walks on the left bank, constructed by the German and Austrian
Alpine Club. Guide unnecessary. A road leads from the back of
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the inn in the direction of the falls as far as a C/4 hr.) finger-post,

where we go straight on (while the old Tauern path crosses the

bridge to the left) , soon reaching the new path which ascends in

rocky steps. In 1/4 hr. we reach the first point of view ('Kiirsinger-

Platz'), where we view the *Lowest Fall as it thunders into its basin

at our feet and bedews us with its spray, in which the sun forms

beautiful rainbow hues. Returning a few paces from this point, we
then ascend to the Regenhauschen, a pavilion which "commands an-

other admirable survey of the lowest fall, and to (5 min.) a third

point of view overlooking the same fall. We next pass a platform

at the foot of the Central Fall and reach the Q/4 hr.) *Riemanris
Kanzel (named after the president of the Pinzgau branch of the

Austrian Alpine Club), a projecting rock with a parapet and seats

above the beginning of the lowest fall , in a wild and grand situa-

tion. Passing another view of the second fall, we visit (V4 hr.) a

projecting rock which affords a fine view towards Krimml, and then
ascend over the Schonangerl to the (y4 hr.) 'Jung-Kanzel', the first

point of view for the *Highest Fall , which descends in two leaps

from a height of about 650'. (Those who do not care to mount to

the top of this fall should at least ascend for a few hundred paces

more in order to obtain a complete view of it.) About 10 min.
higher is the ' Sendtner - Kanzel ', and near the top of the fall

(20 min.) is another coign of vantage. At the top of the falls, close

to the brink of the rocks over which the Ache is precipitated, a

bridge ('Schett-Brucke') crosses the stream to the rough and fatigu-

ing Tauern path on the right bank. We return to Krimml by the

same route. (From Krimml to the foot of the highest fall and back
3 hrs.)

Over the Krimmler Tauern to Kasern, 10 hrs. (guide as far a9 the
Tauernthbrl advisable ; to Kasern 7 fl. ; comp. Map, p. 290). From the head
of the upper fall (4400' ; see above) the path gradually ascends the se-
questered Krimmler Achenthal to the (8y« hrs. from Krimml) Krimmler
Tauernhaus (5318'; poor inn). At the Unlass-Alp, l/z hr. farther, the path
quits the Achenthal (which ascends to the Birnlucke, p. 274, and in which,
l'/4 hr. higher up, is the Karalpe, whence the route described at p. 294
leads over the Krimmler Thorl and Obermlzbach-Thorl to Pregraten), and
ascends somewhat steeply to the S.W. in the bleak Windbachthal. Fine
view of the extensive Krimmler Qlacier, enclosed by the Schlie/er- Spitz e

(10,768'), the liaurerkeeskopfe (10,646'), the Simmy-Spitze (11,418'), and the
Dreiherrn-Spitze (11.4801

); to the W. of the Windbachthal is the triple-

peaked Windthatkopf (9295'). From the (3 hrs.) Tatiern-ThSrl (8645') a splen-
did -View is obtained, to the S., of the Dreiherrn-Spitze, the Rbdtspitze,
and the Rieserferner. Then follows a rapid descent to 02 hrs.) Kasern
(5300' ; Hofer's Inn, rustic) , the highest village in the Prettau, or upper
Ahrenlhal. From Kasern to Taufers, see R. 55 ; to Pregraten and Win-
disch-Matrei over the Umbalthdrl, see p. 295.

From Krimml to Geklos over the Platte O'/'i hrs.), see p. 142;
guide (2 fl. 60 kr.) unnecessary, if the traveller is shown the way as far

as the ascent through the wood. Over the Plattenkogl to Gerlos
(5 hrs.), guide advisable (3'/2 fl.). Horse to the Plattenkogl 4 fl., over the
Platte to Gerlos 7, to Zell 13 fl.



THE TYROL.

30. Innsbruck and Environs.

Hotels. -Tikolek Hof (PI. a), R. from l'/2 fl., L. & A. 70, B. 60 kr.,

D. 2 ft. ; Hotel de I'Europe (PI. b.), R. 1 A. and upwards, L. & A. 76,

B. 50 kr., D. 2 11., both at the station; Goldne Sonne (PI. c), R. from 1 fl„

B. 45 , L. & A. 40 kr. ;
: Goldner Adler (PI. d ; visited by Goethe and

Heine), R. 1 fl., L. 15, B. 30 kr. ; -Stadt Munchen (PI. e), R. 1 fl., L. 20,

B. 40, A. 20 kr. ; "Hiksch (PI. f); Rotheh Adler, well spoken of. — On the

left bank of the Inn : 'Pension Katser, in the Schloss Cederfeld (p. 139),

charmingly situated Vi M. from the bridge, 2-3 fl. per day (also a restaur-

ant); Goldnek Stern (PI. g) and "Mondschein (by the bridge).

Cafes and Restaurants. Bilger, Kraft (military music frequently),

both in the Museums-Strasse ; Qrabhofer, Erler-Str. ; Stockinger, Haria-
Theresien-Str. ; Cafe in the Hofgarlen (p. 138), a favourite resort on
summer - evenings. — Beer. Breinossel , with shady garden , Maria-

Theresien-Str. ; Bierwastl, Ursulinergraben ; at the Hofgarten and other

cafes. — Rail. Restaurant.
Carriages (driver included). To the Berg Isel, one-horse 1 fl. 80,

two-borse 2 fl. 50 kr.; Ambras 2 fl. 40 or 3 fl. 60; Isel, Ambras, and back
4 fl. or 5 fl. 80; Lans (two-horse) 8 fl.; Martinswand 3 fl. 50 or 5 fl. 80;
Weierburg 2 fl. 40 or 3 fl. 60; the Stefansbriicke 3 fl. or 4 fl. 80; Schon-

berg 5 fl. 60 or 9 fl. ; Zirl 4 fl. 10 or 7 II.; Miihlau 1 fl. 90 kr. or 3 fl.;

with two horses to Landeck 40, Bludenz 80, Partenkirchen 35 fl. ; over

the Stelvio to Colico 400 fr. in gold (fees included). — Cab within the town,

first hour 1 fl. 30 or 2 fl. 50 kr., each additional hour 1 fl. or 1 fl. 30 kr.

;

to or from the station 80 kr. or 1 fl. 30 kr.

Stellwagen (omnibus) to Landeck daily, from the Adler at 5, from

the Stern at 6 a.m.; to Silz daily at noon (from the Adler and Mondschein);
to Vulpmes daily at 2 p.m. (from the Rothe Adler, behind the Goldene
Adler).

Railway to Munich , see R. 12 ; by Wiirgl and Saalfelden to Salzburg,

RR. 32, 24; to Botzen, R. 40; to Landeck, R. 34. As the station is often

crowded, travellers with luggage should be at the booking-office early.

Porter from the station to the hotel for luggage under 33 lbs. 10 kr., under
1 cwt. 15 kr., above 1 cwt. 20 kr. each package.

Baths. Kaiserkrone , on the Inn-Quai (restaurant); at the Pension

Kayser (see above) ; Swimming and other baths at the Giessen, on the

left bank of the Inn, above the rifle-range; new Bath-house near the

station ; swimming and other baths at BUchsenhausen (p. 139).
Summer Theatre (rustic comedies) at Pradl (p. 138).
Post Office (PI. 14), Maria-Theresien-Str. — Telegraph Office, Museums-

Str., next to the Museum, by the station. — Carved wood, photographs, etc.

at F. Unterberger"'s, Museums-Str., and Czichna's, Herzog Friedrich-Str. 1.

English Church Service in the Redoute building at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Innsbruck (1912'), the capital of the Tyrol, with 20,522 inhab.

and a garrison of 2000 men, is charmingly situated on the Inn, not

far from the influx of the Sill, and next to Salzburg is the most
picturesque town among the German Alps. In every direction, par-

ticularly towards the N., the eye is met by striking groups of bold

and fissured limestone mountains (Solstein, Brandjoch, Frauhitt,

Hohe Sattel), towering above the cultivated slopes of the valley

;
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while towards the S., above the wooded Iselberg
, rise the noble

outlines of the Saile-Spitze and Serles-Spitze. To the S.E., nearer

the foreground, above the Lanser Kopfe, peeps the rounded sum-
mit of the Patscher Kofi.

Leaving the station (PI. D, 3), we pass between the handsome
new hotels and first reach the Margarbthbn-Platz (PI. D, 3, 4),

where the Rudolfsbrunnen , in red Tyrolese marble , erected in

1863-77, commemorates the 500th anniversary of the union of Tyrol

with Austria (1363). At the top is a bronze statue of Duke Ru-
dolf IV., 10' in height, by Grisseraann, and around the basin below

are four water-spouting dragons and four griffins as shield-bearers.

We next reach the Maria-Thkrksien-Strasse (PI. C, D, 4),

the busiest street in the town , which contains several handsome
buildings of the 17th and 18th cent., and is embellished with the

Annasaule (PI. 1), erected in 1706 'ob hostes tarn Bavarum quam
Galium A. 1703 Tyrolim invadentes depulsos'. Near the column is

the house in which the Tyrolese poet Herm. v. Gilm (d. 1864) was

born, with his bust in marble.

The Maria-Theresien-Str. is continued towards the N. by the

Herzog-Friedrich-Strasse, a street flanked with arcades ('Lauben'),

which leads direct to the Goldne Dachl.

The 'Goldne Dachl' (PI. 4), a gilded copper roof, covering a rich

late-Gothic balcony constructed in 1425, belongs to a palace which
Count Frederick of the Tyrol, nicknamed 'with the empty pockets',

is said to have built at a cost of 30,000 ducats (about 14,000J.) in

order to refute the imputation. The paintings on the outer wall re-

presenting the Emp. Maximilian and his two wives, and the well-

executed armorial bearings in marble, commemorate the restoration

of the balcony by that emperor about the year 1500. — The ad-

joining Stadtthurm or Feuerthurm , a handsome old tower, com-
mands a fine view.

Further on, to the right, we reach the Franciscan Church, or

Hofkirche (PL 7; B, C, 4), in the Renaissance style, erected in

1553-63, in compliance with the will of Emp. Maximilian I.

(d. 1519; interred at Wiener-Neustadt, p. 309), whose sumptuous
*Monument occupies the centre of the nave. Maximilian is repre-

sented in a kneeling posture, in bronze, on a massive marble sarco-

phagus , surrounded by 28 bronze statues of his heroic ancestors,

in the guise of mourners and torch-bearers. The completion of this

imposing work occupied several generations, and the emperor him-
self ordered its execution as early as 1509; but the original plan

having been lost , the monument was not erected till the time of

Ferdinand I. and the Archduke Ferdinand, and was not finished

till about 1583. The superintendence of the work was entrusted to

Gilg Sesselschreiber of Augsburg, the court-painter, who designed

more than half of the statues. The figures were cast by Stephan

Godl (who succeeded Sesselschreiber in 1518), Bernhard Godl,
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Gregor Lbffler, Hans Lendenstreich, and others; and the famous
Peter Vischer of Nuremberg , to whom the figure of King Arthur,

the finest of all, is attributed, also took part in the work.

On the right : 1. Clovis of France ; 2. Philip I. of Spain, son of Maximi-
lian ; 3. Emp. Rudolph of Hapsburg; 4. Duke Albert the Wise; "5. Theodo-
rich, King of the Ostrogoths ; 6. Ernest, Duke of Austria and Styria ; 7. Theo-
dobert, Duke of Burgundy ; "8. Arthur, King of England (1513) ; 9. Archduke
Sigismund; 10. Bianca Maria Sforza, second wife of Maximilian; 11. Mar-
garet, their daughter; 12. Zimburga, wife of Duke Ernest ; 13. Charles the
Bold of Burgundy ; 14. Philip le Bon, father of the last.

On the left: 15. Johanna, Queen of Philip I. of Spain; 16. Ferdinand
the Catholic, her father; 17. Cunigunde, sister of Maximilian ; 18. Eleonora
of Portugal, mother of Maximilian; 19. Maria of Burgundy, his first wife;
20. Elisabeth, wife of Albert II. ; 21. Godfrey de Bouillon, with a crown of

thorns; 22. Emp. Albert I. ; 23. Frederick IV., Count of the Tyrol, 'with the

empty pockets' (p. 133); 24. Leopold III., the Pious, who fell at Sempach;
25. Count Rudolph of Hapsburg, grandfather of the Emperor; 26. Leopold
the Saint; 27. Emp. Frederick III., Maximilian's father; 28. Emp. Albert II.

Most of these statues were cast under Ferdinand I. at the bronze foundry
of Miihlau near Innsbruck, which was established by Maximilian I.

On the sides of the sarcophagus are 24 reliefs in marble. The
lirst twenty, by Alex. Colin of Malines (1558-66), who received

240 fl. for each , have been pronounced by Thorvaldsen the most

perfect works of their kind. The other four (21st to 24th, of earlier

date), attributed to Bernhard and Albert Abel, two masters of Co-

logne, represent the principal events in the emperor's life. Many of

the heads are portraits ; the features of Maximilian at different

periods of his life are unmistakable ; and the characteristics of the

different nationalities are faithfully rendered. The reliefs are covered

with glass and enclosed by a railing. The sacristan shows the mon-
ument and the Silberkapelle (50 kr.).

1st Relief. Nuptials of the Emperor with Maria of Burgundy, 1477; 2.

Victory over the French at Guinegate, 1479; 3. Taking of Arras, 1492; 4.

Coronation as Roman king at Aix-la-Chapelle, 1486 ; 5. Victory of the Tyro-

lese over the Venetians at Calliano on the Adige, 1487; 6. Entry into

Vienna, after its abandonment by the Hungarians, 1490; 7. Taking of

Stuhlweissenburg; 8. Return of his daughter Margaret from France; 9.

Expulsion of the Turks from Croatia; 10. Alliance between Maximilian,
Pope Alex. VI. , the Republic of Venice , and the Duke of Milan, against

Charles VIII. of France; 11. Investment of Ludovico Sforza with the

duchy of Milan; 12. Marriage of Philip le Bel, son of Maximilian, with
Johanna pf Arragon ; 13. Victory over the Bohemians at Ratisbon, 1503;
14. Siege of Kufstein (p. 52); 15. Submission of Duke Charles of Guelders,
1505; 16. League of Cambrai; 17. Surrender of Padua to Maximilian, 1509;
18. Maximilian Sforza reinstated as Duke of Milan; 19. Second battle of

Guinegate , 1515 ; 20. Meeting of Maximilian and Henry VIII. of England
at the siege of Tournai, 1513; 21. Battle of Vicenza against the Venetians;
22. Attack of the Venetian camp at Marano ; 23. Marriage of Maximilian's
grandson Ferdinand and his granddaughter Maria, with Maria and Lewis,
children of Vladislaw , King of Hungary, 1515; 24. Defence of Verona
against the French and Venetians, 1516.

The steps to the right, at the beginning of the right aisle, lead

to the Silberne Kapelle, so called from a silver statue of the Virgin,

and embossed representations in that metal of the ' Lauretanian
Litany' on the altar. On the left wall are 23 bronze statuettes of

saints
,
cast at Innsbruck, aw-^wobably mace destined for the mon-
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ument of Maximilian. The tomb of Archduke Ferdinand II. (d.

1595), executed by Colin during the duke's lifetime, is adorned

with the arms of the Austrian provinces admirably inlaid in stone,

and with four scenes in relief from the life of the deceased. The
tomb of Philippina Welser of Augsburg (d. 1580), first wife of the

archduke, is embellished with two reliefs by Colin. The old organ

is said to have been a gift of Pope Julius III.

At the entrance to the left aisle is the ^Monument of Andreas

Hofer, in Tyrolese marble, executed by Schaller, with a relief by
Klieber. Hofer was shot by the French at Mantua, 20th Feb. 1810

;

and in 1823 his remains were brought to Innsbruck, and solemnly

interred here. In relief are six Tyrolese, who represent the six dis-

tricts of the Tyrol, binding themselves by an oath over the lowered

banner. At the sides are the tombs of Speckbacher and Haspinger
with memorial tablets. — Opposite these is a monument to all the

Tyrolese who have fallen in the defence of their country since 1796,

with the inscription : 'Absorpta est mors in victoria'. — In this

church, on 3rd Nov., 1654, Christina of Sweden, daughter of Gusta-

vus Adolphus, embraced the Roman Catholic faith.

Andkew Hofer, born in 1767 at the Wirthshaus am Sand (p. 216), near
St. Leonhard in the Passeyr, was originally an innkeeper and dealer in

wine and horses. In 1796 he began his public career as the leader of a
corps of riflemen against the French on the banks of the Lago di Garda.
In 1803 he promoted the reorganisation of the militia , in 1808 he took
an active part , under Hormayr , in a rising against the Bavarians , and
in 1809 took the command of the Tyrolese, whose struggle for liberty was
crowned with marked success on three occasions at Innsbruck (see above),
as well as elsewhere. Hofer now assumed the position of civil and
military governor of the Tyrol , and resided at Schloss Tyrol for about
six weeks, during which period he conducted the administration with his
characteristic simplicity and shrewdness. After the Peace of Vienna, on
14th Oct., the Emperor of Austria himself exhorted the Tyrolese to sub-
mit to the foreign yoke ; but Hofer, misled by false reports, was induced
once more to lead his countrymen against the French and their Bavarian
allies. His patriotic efforts, however, being speedily crushed, he dis-

missed his followers and retired to his native mountains, where he
sought refuge in the Kellerlahn chalet (p. 216). His hiding-place was
betrayed to the French by one Raffl , whose secret was extorted by
threats of death, and on 20th Jan., 1810, Hofer and his family were taken
prisoners. He was conveyed to Mantua and tried by court-martial , the
majority of the judges in which were opposed to his execution. Not-
with standing this he was shot on 20th Feb., by order of Napoleon himself.

Hofer's most undaunted coadjutors were the Capuchin monk Haspin-
gee (b. 1776, d. 1858), who distinguished himself as a soldier, as well as

in his sacred office, and Sfeckbachek (b. 1758, d. 1820), another Tyro-
lese, who was originally a farmer and chamois-hunter, but afterwards
took up arms in defence of his native country, and terminated his career
as a major in the Austrian service.

To the left, on leaving the Franciscan Church, we observe the

imperial Burg (PI. 2), erected in the rococo style in 1770, on the

site of a castle built by Maximilian I. and enlarged by Ferdinand I.

The archdukes possessed a small bronze foundry here (besides that

of Miihlau), in which a number of famous weapons and suits of

armour were executed, particularly in the reign of Ferdinand I.
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(1519-64), when the 'Hofplattnerei', or court manufactory of ar-

mour, attained its highest reputation. Several precious specimens

of this work are still preserved in Paris (armour of Francis I. of

France) and Vienna. — Tickets of admission to the Burg (10-11

and 2-4 ; the Riesensaal with portraits and the Chapel are worth

seeing) and also to Schloss Ambras (p. 138) are obtained at the in-

tendant's office ('Verwaltungs-Kanzlei', at the principal entrance

from the Hofgarten, on the left).

Opposite to the Burg is the Theatre (PI. 15 ; B, 4, 3). In front

of it lies the Rennplatz, embellished with a small equestrian Statue

in bronze, on a disproportionately large pedestal, erected by Claudia

de' Medici to her husband Archduke Leopold V. — To the N. of

this point is the well kept *Hofgarten, a favourite resort.

In the neighbouring Universitats- Strasse is the University,

founded by Emp. Leopold in 1672 and restored in 1826. A med-
iral faculty was added in 1869. It is attended by about 600 stu-

dents and possesses the usual collections.

The Botanic Garden (entrance opposite the back of the Gym-
nasium) contains upwards of 600 species of Alpine plants with the

different kinds of rock on which they grow, arranged orographically.

— The garden of the Lehrerbildungsanstalt (teachers' seminary)

contains an interesting Relief Map of the Tyrol (scale 1 : 7500).

The Capuchin Monastery (PI. 9), begun in 1598 , was the first

of this order in Germany. A cell built by Archduke Maximilian,

Master of the Teutonic Order (d. 1618), where he annually spent

some time according to the rules of the order, still contains remin-

iscences of the founder.

The Landes-Museum (Ferdinandeum, PI. 12 ; open daily 9-12,

and, except Sun., 3-5; admission 30, catalogue 20 kr.) is a pri-

vate institution, founded and maintained by about 500 members.
It contains a valuable collection of objects relating to the Tyrol and

curiosities found in the country, antiquities, weapons, stained glass of the

16th cent., geognostic, botanical, and zoological collections, wood-
carving from the Grodener Thai (p. 203), paintings and drawings by
Tyrolese masters ; portraits of Hofer, Haspinger, and Speckbacher ; Hofer's

sabre, amulet, coins struck during his brief rule, his rifle, &c. ; Speck-
bacher's sabre and belt; Haspinger's hat and breviary; a Neapolitan six-

pounder; the flag of a Venetian volunteer corps, captured from the Italians

by a corps of Innsbruck students in 1848; busts of Hofer and Hormayr, etc. —
The Radetzky Album , a memorial of the marshal of that name , contains
over 1000 autographs ; the most interesting leaves are exhibited in frames
on the wall. — Tschager's Picture Gallery, bequeathed to the Museum, is

preserved in a separate apartment, lighted from the roof. The following
are among the best works (beginning on the left): 36, 37. Holbein (I), Por-
traits; 118, 153. J. A. Koch, Landscapes; 112. Cranach, St. Jerome; 57, 58.

Ostade, Genre pieces; 69. Ruysdael (!) , Landscape; 90, 98. Rachel Ruysch,
Flowers; 39, 113. De Heem , Fruit; 61. A. van de Velde, Cattle; s423. De-
fregger, Speckbacher and his son; 40. Van Dyck, Portrait of a lady; *35.

Terburg, Portrait of a man; 84. Rembrandt, A Jew; 148. A. Kauffmam,
Portrait of herself; "67. Van der HeUt , Dutch family at dinner; 75. G.
Dou, Flute-player; 76, 87. W. Uteris, Portraits; 93. Rubens, Warrior; 21,
25, 53. A. van der Neer, Moonlight scenes; 94, 99. Claude Lorrain, Land-
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scapes; 91. Cni/p, Church interior; 189. Koch, Tyrolese militia in 1809; 96.

Jan Victor, Landscape; 50. Tenters, Kitchen; 46. Tintoretto, A doge. Among
the modern works of art in the Ferdinandeum the following deserve
mention: 421. Worndle, Oriental landscape; 395. Blaas, Visitation of the
Virgin; Unterberger, Porto di Capri ; 335.422. Scenes from the revolution
of 1848, by Reisacher and Schbnn; 334. MalHkneclit, Philippina Welser he-
fore Emperor Ferdinand; 117. Blaas, Attack of pirates; Bronze statues of
Terpsichore and Venus, bv Mahlknecht.

The Church of St. James (St. Jakob, PI. 8; B, 4), not far from
the Goldne Dachl , re-erected in 1717, contains a picture of the

Virgin over the high-altar by L. Cranach, presented by Elector

John George of Saxony to Archduke Leopold , and surrounded with

a painting by Schbpff ; also a St. Anna by Hellweger, paintings by
Grasmayr, and the tomb of Archduke Maximilian , Master of the

Teutonic Order, designed by K. Gras and cast by H. Reinhart.

The handsome new * Bridge (PI. B, 5), which leads to the

suburbs of St. Nicolaus and Mariahilf on the left bank of the Inn,

affords the best survey of the environs. It occupies the site of an
old wooden bridge , the possession of which was fiercely contested

in 1809, on the occasion of the capture of Innsbruck by the Tyro-

lese. Above and below the bridge the banks of the river are plant-

ed with trees; and on the right bank extend pleasure-gTounds , at

the lower end of which , by the Rennplatz , the river is crossed

by an iron foot-bridge. (About 1
f^ M. lower down is the Miihlau

suspension-bridge, p. 140. J In the grounds on the left bank is a

bronze Statue of Walther von der Vogelweide (p. 203).

At the S. end of the Maria-Theresien-Strasse is a Triumphal
Gate, erected by the citizens in 1765, on the occasion of the entry

of Emp. Francis I. and the Empress Maria Theresia, to commemo-
rate the marriage of Prince Leopold (afterwards Emp. Leopold II.)

with the Infanta Maria Ludovica. The emperor died before the con-

clusion of the festivities.

Beyond this gate, on the right, is the Tyrolese Glass-Painting

Establishment, which does excellent work. The villa of the director,

Dr. Jele , contains a small and choice collection of pictures by old

masters. A few hundred paces to the W., nearer the Inn, lies the

well-kept Cemetery, containing handsome modern monuments by
Knabl, Grissemann, and other Tyrolese sculptors, andthatof A. Colin,

the sculptor (p. 134), in the Renaissance style. In the vestibule of

the chapel are frescoes by A. Plattner, a pupil of Cornelius (1863-

1873), and sculptures by M. Stolz.

About 3
/4 M. from the gate, on the Brenner road (p. 181), is

the Premonstratensian Abbey of Wilten, or Wiltau, the Roman
Veldidena. By the church-portal are statues of the giants Haimon,
the traditional founder of the abbey, and Thyrsus. The church is

sumptuously decorated with stucco, frescoes, and gilding.

In 3 min. more the road brings us to the foot of the *Berg Isel

(2454'), where a notice indicates the way to the rifle-practice ground

of the Tyrolese Riflemen ('Kaiser- Jager'). Ascending the hill, we
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reach in 10 min. the park-like plateau with its monuments and

buildings. The rifle-range is on the side next the Sillthai (officers'

practice on Saturday afternoons with military music). The Belvedere

affords a charming survey of the Innthal and the town.
At the sides are two obelisks, commemorative of the various wars in

which the Tyrolese have been engaged. One of them bears the inscrip-

tion : ''Donee erunt montes et saxa et pectora nostra Austriacae domui moenia
semper erunt.' The dates 13th April, 29th May, and 13th August, 1809,

refer to the repeated capture of the town from the Bavarians by the brave
Tyrolese peasants under Andreas Hofer, whose attacks were chiefly direct-

ed against it from the Berg Isel and the hills adjoining it on the E. as

far as Schloss Ambras. — The smaller Pyramid of white marble records

the names of Tyrolese officers and soldiers who fell in the campaigns of

1848, 1849, 1859, 1863, and 1878 in the Tyrol, Italy. Hungary, and the

Herzegovina. — The belvedere contains portraits of Hofer, Speckbacher,
and Haspinger, trophies, uniforms, etc. (adm. 20 kr.).

On a spur of the Mittelgebirge, or lower hills, 3 M. to the S.E.

of Innsbruck, stands Schloss Ambras, the direct road to which leads

by Pradl. (A shorter footpath leads to the right below the railway-

station and crosses the Sill to the gas-works; here we go towards

the right for a few hundred paces , and then follow a field-road to

the left which leads to the road in 10 min.) Another road to the

Sihloss by Wilten is longer, but pleasanter. It leads to the left

under the Brenner Railway at the foot of the Berg Isel, and crosses

the Sill Canal and the Sill (farther up is a weir, and on the left

bank is seen the mouth of the first tunnel of the Brenner line),

and then leads by the base of the mountains straight to the chateau.

(Restaurant at the outer entrance. ) The outer court contains Roman

milestones , found on the road from Wilten to Schonberg (p. 181).

*Schloss Ambras or Amras (2047')
;
originally erected in the

13th cent., chiefly owes its fame to Archduke Ferdinand , son of

Emp. Ferdinand I., and husband of Philippina Welser, daughter

of a wealthy patrician of Augsburg , whom he had met at the diet

of Augsburg in 1547 and secretly married in 1557. The archduke,

an enthusiastic lover of art, who became governor of the Tyrol in

1563, extended the chateau considerably and filled it with the cost-

liest treasures of art. His historical collection of armour established

here, but transferred to Vienna in 1806, is to this day one of the

finest in existence, and many of the greatest treasures of the col-

lections and library at Vienna were originally purchased by the

archduke for this chateau. The traveller, however, will still be

rewarded by a visit to the Schloss (shown from June to Oct. daily,

9-12 and 2-5; in winter 10-12 and 1-3; fee; tickets of admission,

see p. 136). The visitor should observe the fine wooden ceilings

of the principal rooms, particularly the splendid 'Spanish Saloon'

in the Renaissance style, 130 ft. long and 42 ft. broad, and the

artistically-executed furniture (writing-table, jewel-cabinet, etc.),

part of which once belonged to Philippina Welser ; also a number
of Chinese curiosities, carving, a few suits of armour, mosaics,
Roman antiquities, and portraits of Archduke Ferdinand (d. 1595)
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and his wife (d. 1580) at different periods, and those of other

princes. The chateau was occupied by Archduke Charles Lewis

and his first wife Margaret of Saxony from 1856 to 1858, when it

was partly modernised. The Gothic *Chapel on the ground-floor,

recently restored, is embellished with mural paintings by Womdle.
The pretty park, with its miniature waterfalls, is also accessible,

and as the gate at the lower end is generally open, it is not neces-

sary to Teturn to the chateau.
About 3

/t M. nearer the town than Schloss Ambras a path with pil-

grimage-stations ascends towards the S. into the wood to the Ttimmel-
platz ('tournament-ground

1

) , a small open space, with chapels, crosses,
and votive offerings This was the burial-place of about 8000 soldiers
who perished during the wars of 1797-1805, when the Schloss was used
as a military hospital.

The finest of the excursions from Innsbruck is the ascent of the

*Lanser Kopfe (3100'; 1 */4 hr.). Beyond the bridge over the Sill

at Wilten, by a finger-post to the right, we ascend the Paschberg,

soon obtaining a fine view of the Inn valley; by the (12 min.) red

cross, where the route to Vill diverges to the right (see below"),

our path ascends to the left; at the (18 min.) finger-post we keep
to the right by the enclosure; by a (3 min.) farm-house we ascend

to the left by a pleasant forest-path , the route being distinctly in-

dicated by red marks on the trees; at the (8 min.) top of the hill we
follow the broad path to the left, and at (8 min.) another finger-

post we turn to the right and (6 min.) reach the N.W. summit
(390' above the Mittelgebirge ; marked by a column 42' high, with
a vane), whence we enjoy a charming *View of the valley of the

Inn from the Martinswand to the Kellerjoch and Kaisergebirge,

and of the Stubaier Ferner, Habicht, Waldrasterspitz, Saile, etc.

towards the S. (see the mountain-indicator). — We may return

past the small round Lanser See (rustic baths, 20 kr.) to (20 min.)
Vill (*Inn) and (3 M.) Innsbruck; or we may turn to the left to

(20 min.) Lans (Traube ; *Wilder Mann), and follow the road (car-

riages , see p. 132) by Aldrans to (2 M.) Ambras (p. 138; a path

leading to the left immediately to the N. of Lans saves 3/4 M.).
The Patscher Kofel (7264' ; 5Vs-6 hrs.

;
guide from Heiligwasser 2 fl.)

commands a very extensive view. We take the road to (3 M.) Vill (see
above) and O/2 M.) Igls (Obexer), cross the 'Salzstrasse

1 from Matrei to

Hall, and ascend to the small pilgrimage-church of (IV2 hr.) Heiligwasser
(4042'; Inn). Thence, with guide (path steep at places), to the broad sum-
mit in 2'/s hrs. more. — Descent to Patsch (p. 191) steep and unpleasant.

A pleasant walk may be taken on the left bank of the Inn, by
St. Nikolaus, and past the chateaux of Buchsenhaus<>n and Cederfeld

(hotel, see p. 132), to (1/2 hr.) Schloss Weierburg (2208'), which
commands a fine view of the valley of the Inn , the Glungetzer,

Patscher Kofel , etc. (lodgings; restaurant). We may then return

by (20 min.) Muhlau (*Stern). About 800' above the Weierburg
(ascent of 40 min.) is the farm-house of Maria-Brunn (the

'Hungerburg' ; *Inn), which commands a *View extending to the

Stubaier Ferner. — About V4 M. from Muhlau is the wild Milhlauer
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Klamm, or gorge. From Miihlau we return to (l'/4 M.) Innsbruck

by the handsome suspension-bridge.
The village of Hotting forms the W. suburb of Innsbruck. The

church formerly contained the monument of Gregor Lbffler (p. 134), the
famous bronze-founder, which was removed to the Ferdinandeum at Inns-
bruck in 1882 ; its site is marked by a marble tablet. The road then leads
across the Hollinger Au to (l'/4 hr.) Kranebillen (*Inn), at the mouth of the
picturesque Kranebitter or Hurler Klamm (worth a visit ; to the Kersch-
buchhof and the Hundskirche, the narrowest part, '/s hr.).

At the mouth of the Selrainer Thai (p. 171), 7 M. to the W. of Inns-
bruck, on the Mittelgebirge which bounds the Innthal on the S., lies the
village of Oberperfuss, a summer-resort with a small and rustic bath-house.
The church contains a marble monument in memory of Peler Anich (d. 1766),

the mathematician, who was a native of the place.
Interesting excursion to (6 31.) Schonberg, at the mouth of the Stubaithal

(p. 181 ; carr. to the Stefansbriicke, see above) ; best light in the morning.

31. The Zillerthal.

From Jenbach (p. 54) or Brixlegg (p. 54) to Zell, 16 M. — Stellwagen
from the rail, station and the 'Toleranz'' at Jenbach to Zell (Post') daily

in summer at 9.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. in 4 hrs.; from Zell to Jenbach at

4 a.m. and 1 p.m. (fare 1 fl. 20 kr.). Carriage from Jenbach to Fiigen
with one horse 3fl.; to Zell 6'/2, with two horses 10, there and back 15 fl.

(with one horse from Brixlegg to Zell 6-7 fl.).

The Zillerthal is at first broad, fertile, and somewhat monotonous, en-

closed by pine-clad heights and smiling pastures. Towards Zell it contracts,

and the background is formed by snow-mountains and glaciers. The clear

green Ziller, seldom visible from the road, flows on the B. side of the

valley. Some of the inner ramifications of the valley (Griinde'; p. 143),

which have been rendered more accessible by numerous paths constructed

by the German and Austrian Alpine clubs, are well deserving of a visit.

The inhabitants are remarkable for their vivacity, their peculiar customs,

and their picturesque dress, which however is fast disappearing. Many
of the itinerant Tyrolese singers and glove-dealers , who are met with in

different parts of the continent, are Zillerthalers. Singing, with zither

accompaniment, may frequently be heard in the inns at Fiigen and Zell.

Jenbach, see p. 54. The road to the Zillerthal crosses the Inn

by the Rothholz bridge, leads to the left through the Schloss of that

name , and joins the Innsbruck high-road. 3 M. Strass (1700';

Neuwirth), at the entrance to the Zillerthal. (To the left, at the foot

of the Reitherkogel, is the ruin of Kropfsberg, p. 54.) To the right,

on the Schlittersberg , is the Brettfall chapel, a good point of view

('V2 hr.). The road to (13 M.) Zell does not approach the river till

Kaltenbach is reached. Near (2 M.) Schlitters (Jager; Stern) the

Brandberger Kolm and the Oerloswand become visible ; behind us

rises the Vordere Sonnwendjoch (7300'). Then Oagering, and (2 M.)
Fiigen (*Post; *Stern; *Hollwarth), capital of the lower Zillerthal.

The Kellerjoch (7677 1

; 5 hrs., not difficult; guide 3'/2, horse 6 fl.),

ascended from Fiigen, commands a magnificent and extensive view, em-
bracing the Inn Valley, the N. Limestone Alps, the Zillerthal, Stubai,
and Oetzthal Glaciers, the Tauern, etc. (descent to Schwaz, p. 55; 4 hrs.,
steep and rough). — The Wiedersberger Horn (6965'), on the opposite (E.)
side of the Zillerthal, is another fine point (4'/2 hrs., guide 2'A fl.).

Beyond Kapfing the road crosses the Finsingbach, and next
reaches (2 M.) Vderns (Pachmair), Ried

, and (2 M.) Kaltenbach
(Post), where the broad Ziller is approached.
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On the right bank of the Ziller is the 0/2 hr.) interesting Marzeribach-
Klamm. — Ascent of the Kreuzjoch (82051

; 5 hrs.; guide 2'/2 fl.) from
Kaltenbach, easy and repaying. Over the Kreuzjoch to Gerlos, 8 hrs.
(guide 4 11.), comp. p. 142.

Beyond (2'/4 M.) Aschau, from a point where the road ascends

slightly, a pleasing retrospect is obtained. 2% M. Zell, which is not

visible until it is nearly reached.

Zell (1880'; *Post, on the left bank; * Welschwirth ; * Brciu,

moderate; *6reiderer; *Neuwirth; Daviter ; Holzeiseris Cafe, near

the Post), a busy village with 1200 inhab., lies on both banks of

the Ziller, the valley of which is here broad and fertile. To the E.

rise the Hainzenberg (with the Maria Rast Capelle on a projecting

spur) and the lofty Gerloswand (7094'), resembling a wall; S. the

Ahornspitze (9728') , the blunted pyramid of the Tristenspitze

(9080'), and the snow-fields of the Ingent (9564'). At the foot of

the Hainzenberg, li/
2 M. to the E. of Zell, the Oerlosbach forms a

considerable cascade. The adjacent gold-mine is no longer worked.
Pleasant walk to (V2 hr. from the 'Post') Kliipjfstaudach, a farm-house,

with a terrace commanding an excellent view, on a spur of the Zellberg,
to the W. of Zell. — The Marchkopf (8190' ; 57* hrs., with guide), as-

cended by the Zellerberg, and the Gerloswand (70941

; 4'/a hrs., with
guide), reached by the village of Hainzenberg (see below) and the Gerlos-

stein-Alp, are both fine points of view, which present no difficulty.

[ To the E . of Zell opens the Gerlos, through which a well-trodden

but indifferent bridle-path leads to the upper Pinzgau. To Gerlos

4 hrs., from Gerlos over the Platte to Krimml 3!/2 , over the Platten-

kogl 5 hrs. (horse from Zell to Gerlos 4, to the Platte 7, to Krimml
9 fl.

;
guide from Zell to Krimml 4 fl. 20, from Gerlos 2 fl. 60 kr.,

unnecessary). The route leads from Zell to the S.E. to the (^hr.)
foot of the Hainzenberg, and rapidly ascends this hill (roughly paved
cart-track), past the (20 min.) Maria Rast Chapel (2290'; Inn), to

the village of (i/a hr.) Hainzenberg. The view, at first limited,

afterwards embraces the whole of the lower Zillerthal, with the

mountains on the N. bank of the Inn in the background. At the

(Y2 hr.) Oetschen Inn (3350') a small wooden platform affords a

capital view of Zell. The hilly path, leading chiefly through wood,
now skirts the Oerlosbach, which flows through a gorge on the left,

passes (^4 hr.) Marteck (two houses), and crosses the (10 min.)

ravines of the Schonbach and the {}]% hr.) Zaberbach. We next

cross the (20 min.) Weissbach, the (10 min.) Schwarzach, and the

(20 min.) Wimmerbaeh , and immediately afterwards the Gerlos-

bach, and reach (5 min.) the hamlet of Gmiind, where the valley

expands. The path crosses (20 min.) to the left bank of the Gerlos-

bach, recrosses (5 min.) to the right, and then leads over the stony

Riederbach to the (20 min.) long village of Gerlos (4110'; Alpen-

rose, at the lower end, near the church; *Kammerlander, 8 min.

farther on).
Excursions. (Guides, the forester Peer and Haller Peter, known as

'Hochstaffel', of Gmiind.) Up the Schonachthal to the ('2>/2 hrs.) Obere Iss-

Alpe: fine view of the head of the valley (Schonach Glacier, Zillerkopf,
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etc.)- — From the Durlassboden (see below), to the right, up the Wilde
Gerlos to the (I1/2 hr.) Drissen-Alp; at the head of the valley is the ex-
tensive Gerlos Glacier, over which towers the Reichenspitze. — Ascent of
the Thorhelm (8176'; 4 hrs.; with guide), interesting and not difficult: the
route ascends the Krumbach-Thal to the N. to the end of the valley (Wilde
Krimml), then turns to the right to the saddle between the Thorhelm
and the Katzenkopf, and mounts the W. side to the summit (excellent
survey of the Zillerthal group). The Kreuzjoch (8205'), to the S. of the
Wilde Krimml, commands a similar view. — The ascent of the Reichen-
spitze (10,807'; 7-8 hrs. ; able guides, with ropes, axe, etc., necessary) is

a difficult glacier -expedition, suitable for adepts only. Descent to the
Kuchelmoos-Alp (p. 143) in the Zillergrund very steep.

The path follows the right bank of the Gerlos, passing the en-

trance to the Schbnachthal (at the head of which is the glacier

of that name , with the Wild-Gerlosspitze and the Zillerkopf),

crosses the C/4 hr.) Krumbach , and ascends through wood to the

(
a
/4 hr.J highest region of the valley, called the Diirrenboden, or

Durlassboden (4603'), where we pass a timber-dam. The valley

bends to the S. (Wilde Gerlos), and the background is formed by

the Reichenspitze and its glaciers. The path crosses the broad floor

of the valley to (25 min.) a post which indicates the boundary be-

tween the Tyrol and the district of Salzburg , and between the

Gerlos and the Pinzgau, beyond which (5 min.) a finger-post points

to the left to Gerlos, and to the right to Krimml. The direct route

to the Pinzgau turns to the left by the crucifix , crosses the Hohe
Gerlos, or Pinzgauer Hohe (4780' ), and descends into the Salzach-

thal to (i/
2 hr.) Ronach and (2 hrs.) Wald (p. 130).

A far more attractive route crosses the Pinzgauer Platte to

Krimml. The path ascends to the right (S.E.) by the finger-post,

f) min. beyond the boundary-post (see above), and at the top of the

hill passes ('/i hr.) a second way-post, pointing to the right to

Krimml. Proceeding towards the E., by the chalets of the Vordere

Platte, we pass through (
f
/4 hr.) a gate, and ('/a h r -) reach a chalet

with a finger-post ('Weg nach Gerlos'), beyond which the Krimmler-

Thal and its cascades come in sight The stony bridle-path now
descends through wood to (

3
/4 hr.) Krimml (p. 130). — A still finer

route, but l'/ahr. longer, crosses the Plattenkogl, or Hintere Platte

(guide advisable on account of the marshy places, from Gerlos to

Krimml 3 fl. 60 kr.). The path diverges from the Platte route to

the right by the chalets of the Vordere Platte (see above), and

ascends to the S.E. to (40 min.) three chalets, where a post points

the way to the 'Fiirst-Schwarzenberg - Monument', a dilapidated

wooden pyramid on the summit of the (20 min.) Plattenkogl

(6656'). The admirable view embraces the Pinzgau, the Dreiherrn-

spitze to the S.E., the Reichenspitze and the Wilde Gerlos to the

S.W., and, far below, Krimml with the waterfalls. No defined path

descends hence to Krimml. The route leads towards the E., at first

skirting a precipice on the right, and passing some chalets. At
the (40 min.) last hut, by the finger-post, we rejoin the Platte

route (see above).]
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The road from Zell to (4'/2 M.) Mairhofen (post-vehicle with

two seats daily at 2 p.m., 40 kr. ; one-horse carr. 2 J
/2 A-) leads on

the right bank of the Ziller by Biiliel, Eckartau, and Hollemen ; but

the path on the left bank (13/4 hr.J, by Laimach and Hippach, pass-

ing the chapel of Burgstall, an excellent point of view, is more
attractive.

Mairhofen (2096'; *8tern ; *Neuhaus ; Post), the highest village

in the lower Zillerthal , is beautifully situated on a green plateau

amidst lofty mountains (see above). To the W. a pleasant glimpse,

of the Duxer Thai, with the village of Finkenberg, commanded by
theGriinberg. The valley divides here into four branches ('Griinde'J:
E. the Zillergrund, S.E. the Stillupthal, S.W. the Zamser (orZemm)
Thai, W. the Duxerthal.

Guides (comp. also p. 145) : Max Egger, Jos. Hausberger, Thorn. Holzer,
Michael Mayrl, and G. Moser of Mairhofen. Tariff of 1882: To the Karls-
steg in the Dornaubergklamm (2 hrs.) 1 fl.; to the Karlssteg and back by
the Teufelssteg (4 hrs.) 1 fl. 20 kr. ; to Ginzling (3 hrs.) l'/2 , Rosshag (4 hrs).

2, Breitlahner (5 hrs.) 2'/2, the Berliner Hiilte on the Schwarzenstein-Alp
(8 hrs.) 5, to Zams (Dominicushiitte, 7 hrs.) 4, Olperer Hiilte (10 hrs.) 6,
Hinter-Dux (5 hrs.) 2'/2, Zell on the Ziller (2 hrs.) 1 fl.

The Zillergrund, which opens on the E. and is drained by the Ziller,

is traversed by several passes leading to the Ahrenthal. The most fre-

quented of these crosses the Hundskehljoch (12-13 hrs. from Mairhofen to

St. Peter; guide, not indispensable, from Brandberg 7 fl.). From Mair-
hofen, a steep ascent on the right bank of the Ziller to (l'/2 hr.) Brand-
berg (3517

1

; Tanner); thence to (l'/2 hr.) Hausling and (IY2 hr.) a shooting-
box Auf der Au (4030' ; Inn, guides to be had). Through the Sondergrund,
which opens here on the S., a fatiguing route crosses the Hbrndljoch (8360';

fine view) to (7-8 hrs.) St. Jakob in the Ahrenthal (p. 274; guide from
Mairhofen 7 fl.). By the Sulzau-Alpe (4650'), 1 hr. farther up the Ziller-

grund , our path (recently improved and indicated by posts) ascends to

the right through the Hundskehle, and past the Neue, Mittlere, and Obere
Alp, to the (4 hrs.) Hundskehljoch (or Karscharte, 8383'), with view of
the Rie9erferner, Dreiherrnspitze, etc., and descends thence to (3 hrs.) St.

Peter in the Ahrenthal (p. 274). — Above the Sulzau, in the upper part
of the Zillergrund ('ZillergriinaT), are the (IV2 hr.) Kuchelmoos-Alp (5920')

and the C/4 hr.) last chalets in the Hohenau (6854'), from which a toilsome
pass crosses the Feld- or Heiligengeist-Jilchl(Sl&)'), to (4 hrs.) Kasern
(p. 274).

The Stillupthal, stretching to the S.E., between the Ahornspitze on
the left and the Tristenspitze on the right , up to the main range at the
head of the Zillerthal, will repay a visit. The Ziller is crossed at Mair-
hofen. By the 0/2 hr.) hamlet of Hans, on the left bank of the Stillupbach,
we ascend a stony slope of the Filzenkogl, traverse a wild ravine to the
upper part of the valley, and reach the (2'/2 hrs.) JUgerhutte (3786'; Inn,
guides) ; thence past several waterfalls to the (2 hrs.) Taxacher Alp , at
the end of the valley, finely situated. From this point over the Keilbaeh-
Joch (93101

) to Steinhaus or St. Johann in the Ahrenthal (p. 273), a fatiguing
but interesting route of 6-7 hrs. (guide from Mairhofen 7 fl. ;

provisions
necessary). The Frankbachsattel (93701

), a difficult pass between the
Grosse Loffelspitze and the Keilbachspitze, is fit for experts only.

The ''Ahornspitze (9728'), between the Zillergrund and the Stillupthal,

is best ascended from the latter (from the Jagerhutte by the Poppberg-
Alpe, 5 hrs.). View magnificent.

Through the Duxerthal, or Tuxerthal, the most populous of the above
valleys, and over the Duxer Joch, a well-trodden route leads from Mair-
hofen to (12 hrs.) Steinach on the Brenner Railway (p. 191). The road
crosses the Zemmbach by the (35 min.) Untere Steg (see below), and ascends
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to (1 hr.) Finkenberg (2900'; "Neuwirth; Eberle, rustic). (To the Karlssteg,

see below. In place of the old Teufelssteg, the deep ravine of the Duxer-
bach is now crossed by the substantial wooden 'Persalbrucke'.) It then
crosses to the right bank of the Duxer Bach, skirts the slope high above
it (fine retrospect of the Ahomspitze, &c), and recrosses to (2'/2 hrs.) Laners-
bach, or Vorder-Dux (4130'; "Stock; Briickenwirth). We next reach (13/4hr.)

Ilinier-Dii:r (4839'), the highest village in this green valley, consisting of a

few wooden huts, a small 'Bath-house (rustic; water 72° Fahr. ; landlord a

good guide), and an inn. Grand environs, enhanced by the Oefrorne Wand,
a considerable glacier, below which there is a magnificent waterfall (guide

to it desirable). — From Hinter-Dux a very line route crosses the Riffel-

scltarte (9440') and the Federtiett-Kees to (6 hrs.) Gimling (p. 145). From
the E. side of the pass we may ascend the Realspitze (10,000'; 3

/t hr.; from
Hinter-Dux direct 4'/^ hrs.; guide 2'/2 fl. ; superb sView). — Over the Riepen-
sattel to the Olperer Hiitte, see p. 146.

From Hinter-Dux the steep and stony path ascends opposite the Ge-
frorne Wand, passing several waterfalls, to the (2'/2 hrs.) Duxer or
Schmirner Joch (7604'). From the cross we overlook the bleak Weiden-
thal to the right, which descends to the E. to Hinter-Dux. Here we turn
sharply to the left (finger-post) and reach on the saddle a second cross,

from which we descend to the chalet in the basin lying before us, and
thence by numerous zigzags into the Schmirner-Thal. — The ascent of the

Frauenwand (8300'), 3/« hr. to the S. of the Joch, will reward the traveller

with a splendid view of the Oefrorne Wand, etc.

We now descend the somewhat monotonous Schmirner-Thal to (l'/ahr.)

Ober-Schmirn or Kasern (poor and dear quarters at the chalets) and (1 hr.)

Inner-Schmirn (4920
1

; Inn), at the mouth of the Wildlahner Thai, and
near St. Jodok (p. 192 ; where some of the trains stop) pass under the

Brenner line. At (2 hrs.) Slafflaeh we reach the old Brenner road and
3 31. beyond it stat. Steinach (p. 191).

By devoting 2"2 hrs. more to the excursion, we may combine the

Dornauberg with the Duxerthal. We follow the route to the Karlssteg

(4Va M. from Jlairhofen, see p. 145), return by the W. side of the valley,

ascend to the (D/4 hr.) 'Penalbriicke' over the Duxerbach , which flows

through a profound ravine 100 ft. below, cross it, and then either ascend

to the right to 0/t l'r.) Finkenberg, or turn to the left and reach the road

to Lanersbach and (4 hrs.) Hinter-Dux.

The Zbmmthal, the lower part of which is called the Dornau-

berg , divides at Breitlahner (see below) into the Zemmgrund or

Schwarzensteingrund to the left (E. ; in the direction of the Ahren-

thal) and the Zaniser Grund to the right (W.; route over the Pfitscher-

joch to Sterzing). These strikingly picturesque valleys are now

traversed by good bridle-paths and may be visited without a guide.

Beyond Mairhofen (10 min.J the road crosses the Ziller, and

then the (t^hr.) Stiliupbach (see above), which forms a fine water-

fall here, and(10inin.) reaches the covered bridge {Vntere Steg,

see above) crossing the Zemmbach to the Duxerthal. We now

ascend to the left on the right bank of the Zemmbach tothe(10min.)

Hochsteg, another covered bridge over the Zemmbach, which here

emerges from a wild ravine. The road then ascends on the left bank

across the pastures of Lintthal (Linde, with 8 beds; landlord's son,

Simon Fankhauser, a good guide) to the *Dornauberg, a profound

ravine , enclosed by lofty, pine-clad rocks, between which the

Zemmbach is precipitated in numerous cascades. The scenery as

far as the (1 hr.) Karlssteg is very striking , vying with , and at

places surpassing the Via Mala in the Orisons.
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The Karlssteg (2795'), l 3/4 hr. from Mairhofen, 1
1/4 hr. from

Ginzling, crosses the brook which here dashes wildly over huge rocks.

(The path ascending by rocky steps to the right leads to linkenberg,
see above.) Beyond this point the route (a good bridle-path) is less

interesting. It ascends gradually from the Karlssteg on the right

bank of the Zemmbach, passing (10 min. ; on the right) a group of

rocks which form a pointed vault, ami (20 min.) a hut with mem-
orial-tablets. The background is formed by the extensive ice-

masses of the Inyent (9564'). We next reach (
3
/4 hr.) —

Ginzling (3200'; Kr'611, rustic), prettily situated on the right

bank of the Zemmbach.
Excursions. (Guides David and Simon Fankhauser of Rosshag, both

good ; Joh. Hiirhager of Dornauberg , Jos. KriiU of Ginzling , and Jakob
Lechner of Breitlahner. To the Berliner Hiitte 3'/2, to the Olperer Hiitte

3'/2 fl. ; see also the excursions mentioned below.) To the Gunkel , in-
teresting (l'/4 hr.

; guide unnecessary). Follow the right bank of the
Zemmbach to the (V2 hr.) saw-mill ; then ascend to the left by a good
path through wood, passing ('/; hr.) a picturesque fall of the Qunkelbach,
to the C/j hr.) Jagerhaus (4790'; refreshm.), which affords a fine view of
the head of the valley (Feldkopf, Itothkopf, etc.). From the head of the
valley a pass which presents no difficulty crosses the Melkerscharte (8790'),

between the Feldkopf and Rothkopf, to the Schwarzsee and the Schwar-
zenstein-Alp (p. 146).

Ascent of the Tristner (9080'; 5 hrs.
;
guide 4'/2 fl.), easy and repaying.

We ascend to the (2 hrs.) beautifully-situated shooting-box of Wandeck
(small inn) , from which a steep climb of 3 hrs. brings us to the summit
(splendid view). — The Gross-Ingent (9564': 5-6 hrs.; toilsome) is ascended
from Iiusshag (see below) through the Ingentkar. — Ascent of the 'Riffler

(10,625'; 6 hrs.) from Rosshag by the Birglberg-Alpe (6640'), trying, but
very grand. We may descend into the Griesenberg-Kar, and follow the
slope of the mountain high above the valley to the Olperer Hiitte (p. 146).

To the S.E. opens the wild Floitenthal, which is worthy of a visit

(8 31. long; guide unnecessary). Steep ascent to the (l'/4 hr.) Hohenberrj -

Alp (3860'), a little before reaching which a view of the glaciers is

obtained. Then a gradual ascent to the C/4 hr.) Sulzen-Alp (bed at the
.liigerhaus ; Greg. Eder, the hunter, is a good guide), the ('/a hr.) Bockach-
Alp (4796'), and the (

3
4 hr.) Baumgarten-Alp (5100'; view not better than

from a point a little beyond the Bockach-Alp). To the S. lies the extensive
Floiten Glacier, encircled by the Lbfiler , Schwarzenstein , and Mbrchner.
— The ascent of the Grrosse Lbffelspitze (Loffler, 11,096') is very fati-

guing (from the Bnumgarten-Alp 7-8 hrs. ; two guides, 7 fl. each) ; superb
panorama (comp. p. 274). — Over the Floiten Glacier to the Trippach
Saddle (10,040'), between the Ftoitenspitze and Schwarzenstein , and down
over the Rohrbach Glacier to Luttach (8-9 hrs. from the Baumgarten-Alp),
an imposing glacier-route (comp. p. 273).

The path crosses the stream near the church, and leads past the

falls of the Qunkelbach on the left and the Pitzerbach on the right, to

the (i hr. ) Rosshag-Alp (*Fankhauser's Inn; provision-depot of

the Austrian Alpine Clup; guides, sec above), the best starting-

point for the ascent of the Riffler and the Gross-Ingent (see above).

Farther up the valley we cross to the right bank and reach the

(1 hr.) Breitlahner Alp (4070'; Inn).

[To the S.W. here opens the *Zemmgrund or Schwarzenstein-
grund, a highly-picturesque valley, and ri h in minerals. (Guides,

see above; unnecessary for those who visit the Berliner Hiitte

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. [Q
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only). From Breitlahner the path follows the right bank of the

stream, which here forms a small ravine, and ascends slightly

to the (
3
/4 hr.) Schwemm-Alp (4396'), situated in a broad basin

covered with rocky debris. To the right rises the Grosse Greiner

(see below). The steeper ascent begins '4 hr. farther on. The
new bridle-path rapidly ascends the slopes of the Schinder (passing

the tine falls of the Zemmbach on the right) to the prettily-situated

(
3
/4 hr.) <irnwand-Alp (5690'), beyond which the path is narrow

at places ; then, crossing the bridge to the right , to the (8/4 hr.)

Wa.regg-Alp (6121)'), at the foot of the Waxegg glacier, and in a

straight direction to the ('/$ hr.) Alp Schwarztnstein (6595'; 'Ber-

liner Hutle', a few yards beyond the Alp, erected by the German
Alpine Club ; inn and provision-depot) , splendidly situated (S.E.

the Schuarzenstein Glacier ; S. the Horn and Waxegg glaciers, over-

topped by the Rothkopf, Kleine and Grosse M'orchner, Schunrzen-

stein, Hornspitzen , Thurnerkamp, Rossruck , Mikele, and Grosse

Greiner). The best point of view is the small Schwurzsee (8340'),

below the Rothkopf, an ascent of l 1
/^ hr. from the hut.

Mountain Ascents from the Berliner Hiitte. Rothkopf (9730'), the

nearer peak 4 hrs., interesting and nut difficult (guide from Dornauberg
u',2 II). — The Schwarzenstein (11,047': 5 hrs.; guide 6 fl.) commands a
splendid panorama (descent over the Rothbach - Alpe to Taufers, eonip.

p. 273). — The Grosse Greiner (10,485': G-7 hrs.; guide 7'/2 fl.) ascended
from the Waxegg-Alp (difficult). — The Mosele (11.415'; 8-9 hrs., by the

Waxeygkees) , also difficult (cuinp. p. 273). — Passes to Taufers over the

Schwarzenbachjoch, Millerbachjoch. Rossruckjoch, and Tratterjoch, see p. 273

(each about 8 hrs., guide 8 fl.). Over the Melkerscharte to the Gunkel,

V- Uo.]see

Over the Pfitscher Joch to Sterzing, 10-11 hrs. from Breit-

lahner, a flue route on the whole, but somewhat trying. (Good

bridle-path to the foot of the Ptitsiher Joch; guide from Mairhofen

to St. Jakob 7, to Sterzing 9 fl., unnecessary for good walkers.)

The path crosses the Zemmbach to the W., ascends rapidly on the

left bank of the Zamser Bach which issues from the Zamser Grund,

crosses several tributary torrents, and reaches the ('2 hrs.) new
Dominicus-Hiitte, situated opposite the Zamser-Alpe (5535'; milk

only to be had
J,

which lies on the right bank of the stream, at the

entrance to the wild Scldegeisen-Thal , with its glacier-clad back-

ground.
A good . but at first rather steep path ascends from the Dominicus-

Hiitte to the (2 hrs.) Olperer Hiitte (8355'; bed 60 kr.), a club-hut erected

in 1881, overlooking the magnificent Schlegeisenthal with the Furtschlegel
and Schlegeisen glaciers, above which, from left to right, rise the Kleine
and Grosse Greiner, the Sehunhuchler Horn, ilosele. Xeves-Sattel , Blutt-

nock, Breitnock, Weisszint, Hochfeiler, and Hochstaller. This hut is the

best starting-point for the ascent of the 'Olperer (11,315; 3-4 hrs.; guide

T/2, or with descent to Hinter-Dux 9 fl.), the last part only of which is

difficult; also for that of the Gefrorne Wandspitzen (10,790'; 3 hrs.) and
the interesting "Alpeiner Spitze (or Schrammacker, 11,190'; 4 hrs.), the

descent from which may be made by the Stampfl Ferner to the Lovitz-

Alpe near the head of the Zamser Grund (p. 147). — Passes. From the
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Olperer Hutte over the Alpeiner Scharle (9710'), between the Fussstein
and the Schrammacher, to the Alpeiner and Valser Thai and (5 1/2-6 hrs.)

stat. St. Jodok (p. 192; an interesting route). — Over the Riepensattel,

between the Olperer and the Gefrorne Wandspitzen to Hinter-Dux (p. 144),
4-5 hrs., an attractive glacier expedition, free from difficulty.

From the Zamser Alp over the Neves-Sattel or the Schlegeisen- Scharle
to Lappach, see p. 269.

The path returns to the right bank 5 min. above the Dominicus-
Hutte, and bears to the left in the direction of an uprooted fir-tree

at the foot of the mountain. It follows the right bank of the brook,

passes the Lovitz-Alpe, and intersects the highest reach of the val-

ley (above which, on the right, is the Stampfl Glacier, the source

of the Zainserbach). Following the way-posts, we now ascend to

the (3 hrs.) Ffitscher Joch (7320') , which affords a fine view,

to the left , of the Oberbergspitzen , Hochfeiler, and Rothwand
(9416'; ascended without difficulty from the Joch in 172-2 hrs.;

interesting). In the foreground, far below, are the green Pfitschthal

and the serrated ridge which separates it from the Pfundersthal,

with the Hohe Pfeil and the Grabspitz ; to the W. in the distance,

are seen the Ortler and the Oetzthaler Alps. In a basin to the left

below the pass lie three small lakes. The path on the other side

of the Joch, steep at places, now descends to (l'/2 hr.) Stein and

(11/-2 hr.) St. Jakob in the Pfitschthal (4658' ; *Bainer's Inn).
In the Unterberger or OUeder-Thal , 4-5 hrs. to the K. of St. Jakob

is the Wiener Hutte (about 9500'; built by the Alpine Club 'Oesterreich' in
1881, and well fitted up), finely situated on a rocky knoll above the Olie-

derferner and a little to one side of the small but beautiful Wildlorl
Glacier. From the hut we may ascend the 'Hochfeiler (11,502'; 2'/a-3 hrs.),

the highest of the Zillerthal Alps, a superb point of view (eoinp. p. 2CS);

guide 6, or if the night is spent at the Wiener Hutte, 7 fl.). Descent to

the hut 1-1V4 hr. — From St. Jakob or from the Wiener Hutte to Lapp-
ach over the Untere or the Obere Weisszintjoch, see p. 269. — Guides in

the Pfitschthal: Martin Tiitsch, Jac. Bofer CHolzer ) , Chr. Pircher, Al.

Volgger, Jac. Hofer C Walderer'') of St. Jakob, and Joh. Obevmtiller of
Kematen.

The path to Sterzing now traverses a level part of the valley to

(1 hr.) Kematen, a village on the slope to the right , and (^ hr.)

Wieden , at the entrance to the Orossberg- Thai , through which a

rather toilsome route leads over the Pfundersjoch (8700') to (6 hrs.)

Plunders (p. 261). The houses of Burgum, remain on the left. The
path, reconstructed after the floods of 1878, now descends, skirting

the margin of the ravine, through which the brook forces its way in

a series of falls to a lower part of the valley, passes Afens, and
reaches (1^4 hr.) Wiesen , a considerable village with a handsome
church. The path now turns to the left round a projecting hill,

passes under the railway, and leads to the right to the station of

(
3
/4 hr.) Sterzing (p. 193).

10*
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32. From Worgl to Mittersill. Hohe Salve.
Comp. Maps, pp. ISO, 106.

40 31. Railway (Qiselabahn, comp. R. 24) from Worgl to (22 31.) Kilz-

biihel in 11/2-2 hrs. (fares 1 fl. 69, 1 fl. 27, 85 kr.). Stellwagen from Kitz-

biihel to Mittersill daily in 4!
/2 hrs. One-horse carriage to Pass Thurn 5

(two-horse 10), Mittersill 7, Krimml 14 fl.

Worgl (1666'J, see p. 54. The railway follows the left bank of

the Brixenthaler Ache (on the other bank is the Kaiserstrasse,

p. 151). Below Schltss liter, which stands on a spur of the Hohe
Salve to the left, the train enters the Brixenthaler Kluuse, a rocky

gorge, in which, beyond a short tunnel, it crosses the Ache.

51/2 M Hopfgarten (2030'; *Post or Paulwirth ; Diewald ; Staff-

ner's Restaurant , at the station) , a large village, the seat of the

district-court, % M. from the station (omn. 10 kr.).

The Hohe Salve (5984'), the Rigi of the Lower Innthal, is one of the

most popular and most accessible points of view in the German Alps.

The conspicuous summit of the mountain is covered with turf, and forests

and farm-houses extend more than halfway up its slopes. The ascent

may be made from Hopfgarten, Brixenthal, Soil, or Itter (new path), but

is easiest from Hopfgarten (3 hrs.). Travellers approaching from Kitz-

biihel ascend from Brixenthal or Brixen (the shortest route, 2V2 hrs.).

The ascent from Soil (3 hrs.), on the N. side, has this advantage that the

view towards the S. is concealed until the summit is reached, when it is

suddenly disclosed in all its grandeur. — Guide (unnecessary) from Hopf-
garten to the top and back, including a stay of 3 hrs., i'/a fl. ; to the top

and back by Brixen 2 fl. 20, back by .Soil 2 fl. 50 kr. (9kili.gr. of luggage

free). Horse or mule with attendant to the Tcnn Inn 3, to the top 5 11.

;

'chaise-a-porteurs' 12 fl. (Same tariff from Brixenthal.)
From Hopfgarten (3 hrs. ) the route follows the high-road past the

'Paulwirth' and ascends to the left by the linger-post; 3/4 hr. a spring;
]
/4 hr. a mill; 20 min. linger-post pointing to the left; 5 min., the 'Term

Inn (good quarters), l'/j hr. from the summit. The path now ascends a

little to the left, and then to the right (numerous short-cuts); 40 min. the

Vorder-Hutlen; 25 min., the path from Soil joins ours ; 1/4 hr. the summit.

From Brixen (2'/j hrs.) ascend to the right at the \V. end of the village;

at the (1 hr.) chalets turn to the left; by the (
3 /4 hr.) chapel again turn

to the left to the Alp; lastly a steep zigzag ascent to the (
3
/4 hr.) summit.

From stat. Brixenthal a new bridle-path, with way-posts, and not to

be mistaken , ascends at first through wood and then over pastures (por-

ters and horses to be had of the postmaster at the station).

From SiiU (p. 152) there is a bridle-path to the top, which cannot be

mistaken. Good walkers may prefer the following route: first towards
the 8. to the Stamp/anger Graben ,

passing (20 min.) a chapel on an iso-

lated rock on the right, and ascending straight on; 1/i hr., pass through
the gate to the brook (path to the left to be avoided), and ascend steeply

on the other side through wood; beyond (20 min.) the solitary house of

Romsen, ascend in zigzags over pastures; 72 hr., a large and conspicuous
farm-house with a bell, where the bridle-path is joined. Then (IV2 hr.)

a spring, 5 min. beyond which the route joins that from Hopfgarten, at

a point 20 min. from the summit.
At the top are a chapel and an *Inn with outbuildings (40 beds at

80 kr. ; early arrival advisable in fine weather). The 'View, although less

varied than that from the Rigi or the Sehafberg owing to the absence of

lakes, is magnificent, particularly to the S., where the complete Tauern
chain is visible fn in the Hohe Tenn and "Wiesbachhorn to the Ziller-

thaler Ferner. Due S. rises the Gross-Yenediger, to the left of which is

the fantastic-looking Grosse Rettenstein in the Spertenthal; farther W.
are the distant Ortler, the N. Limestone Alps with the Zugspitze, and
the Steinbergerspitze, not unlike a church-, to the N., the Miesing, Wen-
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delstein, and, on the S. side cif the deep valley of the Inn, the imposing,
serrated ridge of the Kaiscrgebirgc ; E. the Salzburg Alps, the Lofcrcr
Ktcinberge, the Stcinerne Meer. and, in the foreground, the KilzbiiMer
Horn (comp. Panorama).

To the S. of Hopfgarten opens the Kelchsauthal, traversed by two
rarely-used passes: one lo the right, leading through the Lrnige flrund to

(10 hrs.) (,'eflos, the other to the left through the Kurze (,'rund and over
the Rnlzachjoch (li-lSy'l to C9 hrs.) Jlvnar/i in the Upper Pin/.gau (both Tin-

attractive, guide necessary). — A third route leads through the Windau-
Thal (see below) and over the Filzensallel (5590') to (9-10 hrs.) Wald in

the Pinzgau (with guide).

At. Haslau above Hopfgarten (where we observe the ruin of

Engelsberg on the right, at the entrance of the Kelchsauthal) the

train crosses the Brixen thaler Ache, which here forms a waterfall,

and turns to the right into the Windnuthul
, on the left side of

which it ascends a steep gradient. Beyond a tunnel, 360 yds. long,

the line bends back, and crosses the valley and brook to the oppo-

site slope by means of an embankment 60' high and a bridge 7f>'

in height. A second tunnel (220yds.) then leads to the upper part

of the Brixenthal. The train crosses the Lnuterbach and reaches

(
1'2 M

.
) Brixenthal (''2-190' ; *Zur Hohcn Sul.ne), the station for the

large village of Brixen (Inn) , l 1

/' AT. to the \V. (Ascent of the

Hohe Salve, see p. 148.) About '/:> M- to the S. of the village is

the Mariit-Luiien-Jlrunnen (Inn), a chalybeate spring.

The train continues to traverse the broad valley, ascends rapidly

(gradient 1 : fiO), ami crosses the watershed between the Rrixen-

thaler and Kitzbiihler Ache. 16 M. Kirchberg (2690' ; Buchlwirth;

Kiilswirtk)
,
prettily situated at the entrance to the Spertenthal.

To the right rises the (irosse Itettenstein (see below).
Through the Spertentlial a road leads to (5 31.) Atcliau (.S'.'HO

1

; rustic
inn), where the valley forks. The W. branch is the Untere Gritnd , the
other the Obere Orun'd, through both of which easy passes lead to the
Pin/.gau (the former leading to the O'eige, the latter to the S/ange). A
fine excursion from Aschau is the ascent of the Grrosse Itettenstein (7745',

l'/2 hrs., with guide). The route leads through the Untere Grund and
over the Somwendalpe to the (3 hrs.) Schonthalalpe. and thence in IV2 br.

to the top (imposing view).

At Klausenbach the train crosses the Axchauer or Reitner Ache

(N., the Kaisergebirge, p. ir>'2), and soon passes the Sehirarzsee on

the left (station). It next crosses the Kitzbiihler Ache and the Pass

Thurn road, and reaches —
22 M. Kitzbiihel (2418'; *Tiefenbrunner or Post; *Hinterbrau

;

Stem; Itiisxt ; Hechcnbergcr ; Haas, at the station; Srhirar-zer Adler,

moderate; Tiefenbrunner llin-'/uelle, with shady garden, opposite

the station; furnished rooms at Frau Steineis, I'irchl's, etc.), a

small town (3000 inhab.), charmingly situated on the Kitzbiihler

Ache, and much frequented for summer-quarters. About ;,

/4 -M. to

the S. is the Kitzbiihler Bad (inexpensive), with a chalybeate spring.

Pleasant walk to the E. to the (1 hr.) Ebnerlapelle in the Kogler-
graben, with a line view of the Venediger, etc.; YV. to O/2 hr.) the cha-

teau of Lebenberg, the Zephirau with the Selileierfall ('veil-fall'), and the

(
:i

/4 hr.) Schwarzsee (Inn), covered with water-lilies.
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The -Kitzbiihler Horn (6542'; 3-3'/z hrs.
; guide, 2 fl., unnecessary;

horse t» the inn 4, to the top 5, there and back Rfl.) is an admirable
point of view. The route leads S. from the station, past the Hotel Haas,
and along the Ache; the (4 min.) second turning to the left is then taken,
the railway crossed, and a good bridle-path, provided at doubtful points

with way-posts , is ascended through wood and over pastures (several

good springs) to the new (2'/2-3 hrs.) "Inn (bed 80 kr.), above the Tratt-

alpe. The summit, on which stands a chapel, is reached in 3A hr. more.
The view, particularly of the Tauern, surpasses that from the Hohe Salve,

and is remarkable for the picturesque grouping of the valleys; to the E.

are the imposing Loferer Steinberge, to the N.E. the Chiemsee. Compare
the Panorama. — Descent on the W. side by the Qoignalpe to Oberndorf
(p. 113). l'/2 M. to the S. of St. Johann ; on the K. side by a new path by the
Goignalpe and Stanglbirg to St. Johann (p. 113); on the E. side to Fieber-

brunn (p. 113; guide desirable).

Railway from Kitzbuhel to Zell am See and Salzburg, seeR. 24.

The road to Mittersill crosses the Ache, and leads past the Kitz-

buhler Bad (see above) and (left) Aurach to Wiessneck (to the S.

is seen the Gross-Venediger). Then a steeper ascent past a desert-

ed copper-stamping mill to (5 M.) Jochberg (3000' ; Wagstatten).
The ascent of the Gaisstein (7746'; 4>/2 hrs.; with guide: the shoe-

maker) from Jochberg is recommended (no difficulty). The route ascends
through the steep Rintersbachgraben to the Lower and (3'/2 hrs.) Upper
Sintersbach-Alpe, and in 1 hr. more to the summit, which affords a magni-
ficent view of the Tauern. Descent to Sluhlfelden or to (3'/2 hrs.) Mitter-
sill, see p. 129. The Pinzgauer Spazierweg to the (8 hrs.) Schmit'-enhOhe, see

p. 141 ; provisions necessary; guide to the Sommerscharte (p. Ill) advisable.

The road now ascends gradually, past the Zur Wacht Inn, to

(4 M.) Jochberg- Wald (Waldwirth), and then in long windings
(which a path to the left cuts off), becoming level again at the top,

to the (4 M.) Pass Thurn (4180'; Inn), the boundary between the

Tyrol and Salzburg. A hill ^2 nr - to the W. affords a fine survey

of the Tauern ; a still finer view is obtained from the Resterhbhe

(6100' ), farther up, to which a path leads from the inn in l 3/4 hr.

The road now descends, passing a second (10 min.) Inn, and af-

fording a magnificent view of the Pinzgau with its reedy swamps,
and of the Tauern, and then winds down to(4M.) Mittersill (ji. 128).

Walkers on their way to Krimml save 1 hr. by taking the footpath
lo the right at the bend of the road, about 200 paces below the second inn
(see above), which descends through pastures and wood direct to (1 hr.)
Miihlbach (see p. 129).

33. From Worgl to Reiehenhall by Lofer.
Comp. Maps, pp. 190, 106, 56.

50 M. High-road. From Elmau to St. Johann and from Waidring to

Lofer a 'Cariol-post
1

runs daily. From Lofer to Reiehenhall a Stellwagen
daily at a.m., in 4 hrs. (fare l'/2 fl.). Carriages, see p. 153.

W6V<?J(1666'), see p. 54. The road crosses the railway (p. 148)
and the Brixenthaler Ache at the Orattenberyl, a projecting hill. It

then quits the Tnn , follows the valley of the Ache for a short

distance, and ascends (in view of Schloss Itter) the ravine which
leads to the low saddle separating the Sblland , or valley of Soil,

from the Achenthal. From this point onwards the road is called the
1

Kaiserstrasse' , from the Kaisergebirge, which rises to the N.
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7 M. Soil (2320''; Post; ascent of the Hohe Salve, see p. 148).
The -wooden houses in this district are interesting. The road nest
passes (3i/

2 M.) Scheffau, on the hill to the left, and the Plaiken Inn.
The Kaisergebirge consists of two ranges separated by the W. and

B. Kaiserthal (p. 53) : the N. chain is the Hintere Kaiser, while the S.

chain, at the base of which our road runs, is called the Vordere or Wilde
Kaiser. The latter and higher chain culminates in the Elmauer Hallspitze
(7742'), Treffauer Kaiser (7730% Scheffauer Kaiser (75601

), and Ackerlspitze
(7706'). These peaks are difficult of ascent owing to the steepness of the
upper parts , and should not be attempted except by adepts. (Wiedauer,
the landlord at Barnstatt, is a good guide.) The highest peak , the El-
mauer or Qrosse Hallspitze, takes 7-8 hrs. from Elmau (guide 4-5 fl.). The
ascent of the Scheffauer Kaiser is easier (from Barnstatt by the Kaiser-
hochalpe in 3 hrs. ; guide 2 fl.). The Sonneneck, see p. 53.

Pleasant excursion from Scheffau to the (l'/2 hr.) Hintersteiner See
(3040'), a lake l'/i M. long and l/z M. broad, picturesquely situated at the
base of the Zettenkaiser. Near the E. bank, by the St. Leonhardskapelle,
is the inn of Barnstatt (Wiedauer). We may now cross the Sleinerne
Stiege to the Weissachthal and (2'/s hrs.) Kufstein, see p. 54.

3^2 M. Elmau (2656' ; *Posi) is prettily situated at the highest

point of the road, which now descends hy (l 1^ M.) Going and
Rettenbach, and follows the Reitner Ache to the Leukenthal.

43/4 M. St. Johann (2130'; *Post; *Bar; *Zum Hohen Kaiser,

at the station), a station on the Salzburg-Tyrol Railway (p. 113),

lies at the N. base of the Kitzbuhler Horn (p. 151).
The following route is more attractive than the monotonous high-

road to Erpfendorf and Waidring: by railway to Fieberbrunn (p. 113); then
ascend by the road to the left to (2'/2 M.) St. Jakob im Haus (2788'; Inn),

a hamlet on the low saddle between the Pramauthal and the Pillerthal;

descend by the marshy Flecknersee to (3 M.) St. Ulrich on the Pillersee (see

below) ; and lastly traverse the Oefen to (i'/z hr.) Waidring (see below).
From St. Johann to Kossen by Gasteig and Sehwendt, see p. 61; over

the Slripsenjoch to Kufstein, see p. 53.

The road leads from St. Johann to the N. through the wide

valley of the Grosse Ache (Leukenthal) , with the Kaisergebirge

on the W. side. Kirchdorf is seen on the left bank. (Over the Strip-

ser Joch to Kufstein, see p. 53.) At (31/2 M.) Erpfendorf (1990'

;

Inn) the road quits the Achenthal (route to Kossen, see p. 61),

and turns E. into the Ausserwaldthal. On the left rises the Fell-

horn (5780'), and farther off, above Waidring, the Stein-Platte, or

Kammerkbhr- Platte (6132').

3'/2 M. Waidring (2562'; *Post), a thriving village, finely

situated on the watershed between the Achenthal and the Saalach-

thal, is a summer-resort. To the S. rise the Loferer Steinberge.
By the Qriinwaldhiilte to the Kammerkbhr-Alp and through the Schwarz-

bergklamm to (6 hrs.) Unken, see p. 154 (guide necessary). The Kammer-
kbhr-Platle (6132') may be ascended from the (2 hrs.) Alp without diffi-

culty in 1 hr. ; view very fine. — Ascent of the Fellhot'n (5780
1

) by Reitern-
dorf and the Eckalpe, 4 hrs., toilsome ; better from Reit im Winkel (p. 59).

Pleasant walk (road) from Waidring to the S. through the Oefen, a
gorge of the Strubache, and past the chapel of St. Adolari to the sequestered
blue Pillersee (2740'), at the S. end of which lies the (I1/2 M.) village of
St. Ulrich (Seewirth). To the E. rise the Loferer Steinberge (see below). —
From St. Ulrich by St. Jakob im, Haus to (2 hrs.) Fieberbrunn, see above.

The road from Waidring almost all the way to Reichenhall leads
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through grand mountain-scenery. The profound and picturesque

valley of the Strubache, between the Hoeliplatte and the Steinberg,

gradually contracts. In the narrowest part is the (3 1/2^-) I'm1 *

Struli ('22"):")'
), the frontier between the Tyrol and Salzburg, which

was oik e fortified, and was heroically defended by the Tyrolese

peasants in 1805 and 1809. The Smildcldhiil is entered at —
43/4 M Lofer (2096' ; *Post; *Brau- *Xum Srlweher), where

the Pinzgau road joins ours. A good view of the beautiful environs

of Lofer is afforded by the (10 min. ) Calntrknhertj . Far below
dashes the impetuous Smile, or Saalach, through its rocky channel.

On all sides rise lofty mountains, some of them covered with snow :

E. the Reiteralpe and Miihlsturzhorner ; S.W. the huge peaks of the

Loferer Steinberye {Breithorn, Ochsenhorn, etc.).

Exciksions. (Guides, M. Sc/iolz, Andr. and Joh. Walder.) lleautiful

walks to tin-' (2(1 min.) GesiiudlieilsqueUe (Loferer Brundl), a spring to

the S. of the Waidring road, and to the ('/» hr. farther) loferer Hoch-
thal, inclosed by the precipitous sides of the Steinberge, 6500' in height;
also to the Eberl ('/'J hr.), and to the Hochmoos with its mud-baths ('.'« hr.).

— Longer excursions to Maria-h'irc/ieiithal . Mayerbergklamm (l'/-jhr.),

Vi'ildenlhal, Pass Luftemiein (sec below), etc. — The Loferer Alpe (1795';

rustic inn; 3 hrs.; guide V/'-j fl.) is another tine point (view from the
ilaniskopf); thence to the Sebwarzbergkiamm, see below. — Ascent of the
Hiaterhorn or Mitterhorn (S212'), the second-highest peak of the Loferer
Steinberge , laborious (6-7 hrs. : guide 4'/2 fl.). We ascend through the
Loferer Thai to the (21/2 hrs.) Steinbergnlm-Hiitte (4190': club-hut, bed
(ill kr.) ; then through the Crosse Webrgritbe or IVirlgritbe , and up the
arete to the (4 hrs.) summit (imposing prospect). We may descend by the
Auderl-Alm and round the Blaue Wand (guide 5 fl.). — The Oclisenhorn
(S245' ; 4 hrs. ; guide o'-j fl.). another tine point, is ascended from the
Steinbergalm Hut through the Kleine Wehrgrube.

In the Scbiittachgraben or Schiedergraben, 4 .M. to the S. of Lofer, is

the Lofer-Klamm or Vbrderkaser-Klamm, a magnilicent ravine, rendered
accessible in 1881 , which is not inferior to those of Unken and Seissen-
herg. We follow the road to the S., past St. Afar/in (see below), and
(2 31.) diverge to the right bv a good road leading to (2 31.) the entrance
of the gorge. This curb us defile, 2>/J to 20' in width, and Hanked with
rocks about 2-"0' high, contains interesting water-worn cavities and several
line waterfalls. From the upper end of the Klamm. we may return by
the (20 min.) Almberg-Alpe to the (1 hr.) high-road. From Ober-Weissbach
(p. 7S) the Klamm is reached on foot in 2 '/a hrs., or by carriage in l'/a hr.

To Obku-Weissbach (Saalfelden or Berchtesgaden). The road follows
the Saalach as far as (l'/j 31.) St. Martin, where the road to Hirschbiihl,
mentioned at p. 78, diverges to the left, and then crosses the Pass
Luftenslein (2070'; Inn), which was formerly fortified. It now passes
(right) the LamprecM- Ofenloch (p. 78), crosses the Saalach, and reaches
(5 SI.) Ober-Weissbach (

:Tnn). Thence to (16 M.) Berchtesgaden over the
Hirschbiihl, see p. 78; to (11 31.) Saalfelden, see R. 16. (About 1/2 hr. to

the N. of Ober-Weissbach is the interesting SHssenbergklamm, p. 78.) —
One-horse carriage from Lofer to Frohnwies 2, two-horse 4fl.; to Saal-
felden 51/2 or IO1/2 fl. (diligence daily at 7.30 a.m. in 3>/a lirg., fare I'/a/l.);

to Waidring 2 tl. 30 kr. or 4 fl. ; to St. Johann in Tirol 5'/2 or IO1/2 fl.

The Reichenhall road leads to the N. on the left bank of the

Saale, through the A'niepa.t.i (right, the lleitendp-debirge), to —
4 :f

/4 M. Unken (188'2'; *Post; Lamm), a summer-resort, about

V2 M. to the 8. of which lie the small baths of Oberrain (*Hotel).

Guides, Joh. Auer and Ferd. Bachmaier.
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Very attractive excursion to the (2'/2 hrs.) Schwarzbergklamm or

TJnkener Klamm (guide, needless. IV2, horse 4Va A)- A good bridle-path
(improved in 1881) ascends the Unkenthal tn the W., and after 3/«hr., by
the Hmtevmiihle , mounts rapidly to the left. We pass a small waterfall

in a gorge to the left, and reach the O/2 hr.) Eibelklamm. We next pass
a workmen's hut (

; Engstubl'; generally closed), and reach the (1 hr.) en-

trance to the Klamm , or gorge of the Schwarzbach, which was rendered
accessible in 1830 by means of paths and bridges. This is one of the
grandest ravines of the kind among the German Alps , and is especially

remarkable for the screw-shaped contortions of the huge rocky sides, which
nearly meet at places. At the entrance is the inscription : 'Outta cavat
lapidem non vi sed saepe cadendo\ placed there by order of Lewis I. of

Bavaria. The gorge, V2 "• long, is quitted at the upper end by flights

of wooden steps leading to the Fuss-Stube, a hunter's hut, where there is

an excellent spring. — Thence over the Kammerkohr-Alp (5055') to Waid-
ring (p. 152) in 4 hrs. (guide necessary, 3'/2 fl.)- By the Loferer Alpe (see

above) to Lo/er 4-5 hrs. (guide necessary, 3 fl.). — The Staubfall (3 hrs.)

is a fine cascade, especially after rain. Same road as to the Schwarzberg-
Klamm for about 2 M. i then diverge to the right by the road into the
Hevlhal, with the Sonntagshorn rising on the "N. ; where the road divides,

ascend the valley to the left to the fall (620' in height). The path leads
behind the fall. (Through the FiRrhbachthnl to Scp/iavs and Ruhpolding,
and over the Winkelmoos-Atpe to Rett im Winkel. see p. 60.) These two
excursions may be combined, but not without a guide (3 fl.). — The ascent

of the ^Sonntagshorn (6444') by the Hochgseng and the U/iknrr Hochalpe is

interesting (bridle-path. 4 !/2 hrs.; guide 3, horse to the Hochalpe 6fl.);

superb view. (A shorter roiite. indicated by streaks of red paint, and
unmistakable, leads from Melleck through the Sh'inbncfithal and the

Rosxkav. 4 hrs.)

The Austrian and Bavarian frontier below Unken is guarded by

the Steinpass, a fortified gateway. The road then ascends rapidly

to (l'/2 M-) Melleck ('2016' ; *Inn, with fine view), the seat of the

custom-houses of both countries. Here, -on 17th Oct., 1809, the

Tyrolese under Speckbacher sustained a disastrous defeat from the

Bavarians, and Speckbacher's son was taken prisoner. The road now
passes Rittfeicht. and descends the Bodenbuhl , where several en-

gagements took place during the wars of 1800, 1805, and 1809, to

(21/2 M.) Schnaizlreut (1670'; *Inn), a group of houses in the broad

floor of the valley. A few hundred yards farther on , a footpath

diverges to the right to Jettenberg, on the Ramsau and Reichenhall

road (p. 77). We now rapidly ascend the Weissbach-Thal, between

the Miillnerhorn on the right and the Ristfeichthorn on the left;

before we reach the top of the pass, the road to Innzell and Traun-

stein (p. 58) diverges to the left. At the summit we observe the

(2^4 M.) brine-conduit from Reichenhall to Rosenheim and a few

pump-houses (Vntere and Obere Nesselgraben). Fine view of the

valley; to the N. the Stauffen. The road now descends gradually

to the (l'/2 M-) green Thumsee (1729'), a small lake well stocked

with fish, and skirts its S. bank. (*Restaurant on the N.W. side.)

On two rocky peaks, farther on, rises the ruin of Karlstein (to which
a path ascends to the left by the bridge at the E. end of the lake)

and the Chapel of St. Pancras (p. 81).

2V2 M. Reichenhall (1570'), see p. 79.
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34. From Bregenz to Innsbruck over the Arlberg.

Comp. Maps, pp. 6, 184.

127>/2 M. Railway (Vorarlberger Balm) to (36 M.) Bludenz in 3 hrs.
(fares 2 fl. 81, 2 fl. 11, 1 fl. 41 kr.). Railway from Bludenz over the Arl-
berg to Landeck in course of construction. Railway from Landeck to

Innsbruck (45 M.) in 23
/, hrs. (opened in July, 1883; fares 3 fl., 2 fl. 20,

1 fl. 50 kr.). Diligenck from Bludenz to (4672 M.) Landeck daily at, mid-
night (from Landeck at. 5.20 p.m.) in 9'/4 hrs. (8 fl. 48 kr.). Stellwagen
daily at 7 a.m. in 13 hrs. (3'/2 fl.).

Bregenz (1306') , see p. 5. The railway skirts the Gebhards-

berg (p. 5), crosses the Bregenzer Ach at Rieden (p. 5), and at

stat. Lautrach (junction for St. Margarethcn, a station on the Coire

and Rorschach Railway , see Baedekers Switzerland^ enters the

broad valley of the Rhine. 5t/
2 M. Schwarzach (*H6tel Bregenzer

Wald, at the station ; *Post) is the station for the Bregenzer Wald
(p. 6). The large village lies i

/i M. from the railway. About 1 hr.

to the N.E. is Bildstein (p. 6), a resort of pilgrims, with a flue view.

71/2 M. Dombirn (1417'; *Hirach; *Mohr), the principal

market-town in the Vorarlherg, with 9000 inhab., is a busy, well-

built place upwards of 2 M. long, with a new church, bearing the

inscription 'Domus Dei et porta coeli'. The horizon on the S.W.
is bounded by the mountains of Appenzell, the Kamor and Hohe
Kasten, the snow-clad Sentis, and the indented Churflrsten.

Fine views from the Zanzenberg^ xji hr. to the E., with pavilion and
tavern, and from the hamlet of (2'/2 M.) Kehlegg, reached through the
Steinbachthal. — In the valley of the Dornbirn Ach, 2'/2 M. to the S.E.,
lies the Giltle (Restaur.), a village with several factories, aqueducts, and a
fountain, which plays to a height, of 180'; l'/4 M. farther up is the Narren-
briicke, crossing a fine gorge of the Ach. — In the valley of the Rhine,
at the base of the Kiihberg, 2 M. to the S., lies the small Bad Haslach,
3/4 M. from which is the fine Fall of the Fallback.

From Dornbirn over the Loose to Schwarzenberg, see p. 7; ascent
of the "Hochalple (by Kehlegg in 3 hrs., over the Loose in 3'/2 hrs.), see p. 7.

— The Morzelspitze (5994' ; 5 hrs. ; with guide) is another fine point ;

descent to Mellau 3 hrs., comp. p. 8. — The upper part of the Hohe
Freschen (6565' ; 7 hrs. ; with guide) requires a steady head (better from
Rankweil, see below).

12V2 M. Hohenems (1407'; *Post), a well-to-do village, with

large factories and a brisk timber-trade, lies very picturesquely at

the foot of precipitous rocks, commanded by the ruins of Alt- and
Neu-Hohenems. The handsome Schloss, begun in 1569, completed
at the beginning of the 17th cent., and still partly inhabited,

belongs to the Count of Waldburg-Zeil. The Church contains a

relief in marble at the high-altar, and the cardinal's hat of S. Carlo

Borromeo.
A new and shady path leads to (40 min.) the insignificant ruins of

'Alt-Hohenems. Splendid view from the plateau (small inn) and from the
'Satzle' (Rheinthal, Vorarlberg Alps, etc.). The castle of Neu-Hohenems,
also called the Tannenburg, boldly perched on the precipitous Glopper,
is partly preserved and occupied. Farther N., on a plateau affording
several fine views, lie the houses of Emser-Reute. — At the base of the
Gotznerherg, 3

/t M. to the S. of Hohenems, is the small Bad Schwefel,
well fitted up.
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The flat alluvial plain of the Rhine is relieved at places by rocky

and wooded heights, the most important of which is the Kummen-
berg (217f)'; easily ascended from the S.W. side, fine view), on

the right. Near (15 1

/2 .M.) Gotzis ( Goldncr Adler ; Engel; Zum
Bahnhof), with a modern Romanesque church, are the ruins of two

castles of the Counts of Montfort.
The Ho7>e Kugel (5390 1

: 3'/2 hrs. ; with guide), a fine point of view,
is easily ascended from (lot/is by Fraxern. — The following walk or drive
from Got/.is is recommended: fust the ruin of Xt'V-Montfort and the pil-

grimage-chapel of St. Jrbogas/ . and through a wooded ravine, to (2 51.)

Klaus (Adler: fine view by the church) and (V2 51.) Weili'C (Summer),
with the small chateau of Ifalinenherg, and thence past (V'2 51.) THiiis ('Bad)
and (i/o M.) Sulz to (li/4 Jl.) Rankweil. The Viclorsherg ('MIO' : Inn), a
splendid point of view, may be ascended from Sulz in l'/j hi".

The train now crosses the Frutzbach to (20'/2 ^ ) Rankweil
( 1512'; drildner Adler; Schirm-.er Adler), a villairo with a pictur-

esquely situated church, at the entrance to the Laternser Thai. To
the left of the road to Satteius, 3

/4 M. to the, S., is the lunatic asy-

lum of Yaldunti.
('harming view from the outer gallery of the church on the C/4 hr.)

Franeiiherg (lt>73'). — Pleasant excursion hy Halschims and Suldis to the
(I'/'j hr.) Miirke Inn, a tine point of view, and to (' '• hr.) the village of

Laterns (2000'; Inn), aliove the deep gorge of the Frutzbach. At the head
of the Laternser Thai is the (3 hrs.) Hintarbad. Tlo-nce over the Furka
to Jhtmiils and An. sec p. 8.

The ascent of the "Hohe Freschen (Bolio' ; (i hrs.; guide, Leonhard
Weber or Johann Hartmann of Rankweil) is a very fine excursion. The
usual path hy S/iirki' (see above) and the Alps Furx. Aljucen, and Tschug-
gen is bad at places and very muddy after rain, but nowhere steep or

difficult. About :t
'

( hr. from tiie top is the Tovrhfpn/tatts (Inn. bedSOkr.),
built by the Vorarlberg Alpine Club. 5!;ojnilicent panorama from the

summit, embracing the mountains of the Algau. Leehtbal, and Patznaun,
the Silvretla, Rhatikon, Clarus. and Appenzell Alps, the Bregenzer Wald,
and the Lake of Constance.

The train now threads a defile on the E. side of the wooded and

vine-clad Ardet-enberg, where a junction-line to Buchs diverges

to the right (see below), and soon reaches

—

22'/.2 M. Feldkirch (1492'; Englischer Hof or Post, R. 1 fl.;

Loire; Bi'ir; Schtifle ; beer at the lilissl), a well-built, thriving town

( 2800 inhab.) , enclosed by mountains which form a natural fort-

ress . once the key of the Tyrol , and commanded by the ancient

castle of Schnttenburg. The 'Stella Mututina is a large school con-

ducted by Jesuits. The Hotlm- Church, erected in 1487, possesses

a Descent from the Cross attributed to Holbein and a fine pulpit;

the Capuchin Church also contains a good Descent from the Cross.

Opposite the hospital is the h'tirhaa.i (with restaurant, reading-

room , etc. ) , which was presented to the town by Burgomaster von

Tschavoll, with pleasant promenades. The grounds of the Gymna-
sium contain interesting Alpine plants.

The (5 min.) Schattenburg is a good point of view; so also is the

O/4 hr.) Kiinzle, a spur of the Steimcald. above the town to the E.
A fine view of the valley of the Rhine, from the Falknis to the Lake

of Constance, and of the gorge of the 111, is obtained from the *St. Mar-
garethenkapf (1828'), a hill 20 min. to the W. of Feldkirch, on the left
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bank of the 111, with the villa and grounds of Herr v. Tschavoll. (Ascend
to the right beyond the lower bridge over the 111; cards of admission
obtained at the office of the proprietor in the town, and at the Englischer
Hof.) Similar views from the St. Veitskapf on the Ardetzenberg, on the
opposite (N.) side of the gorge of the 111 troad ascending to the right on
this side of the bridge; 20 min.), and from Maria-Griin, 'fa hr. to the S.,
reached by ascending from the lower bridge over the 111 to the left (Inn
at the top).

Pleasant excursion by the prettily-situated village of Amerliigen
(Inn) to the (2 1

/-. hrs.) Aelpele (4347'), a splendid point of view. Thence
ascend the (l>/2 hr.) Rojaberg (Frastanzer Sand, 5350'), a good point of
view. Ascent of the Drei Schwestern (6916' ; Z l

/-i hrs. ; with guide) fatigu-
ing but attractive.

Fbom Feldkirch to Buohs, 11 M., railway in 3
/4 hr. (fares 77, 65,

39 kr.). The line rounds the Ardetzenberg (see above), crosses the III at
Jfofels, traverses the plain of the Rhine to Nendeln and Schaan (2 M. to
the S. of which is Vaduz, see below), and near Buchs crosses the Rhine
(comp. Baedeker's Switzerland).

From Feldkirch to Mayenfeld. About 8 M. to the S. of Feldkirch
(2 M. from Schaan, see above), lies Vaduz (1525'; "Linde; Engel; Lowe),
the capital of the small principality of Liechtenstein (42 sq. M. in area),
at the base of the Drei Schwestern (6916'). The castle of Liechtenstein, or
Vaduz , stands on a (20 min.) hill which overlooks the picturesque little

town and affords a charming view (Inn). The road continues to traverse
the plain of the Rhine, skirting the mountains, and at (2' 2/ M.) Triesen
(Adler) approaches the river. Beyond (2'/2 M.) Balzers ('Post), by the St.

Katharinen-Brunnen (1607'), the boundary of the Canton of the Grisons
is reached. The road now ascends between the Falknis (8422') on the left
and the Flascherberg (36451

) on the right, to the St. Luziensteig (2385'), a
fortified pass, frequently contested by the Swiss, French, and Austrians. The
works were blown up by the Austrians at the beginning of this century,
but were reconstructed in 1830, and in 1853 provided with a large barrack.
They form the only fortress which Switzerland possesses. The highest
blockhouse commands a magnificent prospect. Then a descent by the
Swiss custom-house (Inn , wine) and the ancient Church of St. Lucius to
(4 M.) Mayenfeld (1705'; Rossi; Sonne; Alte Post), a railway-station opposite
Ragatz. Railway to Coire in y2 hr., see Baedeker's Switzerland.

Above and below Feldkirch the 111 has forced a passage through
the limestone rocks by means of the Obere and Vntere Mklamm.
The train passes through a tunnel below the Schattenburg , enters
the Obere Klamm, and crosses the 111. 25i/

2 M. Frastanz (1500';
Kreuz; Lowe), at the entrance to the Saminathal.

The Ourtisspitze (5833'), ascended by Gurtis in 4 hrs., commands an
admirable view (guide necessary).

A rough path leads through the wild and narrow Saminathal by
Amerliigen (see above) and Alp Gaudenz, at the entrance to the Vallorsch
Thai, to the (5 hrs.) Alp Steg (4242'). [An easier road leads from Vaduz
(see above) by Triesnerberg and the Kulm (4786') to the same point in
3'/s hrs.] To the E. of Steg opens the MaVb.m-Thal (l'/2 hr. to the last
chalets, 5620'), out of which passes lead 10. over the Sareiser Joch to
the Gamperton-Thal , and N. over the Schaaner Furkele to the Vallorsch-
Thal. From the (1 hr.) Furkele the Schdnberg (6903') , a very fine point,
may easily be ascended in 1 hr. ; also the Gallinakopf (7205'), by the Mai-
ler and Guschgflel Alps, in 2 hrs. (interesting); the descent may be made
by Gamp to Latz in the Gallinathal and to (4 hrs.) Frastanz. — A cart-track
leads from Steg through the upper Samina-Thal to the (»/4 hr.) last Alp
Valina (4580'), whence the Naafkopf (Grauspilze or Rothewand, 8425'), the
highest mountain in the principality of Liechtenstein , may be ascended
in 3'/s hrs. — From Valina over the Jess-Fiirkele (Samina-Joch, 7795') to
(6 hrs.) Seeais in the Prattigau, an attractive route.
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The valley, from this point to Bludenz called the Inner- Walgau,

now expands. The train crosses the Gallinabach and follows the

left bank of the 111 to (30 M.) Nenzing (1656' ; Sonne; Zur Gam-
perdona), a large village at the mouth of the Gamperton-Thal. On a

hill V-2 ',r - t0 the W. is the ruin of Ramschwag (2103'; line view).
The picturesque "Gamperton-Thal will repay a visit. A good path

leads first on the right and then on the left bank of the Mankbach, which
flows through the valley between the precipices of the Exkopf and Ochsen-
kopf on the right and those of the Fundelkopf on the left , to (5 hrs.)

St. Rochus (4470') , a picturesque Alpine village in a beautiful basin
called the Nenzinger Himmel (rustic quarters). The ascent of the Naaf-
kopf (8425') from St. Rochus, by the Vermales-Alpe, 4-5 hrs. (guide) is in-

teresting ; so also that of the Fundelkopf (Matschonspitze, 7868' ; 4 hrs. ; with
guide). Passes: W. over the Sareiser-Joch to the Malbun-Thal and Sa-
mina-Thal (see above); E. over the Matschon-Joch and the Palud-Alpe to

(4 hrs.) Brand (see below); S. over the Orosse Furka (Barthiimmel-Joch,
7795'), between the Naafkopf and Ochsenberg , or over the Kleine Furka
(Salaruel-Joch , 742U') . between the Hornspitze and Panulerschroffen , to

Seewis in the Prattigau.

The train crosses the Mankbach and the 111 , and reaches stat.

Strassenhaus . (Route to the Wulser Thai, see below).

36 M. Bludenz (1905'; *Post; *Arlberger Hof, near the station;

*Kreuz; *Krone), at present the terminus of the line, which is

being extended over the Arlberg, with an old chateau , is prettily

situated. To the S. is the picturesque ravine of the Brandnerthal,

with the ice-peak of the Scesaplana in the background.
The Hohe Frassen (Pfannenknecht, 6483'; 3 1

,'-' hrs.; guide, not abso-

lutely necessary, 4 fl.), ascended from Bludenz (several finger-posts), affords

an admirable view of the Vorarlberg Alps. The path ascends to the N.W.
to the hamlet of Obdorf. descends across the Galgentobel, ascends in zig-

zags through meadows and wood, turns to the left at a small chapel and
to the right by a bench (way-post) and reaches (2 hrs.) a second chapel.

Beyond this it leads to the left, for a short distance through wood, passes

the houses of Mutter&berg. afterwards traverses underwood again , and
ascends to the (1 hr.) Pfannenknecht-Alp (Inn) and to the ('/s hr.) top.

To the Luner See and the .Scesaplana, a very interesting excursion.

To (2 ]

/2 hrs.) Brand there is a narrow carriage-road, thence to the (3 hrs.)

lake a footpath, generally good. Leaving the station , we cross the 111

to C/4 hr.) Burs , cross the Alvierbach, and ascend its left bank , chiefly

through wood, to (1 hr.) Burserberg (2850'), prettily situated on the right

side of the wild Gschisertobel , or Schesatobel. The charm'.ng Brandner
Thai is now traversed; on our left rise the Wasenspilze (6588') and Zimba-
spitze (8660 1

) ; opposite us is the Scesaplana with the Brandner Glacier;

to the left, below us, is the deep gorge of the Alvierbach. In l'/i hr.

we reach Brand (3276' ;
! Kegele) , prettily situated at the base of the

Motlenkopf. (Over the Matschon-Joch to the Gamperton-Thal, see above).

We now cross the stream and follow its right bank to the Lagant Alp.

On the right are the precipices of the Scesaplana , with several cas-

cades, and farther on those of the Zirmenkopf or Seekopf , with large

masses of debris at their base ; on the left is the Saulenkopf. At the

head of the valley a waterfall , the discharge of the Liiner-See , issues

from the rock on the left. Here we turn to the right and ascend in

zigzags over slopes of loose stones at the base of the Seekopf to the
rocky saddle on the N.W. side of the picturesque dark-green "Luner See
(6312') , 4 M. in circumference, the largest lake among the Rhsetian Alps.
On the W. side is the (3 hrs.) Douglasshiitte (Inn, bed 1 fl., hay-bed 35 kr.),

so called in memory of J. S. Douglass , a manufacturer from Thiiringen
(see below), who lost his life while chamois-hunting in 1874.

The ascent of the Scesaplana (9718'; 3-4 hrs.), the highest peak of
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the Rhatikon chain, is rather fatiguing, but without danger. (Guides,
F. Heine and Neyer of Bludenz; Ad. Beck, Joh. Sugg, B. Mayor, and L.

Kegele of Brand. Fee from Bludenz 9, from Brand 7, or with descent
to Seewis 15 or 12 l

/a A.; over the Ewenpass and through the Gauerthal to

Schruns 8V2 fl.). The route from the club-hut skirts the lake for a short
way, and then ascends tu the right, at first over grassy slopes, and after-

wards over debris and rocks (Todlen-Alp). Lastly we climb through a
rather steep gully to a small glacier, which we round to the right, and
then follow the arete without difficulty to the summit. The magnificent
view embraces the whole of Swabia as far as Ulm on the N., the Vor-
arlberg and Algiiu Alps to the N.E., the Oetzthal, Stubai, and Ziller-

thal Alps to the E., and to the S. and W. the Swiss Alps from the
Silvretta and Bernina to the Gotthard and the Bernese Alps, the Prat-
tigau, the valley of the Rhine, the Appenzell Mts., and the Lake of Con-
stance ; immediately below us on the N. are the extensive Brandner
Glacier and the Brandner-Thal. — The descent through the Sehafloch to

(4 hrs.) Seewis in the Prattigau is steep; better from the Liiner-See over
the Cavelljoch (see Baedeker's Switzerland).— From the Luner-See through
the Rellslhal or the Gauerthal to Schruns, see p. 166.

From Bludenz to the Montavon, see p. 165.

Through the Gkosse Walseethal to the Scheecken, 11-12 hrs., a fine

route on the whole (guide necessary from Buchboden to the Schrecken).
A carriage-road leads from Strassenhaus (see above} by Ludesch to (2 M.)
Thuringen (1800'; ~Hirsch), a village with large factories, at the entrance
to the valley. We now ascend a cart-track to the right, which runs high
up on the right side of the valley of the Lutzbach, making numerous descents
into the transverse ravines from the N., and leading to (l'/2hr.) St. Oerold
(below which, in the right, is a monastery belonging to the Abbey of
Einsiedeln) and ('/2 hr.) Blons (2975'; opposite lies Raggal). It then
descends past the mouth of the Oarsella-Tobel to the Lutzbach, and re-
mounts to (l l

/a hr.) Sonntag (2915'; "Louie; Krone), the capital of the
valley , where the cart-road ends. (Thence by Fonlanella and over the
f'aschina-Joch to Damuls and Au, see p. 8.) [The shortest route for
pedestrians from Bludenz to the Walserthal leads by Latz and Ludescher-
berg, and round the flank of the Hohe Frassen, to (2'/2 hrs.) Raggal
(Rossi), at the entrance to the Marulthal (route to Alp Lagutz, Formarin,
etc., see p. 11); it then descends into the deep Lasanka-Tobel, whence
it remounts to Plazera, Oarsella (where it crosses the Lutzbach), and
(2 hrs.) Sonntag.'] — From Sonntag we follow the right side of the
valley to (l'/2 hr. ) Buchboden (3012'; Inn, plain), opposite the entrance
to the Hutller-Thal. (By the Alp Klesenza to Lagutz, see p. 11.) In
the Rothenbrunnen- Tobel (on the left bank of the Lutzbach), 1 hr. above
Buchboden, are the chalybeate baths and inn of Rothenbrunn (31601

; rustic).
Beyond Buchboden we follow the right bank for '/a hr. more, and then
ascend sharply to the left (path bad at places), past the Alp Itschgemey
(on the left, above us), to the (3 hrs.) Schadona-Sattel (5977'), between
the Rolhhorn on the right and the Kilnzelspitze (ascent, see p. 9) on
the left. Fine retrospect of the Walserthal, the Scesaplana to the S.W.,
the Kleinspitze to the S., and the pyramidal Widderstein to the E. ; far
below us lies the little church of the Schrecken, which is reached from
the saddle in about 2 hrs. (part of the route in the valley is uphill).

At the nunnery of St. Peter the road quits the 111 (route to

the Montavon, see p. 165) and ascends the Klosterthal, skirting

the Alfenzbach. Before us rises the Rogelskcpf (7448') , to our
right the Davennakopf (5527' ). We pass (2 AI.) two inns. On the

left bank lies StaUiir, from which a road leads to the Montavon (to

Loruns 13/4 M.). Near (3 M.) Bratz (2:526' ; *L6we ; Rossi), a tine

cascade of the Fallback is seen on the left. The road crosses the

Alfenzbacli thrice, and readies (-i'/'i Al.) —
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9^2 M. Dalaas (28.04'; *Post), a large village, prettily situated.

On the N. is the Saladinaspitze (7306'), on the E. the Burtschakopf

(7356'). — To the (4 hrs.) Formarin-See, see p. 11.

From Dalaas to the JIontavon over the Christberg (4875') a very
fine route (guide unnecessary), The ascent is steep but shady: V/i hr.,

a chapel in the wimd; V- hr.. tup of the pass, with a crucifix, and fine

view of the Silberthal. Lobspitze, Sulzfluh, Sccsaplana, etc. Descent to

the left by the fence to the church of Christberg. and thence by a good
path to the W. across pastures to the conspicuous church of (1 hr.)

Jrtner-Bartholomaitshej'g, or Innerherg (3173'; refreshments at the pastor's),

from which we descend to the left to P^hr.) Hdwuns (p. 165). A finer

route from Innerberg leads to the right to t
1
2 hr.) Ausser-Bartholomaus-

berg (p. 105). and then to (
3
/4 hr.) Schruns.

Above Dalaas we recross the Alfeuz (on the left the Pfaffen-

spitze ; farther on, the Schafberg), and reach (2 :!

/4 M.J Wald,

Crossing the Spreubach, the discharge of the SpuUersee(see below),

we next reach (2 :,

/4 M.) —
15 M. Klosterle ('.1468' ; Zum Arlberg ; Lowe). To the right,

at the head of the narrow .Xenzigast-Thal, is the Kalte Berg (9498'j

with the Wildebene Glacier (asceiiffatiguing, 6 hrs., with guide;

comp. p. 161). — To the Spullersee and Schafberg (5 hrs.), see

p. It.

The road now ascends more rapidly through a wild and se-

questered valley. < )n the left rise the Rhonspitze and Erzberg. At
(I 3 '4 M.) Langen is the W. end of the great Arlberg Tunnel, with

its workmen's houses and sheds. The. tunnel, 6 M. 700 yds. in

length , was begun in June, 1SS0, and is to be completed within

five years, together with the line from ISludenz to Langen and from

St. Anton to I.anderk. It ascends with a gradient of 15 : 1000

to its highest point (4300'; 1595' below the Arlberg Pass), and

descends thence, with a gradient of 1 : 500 to St. Anton.

i8'/2 .M. Stuben (4652'; */V,,f), the last village in the valley.

(Over the Flerensnttel to Lech, see p. 10.)

The roail ascends in windings , which afford fine retrospects of

the Klosterthal as far as the Scesaplana
,
with the Erzberg and

Rogelspitze on the right, and the Peischelkopf on the left, and then

turns into the upper Alfenzthal, where it has been hewn at places

through the perpendicular rocks. It then traverses a bleak valley

to the (43 4 M.) Arlberg Pass (5805'), the watershed between the

Rhine and Danube, and the boundary between the Vorarlberg and

the Tyrol. Snow frequently lies here in the early summer. View
limited. On the E. side, '/^M. from the summit, is the old hospice

of St. Christopher (now an inn), with a small chapel.

The road descends into the Rosanna-Thal in a wide bend.

Fine view, on the right, of the Patteriolspitze
, the Faselfadferner,

Sulzkopf, and Kuchenspitzen ; before us rise the mountains of the

Stanzer-Thal as far as the Eitenkopf and Parseier Spitze. Then a

steep descent, past the mouth of the Moosthal, to (4'/.> M.) —
28 M. St. Anton (4200'; * Post), the highest village in the
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Rosanna-Thal, which above St. Anton is called the Fervall-Thal,

and below it the Stanzer-Thal. Immediately above the village is

the E. end of the Arlberg Tunnel, with its workshops and restaurants.

The Moosthal also repays a visit (guide not indispensable). Fine
view from the (3 hrs.) last chalet (Hintere Ross/all- Alpe, 5216') of the
imposing head of the valley (Kartell Glacier, Rautekopf, Kuchenspitzen

;

right the Ochsenberglerkopf and Sulzkopfe). A rough pass leads hence
over the Schneidjbchl to (5 hrs.) Ischgl in the Patznaun (comp. p. 169).

Mountain Ascents from St. Anton. (Guides, Schwarzhannes, Auer,
and Reich.) The Rendelspitze (9245'; 4'/2 hrs.; with guide) is ascended
without difficulty by the Fervall-Alpe, or through the Moosthal (fine view).
— An attractive but more fatiguing ascent is that of the Ochsenberglerkopf
(9510' ; 5-6 hrs. ; with guide)', through the Moosthal — The Kalte Berg
(9500'; 7-8 hrs.; guide): a toilsome ascent through the Maruithal and over
the Wildebene Glacier (grand view ; ascent shorter from Klbsterle, p. 160).
— More difficult, and fit only for experts with steady heads, are the
Patteriol (10,0200, the Kuchenspitze (lO^SCH), and particularly the Kiichel-

spitze (10,265').

Through the Fervallthal and over the Freschenlucke or iheSilberthaler
Winterjbchl to Schrvns in the Montavon (10-11 hrs.), see p. 166.— The Fervall-
thal , which is wooded and monotonous in its lower part, divides at the
Vordere Branntweinhiilte, 2'/2 hrs. from St. Anton , into the Schbnfervall-
Thal on the right, and the Fasulthal on the left; between the two rises

the huge Palteriolspitze (10,020'). A fatiguing pass leads through the
wild Fasulthal and over the Schafbuchjoch (about 8200") to (8 hrs.)
Mathon in the Patznaun (p. 169); in ascending we enjoy fine views to the
right of the Patteriol, Fasul Glacier, etc., and to the left of the Kuchen-
spitze and Kuchelspitze. — In the Schbnfervall a path leads on the right
bank of the Rosanna to the (1 hr.) Hintere Branntweinhiilte , where the
route to the Silberlhaler Winterjbchl diverges to the right (see p. 167).

About 1 hr. farther up , beyond the Ochsenhiitte , the path quits the
Rosanna-Thal (the upper part of which is called the Ochsenthal), and
ascends to the (1 hr.) flat saddle on the Scheidsee (the Verbellner Winter-
jbchl; 7420'), grandly situated: to the E. is the Patteriol, N. the Val-
schavielkopf or Albonakopf, W. the Strittkopf. Descent by the Verbella-
bach , with a fine view of the Hochmaderer and Litzner group, to the
(l'/s br.) Inner - Oanifer Alp, where the path joins the route from the
Zeinisjoch (p. 168), and to (1 hr.) Patenen (p. 167).

An easy route leads N. from St. Anton (or from St. Jakob, see below)
over the Almejurjoch (7300') and through the Almejurthal to Kaisers
and (6 hrs.) Steg in the Lechthal (p. 10; guide unnecessary for moun-
taineers). The pass affords a fine retrospect of the Fervall group.

Beyond St. Anton we cross the Rosanna twice and follow its

left bank {St. Jakob lying on the left) to Vadisen and (5^4 M.)
Pettneu (3976' ; Adler). On the left rises the Stamkopf (9038'),
on the right the Blankahorn (10,345'), with its small glacier (the
lower W. peak is called the Riffler; 9878Q.

Over the Kaiserjoch to (6 hrs.) Steg, in the Lechthal , see p. 10. —
Through the Malfon - Thai , opening on the S., and over the Blankajoch
(8810') to (6-7 hrs.) Kappl in the Patznaun, a rough route (comp. p. 169).

Pleasant excursion from (21/4 M.) Schnan (3870'), the next
village, to the Schnaner Klamm, a gully of the Schnanerbach (there
and back, 1 hr.).

37 M. Flirsch (3750' ; *Post) is pleasantly situated at the base
of the Eisenkopf (9252') ; to the right are the Mittagspitze (8630')
and the Blankahorn (see above). The valley contracts-; the rapid
and brawling Rosanna forms several waterfalls. On the right, below

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. H
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(4M.) Strengen (3307'; Traube), opens the Patznaunthal (p. 168),
from which the Trisanna descends and unites with the Rosanna to

form the Sanna. Above their confluence rises the very picturesque

chateau of Wiesberg, at the foot of which is the covered wooden
bridge leading to the Patznaun. In the distance to the E. rises the

pyramidal Tschurgant. On the hill to the right lies Topadil. We
next pass the pretty village of (2'/2 M.) Pians (Post, near the

church), above which, to the left, lies Grins, and, farther off,

Stanz. To the E. a fine view of the Innthal. The road crosses the

Sanna near the hamlet of Bruggen , and then crosses the Inn by
a wooden bridge to (3 M.) .—

46^2 M. Landeck (2668' ; Post, Schwarzer Adler, same owner,

the latter poor ; Goldner Adler), a large village on both banks of

the Inn, at the union of the Arlberg, Upper Innthal, and Vintschgau

roads. It is commanded by the ancient Feste Landeck , now in-

habited by poor families. A few spare hours here may be devoted

to a walk on the road ascending the Inn , which forms several

rapids above the village (p. 185), or to visiting the Lotzenbach
Fall (see below). Fine view from the loftily-situated Parish Church,

which dates from 1471 : to the N. the Stanzerwand and Silberspitze

;

to the W. the Thialspitze, with the Blankahorn and its glacier in

the background; to the E. the slopes of the Venetberg.
The Thialspitze (7860' ; 4>/2 hrs. ; guide) and the Venetberg (8228'

;

5 hrs. ; guide) are worth ascending. — The Parseier Spitze (9910'; 7-8 hrs.;

guide), the highest peak of the N. Limestone Alps , is ascended by Grins
and the Tawmferner (difficult; very striking view).

A pleasant excursion may also be made to the Lotzer Klamm. We
follow the old road on the right bank of the Inn to (2 M.) Zams (2535';

Inn) and then cross the Inn to the footpath on the left bank, which leads

to the left to 0/2 M.) the hamlet of Lotz, where the "Fall of the Lbtzbach
in a wild gorge deserves a visit (entrance closed; key at the mill, 10 kr.).

Lotz may also be reached direct from Landeck in 1 hr. by a good path
on the left bank of the Inn, passing Perjen. The Lotzer Thai CZamser
Loch1

) divides farther up, by the Unterloch-Alp, into the Madriol- or

Metriol-Thal to the right and the Patriol-Thal to the left. Eough passes

lead from the latter over the Blankenjoch and through the Parseier Thai,

and over the Hengstjoch and through the Reththal, into the Alperschon-
thal and to (8-9 hrs.) Lend in the Lechthal (p. 9).

The Railway from Landeck to Innsbruck follows the right

bank of the Inn. To the right lies Zams (see above). The nun-
nery of the Sisters of Charity on the hill-side has branches in

many parts of Austria. The train now skirts the wooded slopes of

the Venetberg. To the right, on a lofty rock, rises the fine ruin of the

Kronburg (3450'); before us towers the barren pyramid of the

Tschurgant (p. 163). — 6 M. Schbnwies; on the opposite bank lies

Starkenbach. The train then passes Mils, with a modern church

;

adjacent is the waterfall of the Larsenbach. On the hill to the

right is the village of Imsterberg. The wide Qurglerthal (p. 177),

between the Wetterkreuz and the Tschurgant, now opens to the N.

On the slope to the left lies the picturesque village of Imst.

11 M. Imst (2710'; *Post, R. & L. 1 fl. 20 kr., B. 50 kr.,
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omn. to meet the trains; Lamm; Sonne, moderate), a large village,

divided by the Malchbach into the Obermarkt and TJntermarkt. The

(V4 hi.) Calvarienberg affords the best view of the neighbourhood :

to the N. the Muttekopf, Platteinkogl, Heiterwand, Rauchberg, and
Wanneck; to theE. the Tschiirgant; to the S. the Pitzthal, lying

between the Wildgrat and the Venetberg.
The road from the station to the village passes (1 M.) Brennbichl,

where, at 'Mayr's Inn, Fred. Augustus, King of Saxony, died on 9th Aug.
ISM. The spot where the king was thrown from his carriage and received
a fatal kick from one of the horses is marked by a small chapel with a
green roof just beyond the bridge over the Inn.

From Imst to Nassereit, see p. 22; to the Pitzthal, see p. 179. —
Walkers from Imst to the Oetzthal (p. 170) follow the Innsbruck road to

Brennbichl and (2'/4 M.) Karres, where a footpath diverges to the right
and leads to (2 M.) Roppen (p. 170).

The Tschiirgant (7766' ; 5'/2 hrs. ; with guide) is frequently ascended
from Imst. A bridle-path leads by Karrosten to the (3V2 hrs.) Karrbstner Alp

;

thence to the summit a steep climb of 2 hrs. more (no water on the route).

The striking view comprises the Oetzthal and Pitzthal glaciers, the N.
Limestone Alps, and the Innthal from Landeck to Innsbruck. — The
Muttekopf (9090'; 7 hrs. ; with guide) is another very fine point of view.
The last part of the ascent is fatiguing (2 hrs. below the summit is a
hut with hay-beds). — Over the Hochtenn to the Lechthal, see p. 10. —
Guides, Alois Mayr and Anton Schrolt of Imst.

The train crosses the Pitzenbach by a boldly-constructed bridge

(to the left the high-lying village oiKarres, with its slender Gothic

church-tower) and reaches (14 M.) Roppen, a village situated on

both banks of the Inn, the station for travellers coming from
Landeck to the Oetzthal (comp. p. 170). Fine view of the Oetz-

thal to the right. We next traverse a long bridge over the Oetz-

thaler Ache, which has here strewn the valley of the Inn with huge
masses of debris. 17 M. Oetzthal (2165'), at the entrance to the

Oetzthal (see p. 170). To the right rises the Achenkogl (p. 170);
to the left are the Tschiirgant, the Weisse Wand, and the long

ridge of the Simmering. On the right, near Haimingen, rises the

Petersberg, with the ruined castle of that name, the birthplace of

Margaret Maultasch, Countess of the Tyrol, who ceded her dominions

to Austria in 1363. On the same hill is the handsome modern cha-

teau of Welfenburg, the property of Count Wolkenstein-Rodenegg.
21 M. Silz (2130' ; *Post or Steinbock), with a handsome modern

church. 24 M. Stams , with an extensive Cistercian monastery,

founded in 1271 by Elizabeth, mother of Conradin, the last of the

Hohenstaufen. The library contains manuscripts , incunabula,

coins, etc.

The Stamser Alpe (6090'; with guide, in 3 1
/-' hrs. ; Inn), ascended from

Stams, affords a good view of the Inn Valley and of the N. Limestone Alps.
Descent by Ochsengarlen (p. 171) to (3'/2 hrs.) Oetz (p. 170). — From Stams
a road leads to the N., crossing the Inn, to the hamlet of Mbtz, whence
it ascends to (3 M.) Miemingen (p. 22).

On the left bank of the Inn rises the beautiful Mieminger Mit-

telgebirge, which is crossed by the road from Nassereit to Telfs

(p. 22) ; above it towers the Hohe Mundi.
28 M. Telfs; the village (2070'; *Post; *Lowe~), one of the

11*
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largest in the upper valley of the Inn, with an extensive cotton-

factory, lies on the left bank. The corner-house opposite the 'Lowe'

is embellished with a marble bust of Joseph Schopf, the painter

(d. 1822), who was a native of Telfs.

The chapel of St. Moritz on the Calvarienberg , V2 hr. to the W.,
affords a beautiful view (to the S. the Hochederspitze , 9170'). Other
line points are the pilgrimage-church on the Birkenberg, 1 hr. to the N.,
and the ruin of Hortenberg, 1 hr. to the S. (beyond Pfaffenhofen), formerly
the seat of the district-judges, destroyed by lightning in 1703. — Good
roads lead N. from Telfs by Buchen to (7 M.) Leutasch, and by Mosern to

(8 M.) See/eld (p. 37).

The train continues to follow the right side of the wide valley,

which below this point is named the Unter-Innthal, or Lower Valley
of the Inn. On the left is the Hohe Mundi; in front the Reither-

kogl and the Solstein. 32 M. Flaurling.

At (36 M.) Zirl (2034'; *Stern; *Lowe) the Scharnitz-Mitten-

wald road descends from the hill to the left in long windings (see

R. 7). High above the road is the castle of Fragenstein (p. 37).

Beautiful view from the C/2 hr.) Calvarienberg: to the S. are the

jagged peaks of the Selrain (p. 171); to the N. is the huge gorge

of the Ehbach, descending from the Solstein.
The Grosse Solstein (8333'; 6 hrs. ; with guide) is ascended from Zirl

by the Erlsattel (p. 36) without serious fatigue. Extensive and striking

view. — The ascent of the higher Kleine Solstein (8710'), to the N. of

the Grosse, is difficult.

On the left, about 1 M. beyond Zirl, is the Martinswand (3650'),

rising 1660 ft. perpendicularly above the valley. — In 1493 the

Emp. Maximilian, having lost his way while pursuing a chamois

above the Martinswand, missed his footing, and rolled down to the

brink of the precipice, where he clung to a projecting rock, but

was unable to move from the spot. His peril being observed from

below, the pastor of Zirl, with numerous members of his flock, re-

paired to the foot of the rock with the host, by the raising of which

he granted the emperor absolution. At this juncture, according to

tradition, an angel suddenly came to the rescue of the exhausted

monarch, aud conducted him by unknown paths to a place of safety.

The 'angel' was a chamois-hunter, who was afterwards ennobled
under the name of Hollauer. The scene of the empeTor's perilous

adventure is marked by a cross in a small cavern, 900' above the

Inn, accessible by a steep path, now protected at places by iron

railings.

The train crosses the Selrainer Bach, which splits up into several

branches before flowing into the Inn. 38 M. Kematen (2000';

*Tiefenthaler), the station for the Selrainer Thai; about l 1
/^ M. to

the S.W. is the loftily-situated village of Oberperfuss (p. 140).

41 M. Vols. Then —
45 M. Innsbruck, see p. 134.
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35. The Montavon and Patznaun Valleys.

See also Map, p. 6.

The Montavon (davo, 'behind') , or Upper Illthal , a beautiful and
fertile valley, is inhabited by a race of Rhsetian origin, as the names of

many of the places still indicate, but German only is now spoken. This
valley, which is separated on the S. from the Prattigau in the Grisons
by the Rhatikon Chain, affords a number of attractive excursions , for
which Schruns forms the best headquarters. The Patznaun, a wild and
narrow valley, with beautiful Alpine pastures and famous foi its cattle,

has been little visited by tourists. — Stellwagen from Bludenz to Schruns
several times a day in l'/s hr. (60 kr.). An interesting route (particularly
for those who have seen the Arlberg) is from Bludenz through the Montavon
and Patznaun to Lundeck (2-3 days, guide not indispensable). Light car-
riages may be used as far as Patenen.

Bludenz (1910'), see p. 158. The load into the Montavon
diverges to the right from the Arlberg road at the hamlet of Brun-
nenfeld, beyond St. Peter (p. 159), and crosses the Alfenzbach
above its junction with the 111. It then traverses the defile of

Stebbsi, crosses the 111, and reaches (3 M.) Loriins. (Pleasant walk
thence on the left bank by Vandans and Tschagguns to Schruns
in 2 hrs.) The 111 is again crossed to (I1/2 M.) St. Anton (Adler;
Schafle), a hamlet on a hill of debris at the base of the Davenna-
kopf. The road then follows the right bank (opposite is Vandans,
at the mouth of the Rellsthal, commanded by the bold Zimbaspitze,

see below), past the hamlet of Oantschier and the Capuchin mon-
astery of Oauenstein, to —

33/4 M. Schruns (2250' ; *L6we , at the upper end of the vil-

lage; *Taube; Stern; *Hotel - Pension Oauenstein, or 'Schlossle'
3
/4 M. to the N.W., with a fine view, R. 70, B. 40 kr.), the chief
place in the Montavon , charmingly situated in a broad part of the
valley, on the Litzbach, which descends from the Silberthal, and
a favourite summer-resort.

Walks. On the shady road leading up the valley (E.) towards the
Fratte (see below). — To the W. to the C/4 hr.) monastery of Oauenstein,
with a charming view from the terrace (adm. on week-days 9-10 and 4-5).

Several pleasant forest-paths on the hill-side. — By (
3
/t M.) Tschagguns

(Lowe), on the left bank of the 111, at the entrance to the Gauevthal, to the
(10 min.) Landschau, a fine point of view. — Across the Litzbach, or (better)
past the monastery and through the wood, to (1 hr.) Ausser-Bartholomaus-
berg (3527' ; rustic Inn below the church) , another good point of view.
Thence to the summit of the Rellsereck in iy4 hr., a pleasant walk. To
(l'/« hr.) Innerberg and over the Christberg to (3 hrs.) Dalaas, see p. 160.

Mountain Ascents. (Guides, Christian Zudrell and Joseph Bitschnau.)
The Davennakopf (Schwarzhom, 5520'; 3'/2 hrs.; guide) is a fine point of
view, easily ascended by Ausser-Bartholomausberg. — The Tanzkopf
(6810'; 4 hrs.), by Inner-Bartholomausberg, also easy. — Mittagspitze (7100';

4 hrs.), by Tschagguns and Alp Alpilla, somewhat fatiguing; Schwarzhorn-
spitze (8060': 6 hrs.), toilsome. — Zimbaspitze (8660'; 8-9 hrs.

;
guide 15 fi.),

from Bludenz by the Brandner-Thal and Sarotla-Thal, very difficult, and
fit for adepts only.

The ascent of the "Sulzfluh (9200'; 7 hrs. ; s;uide 9 n.) is very interest-
ing and not difficult. The route leads from Tschagguns to the left by
Ziegerberg into the Oampadel-Tobel. It ascends thence, steeply at places,
by the GampadelAlp and the Walter Alpe, by a new path, to (4 hrs.) the
Tilisuna-Hiitte (small inn), lying above the small blue Tilisuna-See (i\&kf).
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Thence over pastures and a broad rocky plateau, and lastly across the
gradually-sloping and uncrevassed Sporer Glacier, to the (3 hrs.) summit,
which commands a magnificent panorama. Descent by the Bilkengrat
into the Gauerthal (see below) by a steep new path.

The "Lunersee (guide) is reached by a route through the Rellsthal
(from Vandans a steep ascent on the left bank of the Rellsbach) to the
Liiner Alpe, and then following the crest of the Schafgafall (IAiner Krine)
to the lake (5'/2 hrs. to the Douglasshiitte, see p. 158). A far preferable
route ascends from Tschagguns to the S.W. through the Gauerthal, be-
tween the Mittagspitze on the left and the Hohe Mann on the right, passing
several farms, beyond which we enjoy a fine view of the imposing head
of the valley (Schwarzhom, Sulzfluh, Drusenfluh). We next reach the
Untere and the (3 hrs.) Obere Sporer -Alp, a group of thirty huts in a
basin on the S. side of the Geisspitz. (New path to the Tilisuna Hut,
2 hrs. ; see above.) Then a steeper ascent through the Ewentobel, and
past a few patches of snow, to the (2 hrs.) Ewenjoch (about 7875'; view of
the Scesaplana on the W. and the Paznaun Mts. on the E.). The path
now descends, past the imposing ' Schweizerlhor (7054'; peep of the Grisons),
ascends again to the (l'/j hr.) Alpvera Jochl (7550',), and lastly descends to

the left to the (1 hr.) See-Alpe and on the S. bank of the Liiner-See to

the 0/2 hr.) Douglasshiitte. Ascent of the Scesaplana, and descent through
the Brandner-Thal to Bludenz, see p. 158. (Guide from Schruns to the
Lunersee, the Scesaplana, and Bludenz, 13 fl. 80 kr.)

To the Prattigau, several passes. Through the Rellsthal and over the
Schweizerlhor (7054') to (9 hrs.) Schiers (steep descent). — Through the
Gauerthal and over the Drusenthor (7220') to Schiers. 9 hrs., interesting. The
pass lies between the Sulzfluh and Drusenfluh. — Through the Gampadel-
Thal and over the Plasseggen-Joch (7615'), or over the Parlnun-Joch (Pass
im Graben, 7283'), to Kiiblis in 9 hrs., two attractive routes. (On the Part-

nuner Slaffel, below the small lake of that name, is the "H6tel Sulzfluh,
finely situated: 5865'.) — The St. Antonier and SchlapinerJoch, see below.

To St. Anton on the Arlberg through the Silberthal, 10-11 hrs.;

guide and provisions necessary. We ascend the right bank of the Litzbach
to the first houses of Bartholomdusberg (the church lying above, to the
left), and turn to the right, up the valles , to the scattered village of

(2'/2 hrs.) Silberthal (29201

; rustic Inn). On the E. rises the Lobspitze

(8545'; ascent through the Wasserslubentobel, 6 hrs., fatiguing), on the S.

are the steep slopes of the Hochjoch (8255'). The valley now contracts; the
path ascends, generally through wood, first on the right and then on the
left bank of the rapid Litzbach to the (2 hrs.) Alp Unter- Kafluna, where
the valley divides into the Kaflunathal on the left and the Silberthal
on the right. Between the two valleys are the wooded Muttberg and,
farther to the E., the Trostberg; on the left towers the Lobspitze, on
the right the rugged Oaissler-Spitzen. The path through the Silberthal
crosses to the right bank of the Litzbach and ascends through wood,
past the Dilrrwald-Alp and Fresch-Alp (on the right the Maderer, 9055')

to the (2'/2 hrs.) Freschenliicke (Silberthaler Winterjbchl, 6378'), between
the Trostberg on the left, and the Valschavielkopf or Albonakopf on the
right; fine view of the bold Patteriolspitze (10,020') to the E. About >/i hr.
to the N.W. of the pass is the small Pfannensee. Descent to the Schon/er-
vall and (3 hrs.) St. Anton (p. 160). — A rough and steep path ascends on
the right side of the Kaflunathal (see above; in a wild gorge to the
right flows the Kaflunabach) to the (3'/2 hrs.) Kafluner Winterjbchl (7336'),

between the Trostberg on the right and the Kalle Berg (p. 161) on the left.

Steep descent through the Pflunthal to the (2 hrs.) Vordere Branntwein-
hiitte in the Fervall and to (2 hrs.) St. Anton.

Above Schruns the valley contracts ; on the left is the Zamang-
spitze (7820'), on the right the Geweilkopf, or Quellenkopf
(8045'). The road crosses the 111 by means of the 'Landbriicke',

and , beyond the hamlet of Mauren, ascends rapidly through the
Fratte

, a defile which divides the Montavon into the Ausser- and
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Inner-Fratte. At Oalgenuel we pass the entrance to the Qargellen-

thal, whence the Suggadinbach issues (with the Madriser-Spitze in

the background), recross the 111, and reach (5 M.) St. Gallenkirch

(2730' ; Adler ; Rossle ; Kreuz), situated on a height at the mouth

of the Zamangtobel. To the S. the Vemielbach forms a small cas-

cade ; to the E. rises the Valliilaspitze (see below), at the head of

the valley.

A tolerable path leads through the smiling Gargellenthal to Rente
and (3 hrs.) Oargellen (5160'; rustic inn) , a prettily - situated hamlet,

to the (j. of which is the Madriser-Spitze (9075'), with a small glacier.

At the 0/4 hr.) hamlet of Vergalden the valley divides into the Vergaldner
Thai on the left and the Valzerfenz-Thal on the right. A much-frequented
route leads from Gargellen t< > the W. across the St. Antbnierjoch (76b'4') to

(5-6 hrs.) Kttblis; another to the S. over the Schlappina Joch (7100') to

(5 hrs.) Kloslers in the Prattigau. The Heimspitze (9095'; 4 hrs.; guide),

ascended through the Vergaldner Thai, and the Madriser Spitze (9075')

are two fine points. — Over the Vergaldner Jochl (8386') to the Gannera-
Thal and Gaschurn, 6-7 hrs., rather fatiguing.

The hilly road follows the right bank, passing several solitary

farm-houses and Gurtepohl, to (4 M.) Gaschurn (3120' ; *Rossl;

guide, Kleboth), with a modern Romanesque church, prettily situated

at the mouth of the Oannerathal.
ExcUKsroNs. To the S. the Schafboden (7700'; 3 hrs.) , ascended by

the Alp Oaneu and the Hochmaderer (9255'; 5-6 hrs.), reached by the
Qannera-Thal and the Alp of that name, both fine points. The Albonakopf
(Valschavielkopf,8$3b'; 5 hrs.), to the N., is ascended through the Valscha-
viel; descent to the Scheidsee (p. 161), and through the Verbellner Thai to

(3 hrs.) Patenen. — Over the Oannera-Joch (8070') to Kloslers in the Prat-
tigau, 8 hrs., fatiguing.

2y2 M. Patenen (3435'; Essigwirth; Tschofen; guide, Chr.

Lerch), the last village in the Montavon, lies in a sequestered basin.
The Vallula, or Flammspitze (9220'; 5-6 hrs.; guide 9 fl.), fit for ex-

perts only , is ascended by the Valliila-Alp (or from the Bielerhohe in

S'/j hrs.). View strikingly grand.
From Patenen to St. Anton on the Arlberg over the Verbellner Winter-

jochl (13 hrs.; guide 12 fl.), see p. 161.

From Patenen to the Patznaun, two passes. The shorter and more
frequented crosses the Zeinisjoch (bridle-path, to Galtiir 4 hrs). From
the church of Patenen the path to the left gradually ascends meadows
to the wood , in which it mounts abruptly to the (1 hr.) Verbellabach.
It follows the right bank of the torrent for '/« hr., crosses to the Inner-
Oanifer Alp on the left bank (on the left a fine waterfall), and ascends
in steep zigzags

,
past a 0/4 hr.) finger-post ('Weg nach Tirol'), to the

(1 hr.) flat summit of the pass (6075'; 'Inn and chapel) , between the
Fluhspitze and Fddnerspilze on the N., and the Breilspitze and Ballunspitze
on the S. side. The path then traverses marshy pastures, and by a large
mass of rock descends into the valley of the Trisanna, which it crosses
to (l'/2 hr.) Qalthiir (see below). — The longer, but much more interest-
ing route leads through the Vermunt-Thal (to Galtiir 6 hrs.). Above
Patenen C/4 hr.) it crosses the 111; in 5 min. more it returns to the right
bank, and then ascends the Gross-Vermunt-Thal to a steep rocky barrier
(.Kardalsch), over which the 111 is precipitated in an imposing double
fall (" StUberfall). To visit the fall (which with a guide can be done
with little loss >>f time), we cross to the left bank, 40 min. from the
second bridge mentioned above, and ascend rapidly to the (35 min.) top
of the rocky barrier, from which we may look down into the abyss.
The path returns to the right bank 'A, hr. farther up and regains the
direct route to the pass. View here of the picturesque Litznergruppe
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(Blallenspilze, Seehorn, Klein-Litzner, Gross-Litzner, and Lobspilzen) to the
S., the Sochmaderer to the W., and the Cresperspitze to the E. The
path, marshy at places , ascends gradually through the upper Vermunt-
Thal, which soon turns to the E. (view, to the right, of the Cromer Thai
with the Litzner glaciers), and reaches the (l'/2 hr.) Alp Gross- Vermunt
("new Club Hut; Alpine fare and wine), ','4 hr. below the Bielerhohe, or

Pillerhbhe (6710'), which affords a survey of the grand environs. On the
right rises the Lobspitze, on the left the pyramidal Hohe Rad; between the
two lies the Ochsenthal with the Gross-Vermunt Glacier, the source of

the 111, commanded by the Piz Buin and Silvrettahorn; to the left of

the Hohe Rad is the serrated chain between the Vermunt-Thal and the

Jamthal. Descent on the left bank of the Pillerbach through the wild
Klein-Vermunt-Thal (on the left the precipitous Valliila, on the right the

Hochnorderer - Spitze) , and past two small lakes to (2'/4 hrs.) Wirl, and

(
3
/i hr.) Galtiir (see below).

Over the Veemunt Pass to Glabda in the Lower Engadine, 10 hrs.

from Patenen (guide 13 fl.), a fatiguing but magnificent route. To the

(3V-2 hrs.) Gross-Vermunt-Alp, see above. Here we ascend to the S. on
the ri.ht bank of the 111, past the ruined 'Veltliner Hiisli' (and past the
mouth of the Kloiterthal on the right), to the source of the 111 (7140'), at

the end of the extensive Vermunt Glacier. We then ascend on the N.
margin of the glacier, and lastly cross the glacier itself, to the (3-4 hrs.)

"Vermunt Pass (9205') , between the Dreilanderspitze (10,495') on the E.

and (he Piz Buin (10,870'), the highest peak in the Vorarlberg, on the
W. (Ascent of the latter trying, but not dangerous for adepts: from the
Vermunt -Alp, 6-7 hrs.) Descent through Val Tuoi or Glozza , the last

hour with a fine view of the Engadine, to (2'/2 hrs.) Guarda (see Bae-
deker's Switzerland).

At Wirl, the highest village in the Patznaun-Thal, the routes

from the Zeinisjoch and the Pillerhohe unite. A cart-track leads

through the sequestered valley, surrounded with lofty mountains,

and crosses the Vermuntbach to (
3
/4 hr.) Galtiir (5040' ; *Rbssle,

rustic), at the entrance to the Jamthal. Retrospect of the Gorfen,

Ballunspitze, and Valliila.

A fatiguing pass leads through the deep Jamthal over the Jamlhaler
Jochl (Futschbl Pass, 9070') to the Val Tasna, and to (8-9 hrs.) Ardetz in

the Lower Engadine. On the Schnapfen-Thaja in the upper Jamthal,
3 hrs. from Galtiir , a little above the influx of the Jambach into the
Futscholbach, is the new Jamthalhulte, built by the German Alpine Club
in 1882. This is the starting-point for the Fluchthorn (11,120'; 5 hrs.;
difficult), Augstenberg (10,590'; 4 '/a hrs.), Piz Fatschalv (10,430' ; 5 hrs.), Piz

Buin (10,870'; 5 hrs.), Jamthalerferner-Spitze (4 1
/2 hrs.), Grenzeckkopf (999C

;

3 hrs.), etc. — The brothers Lorenz of Galtiir are good guides.

The course of the Trisanna is now gradually descended to

(1 hr.) Mathon (4760'; Inn), at the mouth of the Larainthal, with

its glacier. Beyond Mathon the road is level. At the hamlet of

Patznaun it crosses the stream to (1 hr.) Ischgl (4730'; *Walsch-
wirth ; Post, well spoken of), a well-to-do village, finely situated

on a green hill at the entrance to the Fimberthal. To the N. is the

Madleinerthal, with the Seekopf (9970').
Through the Fimbeethal to Samnaun and Stuben, an attractive

route (10-11 hrs.). The path ascends the steep Calvarienberg , and then
through a wooded valley, after 40 min. crossing the Fimberbach and pass-
ing a chapel. By the (20 min.) Purschtig-Alp, the huge Fluchthorn (11,120';
see above) comes in sight at the head of the valley ; on the right is the
Berglerkopf (9445'). In 3

/t hr. more we reach Im Boden (5950'; rustic inn),
a meadow on the left bank of the stream, where we cross the Fimberbach
and ascend to the E. through the Yesilthal, and past the Gampen-Alp first
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on the left and then on the right hank of the Vesilbach. At the head
of the valley, the Vesilhutte remains on the right. The path (which can
be missed without a guide) turns sharply to the left and leads over grass

to the (2'A hrs.) Zeblesjoch (8340'), between the Vesilspitze (Piz Vadret,
10,147') on the right and the Paulinerkopf or Pellinkopf (9340

1

) on the left.

View limited: to the S.W. is the towering Fluchthorn, S.E. the Stam-
merspitz and Muttler, E. the Piz Mondin. We descend rapidly (keeping
to the left) over a patch of snow, loose stones, and turf, cross the brook
after '/-thr., and follow the left side of the valley. At the bottom of the
valley we return to the right bank and cross pastures to (l'/2 hr.) Sam-
naun (6010'; rustic inn), the first village in the Samnaunthal, a Swiss
valley. To the S. rise the Muttler and Stammerspitze. Then on the left

bank of the Schergenbach by Raveisch and Plan, and past the villages of
Loreth and Compatsch (Piz Urezza Inn), which remain above us to the left,

to the (l'/2 hr.) Spisser Miihle (5330'), the boundary of the Tyrol, and the
Austrian custom-house. The valley now becomes a wild, wooded ravine,
in which the Schergenbach forms a series of cascades. The path crosses
the stream repeatedly, and then ascends on the left bank through wood
to the (l'/s hr.) hamlet of Noggls, opposite the imposing Piz Mondin
(10,380'). Where the route divides, 20 min. farther on, we descend to the
left to (li/s hr.) Stuben (p. 186; the path to the right leads to Finstermiinz

,

but the old bridge over the Inn at Alt-Finstermiinz is no longer passable

;

comp. p. 187).

From Ischgl over the Fimber-Pass (Engadiner Joch, 8545') to Remits
in the Lower Engadine, 8-9 hrs. (with guide), interesting and not difficult.

A fatiguing pass (for mountaineers only) leads N. from Ischgl through
the Vergross-Karr, over the Schneidjochl (about 9150"), between the Gross-
Kartell-Ferner and the Seekopf, and down the Moosthal to (8 hrs.) Si. An-
ton (p. 160).

Below Ischgl the road recrosses to the left bank, and leads past
the hamlets of Piatt, Vlmich, Sinsen, Wiesen, and Hofen to (5 M.)
Kappl (4085'; HirscK), the chief place in the valley.

From Kappl over the Blankajoch (8810') to the Malfonthal and Pettneu
(p. 161), 7 hrs., with guide, a toilsome but attractive route. The Blanka-
horn (10,345'), which commands a beautiful view, may be easily scaled from
the pass in 2>/2-3 hrs. — The Petziner- Spitz e (8350'; 5 hrs.; with guide) is
easy and interesting.

Fatiguing passes lead S. from Kappl through the Visnitz- Thai and the
Gribele-Thal to the (6 hrs.) Spisser Mill in the Samnaun (see above).

Lower down, the Patznaun-Thal narrows to a wild ravine. The
path follows the left slope. On the hill above, to the left, lies the
village of Langestei. Beyond (31/-2 M.) Wald, on the right, are passed
the mouths of the Flaththal and the Istalanz-Thal ; on the slope is

the hamlet See, whence a path, affording fine views, leads over
the Furka (9120') to (7 hrs.) Ried (p. 186). Beyond the (2'/2 M.)
Qfall Inn we descend abruptly, and then (li/

4 M.), opposite the
castle of Wiesberg (p. 162), cross the Trisanna, which unites with
the Rosanna a few hundred yards lower down to form the Sanna
(p. 162). Just below the confluence of the streams we cross the
Sanna by a covered bridge, and ascend to the (V2 M.) Arlberg
road, which leads to (2y4 M.) Plans (p. 162; travellers coming
from Pians should observe the finger-post by the solitary house on
the left).
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36. The Oetzthal.
Comp. Maps, pp. 184, 180, 172.

Approaches. Since the opening of the Oberinnthal Railway in the

summer of 1883, travellers from Innsbruck visit the Oetzthal from station

Oetzthal, 3'/2 M. from Oetz (omn. from the 'Kasselwirth' on the arrival of

each train from Innsbruck ,
1
/2 hr.) while those coming from Imst via

Landeck alight at Roppen (p. 1C3), 4'/i M. from Oetz (indifferent road).

Diligence from the Oetzthal station to Langenfeld daily in summer, ex-

cept Sundays, in 5 hrs.: from Langenfeld to Solden 'Carriolpost' with
three seats (fare 1 fl.), daily, in 4 hrs. — Carriages. With one horse from
the Oetzthal station to Umhausen 6, with two horses 12 (from Imst to

Oetz 5 or 8, to Umhausen 8 or 10), to Huben 10 or 20 fl. (Tolerable road
from stat. Oetzthal to Umhausen ; bad from Imst to Oetz and from Um-
hausen to Huben.) — Distances. From Oetzthal stat. to Oetz 3'/2 M.
(from Imst 10 31.), Umhausen 8'/2, Langenfeld 14, Solden 21'/2, Zwiesel-
stein 21 M.; from Zwiesefstein to Vent 4, to Ourgl 3 hrs. (from Gurgl
over the Ramoljoch to Vent 7 hrs.); from Vent over the Hochjoch to Un-
ser Frau T/2, over the Niederjoch 6 hrs.; from Unser Frau to Naturns
4 hrs. — Guides, see the different excursions. From Umhausen to Gurgl
or Vent 572 11. (unnecessary). The guide is bound to carry 7 !

/2 kilogr.

(about 161bs.) of luggage ; for each additional kilogramme 1 kr. per hr.

is charged. — Mule (not always to be had) from Solden to Vent or Gurgl
5 fl. ; from Vent to Unser Frau over the Hochjoch with sumpter-saddleo,
with riding-saddle or side-saddle 7 fl. — For good walkers the shortest and
most attractive route to the Inner Oetzthal from Innsbruck leads through
the Slubaithal and over the Bildstockljoch (comp. p. 184). The route
through the Selrain (see below) is inferior.

The *Oetzthal, the longest lateral valley of the Inn, well water-

ed, and remarkable for the varied charms of its scenery, is broad and

fertile in the lower part, contracts higher up to a number of wild

ravines, and in its highest region branches off in several arms to-

wards the S., terminating in a vast expanse of snow and glacier.

The valley is much exposed to the ravages of mud-torrents and

avalanches, the former being most frequent in the lower part of the

valley, especially near Umhausen and in the Maurach, the latter

occurring in the higher regions in winter and spring only. The
roads have lately been much improved, but even in summer they

are liable to be damaged, so that enquiries should be made before-

hand as to their condition. Where there are no inns accommodation
may be procured at the houses of the cure's.

From stat. Oetzthal (p. 163) a good road leads past Brunau
and across the Stuibenbach, which here forms a waterfall, to (372^.)
Oetz. — From Roppen (p. 163

; carriages at Klaker's Inn) the road

leads through the village and then ascends rapidly (while an easier

and shorter footpath ascends from a chapel in the village to the

right over meadows). At the top of the wooded hill between the

Inn and the Oetzthaler Ache it becomes level and affords a fine view
of the grand scenery. By the church of (3 M.) Sautens we descend
to the left, cross the (

'/4 M.) Ache, and follow the road on the right

bank to (1 M.) Oetz (2690'; *Kasselwirth and another), a thriving

village, amidst fields of maize, at the base of the Achenkogl (9860').

Pleasant walk to the (
3
/4 hr.) Pipurger See (3130'), on a plateau on

the left bank of the Ache.
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gyrhe shortest way for pedestrians into the lower Oetzthal leads through

the Selrain-Thal, which joins the Innthal at Zirl (p. 164). We follow

the road from Innsbruck on the right bank of the Inn , and beyond the

(2'/a M.J bridge over the Oeroldsbach diverge to the left (Vols remaining

on the right), and proceed by Gotzens and Birgitz to (5 M.) Axams (2830'

;

Neuwirth). We then cross the Sendersbach to Qrinzens , ascend to the

left over the hill (W. the Rosskogel, N.W. Oberperfuss ; p. 140), and descend

on the other side to (4 M.) Selrain, or Bad Rothenbrunn (2955'; good quarters

with a chalybeate spring), in the deep and narrow Selrainthal , watered
by the Melach. Ascent of the Rosskogl (8658'; 4 hrs.

;
guide), interesting.

Guides, Joh. Hepperger and Alois Jordan of Rothenbrunn, and Jos. Pairst of

Oberperfuss. — At (IV2 hr.) Gries (3960'; Inn) the Selrainthal divides into

the Lisenzerthal to the left and the Selrainer Oberthal to the right.

We ascend the latter to (iy4 hr.) St. Bigmund (4925'); thence through
the Gleirscher-Thal and over the Gleirscher Jbchl (8980') to Vmhausen in the

Oetzthal 8-9 hrs., fatiguing (guide requisite). Beyond St. Sigmund the

path in the Oberthal leads by Jiaggen (Inn) to the flat saddle of the Stock-

ach-Alpe (6590'), a little beyond which is (21
/* hrs.) Kilhtai (6460'; Inn), with

a hunting-lodge of Count Wolkenstein , finely situated. (Ascent of the

Birehkogl, 9275'; 3 hrs., with guide; repaying.) Thence we may either

descend by Ochsengarteit and through the Nederthal to (4 hrs.) Oetz (see

above) ; or (better) ascend to the S., past the (1 hr.) two small Finsterthal

Lakes (7080'), to the Finsterthal-Joch, to the W. of the Kraspesspilze, and
descend through the Horlachthal to (3 hrs.) Vmhausen (see below). —
Ascending the Lisenzer Thai (see above) from Gries, we reach (l'/2 hr.)

Praxmar (5340' ; Inn). At the head of the valley is the imposing Lisenzer
Glacier, commanded by the Fernerkogl (10,807') ; a good view of it is ob-
tained from the Ldngenthaler Alp (6500' ; rustic quarters) , IV2 hr. above
Praxmar, in the upper W. branch of the valley. The route hence across
the Winnebach Ferner and the Griesjoch (8650'), and down past the Winne-
bach-See to (5 hrs.) Gries, is attractive on the whole. Another pass (fatigu-

ing) leads from Praxmar S.E. by the Lisenzer Alpe (St. Maria Magdalena,
5325') and through the Hornihal to the Homthaler Joch (9160'; fine view),
and then descends abruptly to the (6 hrs.) Stbcklen Inn in the Stubaier
Oberbergthal (p. 182). — Ascent of the Fernerkogl (10,807') laborious (7 hrs.
from the Langenthaler Alp ; rope and axe necessary ; superb view).

At Habichen beyond Oetz we cross the Ache and ascend the

new road winding along the Qsteig. Fine retrospect of the rich

valley and the wild slopes of the Tschiirgant (p. 163). Near Turn-
pen the road recrosses the stream, and skirting the lofty and almost
perpendicular Engelswand

, leads to (5 M.) Vmhausen (3399'

;

*Krone, kept by Johann Marberger ; Ferd. Marberger), at the en-
trance to the Horlachthal ot Hairlachthal. (Over the Gleirscher Jochl
to Selrain, see above.)

Pleasant walk to the (
3
/4 hr.) *Stuiben Fall (guide unnecessary). The

path crosses the Horlachbach at the church , and ascends its right bank
in the direction of the gorge, from which the spray of the fall rises to a
great height. After '/2 hr. we cross the stream (fine larch-wood) , and
ascending fur >/i hr. more, arrive opposite the imposing cascade, which
is precipitated from beneath a natural bridge of rock in two vast leaps,
together 490' in height. Travellers proceeding to Langenfeld need not return
to Umhausen, but may descend, at the bridge below the fall, to the right
by the conduit and through meadows and fields of flax to the carriage-
road cm the bank of the Ache (guide advisable).

We now enter the wild defile of Maurach, an old moraine with
dreary slopes of clay and loose stones, and cross the Ache twice.
After a short ascent between blocks of rock , scantily clothed with
pines, the road enters a broad green plateau of the valley, in which
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lie the hamlets of Au and Dorf, and, farther on, Langenf'eld and
Huben. In the foreground the Hauerkogl [8163'); farther back

the Hallkogl, Berglerkogl, and (left) Gamskogl. By a chapel at the

end of the Maurach a short-cut diverges to the left , which passes

Au and Dorf on the right.

53/4 M. langenfeld (3820' ; Oberwirth, by the church; *Vnter-

wirth Ostrein or Hirsch ;
guide, Oeorg Schopf) lies at the mouth of

the Sulzthal, from which the rapid Fischbach descends.

The Sulzthal is worthy of a visit. A good path, from Unter-Langen-
feld (the beginning of which should be asked for) ascends rapidly through
wood on the right bank of the deep ravine of the Fischbach (crossing

the brook and soon recrossing it) , afterwards becoming level , to the

village of (l'/2 hr.) Ories (49601

; Inn at the cure's), opposite the grand
Schrankogel. It then leads through wood and across the extensive Vordere
Sulzthal-Alpe ,

passing some waterfalls and the rocky gorge of the Fisch-

bach, to the (2 hrs.) Hinlere Sulzthal- or Ories-Alpe (6535'; rustic quarters),

at the head of the valley, into which descend the Grosse Sulzthalferner

and the Schwarzenberg-Ferner. (A pond near the chalets contains luke-

warm sulphur-water.) The Schrankogel (11,475'; 4 !/2-5hrs.; with gaidej,

is ascended from this point (toilsome, but free from danger; magnificent
view). — From the Sulzthal over the Mutterberger Joch to the Stubaithal,

see p. 184; over the Schwarzenberg Joch, see p. 182. — A route free from
difficulty crosses the Sulzthalferner and Daunkoglferner to the Dresden
Hut (p. 184; 6 hrs. from the Griesalp). The pass CDaunjoch 1

; splendid

view) lies tu the S. of the Hinlere Daunkopf (10,558'). — To the Selrain,

see above.
From Langenfeld to the Pitzthal a route which presents no diffi-

culty crosses the Hundsbacher or Breillehner Jbchl (8660'); to Trenk-

wald (p. 179) 7 hrs. ; guide 4 fl. 40 kr. — From Huben over the Loibiser

Jbchl to Piosmos, see p. 179.

At (2 M.) Huben (good quarters at the cure"s) the Hohe Oeige

(11,125') appears on the right, beyond the Hallkogl. Above Huben
the valley contracts , and the road becomes so bad that driving is

not advisable. At the Brand (Inn) we cross the Ache and ascend

through wood ; then descend to the stream again , cross it twice,

and reach (6Y4 M.) Solden (4596' ; *Qruner zum Alpenverein, near

the church, with a veranda commanding a fine view ; *Oberwirth

Schopf ; *Unterwirth Josef Ostrein), a village charmingly situated

on the slope to the right. Good survey from the Poschachbuhel. To

the S. rises the Noderkogl (10,364'), separating the Gurgler from

the Venter Thai.
To the Stubaithal over the "Bildstockljoch, see p. 184; to Neustift

12-13 hrs. (guide to Slutterberg 6 fl.). — To the Pitzthal by the Pitzthaler
Jbchl, see p. 180 (guide 4 fl. 40 kr.). — Guides at Solden, Chrysost. Brugger,
F. Praxmarer, N. Santer, and Rup. Scheiber.

Beyond Solden the road becomes rougher. It soon crosses the

brook and ascends through a grand and wild rocky ravine of the

Ache, called the Kuhtreien. At the (2'/2 M.) hamlet of Zwieselstein

(4776'; Prantl), at the foot of the Noderkogl , the valley divides

into the Ourgler Thai (p. 177) which ascends to the left, and the

Venter Thai to the right.

Ascent of the Noderkogl (10,365' ; 5 hrs.
; guide) from Zwieselstein

rather fatiguing, but the view remarkably fine. Descent to (3-4 hrs.)

Ober-Ourgl steep at places.
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The path into the Venter Thai turns to the right, by a finger-

post, before the first houses of Zwieselstein are reached, crosses the

Ache, and follows a stony slope on the left bank of the brook to

(2 hrs.) Heilig-Kreuz (5377'; good quarters at the curb's), the white

church of which rises conspicuously on a precipitous height. Op-

posite is the range separating the Venter Thai from the Gurgler

Thai, on which several glaciers are visible high above us. Above

Heilig-Kreuz we cross the brook by the second bridge to the hamlet

of Winterstall on the right bank, and soon return to the left bank,

which we follow to (2 hrs.) Vent or Fend (6205'; good quarters at

the curb's) , an Alpine hamlet on a green pasture at the foot of the

Thalleitspitze (11,165'), and (like Gurgl, p. 177) an admirable

staTting-point for glacier-excursions.

Excursions and Ascents. (Guides: Joh. Falkner, Jos. Gstrein, fob.

Kuprian, G. Praxmarer, Jos. and Method. Scheiber, and Chrys. Griifler.

Here and at Gurgl the guides will not start on Sundays till after mass.)

Fine views from the Feldkogele , •/« br. to the N. ; from the mountain-
pastures of Stablein on the W. side of the valley (an ascent of l-IVs hr.

is enough); from the Mutboden (8678'), 272 hrs. to the N., on the left

side of the valley (guide); and from the Muteck, on the E. side of the
valley at the foot of the Ramolkogl (route to the left from that to the

Ramoljoch, and past Langeben (2'/a hrs. ; guide). — The ascent of the
Wilde Mannle ($910; 31/2 hrs.

;
guide 2 fl. 20 kr.), the S. spur of the Wild-

spitze, by Stablein, is easy and interesting. — The Plattei (2l
/2 hrs.), see

p. 1T6. — To the Sanmoar Hut (23/4 hrs.), see p. 175.

The ascent of the 'Kreuzspitze (11,332'; 5i/2 hrs.; guide 4 fl.), one of

the finest and easiest of the longer excursions from Vent, is made either
from the Hochjoch or from the Niederjoch. From the Niederjoch route
we diverge to the right by the (23A hrs.) Sanmoar-Hutte (or, lower down,
by the Klotzhiitte; see below), and ascend steep grassy slopes to the
(1 hr.) Kreuzhiitte or Brizzihiltte (9577'), and over detritus and rocks to

the (i 1/* hr.) summit. Magnificent -Panorama of the Oetzthal Mts., with a
distant view of the Zillerthaler Ferner, Venediger, Glockner, Dolomites,
Adamello , Ortler, Bernina , Silvretta , etc. — Descent to the Hochjoch
Hospice (2 hrs.), first by the S. arete, then through a couloir to the Kreuz-
ferner and across the glacier (much crevassed , caution advisable ; two
guides necessary when the snow is unfavourable); lastly by a new path
over stony slopes to the inn.

The °Vordere Ramolkogl (11,630'; 5 hrs., last part laborious; guide
4 fl.) is another magnificent point of view. We follow the route to the
Ramoljoch (see p. 178) for 2 hrs., then diverge to the left towards the
foot of the mountain, ascend by a tolerably good path into the Rothe Kar,
traverse slabs of rock and loose stones , and lastly mount the arete (for
'/< hr., sometimes difficult) to the (3 hrs.) summit. View similar to that
from the Kreuzspitze, but more open towards the E. — Direct descent
over the Kleine Ramolkogl to the Ramoljoch very difficult, and not
advisable.

The Wildspitze (12,388'-, 6V2 hrs.; two guides, 8 fl. each), the highest
peak of the Oetzthal Alps, presents no unusual difficulty to adepts. The
new and easy path ascends the steep pastures of Stablein, to the W. to
the (3 hrs.) Breslauer Hiitte (about 9550'; built by the German Alpine Club
in 1882), in a beautiful and commanding situation at the S. base of the
Oetzthaler Urkund (11,266'). It then crosses the Mitterkar-Ferner, and
ascends the ice-slopes on the N.W. to the (3 hrs.) S. peak (12,369'), which
is connected with the N. peak (19' higher) by a narrow arete (where the
overhanging masses of snow necessitate caution). The distant view is
magnificent, but for a view of the Oetzthal the Kreuzspitze is preferable.
Descent by the Rofenkar or the Millerkar Glacier to Vent in 3 hrs.

;
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over the Taschach or the Mittelberg Glacier to the Pitslhal, difficult (see

below).

The :>Weisskugel (12,272'; fatiguing) is ascended from the Hochjoch
Hospice (where the previous night should he spent) in 7-8 hrs. (two guides,

10 fl. each, or with descent to Kurzras 11 fl.). The route crosses the

Hintereis Glacier (the Langtauferer-Spitze, 11,610', remaining on the right)

to the Hintereis-Jocli (p. 175), between the Innere Quellspitze (11,470') and
the Weisskugel. Thence to the right by a snowy arete (1 hr. long) to

the summit. The *View is of surpassing grandeur. Descent to (4-5 hrs.)

Kurzras (p. 176), to the Matscher-Thal (p. 189), or to the Langtaitferer-

Thal (p. 187).

The "Schalfkogl (11,598'; 6, or from the Sanmoar Hut 4 hrs. ; two
guides, 5 fl. each; comp. pp. 175, 178) and the Fluchtkogl (11,772'; 6-7 hrs.;

guide 5 fl. ; comp. p. 175) are also fine points. More difficult are the

Finailspiize (11,515'; 4 hrs. from the Hochjoch Hospice; two guides, 6 fl.

each) and the Einlere Schwarze (11,903'; 4 hrs. from the Sanmoar Hut, by
the Marzellferner ; two guides, 6 fl. each). The "Similaun, seep. 175.

From Vent over the "Ramoljoch to (7 hrs.) Gurgl, a very interesting

route, and not difficult, see p. 178.

OvEE THE TAUFKAKJOCH TO MlTTELBEEG IN THE PlTZTHAL , 8-9 hrS.

(two guides at 7 fl.), a rather fatiguing route, but free from danger and
very grand. From Vent to (2 hrs.) Stablein , see above. Thence to the

right, past the Wilde Mannle and over fragments of rock and glacier-depos-

its, to the (l'/2 hr.) Tavfkar Glacier, which we cross ; lastly a steeper

ascent to the left to the (1 hr.) summit of the "Taufkarjoch (about 10,500'),

between the Taufkarkogl on the left and the Weisse Kogl (11,210') on the

right (both of which may be ascended from the Joch without difficulty).

Admirable view of the E. Oetzthal Mts. (Ramolkogl, Firmisanspitze, Schalf-

kogl, Hintere Schwarze, Thalleitspitze ; immediately to the left the im-

posing Wildspitze). We descend across the extensive snow-fields at the

head of the large 'Mittelberg Glacier (on the left the Hohe Wand and Rechte

Fernerkogl) , then skirt the Linke Fernerkogl and traverse the crevassed

lower part of the glacier. Above the ice-fall we cross it to the right to

the Karles Glacier (observing on the right the Hangende Ferner with its

fantastic ice-formations), and reach the (2 1 U hrs.) Rothe Karle (Karlskopf,

9490'), a buttress of rock affording the finest -View of the huge Mittelberg

Glacier and its imposing ice-fall. To the W. are the snow-clad mountains
separating the Pitzthal from the Knunserthal, and the green Riffelsee at

the base of the Verpailspitze ; far below lies the Pitzthal. We descend to

the right by a new path skirting the ice-fall, over rock, debris, and steep

stony slopes; in the valley it crosses the lofty moraine, traverses the

flat tongue of the glacier, and leads through underwood on the left bank
to (2i/2 hrs.) Mittelberg (p. 179). — This tour may be very pleasantly pro-

longed by crossing the Oelgrubenjoch to the Gepatschhaus (p. 185), and
thence either returning over the Gepatsch Glacier to Vent or crossing the

Weissseejoch to the Langiauferer-Thal and Mais (comp. p. 185).
To the Pitzthal over the Sextenjoch (10,620'; 9 hrs. to the Tasch-

ach Hut; two guides at 7 fl.), a fatiguing route. The pass lies between
the Hochvemagt-Femer and the Sechsegerten-Ferner, to the N.E. of the
Eochvernagtspitze (11,575'). — The Taschach Joch (10,670'; 10 hrs. to the
Taschach Hut; two guides at 7 fl.), between the Hochvernagt-Ferner and
the Taschach-Ferner, and the Seiterjochl (10,140' ; to Mittelberg 8 hrs.

;

guides 7 fl.) between the Innere Schwarze Schneide, and the Linke Ferner-
kogl, are also trying routes, inferior to the Taufkarjoch.

To the Kaunserthal over the Gepatschjoch (10.5801

; 10 hrs. to the
Gepatschhaus; two guides at 8V2 A) a difficult route; better over the
Kesselwand-Joch (10-11 hrs. ; two guides at 8'/2 fl.). From the Hochjoch
Hospice we cross the Eintereisfemer to the ridge between it and the

Kesselwandferner; then, skirting the grand ice-fall of the latter, ascend
steep grassy and stony slopes to the flat upper part of the glacier, and
thus reach the Kesselwandjoch (10,710'), where we obtain a survey of the
huge Gepalsch-Femer. The direct descent over the 'Sumpf or fissured
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surface of the glacier, is hazardous ; we therefore make a circuit to the

left, in the direction of the Weissseespitze, and then turn to the right to

the Rauhe Kopf (9790'), on the flanks of which are the imposing ice-falls

of the glacier. Descent toilsome and steep ; lastly over the flat tongue
of the glacier to the Gepatschhaus (p. 185). — Another route to the Kessel-

wandjoch leads from Platlei (see above) over the Hochvernagt-Ferner and
the Guilar-Ferner to the Guslarjoeh (10,910'), between the Kesselwandspitze

(114601

) and the Fluchtkogl (11,770'; ascended from the .Toch in 1 hr.

;

View), and then across the Kesselwandferner to the Kesselwandjoch (see

above).
To Langtacfebs over the Langtauferer Joch (10,400'), an interesting

route (to Hinterkirch 10-11 hrs. ; two guides at 8'/2 fl.). From the Hoch-
joch route we cross the Hintereis Ferner to the Joch, which lies between
the Vernagelwand and the Langtauferer Spitze. Descent over the Lang-
tauferer Ferner to the Malager-Alpe and to Hinterkirch (p. 188).

To the Matscher-Thal over the Hintereisjoch (11,345'; the highest
pass of the Oetzthal), a fatiguing but grand expedition (from the Hochjoch
Hospice to the Glieshof 9 hrs. ; two guides at 8V2 fl.) ; comp. Weisskugel

(p. 174). — To Kdrzras over the Steinschlagjoch (about 9850'), 6 hrs.

from the Hochjoch Hospice, an attractive glacier-journey. We cross the
Hintereisferner to the snowy crest to the left of the Hintereisjoch; then
a very steep descent to the Steinschlagferner and to Kurzras (p. 176).

The route over the Niederjoch, (9800' ; to Unser-Frau 68/4 hrs.;

guide 5 fl. 40 kr.) crosses the Niederthaler Ache and ascends its left

hank, passing the Ochsenhiitte, to the (l^hr.) Klotzhutte. It then

mounts more steeply, above the tongue of the Marzellferner, to the

(i 1/4 hr.) Sanmoar-Hiitte (8274'; bed 90 kr.), splendidly situated

opposite the great Schalfferner, which unites with the Marzellfer-

ner below, and encircled by the Marzellspitzen , Mutmalspitze,

Schalfkogl, and Diemkogl.
Fine survey from the mountain-terrace of Kilfeben, at the foot of the

Diemkogl (1 hr.). — The Sanmoar Hut is the starting-point (provisions
had better be brought from Vent) for the Kreuzspilze, the Similaun, the
JJintere Schwarze , and the Schalfkogl (11,600'). The route to the latter
(comp. p. 178) ascends the Schalfferner to the (3 hrs.) Schalfkogljoch, be-
tween the Schalfkogl and the Kleinleitenspitze, and then mounts by the
arete, which becomes very narrow, to the (1 hr.) summit. (A shorter but
steeper ascent is over the Diemjoch , between the Bintere Diemkogl and
the Schalfkogl ; the direct ascent from Vent , over the Diemferner, also
crosses this Joch.) — From the Sanmoar Hut to the Ramoljoch, see p. 178.

Beyond the hut we soon reach the Niederjoch Ferner, which
presents no difficulty, and in 1^2 hr. more the summit of the pass,

where we obtain a view of the Ortler chain. We now descend by a
narrow path, over steep rocky slopes, into the Tisenthal, passing
the chalets of Rajfein and Tisen (wine) , and reach Ober-Vernagt
and (2^2 hrs.) Unser-Frau in the Schnalser Thai (p. 177).

The "Similaun (11,808'; one guide sufficient for adepts) may be ascended
from the Niederjoch in 2 hrs. (steep at places ; ice-axe necessary). The
best route ascends the snowy slopes to the left before the Niederjoch is
reached. The grand view extends E. to the Gross -Glockner, S. to the
vicinity of Verona , W. to the Bernese Alps. — Other passes from the
Sanmoar Hut to the Schnalserthal (all toilsome and fit for proficients only):
the Similaunjoch, between the Similaun and the Marzellspitzen ; the Mar-
zelljoch, between the Marzellspitzen and the Hintere Schwarze ; the Svss-
bergjoch, to the E. of the Hintere Schwarze; and the Karlesjoch, to the
W. of the Karlesspitze.

Most travellers prefer the easier route from Vent across the
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Hochjoch (9430' ; to Kurzras 672 hrs.
;
guide 5 fl. 40 kr. ; mules,

see p. 170). From Vent to (^2 nr Rofen (6570') we traverse pas-

tures. This hamlet is inhabited by the Klotz and Ostrein families,

who once accorded an asylum to Frederick 'with the empty pockets'

(p. 133). When this prince re-established his authority, he exempted

the hamlet from taxation, a privilege which it enjoyed down to

1849. Above Rofen (5min.) the path crosses the Ache and ascends

slowly on the right bank
,
passing (!/4 hr.) a memorial-stone to

Cyprian Granbichler, a guide who lost his life here in 1868. In
J
/2 hr. more we reach the moraine of the Hochvernagt-Ferner, piled

high up on the right side of the valley, which we cross in 1/4 hr.

(On the other side of the valley is the broad and stony bed of the

glacier. A small part only of the glacier is seen higher up.)
The Hochvernagt Glacier, which has receded greatly of late, has fre-

quently advanced rapidly (as in 1677, 1680, and 1770) so as to fill the
whole valley and dam up the discharge of the Hintereis and Hochjoch
glaciers. A lake called the Bo/ensee was thus formed, the overflow of

which has caused great devastation on several occasions. The last dis-

aster of the kind occurred in 1846, when the ice in the valley was no
less than 650' in thickness. At the upper Rofenhof a borer is still shown
which was sent from Vienna in 1772 to tap the glacier! — The glacier

is well surveyed from the Plattei (8885'), on the margin of the Vernagt-
thal, 2'/2 hrs.' from Vent (guide 2 fl.).

An ascent of 1 hr. more (with view of the Langtauferer Spitze

and the Weisskugel) brings us to the Hochjoch-Hospiz (7970' ; not

open before 10 a.m. on Sundays; 20 beds), situated on the brink

of the Hochjoch Glacier, which descends precipitously into the val-

ley. To the right are the Hintereis and Kesselwand Glaciers, with

their large moraines.
Ascent of the Kreuzspitze (3 hrs.), see p. 173; Finailspitze, see p. 174;

Weisskugel, see p. 174; Kesselwandjoch, see p. 174: Langtauferer Joch,

Hintereisjoch, Steinschlagjoch, see p. 175. Over the Finailjoch (about

10,200') to Unser-Frau (a route which may he combined with the ascent

of the Finailspitze) 5 hrs. ; laborious, hut interesting.

Beyond the hospice we cross the moraine for Y4 hr. and reach

the glacier, the passage of which occupies l 1^"^ hrs.; the ascent

to the (IV4 hr.) summit of the pass (9430') is at first steep and

afterwards gradual. Retrospect of the Rofenthal and Wildspitze

;

to the S.E. the Schnalserthal with the Salurnspitze, and beyond
it the Martell mountains; N.E., the Stubai glaciers.

We reach the end of the glacier in 20 min. more and descend
on the right side of the Oberbergthal by a good bridle-path, which
winds down to (li/

4 hr.) Kurzras (6600'; rustic *Inn at the

Kurzenhof, a horse to be had), the highest cluster of houses in the

Schnalser Thai, splendidly situated.

Over the Langgrub-Joch (9977') to the Matscher Thai (to the Glieshof
8 hrs.), fatiguing, see p. 189 (guide 5 fl. 40 kr.). — A route which is trying
at places leads S. over the Taschl-Joeh (9137'), affording an admirable
view, into the Schlandernatm-Thal and to (7-8 hrs.

; guide 5fl.) Schlanders
on the Vintschgau post-road (p. 190; shortest way from the Oetzthal to
the Martellthal). — The Weisskugel (12,272') may be ascended from
Kurzras in 7-8 hrs. (guide 10 fl. 80 kr.), by the Sleinschlag and Hintereis
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Glaa'ers, and the Hintereisjoch; very fatiguing (comp. p. 174). — Guides:
Gabr. and Jos. Spechtenhauser, Joh. and Roehus Raffeiner, and Joh. Garber.

A well-trodden path leads from Kurzras on the left bank of

the Schnalser Bach, through meadows and larch, to (l 1^ nr

Ober- Vemagt, where it unites with the Niederjoch route (on the

left the Finailspitze andSimilaun, on the right the Salurn-Spitze),

and to ('/2 hr.) Unser Frau (4760'; * Mitterwirth zum Adler).

The valley contracts. After 1 hr. the path crosses to the right

bank of the brook, and ascends to C/4 hr.) Carthaus (4355';

*Weisses Kreuz), an old monastery. To the N., far below, is seen

the mouth of the Pfossenthal (p. 179). Passing the church of St.

Catharina, on a steep height on the opposite bank, we next reach

(l'/^hr.) Ratteis (2808'; Reiner; one-horse carriage to Meran in

3 hrs., 6 fl. ; Stellwagen to Naturns at 11 a.m. and 7.30 p.m. in

1 hr., fare 70 kr. ; back at 6 a.m. and 2 p.m. in l^hr., fare 1 fl.).

At this point begins the new road (toll 2 kr. ), completed in 1875,

which is frequently hewn in the rock or supported by embankments
of masonry. It soon crosses the stream and leads through the wild

and picturesque defile to the (3M.) Vintschgau post-road (p. 190),

reaching it I1/4 M. from Naturns (*Post). Thence to (9'/2 M.)
Meran diligence daily at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. in l 1^ nr - > one-horse

carriage 3, two-horse 5 fl.

The Gurgler Thai, beginning at Zwieselstein (p. 172), is the

S. ramification of the Oetzthal. Crossing the Gurgler Ache at

Zwieselstein , the path ascends abruptly on the left bank , and
(1 hr.) above the mouth of the Timbler Bach (p. 217) returns to

the right bank. We again cross the stream twice, pass the chalets

of Pill and Konigsrain, and reach (2 hrs.) Ober-Gurgl (6266';
quarters at the Cure's) , the loftiest village in the Tyrol , situated

in the midst of imposing scenery (to the S. the Gurgler Ferner,

Falschungspitze, Firmisanschneide, etc.).

Excursions. (Guides: B. Griiner, Alois and Peter Paul Gstrein, Nic,
Tob., and Vine. Santer, Alois and Martin Scheiber.)

To the Gurgler Ferner and the Langthaier Eissee, 2'/i hrs.,
interesting. The Gurgler nr Grosse Oetzthaler Ferner, the third-largest
(if the Oetzthal group of glaciers , forms a barrier across the mouth of
the Langthal and dams up the discharge of the Langthal glacier. A lake
1650 yds. long and 660 yds. broad is thus formed when the snow melts in
spring, This is the Langthaier Eissee (7820') , which, like the Ro-
fensee (p. 176), formerly caused disastrous inundations, but now finds a
regular outlet in summer under the Gurgler Ferner. The path (guide
advisable) ascends from Gurgl to the left, crossing the torrents issuing
from the Gaisberg-Ferner and Rothmoos-Ferner, to the Grosse Alpe (occu-
pied by cattle from Schnals), and then, rounding the Langthaier Eck,
high above the tongue of the Gurgler Ferner, enters the Langthal (see
above). A small part only of the Gurgler Ferner is seen from this point

;

a better view is obtained by descending to the glacier below the Eissee
and traversing its right side (guide necessary) to the (l'/2 hr.) Sleinerne
Tisch (about 9500"). A good survey of the Gurgler Glacier and the Eissee
is obtained from the Ramol route (see below).

A walk to the Gaisbergferner is recommended (1>/j hr.; guide 1 fl.
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80 kr.). From the bridge over the Gaisberg-Ache (see above) we ascend
to the left to the glacier, which may be safely explored from the IT.

lateral moraine. Grand surroundings (Granatenkogl, Saberspitze, Kirchen-
kogl, etc.; in the opposite direction the ridge separating Gurgl from Vent).

The Mutberg (8725'; P/t hr. ; with guide), which rises between the
Gaisbergthal and the Rothmoosthal, affords an excellent survey of these
two valleys with their glaciers and of the huge snowy peaks of the Gurgl
and Passeir chain. Beyond the bridge over the Gaisberg-Ache the path
ascends the grassy slopes to the right.

Ascents. The ascent of the *Schalfkogl (11,600'; 10 hrs. ; guide 7>/j fl.),

with the descent to Vent, is recommended to good walkers. Before
reaching the Kbpfle on the Ramol route (see below) we diverge to the
left and ascend the slope , over grass and rocks , and then over snow,
passing the Firmisan-Schneide, and thus reach the summit on the N. side.

Admirable survey of the Oetzthal glaciers. Descent across the Schalf/erner
to the (2'/2 hrs.) Sanmoar Hut (comp. p. 175); or across the Diemferner
and an immense old moraine, and over steep and fatiguing slopes, to

(4 hrs.) Vent.
TheHintere Spiegelkogl (11,250'; 5 hrs.), FirmitanipiUe (11,378'; 8-9 hrs.),

Hohe Wilde', (11,405'; 8-9 hrs.), Hohe Firtt (11,190"; 7-8 hrs.) and Liebener
Spitze (14,160'; 0-6 hrs.) are all difficult and fit for adepts only.

Passes. Over the "Bamoljoch (10,440') to Vent, a magnificent route,
free from difficulty (6-7 hrs. ; guide 4 fl. 40 kr.). Crossing the Ache near
the 'Widum', or parsonage, we ascend by a tolerable path on the left

side of the valley, enjoying an admirable view of the Gurgler and Lang-
thaler Glaciers and of the bed of the Eissee (empty in summer). We then
mount more rapidly over rock and debris to the (3 hrs.) Kbpfle (10,1050,

a projecting rock, and again for a short way over loose stones to the

Ramol Glacier, which we ascend without difficulty to the P/4 hr.) Joch,

a sharp ridge strewn with rocky debris, between the Kleine Ramolkogl
on the right and the Hintere Spiegelkogl on the left. Beautiful view towards
the E., embracing the vast expanse of neve

1

at the head of the Gurgler
and Langthaler glaciers , over which tower the Hochwildspitze , Fal-

schungspitze, and other peaks, while the Gross-Glockner is said to be visible

in the distance; to the W. is the majestic Wildspitze. We descend over

the considerable and easily-passable Spiegel Glacier and the moraine on
its right side, and then by a better path over grassy slopes high up on
the right side of the Niederthal. Fine view, to the left, of the Nieder-

joch glacier, as far as the pass to the 'right of the dazzling Similaun;
more to the right is the Kreuzspitze, and facing us is the Thalleitspitze.

The path then descends in zigzags, finally through pine-wood, into the

Venter-Thai, and crosses the Ache to (3 hrs.) Vent (p. 173). — The ascent

of the 'Vordere Ramolkogl (p. 173) adds 3'/2 hrs. to this route (best from
the Spiegel Glacier; from the Joch very difficult).

[From Gurgl to the Niederjoch. Instead of descending to Vent, the

traveller may follow a new path direct from the Bamoljoch to the San-
moar Hut and thus save about 2 hours. The path crosses the Spiegel-

ferner to a heap of stones on the left side-moraine, then traverses debris

and grass, skirting the base of the Vordere Spiegelkogl, and enters the

grand and wild Diemthal, enclosed by the Firmisanschneide, Schalfkogl,
and Diemkogl. Below the Diemferner we cross the brook, descend rapidly
into the Niederthal , cross the bridge over the Ache, and ascend to the
Klotzhutte and the (3'/2-4 hrs. from the Joch) Sanmoar Hut (p. 175). A
good walker, starting from Gurgl early, and crossing the Bamoljoch and
the Niederjoch, may therefore reach Unser Frau in one day (12 hrs.).]

To the Passeir over the Timbler-Joch (8135'), 5 hrs. from Gurgl or

Zwieselstein to Schonau, see p. 217 (guide 4 fl. ; from Schonau over the
Schneeberg to Ridnaun and Sterzing, see p. 194).

To the Schnalser-Thal oyer the Crurglerjoch or Eisjoch (9950"), a
difficult route, to Carthaus 10-11 hrs. (two guides at 6 fl.). The route
crosses the whole of the Gurgler or Grosse Oelzthaler Glacier (see above)
to the (5 hrs.) pass between the Falschung spitze (10,984') on the W. and
the Hohe Wilde (11,408') on the E. View limited. Descent, very steep
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and disagreeable, to (2'/2 hrs.) Eishof, the highest chalets in the Pfossen-

thal (6785'), and through the Schnalser-Thal to (3 hrs.) Carthaus (p. 177).

— Another fatiguing pass ascends the Langthaler Ferner, crosses the
Langthaler Joch (10.340"), and descends to Lazins (5690') at the head of

the Pfelders- Thai (7-8 hrs. •, two guides at 5fl.); thence either down the
valley to (Va hr.) Plan and (272 hrs.) Moos in the Passeir (p. 216) , or through
the Lazinserlhal and across the Spronser Joch to Dovf Tirol and (6 hrs.)

Meran (p. 209). — Over the Rolhmoosferner-Joch (about 9850'), from Gurgl
to Plan 7 hrs., a grand but laborious route.

37. The Pitzthal.

Comp. Maps, pp. 184, 172.

A visit to the Pitzthal, a valley running parallel to the Oetzthal on
the W., is recommended not only to mountaineers, who will find a good
many attractions here , but also to less ambitious travellers who desire
to obtain a glimpse at the Oetzthal glacier-region. A cart-track leads as
far as Mittelberg, about 25 M. from Imst (horses or mules may be hired
at Imst, Wenns, and St. Leonhard). Those who do not wish to return
to Imst or to cross any of the glacier-passes (although the Oelgrubenjoch
is easy, even for the inexperienced) may reach the Innthal by the Piller-

joch, or the Oetzthal by the Breitlehner Joch (see below).

Stat. Imst, on the right bank of the Inn, I1/4M. to the S. of the

village, see p. 162. A narrow road (soon to be improved) ascends
to the left from the station to (2^4 M.) And (Inn), picturesquely

situated on a terrace at the foot of the Burgstall (3440'). To the
left runs the Pitzenbach in its deep ravine. We now ascend the

smiling valley, enlivened by numerous farms, to (33/4 M.) Wenns
(3195'; *Post), a prettily-situated village.

Over the Pillekjoch to Landeck ok Pbutz, 6 hrs., an easy and
pleasing route. Good path by the village of Filler (4415') to the Gache
Elicit (5160'), the top of the pass, on the brink of the deep Innthal. Descent
either to the right by Fliess to Landeck (p. 162), or to the left to Prulz(p. 186).

The road now descends to the left, crosses the brook, and
ascends the narrow valley (passing Jerzens , on the left, above) to

the inn of Schon. It again crosses the brook several times and leads
past the hamlets of Rietzenried, Wiesen (with the Stuibenfall on
the right), Zaunhof, and Hairlach to (11 M.) St. Leonhard (4580';
Unterwirth; *Alte Post at Piosmos on the right bank of the brook).
On the right is the fall of the Fitscherbach, descending from the Ro-
felewand; to the left (S.E.) rise the Hohe Geige (11,125') and the
Puikogl (10,960'). Jos. Kiirschner of Piosmos is a good guide.

The Rofelewand (10,995'; 6 hrs., with guide; fatiguing), ascended by
the Arzler Alp and the Todtenkar Ferner , commands a striking view. —
Over the Loibiser Joch to Huben 6-7 hrs. (guide 4 fl. 40 kr.) , repaying,
and shorter than the Breitlehner Joch (see below), but for proficients
only. From Piosmos the path ascends the steep terraces of the E. slope
of the valley, and then traverses snow and the Reisergletscher to the Joch,
between the Loibiskogl and the Reiserkogl. Steep descent to the Breitlehn-
Alp and to Huben (p. 172).

Passing the fall of the Leklebach (on the right) and Trenkwald,
we next reach (5 M.) Plangeross (5280' ; Inn) , the last village,
and (2i/

2 M.) Mittelberg (5880'; *Schopf's Inn), the last farm,
beautifully situated within view of the *Mittelberg Glacier (p. 174),
the imposing fall of which is 1 hr. farther up the valley. A visit

12*
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to the glacier is interesting. "We reach the end of it in 1/4 hr., and
then cross its flat and easily-passable tongue to the (1 hr.) right

lateral moraine. (To the Karlskopf, see below).
Excursions and Ascents from Mittelbekg. (Guides: T. Ennemoser,

Jos. Santeler, Alois, Dominic, and Leander Schbpf. Alois, Franz, Jos., and
Isaias Dobler, and Ed. Neuderer.) To the Taschach Glacier (guide to

the club-hut 3fl.; a most interesting excursion when combined with a
visit tn the RilTelsee, see below). The route leads S.W. from Mittelberg,
on the right side of the Taschachthal, In the (1 3A hr.) end of the glacier,

and traverses the arched tongue to the left lateral moraine (caution
necessary, as deep crevasses are sometimes encountered). The path then
ascends grassy slopes to the (l 1

, 4 hr.) Taschachhiilte (7988' ; admission during
the day 20, bed 60 kr.), built and well fitted up by the German Alpine
Club on a spur of the Pitzthaler Urkund, and affording a fine view of the
Taschach Glacier, with its imposing ice-falls and its environment of glistening
snow -peaks (on the left the Hinlere Brochkogl, 11,926'); on the W. is the
Sechsegerten Glacier (sec below). — To the Riffelsee (7330' ; 2 hrs.

; guide
l'/s A.), attractive. The path ascends abruptly from the Taschach-Alp.
The height to the E. of the lake {Am Mullen, 7675') affords a fine survey
of the Mittelberg and Taschach glaciers, and of the Hohe Geige, Puikogl,
and other peaks. We may descend into the upper Taschach-Thal (fine

views of the Taschach and Sechsegerten glaciers), reach the path to the
Taschachhiitte (see above) near the end of the glacier, and return bv it

to Mittelberg. — The Mittagskogl (10,360'; 4"2 hrs.; guide 4 fl.) affords

a fine survey of the three glaciers.

The ascent of the Wildspitze (12,388') from Mittelberg takes 7-8 hrs.

(two guides at 8 fl., to Vent 10 fl.); last part of the way very steep

(comp. p. 173). — The Hohe Geige (11,125' ; guide 5 fl.), Vordere Brunnenkogl
(11.145'; 5'/2 fl.), Hinlere Brunnenkogl (11,270'; 5>/2 fl.), Blickspitze (11,055';

6 fl.), and Puikogl (10,960'; 5'/2 fl.) may also be ascended from Mittelberg.

Passes. To Solden over the Pitzthaler (Sbldener) Jochl (9945'),

7-8 hrs. (guide 5 fl.). The route traverses the lower end of the Mittelberg
Glacier, and then ascends to the left over steep slopes of grass, debris,

and rock to the Joch on the S. side of the Pollesferner. Descent over
the lietteiihach Glacier and through the Rellenbachthal to Solden (p. 172).

— To Vent over the 'Taufkarjoch (comp. p. 174; two guides at 7 fl.),

a much finer route. Ascent to the Rothe Karle by a new path constructed
by the German Alpine Club. — The Seiterjbchl, Tiefenbachjoeh, Sexten-

joch, and Taschachjoch, see p. 174 (the last two grand but trying). — The
Breillehner Jochl, the easiest pass, and free from snow (6 hrs. from Trenk-
wald to Huben), see p. 172.

To the Kaunsekthal over the Oelgrubenjoch (9868'), 7>/2 hrs., a fine

route, and not difficult (guide 6 fl.). To the (3 hrs.) Taschachhiilte, see

above. We descend on the W. side of the hill to the left to the Sechs-

egerten Glacier, which we ascend without difficulty (enjoying, farther up,

a fine retrospect of the Wildspitze and the lofty crest of neve stretching

from it towards the W.) to the (2'/2 hrs.) Joch, a flat snow-saddle between
the Innere and Aeussere Oelgruhenspiize (the former easily ascended from
the Joch in 3A nr - ; superb view). The usual resting-place of the guides
is a little below the Joch, on the W. side. View limited. (To the left,

below, is the small Oelgruben Glacier, with its huge moraines.) Descent
by an improved path , over debris and grassy slopes , to the (2 hrs.)

Gepatschhaus (p. 185). — Other passes into the Kaunserthal : the Madatsch-
Joch (about 8000'), between the Watzekopf and the Schwabenkopf (from
Plangeross to Feuchten 6-7 hrs., not difficult; guide 5 fl.) ; the Verpeil-
joch (9190'), between the Schioabenkopf and the Sonnenkogel (from Trenk-
wald to Feuchten 8 hrs., laborious; guide 4(1. 40 kr.); the Tiefenthal-
Jbchl or Wallfahrts - J5chl (9050'), between the Peuschelkopf and the
Tristkopf (from St. Leonhard to Kaltenbrunn or Feuchten 7 hrs., trying;
guide 4 fl. 40 kr.); the Niederjochl (7835'), from Rietzenried to Kaltenbrunn,
past the Krumpensee, in 5 hrs. (not difficult ; guide 4 fl. 40 kr.).
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38. The Stubaithal.
Comp. Map, p. 18&.

The -Stubaithal, the main valley of the Stubai Alps, which may in
a wider sense be included in the Oetzthal Group, presents within a small
compass a series of superb Alpine scenes. Road to a point 5 M. beyond
Neustift. Stellwagen from Innsbruck (Rother Adler) daily at 2 p.m.
to Vulpmes in 4>/2 hrs., fare 1 fl. (from Vulpmes at 5 a.m., in 3V4 hrs.).

One-horse carriage from Innsbruck to the Stefansbriicke 3 t]., two-horse
4 fl. 80 kr. ; to Schonberg 5 fl. 60 kr. or 9 fl., Vulpmes 8 or 13, Neustift 10
or 17'/2 fl.

Pedestrians should follow the Brenner road to the Stefansbriicke,
and the old road thence to Ober-Schbnberg: or take the train to Patsch,
and follow the route described at p. 193. Another interesting route as-

cends to the right from the Oiirberbach Inn (see below) to 0/2 hr.) Mutters,
and leads on the slope of the Saile, by Kreith (Inn) , through fine larch-

wood, to (2 hrs.) Telfes and (1/2 hr.) Vulpmes (see below).

The Brenner road ascends the Berg Jsel in long windings (p. 137;

the old road, to the left at the first bend, is shorter), and then leads

high up on the left side of the deep Sillthal (in -which, to the left,

below us, runs the Brenner Railway with its tunnels)
,
past the

(2 M.) Garberbach Inn and the Schupfen Inn (the headquarters of

Andreas Hofer in 1809), to the (2 M.) Stefansbriicke , which in a

bold span of 140' crosses the Rutzbach , descending from the Stu-

baithal. At Vnter-Schbnberg (2310'; *Inn), beyond the bridge,

the road divides : the old Brenner road (by the side of which is a

marble tablet, with a Latin inscription giving the history of the

road since the Roman period) ascends somewhat steeply to the

right; the new road winds to the left round the slope and leads

through the Sillthal to (3 1/4 M.) Ober-Schonberg (3290'). The old

road is shorter, and for walkers far more interesting. By the (2M .)

(Custom House, the first house in Ober-Schbnberg, we obtain a fine

*Survey of the Stubaithal, with the Sailespitze on the right, the

Waldrasterspitze or Serlesspitze and the Habicht on the left, and

the ice-crowned background (Wilde Freiger, Pfaffenkamm, Sulzen-

auferner) ; below us lie the ravine of the Rutzbach and the villages

of Mieders, Vulpmes, etc. On the hill, about 200 paces farther, is

*Domanig ,

s Inn, which commands a splendid view, particularly

from the 'Aussicht', 2 min. distant.

We now descend gradually to (2 M.) Mieders (3190' ; *Traube),

the capital of the valley and seat of the district-court
,
prettily

situated at the foot of the rugged Waldraster - Spitze or Serles-

Spitze.

Route by Maria- Waldrast to (3'/a hrs.) Matrei, see p. 191. — Ascent
of the Waldrasterspitze (8907 1

; 5 hrs.; with guide), by Maria-Waldrast,
laborious (path recently improved). Fine view.

Crossing the Rutzbach, and passing the village of Telfes on the

right, we next reach (2V2 M.) Vulpmes (3040' ; *Lutz ; Post), on

the Schlickerbach, with busy iron manufactories.
The Hohe Burgstall (8560 1

; 5 hrs.; guide 2'/j A), an admirable point

of view, is ascended without difficulty, either from the N. side by the

(2 hrs.) Schlicker Alpe (5138') and by the saddle between the Kleine and
the Hohe Burgstall ; or from the S. by the Froneben (or Schanzlin) Alpe
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and the Kaserslalt-Alpe. Descent to the Barenbad, or direct to Neustift

(see below).

Instead of going to Vulpmes we may follow the road on the

right bank to Medraz (small baths), Neder, at the entrance to the

Pinniss-Thal (see below), and (4 M.) Neustift (3240' ; *Zum Salz-

burg er ; IJofer), the last village in the valley. At Milders, 3/4 M.
farther up, the valley forks into the Oberbery on the right and the

Unterbcry on the left.

Guidk.s: Pancraz Gleinser ('Afarxer- Kraze'), Alois Tanzer (' Urbas-
LoisV), Peter Tanzer ('Urbas- Peter'), Friedr. Jennewein, Franz P/urtscheller,
Ant. and Thorn. Siller, Alatth. Schonherr, Seb. Rainalter, Joh. JJanler, and
others, all of "Neustift.

Ovkk the Pinniss-Joch to Gschnitz , an interesting pass (7-8 hrs.

;

guide 3'/a fl.). We return to (2 31.) Neder (see above), and ascend the
Pinniss-Thal to the Alp Auf der Iss (Issenanger, 4600') and the (2 hrs.)

Pinniss-Alp (5010'; better night-quarters at the Karalp, '/2 hr. farther up).
Then a steep ascent to the (2'/2 hrs.) Pinniss-Joch or Alfachjoch (7756';
line view of the Tribulaun, etc.), and descent to (2'/2 hrs.) Oschnitz (p. 193).

The ascent of the Habicht (10,74U') , a famous point of view, may be
combined with this excursion Oaborious ; for mountaineers only; guide
5 fl.). The previous night is spent on the Karalp (see above). We as-

cend early to the Pinniss-Joch , and then mount to the right by an im-
proved path (ropes and iron pegs at the most difficult points) over the
arSte and a steep glacier to the (5 hrs.) summit.

The Oberberg is worthy of a visit (to the Alpeiner Glacier 5 hrs.

;

guide unnecessary). The path follows the right bank of the Oberberg-
bach to the (1 hr.) Bdrenbad (4124'), a very primitive little bath. (Ascent
of the Hohe Burgstall 4 hrs.; descent to the Schlicker-Alp, see above).

Then past the Seeduck Alp to the (2 hrs.) Stbcklen Inn (four beds) and
the ('/< hr.) Ober-Jss Alp (6000'), finely situated. (Over the Hornthaler
Joch to the Lisenzer Thai, see p. 171.) Lastly a steep and stony ascent,

with the wild gorge of the Oberbergbach on the left , to the (1 hr.)

Alpeiner Alp (6700'), where we enjoy a line view of the extensive Alpeiner
Glacier. The end of the glacier (7300'), which may be safely visited,

except when fresh snow has fallen, is reached from the Alp in 1 hr. by
ascending the left bank of the stream. A little above the chalet are some
fine ( iletscherschliffe\ or marks of glacial friction, and on the tongue of

the glacier are a number of 'glacier-tables
1

. On the left rises the Som-
merwand ; before us are the Wilde Thurm and the Wilde Hinterbergl.
A line, but toilsome route (guide and rope necessary) leads hence over
the Schwarzenbergjoch (lU.U 0) to Gries and (7-8 hrs.) Langenfeld in the
Oetzthal (p. 172). Another, shorter but mure difficult, crosses the Joch
(9800') between the Wilde Hinterbergl and the Brunnenkogel, and descends
steeply into the Schrankar and to the Vordere Sulzthalalp (p. 172).

Through the Unterbery , or main valley, which stretches to the

S.W., a road gradually ascends on the right bank of the brook,

passing the hamlets of Schaller, Kressbach , and Uasteiy, to (3 M.)
Volderau. It then crosses the brook, leads through wood, and near

Valbeson (to which point driving is possible) it recrosses the stream,

and rounds a projecting rock to (iy4 hr.) Ranalt (4180'; Alt's

Inn), the last hamlet in the valley, finely situated.
Interesting excursion to the "Pfandler Alp (7055'; 2'/-2 hrs.

;
guide

2 11.). The path ascends steep grassy slopes on the left side of the valley
to the (2 hrs.) Alp, and then leads to the W. to the ('/» hr.) Tambichlgrat
(8030'), a spur which affords a fine view of the Stubai Jits., the Wilde
Freiger, Sonklarspitze, Zuckerhiitl, Sulzenau, etc. The descent may be
made by a path lately repaired to Schellegriibl (refreshm.), Schbngelair
(see below), and Ranalt.
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The Valbesonthal also deserves a visit. On the right bank of the
Valbesonbach the path ascends rapidly, passing the Ochsenalpe (with a

grand waterfall 650' in height), to the (3 hrs.) Hohe Moos-Alp (7460'),

once a lake, with a fine view of the head of the valley (Hohe Moos-Ferner,
Ruderhofspitze, Kreilspitze, Knotenspitze, etc.)- Keeping to the right and
skirting the Moosalp, we next reach the foot of the glacier, and ascend
rapidly on the right side to the (2'/2 hrs.) Grabagrubennieder (about 9200'),

where we obtain a fine view of the Pfaffengruppe, etc. Descent either to

the left to Schellegriibl and over the Pfandler Alp (see above) to (2 hrs.)

Ranalt, or to the right to the Alp Grabanock and Mutterberg (see below).

[About 20 min. above Ranalt diverges the Langethal, termin-

ating in the large Griibl-Ferner, a valley from which several inter-

esting passes diverge (guide necessary for all, see p. 182; Josef

Pfurtscheller of Ranalt). Pleasant excursion from Ranalt, past the

deep gorge of the Langenthalbach (waterfall), to the (3 hrs.) Griibl-

Alp (6520'), where a view of the head of the valley is obtained.

(To the foot of the glacier 1^2 "r - more.)
To the Gschnitzthal over the Simming-Jochl (about 8880'), between

the Innere Wetterspitze and the Simming/euerstein , with descent across
the lower part of the Simming Glacier, an attractive route (7 hrs. to La-
pones , the highest Alp

, p. 192). A shorter but more laborious pass is

the Trauljoch (9140'), between the Innere Rbthenspitze and the Aeussere
Wetterspitze (6 hrs. to Lapones). Other passes are the Wettersteinscharte
(9035') , between the Innere and the Aeussere Weltersteinspilze , and the
Rothenspitzjoch (about 8880'), between the JV. and the S. Rbthenspitze. —
To the Pfleeschthal over the Pflerscher Hochjoch (10,340') , difficult

(to Inner-Pflersch 10-11 hrs.
; p. 193). — To Ridnaun (p. 194). This labo-

rious route crosses the W. branch of the Griibl Glacier to the Rothgrat-
Scharte (about 9550'), lying to the E. of the Hoch-Grindl (9910'), and de-
scends across the Hangende Fernet', and past the Pfurnsee, to the Agls-
Alpe and (9 hrs.) Ridnaun (p. 194; the ascent of the Wilde Feuerstein,
10,700', may be combined with this pass). — To the Passeik. This route
ascends the W. Griibl Glacier to the Freigerscharte (9678'), lying to the
E. of the Wilde Freiger (11,247'), then traverses the Ueblenthal Glacier to
the Botzer-Scharte (9416'), between the Botzer and Konigshofer Spitze, and
lastly descends steeply to the Timbler Alpe (see below; or over the Hohe
Ferner, the Rblhen-Ferner, and the Timbler Ferner to the Schwarzsee-
Scharte) and thence to (9-10 hrs.) Schneeberg, a long but very grand glacier-
tour, unattended with danger (able guides required). The Wilde Freiger
(11,247'), an admirable point of view, may be ascended from the Freiger-
scharte in l'/a hr.1

The main valley bends to the W. The path crosses to the left

bank of the stream , and leads past the Alps of Schongelair and
(iy2 b.r.) Graba (4900' ; opposite the imposing *8ulzenauer Fall,

130' broad, 460' high) to the (3/4 hr.) Mutterberger Alpe (5640';
hay-beds), finely situated on the right bank.

The Sulzenau. From the Alp Graba (see above) a steep path ascends
the wooded slope on the left of the waterfall to the (1 hr.) Sulzenau-Alpe
(6060'), in a rock-girt basin (on the left the Apere Freiger, on the right
the Apere Pfaff). In the back-ground two glacier-streams form cascades.
— A difficult route leads hence over the Sulzenau-Femer and the Pfaffen-
nieder (10,400') , the saddle between the Oestliche Pfaffen and the Wilde
Freiger, to the Veblenthalferner (see above) , and then either over the
Schwarzwandscharte (10,070') or over the Hohe Stellen-Scharte (10,105') to
the (8-9 hrs.) Timbler Alpe (p. 195). From the Ueblenthalferner we may
also cross the Botzerscharte (see above) to Schneeberg , or descend on the
left side of the glacier through the VebU Thaler to the Agls-Alpe (p. 194)
and to Ridnaun. Experienced guides essential. — The Sonklarspitze
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(12,300') may be ascended from the Sulzenau by the Pfaffennieder and
the Sonklarscharte in 7 hrs. (difficult).

Over the Mutterbergeb Joch to Langenfeld, 8 hrs., toilsome (guide
5 II.). From Mutterberg we ascend abruptly t<> the W. to the highest
chalet and through the Glamergrube (the small Mutterberger-See, 8250',

lying above us on the right) ; then mount a fatiguing slope of snow to

the (4 hrs.) Mutterberger Joch (9890'), between the Bockkogl on the right

and the Daunkopf on the left. View limited. The path now descends
the dry bed of a torrent to a large expanse of detritus, crosses the Sulz-

thaler Ferner (in view of the magnificent Schrankogel; p. 172), and leads
down the left lateral moraine into the Sulzthal, to (2 hrs.) the Hintere
Griesalpe, (l'/2 hr.) Gries (49G0

1

;
quarters at the Caplans). and (1 hr.)

Langenfeld (p. 172).

Beyond Mutterberg the path , at first rather steep, ascends to

the S.W. to the (l'/-> hr.) Dresdner Hutte in the Obere Fernau
(about 7550'; built by the German Alpine Club; bed 60 kr.).

The Eggeasen Grat (8648'), to the N. of the hut, ascended without
difficulty in 3

/4 hr. , commands the best survey of the magnificent environs.
To the S. is the Pfaffenkamm with the Apere Pfaff and Zuckerhiitl,
more to the right the Schaufelspitze, W. the Bildstockljoch and Daun-
kopf, N. the Hollthalspitzen, Ruderhofspitze, etc.

Over the Bildstockljoch to Solden, 7 hrs., a very interesting pass,

and not difficult (guide from Ranalt 8 11. ; a single traveller should take

two guides, who had better be engaged at Neustift; provisions obtain-

able at Ranalt). The route ascends from the Dresdner- Hiitte to the
right over grassy slopes, then over moraine-deposits and rocky debris
to the Schaufel Glacier, which is crossed (at the end rather steep) to

the (2'/2-3 hrs.) -Bildstdckljoch (10,270'), a rock-strewn ridge to the W.
of the Schaufelspitze (see below). Fine retrospect of the N. Stubai
group, the Ruderhofspitze, Schwarzenberg, etc.; below, the Mutterberger-
See (see above). We now descend slightly to the left

,
passing a small

ice-tarn, to the W. side of the Joch (the best resting-place), affording a

striking view of the upper Oetzthal chain (Wildspitze, Weisskugel, Hin-
tere Schwarze, etc.). The route next descends to and crosses the Wind-
rich Glacier (in 1/2 hr. ; caution necessary on account of the crevasses;
the rope should be used), and then leads down a steep water-course,
over several patches of snow, and lastly over grassy slopes (a long and
steep descent) to the (2 hrs.) Windach-Alp (G50U'), with its well-built

houses (milk), in the Windach- Thai; then through wood, with the
stream in a deep gully on the left, to (l'/2 hr.) Solden (p. 172). The
route in the reverse direction, from Solden to the Dresdner Hutte. takes

9 hrs. (guide to the Mutterberger-Alp 7 fl.). — The 'Schaufelspitze (10,920')

may be ascended without much difficulty from the Windacher Ferner in

l'/2 hr. (or the ascent may be combined with the Bildstockljoch route,

to which it adds 1 hr.
;
guide from Ranalt to the Schaufelspitze and Sol-

den 9 fl.). Superb view (Zillerthal, Oetzthal, and Stubai Alps, and Dolo-
mites).

The Zuckerhiitl (11,4*1)'), the highest peak of the Stubai Alps, may
be scaled frtim the Dresdner Hiitte via the Fernau Glacier, Fernau-Joch,
and Pfaffenjoch in 5'/i hrs., a laborious ascent, but free from danger. The
Pfaffenschneide should be avoided by a detour on the N. side; we then
cross the Scharte between the Zuckerhiitl and the Oestliche Pfaff and
reach the top from the E. side. View very imposing. Descent over the
Pfaffen-Ferner to the Windach-Thal steep and toilsome (to Solden 5 hrs.).

Over the Daunjoch to the Sulzthal (from the Dresden Hut to the Gries-
alp 6 hrs.), see p. 172.
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39. From Landeck to Meran. Finstermiinz.

79 M. Diligence daily at 2 p.m in lo'/2 hrs. (11 fl.). Stellwagen
daily at 6 a.m. from Landeck to Mais (arr. 7 p.m.), and from Mais to

Meran (7.30 a.m., arr. 4.15 p.m.). — The Finstermiinz Pass and the Reschen-
Scheideck will even repay the pedestrian.

Landeck (2668'}, see p. 162. — The road passes the Schloss

and skirts the right bank of the Inn ; on the left are the slopes of

the Venetberg (8228' ). The river forces its way through a narrow

gully and forms several rapids; in the background rise the peaks of

the Alps of Kauns. On the left bank is a waterfall of the Urgbach,

high above which lies the village of Hochgallmig . To the left are

Fliess and Schloss Bideneck. (Over the Pillerjoch to the Pitzthal,

see p. 179.) The road ascends to the Alte Zoll (InnJ, and descends

to the (5 M.) Ponllatzer Briicke (2770'), where the Tyrolese 'Land-

sturm' nearly annihilated the Bavarian invaders in 1703 and 1809.

On a precipitous rock, to the right above Prutz , stand the ruins

of Schloss Laudeck , near which is the village of Ladis (3880'),

1 hr. from Prutz , with sulphur-baths (moderate). About !/2 hr.

higher lies Obladis (4530'j, a well-organised bath-house, with a

famous mineral spring, beautifully situated (better reached from

Kied , see p. 186). The mineral water of Obladis has an outlet

on the road-side, where it may be tasted.

8 M. Prutz (2825' ; Rose), where the road returns to the right

bank, lies in a marshy plain, at the entrance to the Kaunser Thai,

the mountains of which have been visible for some time.
The Kaunser Thai runs to the E. as far as Kaltenbrunn, then towards

the S.
,
parallel with the Pitzthal, to the central mass of the Oetzthal Mts.

A tolerable path leads over the hill formed by the deposits of the Faggen-
hach at its exit from the valley, crosses the stream near the church of
Faggen, and ascends on the right bank to (

3
/4 hr.) Kauns (3530') and (l'A hr.)

Kaltenbrunn (4140' ; Eckhardt), a prettily-situated resort of pilgrims. (Over
the Niederjochl to the Pitzthal, see p. 180.) The path then leads past
Xu/els and Vergetschen (on the left the fine waterfalls of the Gsallbach)
to (l'/2 hr.) Feuchten (4160' ; Inn) , the last village in the valley. (Over
the Verpeiljoch or the Madatschjoch to Plangeross , see p. 180.) Farther
up, the route crosses the brook twice, and then follows the right bank,
passing the chalets of Wol/kehv, Piatt, and Riefenhvf (occupied in summer
only). Above the fi'/a hrs.) Rostitz-Alp we cross to the left bank, then
return to the right, and ascend the steep Gepatschloch to the (2 hrs.) Ge-
patschhaus (about 6230' ; Inn, erected by the German Alpine Club, and en-
larged in 1882 ; eight rooms), picturesquely situated on a hill clothed with
Alpine cedars, opposite the imposing 'Gepalsch Glacier, the largest in the
Tyrol (upwards of 7 M. long). About 20 min. farther up, on the left bank
of the Faggenbach, which forms three falls after issuing from the glacier,
is the extensive Qepatsch-Alp.

Excursions from the Gepatschhaus. (Guides, Praxmarer, Wortz, Auer).
A good view of the Gepatsch Glacier is afforded by the Noderberg

(see below; 2 hrs.; guide IV2 fl.); more extensive from the Wannetberg
(9282'; 3 hrs.; guide 2'/2 fl.), reached by crossing the flat and safe tongue
of the glacier and ascending to the left. — The Aemsere Oelgrubenspilze
(10,980'; 4'/2-5 hrs. ; horse to the beginning of the last steep ascent 4>/zu.),
a splendid peak, is ascended by a new path made by the Ger. Alp. Club.
— The Weittteespitze (11,580'; 51/2-6 hrs.), see below. — The aiockthwm
(10,994'; 4l/2-5 hrs.), fatiguing. Ascent through the Krummgampenthal to
the Scharte between the Krumrngampenkopf and the Glockthurm ; then
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by the arete, over rock and debris, to the top (striking view). Descent,
it preferred, by the Krummgampenferner and the Glockthurmjoch to Rad-
urschel (see below), or by the Krummgampenschartl to Langtaufers.

Passes (comp. Map, p. 172). To Mittelberg in the Pitzthal over the
Oelgrubenjoch (9868'), 8 hrs. (guide 6 fl.), see p. 180. — To Vent (p. 173)

over the Gepalschjoch (10,580'), 10-11 hrs., difficult; better over the Kessel-

wandjoch (p. 174). — To Langtaufers over the Weissseej och (9660'; 6 hrs.

;

guide 5'/2 11. ; mule to the Joch 4 11.), a line route, free from difficulty.

From the Gepatsch-Alp we ascend to the right over grassy slopes to the first

terrace of the Noderberg, affording an admirable view of the glacier (see

above) , over which rise the Fluchtkogel and Kesselwande. To the W.
is the Olockthurm (10,994'). We next cross the Faggenbach , turn to the
right round the flank of the Xoderberg, and traverse the moraine of the
Weisssee Glacier to the (2 hrs.) Weisssee (8517'), at the foot of the impos-
ing Weissseespitze (11,580'; ascent from the lake in 4 hrs., fatiguing but
very interesting; direct descent on the S.W. side very steep, and not re-

commended ; better descend to the Falginjoch, between the Weissseespitze
and the Karlspitze, and over the Falginferner to Malag). Our route now
ascends abruptly to the right over turf and debris, and then traverses the
Seejoch Glacier to the (IV2 hr.) Joch, between the Vordere Karlesspitze
and the Nasse Wand. (Another pass, marked by a small shrine, to the
right of the Nasse Wand, may be traversed if the snow beyond the Weiss-
seej och is troublesome.) The descent from the pass leads at first over a
very steep, and generally hard-frozen slope of snow (caution necessary;
better to follow the stony slope to the right of the snow); then over
debris and turf (

3
/t hr. a good spring) , and by a better path into the

Malag- Thai , commanding a good survey of the mountains enclosing the
Langtauferer-Thal (Freibrunnerspitze , Weistkugel, Langlauferer Spitze).

Above the hamlet of Malag we turn to the right and descend to (2'/2 hrs.

from the Joch) Hinterkirch in the Langtauferer-Thal (p. 187), and to (2 hrs.)

Urann (p. 187). — To the Radurschel-Thai. over the Kaiserjoeh (9625'),

somewhat laborious (to the Radurschel-Haus, see below, 5hrs.; guide 3'/2fl.).

The Riffeljoch (about 9500'), to the X. of the Glockthurm, and the Glock-

thurmjoch (about 9500'), to the S. of it, are both very trying.

9'/2 M. Kied(2850'; *Post; Kreuz), a thriving village, with

the castle of Sieamundsried, the seat of a district-court. The road

to Obladis (p. 185) diverges here to the right. On a hill on the left

bank lies Serfnus (4700'), whence an interesting route leads over

the Furku (9120') to (6-7 hrs.) See in the Patzuaun (comp. p. 169).

The road now ascends gradually over the extensive alluvial de-

posits at the mouth of the Stallunzer Bach. On the right, the ruined

church of St. Christina. It then descends, close by the river , to

(41/4 M.) TSsera(3U44'; Wilder Mann), crosses O/2 M.) the Inn

again, and next reaches (4^4 M.) —
I8V2 M. Pfunds (3185'j, consisting of two villages, Stuben

(*Traube ; Post) on the high-road on the left bank of the Inn, and

Pfunds or 'Das Dorf on the right bank, picturesquely situated at

the entrance to the Radurschel or Pfundser Thai. To the S.W.
towers the Piz Mondin (10,374'), belonging to the N. Engadine
chain ;to the S.E. rise the Glockthurm (10,994') and other peaks of

the Oetzthal snow-mountains.
The Radurschel Thai, at first a narrow ravine , expands higher up

into a beautiful Alpine valley with luxuriant pasturage and wooded slopes.

In the background to the S.E. rises the lofty Glockthurm (10,994'). A good
path, steep at the beginning only, leads through wood on the left side of

the valley, past the mouths of the jpfundser Tscheythal (left) and the
(l'/2 hr.) Sadersthal (right); then on the right bank (passing after ^ hr. a
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shooting-lodge on the left bank , at the entrance to the Nauderer Tschey-

thal) to the beautifully -situated Raduvschelhaus (5880'; beds). To the

E. rises the Glockthurm (ascent, see p. 185 ; from Radurschel very trying).

About l
/i hr. farther up is the fine Alpl-Full , formed by the Radurschel-

bach. — From the Radurschelhaus over the Kaiserjoch (9625') to the (5 hrs.)

Gepatschhaus , see above. Other passes lead from the head of the valley

to the S. over the Radurscheljoch (9800'), to Hinterkirch in Langtaufers
(see below); from the Nauderer Tscheythal to the S. over the Tscheyer
Scharll (9200

1

) to Langtaufers, and W. over the Tscheyjo:h (8750') to Nau-
ders ; and from the Sadersthal over the Saderer or Labauner Jock (7870)
to Nauders (6 hrs. from Pfunds , easy and interesting ; the ascent of the
Labauner Kopf, see below, may easily be combined with this pass).

Above Pfunds (1 !/4 M.) the road crosses the Inn, and gradually

ascends on the right bank , being hewn in the perpendicular rock

at places
,
passing through three tunnels and two avalanche-gal-

leries, and occasionally supported by buttresses of masonry. Pictur-

esque views of the narrow valley of the Inn. The finest point is at

(23 M.J *Hocli-rinstermunz (3730'; Hotel, R. 80, B. 25 kr.), a

group of houses on the road-side , 420' below which, is the Alt-

Finstermunz , with a tower and a bridge over the Inn, which was
half destroyed by an inundation in 1879. These, with the narrow
defile through which the river emerges from the Engadine, and the

mountains of the Engadine in the background, form a most pictur-

esque scene. Farther on, a fine waterfall is passed. The end of the

defile is guarded by small fortifications (Fort Nauders).

The road now quits the Inn and ascends in a long bend to

—

27 M. Nauders (4468'; *Post; *Liiwe, moderate; Mondschein),

a large village , almost entirely rebuilt since a great Are in 1880,
with the old Schloss Naudersberg, the seat of the local authorities.

High-road to the W. to the Engadine by Martinsbruck, see Baedekt^s
HicitziTland. The Pizlat (9200' ; 4 hrs. ; with guide), the highest point of
the range separating our route from the Innthal , the base of which is

skirted by the road,' affords a fine view of the Engadine Hts., and another
good point is the Labauner Kopf or Schmalzkopf (8928' ; 4 hrs. ; with guide),
to the K.E., in the direction of the Radurschel (see above).

The road gradually ascends on the right hank of the Stille Bach
to (4 M.) the Keschen Scheideck (4898'), its culminating point,

the watershed between the Inn and the Adige. A little beyond the

village of (t/
2 M.) Reschen (4888' ; *Stern, rustic), which lies near

the small green Reschen-See, a very striking **View is disclosed.

The background is formed by the snow and ice-fields of the Ortler

chain; on the left the Laaser Spitze and the TschengelserHochwand,
farther distant the Cevedale

, then the lofty pyramid of the K'dnigs-

spitze, and lastly, to the right, the Ortler (p. 231) , forming the
central point of the picture the whole way to Mais.

The Hscft, Ital. Adige, rises near Reschen , flows through the
lake of Reschen, and afterwards through the Mittersee and Haider-
see. We next reach (l J

/2 M-) Graun (Traube), a poor village at the
entrance to the Langtauferer Thai (in the background the Weiss-
seespitze and Vernagelwand).

The smiling Langtauferer Thai is traversed by a good track on the
right bank of the Carlinbach, passing Bedross and Kapron (Inn), to (3 hrs.)
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Hinterkirch, or Grub (6150'; rustic Inn, 5 min. below the church; Nogler
the landlord, also a guide). At the chalets of Malag (6260'), lh hr
farther up, the magnificent glacier-girt head of the valley (Langtauferei
Spitze, Weisskugel, Freibrunnerspitze, etc.) is disclosed to view.

Excursions from Langtaufers. (Guides, Jos. and Joh. Blaas and Joh
Thiini.) The Weisskugel (12,272') may be scaled in 7 hrs. by the Barenbart
Ferner and the Barenbart-Joch (between the Bdrenbartkogl and the Weiss
kugel), or in 7-8 hrs. by the Langtaufer Glacier, the Weisskugeljoch , and
the Hintereisjoch , a laborious ascent (comp. p. 174). — The Freibrunner
spitze (11,056'), thro\igh the Langgrub and over the Rottiebenfemer ii

5-6 hrs., also fatiguing; magnificent view. — Sehafkopf (98301

), to the N.
of Hinterkirch, in the direction of Kadurschel, 3 hrs., repaying, and not

difficult. — Danzebell (10,300') , from Kapron through the Kuhtlial in

5-6 hrs., fatiguing; magnificent view. The descent may be made through
the Planail-Thal (see below) to (4 hrs.) Mais.

Passes. Over the Weissseejoch to Gepatsch (6 hrs.), seep. 186. — Ovei
the Langtauferer-Joch to Vent (10-11 hrs.) , see p. 175. — Over the Mat-
scher Joch (10,500), E. of the Freibrunnerspitze, to the Matscher-Thal (to

the Glieshof 8-9 hrs.) , a trying glacier-tour (p. 189). — To Radurschel.
see p. 187.

The road crosses the Carlinbach, here confined by embankments,
and leads past the Mittersee to (3!/2 M.) —

36i/
2 M. St. Valentin auf der Halde (4695' ; Post) , formerly

a hospice , situated between the Mittersee and the Haidersee. Be-
low the latter lake begins the monotonous Alalser Ilaide, which

the road traverses , still commanding a view of the majestic Ort-

ler. On the left opens the Planaiithal. To the right, at the foot of

the hills, lies the village of Burgeis (3975' ; Kreuz)^ with its red

spire and the castle of Fiirstenburg, once a summer-seat of the

bishops of Coire , now occupied by poor families. Farther on ,
the

Benedictine Abbey of Marienberg lies on the hill to the right. We
next pass Schleis, with the entrance to the Schlinigthal on the right.

4'2 M. Mais (3428'; Post, or Adler; Bar; Hirsch), a village oi

Roman origin, is the chief place in the Upper Vintschgau (Ital. Val

Venosta, so named from the Venosti who once inhabited the valley).

The church contains a good picture by Knoller, representing the

Death of Joseph. Very picturesque view near the mill, 3 min.

from the Post (through the old ruin and past the tower).
Pedestrians on their way to Prad and Trafoi may avoid the sunny

and fatiguing route through the Valley of the Adige from Mais to Prad
via. Spondinig by proceeding southwards from Mais to (l'/4 M.) Glurns

(see below), crossing the artificial bed of the Adige, and skirting the base

of the mountains to (4 M.) Lichlenberg (*Inn), charmingly situated amidst
fruit-trees, and commanded by a castle of the same name (see below), to

(l'/4 M.) Agums, a village with a ruined castle, and lastly to (
3A M.) Prad.

— Glurns (3000'; "Sonne; Steinbock), a small town enclosed by walls, with
an ancient church, is the starting-point for several interesting excursions.

(Guides, Alois Blaas and Jos. Plangger). Ascent of the "Glurnser Kbpfi
(7838'; 3'/2 hrs. ;

guide 3, with descent to Gomagoi 4 11.), very attrac-

tive, and not difficult; splendid view of the Vintschgau, the Ortler, and
the Oetzthal snow-mountains. The Piz Ciavalatsch (9040'; 6-7 hrs.; guide

5, with descent to St. Maria in the Miinsterthal 5'/2, to Trafoi 6 fl.) affords

a striking view of the Ortler. Other ascents: Norkenspitze (Hohet Joch,
8485'; 4'/2 hrs.; guide 3>/2 fl.); Piz Maipitsch (10,400'; 7'/2 hrs.; 5 fi.); «z
Seesvenna (10,568'; 8-9 hrs. ; 6 fl.), etc. — Porter to Spondinig 1 fl., Matsch
1 fl. 30 kr., Prad 1, Gomagoi 2, St. Maria in the Miinsterthal 2 fl. — Car-
riages also to be had.
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To the Munstekthal. A narrow road leads to the W. from Glurns
(or from Mais via Laatsch) on the right bank of the Rambach, crossing
the stream after 2 1

/* M. (road on the right bank, by Rifair, to be avoided),
to (4 M.) Tavfers (4040'; "Post), a loftily - situated village at the entrance
to the Avigna-Thal , with three churches and overlooked by three ruined
castles. A good road leads thence to the (

3
/4 M.) Swiss frontier and (

3
/i M.)

Miinsler, Rom. Mustair (4100'-, Piz Ciavalatsch ; Hirsch), the first Swiss
village, with a large Benedictine abbey-church. The road now descends
and crosses the Rambach, passes the Ana da Pisch, a fine waterfall in a
wooded ravine on the left, and leads by Sielva to (2 31.) St. Maria (4553';

Weisses Kreuz; 'Piz Umbrail), a large village at the entrance to the Vol
Muranza , which is traversed by the path to the Wormser Joch (p. 220).
From this point over the Ofener Pass to Zernetz and through the Val
da Scarl to Schuls, see Baedeker's /Switzerland.

On quitting Mais we pass the venerable tower of the Frblichs-

burg. The road leads through Tartsch (to the S. of which, beyond
the Tartscher Biihel, a fine point of view, lies Glurns; see above)
to (33/4 M.) Schluderns (3010'), at the mouth of the Matscher Thai.

To the left rises the Churburg, a chateau of Count Trapp, containing

a valuable collection of armour (not always accessible).
The Matscher Thai. A rough cart-track leads from Schluderns through

the ravine of the Salurnbach (a better road leads from Mais by Tartsch,
5 M.) to (4 M.) Matsch (5100'; Telser; Innerwirth) in the Matscher-Thal,
prettily situated on a mountain terrace, with a fine view of the Vintsch-
gau, Ortler, etc. About '/2 M. below, on a rocky knoll in the ravine of
the Salurnbach, are the ruins of Ober-Malsch and Unter-Matsch. The
track leads hence through pleasant pastures to the (2 hrs.) Olieshof (5965';

accommodation) and the ('/u hr.) Innere Matscher-Alp e (6560') , where a
good view of the grand head of the valley is obtained : to the N. the
Matscher Ferner with its imposing ice-fall , the Freibrunnerspilze, Bdren-
bartkogel. Weisskugel, etc. — In the upper Matscher Thai, at the foot of
the Oberetten-Ferner, a club-hut is to be opened in 1883, from which the
Weisskugel (see below) may be ascended in 4 hrs.

Ascents. (Guides, Jos. Tschigfrey and Franz Guntsch of Matsch.) The
Remsspitze (10.500'; 5 hrs., guide 4 fl.), and the Hohe Kreuzjoch (9776';

4 hrs. ; guide 3'/'2 A.) are two fine points, free from difficulty. — Freibrun-
nerspilze (11,056), from the Glieshbfe over the Matscher Glacier. 6 hrs.
(jimde 5, (,r with descent to the Langtaufers 8 fl.). Salurnspitze (11,256'),
over the Langgrubjoch (see below), 6 hrs. (guide 5 , with descent to
Kurzras 8 fl.) ; Weisskugel (12,272'), over the Hintereisjoch, 7-8 hrs.( guide
7, with descent to the Hochjoch Hospice 10, to Kurzras 10, Vent 12,
Langtaufers 13 fl.) : three difficult ascents, fit for adepts only.

Passes. Over the Matscher Joch to Langtaufers, see p. 188; over the
Hintereisjoch to Vent, see p. 175. Guide to the Hochjoch Hospice 8, Vent
10, Kurzras 7 fl. — Over the Langgrub Joch (9977') to the Schnalser Thai
(from the Glieshdfe to Kurzras 7-8 hrs.), a fatiguing but interesting route
(guide 5 fl.). Over the Langgrub-Joch and the Hochjoch to the Hochjoch
Hospice 11-12 hrs. (guide 8 fl.) ; beyond the former Joch the traveller need
not descend to Kurzras, but may skirt the slope to the left and reach the
Hochjoch route farther up.

In the distance to the right , beyond the Adige, rises Count
Khuen's castle of Lichtenberg, half in ruins(see above), At(33/4M.)
Neu-Spondinig (2916'; *Hirsch), the Stelvio road (p. 217) diver-

ges, intersecting the plain to the right. Then (2 M.) —
51 '/2 M. Eyrs (2950'; Post), on the boundary between the

Upper and theLower Vintschgau. On the opposite side is Tschengels,

with its slender church-spire and old castle , commanded by the

Tschengelser Hockwand (11, 060'). In the vicinity are the small
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baths of Schffums, newly fitted up. At (3'/2 M.) Laas (2850';

Inn") the Laaser Thai opens to the right. (Over the Rosimjoch to

Sulden, see p. 232.) To the E. rises the ice- peak of the Laastr-

spitze (10,824'). The road crosses a large mound of debris (the

top of which commands an extensive view over the Vintschgau,

and of the Laas Mts. with the Hochofenwand and Vertainspitze on

the S.) and then descends to Kortsch (2600') and (3'/2 M.) —
58'/2 M. Schlanders (2365'; *Post), at the entrance to the

Schlandernaun-Thal (p. 176). At Goflan, in the vicinity, are quar-

ries of white marble. The road (2*/2 M.) crosses the Adige below

Ooldrain (with the Schloss of that name on the right), and then

the rapid Plima, which descends from the Martellthal (p. 232) on

the S. On a hill at the mouth of that valley stand the castles of

Unter- and Ober-Montan. Opposite, on the N. slope, is Schloss

Annenberg, high above which stands the pilgrimage-church of St.

Martin auf dem Kofel. Beyond (2M.) Latsch(2110' ; *Hirsch) the

road recrosses the Adige, and runs high above the narrow and rocky

bed of the river, to (2*/2 M.) Castelbell (Mondschein), where we
reach a vine-growing region. To the left, on a rock near the road,

rises the picturesque ruined chateau of Castelbell, which was burned

down in 1842. The road now traverses a broad, and at places

marshy valley, to Tschars (opposite Tabland), ( 2'/2 M.) *Leimer's

Bad Kochenmoos , with a sulphur spring (passing travellers also

received), and (V2 M) Staben (1800'), at the foot of a barren

slope. High above Staben is the half-ruined castle of Juval, past

which the route into the Schnalser Thai formerly led (p. 176).

Below Staben the road passes the narrow mouth of the Schnal-

ser Thai (on the left bank of which runs the new road to Ratteis,

p. 177), and leads to (H/-, M.) —
70 M. Natnrns (1675' ; *Post), with a ruined castle. On a hill

on the opposite bank is Schloss Dornsberg. Beyond (4 M.) Rabland

the valley contracts. A saddle , called the Toll (1667'), separates

the Vintschgau from the Adige district. The road passes an Inn

(to the N.W. of which lies Partschins at the base of the Tschigat-

spitze ; in the valley, the Partschins Waterfall, p. 214) , and soon

crosses the (IV2 M.) rocky bed of the river, which forms several

rapids lower down. On the right bank of the Adige are the small

baths of Egard. The Toad now descends the slope of the Marlinger

Berg (p. 214) in a wide curve, affording a striking view of the

beautiful Valley of Meran, which resembles a vast orchard of vines,

chestnuts , and walnuts
, enlivened with villages , churches , and

castles, and enclosed by beautifully-formed porphyry mountains. At

the foot of the hill (1 M.) we pass on the right the Forst Brewery,
1
/i M. beyond which is Schloss Forst on the left (p. 214). The road

here crosses the Adige, and soon reaches (2y4 M.) —
79 M. Meran (1050'), see p. 209.
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40. From Innsbruck to Botzen by the Brenner.
Comp. Maps, pp. 140, 184, 254.

80 M. Railway. Express in 5 hrs. (fares 8 fl. 45, 6 fl. 38 kr.); ordi-

nary trains in &,'< hrs. (fares 6 fl. 18, 5 fl. 37, 3 fl. 59 kr.). Good refresh-

ment-room at Franzensfeste. Best views to the right as far as the Eisak
bridge below Sterzing; beyond it, generally to the left.

The Brenner, the lowest pass over the main chain of the Alps, is tra-

versed by the oldest of the Alpine routes, nnce used by the Romans,
and rendered practicable for carriages in 1772. The railway, opened in

1867, one of the grandest works of the kind (22 tunnels; 60 large, and
many smaller bridges) , is the shortest route between Central Germany
and Italy. The steepest gradient, 1:40, occurs five times between Inns-

bruck and the summit; and thence to Sterzing the gradient is 1 : 44. The
huge viaducts for which the Semmering line is remarkable have been
avoided on the Brenner line, and its construction has accordingly been
much less costly. The must interesting parts of the line are between
Innsbruck and stat. Gossensass.

Innsbruck (1912'), see p. 132. The train passes the Abbey of

Wilten (right)
,
passes through a tunnel 750 yds. long under Berg

Isel, then through a second, and crosses the Sill by a stone bridge,

78' in height. Further on it runs high above the brawling river.

On the left bank is the high-road, which soon crosses the Rutzbach,

a stream descending from the Stubaithal , by means of the bold

Stefansbriicke (p. 181 ; below is the Schupfen Inn, p. 181). To

the S. is seen the beautifully-formed Waldraster- or Serles-Spitze

(8907'). Five tunnels are passed through. 572 M. Patsch (2550')

;

the village lies on the hill to the left, and is not visible from the

train. To the W., beyond the Sill, is the wooded Burgstall, which
conceals the mouth of the Stubaithal.

Fkom Patsch to Stibaithal (comp. R. 38). We descend from the
station to the Sill, which is crossed by a bridge, ascend the steep left

bank to the Brenner road, follow this road to the left to the Ober-Schon-
berg post -station, and turn to the right to the (

3
/4 hr.) village (

i:View,
comp. p. 181). Or we may cross the Brenner road and ascend the forest

path in a straight direction ('/z hr. ; keep to the right at the top).

Three more tunnels , including the Miihlbach Tunnel (1035
yds.) , the longest on the line. Near Matrei the line penetrates

the Matreier Schlossberg. On the right, close to the railway, flows

the Sill in its artificial rocky channel. The train crosses the Sill to—
12 M. Matrei (3240'; Stem; Krone'}, a beautifully situated

village, with the chateau of Trautson, the property of Prince Auers-
perg. Roman antiquities are frequently found here.

A tolerably easy path leads from Matrei to the W. , by the pil-

grimage-church of Maria -Waldrast (5357'; "Inn), on the E. flank of the
Waldraster or Serles-Spitze, to (3'/2 hrs.) Mieders (p. 1S1). Fine view from
Waldrast; more extensive from the Gleinser Jochl (6080'), to the X., as-

cended by a bridle-path in V^hr. — Ascentofthe Waldraster Spitze, see p. 181.

The railway and the road follow the valley of the Sill. To the

left is the church of St. Katharina , at the mouth of the Navisthal.

The Sill is again crossed. 14'/2 M. Steinach (3430'). The village

("Post; *Steinbock ; Wilder Mann; Rose) lies on the left bank of

the Sill, at the mouth of the Oschnitzthal.
The Gschnitzthal is worthy of a visit. Road as far as (2>/2 M.J Trins

(3885'; Heidegger), a pleasant village at the S. base of the Blaser (7346').
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The (5 min.) Calvai'ienberg commands a fine view of the glaciers at the
head of the valley. We then pass Count Sarnthein's chateau of Schnee-

berg in the narrowing valley, and reach (2 hrs.) Gschnitz (4070'; quarter's

at the Cure's ;
guide, Pitracher), at the base of the Kirchdachspitze (9370').

To the S. rises the Tribulaun (10,168'). to the N. the Habicht (10.740'),

and at the head of the valley the Feiierstein and Schneespitze with the
Simming Glacier. About l'/z hr. farther up the valley (in which we pass
a fine cascade on the left) is the highest Alp, Lapones (4635'), 2'/2 hrs.

from the foot of the Simming Glacier. From the Alp over the Simming-
jochl or the Trauljoch to Eanalt in the Stubaithal, see p. 183. — From
Gschnitz over the Pinniss-Joch to Neustift, and ascent of the Habicht (from
Gschnitz 7 hrs., with guide), see p. 182. — A toilsome, but repaying route
leads from Gschnitz to the S. through the Sandesthal and over the Pfler-
sc/ter Pinkl (about 88801

) to (7 hrs.) Inner-Pflertch (p. 193). Immediately
to 'the E. rises the huge Tribulaun group. The highest peak (PJterscher
Tribulaun or Scharer, 10,160') may be ascended from Gschnitz by the
Sandesjoch in 7-S hrs., with a guide (difficult; ascended for the first time
in 1874 ; very grand view).

The train now begins to ascend rapidly on the E. side of the

valley (in view of the Habicht , to the right , for a short distance),

and then , near the village of Stafflach (*Lamm ; M. Hortnagl , a

good guide), which lies on the Brenner road below , to the right,

it enters the Schmirner Thai. (Above us, on the other side of the

valley, is seen the mouth of a tunnel through which the train after-

wards passes.) Below us, to the right, at the mouth of the pictur-

esque Valser Thai , with the glaciers of the Dux Mts. in the hack-

ground, lies the charmingly-situated village of St. Jodok (p. 144),

where some of the trains stop. The line describes a long curve,

crosses the Schmirner Bach, penetrates the hill between Schmirn

and Vals by means of a curved tunnel, and crosses the Valser Bach

(view of the Valser Thai now to the left). The train next ascends

the S. slope of the valley (while to the right, 225' below, lies the

route already traversed), regains the Sillthal through another curved

tunnel , and runs towards the >S., high on the slope of the Padau-
ner Kogl. 19V2 M - Gries (4100'). The village (*Aiyner), a sum-
mer-resort, lies below on the road, at the mouth of the Oberbery-

thal, which ascends thence to the Tribulaun. (Pleasant excursion to

the two lakes at the end of the valley, 3 hrs.)
The "Padauner Kogl (6765'), a splendid point of view, is ascended

from Gries (or from Stafflach, see above) without difficulty in 3 hrs. (with
guide). From Gries a good forest-path ascends to the (IV2 hr.) Padauner
Sattel (5245'; view of the Olperer, etc.); thence to the (l>/2 hr.) top a
steep climb over moss-grown rocks.

The line describes a long curve, high above the Sillthal, passing

the small green Brenner-See (4300') , and crossing the Vennabach.

To the left rises the Kraxentrag , with a small glacier. The Sill,

which rises to the E. , at the foot of the Wolfendornspitze , is now
crossed for the last time , and we reach the station of (23 M.)
Brenner (4485'), situated in a valley destitute of view, the water-

shed between the Black Sea and the Adriatic. The Eisdk forms

several falls to the right of the station. On the road opposite is the

old Brenner Post-house (Inn).
Fine view from the Postalpe (i 1^ hr.), on the E. side of the valley.
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— The ascent of the Kraxentrag (9825'; 5 hrs.; with guide), through
the Vennathal, and that of the "Wolfendorn (9094'; 5 hrs., with guide), by
the Lueger Alpe, are very interesting and for experts free from difficulty.

(Guide, Griesberger-Sepp.) — The Hiihnerspiel (9010') may be ascended
from the Melcher Inn (l'/a hr. from the Brenner), or from stat. Schelle-
berg in 4'/2 hrs. (but better from Gossensass, see below).

From the Brennerbad over the Schlusseljoch (7315'; guide) to Kematen
in the Pfitsch valley (p. 147), 4 hrs., an interesting and easy route.

The train follows the course of the Eisak, at first traversing a

level, grassy valley to the (26 M.) Brennerbad (i'dbO' ; *Inn), the

mineral water of which resembles that of Gastein, and then de-

scending rapidly by means of a long embankment and two tunnels to

(28 M.) ScheUeberg (4065'). One of the most curious parts of the

line is between this point and Gossensass (see below), which lies

588' almost perpendicularly below ScheUeberg. The line turns sud-
denly to the right into the Pflerschthal , which opens here

,
grad-

ually descends on its N. slope, enters the side of the valley by a

curved tunnel, 840 yds. long, and emerges lower down, but in an
opposite direction. A fine view of the Pflerschthal glaciers, and of

the Feuerstein, Schneespitze, etc., is obtained to the left on enter-
ing, and to the right on emerging from the tunnel. Station Pflersch ;

then (33 M.) Gossensass (3481'; *Briiuhaus, fine view from the
veranda, pens. 2>/2 _3 fl.).

The -Hiihnerspiel ('Amthorspitze'
, 9013'; 5 hrs., with guide; riding

practicable), a fine point of view, is ascended from Gossensass by Hoch-
wieden (retrospect of the Pflerschthal) and the valley descending between
the Hiihnerspiel and the Weissspitze. The path then mounts rapidly to
the ridge towards the Daxthal, and to the summit without difficulty.
Splendid view.

In the Pflerschthal a rough road leads by Anichen to (2 hrs.) Boden
or Inner- Pflersch (4100'; Inn; quarters also at the Cure"s). By the chalets
of Erl we cross the brook to ('/2 hr.) Hinterstein, the last hamlet, and then
ascend steeply past the Holle (grand waterfall) to the (l>/2 hr.) Schafalpe
Furl (54401

), at the foot of the crevassed Feuerstein Ferner (with a fine
ice-fall, the best view of which is obtained by ascending for 1 hr.). The
ascent of the Schneespitze (10,407'; 5 hrs. with guide; Joh. Kuen of Inner-
Pllersch) from this point is laborious, but repaying. Descent over the
Schneespilzjoch to the Simmingferner (and Gschnitz) difficult. — Over the
Pflerscher Hochjoch to Stvbai, see p. 183; over the Pflerscher Pinkl to
Gschnilz, see p. 192. — From Inner-Pflersch to Ridnaun over the Pfarm-
beiljoch (about 8200") uninteresting (6 hrs. to St. Lorenz). Interesting, but
more difficult is the Aglsjoch (about 8880'), between the Agls-Spitze and
the Lorenz-Spitze

, affording a fine survey of the great Ueblenthalferner.
Descent past the Pfurnsee to the Untere Aglt-Alpe (see below).

The train crosses the Eisak at the influx of the Pflerschbach,
follows the old bed of the river for some distance, while a tunnel
now conducts the river through the projecting rocks, and then leads
high up on the left side of the narrow wooded valley. To the left,

above, is the ruin of Strassberg ; on the high-road, to the right, the
village of Ried. We now enter the broad basin of—

37 M. Sterzing (3107'; *G'oldner (ireif or Alte Post; *Neue
Post; *Sehwarzer Adler ; *Rose; *Krone; Stoetter's Hotel, with
restaurant, at the station). The clean little town (1400 inhab.),
with its picturesque old buildings, arcades, balconies, and turrets,

Baedekek's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. J3
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lies Y2 M. from the station, on the right bank of the Eisak, which is

confined between strong embankments. The town owes its pros-

perous appearance to the mines formerly worked here. It is now
a favourite summer-resort, but lacks shade.

A good view of the valley is obtained from the hill to the W., behind
the Capuchin Monastery; also from the castles of Spreehenstein (

3
/4 hr.)

and Rei/enstein (
3
/4 hr.), the latter of which is well-preserved and worth

visiting (see p. 195). — A more extensive view, embracing the Stubai and
Zillerthal snow-mountains, the Eisakthal, etc., is afforded by the Ross-
kopf (7175'), reached without difficulty by Raminges in 3'/2 hrs. (guide, Joh.
Steiner). — Over the Penser Joch to Botzen, see p. 201 ; over the Pfitscher
Joch to the Zillerthal, see p. 147; over the Jau/en to Meran, see p. 216.

A well-trodden route leads through the Ridnaun-Thal, which opens
here to the W., and over the Schneeberg to the Oetzthal (to Gurgl or Solden
two days). The new road (constructed for the mining-traffic) extends to
the Hasten (see below), but is interrupted by three 'Bremsberge' ('brake-
hills'), up which the trucks are drawn by a wire-rope. Driving is there-
fore practicable to the foot of the first •Breinsberg' only, near Mareith.
The road ascends gradually on the right bank of the Gailbach, by which
the valley is watered, to Gasteig, at the entrance to the Jaufenthal
(p. 216), passes the mouth of the Raise/tinges- Thai , and reaches (5 M.)
Mareith (3525' ; Inn), with the chateau of Wol/sthurn. It then ascends
more steeply (first 'Breinsberg', see above), passing the St. Magdalenen-
kirche (4660'; fine view of the head of the valley, with the Botzer,
Sonklarspitze, and Freiger), to 0/2 hr.) Ridnaun (443C; Klotz) and (

3
/t hr.)

St. Lorenz (4415'; Inn).

[To the Ueblenthal-Ferner, an interesting excursion (from Ridnaun
4 hrs. ; with guide). By the stamping-mill at the entrance to the Laz-
zachthal (see below) we diverge to the right from the road by a recently
improved path, ascending through the Burgstall- Wald , and then descend
to the Mareither Bach, and follow its left bank to the AgU-Boden (above
which , to the right, is the Untere Agls-Alp). We next ascend steeply to

the (2'/2 hrs.) Obere Agls-Alp (7235'; poor quarters), >/2 hr. from the foot of

the great Ueblenthal-Ferner, the flat tongue of which (Ebener Ferner)
may be traversed with safety below the ice-fall. (Small ice-lake on the
S. side.) The best survey is obtained from the Ippeletkogl (1 hr.). Diffi-

cult passes (good guides requisite) cross this glacier to the Stubai and
Passeir (comp. p. 183). The traveller who intends to ascend the Schnee-
berg need not return from this point to the Lazzachthal, but may go from
the ice-lake to the S., through the Senneregeten- Thai, and past the Triibm-
see, to the Egetenjoeh. He may then either descend to the Moarer Egeten-
see, follow the slope, and reach the path to the Kaindl shaft (see below);
or he may go to the W. of the Joch across the Senneregeten-Ferner to the

pass to the N. of the Moarer Weisien, cross the Timbler Femer to the
Schwarzseeschurte, and descend to (9 hrs.) St. Martin (see below.)]

By the stamping-mill >/i hr. above St. Lorenz (4720) the road reaches
the second 'Bremsberg' (steep ascent), enters the Lazzacher Thai, and as-

cends through a rather monotonous region (with the Krapfenkar and the
Moarer Spitze on the right) to the (2 hrs.) Kasten-Alpe (wine, etc.), where
the road ends (third 'Bremsberg'). We now (with a guide) ascend the
slope to the (

3
/4 hr.) Kaindl (7611 1

), a shaft 800 yds. long. pierced through
the crest of the Schneeberg. A light is necessary for the passage of this

tunnel (10 min.). The traveller had better get a miner from the Kasten
to propel him through the shaft on one of the trucks* called 'Hunde'. When
the mine is being worked the shaft is not passable, 'in which 'case 'the

traveller must cross the hill P/4 hr. longer), but the view repays the
trouble. From the shaft we follow the wire-tramway fro (1/4 hr.) ' St. Mar-
tin am Schneeberg (7650'; poor inn), grandly situated. The mines (ziBc

and lead), which were known in the 15th cent., are again actively work-
ed. The Schwarzieespilze (9815'j 2 hrs. ; with guide) and the Botzer (10,630'

;

4 hrs.; with guide), two fine points of view, may be ascended from St. Mar-

cl .iib-'t UJ£ .Kyi A iri:,tcii.l i uaaa.iai.H
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tin. — We may now descend to (IV2 hr.) Babensiein (p. 217), and again

ascend to Schonau and the Timbler Joch (p. 217 ; b l
fr hrs. to Zwieselstein

;

instead of descending to Rabenstein we may follow the slope on the right

bank of the brook direct to Schonau). Or (2 hrs. longer, but a far finer

route) we may ascend from St. Martin to the N.W. to the (1 hr.) Oiirtel-

scharte (8520'), which affords a capital survey of the Timbler Mulde and
its grand surroundings. We then descend to the Timbler Alpe (7700

1

) and

cross the Schbnauer Alpe to the Timbler Joch.

The train crosses the Pfilscher Bach (p. 147), and runs between

river and rock, close under the castle of Sprechenstein. On the op-

posite hank rise the castles of Thumburg and Reifenstein (a good

specimen of a mediaeval castle), at the mouth of the Ridnaunthal

(see above), at the head of which rise the lofty snow-clad Botzer,

Sonklarspitze, and Freiger. The line traverses the marshy Ster-

zinger Moos by a long embankment and reaches Freienfeld. On
the hill to the left lies the village of Trens , and on the other side

Stilfes. The train crosses the Kisak. On the left bank lie the ruin

of the Wolfsberg and the village of Mauls, where some of the trains

stop. We next cross the Eggerbach, which descends from the Penser

Joch (p. 201), and beyond (44 M.J Grasstein (2745') enter a narrow

denle, in which the Post Inn of Mittewald lies to the left (station).

Marshal Lefebvre was defeated here by the Tyrolese under Haspin-

ger and Speckbacher in 1809. At Oberau 550 of his Saxon troops

were taken prisoners. The pass is still called the Sachsenklernme.

The mouth of the denle, called the Brixener Klause, near Unter-

(iu (2460 ft.) , was strongly fortified in 1833-38. These works

(Franzensfeste) , which are very conspicuous when seen from the

S., command the Brenner route and the entrance to the Pusterthal.

48 M. Franzensfeste Station (*Rail. Restaurant, D. 1 fl. 20 kr.,

bed 1 fl. ; Zum Reifer ; also a small inn below the bridge) lies up-
wards of 1 M. from the fortress. The Pusterthal Railway, see

K. 54 ; immediately below the railway-bridge the high-road into the

Pusterthal crosses the Eisak by the Ladritscher Briicke, an old

wooden bridge 160' above the stream.

The group of houses to the left in the valley below, beyond the

hill, is the Augustinian monastery of Neustift, founded in 1142 (imi-

tation of the Castle of St. Angelo; church richly decorated with stucco,

and worth seeing. To the right, near Vahrn (stat.
; p. 196), opens

the Schalderer Thai (see below). The vegetation assumes a more
southern character, and vineyards and chestnuts begin to appear.

54 1
/? M. Brixen, Ital. Bressanone (1830'; * Elephant, next

dooi to the post-office, l
/., M. from the station; *Stem; Sonne;

Ooldnes Kreuz; *Goldner Adler; all in the town), for nine cen-
turies the capital of a spiritual principality, which was suppressed
in 170.J, and now an episcopal see, still exhibits traces of its ec-

clesiastical period. It contains several churches of the last century,
with altar-pieces by Tyrolese masters. The Cathedral, with its two
copper-roofed towers, was. completed in 1754. To the right of the
portal is the entrance to the '*Clohters, containing old mural paint-

13*
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ings and numerous tombstones , one of the first of which, on the

left of the portal, is that of the minstrel Oswald von Wolkenstein

(d. 1445). Opposite to it is a finely-executed little relief of the

Resurrection in copper, in memory of Hans Kessler, a coppersmith

(d. 1654). At the S.W- end of the town, to the right of the entrance

to the station, is the Episcopal Palace, with a garden. The large, taste-

less building at the N. end of the town is a school. Some old fres-

coes were discovered in 1881 in the small church of St. John.
A good view is obtained from Krakofel, on the spur between the

Eisak and the Rienz, 20 min. to the N. ; also from Kostland (Brauhaus),
an ascent of V2 hr. to the E. ; more extensive from St. Andrei (1 hr.,

reached by Milland). — Pleasant walk to the N. to (
3/t hr.) the charm-

ingly-situated village of Vahrn (Pension Mayr, pension 2 fl. 70 kr.; Wald-
sacker) , with its fine old chestnuts , commanded by the ruin of Salem,
and through the richly-wooded Schalderer Thai to the (1 hr.) Schalderer
Bad. (Thence over the Schalderer Joeh to Durnholz 5 hrs., see p. 201.)— Interesting excursion to the S.W., by Tscholsch (see below) to (2'/2 hrs.)

Velthurns ( Oberwirlh) , with a chateau of Prince Liechtenstein (rooms
with fine panelling); thence down to the (

l
/z hr.) high-road, or (with guide)

by Leitach and the nunnery of Seben to (l'/2 hr.) Klausen (see below). —
The : Plose (Blosebiiyl, 7355'; 4*/2 hrs.) commands an admirable survey
of the Oetzthal and Zillerthal Alps, the Dolomites, etc. The easy ana
interesting ascent (path marked by finger-posts and red streaks) is by
Kostland (see above) to (i 1

/? hr.) the small baths of Burgslall (Inn, fair),

and thence by St. Leonhard, mostly through wood, to the (2 hrs.) Acker-

boden (bed of hay) and the (1 hr.) summit. The higher S. peaks of the

mountain (FrblUpitze or Telegraph, 8205'; Pfannhorn, highest peak, 8515')

are less frequently ascended (best from the Aferser Thai by St. Qeorg).

The Eisak is again crossed. To the right, on the hill, lies the

village of Tschotsch , the birthplace of Fallmerayer (d. 1861), the

orientalist. To the left rises the handsome chateau of Pallaus, and

farther on, at the entrance to the Aferser Thai, stands the church

of Albeins (where some trains stop), beyond which a glimpse is ob-

tained of the wild Geislerspitzen at the head of the valley. The

Eisakthal contracts. On the left opens the Villnoss-Thal (p. 197).

60'/2 M. Klausen (1676; *Lamm; Post), consisting of a single

narrow street, and lying in a defile, as its name imports, has always

been regarded as an important military point. The Benedictine nun-

nery of Seben, crowning the cliffs on the right and commanding a

line view , was successively a RhaHian fortress , a Roman castle

(Sabiona), an episcopal residence down to the 10th cent., and a

baronial castle. A painted crucifix on the tower projecting to the

N. was placed there in memory of a nun who was pursued by the

French in 1809 and threw herself from the tower. The Loretto

Chapel, adjoining the Capuchin Monastery (where visitors apply for

admission), contains the most curious collection of ecclesiastical

treasures in the Tyrol, presented by the founder of the monastery

(1699), who was confessor to the wife of Charles II. of Spain. The
Capuchin Haspinger (p. 135), one of the bravest leaders of the in-

surrection of 1809, belonged to this monastery. A monument was
erected here in 1875 to the Minnesanger Leutold von Saben , a

member of the old baronial family.
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Pleasant excursion to (1 hr.) Fonteklaus, a fine point of view ; another

on the right bank to (l'/« hr.) Villanders; also by Seben to (2 hrs.) Vel-

thurm (see above). — A road leads through the ravine of the Dinabach to

the (l'/2 hr.) Garnsteiner Pochwerk (stamping-mill), and mounts rapidly

thence to (1 hr.) Latzfons (3170'; Inn), from which we may ascend in

4 hrs. to the Lalzfonser Joch (about 7900'), an admirable point of view.

(A still finer point is the Kassianspitze, 8468', to the N. of the Joch;
3A hr.) Descent bv Reinswald to (2 hrs.) Astfeld in the Sarnthal, or (to

the right from the' Joch) to (2 hrs.) Durnholz (p. 201).

The VillnosB-Thal, which opens above Klausen to the E., 12 M. in

length, offers special attractions to the geologist. A road, diverging to

the right from the Brixen road by the (l'/4 M.) Schmelz , ascends the

ravine (passing Qufidann on the right, above us, and Theiss on the left)

to the (1 hr.) custom-house of Mileins (Inn). In the woods above, on the

right, is the small Bad Froy. The road now leads past St. Josef (the

Flitzthat, with a mineral spring, lying to the right) and the churches (on

the hill to the left) of St. Jakob and St. Valentin, to (l 1
/* hr.) St. Peter, or

Villndss (3760'; * Kabeswirth ; Zellenwirth ; guides. Lor. Grossrubatscher
and Pet. Lampacher), the chief place in the valley. An easy and attractive

pass leads hence to the S. by the Rascholz-Alp to (5 hrs., with guide) SI.

Ulrich in the Grodener Thai (p. 204). Another pass (fatiguing; guide
indispensable) crosses the Kofljoeh, to the E., and the Wiirz-Alp, to the N.
of the Peitlerkofel, to (S-9 hrs.) Untermoy in the Enneberg (p. 276). — The
road in the Villnossthal next leads to (l'/i hr.) St. Magdatena

,
grandly

situated. To the S.E. tower the wild and lofty Geisel- or Geisler-Spitzen

(the central and highest peak 10,430'; ascended for the first time in 1878) ;

to the S. is the Solschediaberg , to the E. the Sobulseh and Ruefenberg.
From this point over the Raschotz-Alpe to St. Chriilina in the Groden
5 hrs. ; to the Enneberg over the Wnrzen-Pass and the Petzes-Alp (to Cam-
pill, p. 276, 5 hrs., with guide), an interesting route.

64y2 M. Waidbruck (1518'; *Krone, at the station; Sonne,

moderate), lies at the mouth of the Grodener Thai. To the left,

high above it , rises the Trostburg with its numerous towers and
pinnacles, the property of Count Wolkenstein.

From Waidbruck to the Grodener Thai, see p. 203; by Kaslelruth to

the Seisser Alp, see p. 205. — A tolerable road (preferable to those from
At/.wang and Botzen) ascends from Waidbruck to the W., passing Leng-
stein and the iErdpyramiden'1

, to (1 hrs.) Klobenstein (p. 200).

From Kollmann , on the right bank of the Eisak , */4 hr. to the S. of
Waidbruck. a tolerable cart-road, steep at the beginning only, leads by
Barbian to (3 hrs.) Bad Dreikirchen , recently fitted up, and suitable for
some stay.

The train crosses the Grodener Bach , and then the Eisak , in

a defile of porphyry rock, called the Kuntersweg (after the supposed
constructor of the road in the 14th cent.). 67 M. Kastelruth, the.
station for the village of that name (3395'), situated high up on the
left bank (p. 205 ; 2 hrs.). From (69i/

2 M.) Atzwang (1240'; *Post
in Unter-Atzwang; Inn in Ober - Atzwang, rustic), at the mouth
of the Finsterbach (p. 200), a steep road ascends to the right to

(2'/2 hrs.) Klobenstein on the Ritten (p. 200). — To Seiss, Ratzes,

and Vols (with ascent of the Schlern), see p. 205.

Again crossing the Eisak, passing through several tunnels, and
crossing the Miihlbach at stat. Steg (Inn ; to the left, high up, the
chateau of Prossels ; in the background the Schlern), we next reach

(74 M.) Blumau (1020'; Briiu), at the mouth of the Tierser Thai

(p. 202). On the right bank , beyond the next tunnel, begin the
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vine-clad slopes of the Botzener Leitach. Stat. Kardaun, at the

entrance to the Eggenthal (p. 202 :

; above, to the left, the castle

of Karneid). The train now crosses the Eisak, and enters the broad

and luxuriant basin of Botzen (Botzener Boden), which resembles

a vast vineyard. Botzen, with its fine Gothic tower, is visible in

the distance.

78 M. Botzen.

41. Botzen and Environs.
Comp. Maps, pp. 18t, 240, 254.

Hotels. " Kaiserkrone (PI. b), Mustcr-Platz, R. from W), L. 30, A. 30,

D. 1 fl. 50, B. 50 kr. ; Hotel Victoria (PI. a), at the station, R, from
1 fl., L. & A. 50, B. 50, D. 1 fl. 30 kr. ; Mondschein (PI. c), Binder-

gasse ; "Erzherzog Heinbich (PI. e), Dominikanergasse ;
* Krautner's Hotel

(PI. f.), Johannes-Platz, with restaurant (see below). R. & L. 1 fl. 20 kr.;

Schwarzer Adler (P). g), Obst-Platz: Engel, Weintraubengasse; Stadt
Meran, Latiben; ::Schwarzer Greif, Johannes-Platz, near the station';

*Stiegl, with shady garden, moderate. — "Badl (PI. d), and others at

Grics, see below.
Restaurants. "Krautner (beer), .Tohannesplatz ; "Jfatje, Laubengasse

;

Gasthof zum Sehluff, with garden, on the way to the Calvarienberg

;

Tschugguel, Dominikanergasse ; Fraat , opposite the Mondschein. Wine
at the Pfan, next to the post-office.

Cafes. Kiissetli, next to the Kaiserkrone ; Scligraffer, Johannes-Platz,

with shady garden (also restaurant).
Money-Changers. Tsrhurtschenthaler , Obst-Platz, corner of the Lauben;

Xr/urarz Sofine, Johannes-Platz; Lehman?!, Bindergasse ; Moar, Silbergasse.

Preserved Fruits. Rimjlers Sohne , Lauben 7. Fresh fruit (a staple

commodity): SiidtiroUr FriMite-Export-GesrtUchaft , Rauschgasse. Dried

Alpine plants (Edelweiss, etc.): Santer, Bindergasse.
Photographs : Moser, Johannes-Platz ; Avgtchiiller and Gtigler, not far

from the Kaiserkrone.
Baths (swimming and others) at Gries, below the Talferbriicke.

Stellwagen to Kaltern (p. 20T), at 6 a.m. and 4. 30 p.m. daily, in 3 hrs.

(fare, 80 kr.); to Samthein (p. 201) at 1.30 p.m. daily, in 4 hrs., returning

in 3 hrs. (fare 1 fl.). These omnibuses start from the Mondschein.

Botzen, Ital. Bolzano (S50'") , a town with 10,640 inhab., was

the chief depot of the traffic between Venice and the North in the

middle ages , and is now the busiest commercial town in the Tyrol.

It is charmingly situated at the confluence of the Talfer, which de-

scends from the Sarnthal on the N.. and the Eisak, which falls into

the Adige 3 M. below the town. The E. background , beyond the

Eisakthal, is formed by the picturesque and fantastic dolomite peaks

of the Schlern and the Rosengarten, while to the "W. the view is

bounded by the long ridge of the Mendel, stretching from Mte. Roen

to the Gantkofel and rising above the castled hills of TJeberetsch.

Fine view of the environs from the Talfer bridge.

The traffic of the town centres in the Laubengasse, with its ar-

cades and shops, and the adjoining Obst-Platz. Shady Promenades
have been laid out between the station and the town. In summer,
when the heat in the basin of Botzen is very oppressive, the Wasser-
mauer on the Talfer affords a cool walk after sunset (approached
from the Talferbriicke, to the right). In July and August most of
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the wealthier citizens retire to their country-seats on the Ritten, at

Kollern, Jenesien, etc., returning to Botzen in Septemher.

The Gothic *Farish Church (PI. 1), of the 14th and 15th cent.,

has a W. portal with two lions of red marble, in the Lombard style,

and a fine open tower, completed in 1519. Behind the high-altar

is the vault of Archduke Rainer (d. 1853), with a marble relief.

Altar-piece by Lazzarini, a pupil of Titian.

On the E. side a gateway, with the inscription iResurrecturn\

leads to the Cemetery (PI. C, 3), surrounded by arcades. In the

S.W. corner is the vault of the Giovanelli family, with a Madonna
under a Gothic canopy, designed by Schnorr.

The Franciscan Monastery (PI. 2) possesses a finely-carved old

German altar (in a chapel adjoining the sacristy). — Horticulturists

should visit the gardens of the Archduke Henry, Hr. v. Toggen-
burg, Hr. Moser, and Dr. Streiter.

Environs. The * Calvarienberg commands a fine view of the

town and its W. environs (25 min. : turn to the left from the high-

road by the inn 'Zum Schluff beyond the Eisak bridge, cross the

railway, and ascend to the right). The oratories on the path to the

summit contain curious, life-size groups in wood. A more extensive

view, is obtained from the square tower at the hamlet of Virgl,

'/i hr. farther up. — This excursion may be pleasantly extended

by descending to the S. to Haslach and walking through the wood
to the (1 hr. from the Eisak bridge) *Haselburg. or castle of Kue-
bach , the property of Count Sarnthein, and partly preserved. It

is most picturesquely situated on the brink of a precipice, and com-
mands an excellent view of the valley of the Adige.

Picturesque excursion to St. Isidor, generally called Badl, situated
on the N. slope of the Virglberg or Kollerer Berg, a somewhat steep
ascent of 2'/2 hrs. to the S.E. of Botzen. The rough cart-road ascends to
the left on the hank of the Eisak immediately beyond the Eisak bridge
(see above), turning to the right before reaching the church of Kampil,
and mounting to (l'/2 hr.) Kampenn, with a small chateau. Thence it

again ascends to the right to Q/t hr.) a finger-post indicating the way to
the 'BadT, which it reaches in 3/< hr. more ("Inn, rustic, open in sum-
mer only). St. Isidor and Kollern (3870'), situated 1 hr. farther up, are
favourite summer-quarters. Beautiful wood-walks and charming views.

Gries (*Hotel-Pension Austria-, also a Kurhaus, flrst-class, pens.
3 fl. 85 kr. ; *Badl, beyond the Talfer bridge, with baths, pens. 2fi.

70 kr. ;
*Hotel-Pension BeUevue ; *Kreuz ; apartments at the Villas

Aufschnaiter, Melchiori, Lagader, Gruber, etc., all 3/4-l M. from
the Botzen station), a village on the right bank of the Talfer, lies

in a sheltered situation at the base of the Guntschnaer Berg, and
is frequented in winter by persons with delicate chests, the mean
temperature being i 1

/^ Fahr. higher than that of Meran. The en-
virons lack shade. Lodgings abundant , but those on the dusty
Meran road should be avoided. The Stiftskirche contains frescoes

by Knoller. The summers are very hot here, and a small species of

cactus (Opuntia vulgaris) grows wild in the neighbourhood.
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The Gunlschnaer Berg, the S. buttress of an extensive plateau similar
to the Ritten, lies between the valleys of the Talfer and Adige and extends
nearly as far as Meran. Its surface is sprinkled with villages (Jenesien,

Flaas, Molten, etc.) and farms. Jenesien (41301

), occupying a lofty and
pleasant situation 2 hrs. from Botzen, a summer-resort of the townspeople,
is worthy of a visit. We follow the Sarner-Strasse as far as St. Anton
(see below), cross the Talfer, and ascend to the (10 min.) Gescheibte Thurm,
said to be of Roman origin, but probably more recent, and to the (>/2 hr.)

village of St. Oeorgen. (Charming view near the church.) Jenesien, 1 hr.
farther on, is not visible until we are close to it. A little before reach-
ing it we pass a barren hill on the left (the 'Krumme Biihef) which
commands a splendid view of the Dolomites. — An excursion to Glaning
and Greifenstein is also interesting. By the old parish-church of Gries we
ascend by a steep track to the village of (I1/2 hr.) Glaning (Inn), lying on
a spur of the Alten and affording a picturesque view. We then descend
to the O/2 hr.) ruin of Greifenstein or Sauschloss, perched on a rock high
above the Adige, and return to (i'/a hr.) Botzen by Siebeneich (p. 208) and
the Meran road, or by train.

TheRitten, a lofty and extensive plateau to the N.E. of Botzen,

between the Talfer and the Eisak , is a favourite summer-resort.

The chief villages are Oberbotzen and Klobenstein. The old Ober-

botzen road, steep, stony, and almost shadeless, diverges, '/4 M- to

the E. of Botzen, to the left from the road to Rentsch (see below),

and ascends to the (1 hr.) Maurer and (l'/2 nr -) Oberbotzen. The
new Toad, which is preferable (shady in the morning) , leads by

(

:

V4 M) St. Anton (p. 201) and ascends to the right to St. Peter.

Here we turn to the right and ascend by a somewhat steep paved

path, and then by a broader road, to a (
3
/4 hr.) cross, and thence

to the left (the track to the right leads to Ploner), chiefly through

wood, to (2 hrs.) Oberbotzen (3825'; Inn by the church, poor; Vn
terhofer at Maria-Sehnee, l

/t hr. farther, better), which commands
a fine *View of the Dolomites from the Lattemar to the Geisel

spitzen. Menz's Oloriette, or belvedere, affords an admirable view

towards the W. (Ortler , Oetzthal Alps). From Maria-Schnee a

picturesque road (with varying views of the Schlern, etc.) leads to

(
3
/4 hr.) Wolfsgruben, with its small lake, and (1 hr.) Klobenstein

(3765' ; *Staffler Inn, pens. 2'/2 n 0> tne husiest and most beauti-

fully-situated village on the Kitten, with a magnificent view of the

long chain of the Dolomites. The best point of view is the Belve-

dere ,
1
/i hr. to the E., to the left side of the road to Lengmoos,

which is now almost a part of Klobenstein : to the extreme left are

the Geislerspitzen between the Villnoss and the Groden, then the

Langkofl, Puflatsch, Schlern, Rothwand, Lattemar, Zangen, Weiss-

horn, etc., the Mendel terminating the range on the W. About l
/i hr.

farther N., in the valley of the Finsterbach , are the curious *Erd-

pyramiden, or 'Earth Pyramids', which are columns of the debris

of an old moraine, worn into their present shapes by the action of

rain-water, and preserved from farther destruction by stones or

trees on their summits. A road from Lengmoos crosses the ravine

by a wooden bridge to (
3
/4 hr.) Mittelberg, whence we may proceed

to Lengstein and the Waidbruck station (3 hTs. from Klobenstein).
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— The direct route from Botzen to Klobenstein (3y2 hrs.) is by a

rough road (suitable for driving), by Rentsch, Kleinstein, and Unter-

inn. From Klobenstein to stat. Atzwang (p. 197), or to Steg, a

steep bridle-path (2 hrs.).

The ' Rittnerhorn (7405'; guide 2 fl., A. Lobis of Klobenstein; horse
4 fl.), ascended from Oberbotzen or Klobenstein in 3 l

/v hrs., is an admirable
point of view. The route from Klobenstein ascends gradually to (2 hrs.)

Pemmern (Inn, poor; Badl, 1/4 hr. to the E., better), and thence by the
Rittner-Alpe to the summit. Extensive panorama : to the E. the Dolomites
from the Peitlerkofel to the Mts. of the Fleimserthal ; to the S. the Alps
of Trent, Monte Baldo, Bocca di Brenta, Adamello, Presanella ; to the W.
the Ortler and the Oetzthal Alps ; to the N. the Stubai and Zillerthal
snow-mountains, and the Tauern as far as the Grossglockner. Descent,
if preferred, by the Villanderer Alp and Villanders to (4'/2 hrs.) Klausen
(p. 196); or by Barbian to (3 hrs.) Waidbruck (p. 197); to Sarnthein through
the Tanzbachthal or over the Sarner Scharle, fatiguing.

* Sarnthal. Immediately to the N.W. of Botzen opens the

Sarnthal, a deep valley intersecting the porphyry mountains, water-

ed by the Talfer, and sometimes contracting to a wild ravine. The
new road to (12 M.) Sarnthein (Stellwagen, see p. 198) leads N.

from the Obst-Platz through the Franziskanergasse to the (
3
/j M.)

spinning-mill of St. Anton and Schloss Klebenstein. (WalkeTs fol-

low the Wassermauer, passing Schloss Maretsch.*) On the right,

above, is the church of St. Peter, and on the left the Qescheibte

Thurm (see above). The road keeps to the right, following the

left bank of the Talfer, and passes below (1 M.) * Runkelstein, a

chateau still partly preserved, and adorned with curious mediaeval

frescoes (King Arthur, Tristan and Isolde). To the left, farther

on, rises Schloss Ried on a rock in the Talfer ; then, high above

the road, the ruined Rafenstein or Sarner Schloss, and on the hill

to the right the ruin of Langeck. Passing the (2'/2 M.) inn Zum
Zoll , we enter (3/4 M.) the Mackner Kessel, a wild rocky chaos,

beyond which the Johannskofel, a nearly perpendicular rock, 800'

high, on which is perched an almost inaccessible church, arrests

the attention. We cross the Talfer, and recross it by the (2!/2 M".)

Halbweg Inn. The valley expands farther on, and we next reach

(5 M.) Sarnthein (3250' ; *Oensbacher; * Schweizer), the principal

village in the valley, pleasantly and healthily situated, and much
visited in summer. To the E. rise the ruins of Reineck and Kran-
zelstein.

A attractive pass leads from Sarnthein to the W. over the Kreuz-
joch (6145') and by St. Kalharina in der Schart (p. 215) to Meran (7 hrs.;
guide 3 fl.).

At Ast/eld (3290'; Inn), 2'/2 M. above Sarnthein, the valley divides;
the right (E.) branch is named the Durnholzer Thai, the left (W.) branch
the Penser Thai. In the former lies (3 hrs.) the hamlet of Durnholz (5150';
quarters at the cure's), with a small lake; the route to it passes Reins-
wald, on the slope to the right, by which the path from the Lalzfonser
Joch descends (p. 197; from Durnholz over the Schalderer Joch to Schal-
ders, see p. 196). — A tolerable road ascends the Penser Thai to (9 M.)
Weissenbach or Ausser-Pens (4330' ; Inn) and (2 l

/2 M.) Pens (poor Inn). From
Pens over the Penser Joch (72501

) to Sterzing, 7 hrs., uninteresting (guide
3 fl.; Jos. Aichner or Jos. Wassermann of Sarnthein).
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*Eggenthal. From Botzen to Vigo di Fassa. The lower part

of the Eggenthal is remarkably picturesque and deserves a visit.

(Can. with one horse from Botzen to the waterfall and hack 3 fl.)

"We may either drive to (2 M.) Kardaun (950'), following the

Brixen road to Rentsch, and there crossing the Eisak and the rail-

way, or we may take the trainl thither (7 min.). Here we turn to

the right through a gateway (toll 2 kr.) into the narrow ravine,

watered by the Karneidbach. On a precipitous rock to the left rises

the picturesque castle of Karneid. After 2 M. the road passes

through two short tunnels
; under the bridge before the first of these

the Karneidbach forms a picturesque fall. This is the finest point

in the valley, which expands higher up. On the slopes to the left

are seen a number of 'earth-pyramids' (p. 200). Passing the church

of Gummer on the hill to the left, we next reach (4 M.) Pircha-

bruck (2850ft. ; *Lamni), charmingly situated, with a superb view

of the Lattemar to the right, and the Rothe Wand and Rosengarten

to the left. (To Deutschnofen and "Weissenstein, see below.) The
valley ramifies here. The S. and principal branch leads to (5 M.)
TJntereggen, whence a path crosses the Satteljoch (7010'), between
the Reiterjoch and the Zangen, to (5 hrs.) Predazzo (p. 255).

The new road ascends the E. branch of the valley to (4 M.)

Welschnofen (3885'; Kreuz; Krone}, known in the Fassa as Nova
Italiana, and occupying a fine open situation. To the right rises

the serrated ridge of the Lattemar, to the left the imposing Rosen-

garten. From Welschnofen over the Caressa Pass to Vigo 4!/2 hrs.

(guide 3fl.; G. Kauffmann). The route ascends gradually past sev-

eral farms, and enters the wood. From the (
3
/4 hr.) saw-mill we

may either continue to follow the direct path on the right bank of

the brook to the (172 hr.) Alp; or C/2 hr- longer, but much more

interesting) we may cross the brook and pass the *Karrer-Seen,

picturesquely situated in the wood at the base of the Lattemar. The
paths unite on the Costalunga Alp (refreshments), a wide depres-

sion between the Rothwand and the Lattemar. The path ascends

gradually from the Alp to the (40 min.) Caressa Pass (Costalunga

Pass, 5740'), opposite which are seen the Dolomites of the Fassa,

the Punta di Vallaccia, etc. ; to the W. in the distance is the Ortler

range. We may now either descend to the right, through the Costa-

lunga Valley, to (1 hr.) Mo'ena (p. 255), or by a good path to the

left to VaUonga and (1V2 hr.) Vigo (p. 255).
The Tierser Thai, which runs parallel with the Eggenthal on the N.,

descends towards the W. frnm the Rosengarten to the Eisakthal at Blumau
(p. 197). A road leads as far as the ("> M.) In der Breien toll, whence a
somewhat steep bridle-path ascends on the N. side of the valley to the

(1 hr.) village of Tiers (3210' ;
: K.osenwirth). By the chapel of St. Cyprian

ahove Tiers the valley branches into the Tschamin-Thal on the left (in

which lies the rustic Bad TVeislnnd), and the Purgamelsch-Thal on the
right. A laborious route (guide necessary; Alois Villgrattner or Joh. Da-
mian of Tiers) ascends very steeply through the Tschamin-Thal to the
Tierser Alpel (8000') , between the Rosszahne and the Falban ; we may
then descend either to the N. past the Mahlknecht (p. 205) and through
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the Saltrie-Schlucht to St. Christina (p. 204), or to the E. through the
Dwonthal to Campidello (p. 256).

A fine route, hut difficult at places and fit for mountaineers only,
leads through the Purgamelsch and Vajolett valleys to the Fassa (6 hrs.

to Vigo ; guide 4'/2 fl.). From Tiers to the Schwaig 2 hrs. ; then a very
steep ascent to the (1 hr.) gap between the Scalieretti (9245') on the left

and the Monte Alto (9ee below) on the right; lastly an equally steep de-
scent into the grand and wild Vajolett Gorge and through it to (3 hrs.)

Vigo (p. 155). In the Vajolett Valley, a little below the pass, is a cleft

through which we may enter the Rosengartenfeld ('Garter), a large tract
of debris presenting the appearance of a patch of snow when seen from
Botzen. From this point the Monte Alto di Cantenazzi (10,405'), the highest
peak of the Rosengarten group, may be ascended by experts with steady
heads in l!/2-2 hrs. (difficult; able guides necessary; G. Bernard of Cam-
pidello among others). The ascent was first made by Mr. Tucker in 1874
(from the Vajolett Valley).

Another toilsome route (guide 5 fl.) leads from Tiers through the
7'schaminthal (see above) and the wild ravine of the Graxleiten to the de-
pression between the Kesselkogel (9785') and the Federerkogel (9085 '),

and descends to the Scalieretti Alp at the head of the Val Vajolett; then
either to the left across a rocky saddle to the Antermoja Lake and to

Campidello (p. 156), or down the valley to Vigo (p. 155). The Kesselkogel
(see above) may be ascended by adepts from the Scalieretti Alp or from
the Antermoja Lake in 4-5 hrs. (no danger or serious difficulty).

A less fatiguing route from Welschnofen to (7 hrs.) Vigo (p. 155) crosses
the Tsehagerjoch (8500'). between the Monte Alto and the Rothwand. —
Ascent of the Schlern from Tiers by the Tierser Alpel, see p. 206.

On the plateau between the Eggenthal and the Etschthal, 2 hrs. to

the S.W. of Pirchabruck, lies Deutschnofen (4430'-, Adler; Rossi), a con-
siderable village, prettily situated. It may also be reached direct from
Botzen in 4 hrs. via, Kampenn (p. 199), or from stat. Branzoll (p. 232) , in

3>/2 hrs. by Leifers and through the Brandenthal. Charming excursion from
Deutschnofen to the beautifully-situated monastery and pilgrimage-church
of (I1/2 hr.) Weissenstein (4950'; '"'Inn), and thence across the plateau, afford-
ing admirable views of the valley of the Adige and the mountains beyond
it, to (lV2hr.) Aldein (Inn) and (l'^hr.) stat. Auei- (p. 282). — The "Weiss-
horn (7585'), an excellent point of view, may be ascended withotit diffi-

culty from Weissenstein in 2, from Deutschnofen in 3, or from Aldein in

3 hrs. (guide advisable). The descent may be made by Radein to Fontana
Fredda (p. 254), on the road from Neumarkt to Cavalese. — The Schwarz-
horn (7995'), to the S. of the Weisshorn , and connected with it by the
saddle of the Grimmjoch, commands a more extensive view, but is more
difficult of access.

Grodener Thai. Seisser Alp. Schlern (comp. Map
, p. 254).

The narrow Groden Valley (Romanic Goerdeina, Ital. Qardena),

15 M. in length, traversed by the brook of that name , consists of

bright green meadows flanked with dark pine-forest. The N. slopes

are thickly sprinkled with neat dwellings, and the background to-

wards the E. is formed by huge Dolomites. The dialect of the

valley is 'Ladin', but German is generally understood by the men.
The road, made in 1856 ("diligence to St. Ulrich daily at 3.30 p.m.,

fare 1 fl. 10 kr., returning at 9 a.m., fare 80 kr. ; one-horse carr.

to Plan 8 fl.), ascends the narrow valley to the left from Waidbruck

(p. 197). On the height to the N. is Loyen with the Vogelweider-

hofe , said to have been the home of the poet Walther von der

Vogelweide (a pleasant walk of 50 min. from Waidbruck). On the

S. are the slopes of the Seisser Alp (p. 205). Farther on, St. Peter

(Brauhaus) lies on the left, and the village of Pufels, in a side-
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valley at the base of the Puflatsch (p. 205), on the right. The Lang-

kofl and Sella now become visible.

71/2 M. St. TJlrich (4055' ; *R6'ssJ; *Adler; beer at the EngeV),

Ladin Ortiseit, is the chief village in the valley. The church con-

tains a Madonna by a pupil of Canova. Near the church is Purger's

depot of carved wood. "Wooden toys are made here in large quantities

for exportation. Guides, Franz Fistil and Engelhard Nagler.
Excursions. To the E. to St. Jakob 0/2 hr.) , with a splendid view

of the Langkofel. (By St. Jakoh to St. Christina, l'/4 hr., a far finer route
than the road in the valley.) To the N. the Raschotz-Alp (7470') may he
attained in 3 hrs. ; guide 21/2 fl. (comp. p. 197). To the S. the Puflatsch (7112';

guide 2V2 fl.) may be ascended in 3 hrs. by Pufels and through the gorge
of the Pv/elser Bach; descent by the Schgaguler Schwaige (good quarters)
and through the ravine of the Pitzbach. (Descent by the Seisser Alp, and
by a rough paved path to Kastelruth or Ratzes, not pleasant.) To the E.
to the "Rodella (see below) 3 hrs. — To the Villnbss, see p. 197.

We next reach (2l/
2 M.) St. Christina (4616'; *Dosses Inn;

guide, Job.. Bapt.Brugger). On the right towers the huge Langkofl

(10,430'), with Schloss Fischburg at its base.
The mountain-pastures above St. Christina to the N. afford a good

survey of the grand environs: to the N. the Raschotz, Pitschberg, Geisel-

spitzen, Col delle Pieres; E. the Spitzkofl and the Sella group; S. the
Langkofl, Plattkofl, Puflatsch, and the more distant Rosengarten and
Schlern.

The Langkofl (10,430') may be ascended from St. Christina in 7 hrs.

(difficult; good guides, rope, etc., necessary). The first ascent was made
by Hr. Grohmann in 1869, and the second-highest peak (Grohmannspitze,
10,412') was reached for the first time in 1880. Comp. p. 256. — The Platt-

kofl (9698'; 6 hrs.; guide 3'/*, with descent to Campidello 5 fl.), an inter-

esting point, presents no difficulty. (The previous night may be spent on
the Zollinger Alp, at the W. base.)

The road crosses the Tschislerbaeh and leads over a hill (line

glimpse of the head of the valley) to (V/2 M.) St. Maria or Wol-

kenstein (*Hirsch, near the church
;
guide, W. Kaslatter). To the

left, at the mouth of the Langenthal, is the ruin of Wolkenstein.
From St. Maria to the Enneberg over the Grodener Joch, an easy

and pleasant route (to Corvara 4 hrs.
;

guide hardly necessary). Road
to (l>/4 M.) Plan (5180'; Inn, rustic) at the head of the valley. Here we
ascend to the left, at first steeply through wood, and then more gradually
across pastures (Ferara Alp , with the huge slope of the Sella on the
right) , to the (l'/s hr.) Grodener Joch (6990'), between the Spilzkofel and
the Sella (Mesules); behind us towers the Langkofl. Descent to (l'/shr.)

Colfosco (p. 277) ; below it we cross the brook to the right and then
ascend to 0/2 hr.) Corvara (p. 277). Thence to St. Castian (p. 277) 2 hrs.:

before Stern descend to the right and follow the Grossbach, cross it above
its influx into the Murz, and ascend on the left bank of the latter.

To the Fassa over the Sella-Joch (to Campidello 4 hrs. ;
guide un-

necessary). From Plan (see above) the bridle-path ascends to the right to

the (2 hrs.) Sella-Joch (7316'), between the Sella and the Langkofl (splen-

did view of the Marmolada, the Sella group on the left, and the Plattkofl
and Langkofl on the right; still finer from the "Rodella, 8146', to the
W. of the Joch, easily ascended in 3

/t hr.). From the pass we descend
to the left by a well-trodden path through the grassy valley. (To the
right is the path to the Rodella, which ascends gradually.) After a few
minutes we diverge to the right by a small path across the pastures and
descend on the right slope of the valley, passing several hay-sheds (while
the broader path only leads to pastures on the left slope), to (1 hr.) Canazei
and 0/2 hr.) Campidello (p. 256).
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The Seisser Alp is a lofty and undulating grassy plateau,

10M. long and 7'/2M. broad, bounded by the Eisakthal on the W.,
the Grbdener Thai on the N., the Schlern and Rosszahne on the S.,

and the Langkofl and Plattkofl on the E. side. It is the largest

pasture in the Tyrol, and is sprinkled with about 70 chalets and
360 hay-sheds. The greater part of it belongs to the parish of

Kastelruth (see below). The margin of the plateau (N.W. the Pu-
flatsch, 7133', Pitzberg, 6900'; S. Mahlknecht-Joch, 7255') is con-

siderably higher than the centre (5900'). Guide desirable
,
par-

ticularly before the hay-harvest. (From Kastelruth over the Mahl-
knechtjoch to Campidello 4 fl. ; ascent of the Schlern 3, or with
descent to Campidello 5 J

/2 A.)

The Seisser Alp is approached from the stations of Atzwany,
Kastelruth, or Waidbruck (p. 197). From Atzwang a bridle-path,

steep at first, and turning to the left after 3
/4 hr. (the path to the

right goes to Vols, see below), leads to the (l 1^ hr.) church of

St. Constantin, and thence by Strasser (Inn, rustic) to (1 hr.) Seiss

(3260'; two tolerable inns). Opposite, on the slope of the majestic

Schlern, is the Hauensteiner Wald, with the ruins of Salegg and
Hauenstein, once the home of the Minnesanger Oswald von Wol-
kenstein. In the wild and wooded ravine of the Frbtschbach or

Tschapitbach, 3
/^ hr. above Seiss , are the baths of Ratzes (3930'

;

*Jnn), with a spring containing iron and sulphur. (Travellers bound
for Ratzes need not go as far as Seiss, but ascend to the right

through wood by a finger-post, 40 min. from St. Constantin. In the

wood lies a small, sequestered lake.) — From the Kastelruth
Station (p. 197) we cross the Eisak by the Tergbler BriXcke and
ascend by a steep bridle-path to (2hrs.)Kastelruth,(3395'; *Lamm ;

Rossi
;
guides , R. Leitner and Anton Schenk) , the seat of the

district-court, in a fine open situation, with pleasant views. Thence
to Seiss 3

/4 hr., to Ratzes by St. Valentin, l 1
/^ hr. ; to the Seisser

Alp direct, as far as the Tschapitalp (p. 206), 3 hrs. — From
Waidbruck (p. 197) a bridle-path, steep and stony at first, ascends

past the Trostburg (p. 197) to Tiesens and (2y2 hrs.) Kastelruth.

A rough cart-road, paved at places, which is soon joined by the
road from Ratzes on the right, leads from Seiss to the Seisser Alp.

On reaching the plateau (l 1
/2 nr -) we enjoy a fine view: to the S.

the Schlern and Rosszahne, and to the S.E. the Langkofl and Platt-

kofl. A still finer point is the (1 hr.) Puflatsch (7133') : to the N.
a picturesque peep into the Gardena, to the W. the Ritten and Ritt-

nerhorn
, in the distance the Ortler, to the N. the Zillerthaler Fer-

ner, to the E. the Dolomites of the Enneberg and the Fassa. (Good
quarters at the Schgaguler Schwaige, p. 204.) The path now ascends
gradually towards the S.E. , rounding the N.E. spur of the Ross-
zahne, to the Mahlknecht Chalet, or Molignon as it is called in the

Fassa (Alpine fare), and in '/2 nr - more to the Mahlknecht-Joch
(7255'), a depression in the tufa ridge, called 'Auf der Schneide',
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which stretches from the Rossziihne to the Plattkofl. Descent through

the Duron Valley to (l'/a hr-) Campidello (p. 156), not to be
mistaken.

On the S.W. the Seisser Alp is bounded by the huge dolomite mass
of the 'Schlern (8402'), which may be ascended from Seiss, Ratzes, Vols,
Campidello, or Tiers. (The lower N.W. peak is called the Junge Schlern,
7828'). From Seiss to the Seisser Alp, see above. On the plateau we
turn to the right to the (2'/2 hrs.) I'schapit-Alp (Alpine fare at the Salt-
nerhiitte), cross the brook, and ascend abruptly to the right (path bad at
[daces) to the shoulder and to the (2>/2-3 hrs.) rocky summit (.Pez). —
From Ratzes (guide 2'/»-3 11. ; Jac. Fill, or 'Jackele1

, at the baths) we may
either take the same route (or follow the Prosliner Steig, the shortest
way to the Seisser Alp, but not recommended), or (better) ascend direct
on the left bank of the Tschapitbach by a steep path , which passes the
mineral spring and leads chiefly through wood. A third path, the Gams-
Steig ('chamois path'), ascends a rocky ledge on the slope of the Schlern,
and is not very safe. (To the summit by either of the two last routes
4 hrs. ; guide indispensable.) — The shortest way from Atzwang leads by
(l'/2 hr.) I'ui.s (2965'; ^Weisses Kreuz) to the Unlere and (2V2 hrs.) Obere
Schlern-Alp (hay-bed); it then climbs the steep slope of the Schlern-Alp
(see below) to the (1 hr.) chapel of St. Cassian (7670'), and reaches the

IVi hr.) summit from the S.E. side. — From Tiers or Campidello the Schlern
is ascended by the Tierser Alpel (p. 202), and in this case we have to tra-

verse the whole of the Schlern ridge from the iHothe Erde\ near the
Rossziihne, to St. Cassian (guide necessary). — The summit commands a
magnificent ^Panorama: on the W., far below us, is the valley of the
Adige with the long ridge of the Mendel, beyond which rises the Ortler
group; to the right of the Ortler are the Oetzthal, Stubai, Zillerthal, and
Rieser Femur, and the Tauern (Venediger) : N.E. the extensive Seisser

Alp, and the wild Oeiselspitzen and other Enneberg Dolomites towering
over the pine-forests of the (iriidener Thai ; E. the Plattkofl, LangkoO,
and Boo. and farther back the Antelao and Pelmo ; in the foreground
the serrated Rossxahne, above which are seen the snow-fields of the Mar-
molada; S.E. the Rosengarteii chain with the Kesselkogel, Alonte Alto, and
Rothwand ; S. the Lattemar, Zangen. AVeisshorn, and Trentine Alps, the
Brenta, Adaiuello, and Presanella. — A few paces to the W. of the summit
we get a view of the wild ScMernklamm, with the rocky walls of the Schlern-
alm on the left, the broad back of which is also visible from Botzen.

Ueberetsch. Kaltern. (Stellwagen from Botzen to Kaltern at

5. 30 a.m. and 5. 10 p.m. daily in 3 hrs. ; from Kaltern at 5. 30

a.m. and 3. 30 p.m., in 2 hrs. ; comp. p. 198.) Beyond the Talfer

Bridge the road diverges from the Meran road to the left, traverses

vineyards and fields of maize and reeds, crosses the Meran Railway

near (3*/2 M.) stat. Sigmundskron (p. 208), and is carried across

the Adige by a new iron bridge. On a rock to the left rises the

conspicuous and still partly - preserved castle of Sigmundskron,
founded in the 10th cent., rebuilt by Duke Sigismund in the 15th,

and now used as a powder-magazine. (A path ascends to it from
the Inn beyond the bridge in 10 min.

;
good view.) The road skirts

the foot of the hill, and divides at (
3
/4 M.) the village of Frangart.

Here we may either go to the left through the Oirlaner Hbhle to

Uhlan (1420') and (4M.) St. Michael (see below); or we may
follow the high-road through the Paulsner Hohle, passing the ruins

of Wart and Altenburg, to (3i/_> M.) St. Pauls [1270 ft. ; *Adler),
a large village, with a handsome Gothic church. The tower, which
contains a line peal of bells, commands a beautiful survey of the
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vine-clad environs, of the rich basin of'Botzen, and of theEtschthal

up to Meran.
Pleasant walk by Mission to the beautifully-situated ruin of (l'/4 hr.)

Hoch-Eppan (2360 1

), the ancestral seat of the counts of that name. Return
by the ruin of Boimonl. — Ascent of the Qanikofl (6115') from St. Pauls,
by the Buchberger Bofe, interesting (4>/2 hrs. ; with guide).

The road now leads to the S. across a lofty and fertile plain

to (174 M.) St. Michael, or Eppan (1345' ; *Rbssl; *Sonne), a well-

built and thriving village. Guide, Franz Marsouer.
The ' Gleifcapelle, above the village, to the W. 0/2 hr.), commands

an admirable survey of the valleys of the Adige and the Eisak. — An
interesting excursion (

3
/i hr., with guide) may be made to the 'Eislocher'

at the foot of the Matsclialsch , a spur of the Mendel rising towards the
S.W. These ice-caverns', formed by overthrown masses of rock, are
remarkable for the lowness of their temperature (Alpine roses in the
neighbourhood). The walk may be prolonged to Ober-Planitzing and
(f/4 hr.) Kaltern.

To the Mendelpass (see below) from St. Michael 9 M. , by a new
road, chiefly through wood. It ascends between the Gondberg and the
Penegal to the solitary Matschatscher Hof (2965'), and then in nine long
windings (the eighth of which commands a splendid view) to the pass. —
Bridle-path from Kaltern to the Mendel, see below.

The road next leads by Unter-Planitzing and past the Calva-

rienberg (on the left) to (2'/2 M.) Kaltern (1381'; *Rdssf), the

capital of the Ueberetsch, with a considerable wine-trade ('Seewein'

the best). The churchyard-wall at the back of the church, and the

terrace ofHr. Dipauli's villa of Windegg (admittance on application),

command a charming view of the Kalterer See and the environs.
Pleasant excursion to (1 hr.) Montiggl (Inn). By the Calvarienberg

we descend to the right, bear slightly to the left by the wall, and by the

O/4 hr.) cross go straight on (avoiding the ascent to the left). After 20 min.
more we ascend to the left through wood to (25 min.) Montiggl. About
*/* hr. beyond the little village, in the midst of wood at the foot of the
Mittelberg, which separates the lofty plain of Eppan from the Etschthal, is

the Lower, and '/t hr. higher up the Upper Montiggler See. A steep and
rough path crosses the Mittelberg thence to (1 hr.) Branzoll (p. 232).

To the Railway from Kaltern there aTe two carriage-roads. One on
the E. bank of the Kalterer See (775') , passing the ruin of Leuchteriburg
on the Mittelberg to the left, goes to (5 M.) Gmund, crosses the Adige by
a ferry , and leads along the railway to (1 M.) stat. Auer (p. 232). The
other road leads on the W. side of the lake to (6V2 M.) Trarnin (890';

*Adler), famous for its wine, and then crosses the plain of the Adige to

(2 M.) stat. Neumarkt, which is about 3
/4 M- from the village of that name

on the left bank of the Adige. A pleasanter route , but 7'/2 M. longer,
traverses the hills on the right bank of the Adige , by Kurlatsch (-Rose)
and Margreid (*Greif ; Hirsch), and descends to the railway at Salurn (p. 233).

From Kalteen to Cles over the Mendel-Pass, 7'/2 hrs. (comp. Map,
p. 240). Road from St. Michael to Matschatsch and the Mendelpass, see
above (mule from St. Michael to the Mendel 5 fl., from Kaltern 2 l/« 11.).

From Kaltern our route leads by Mitterdorf to 0/2 hr.) Oberndorf or St.

Nieolaus (1846'). From the upper end of the village the well-trodden bridle-
path leads to the left and ascends steeply, uniting after 1 hr. with the
new road from St. Michael (see above), which leads to the Mendelscharte
(44401

) inl hr. more. (A few paces beyond the junction of the roads is

the only spring of good water on the route.) About 5 min. heyond the
pass is ° Tschieriberi!s Inn (rustic). The Monte Roen (6735', the highest peak
of the Mendel, or Mendola Mts., ascended from the inn by the Roen-Alp
(with guide, l'/a 11. ; mule 3 fl.) in 3 hrs., commands a superb view : to the
E. the Dolomites as far as the/Tauern; to. the S. the Brenta, Adamella, and
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Presanella; to the W. the Ortler; to the N. the Oetzthaler and Stubaier
Ferner, etc. ; at our feet stretches the beautiful Etschthal. — Those who
have not time to ascend the Monte Roen should mount the hill immedi-
ately to the N. of the pass (5452 1

; from the. inn 3
/4 hr., no guide necess-

ary), which also affords a beautiful view. Pleasant walk thence over the
Mendel to the Penegal (5685'; '/« hr0-

The Mendola forms the boundary between the languages, the villages on
the W. side being Italian. The track divides 20 min. below the inn, that
to the left leading to Ruffre. or Fondoi and (2 hrs.) Romeno, and that to
the right to (l'/a hr.) Fondo (p. 247). A shorter route to Romeno (2 hrs.)
is by a path descending to the left by the inn, and joining the bridle-path
below Ruffre. Beyond Romeno we follow the carriage-road for l'/4 M.

;

then descend to the right by Cases and Banco into the valley, cross the
JVorella and the (l'/4 hr.) Noce, and lastly ascend a steep slope to (% hr.)
Cles (p. 246). The steep descent to the Noce and the re-ascent to Cles
arc fatiguing.

42. From Botzen to Meran.
C'umj). Map, p. 172.

20 M. Railway in H/s-2 hrs. ; 1st cl. 1 fl. 64, 3rd cl. 98 kr.
Pedestrians who prefer the picturesque route to Meran over the hills

on the right bank of the Adige (8-9 hrs., rough at places) should take
the train (see below) to O lh M.) Terlan , there cross the Adige to (2 M.)
Nals (1080'; 'Sonne ; Kreuz), and ascend to the left through the ravine
of the Prissianer Back (waterfalls) to (50 min.) Prissian, charmingly situated,

and encircled with old castles, and (20 min.) Tisens (2050'; *Bartelwirth),
lying amidst fruit-trees at the foot of the wooded Gall. Fine view from
the little church of St. Christoph, on the brow of the hill, '/< nr ' '° 'ne
K. ; still more extensive from the chapel of St. Hippolyt (2475'), 3

/t hr.

to the N., on a. conspicuous rocky hill. From Tisens a road gradually
descends past St. Hippolyt (on the left) , the ruin of Leonburg, and the

chateaux of Alt- and Xcu-Brandis, and through a beautiful chestnut-grove,

to (3'/2 M.) Niederluna (835'), with its interesting (-iothic church. We
may now regain the railway at (1 M.) stat. Lana (p. 209); or we may
follow the Brandis conduit on the hill-side, passing the Schwarze Wand,
to (3/4 M.) Oberlana (see below). The pleasant route by Vollan is 20 min.
longer: from Tisens it crosses the plateau to the N.W., leaving the chapel

of St. Hippolyt (see above) on the right, and leads through the ravine of

the Vbllaner Bach to (
3
,'i hr.) Vollan (with the ruined Maienburg on the

right), from which we descend by a roughly-paved road to (
3
/j hrs.) Ober-

lana (-Rossi ; Adler), at the entrance to the Ullenthal (p. 215). — Pleasant
walk from Oberlana into the "Gaul, the wild gorge of the Falschauer-
Bach, which descends from the Ultenthal , lately rendered accessible by
the Austrian Alpine Club (there and back '/* hr. ; key at the Rossi, 10 kr.

for each person). From Oberlana to stat. Lana (p. 209) l'/4 M. ; by Tscherms
to Meran l3/4 hr.

The train crosses the Talfer by an iron bridge 110 yds. long

( retrospect of the Schlern and Kosengarten ; to the right the Sarn-

thal with its castles) and ascends towards the W. on the bank of

the Eisak through a wooded tract to (3'/2 M-) Sigmundskron, at

the foot of the castle of that name (p. 206). "We next traverse

embankments on the left side of the Etsch, which were originally

constructed by Emp. Joseph II., and are planted with lofty alders.

On the hill to the left are the church of St. Pauls (p. 206) and the

ruins of Boimont and Hoch-Eppan (p. 207), overshadowed by the

(Jantkofel (6115'). To the right, on a precipitous rock, rises the

ruin of Oreifenstein or the Sauschloss (p. 200). 6 >I. Siebeneich

(village on the right). Farther on is the ruin of Neuhaus or Maul-
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taseh, on a low rocky hill to the right, a castle which OTice com-
pletely commanded the valley. To the left, beyond the Etsch, lies

the village of Andrian with the ruin of Felsenstein.

8 M. Terlan (800'; Inri), famous for its wine (white the

best), has a Gothic church of the 14th cent, with a leaning tower

and remains of old frescoes , which are being restored. To the left

extends the Weite Moos, a marshy plain. 10 M. Vilpian, on the

Moltener Bach (flue waterfall"). Beyond the Etsch we observe the

large village of Nals (p. 208) and the hills of Tisens, overtopped

by the wooded summit of the Gall (5335'). The train is next
carried by means of strong embankments through a wilderness of

stony debris, with which the river has covered the floor of the

valley. Beyond (12'/2 M.) Oargazon we cross the Aschler Bach,

which by the Treaty of Verdun was constituted the boundary be-
tween Germany and Italy, and in 1810-13 separated Bavaria from
Italy. From (15 M.) Lana a road crosses the Etsch to the left to

Ober-Lana (see above), at the mouth of the Vltenthal (p. 215),
above which rises the ruin of Braunsberg on a precipitous rock. To
the left are Mitter-Lana and Nieder-Lana, with the ruins of Bran-
dts and Leonberg. The line traverses the old bed of the river. To
the right the castle of Katzenstein and the lofty Fragsburg (p. 213);
to the left, on the slope of the Marlinger Berg, rises Schloss Leben-
berg (p. 212); in t'le background are Meran and Schloss Tirol.

183/4 M. Vntermais (p. 210), immediately below the Marling bridge

(p. 213). The train quits the Etsch, traverses a high embankment,
crosses the Passer, and enters the station of (20 M.) Meran, on the

right bank of the Passer. Omnibuses at the station ; cab into the

town 1, to Obermais 11/2-2 fl.

Meran. — Hotels. 'Post or Erzherzog Johann, conveniently situated

in the Sand-Platz, with a beautiful garden ; 'Hassfurther , comfortable,
good cuisine; "Graf von Meran; Schwarz (in these, R. from 1 fl., B.

40 kr., D. I1/2, pension 3V2-4 fl.); Forsterbrau, with garden-restaurant
(see below), R., L., & A. 1 fl. ; "Erzherzog Rainer, at Obermais ; Maiser-
hof, in Untermais; "Sonne, Raffl, Rossl, Engel, Krone, '-Kreuz, etc.

— Pensions. Gschaider, Oermania, Passerhof, Pircher, Moser, Neu-
haus, all in the Gisela Promenade (the best situation); Adelheid, beyond
the Passer; Deutsches Haos, De. Putz, Sandhof, Bellevue, Holstein,
Edelweiss, all in the Anlagen (promenades); Felseneck, on the Kuchel-
berg, outside the Passeirer Thor. At Obermais (see below): Hermanns-
hohe, "Weinhakt, Mazegger, Dr. Mazegger, Regina, "Warmegg, Aders,
Rolandin, Freihof. Lichtenegg, Egger, Stainer, Reibmatr, Hellbrunn,
Schillerhof, etc. Pension in all these, 3-4 fl. per day; R. with a S.

aspect, without board, from 20 fl. a month (R. to the E. or W. 12-18 fl.).

Less expensive (from 2 fl. per day): in the town, Hoi.zeisen, Bergek,
Riegler, Blaas , etc. ; at Untermais, Traubenheim, Villa Maja, Guten-
berg; at Obermais, Petersburg, Stainer; to the W. of the town, on
the road to Forst and Gratsch, Ladurner , Grune Fllr , Doblhof, and
Martinsbrunn. The chateaux of Tractmannsdorf, Kametz, Lebenberg,
Josefsberg etc., are also fitted up as pensions.

Cafes. Kurhaus (see below); Cart Meran, Pfarrplatz ; Cafi Paris, under
the arcades, with a garden.

Restaurants (beer). Rieger (formerly Raffl), Pfarrplatz; Forsterbrau,
with a garden.

Baedeker, Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 14
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Kurhaus, in the Gisela Promenade, with handsome Kursaal, cafe and
reading-room, restaurant (table d'hote at 12.30 p.m., 1 fl. 40 kr.) , baths,
pneumatic apparatus, etc.; subscription l 1 /-' f • Ver week, 3 fl. per month,
7'/'j A- per quarter, 12 fl. per half-year; members of a family at reduced
rates; season-tickets (1st Sept. to 1st July) for a family of two persons
20, of more than two 25 fl. (tickets sold by the attendant at the casino). —
Visitors* Tax 1 fl. per week (for a stay of more than three days); for

the autumn season (to 1st Nov.) 4 fl., winter season (to 1st April) 6 fl.,

.spring season (to end of May) 4 fl.

Photographs. Potzelberger (also lending library) , Pfarrplatz : Plant,
Oisela Promenade. — Money-Changers. Biedermann, by the Post Office;

Bliimel, Landstrasse ; Fickenscher , under the arcades.
English Church Service in the Erzherzog Johann.
Horse to Schloss Tirol, Schonna, O.oyen , Lebenberg, Josefsberg,

Toll, Partschins. or Hallbauer, 2 fl. ; fee to attendant 40 kr.

Meran (1050'"), with 5334 inhab. , the ancient capital of the

Tyrol, occupies a delightful and sheltered situation at the base of

the vine-ilad Kiichelberg, on the right bank of the Passer, '/^ M.
above its confluence with the Ktsdi , and is much frequented in

winter by persons with pulmonary complaints on account of the

mildness and equableness of its climate. There is also a whey-cure

in spring au(] a grape-cure in autumn. On the opposite bank of the

Passer lie the villages of Vntermais and Obermais (the latter

higher and cooler), with numerous villas, old castles, and vineyards.

The business quarter of MeTan is a long street intersecting the

town from E. to W., flanked with arcades f'Unter den Lauben').

In this street, in the court of the 'Magistratsgebaude', is situated

the Burg, once the residence of the Counts of the Tyrol, dating

from the 15th cent., and containing old frescoes, armorial bear-

ings, etc. ; it has been restored and deserves a visit (adm. 30 kr.).

•— The Gothic Church (14th cent.) contains a good altar-piece by

Knoller (d. 1804) representing the Assumption.
The Oisela Promenade, with its fine old poplars , the chief

rallying-point of visitors, lies on the right bank of the Passer below

the Botzen bridge, having been laid out on the broad and substantial

bulwark which protects the town against the inundations of the

river. Adjoining it are the handsome Kurhaus (see above) , in

front of which a band plays in winter, and a number of villas

which are let to visitors. Opposite the promenade, on the left bank
of the Passer, is a large new hotel. Above the Botzen bridge there

are tasteful pleasure-grounds on both banks of the river. On the

right bank is the Untere Winter-Anlage (Kurgarten) , very sheltered

and sunny , and the favourite walk of delicate persons (smoking
prohibited). Farther up is the Obere Winter-Anlage. On the left

bank are the Untere and Obere Sommer-Anlage, or 'Maria-Valeria-

Garten', where the band plays in the evening in spring and
autumn. These grounds extend along both banks , beyond the

Steinerne Steg, to the Elisabethgarten at Obermais, on the left bank,
which contains a large covered promenade and a cafe'-pavilion

(band twice weekly), and to the new Oilf-Anlage on the right

bank. — The mountains visible from Meran, or better from the
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road to Dorf Tirol, are, to the N.W., the Muthspitze, Rothelspitze,

and Tschigatspitze ; then above Partschins, the Zielspitze, Texel-
spitze, and Gfallwand ; to theE., above the lower spurs, the Iflnger,

to the right of which is the loftily- situated little church of St. Ka-
tharina in der Scharte ; from the Etschthal rises the precipitous

Gantkofel and in the distance is the Cima d'Asta, one of the Alps
of Trent; to the 8.W. the Marlinger Berg.

1:72.000 %m -a Kilometer

Pleasant walk from Obermais towards the E., past Schloss
Rubein with its cypress-avenue, and across the Naif (two cafe's

by the bridge), to the (% M.) church of St. Valentin, which com-
mands a charming view; then back by Schloss Rametz (p. 213), or

to the S. by Schloss Trautmannsdorf, with a park and a terrace

at the back, which is another fine point of view. (A direct and
attractive route leads hence to the Weiss-platter on the way to the
Fragsburg, p. 213.)

—

Lazagsteig, seep. 213.— The most interesting
of the numerous old chateaux of Obermais are the ivy-clad Planta

14*
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and f!chloKs Rotten.stein, the latter belonging to the Archduke Karl

Ludwig (garden generally open to the public). The garden of the

Srhillerhof, the property of Hr. v. Redwitz, contains abust of the poet.

Excursion to Schloss Tirol (there and back 3-3'/2 hrs.). Three

paths, paved at places, and affording little shade, ascend to the

castle. The best route leads past the Pfarrkirche and through the

N.E. tow7i-gate (Passeirer Thor; where we observe the picturesque

Zenoburg, with its curious Romanesque portal, to the right, rising

above the PasseT) , and then ascends to the left (finger-post) to

(55 min.) Dorf Tirol (2050' ; Zum Schloss Tirol, Zum Rimmele,
each with a terrace affording a view). We next (1/4 hr.) pass

through the 'Knappenloch', a tunnel 100 paces long (passing the

picturesque ruin of the Rrunnenburg in the ravine to the left), and
in a few minutes more reach the entrance to the castle. — Another
and longer route (1% hr.), rough at places, but level for the first

V2 hr-, passes through the N.W. town-gate (Vintschgauer Thor),

diverges from the high-road to the right opposite the convent (the

middle path) , and ascends by the village of Gratsrh (wine-house

near the church), the old chateau of Durnstein, and the church

of St. Petfr , to the castle. This route is recommended for the

descent (l'/4 hr. ; beautiful views). — The shortest route to Dorf

Tirol ascends from the back of the Pfarrkirche on the S.W. side of

the Kiichelberg. This path is to be improved.

*Schloss Tirol(2142'), situated on the N.W. side of the Kiichel-

berg, was the earliest residence of the Counts of Tyrol, who poss-

essed considerable power as early as the 12th cent, and gave their

name to the whole country. It is now in a dilapidated condition,

having been partly destroyed by a landslip. The only ancient

parts of the building are a porch and the two interesting marble

portals of the Rittersaal and the chapel, the latter, with a represen-

tation of the Fall of Man, being particularly rich. Magnificent

•View from the windows of the Kaisersaal, especially by evening

light, embracing the valley of the Etsch to a distance of 20 M.,

bounded on the left by a chain of porphyry mountains extending to

Botzen, and on the right by the cliffs of the Hohe Mendel and the

Ultenthal Mts. ; to the W. stretches the luxuriant valley of Meran
with the falls of the Etsch (which descends 600' from the Toll to

Meran) as far as the Toll ; in the background the Laaser Ferner (fee

20-30 kr.).

About 1/2 hr. to the N. of Dorf Tirol is the well-preserved old

chateau of Auer, below which the Finelebach issues from the deep
Spronser Thai (p. 215).

The chateau of *Lebenberg (1867'; now a pension, 3 fl. per

day), charmingly situated in the midst of rich vegetation l 1 ^ hr.

to the S. of Meran, formerly the property of Count Fuchs, is still in

excellent preservation , and some of the rooms are adorned with
paintings illustrative of its history. The shortest route to it is as
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follows. Cross the Passer by the wooden foot-bridge at the lower

end of the Gisela Promenade, and follow the 'Marlinger Steig' on the

opposite bank (direction -boards), which crosses the fields to the

(IY4 M.J bridge over the Etsch below Marling. Beyond the latter

follow the road to the left to the (1 M.J bridge over the Lebenberyer

Oraben ; on the other side ascend to the right to Basliny , and
thence by the paved track to the (

3
/4 hr.) castle. The short-cuts

through the vineyards are barred in autumn , but a payment of

5 kr. to the medievally-attired watchers ('Saltner'), with their

grotesque feathered caps, will secure permission to pass. — In

returning we may choose the charming route along the slope by
>St. Anton and Martiny.

Among the numerous old castles visible from Meran , that of

*Schonna (1900') at the entrance to the Passeir, built in the 12th

cent., the property oi Count Meran, son of Archduke John (d. 1859J,
and containing a collection of old weapons and other curiosities, is

one of the most interesting and picturesque. Of the different routes

to it the easiest is the carriage-road by Obermais (1^4 hr. ; finger-

post by the well near the 'Erzherzog Rainer'J. A shorter but
steeper route is the 'Stickle Gasse'. Or the Lazag-Steiy, ascending

by the Passer to the left from Pension Mazegger, may be followed

to (1 hr.J Dorf Schbnna (*Inn) , the last part steep. The Gothic

*Chapel, on the projecting platform of masonry near the church,

contains the tomb of Archduke John (key from the steward of the

castle, 30 kr.), and commands as tine a *View as the castle itself.

The walk may be very pleasantly prolonged as follows (best by
morning light). From Dorf Sehiinna we return by the road to the

(10 min.J Unterdorf, then ascend to the left to the (5 min.

J

Oberdorf, and follow the hill-side, shaded by line chestnuts and
affording charming views of Meran , to the beautifully-situated

chateau of (1/2 hr.) Ooyen. We next descend by a long curve into

the Naifthal, beyond which we remount through wood to C/2 hr.J
Schloss Rametz

, now a pension. We may now either return to

Meran via Obermais in ^ hr. ; or again ascend by the 'Freiberger

Weg', which passes the Steyerhof and the Weissplatter, and skirts

the hill. After lhr. the track divides, the branch to the right lead-

ing to the (10 min.) Hallbauer, that to the left to the (40 min.)
Fragsburg (2395' ; no admittance), loftily situated, and command-
ing an extensive view of the Etschthai. In a gorge , 20 min.
farther on, is a fine waterfall of the Sinichbach (visitors to which
must have written permission from the proprietor of the castle).

From the saw-mill by the approach to the castle a steep path
descends to the (^4 hr.) Hallbauer. Meran may be regained by
the same path; or we may make a circuit by the (20 min.) castle

of Katzenstein, and descend to the Rumetzbrucke over the Naif.
We may now return to (2 M.) Meran by the Botzen road, or we may
ascend to the right on the left bank of the Naif, past Schloss
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Trautmannsdorf (p. 211), to the upper Naif bridge and reach the

town via Obermais (1 hr.).

The Vintschgau road leads from Meran to the W. (passing on

the right, just outside the gate, the pleasant walk, 'Unterm Berge',

to Pension Martinsbrunn (>/2 hr.), to the (l 3
/4 M.) bridge over the

Etsch , immediately beyond which, on the right, is the ruin of

Forst, and V4M. farther the *Forster Brewery, with a view of Meran.

A still liner view of the town is obtained from the small chateau

of Josefsberg, '/4 hr. higher up (*Pension, 2>/2-3fl.).

The road ascends in a wide curve on the .S. side of the valley

to the (1 M.) saddle of the Toll (1666'; Inn), from which the Etsch

descends in a series of rapids (p. 190). Beautiful walk from this

point to the (l'/^hr.) Partschins Waterfall, passing Partschins

(*Zur Stiege), and ascending the Zielthal by a somewhat steep

path. From the Toll we may return to Meran by the picturesque Old

Road (*View of the falls of the Etsch), or by the Plarser Wasser-

leitung (fine views of the Etschthal) on the hill-side, to (1 hr.)

Algund and (•'
4 hr.) Meran.

Excursion to Ober- Luna and the 'Mittelgebirge' of Vollan

and Tisens, see p. 208; the L'ltenthal, p. 215; the Passeir, p. 216.
Ascents fkom Mekan. (Guide, Jakob Holzer.) The finest expedition

I'ur a whole day is the ascent of the ' Vigiljoch (5S72'). The route leads by
Marling (see above) to St. Feli.r, ascends to the right by a somewhat steep,

but good and unmistakable path to the N.E. angle of the Marlinger Berg,

and then winds up to the (3 hrs.) Eggerbauer (4212' ; tavern), with its

chapel. Or we may follow the Vintschgau road as far as the Toll, and
then ascend to the left by the QuadralhSfe (TIW), by a good path through
wood, to the (3'/2 hrs.) Eggerbauer. Beyond this point a guide is advisable,

and it is better to bring one from Meran or Marling (3'/^, or returning

by St. Pankraz i'/^tt.). The path ascends gradually to the S.W., through
wood to the (2 hrs.) old Yiyilkaprtle on the VigUjoch, adjoining which
is the Jocherbauer (refreshm. ; better night-quarters at the Gamplhof,
5 min. below it, to the S.). The view is very grand: to the N. the Oetz-

thaler Ferner form the background of the Schnalser Thai ; to the W.
is the Vintschgau, bounded on the S. by the Laaser Ferner and the Ortler,

and close to us rise the peaks enclosing the l'ltenthal (Hasenohr, etc.);

to the S. are the Laugenspitze , the Mendel as far as Monte Roen, and
the Etschthal as far as Sigmundskron ; to the E. the Dolomites, from the

Peitlcrkofel and the Heislerspitzen on the "N
T

. (Langkofl, Plattkofl, Marmo-
lada, Rosengarten, Lattemar, Sehwarzhorn, Weisshorn) to the vicinity of

the mouth of the Avisio, beyond which the peaks of the Trentine Alps
may be descried; to the N.E. are the Ilinger, Hirzer, and, beyond the

Jaufen, the Duxer Ferner. A more extensive view is obtained from the
Larchbiihel (5968'), 20 min. to the E., and a still finer point is the Rauhe
Biihel (6630'), V/t hr. to the S.W. — We may return by the Lebenberger
Alp and ScMoss Lebenberg (3'/2hrs. to Meran), or by the longer and more
interesting route past the scattered village of Pawigl, with its picturesque
church, to (l3/i hr.) Ausserhof in the Ultenthal (p. 215), and thence by
Tucherms (p. 208) to (2'/2 hrs.) Meran. — The ascent of the Hochwart
(8450') from the Jocher is not difficult, and will amply repay the fatigue
(3 hrs. ; guide).

The Rothsteinkogel (5150') is also interesting (3'/-j hrs. ; .guide 3-3'/2 A)-
We ascend by Katzenstein (p. 213) and through the Sinichsehlucht to the
Hochplaller, the highest farm-house belonging to 'Meran (refreshm.). On
the margin of the Vbran plateau we diverge to the left from the path
to Vbran, and soon reach the summit, distinguished by its girdle of sand-
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stone. The view embraces the Etschthal, the Dolomites, Ortler, etc. We
return either by Vbran (3970'; Lercher's Inn) and Vilpian (p. 209), or by
Hafling and Kaiharina in der Schart (see below).

The Muthspitze (7300'; 5'/2 hrs. ; guide 4 fl.) is less interesting: from
Dorf Tirol to the Muthhbfe, then a fatiguing ascent, partly through wood.

To the Spronser Thai, with its ten lakes, a fatiguing but attractive

expedition (there and back 12-13 hrs.
;
guide 3'/j, or with descent to Plan

5 fl.). The path ascends by Dorf Tirol and Schloss Alter to the (3'/2 hrs.)

farm of Lang/all (3390 1

) in the Spronser Thai ; thence over the Lang/all-
Atpe (5120') to the (2 1

,

,

2 hrs.) Kaisersee (to the left of which is the
Pfttschsee), and past the Griinsee to the (3'/2 hrs.) Langsee (4760') , the
largest of the lakes (2 M. in eircumf.). — Instead of returning by the
same route, we may cross the Spronser Joeh (8790') to Plan and (3 hrs.)

Piatt in the Pfelderthal (comp. p. 217), spend the night at Piatt , and re-

turn to (10 hrs.) Meran next day by Moos and through the Passeir.

The Gfallwand (10,423'; l'/2 day; guide 61/2 fl.), between the Zielthal

and the Schnalser Thai, is the finest of the loftier peaks near Meran.
Drive in the afternoon to JValurns (p. 190) ; walk or ride thence in 4 hrs.

to the Mayralpe (good quarters) ; next morning ascend to the plateau on
the summit in 3'/2 hrs. (refuge-hut). View magnificent. A shorter but
rough path leads from the Toll through the Zielthal to the (4 l

/a hrs.) Zie-

l?r or Muth-Alpe (poor quarters), and thence to the (2 hrs.) top.
The Ifflnger (8370' ; B hrs. ;

guide 3>/2-4 fl.), fatiguing. The path leads
by Qoyen and Alfreid to the (3'/2 hrs.) Gsleirhof (4435' ; Alpine fare) ; then
a toilsome ascent over the Ochsenboden and the Rothwand to the (3 hrs.)

nearer peak, a fine point of view. (The farther and higher ,peak, 8450',

is very difficult of access.) Descent to (2>/2 hrs.) St. Katharina in der
Schart (3565'; Sulfner Inn); then by the Eggerbauer and Rumetz to (2 hrs.)

Meran, or by the Lei&eralm to (5 hrs.) Sarnthein in the Sarnthal. We may
also descend by the Gemsplatte to the Leilenalm, and thence traverse the
Schnuggenthal to (3'/2 hrs.) Schbnna.

The ascent of the 'Hirzer (Prennspitze, 9124'; 9 hrs.; guide 6 fl.) is a
very fine excursion. A good bridle-track leads by Schbnna to (2 hrs.) Ver-
dins (2690' ; Inn) , a small 'Bad'. Crossing the romantic Masulschlucht, it

next leads to (2 hrs.) Tall or Prenn (Inn, rustic), and ascends to the
(2'/2 hrs.) Taller-Alpe (6725'; refuge-hut of the German Alpine Club, night-
quarters 30 kr.), from which a somewhat toilsome path, recently improved,
leads to the (2-3 hrs.) summit. The superb :;:Panorama embraces, to the
N., the Oetzthal, Htubai, and Zillerthal Alps, the Hohe Tauern as far as
the Glockner, E. the Dolomites, S. the Brenta and Presanella, W. the
Ortler and the distant Piz Linard. Steep descent to Aberstiickl in the
Sarnthal ; better by Videgg to Schonna.

The Xaugenspitze (7970
1

; guide 6 fl.), one of the most famous points
of view in this district, is best scaled from Mitterbad (see below; bridle-
path, 4 hrs.), from Platzers (l'/2 hr. above Vbllan, p. 209; in 3 hrs.), or
from Unser Fran im Walde (p. 247 ; 3 hrs.). Hear the top is a new club-
hut (night-quarters 30 kr.). Splendid and extensive panorama.

Fhom Mekan to the Baths of Rabbi, through the Ultenthal (12 hrs.),

not a very attractive route, but convenient for reaching the Val di Sole
(R. 50). At (3 M.) Tscherms (p. 208) the ascent begins with the Aichberg;
Lana (p. 209) lies on the left below. The road passes beautiful groups
of old chestnuts , and commands fine views of the Etschthal and the
opposite heights with the Fragsburg, and of the Iflinger, etc. The first

house in the Ultenthal is (l'/4 hr.) Ausserhof; 50 min., ruins of Eschenloh
on the left, with gigantic pines in the vicinity ; i/*hr., St. Pankraz (2415';

*Ausser-Wirth). The road now descends to the bottom of the valley.
After 35 min. it divides at the 'Walsche Sagen'. The road bearing to the
left and crossing the bridge leads through the Maraunerlhal to the O/2 hr.)
Mitterbad (3100') , a little watering-place with a chalybeate spring and a
good bath-house, whence the Laugenspitze (7970') maybe ascended without
difficulty in 4 hrs. (see above). The road in the main valley, to the W.,
leads past the Innerbad or Lotlerbad lo the (l'/2 hr.) Erk Inn (on the
hill to the right of which is the church of St. Walbttrga); then to (1 hr.)
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Kuppelwies (3720'; Inn), to (
l
/-2 hr.) St. Nicolaus (4124'), and to fti/4 hr.)

St. Gerlravd (4820' ; very poor inn) , with a handsome parsonage. (Passes
to the Martell by the Flimjoch, the Soyjoch , and the Zufrittjoch, see
p. 226.) Thence by a lonely and latterly ill-defined path (guide advisable)
to the summit of the (23/4 hrs.) Kirchberger Joch (8130'), near the Lake
Curro, where a new mountain view is disclosed. Descent by a stony path
to a (

3
/4 hr.) chalet, the path to the right before which must be avoided.

Lastly through larch-plantations to the (IV4 hr.) Baths 0/ Rabbi (see p. 247).
From Merau to Ctes in the Val di Non, see p. 247.

43. The Passeir.
Cuf/tjj. Map, p. 184.

From Meran to St. Leonhard 5, thence over the Jaufen to Sterzing
(p. 193) 7 hrs. — From Meran by St. Leonhard to Moos 7, thence (with
guide) over the Timblerjoch to Stilden in the Oetzthal (p. 172) 9 hrs. —
Porter from Meran to St. Leonhard l 1

;-,', thence to Sterzing 3 fl.

The Passeir is intimately associated with the memory of Andkeas
HoFKit, the Tyrolese patriot (b. 1707, shot at Mantua 1810; see p. 135). The
lower part of the valley presents few natural attractions, but those who
cross the Jaufen to Sterzing, or the Timbler Joch to the Oetzthal, will
be rewarded with some grand scenery, especially on the latter route.

The wild Passer flows through the valley. A rough paved track

on the right bank passes the Zenoburg (p. 212) and the narrow en-

trance of the Spronter Thai (or Fintleloch, p. 215), crosses the Fine-

lebach , and leads to Kuens and (1' > hr.j Eiffian (1770'; high up
on the opposite bank stands the castle of Schbnna, p. 213). It then

descends to (i/
2 hr.) Xultmis (1560'; *Inn in the old Schildhof),

where the vineyards terminate. In rainy weather the torrents de-

scending from the E. slopes sometimes dissolve the crumbling soil

of the Kellerlahn, a fissured slope near St. Martin , and thus give

rise to dangerous mud - asalanches ( 'Lahn'J. 2 hrs. St. Martin

(*Unterwirth), above which are the Pfandlerhof, Hofer's asylum in

1809, and, :y4 hr. higher, the chalet where he was captured in

1810, with a memorial-tablet erected in 1880. We next reach the

(Y2 nr - ) Sandhof (Inn), in which Hofer was born
,
and mementoes

of him are shown (comp. p. 135); the house belongs to a grandson
of the hero, by whom it has been let. The old visitors' book con-

tains some curious effusions. Adjacent is the new 'Hoferkapelle'.

Above C/2 hr.) St. Leonhard (2130'; *Einhorn or Stroblwhth;
*Iiruhwirth). the chief village in the valley, rises the Jaufenburg,
a ruin on an isolated green hill (view). The Tyrolese peasantry

stormed the churchyard in 1809, and drove out the French.
Fho.m St. Leonhakd to Stekzino (7 hr3.). A bridle-path leads

through the Walteuthal , to the E. (tolerable inn at Walten , better than
those on the Jaufen), in 2 hrs. to the foot of the Jaufen (6872'), and
ascends rapidly to the summit in 2 hrs. more (two very poor inns, one
on each side of the pass). Then a gradual descent of 3 hrs. to Sterzing
(p. 193). Path well defined, but a guide not unacceptable (5-6 fl.). Eiding
not advisable. Several splendid views of the Oetzthal snow-mountains.

Fkom St. Leonhard to Solden in the Oetzthal (10'/2 hrs. ; with
guide, Jakob Holzknecht or Alexander Klotz. 3 fl. per day). The Passeir-
Thal turns to the W. above St. Leonhard. The Grafeilweg, a good bridle-
path , leads on the left bank of the turbulent Passer, past the toll-
house of Qrafeil , where a small toll is exacted , to (.2 hrs.) Moos (3340'

;
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Inn, tolerable). Opposite the village is a fine waterfall of the P/elderer

Bach, above which is the hamlet of Piatt. [About 3 hrs. up the P/elder
Thai (tolerable path) lies the hamlet of Pfelders or Plan (5340' ; "Inn),

and '/2 hr. farther up is Latins (5690'), the last hamlet ; on the right rise

the precipitous walls of the Gurgl-Passeirer Kamm. Passes over the Lang-
thaler Joch or the Rothmoosfernerjoch to Uurgl, and over the Spronser Joch
to Meran, see p. 179.]

At Moos the Passeir turns to the N. The path first traverses a stony
chaos on the left bank, then crosses to the right bank, skirting the rock
by means of a gallery, ascends a steep slope, and descends to the (l'/2 hr.)

Seehaus (Inn , tolerable). The Kummersee , formed by landslips in 1404,
frequently devastated the valley by its overflow, but was drained in 1774
(now a pasture).

The next villages are (
3/4 hr.) Rabenstein (4495' Inn; over the Schnee-

berg and through the Ridnuunlhal to Sterzing, see p. 194) and (1 hr.) Scho-
uau (5043' ; "Inn). The path ascends to the right to the (

3/4 hr.) Schonauer
Alpe (6020'), to which the route from the Timbler Alpe descends (p. 195);
it then crosses the Passeirbach to the left and ascends steeply through
the Moosthal over debris to the (2 hrs.) Timbler- or Turnmel-Joch (8130';

view limited). Descent at first steep, over rock. After l'/a hr. we cross
to the left bank of the Timblevbach , recross to the right bank in 3

/4 hr.,

and then follow the hill-side, on the right bank of the Gurgler Ache, to

(
3
/i hr.) Zwieselstein and (1 hr.) Sblden. Travellers bound lor Gurgl descend

the slope by the path diverging to the left before the second bridge over
the Timbler Bach, and at Pill (p. 177) join the route to (3 1/* hrs. from
the pass) Ober-Gurgl (p. 177).

44. From Eyrs (Landeck, Meran) to Colico on the

Lake of Como.

Stelvio Pass.

Comp. Maps, pp. 184, 226, 240.

99 M. Diligence from Landeck to Eyrs (51 II.) daily in lO'/a hrs.;
from Meran to Eyrs (28 M.) daily in 6 hrs. (also Stellwagen in both direc-
tions). Post-Omnibus from Eyrs to Bormio over the Stelvio (32 M.) in
summer (15th June to 30th Sept.) daily in ll'/2 hrs. (7 fl. 35 kr. ; open
vehicles generally provided, failing which walking is preferable in line

weather): from Eyrs 6.30 a.m., Prad 7.15, Trafoi 10.15, Franzenshbhe 12
noon, S. Maria 4, arrival at the Baths of Bormio 6 p.m.; from Bormio
6.30, S. Maria 10.30 a.m., Franzenshohe 1, Trafoi 3, Prad 4.20, arrival at
Eyrs 5.20 p.m. — Italian Diligence from Borinio to Colico (67 M.) daily
at 10.30 a.m., in 14'/2 hrs. (17 fr. 20 c. ; Swiss diligence from Tirano to
Bormio daily at 6.30 a.m., in 6 hrs., 8 fr. 85 c). Two-horse carriage with
two seats from Spondinig to Bormio 24 11. ; extra-post with two horses
from Bormio to Sondrio 67 fr., to Colico 102 fr. ; from Sondrio to Co-
lico 40 fr.

The route over the 'Stelvio (Oiogo di Stelvio, Lier. Stil/ser Joch), the
highest carriage-road in Europe, 9045' above the sea-level, constructed by
the Austrian government in 1820-25, is exceedingly interesting, and gradu-
ally carries the traveller from the huge glaciers and snow-fields of the
Urtler and Monte Cristallo to the vine-clad slopes of the Val Tellina, and
the luxuriant vegetation of the banks of the Lake of Como. The finest
scenery is on the Tyrolese side of the pass; and the construction of the
road itself is an object of interest on the Italian side.

Pedestrians crossing the pass are strongly recommended not to take
any short-cuts, as the road affords the finest view. At Mais, Eyrs, and
Laas, however, the dusty high-road may be avoided by following footpaths
straight across the valley (comp. p. 188).

From Landeck or Meran to Eyrs, see li. 39. The .Stelvio road
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crosses the Etsch to the left at Spondinig (2916' ; *Hirsch), 2 M.
to the W. of Eyrs , and then runs straight across the valley, which

is here l'/o M. broad and is covered with debris and rendered

marshy by the inundations of the Trafoier Bach. At —
31/2 M. Prad (2940' ; *Neue Post ; Alte Post), or Brad, a small

village at the entrance to the Trafoier Thai , the road is joined on

the right by the direct route from Mais by Glurns and Lichtenberg

(p. 188). At the (
3
/4 hr.) Schmelz (Inn) the road begins to ascend,

the valley contracts , and the brawling Trafoier Bach forms several

waterfalls. On the hill to the right lies the poor village of Stilfs,

Ital. Stelvio, whence the route derives its name. A little farther on

we cross the stream, and soon obtain a fine view of the Trafoi snow-

mountains (see below). In the opposite direction (N.) towers the

broad snowy pyramid of the Weisskugel (p. 174).

Near (3'/.)M.) (lomagoi. Germ. Beidewasser ('gemelle acque',

426;V; tolerable inn), totheS.E., opens the wild Suldenthal (p. 227),

whence the Suldenbach dashes forth. A little way up the valley is

a barrack. The road ascends more rapidly and crosses the Trafoier

Bach four times. As we approach (3^4 M.) Trafoi the Monte Livrio

(10,470') first becomes visible, and adjoining it on the right the

Naglerspitze (10,686'). A magnificent panorama is soon disclosed:

to the left the huge Oilier (the summit itself is not visible) ; to

the right of it the Pleisahorn (10,312'); then the Untere Ortler

Ferner and the Trafoier Ferner , separated by the Xushorn Spitze

(944'2'J, and crownod by the Trafoier Eiswnnd (11,240'); next,

the black Mudntsrhspitze (10,174'), the Mndatsrh - Ferner, the

Kristnll-Spitzen (11,300'), and the Geistempitze (11.3;"):")').

11 M. Trafoi ('trefoj', trefoil; 5080'; *Post, with view, K. 1 fl.;

Zur Schi'men Aussicht), a small village, is grandly situated.
Excursions and Ascents. (Guides, Joh. Mazagg , Math, and Joh.

Thbni, Jos. Platter, and Jac. Atelier of Trafoi ; Oeorg, Alois, and Jos. Pich-

ler of Gomagoi. Interesting walk (guide unnecessary) from Trafoi to the

(
3
/4 hr.) Heilige Drei Brunnks. The path, which is nearly level the

whole way, descends from the road to the left, about 250 paces above the

'Post', runs at tirst below the pine-wood , crosses the three arms of the

brook, which afterwards unite, and reaches the Three Holy Springs'

(5263'). Under a wooden roof are three rude figures representing Christ,

the Virgin, and St. John, from whose breasts Hows the ice-cold 'holy

water 1

. Adjacent are a chapel and a house used as a tavern when a pil-

grimage takes place. Opposite rises the huge and nearly perpendicular
Madatsch, from the dark limestone cliffs of which two brooks are pre-

cipitated from a great height. To the left, above us, are the ice-masses of

the Trafoi and Untere Ortler Glaciers, overshadowed by the Trafoier Eis-
wand. The whole scene is verv picturesque and impressive.

The ascent of the !Ortler (12,814') from Trafoi (from which 1000' more
have to be ascended than from Sulden) has been much facilitated by the
erection of the Payerhutte (p. 229) , which enables the traveller to divide
the excursion into two days. (Ascent, free from serious difficulty, 7-8 hrs.

in all; guide 10 fl., with descent to Sulden ll'/a fl. ; to the Payerhutte and
back 4 fl., by the Payerhutte to Sulden 5'/2 fl.). The route crosses the
Trafoibach halfway to the Holy Springs, and ascends by a new path
through wood, and then through the Tabarettalhal (with the Tabaretta
Glacier on the right), over grass and debris to the (4 hrs.) Payerhutte
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(10,060'), where it unites with the route from Sulden. [The old route was
by the Holy Springs , and ascended the steep Bergl to the foot of the
Stickle Pleiss, a small and precipitous glacier. It then either crossed the
glacier and ascended the saddle to the N. of the Pleisshorn ('Ruthner's

route') , or made a circuit to the left through the Hohe Eisrinne (p. 231)

to the Obere Orller Glacier and to the summit ('Tuckett's route'). The
latter affords the shortest descent to Trafoi (comp. p. 231).]

An admirable survey of the Ortler group is obtained from the Tartscher
Aim (6168'), 1 hr. to the S.W. of Trafoi (guide, unnecessary, 1 fl.); still

more extensive views are afforded by the Schwarze Wand (7920'), l'/2 hr.

farther up, and by the Korspitze (9600') , 4'/2 hrs. from Trafoi (same way
to both; good path almost to the top; guide 3 fl.). (From the Korspitze
to the Rbthelspitze 3

/t hr., and descent to the Stelvio Pass, very interest-

ing, see p. 22U.) — The Kleinboden (ascended easily in 2 hrs. ; guide l l
fa fl.)

affords a line view of the Ortler, atelvio, Oetzthaler Ferner, etc.

Ascent of the Geisterspitze from Trafoi , see below. The following
peaks are suitable for adepts only, all being fatiguing, and some of them
difficult: Naglerspitze (10,686', 5 hrs., guide 3'/2 fl.) and Mte. Livrio
(10,475'; 4 hrs.; 3 l/2 fl.), both free from difficulty; Tucketl-Spitze (11,400';

7 hrs. ; 5fl.); Schneeglocke (11,275'; 7 hrs. ; 5\'i fl.) ; Hohe Schneide (11,155';

7 hrs.; 5fl.); Madatsch- Spitzen (Vordere, 10,174', Mittlere 10,866', Hintere,
11,260'; 4-5 fl.); Monte Cristallo (11,300'; 8 hrs.; 5'/2 fl.). Very difficult are
the Trafoier Eiswand (11,690'; guide 14 fl.) and particularly the Thurwie-
serspitze (11,975'; 14 fl.).

Over the Hochleitenjoch to Sulden, with the ascent of the s Hoch-
leitenapitze (9163'), 6-7 hrs. (guide 5 fl.). The path crosses the brook at

the Trafoi Mill and ascends by a wide circuit to the left , through wood.
It then becomes steeper, and leads through the Hochleitenthal, over abrupt
slopes of grass and detritus, to the Hochleitenjoch (8956'), from which we
ascend the rocky arete to the (3'/2-4 hrs.) summit without difficulty.

Magnificent view of the Sulden Alps : from left to right , Tschengelser
Hochspitz , Kleine and Hohe Angelus-Spitze, Vertainspitze, Plattenspitze,
Pederspitze, Schontaufspitze, Madritsch-Spitze , Cevedale, Suldenspitze,
Schrbtterhorn , Kreilspitze, and finally the huge Ortler, which seems
quite near. Far below, to the E. is the Suldenthal ; to the W. the Tra-
foithal with the Stelvio road and the sombre Madatsch; N. the Ober-
Vintschgau with Mais and the lakes of the Etsch. — Descent partly over
steep and crumbling rocks, slopes of turf and debris, and lastly through
wood and meadows to (2 ]/2-3 hrs.) St. Gertrud (p. 228).

By the Payerhiitte to Sulden (6 hrs.
;
guide 5 l/2 A.), see p. 229. — The

Orller Pass and Hochjoch (difficult), see p. 231. From the Ortler Pass the
traveller may also descend over the Zebra Glacier to Val Zebru (p. 222).

To S. Cateeina over the Trafoier Joch (10,820'), between the Schnee-
glocke and the Hintere Madatschspitze, or over the Madatsch-Joch (10,860')

between the Tuckett-Spitze and Monte Cristallo, both difficult (p. 222).

The road ascends in bold windings on the left side of the valley.

As the best views are obtained from some of the bends, the short-

cuts should be avoided. The finest point is (2y2 M.) the *Weisse
Knott, a platform with a table and bench, near a cross. Facing us
is the sombre Madatsch , to the right the Madatsch Glacier , and to

the left the Trafoi and Untere Ortler glaciers, separated by the Nas-
hornspitze and overlooked by the snowy summits of the Eiskogl,

Femerkogl, Thurwieserspitze, Trafoier Eiswand, and Hintere Ma-
datschspitze. More to the left, in the foreground, rises the Pleisshorn
with the Hohe Eisrinne (p. 231). Ear below, amid dark pine-trees,

lies the sequestered chapel of the Three Holy Fountains . About '/aM

.

farther, just before the kilometre-stone marked 18 , is the spot
(indicated by a post with a small black cross) where Madeleine de
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Tourville, an English lady, was thrown down the slope and mur-

dered by her husband, a Walloon, on 16th July, 1876. Just

beyond this point a path descends to the left to the Heilige Drei

Brunnen, p. 218. Immediately opposite the superb Madatsch glacier

is the
(_

3
/4 M. ) Cantoniera al Bosco, which was destroyed by irregular

Italian troops in 1848. The zone of trees is now quitted, and

stunted dwarf-pines only are occasionally seen. At (l'/4 M.)

—

IBM. Franzenshohe [7160' ;
* Wallnbfer), the highest peak of

the Ortler becomes visible for the first time.
A splendid view, particularly striking by evening-light, is obtained by

ascending the grassy slopes behind the inn fur '/a - 1 hour. In the fore-

ground is the Madatsch glacier with its magnificent ice-fall, and above
it rises the Madatsch, behind which is seen the Ortler in all its grandeur;
in the background to the N.E. are the Uetzthaler Ferner.

The road ascends in long windings on slopes of talc-slate.

About halfway up is the dilapidated Casetta, a road-menders' hut.

On the summit of the Stelvio Pass {iiiogo di Stelvio, or Ferdi-

nandshbhe, 9045'), o'/o M. from Franzenshohe, is a workmen's house.

A column to the left marks the boundary between Austria and Italy.

The Bernina , the next highest Alpine pass crossed by a carriage-

road, is 7658' in height.
A path by the house , traversing mica-slate , ascends in steep zigzags

to a (20 min.) rocky peak (a spur of the Rothelspitze, see below) which
commands an imposing view, particularly of the Ortler, the snowy dome
of which appears quite near. Below , in the foreground , are the gorges

of the Stelvio road. The barren red Moult Fressura (liblhelspilze, 994U"),

which intercepts the view of the Miinsterthal to the N., may be ascended
in 1 br. more (view similar to that from the Umbrail).

The Geisterspitze (11,355')> a very fine point, may be ascended from
the pass in 272-3, or from Franzenshohe in 4 hrs. (guide from Trafoi 5 fl.).

The route ascends gradually across the Eben Glacier, between Monte Livrio

on the left and the Naglerspitzt and Hohe Schneide on the right, to the

W. base of the Geisterspitze, a sharp, snow-clad ridge. Then a steep

ascent to the narrow arete at the top (no serious difficulty, but a steady

head necessary) , which commands an admirable view of the Ortler, etc.

Far belows lies the green Val Furva.
To the left , close to the road , is the glittering ice of the Eben

(Cristullo) and Steicio Hinders. The road is seldom entirely free

from snow except in warm seasons ; snow 6-8' deep is sometimes

seen by the road-side in July, and long icicles frequently hang from

the roofs of the galleries. The road then descends in windings,

which may be avoided by short-outs, to (f/2 M.) —
23 M. S. Maria [8317'; *lnn), the fourth Cantoniera and the

Italian custom-house. To Bormio [9 Al.) a drive of i^o-^ hrs. ; in

the reverse direction a good walker will easily outstrip a carriage,

which takes 4-5 hrs.

A bridle-path, formerly the only route between the Vintschgau and
Val Tellina (.valleys of the Adige and Adda), diverges from the Stelvio
route to the right near the Cantoniera S. Maria, crosses the Wormser
Joch (8240'), or Umbrail Pass, and descends (in 3 hrs., ascent 4 hrs.)

through the Muranza Valley to the Swiss village of a. Maria in the Miin-
sterthal (p. 189); thence by Tau/ers to (9 II.) Mais (p. 188) in the valley
of the Adige (or Etsch). This forms a very pleasant excursion.

The ascent of the Piz Umbrail (9954'; l>/s hr.
; guide, unnecessary for
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adepts, 5-6 fr.), the E. and highest peak of the serrated mountain-range
which bounds the valley of the Braulio on the N., is recommended. We
diverge by the Dogana to the right, and ascend first a grassy slope and
then a stony zigzag path to the jagged summit (the Umbrail glacier is no
longer crossed). Magnificent view. To the E., towering above the red

Monte Pressure, is seen the Ortler, with its series of snowy peaks, Hebru,
Krinigsspitze, Thurwieserspitze. Trafnier Eiswand, Tuckett-Spitze , Cevc-

dale, Monte Cristallo, Oeisterspitze; to the S. the distant Adnmello. then

the Alps of the Val Tellina (Cima di Piazza. Cima di Lago Spalmo, Corno
di Dosde, etc.); W. the Bernina; N. the Alps of the T,ower Engadine (Piz

Linard, Piz Buin, Fluchthorn), then the Oetzthal Alps with the Weiss-
kugel, Similaun, and, in the background, the Venediger and Glockner.

A good panorama by Faller may be seen at the cantoniera. — Those
approaching from Bormio ascend the Umbrail from the third cantoniera

(see below); the route (no path) diverges to the left from the road, near

a post on the right, about '/« M. above the cantoniera, and ascends the

hill-side to (1 hr.) a small lake, whence it climbs over rocks to the (t hr.)

top. Descent to S. Maria.

We next reach the (1 M. ; third) Cantoniera al Piano del Brau-
glio (7875' ; Inn . well spoken of), near the i Abitazione del R. Cap-

peUano' and a chapel , and then the Casino dei Rotteri di Sponda-
longa, a house occupied by road-menders.

The road descends in numerous windings, which the pedestrian

can generally cut off. (In the gorge to the right are the *Falls of

the Braulio, precipitated over rocky terraces.) We cross the brook

descending on the left from the Val Vitelli by the Ponte Alto , and
reach the (second) Cantoniera al Piede di Spondalonga (6905'),

which -was destroyed by the Garibaldians in 1859. To the right

rises the abrupt Mte. Braulio (9790 r). The road skirts the moun-
tain slope and is carried through the 'Diroccamento' defile by means
of covered galleries. Farther on is the (first) Cantoniera di Piatta

Martina (5971'), beyond which the Adda dashes forth from the

wild Val Fraele on the right and unites with the Braulio. (A brook

springing from a rock at the mouth of the Val Fraele is sometimes

erroneously called the source of the Adda.)

Beyond the last gallery but one the valley and the road turn

towards the S., and a beautiful view is disclosed of the valley of

Bormio as far as Ceppina. To the S.W. rise the Piz S. Colom-

bano (9940'), the Cima di Piazza (11,712'). and the Piz Redasco;

to the S.E. are the Cime di Oobetta (9840') and the ice-pyramid

of Piz Tresero (11,860'). On the right, beyond the deep gorge of

the Adda , tower the abrupt slopes of the Mte. delle Scale. The
Bagni Vecchi (plain but good quarters) or Old Baths of Bormio

(7^4 M. from S. Maria), now come into view, perched on the rocks

below the road. Before the last tunnel is reached, a Toad descends

to them direct. At the egress of the last tunnel (the Galleria dei

Bagni), a slab on the rock to the left records that this 'Via a Bur-
mio ad Athesim per Braulii juga', begun in 1820, was completed

by the architect Donegani in 1825. Fine view from the bridge.

The *New Baths of Bormio, or Bagni Nuovi (4396' ; also a ho-

tel, R. 2'/2-4, B. li/
2 , L.&A. 1V2 , D. 5fr.; closed on 15th Oct.),
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Y2 M. lower down, a handsome building on a terrace , destroyed by

the Garibaldians in 1859, but afterwards rebuilt, command a fine

view of the valley of Bormio and the surrounding mountains. The

baths are much frequented in July and August. The thermal water

(92-100° Fahr., almost without mineral ingredients") is conducted

hither by pipes from the springs at the old baths, to which, besides

the road, a pleasant footpath ascends
( V4 hr.). The springs, which

are mentioned by Pliny, issue from the dolomite cliffs above the

deep gorge of the Adda. The old Roman baths hewn in the rocks

are interesting. — The diligences over the Stelvio and through the

Val Tellina arrive at and start from the New Baths, where letters

from the N. addressed to Bormio are usually left.

The windings of the road end, IV4M. lower down, at —
32 M. Bormio, Ger. Worms (4012'; Posta, not expensive, well

spoken of; Cola, in the market), an antiquated little Italian town

at the entrance to the Val Furva, with many dilapidated towers.

In the Val Furva, about 8 M. to the E. of Bormio, on the Frodolfo, is

situated Sta. Caterina (5700'; 50 rooms; gond quarters), a bath of some
repute, with a spring impregnated with carbonic acid. (One-horse car-

riage from the New Baths and back 12 fr. or more ; diligence every after-

noon in l l/2hr., returning from Sta. Caterina in the morning.) The house,

which belongs to the landlord of the Posta at Bormio , is closed (or the

season on 15th Sept. , after which no accommodation is to be had. The
tolerable road leads through the Val Furva, which is picturesque at first,

but afterwards monotonous, by X Xirolb and (8 31.) S. Antonio, at the

mouth of the Val Zebru (see below), which is terminated by the precipices

of the Cristallo. Sta. Caterina is very finely situated between the Monte
Confinale on the N. , the Mte. Tresero on the E., and the Mte. Sobretta

on the S., and is a good starting-point for exploring the S. side of the

Ortler. (Guides, P Compagnoni, A. Bonetti, and Batt. Confortola.)

To the "Forno Glacier, a beautiful walk (5 hrs. there and back; guide

not indispensable). We follow the right bank nf the Frodolfo, the path

being level at first, and then ascend the wild Val Forno, which contains

remarkably fine Alpine cedars (skirting the deep gorge of the Frodolfo

on the right). The path, steep and stony at places, leads tn the (3 hrs.)

Malga di Cassina (7200'; bed of hay, but no provisions), grandly situated

opposite to the huge Forno Glacier, which descends to the valley in an

imposing ice-fall, and surrounded by the finely-shaped Piz Tresero, Punta
di S. Matteo, Mte. Saline, etc. On the opposite bank of the Frodolfo is

the Forno Alp (dirty chalets). — To the Val di Cedeh, see below and p. 232.

Very interesting and moderately easy is the ascent of *Iffonte Con-
finale (11,075'; 5 hrs.; with guide), to the N. of Sta. Caterina, between
the Val Zebru and the Val di Cedeh. Admirable survey of the Ortler

chain from the summit; W. the Bernina and Piz Linard, S.W. the Monte
della Disgrazia, S. the Presanella.

A longer expedition (a whole day ; with guide) is the following : From
the (3 hrs.) Malga di Cassina (see above) we ascend on the W. side ot

the Val di Cedeh. over grass, detritus, and snow , to the (2'/2 hrs.) Passo
Zebru (9905') , between Mte. Confinale and the Konigsspitze. Fine view
of the Konigsspitze, Zebru. Thurwieserspitze, and Mte. Cristallo. Descent
by the Vedretta Zebru to (i'/2 hr.) II Pastore, the highest Alp in the Vat

Zebru; thence down the valley by (2 hrs.) S. Antonio (see above) to

(2 hrs.) Sta. Caterina.
From Sta. Caterina over the Cevedale Pass and the Eissee Pass tc

Sulden, and ascent of the Konigsspitze and Cevedale. see R. 46. Over the

Cevedale Pass to the Martellthal , see p. 226 : over the Trafoier- or Mad-
atsch-Joch to Tra/oi, see p. 219. — The following S. peaks of the Ortlei
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group fall fatiguing) may be ascended from Sta. Calerina by experts with
an able guide: Piz Tresero (11,860') in 5'/2hrs. (the last part (inly steep);

Punta di S. Matteo (11,920') in 6 hrs.; Mte. Vios (11,912') in 7 hrs, ; Pallon

delta Mare (12,008') in 6-7 hrs.

From Sta. Cateeina to Ponte di Leono, over the Gavia Pass (7660'),

7 hrs., easy and interesting (guide unnecessary in clear weather). A tol-

erable but steep bridle-track ascends on the W. side of the valley, crosses

the stream by the (l'A hr.) Ponte delta Vitcca. and again ascends to (1 hr.)

the top of the E. side of the valley. On the left are the precipices of

the Piz Tresero (11,860'). Farther on , the path crosses, by the Ponte di

Pietra, the discharge of the Gavia Glacier, which descends on the left from
the Punta di S. Matteo (good view of the glacier from the hill to the left

beyond the bridge). We then traverse a more level valley, following the

right bank of the stream (way marked by crosses and heaps of stones),

pass the Lago Bianco, and reach the (2 hrs.) summit of the pass, between
the Corno dei Tre Signori (10,905') and the Monte Gavia (fine retrospect

of the Ortler group). On the other side of the pass the Lago Nero lies

on the right. The path descends to the left, past a spring(marble tablet

with inscription of 1619) to the small baths of Silissi in the Val Mazza,
from which a carriage-road follows the bank of the Oglio, passing Pezzo

on the hill to the left, to (3 hrs.) Ponte di Legno (p. 249).

Fbom Sta. Cateeina to Pejo, over the Sforzellina Pass (9180
1

; 8V2 hrs.;

with guide), laborious and devoid of interest. The route is at first identi-

cal with that to the Gavia Pass; above the Ponte di Pietra, where the more
level valley begins, we diverge to the left, and cross loose stones and
snow in the direction of the opening to the N. of the Corno dei Tre

Signori (10,905'). The summit of the pass , 4'/a hrs. from Sta. Caterina,

affords little view. Then a rapid descent into the small Val Bormina,
a rough walk of 2 hrs. through the valley to the Val del Monte, and thence
to Pejo (p. 248) in 2 hrs. more.

The road traverses the floor of the valley in a straight direction

towards the S.W., crosses at (1 M.) S. Lucia the muddy Frodolfo,

which falls into the Adda helow the bridge, and then turns towards

the S. The broad green valley (piano) of Bormio ends at (2^ M.)
Ceppina, beyond which we pass the hamlet of S. Antonio, and then

Morignone , in the green Valle di Sotto , with its church on the

hill above.

The Serra di Morignone, a defile 1 M. in length , here separates

the district of Bormio, 'Paese Freddo', or 'cold region', from the Val

Tellina ,
which belonged to the Grisons down to 1 797, then to

Austria, and since 1859 has been united to Italy. The broad valley

is watered by the Adda, the inundations of which often cause great

damage , and its slopes yield excellent red wine. The Ponte del

Diavolo was destroyed by the Austrians in 1859. Near the end of

the defile, on the right, are the ruins of a fort. The valley now ex-

pands , and the vegetation becomes richer. To the left lies Le
Prese, at the mouth of the Val di Rezzo; then Mondadizza.

45 M. Bolladore (2838' ; Posta or Angelo). On the slope to the

W. rises the church of Sondalo. Near (3'/2 M. ) Orosio we cross

the Adda, and at the large village of (i 1^ M.) (irossotto (Leone
d'Oro) the Roasco, which issues from the Val Qrosina. (At the en-

trance to the valley, on the left, are the well-preserved ruins of the

handsome castle of Venosta.) At (IV2 M. ) Maszo the road recrosses

the Adda. To the W. rises the precipitous Piz Masuccio (9245'), a
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landslip from which in 1807 blocked up the narrow channel of the

Adda, and converted the populous and fertile valley into a large lake.

The road then descends by Tovo, Lorem, and Pernio, passing vine-

clad hills, to •

—

57 M. Tirano (1506 ft. ; Posta or Angela; Hotel Stelvio, by the

lower bridge; Due Torri. adjoining the diligence-offlce~) , a small

town which has also often suffered from the inundations of the

Adda, with old mansions of the Visconti, Pallavicini, and Salis

families.

About 3
/4 M. farther, on the right bank of the Adda, lies Ma-

donna di Tirano (*$. Michele, R. 3 fr.~), a small village built in a

wide circle round the imposing pilgrimage-church, an edifice of the

17th century. (The road which divorses here to the right leads to

Poschiavo , and across the Bernina to the Upper Engadine; see

Baedeker's Switzerland.}

The road next crosses the Posrhiavjno, which descends from the

Bernina glaciers. At Tresenda the road over the Monte Aprica

diverges to the left fcomp. p. 250, and Baedeker's Northern Italy).

On the N. slope of the valley rises the old watch-tower of Teglio,

which gives its name to the valley (Val Teglino). On the hill to

the right, near Sondrio, stand the churches of Pendolasco and

Montagna.
73 M. Sondrio (1140'; *Posta; Maddalend), the capital of the

Val Tellina, with a considerable wine-trade, is prettily situated on

the Malero, a torrent which has frequently endangered the town,

but is now conducted through an artificial channel. A long building

outside the town, once a nunnery, is now private property. The old

residence of the bailiffs has been converted into a barrack.

The beautiful 'Val Malenco, which opens here to the N., deserves

a visit. A tolerable road leads on the right bank of the Malero by Torre

to (9 31.) CMesa (4280'; * Olivo ; Battaglia). the chief place in the valley,

very finely situated (T\
T

. the Bernina, W. Monte della Disgrazia). Thence
over the Murello Pass (8390') to the Maloja (8 hrs.), or through the Val

Lantema ascending to the N.E. and through the Val Campo Moro to the

Canciano Pass (8360') aud Poschiavo (9-10 hrs.), see Baedeker** Switzerland.

Picturesque walks in the vicinity: to the Lago di Pain (6300'), beauti-

fully situated; by Lanzadn to the waterfall at the head of the Val Lan-
tertia; to the Pirlo Lakes (6890'). etc. — The Monte della Disgrazia
(12.073') may be ascended from Chiesa in 10-12 hrs. (very fatiguing and
difficult; the previous night may be spent on the Alp di Rali, 3'/2 hrs.

from Chiesa). The ascent may also be made from the Plan di Pietra Rossa,

an Alp in the Val di Sasso Bissolo (a side-valley of the Val Masino), or

from the Piode Alp in the Val di Mello (see below). On the Coma Rossa
Pass (8850'), between the Val Malenco and the Val di Sasso Bissolo, is

a new hut of the Italian Alpine Club, from which the Disgrazia may be
ascended in 4 hours.

On a rocky height to the W. , farther on , rises the church of

Sassella, erected on galleries. On the right, about 4 M. above

Morbegno, opens the interesting Val Masino.
The road in the Val Masino ascends by Masino and Pioda to (6>/2 M.)

8. Marlino (3755 1

) , where the valley divides: to the right is the Valle
di Mello, to the left the Valle dei Bagni. In the latter lie (l'A 31.) the
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Bagni del Masino, with a good "Bath-house (4350'). The valley, called

the Val Porcellizza above this point . now turns to the N. ; in the back-
ground rises the precipitous Badile group. The E. peak (Piz Trubinasca,
9575') and the W. peak (Piz Cengalo , 11,060') present no difficulty to

experts with good guides. The central peak (Pis Badile, 10,^50') is very
difficult. — Passes to the Val Bregaglia (Bondo Pass, Forcella di S. Mar-
lino, etc.), see Baedekers Switzerland.

SS^'o M. Morbegno (850'; Regina d'Jnghilterra or Postd) is

noted for its silk-culture. The lower part of the Val Tellina is ren-

dered marshy and unhealthy by the inundations of the Adda.
99M. Colico (Albergo Piazza Garibaldi, on the lake; Isola

Bella) is situated at the N.E. end of the Lake of Como ; see Bae-

deker's .V Italy, or Baedeker's Switzerland.

45. The Martellthal.

Comp. Maps, pp. 184, 226, 240.

The Martellthal, or Mortellthal, the longest valley in the Ortler Alps
(15 M.), affords the shortest route from the lower Vintschgau to Sulden.
The lower part of the valley (as far as the Marteller Alp) is rather mono-
tonous, but the glacier scenery at its head is magnificent. The best
quarters are at Salt; the inns at Gand and Martell are poor. The best
starting-point for excursions is the new club-hut on the Zufall-Alp (p. 226).
— Guides : Paul and Math. Kobald, and Jos. and Marl. Eberhbfer of

Gand ; Joseph and Math. Holzknechl of Unterhblderle (see also Sulden guides,

p. 228).

At the mouth of the valley lies the village of Morter (2380'),

reached in 20 min. from Goldrain (p. 190), or in 40 min. from
Latsch (p. 190). The path from the latter quits the village on the

iS.W. side, to the right, crosses the Plima after 35 min., and in

5 min. more reaches the road up the valley, at the upper end of

the village of Morter. On a hill to the left are the ruined castles

of Inter- and Ober-Montan (the latter inhabited) and the ancient

Chapel of St. Stephen. The road (10 min.) crosses the brook and
begins to ascend rapidly. The floor of the valley is strewn with
rocks and debris, over which dashes the Plima. Near Salt are large

marble quarries.

1 hr. Salt, a small chalybeate bath, lies a few hundred paces

above the road, to the left (plain but good quarters). To the right,

on the hill on the left bank, lies Martell, or Thai (4270'; Inn,

near the church, rustic), a scattered village. We next cross the

Flimbach to (
3
/4 hrs.) the long village of Gand , or Gond (Eber-

hbfer, rustic, but well spoken of), traverse wood (on the right the

precipitous Schluderhorn, 9006'), and pass the solitary chapel of

(l'^br.) Maria - Schmelz (5060'). We then (V2 hr.) recross the

stream and traverse a large Alp , with numerous chalets and hay-
sheds. High up, on the left, is the Vntere Zufritt Ferner. At the

end of the Alp^^hr.) the path again enters the wood and ascends,

skirting a projecting spur, beyond which the two snowy peaks of

the Cevedale are suddenly disclosed, but this magnificent picture
soon disappears. We next reach the ('/^hr) Untere Marteller Alp

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 15
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(5974'), on the right hank, and the (10 min.") Obere Martdler

Alp, finely situated on the left hank (opposite which, to the S.

are the Vordere Rothspitze and the Gramsen-Ferner).

The path now ascends through wood on the left hank, passing

several hay-sheds on the opposite side, crosses the (1 hr.) Peder-

bach, and ascends to the right. On the first buttress of the mountain

(where the route to the Mndrittrh-Joch diverges ; see below), we
turn to the left, cross the Mudritschbnch, and ascend the steep

rock to the (1 hr.) *Zufall-Alp ((>.S8:V) at the head of the valley,

into which the two arms of the imposing Zufall Glacier (left , the

h'iirkele-Frrncr ; right, the Lanyen-Ferner) descend from the Ceve-

dale. On the left is the Hohenferner with the Veneziaspitze and
Schransjiitze. Near the chalet is the Zufallhutte, erected in 1882

by the German Alpine Club, the best starting-point for the Ceve-

dale, the Eissee Pass und Cevedale Pass, the Veneziaspitze, etc.

Ascents. (Guides, see above.) The ascent of the "Cevedale (Zufall-
Hpitze , 12,378'; 6-7 hrs. from the Zufall-Alp ; nuide 8'A;. with descent to

Sulden 11. H> 81a. Caterina 12 fl.) is troublesome, but most interesting

(ciimp. p. '.'29). Frnm the hut we ascend to the W. on the N. slope of

the Hutweidenlhal to the foot of the IJintere Wandln, where the Dresden
Club has erected a small refuge-hut; then across the Langenferner to the

Cevedale Pass (see below), and thence to the left t" the top (p. 232). — The
Innere Federspitze (10.764'), which commands a splendid view of the

Order, is ascended from the Marlelhr Alp through the Pederihal (in

6 hrs.. rather toilsome; guide b x

i?. with descent to Sulden 8'/2 fl.). Hay-
bed if necessary at the Peder-Alp, 1 hr. from the Obere Martcller Alp.

The Plalle>ispit:'e (11.286'). the Aeitssere Pederspitze (11.158), the Mitllere

Pednrspilze (11.315'), and the Kchildspitze may also be ascended from the

Peder-Alp. — "Hintere Schontaufspitze, see below. — The ascent of the

Zufritt - tipilze (11. 256') from the TJntere Marteller-Alp is laborious but
interesting (5 hrs. ; guide 6 fl.). The same remark applies to the Venezia-

ffpilze (11.090'), ascended from the Zufall-Alp by the Hohenfernerjoeh in

5 hrs.. and to the Hintere Rvthspitze (10,960'). reached from the Zufall-Alp

by the Schraiiferner and Gramsenferner in 4 hrs. (guide 7, with descent
to Peio over the, Caresen-Ferner 12 fl.). — The ascent, of the Laaser Spitze

(10,822') from Dorf Martell (5-6 hrs. ; guide 4 fl.) is not difficult.

Passes. To the Baths of Rabbi (p. 24 1) from the lower Marteller

Alp over the Sallent-Joch (9900') between the Gramsenspitze and the

Sdllentspitze, 7-8 hrs., laborious (guide 8 fl.). — To Pejo (p. 248), from
the Zufall-Alp, either over the Hohenferner- Joch (10,510') on the

W. side of the Venezia-Spitze (see above; ascended from the pass in

1 hr.), or over the Fiirkele-Scharte (9900') to the E. of the Cevedale,
and down to the Yal di Venezia and the Val della Mare (p. 248),

a fine but fatiguing route, 9-10 hrs. (guide 10 fl.). — To St. Gf.ktkaud in

the Ultenthal (p. 215) , several passes. From the lower Alp over the

Zufritt-Joch (10,080'), to the W. of the Znfrittspllze (see above), down
the rocky slope called 'In der Neuen l!'eW\ and past the Grunsee to the

Weissbrunner Alp, laborious but interesting (7-8 hrs.
; guide 7 1

2 fl.). From
Gand to St. Gertraud over the Soy-Joch (9900') to the X.E. of the Zu-
frittspit/.e, or over the Flim-Joch to the W. of the Hasenohr, two
attractive routes, free from difficulty (6 1

/•_• hrs.
; guide 6 fl.). — To Sta.

Caterina over the Cevedale Pass (Langenfernerjoch, 10.690'). a grand
glacier -tour of 8-9 hrs. (guide 9'/2 A.), with which the ascent of the
Cevedale may be combined (3-4 hrs. more; comp. p. 232).

To Sulden, 10 hrs. from Salt, over the Madritsch-Joch (10.338'). which
forms the usual exit from the Martellthal, a route without difficulty, and
highly interesting when combined with the ascent of the Hintere Schon-
taufspitze, (guide 7>/2, including the Schbntaufspitze 8 fl.). From the upper
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Alp to the (1 hr.) bridge over the Pedei'bach (shortly before reaching
which we pass an excellent spring), see above. We then ascend to the

right through wood and across pastures in the Madritschthal. and lastly

over a steep slope of debris to the (2V-2-3 hrs.) summit of the pass. On the
way up, a fine retrospect is obtained of the Zufrittspitze, the Vordere Roth-
spitze, and the Venezia-Spitze with their glaciers, and from the summit a
stupendous view is disclosed of the mountain-giants mentioned at p. 227, all

apparently within gun-shot. The ° Hinlere Schbntaufspitze (10,892') , im-
mediately to the N. of the pass, and easily ascended in '/a hr. , commands a

still grander and more extensive panorama (comp. p. 229). Descent from
(he .loch over the Ebemeaiid Femer, which presents no difficulty, to the
(H 1

, hr.) Schaubachhutte and to (l'/'.> hr.) Sulden (p. 228). — If the night
has been spent at Salt, the long ascent through the valley to the Joch is

fatiguing, the more so as the steeper portions must be faced during
the midday heat. The traveller may therefore prefer to spread the walk
over two days, spending a night in the new club-hut on the Zufall-Alp.
In the reverse direction (from Sulden, and still more easily from the
Schaubachhutte) a good walker may cross the Madritsch-Joch, climb the
Schontaufspitze, and reach Lalscft (p. 100) in one day.

Another grand route to Sulden is by the "Eissee Pass (10,500'; from
the Zufall-Alp 7 hrs.

;
guide 9 fl.). We follow the Cevedale route as far as

the ne: ve: of the Langenferner (see above), and then proceed to the right to

the (3'/2 hrs.) top of the pass, lying to the right of the Suldenspitze (11,105'),

and commanding a magnificent view of the Suldenthal, with the Konigs-
spitze and the Ortler on the left. Descent over the Sulden Glacier to

the (l'/» hr.) Schaubachhutte and (i 1
/-.. hr.) Sulden.

46. The Suldenthal.
Comp. Maps, pp. 184, 240.

The imposing 'Ortler Group, situated between the sources of the Adige
and the Adda, and notable for their boldness of form, great height, and
magnificent glacier scenery, present a most interesting field to the tourist,
and have accordingly attracted numerous visitors in recent years. The
best starting-point for excursions is Sulden or St. Gerlrud, beautifully
situated (good quarters and good guides). 2'/4 M. from Gomagoi on
the Stelvio route. — For good walkers the finest route to the Suldenthal
and the Ortler region is from Innsbruck through the Stubaithal and over
the Bildstockljoch (p. IS4). to Vent; thence over the Hochjoch, or better
the Niederjoch , to Naturns (or from Kurzras over the Taschljoch to
Schlanders); from Naturns by carriage to Latsch, and then through the
Martellthal and over the Madritsch-Joch (p. 226) to Sulden.

At Gomagoi (p. 218), on tho Stelvio road, the ^Suldenthal, a

valley 7 M. in length, opens on the E. The new road descends to

the right by the inn, crosses the Trafoibach in its narrow fiorge,

and then, skirting the wooded slope to the left, enters the
valley and (1 M.) crosses the wild Suldenbach. The road ends
here for the present. Beyond the bridge we ascend to the right

by a bridle - track , at first steep and stony, passing several farm-
houses and a (40 min. J cross, and then Q/t hr.), beyond a small

chapel, crossing the Iiazoibuch, which descends from the left. The
white mantle of the Ortler now becomes visible on the right ; to the

left, farther on, are the Schiintaufspitze, Pederspitze, and Platten-

spitze. After 25 min. the path crosses the Suldenbach, ascends
steeply on the left bank to the highest plateau of the valley, and
now, nearly level, traverses wood and the broad moraine of the
Marlt Glacier (see below). Before the (25 min.) first house is

15*
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reached , the path leads to the right through a gate
,
and crosses

the meadows to the (10 min.) church and parsonage of St. Gertrud

or Sulden (6056'; *Hotel Eller, kept hy the sisters of the cure';

*Zum Ortler, to the left, beyond the gate and the brook). The

view from this point is limited: E. the Vertainspitze (11,614'),

Plattenspitze (11,286'), Innere Pederspitze (10,768'), and the Hin-

tere and Vordere Schontaufspitze (10,892' and 10,100'); W. the

Ortler (12,814') with its lofty snowy crest, and to the right of it,

the Tabarettaspitze (10,255', with the Tabarettascharte, the route to

the Ortler, on the right") ; then the Barenkopf (9660r
), and lastly

the Hochleitenspitze (9160'). We now descend to the left by the

inn, ctoss the brook, ascend to the right across meadows, and cross

the Zaibach to the Gampenhofe(6160'), 1

/2 nr - beyond the church,

wheTe the magnificence of the scene is fully disclosed. Opposite to

us (S.) rises the Schrotterhorn (11,148'), with the Suldenspitze

(11,105') on the left and the Kreilspitze (11,096') on the right;

then the Kbnigs-Spitze (12,648') and the huge rocky precipices of

the Ortler (12,814'). Between the Konigs - Spitze and the Kreil-

Spitze lies the Koniysjoch (11,063'), and between the Kreil-Spitze

and the Schrotterhorn the Forno Pass (10,938'). — From these

mountains descends the vast Sulden Glacier, which in 1818 and

1856 advanced rapidly into the valley, but afterwards receded, leav-

ing its walls of rubbish behind.
Excursions. Guides: Peter Dangl (head of the society of guides),

Johann, Alois, and Joseph Pinggera. all first-rate ; Jos. Angerer; Georg

and Jos. Pirhler ; Jos. Eeinstadler of Ofenwies; Jos. Eeinstadler of Vollen-

steinhof; Paul, Peter, Simon, and Vincenz Eeinstadler; Alois Sehopf; Joh.

and Jos. Tembl. On Sundays the Sulden (like the Oet/tha]) guides will

not start before mass (11 a.m.). — To the Rosimboden l>/2 hr. (guide 1 fl.

75 kr.). We may either cross the Zaibach, and below the saw-mill (20 min.

from St. Gertrud; fine survey of the Ortler) ascend to the left through
wood; nr, beyond the Gampenhofe, ascend to the left by the wood by a

somewhat steeper path. Where the wood terminates we reach a height

called the Kanzel (about 7900'), which affords a magnificent "View of the

Ortler, with the small End der Well Glacier (see below).
To the -Schaubachhiitte (2'/-' hrs.

;
guide 2'/2 fl.), a very fine excur-

sion. The path leads from the ftampenhofe to the S., crosses the Eosim-
back, and ascends the Legcnraiid ; to the right are the huge moraines of

the Sulden Glacier. After about l'/z hr. the path bends to the left, and
ascends grassy slopes, and then in zigzags over debris, to the (V-i hr.) Schau-
bachhiltte, on the Ebenwand (9430'), splendidly situated in view of the Sul-

den Glacier. Opposite to us rises the imposing Konigsspitze : to the right

are the Zebru and Ortler, to the left the Konigsjoch. Kreilspitze, Forno
Pass, Schrotterhorn, and Suldenspitze. The hut, built in 1876, and well
fitted up (shelter for the night 50 kr., bed 1 fl.), is the starting-point for

the Konigsspitze, the Cevedale. Zebru, Eissee Pass. etc. — Madritsch-Joch
and Hintere Schontaufspitze, see below.

The Hintere Grat and End der "Welt (there and back 4>/2 hrs. ;
guide

2'/2 fl.). The route diverges to the right at the Biichelhof, below the Gam-
penhofe, crosses the brook, and ascends to the (U/2 hr.) Schonleitenhiitte,

and thence to the (1 hr.) small Hintere Grat See, in a wild situation at
the base of the precipitous Hintere Grat (11,370'). We cross the hill to
the N. of the lake and the huge moraines of the End-der-Welt Glacier (to

the left of which tower the gigantic precipices of the Ortler), and return
across the Kuhberg and through wood to (2 hrs.) St. Gertrud.
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The Schoneck (10,240'), opposite St. Gertvud, on the right side of the

Zaithal, ascended without difficulty in 3 hrs. (guide 3 fl.), commands a

splendid view of the Ortler group.

To the Payerhutte (10,058' ; 3 hrs.
;
guide 4 fl.), see p. 231 ; recom-

mended even to those who do not intend to ascend the Ortler. — Hoch-
leitenspitze (9160' ; 3 hrs. ;

guide 3 fl.), an interesting ascent and not dif-

ficult (best combined with the passage of the Hochleitenjoch; see p. 219).

— Tabarettaspitze (10,255'), from the Payerhutte across the Tabaretta Gla-

cier, '/i hr. (guide 4 1
/? fl.), laborious; strikingly grand view of the Ortler.

The ascent of the * Vertainspitze (11,614'; 5 hrs., without difficulty;

guide 5 fl.) is specially recommended. The route is by the Rosimboden
(see above) to the Hosi'ni Glacier, part of which is crossed ; it then ascends
over rocks and loose stones, and lastly a snow-field. 'The Vertainspitze

is an admirable point of view for the three huge pyramids of the Ortler,

Zebru, and Kcinigsspitze. Magnificent mountain-scenery is disclosed on
every side : the Monte Cevedale, the beautiful Laas group with its num-
erous lofty peaks (Pederspitze, Orgelspitze, Ofenwand), the Tschengelser
Hochwand, and the K. slopes of the Martellthal (Zufrittspitze), many of
them remarkable for picturesqueness of form. Then the Stubai and Oetz-
thal snow -mountains (the Venediger and Glockner being also visible),

those of the Orisons, the Bernina, the Finsteraarhorn group, and the Ada-
mello-Presanella Alps. Lastly, at a prodigious depth below the spectator,

lie the houses of Sulden and the Malser Heide, which is visible almost as

far as Nauders.' (Payer.) — Descent by the Rosimjoch into the Laaser
Thai, see p. 232.

The ' Hintere Schontaufspitze (10,892' ; 4 '/a hrs.
;
guide 4Va fl.) is another

admirable point, free from difficulty. The route leads from the Sehau-
bachhiitte (see above) over grass and moraine debris to the (-^ hr.)

Ebenwand Glacier , across the glacier to the (
3
/4 hr.) Madritsch - Joch

(10,338'), and thence to the left by the arete to the O/2 hr.) summit.
Magnificent 'View (comp. the Panorama, p. 230). The ascent is generally
combined with the passage of the Madritsch-Joch to the Martellthal (comp.
p. 226). — The Innere Pederspitze (10,768'; 5 hrs., guide 5 fl.), the Platten-
spitze (11,286'; 4'/-jhrs., 4'/2 fl.). and the Madritschspitze (10,692'; 47a hrs.,

47a A-), peaks similar to the Schontaufspitze, are also occasionally as-

cended. More fatiguing are the Mittlere Pederspitze (11,345'; 5-6 hrs.,

5 1
,-.. fl.), the Hohe Angelus-Spitze (11.5S8'; 57a hrs., 57a fl.), and the Tschen-

gelser Hochwand (11,060'; 472 hrs., 5 fl.).

The -Cevedale (12,378'; 7 hrs., or from the Schaubachhutte 47* hrs.;

guide 7 fl.), a magnificent point, is easy for adepts. The preceding night
should be spent in the Schaubachhutte (p. 228), whence we traverse the
Sulden Glacier to the Eissee Pass and the (27a-3 hrs.) Cevedale Pass, see

p. 232. We next ascend gradually to the left over terraces of snow, and
lastly mount the steep Cevedale ridge, where steps must sometimes be
cut, to the saddle between the central and the 8. peak and the arete
which leads us to the (lVa-2 hrs.) S.W. and highest peak. (The Ceve-
dale, called in the Martellthal the Zufallspitze or Furkele, forming the
central mass of the Ortler Alps, and long regarded as their highest moun-
tain, consists of three peaks: the N., 12,149', the central 12,339', and the
S. 12,378'.) The "View vies with that from the Ortler, and is by many-
preferred, the Ortler group itself being seen to much greater advantage.
To the S.W. the Adamello, Presanella, and Brenta Alps are conspicuous.
At our feet lie the Val di Cedeh (Val Furva), Val della Mare, the Martell-
thal, and the Upper Vintschgau. — Descent by the Cevedale Pass to Sta.
Caterina, see below (guide 10 fl.); by the Langen/emer to the Martell-
thal, see p. 226. By the Vedretta la Mare and the new Cevedale Hut (p. 248)
to the Val della Mare and Pejo, a laborious glacier-route (two guides
at 14 fl.).

The ascent of the Konigaspitze (Konigswand, 12,648') is difficult , and
lit for experts only (from the Schaubachhutte 57a-6 hrs.; guide 12 11.).

From the hut we cross the Sulden Glacier to (17a_2 hrs.) the foot nf the
Konigsjoch, which we ascend in 7a- 1 hr. (very steep and difficult; worst
part of the route; caution necessary on account of the falling stones). At
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the tup we turn to the right to the C/a-'A nr ) Schulter, a projection on
the E. side of the Kiinigsspitze, whence a stiff climb of 2 hrs. over snow
and ice, and finally over rocks and detritus, brings us to the summit.
The "View is magnificent, particularly of the Ortler, and towards the S.

— The ascent on the S. side from the Val di Cedeh (p. 222) is rather

easier, as the route to the Kiinigsjoch from the Cedeh Glacier is much
shorter and less difficult than that from the Sulden Glacier. A still better

plan is to ascend direct to the Schulter, avoiding the Kiinigsjoch. — The
ascent from the N. side, by the Suldener Grat (Payerjoch, between the
Kiinigsspitze and the Zebiu), far more difficult, was made for the first

time in 1878, and in 1879 the summit was reached direct from the Sulden
Glacier by the N.K. slope.

The ascent of the Zebru (12,158' ; from the Schaubachhiitte by the
Hochjoch, 6-7 hrs.; guide 10 fl.) is also difficult, but interesting; the de-
scent may be made into the Val Zebru (p. 222). — The Suldenspitze (11,105'

;

by the Eissee Pass and Langenferner, 3'/2 hrs.
;
guide 5 fl.) is attractive

and not difficult.

The "Ortler (12,811'), once reputed the highest mountain in Europe
after Mont Blanc, is at least the highest of the Eastern Alps. It was
ascended for the first time by the Passeir hunter Joseph Pichler (Josele)

from Trafoi in 1804, and the following year by Dr. Gebhard; then in

1S20 by M. Schebelka, an officer of engineers. No successful ascent was
again made till the summit was attained in 1864 by Mr. Tuckett, also
from Trafoi. In 1865 Dr. v. Mojsisovics discovered the easier route from
Sulden, and since that year the ascent has been frequently undertaken.
The erection of the Payerhiitte (by the German Alpine Club; well fitted

up ; bed 1 fl.), on the Tabaretta ridge, has also greatly diminished the
difficulties of the ascent, which may now be spread over two days. Guide
10, with descent to Trafoi ll</2 11.

About 5 min. below the last houses of St. Gertrud the route ascends
gradually to the left through wood ; after '/2 hr. it crosses the broad mo-
raine of the Marlt Glacier, turns sharply to the left, and ascends in steep
zigzags through wood, afterwards over debris and (to the right) over slopes
of turf to the (i'/a hr.) Marltschneid, a grassy height on the left side of
the Marltthal. Here we turn to the right, cross a steep slope of debris,
and ascend the apparently vertical rocks of the Tabarettawand by a narrow
but safe path, which finally leads up a flight of steps in the rock to the
(1 hr.) Tabarettascharte, a depression in the Tabaretta crest, about half-
way between the Barenkopf and Tabarettaspitze (splendid View to the
W. and N.). We then follow the crest to the left to the ('/4 hr.) Payer-
hiitte (10,058'), lying in a sheltered saddle, with a view to the E. as well
as to the W. From the hut we cross the Tabaretta Glacier to the right
to the ('/j hr.) 'Scharte' below the Tabarettaspitze, whence a magnificent
view is obtained of the Ortler, on this (N.) side entirely covered with
snow. We now round the shoulder of the Tabarettaspitze, leaving the
*awkward Kamin far to the right, and following a good path made by the
German Alpine Club, with steps at places, to the ('/4 hr.) Upper firtler Gla-
cier, which descends to the right into the valley of the Hohe Eisrinne.
Here we ascend to the left over the glacier, at first steep (beware of the
stones which occasionally fall), to the Tsrhier/eck (a rock) ; then over the
crest of neve, steep at places, to the highest plateau. Here we pass to
the right of the peak, and afterward- ascend it to the left, from the S.
side. The summit (3-4 hrs. from the Payerhiitte) lies at the N. and highest
point of a sharp arete of snow, 200 yds. long (not difficult, but requiring
a tolerably steady head). The 'View , as might be expected from such
a height, is most imposing. The majestic Kiinigs-Sjiitze , the Cevedale,
the Thurwieserspitze. and the Cristallo peaks are the most conspicuous of
the Ortler group. Towards the N. is the Tauern chain, with the Glock-
ner, the Venediger, and the Drciherrnspit/e, then the Alps of the Ziller-
thal , Stubai , and Oetzthal; E. the Dolomites with the Marmolada and
Palle di San Martino; W. the Silvretta, Bernina, and Finsteraarhorn groups,
and the Tiidi ; S. the Adamello and I'resanella.

[Another *0Ut« (»> -the *ot*-<*LXli«Jil'tler (
lGebhardsweg\ comp. above),
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again brought into notice in 1872, leads from Sulden over the Hintere

Grat (p. 228), to the S. of the End-der-Welt Glacier, direct to the summit
in 9hrs., hut is very difficult (guide 13 fl.). A third route, discovered in

1875, leads from the Sulden Glacier over the Hochjoch (11,824') and the Vor-

dere Ortler Peak (guide 16 fl.). In either case the night is spent at the

Schaubachhutte. In 1879 the Ortler was ascended for the first time di-

rect from the End-der-Welt Glacier, and in 1881 direct from the Sulden
Glacier by the so-called 'Erste Lawinenrinne'. — The direct descent to

Trafoi leads through the Hohe Eisrinne (p. 219), but is very steep and
at one point exposed to danger from ice-avalanches.]

Passes. From Sulden over the Eissee and Cevedale Passes to

Sta. Caterina in the Val Flrva, 9-10 hrs., a most interesting expedition,

with which the ascent of the Cevedale (p. 229) may easily be combined
(guide 8, including the Cevedale 10 fl.). The night is passed in the Schau-
bachhutte (p. 228). We descend thence to the left over grassy slopes and
moraine debris to the Sulden Glacier, with its deep crevasses, on which
we then ascend, the last '/2 hr. being steep, to the (2 hrs.) Eissee Pass
(10,500'). Immediately to the right rises the huge Konigsspitze (12,648'),

beside which the Ortler and Zebru look insignificant. Beyond the pass

we cross the neve of the Langen-Ferner, which descends to the Martellthal

(p. 226), and ascending slightly (with the Suldenspitze, 11,105', on the right)

soon reach the Cevedale Pass, or Langenferner-Joch (10,690'), from which
a view of the S. part of the Ortler group and of the Bernina and Val
Tellina Alps to the W. is enjoyed. The S. side of the Konigsspitze, and of

the whole Ortler group, consists of precipices of black rock. (The summit
of the Cevedale is attained from the pass in l'/2-2 hrs., see p. 229.) Un-
pleasant descent over a long and steep slope of debris to the dirty Cedeh

Glacier (where we keep to the right); then on the right side of the se-

questered Val di Cedeh, enclosed by grand mountains and glaciers, the

path soon becoming well defined, to the (2'/2-3 hrs.) Malga di Cassina

(p. 222; with the splendid Forno Glacier on the left, p. 222) and (2'/2hrs.)

Sta. Caterina (p. 222).

To the Martellthal over the Madritsch-Joch (with ascent of the

Schontaufspitze). see p. 226. The route from this side is less fatiguing, but

in the reverse direction it is more striking, the view of the Ortler group

being then new to the traveller. Guide to Gand 7 fl. 50, to Salt 7 fl.

80 kr., to Lalsch 9 fl.; with ascent of the Schontaufspitze or Madritsch-

spitze 50 kr. more.
To Trafoi over the Hochleitenspitze (guide 5 11.), see p. 219; by

the Payerhutte (7'/2 hrs. ; guide 5V-2 fl.). see p. 22S. — Over the Hochjoch

(11,824') and the Ortler Pass (10,980'), 11-12 hrs., a very difficult route, ad-

visable only when the glacier is in a favourable condition.
To the Laaser Thal over the Bosim-Joch (10,430'; 9-10 hrs. to

Laas
;
guide 8 fl.). rather difficult, particularly the descent over the Laa-

ser-Ferner. The Vertainspitze may be easily ascended in connection with
this route.

47. From Botzen to Verona.
Comp. Maps, pp. 236, 240.

93 M. Railway. Express in 4, ordinary trains in 5'/2 hrs. ; fares 7 fl.

20, 5 II. 40, 3 fl. 60 kr.

Botzen (850'), see p. 198. The train crosses the Eisak, which falls

into the Etsch, or Adige, 3 M. lower down. The latter becomes na-

vigable at (7 l
/.2 M.J Branzoll (Kreuz). On the right stretches the

long porphyry ridge of the Mittelberg (p. 207), which separates the

Eppan plateau from the Etschthal. At Gmund, beyond (9'/2 M-)
Auer (Rose ; Elephant), the train crosses the river ; to the right is

the Kalterer See, with Kaltern (p. "207) on the height above it.

14 1
/., M. Neumarkt; the village, Ital. Egna | *Post ; Krone; Engel),
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lies on the left bank of the Adige, 3
/4 M. from the railway. Roads

diverge to the Fleimserthal, to the E., both at Auer and Neumarkt

(coinp. p. 254).

On the slopes to the right lie the villages of Tramin , Kurtatsch,

and Margreid (p. 207). 191/-2 M. Saturn (Adler), the last German

village, lies on the left bank, with a dilapidated castle on an appa-

rently inaccessible pinnacle which once commanded the flat and

marshy valley. Adjoining it is a fine waterfall.

The Rocchetta Pass to the right leads to the Val di Non (p. 246).

On different sides of the pass lie Mezzo Tedesco and Mezzo Lombardo

(or Deutseh and Walsch- Mttz), separated by the Noce, and both

Italian.

2372 M. S. Michele, or Walsch-Michael (705' ; Railway Hotel;

Adler), with a handsome old Augustinian monastery, now suppress-

ed, is the station for the Val di Non. The line recrosses the Adige.

A little farther on is the Nave S. Rocco, a very ancient ferry over

the Adige, crossing to the road from the Val di Non.

28 l
/2 M. Lavis (745') lies on the Avisio, a torrent descending

from the Val Cembra (p. 254), which with its ramifications is cross-

ed above its influx into the Adige by a curved bridge 1000 yds. long.

35 M. Trent. — At the station: "Hotel Tkento, R. from 80, L. ifc

A. 50, B. 60 kr. ; -Hotel de la Ville, R. 1 fl., B. 50, A. 25 kr. — In the
town: Eukoi-a, R. & A 1 11. 40 kr. ; adjoining it, Yittoria. — 8econd-
class : Aquila Bianca , near the castle ; 'Agnello d'Oko ; *Rebecchino

,

moderate. — Restaurants: "AW /sola Nuova, by the station, with garden
;

Frassoni, by the theatre. — Cafes: Kuvopa; Specchi; Nones, Piazza Macello
Vecchio. — Post Ofjhe near the cathedral. — Swimming and other Baths on
the Kersina. — English Church Service at Hotel Trento.

Trent (1385'), or Trento, Lat. Tridenlum, with 19,585 inhab.,

once the wealthiest town in the Tyrol, founded according to tradition

by the Etruscans, and mentioned by Strabo, Pliny, and Ptolemy,

possesses numerous towers, marble palaces, and broad streets, and,

despite many traces of dilapidation, still presents all the charac-

teristics of an important Italian town.
The * Cathedral, founded in 1048, begun in its present form in

1212, and completed in the 15th cent., is a Romanesque basilica,

surmounted by two domes. At the N. portal, as at Botzen, is a pair

of lions (p. 198). The flights of steps in the aisles are peculiar. In

the S. transept are several old monuments, half-faded frescoes, and
by the wall the porphyry tombstone of the Venetian general Sanse-
verino , whom the citizens of Trent defeated and killed at Galli-

ano (see below) in 1487. The mouldings on the doors and windows
at the back of the choir, on the outside, deserve notice. In the

Piazza del Duomo, which is embellished with a fountain, are the

old Courts of Justice and the Torre di Piazza.

S. Maria Maygiore (admirable organ), where the celebrated

Council of Trent sat in 1545-63, contains a picture on the N. wall

of the choir (covered by a curtain) with portraits of the members :

7 cardinals, 3 patriarchs . 33 archbishops, and 235 bishops. Ad-
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joining the >S. side of the choir a column was erected in 1855 to

commemorate the 300th anniversary of the meeting of the Council.

The finest of the old palaces, whose facades, sometimes adorned
with painting , conceal but imperfectly their dilapidated interiors

are the Palazzo Zambelli, opposite the Europa Hotel, erected in

the 16th cent, by one of the wealthy ruggers (fine view from the
garden), and the Palazzo Tabarelli, Contrada del Teatro, said to

have been designed by J'.ramante. — The Museum, in the Contrada
S. Trinita, to the N. of the cathedral, contains a collection of Ro-
man, Celtic, and other antiquities from S. Tyrol.

On the K. side of the town, to the N. of the spacious Piazza
d'Armi, or esplanade, rises the Castello of Buon Consiglb

, with
remains of ancient frescoes, once the residence of the Prince
Bishops, now a fortified barrack. The huge circular Torre di Au-
gusta is said to be of Roman origin. To the ,S. of the Porta Nuova
are the handsome new Law Courts (Tribunale).

The rocky hill of Dos Trento (
950''), on the right bank of the

Adige, at the mouth of the Buco di Vela (p. 235), affords a fine

-view. Another good point is the terrace of the Capuchin Monastery,
above the castle. On the S.AV. side of the town is the tasteful new
Campo Santo. — By the Ponte Alto, on the hill l'/2 M. to the E. of

Trent, and below the road to the Yal Sugana (p. 250), there is a

fine fall of the Fersina in a wild gorge (good path).
From Trent to Venice through the Val Sugana, see K. 51; through

the Val Xarca to 7.'/™, see R. 48; to Giiidicaria, see K. 49. — Interesting
excursion liy Pergine to Lavarone and Luserna, see p. 251. To the Val
Pine (drive of 3 hrs. (u Lavarda, back in I 1

/-.. hr.J, see p. 251.

The train follows the broad valley of the Adige, which has been
very fertile since the drainage of the marshes. To the S.W. of

Trent, on the right bank, is the village of Sardagna, with a con-
siderable waterfall. Then Rarina, at the mouth of a gorge descend-
ing from Mte. Bondone, Iiomagnano, and Aldeno. 39 >I. Matta-
rello. On the hill to the left near (4474 M.) Galliano rises the large

chateau of Beseno, the property of Count Trapp. Rocky debris here
indicate the scene of an old landslip. The lower valley of the
Adige, rich in fruit, and yielding excellent red wine, is called Val

Lagarina as far as the Italian frontier. Stat. Villa Lagarina.
4972 -M. Eoveredo (680 ft.; Cervo; Corona), a busy town with

8864 inhab. , on both sides of the Leno, is noted for its silk-

culture. The old Castello in the Piazza del Podesta is noticeable.
On the right bank is Jsera, with vineyards, villas, and a water-

fall. On the left bank, to the E. of the railway, near Lizzana, is a

castle in which Dante resided about the year 1302, when banished
from Florence. The line follows the left bank of the Adige. 52 M.
Mori (Hotel Mori, at the station); the village, on the opposite slope,
on the road to Riva (p. 236), is noted for its asparagus.

NearS. Marco are traces of a vast landslip, which is said to have
overwhelmed a town in 833, and is described by Dante (-/n/Vraoxii.,
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4-9). At (56 M.) Serravalte, the ancient fort guarding the defile,

the valley contracts.

60 M. Ala (415'; Poxta; Rail. Restaurant), a considerable place

(3000 inhab.), with velvet-manufactories which were once in high

repute, lies on the slope of a steep green hill. 62'/2 M- Aviv is the

last Austrian station. The village, with a well-preserved castle of

Count Castelbarco, lies on the right bank.

6S M. Peri is the first Italian station. The Monte Baldo (7280',

p. 237), on the \\\, separates the valley of the Adige from the Lago

di Garda. 75 M. Ceraino. The train now enters the celebrated

Cliiusa di Verona, a rocky passage which the Adige has forced

through the limestone mountains. This important military point was

defended against the Veronese in 1155 by the German army under

Otho of Wittelsbach , in the reign of Frederick Barbarossa. On a

height on the right bank lies Rholi, which was stormed several times

by the French in 1790 and 1797 under Masse'na, who derived his

ducal title from this village.

Stations Domeyliara, Pescantina, Parona. The train crosses the

Adiire, reaches at <s'. Lucia the Verona and Milan line, and soon stops

at the small station outside the Porta Nuova, and then at the main
station outside the Porta Vescovo.

93 M. Verona, see Baedeker's A\ Italy.

48. From Trent to Riva. Lago di Garda.
Comp. Map, pp. 236, 240.

2(j 31. One-horse carriage from Trent to Riva 9, two-horse 15 fl.

;

Stkluvagen at 9 a.m., in G hrs. C> fl.). A shorter route is from stat. Mori
(see above) to (lU',a M.) Riva; Omnibus (at 9.30 a.m. and 7.45 p.m.; return-
ing from Riva at 5.15 a.m. and 4.30 p.m.) in 2>/2 hrs. (75 kr. ; coupe lfl.);
open supplementary carriages provided when the omnibus is full. One-
horse carr. 4. two-horse 7'/2 il. (from Mori to Arco 5 or 9 fl.). — Travellers
who intend to return from Riva without going farther S., should choose
the route by Mori for the sake of the magnificent view of the Lago di
( tarda obtained at Nago.

Feom Trent to Riva. The road crosses the Adige, skirts the
S.W. side of the Dos Trento (p. 234), and ascends through a
series of wild, paxtly-wooded ravines, called the Buco di Vela, the
(3 M.) upper end of which is guarded by a fort. The road crosses
a barren hill to the hamlet of (1

1/2 M.) Cadine (1715'). To the
right in the valley lies the village of Terlago, with its Tittle lake

(1315'), at the base of the Monte Uazza (6515'). The road de-
scends past (1

1/2
M.) Vitjolo-Baselga to (3 M.) Vezzano {* Crone,

good wine), a large village, and to ( 1 '/2 ^ Padergnove , at the
entrance to the Val Cuvtdine, where olives begin to appear. We
next reach the pretty Lago di Tobitno, the narrowest part of which
the road crosses by means of an embankment and bridge. The
picturesque chateau of that name, the property of Count Wolken-
stein, stands on a tongue of land to the left (the castellan keeps
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good 'Vino Santo'). At (2 M.) Le Sarche (700' ; Inn) the Sana
emerges from a deep gorge, and the road to Giudicaria diverges to the

right (p. 240).
Pedestrians are recommended to avoid the somewhat monotonous

road through the lower part of the Val Sarca by taking the road from Le
Sarche to Giudicaria (p. 240) as far as (4 M.) Comano, and there turning to

the left through the charming mountain scenery of Giudicaria via Campo,
Fiave, BaUino, and Pranzo to (11 M.) Riva.

Below Le Sarche the road crosses the Sarca and runs between

the mountains and the river, traversing the debris of old landslips.

2'/4 M. Pietra Muruta. Near (4 '/a M.) Dro the Sarca is again cross-

ed
;
on a rocky eminence to the left rises the ruined castle of

Drtna. An extremely fertile district, which extends to Eiva, is now
entered. Near (3 M.) Arco the road regains the right bank. (On
the left bank a road to Nagb, see below, diverges to the left, and

on the right bank is a road to Torbole.) The small town of Arco

(300'; *Kurhaus, see below; ''Corona, It. 80, A. 30 kr., D. 1 fl.

;

Hotel - Pension Arco, Hotel OUvo, Pens. Bellevue, Aurora, and

Reinalter, all in the piazza, pension 2-5 fl.), a town with a hand-

some dome-covered church, situated in the midst of luxuriant gar-

dens, is a favourite winter-resort owing to its sheltered situation.

(Pensions closed from April till the middle of October.) The large

new *Kurhaus contains 80 rooms, a covered promenade, baths, etc.

(pension, 2'/;>-5 fl.). The Archduke Albert has a new chateau here.

To the N., on a precipitous height (390 ft.), rises the castle of Arco,

which was destroyed by the French in the Spanish War of Suc-

cession, with well-kept garden (key kept by the gardener, Via degli

Olivi al Castello; 40-50 kr.).

The road now leads to the S.W. through the broad and beauti-

ful valley, Mte. Brione being visible to the S., and Tenno (p. 237)

on the hills to the right, to (33
/4 M.) Rica.

From Moki to Riva (conveyances, see above; omnibus starts

from the station; carriages to be had near the station). The road,

which in suitable weather will reward even the pedestrian, crosses

the Adige to Ravazzone and (2 M.) Mori (604'; Adler), a long

and thriving village. It then traverses the broad green valley to

(3 M.) Loppio, the property of Count Castelbarco of Milan, passes

the little Lago di Loppio (666') with its rocky island, and ascends

in windings among rocky debris to the (iy4 M.) culminating point

of the route (1050'). We now descend to (
3
/4 AI.) Nayb, a village

situated on the brink of a ravine, with the ruins of a castle on a

barren rock to the left. (The direct road to Arco diverges here to

the right, see above.) Below the village the road leads through a

fortified gateway, immediately beyond which we enjoy an exqui-

site *View of the Lago di Garda, in its entire expanse, while

Torbole lies at our feet, and Arco with its castle rises to the right.

The road descends rapidly to ('/.> M.) the village of Torbole (*Ber-
tolini ; small boat for 1-6 pers. to Riva li/

2 fl., per hour VL fl.;
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9ne-horse carr. to Riva 1 fl. 20 kr., carr. to Arco 2, Mori 3 l/zfl.),

charmingly situated. It then traverses the broad valley of the Sarca,

crosses that river, and leads past the base of the precipitous Mte.

Brione (see below), with the Fort S. Niecolb, to (3 M.) Riva.

Riva. — *H6tel ad Lac, '/a M. to the E., on the Torbole road, with

a large garden and bath-house, R. from 80, B. 40, L. & A. 50, D. 1 fl. 30,

pension from 2 fl. 20 kr. ; "Sole d'Oro, with a garden on the lake, simi-

lar charges; Hotel-Pension Keen, well spoken of, R. 1 fl., L. & A. 35 kr. ;

Baviera, on the lake; Giardino, outside the Porta S. Michele, pension
2'/jfl., well spoken of; Gallo, moderate. — Cafes: Andreis, Tschurlschen-

thaler , both under the arcades, on the steamboat-quay. — Beer: Musch;
Giardino S. Marco, outside the Porta S. Marco; garden outside the Porta
S. Michele. — Baths in the lake, to theE., beyond the barrack. — Money-
changers: Pernici Jt Co. — Omnibus to Mori, see p. 235; to Arco daily at

12.30 p.m. (fare 20 kr. ; from Arco at 2 p.m.).

Riva, a busy town and harbour with 5000 inhab., is charmingly

situated at the N. end of the Lago di Oarda, close to the foot of

the steep Roechetta (4975'). On the hill-side , high above the

town, are the rains of the round tower of a castle, which is said to

have been built by the Scaligers. On the lake is the old castle of

La Rocca, now a fortified barrack. At the entrance to the town

from Arco is the Church of the Minorites, erected about the middle

of the 16th cent, in the florid rococco style. The Parish Church

contains modern pictures and frescoes. Riva is recommended for

a prolonged stay. The climate is healthy , and the heat in summer
is tempered by the lake. (Lodgings not expensive.)

Excursions. To the Fall of the Ponale (1 hr.) , best accomplished
by boat (there and back 2 fl. and fee). The waterfall itself, which the
Ponale forms shortly before it falls into the lake from the ravine of the
Ledro, is insignificant, but its surroundings are picturesque. We disem-
bark at the point where the disused bridle-path from the Ledro valley
reaches the lake, ascend a few paces past some ruined houses, cross
the old bridge . and reach the best point of view just below the fall.
— The walk to the fall by the new -Road is also very interesting.
It leads at a considerable height along the rocky precipices of the W.
bank, through a succession of tunnels and galleries, to the Ledro valley,
and commands beautiful views (shade in the afternoon). At the point
where it turns to the right into the valley, a path descending to the left,

then ascending, and again descending, leads to the waterfall.
The Monte Brione (1184

1

), 1 hr. to the E., of Riva, affords a fine view
of the valley and almost the whole lake (best from the rifle-range). It is

most easily ascended from the N. side, but the upper road requires a mili-
tary permesso. The village of La Grotta, at the K. base of Monte Brione,
IV2M. from Riva (beyond 8. Alessandro), is a favourite afternoon resort.

Interesting excursion to the N.W. to (l'/2 M.) Varone , where there is

a wild and picturesque "Gorge with a fine waterfall, lately made easily
accessible (fee 20 kr. for each person ; ring at the mill). Thence by Co-
logna to (2 M.) Tenno (1312'), with an old castle (charming view), and
along the richly-cultivated slopes to Yarignano and (5 M.) Arco.

The Honte Baldo, a range 40 M. long, between the Lake of Garda and
the valley of the Adige, is best ascended from JYagfi (see p. 236). The finest

point is the Altissimo di Nagb (6970
1

), the N. peak (5-6 hrs., with guide).
Extensive panorama, comprising a great part of Upper Italy, the lake,
the valley of the Adige, and the snowy peaks of the Adamello-Presa-
nella and the Brenta Alps. The ascent of the Mte. Maggiore (7280'), the
central and highest peak, 7 hrs. from Torri or Garda (see below), by Ca-
prino, is fatiguing.
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To the Valle di Ledro, another beautiful excursion (one-horse carriage
to Pieve and back 4, two- horse 8fl.-, diligence daily at 3 p.m.). Begin-
ning of the road as far as the fall of the Ponale , see above. It then
turns a corner high above the waterfall, enters the valley to the W., and
leads to Biaresa, Molina, the pretty Lago di Ledro (2135'), on the N. side

of which is Mrizolago, and Pieve di Ledro (6'/2 M. from Riva; Alhergo alia

Torre). At Bezrerra ,
3

, i M. farther, is the entrance to the Val Concei, in

which lie the villages of (
3
/i M.) Enguiso and (

3 /4 M.) Lenztimo. (From
l.cnzumo to Bondo over the Gararditia Pass, see p. 545.) From Bezzecca
the road leads to Tiarno, and through the sequestered Val Ampola to

(8 M.) Sloro (Cavallo Bianco) in the Val Buona (p. 245). Near the Fort
Ampola, which formerly defended the road, but was destroyed in 1866
(3 ST. before Storo is reached), the wild Val Lorina opens on the left;

through this valley a rough path leads to Magasa in the Val Vestino,

surrounded by lofty mountains (more easily reached from Toscolano on
the Lago di Oarda, or from Bondone on the Lago d*Idro, p. 245).

From Riva to Tionc in Upper niudicaria, see p. 241.

The *Lago di Garda (155'"), the Lacus Benacus of the Romans,

34y2 M. long, and 2-1 1 M. broad, is almost entirely in Italy, a

small part near Riva alone belonging to the Tyrol. The lake is rarely

perfectly calm, and Virgil's description (Oeor. II., 160), lFluctibus

et fremitu adsurgens Benaoe marino', is sometimes vividly recalled.

In fine weather the S. wind usually makes the water rough in

the afternoon, so that the morning is the best time for boating.

The mountains at the N. end are lofty and abrupt, but slope

gradually towards the S. until lost in the great plain of Upper Italy.

The water of the lake is of a striking azure blue. Excellent fish are

rarpione, or salmon-trout, sometimes 25 lbs. in weight, trutte of

l-l'/alb., at/one, and nardene.
Steamboat along the E. Bank from Riva to Pesc/iiera daily (except Tues-

days) at 5.40 a.m., in 4 hrs. ; on Tuesdays at 4.35 a.m. to Desenzano in

43
/4 hrs. ; fares 4'/2 fr., 2'/2 fr. (stations : Mahesine, Assni :a, Castelletlo, Torri,

Garda, Bardolino , and Lazise). The steamer returns from Peschiera at

1.10p.m. — Along the W.Bank (between Rira and Desenzano) daily (at 5 a.m.

from Riva, and at 1.50 p.m. from Desenzano) in 4'/4 hrs., fares 4 fr. 35,

2 fr. 40 (stations: Limone , Treiitosine , Tignale, Gargnano, Maderno , and
Said). — Trip round the lake in one day : by steamer along the W. hank
to Desenzano, by railway to Peschiera, and by steamer thence along the E.

bank to Riva. The steamboats are apt to be irregular and unpunctual.
Refreshments poor.

Steamboat Tuir. E. Rank. A fine retrospect of Riva is obtain-

ed as the steamer leaves the harbour. The Fall of the Ponale is

passed on the right, and Torbole to the left, in the N.E. angle of

the lake. AVe now approach the E. bank, from which rise the steep

slopes of the long Mte. Baldo (see p. 237). First station Malcesine,

a good harbour on the E. bank, with an ancient chateau of Charle-

magne (recently restored), for sketching which Goethe once narrowly

escaped being imprisoned as a spy. Beyond it rises the rock of Iso-

letto , and farther on is the small island of Trimelone. The next

places of importance are Castello, S. Giovanni, and Castelletto, all

belonging to the parish of Brenzone; then Torri and (a little way
inland) Montagna. The banks gradually become lower. The pro-

montory of San Vigilio , sheltered from the N. winds by the Mte.
Baldo (p. 237), extends far into the lake, and is the finest point on
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the E. bank. The surrounding hills are planted with vines, olives,

fig, and other fruit-trees. The village of Garda, in a bay, at the in-

flux of the Tessino which descends from Monte Baldo, gives its name

to the lake. The chateau belongs to Count Albertini of Verona.

To the S. in the distance, extending into the lake, is the narrow

promontory of Sermione ('Sirmio, peninsularum insularumque ocel-

lus'), 2'/2 M. in length, on which the poet Catullus once possessed

a villa where he composed his poems. The ruins, consisting of two

vaults (grotte), remains of a bath, etc. , still exist. A chateau was

also erected here by the Soaliger family, who for upwards of a cen-

tury (
1262-13S9) presided over the republic of Verona.

The next places on the E. bank are Bardolino and Lazise. The

steamer finally stops at the small fortress of Peschiera, at the efflux

of the Miiicio, at the S.E. angle of the Lago di Garda, */2 M - from

the railway-station (Rail. Restaurant, poor; omnibus 50 c. J.

At the S.W. angle of the Lake of Garda, to the W. of the pen-

insula of Sermione, lies the busy little town (4000 inhab.) of

Desenzano (Mayer's Hotel; 1'osta Verrhia
,

pens. 6'/2 fr- j
*T)ue

I'olomhe, moderate), another station on the Milan and Verona rail-

way (see Baedeker's .V. Italy; omnibus from the quay to the station

50 c, luggage '25 c).

W. Bank. Near the W. bank, to the N. of Desenzano, and op-

posite the above-mentioned promontory of S. Vigilio, lie the small

h(,la di S. Biagio (St. Blasius) and the beautiful crescent-shaped

Isola di Garda or dei Frati , the property of the Marchese Scotti of

Bergamo. In a bay to the W. lies Salo (Gambero; Sirena), a town
with 3400 inhab., in a luxuriantly-fertile district. Charming pro-

spect by evening light from the Mte. S. Bartolommeo , the shortest

way
( V2 h r - ) to which leads to the left through a walled farm-yard,

beyond the N. gate of Salo (descent to Maderno iy2 hr.). On a

promontory formed by the alluvial deposits of the ToscoLano lies

Madcnio, with an ancient church (Roman inscriptions on the wall),

at the base of the Monte Pizzocolo. Then Toscolano, Cecina, and
Boyliaco, with the large country-seat of Count Bettuno of Brescia.

Next, Grargnano (*Cerro), surrounded by lemon and orange-plan-
tations

, one of the most beautiful points on the lake.
Lemons flourish here in the open air, but are covered in winter; to

facilitate which, pillars of brick are erected at intervals and connected
by cross-beams. The lemons uf Gargnano are less delicate than those of
Sicily, but keep better. The price varies from 3-4 to 10 fr. per hundred.

The mountains become loftier. Tremostne, hardly visible, lies

high above the lake ; the path to it, ascending a precipitous rock,

is not easily distinguished. Farther on, in a bay, appear the white
houses of Limone, amid lemon and olive plantations. We next pass
the mouth of the Ledro Valley, with the Fall of the Ponale (see

p. 237), and the new road (p. 238) on the face of the cliff high
above the lake, and at length reach Riva.
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49. The Val Sarca. Giudicaria.
Stellwagen from Trent to (27'/2 M.) Tione daily (9 a.m.) in 7 hrs.,

fare 2 fl. 20 kr. (starting froni the 'Rehecchino
1
at Trent, and from the

'Corona' at Tione); from Tione to d0'/2 M.) Pinzolo daily in 2'/2 hrs. (back
in 2 hrs.), 60 kr. ; from Tione to (13y2 M.) Condino daily in 2y2 hrs., 1 H.;

from Condino to (1772 M.) Riva bv Pieve di Ledro daily at 4. 30 a.m.
in 5 hrs., 1 fl. 90 kr.

The Val Sarca, to the S. of and parallel with the Val di Non (R. 50),

consists of four different regions. The lowest , from Le Sarche to the
mouth of the Sarca near Torbole, is broad, and in its lower half luxuri-
antly fertile. At Le Sarche the valley turns to the W. ; the Sarca emerges
from a profound ravine, which expands above Comano and contracts
again at Stenico. This is the second region. The third begins at Tione,
where the valley turns to the N. •, it is fertile and well-peopled, and
called Val Rendena. Lastly, near Pinzolo , the valley turns again to the
W., being here named Val di Genova, and assumes a very imposing Alpine
character, terminating among the rocky wilds of the Adamello-Presanella
Alps. — The short valley of the Arno, the upper Val Chiese, andtheValle
di Ledro , with their ramifications , also belong to Giudicaria (principal
villages Stenico, Tione, and Condino).

From Trent to (1272 M.) Le Sarche, see p. 235. The road to

Giudicaria crosses the Sarca and ascends in long windings, com-
manding a beautiful retrospect of the lake and castle of Toblino

(p. 235), surrounded by finely-formed mountains. The Sarca has

forced its way through several deep and narrow ravines, while

the road follows the windings of the stream , high above it,

on the S. slope. At the end of the gorge a view is disclosed of

Lower Giudicaria with Stenico and its castle. The Toad then

descends to (472^.) the small sulphur-baths of Comano (1160'),

patronised by Italians. The spring is by the road-side, on the

left; the bath-house, well fitted up, lies on the opposite bank of

the Sarca. (Route hence to Riva by Ballino, see p. 236.) To the

right, farther on, is Villa di Banale on the hill-side, commanded
by the precipices of the Brenta. At the (IV2 M.) Alle Tre Archi

inn, where we cross the Marza, a road to the left diverges to

Cavrasto (p. 241). Another road ascends in windings to the right

to (IV2 M-) Stenico (217S'
;
Albergo Simmonini, well spoken of),

the chief village of Lower Giudicaria , finely situated , and com-

manded by a chateau of the same name (*View). Near it is a

picturesque waterfall.

Fkom 3Iezzolombakdo to Stenico, 25 31.. a fine route on the whole.
About 3A M. to the N. of Mezzolombardo (p. 246) the road diverges to the

left from the Val di Non road, and ascends in windings (steep short-cut

through a wooded gorge, to the left by the cemetery), affording fine re-

trospects of the Val di Non and the mountains of the Adige region as far

as the Schlern. Beyond (5 M.) Fai (3116' ; Inn), prettily situated in a fer-

tile plain, the road goes on for a short distance towards the S. and then
bends to the right, skirting a deep ravine and affording a beautiful view
of the valley of the Adige as far as Trent. Traversing a wooded defile,

and passing (I1/4 31.) a chapel on the left, the road again skirts the slope,

now affording a beautiful "View of the Va) di Non, lying far below, with
its numerous villages, and of the huge rocky peaks of the Brenta to the
W. We next reach (31/2 M.) Andalo (3405') , with the small lake of that
name below us on the right. The road descends a little, crosses a brook,
and leads through wood. As we approach (2y2 31.) Molveno (2820'- "Aquila
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Nera, plain) a charming view is suddenly disclosed of the considerable
lake of that name (2710'), beautifully situated between the Brenta and
Mte. Gazza, and enclosed by picturesquely-shaped mountains. (The church-
yard-wall is an excellent point of view.) Thence over the Bocca di Brenta
to Pinzolo, 10 hrs., a grand but fatiguing route, see p. 242. Bonif. and
Matt. Nicolussi are good guides. — A most attractive and moderately easy
route (guide to the pass necessary) leads to the E. of Molveno between
the two peaks of the Mte. Gazza (6515'), commanding a series of magnifi-

cent views, to (4'/2-5 hrs.) Terlago (p. 235) and (2 hrs.) Trent (p. 233). —
Beyond Molveno the narrow road skirts the W. side of the lake, passes
the small Lago di Nenibia, crosses the brook by the mills, and then leads

in long windings by Dorsino, Tavodo, and Villa di Banale (opposite which,
beyond the valley of the Sarca, lies Comano, see above), to (12'/z M.) Stenico

(see above).

The Trent and Tione road follows the right bank of the Sarca,

passes below Stenico, and enters a deep gorge, where it crosses the

river twice (a tunnel and two galleries). The valley expands. On
the opposite hank opens the steep Veil d'Algone, and farther on

are the villages of Ragoli and Preore. We next pass through Saone,

to the left of which , on the hill-side, is Zuclb (see below), and
cross the Arno to (7'/2 M.) Tione (1840'; Corona; Cavallo Bianco),

prettily situated at the confluence of the Arno (see below) and the

Sarca, the principal village in Upper Giudicaria (2000 inhab.).

From Tione to the valleys of the Arno and Chiese, see p. 244.

Feom Eiva to Tione direct (6 hrs.), a beautiful route (carriage-road
to Ballino). The road leaves the town by the Porta S. Marco on the N.,
and gradually ascends a luxuriantly-fertile slope. To the right we enjoy
a fine survey of the extensive and fruitful valley of Arco, and at inter-

vals a charming retrospect of the Lago di Garda. Farther on, the road
bends into the Val Varone (p. 237; high on the opposite slope of which
lies Tenno, with its castle), ascends rapidly to (3!/2 M.) Pranzo, and skirts
the deep ravine of the Varone. Near the Cl'A M-) pretty, green Lago di
Tenno a road to Tenno diverges on the right. The small village of (2'/2M.)
Ballino is situated on the watershed. About V2 M. farther on, the direct
route to Tione diverges to the left from the road to Fiave (and Tre
Archi, see p. 240), and skirts the slope, at the same level, affording a fine
view of the Brenta group. After 3

/t hr. we descend, cross the Duma, and
ascend again to (20 min.) Cavrasto (2335'), and, passing (35 min.) a good
spring, reach the (10 min.) Durone Pass, which commands an admirable
view of the S.E. peaks of the Adamello : to the right is the lofty Care
A Ito (11,355') with the extensive Vedretta di Laris ; in the foreground rises
the Crepa di Valbona, to the left of which is the Cima Cop di Breguzzo ',

at our feet lies the Val Sarca. The path now descends gently to (
3/4 hr.)

Zuclb and 0/4 hr.) Bolbeno, and crosses the Arno to C/4 hr.) Tione.

The Val Sarca here turns suddenly towards the N. , and this

part of it is called the Val Bendena. At (2l/
4 M.) Villa the Val di

S. Valentino opens on the left , through which a fatiguing route

leads over the Col di Mezzo, between the Cima Cop di Cam (9728')
on the left and the Cima Col di Mezzo (9635') on the right, into

the upper Val Chiese (Val di Fumo; comp. p. 244). Javr'e, Dare,
and Vigo , the next villages, are close together; then (2^4 M.)
Pelugo (2140') at the mouth of the Val Borzago, at the head of

which the Vedretta di Laris (p. 244) is visible for a short time.

The road passes a mortuary chapel with old frescoes. The next
villages, Borzago, Strembo, and Caderzone, belong to the parish of

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Kdit. 16
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Pieve di Val Rendena. The road crosses the Sarca arid leads by
(iiustino to (6 M.) Pinzolo (2475' ; *H6tel Succursale Campiglio

;

*Corona; Aquila Nera), a good starting-point for excursions among
the Adamello, Presanella, and Brenta Alps. [Ant. delta Giacoma
and Fel. Collini are good guides; also the brothers Nicolussi of Mol-
veno, p. 241.) The valley of the Sarca (now called Val di Genovd)
turns here to the W., and the Val Nambino ascends to the N.E.

On the road to Campiglio (see below), 3
/i M. to the N. of Pinzolo, is

the interesting mortuary chapel of S. Vigilio. On the exterior of the S.

wall is a Dance of Death of 1539, with Italian verses (and traces of still

older frescoes are visible where the whitewash has fallen off). In the
choir are scenes from the life of St. Vi^il , bordered with arabesques in
the best Renaissance style. — The "Dos di Sabione (6876' ; 3V2 hrs., with
guide), easily ascended, affords a splendid survey of the Brenta, Adamello,
and Presanella. The descent may be made through the Val Nambino to
Campiglio (see below).

To Campiglio and the Val di Sole, an attractive route (road to

Campiglio 9 M. ; bridle-path thence to Dimaro 3 hrs.). The road passes
the chapel of S. Vigilio (see above; Caresolo lies to the left), and follows
the left bnnk of the Sarca di Nambino to the (2 M.) bridge above the
mouth of the Val Nambron. It then ascends (footpath is shorter) to

(2 M.) S. Anlonio di Mavignolo (fine retrospect of the Vedretta di Laris,
Care Alto, etc.). Still gradually ascending, we follow the N. side of the
Val Nambino (opposite the Brenta chain, with the VaW Agola, Val Brenta,
and VaW Asinella far below us) , which afterwards turns to the N. (To
the E. rises the JIte. Spinale, see below.) We next reach (5 31.) Madonna
di Campiglio (4960'; an old monastery, now an "Inn, with large new addition),

a pleasant and sheltered summer-resort. The Mte. Spinale (6616'; l'/z hr.

to the S. peak) and the Mte. Ritorlo (7890'; 3 hrs. ; with guide) are worthy
of a visit. — Beyond Campiglio the bridle-path (guide unnecessary) ascends
to the Campo Pass (5394'), and then descends the wooded Val Selva, first

on the left and afterwards on the right side, to (2'/a hrs.) Dimaro (p. 248).

From Pinzolo to Molveno over the Bocca di Brenta, 10-11 hrs., a
fatiguing but grand mute (guide 7 fl.). To (4 SI.) <S. Antonio di Mavignolo,
see above. A good path here leads through the meadows to the left,

crosses the Sarca di Nambino by the saw-mill, and ascends through wood
to the (1V2 hr.) Lower Brenta Alp. The superb and beautifully- wooded
Val di Brenta consists of three vast terraces, which the path to the Bocca
ascends. The lower region of the valley (Brenta Bassa) ends in a basin
enclosed by precipices which seem to defy farther progress. A steep and
narrow path ascends hence on the left side of the valley, behind a rocky
slope, to the (l'/a hr.) Upper Alp (5600'), a fine well-watered and partly

wooded plateau enclosed by huge rocky peaks (to the left the Cima
Tosa; to the right the Brenta Alta). From the end of this reach of the

valley a steep rocky 'couloir' ascends to a rock-girt basin, filled with de-
bris, beyond which we mount a long, steep and fatiguing snow-slope to

the (6'/2-" hrs. from Pinzolo) Bocca di Brenta (8356'). On the right rises

the Brenta Alta (see below), and to the left tower two huge rocky but-
tresses of the Tosa Group (which, be it noted, is often confounded by the
natives with the Brenta). View to the E. limited; to the N. rises the
Ortler chain. — We descend over snow (observing the Tosa hut on the
rocky saddle to the right; see below), and then by a rough and toilsome
path over steep slopes of debris and grass , and past imposing rocks,
especially at the entrance to the Val delle Seghe , which ascends to the
left, and through which a path leads to the Passo dei Camoggi and Cam-
piglio. Farther down we enter the wood. The path improves, crosses the
brook, and ascends high above a deep ravine on the left. It then descends
(in view of the Lago di Molveno), crosses the brook . and again ascends
to the left to (3-4 hrs.) Molveno (p. 240).

The "Brenta Alta (10,430'), the highest peak of the Brenta group
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(locally known as the Cima Tosa), may be ascended by mountaineers from
the Bocca (3-4 hrs. ; guide 10 fl.). From the snow-field at the E. base of
the Bocca we ascend to the right to the new Tom Hut (built in 1881
by the Trent Alpine Club), lying on a broad rocky saddle (8700

1

). Again
turning to the right, we (20 min.) obtain a view of the top of the Brenta
Alta, and then mount from the lower to the upper glacier by means of

an almost perpendicular 'chemineV (about 100' high ; not difficult for ex-
perts). The summit commands a magnificent view, particularly of the
huge rocky pinnacles of the Brenta group; to the W. the beautiful
Adamello and Presanella groups ; to the N. the Ortler and the Alps of
the Oetzthal and Stubai ; to the N.E. the Zillerthal Alps and the Tauern

;

to the E. the Dolomites; and to the S. a part of the Lago di Garda and
the plains of Italy.

The *Val di Genova , a beautiful , wild Alpine valley, 12 M.
in length , ascends from Pinzolo to the W. into the heart of the

Adamello-Presanella Alps (cart-track at first, then a footpath
;
pro-

visions should be taken
;
guide, unnecessary, to Bedole 3, to the

Leipsic Hut 5 fl.). The road leads from Pinzolo to the N.W.
through the broad valley to the (1 M.) chapel of S. Maria de' Poveri.

Here we may either take the lower road to the left
,
passing the

glass-works, and after 10 min. ascend to the right to the upper
road, or we may ascend to the right, by a pilgrimage-path flanked

with fine old chestnut-trees, to the (10 min.) solitary church of S.

Stefano on an eminence commanding a fine *View. The exterior

is embellished with interesting frescoes of 1519 and 1534. We
next reach (10 min.) a saw-mill at the beginning of the lowest

part of the valley, called the Plan di Oenova. On the right are

masses of rocky debris, above which tower the smooth sides of the

Presanella. To the right, farther on (V2 hr.) , is a fine waterfall,

320' high, of the Pise di Nardi*
, the discharge of the Vedretta di

Nardis (see below). On the left, i

/i hr. farther on , opens the

narrow Val S. Oiuliano , with a small cascade framed in dark
woods, descending from a little lake of the same name, 3 hrs.

higher up, where St. Julian is said once to have done penance.

The track now ascends to a higher region of the valley. To the

left are the picturesque *Falls of the Sarca, and near the C/2 hr.)

Alp Caret (3595') are those of the Laris, the discharge of the

Vedretta di Laris (see below) , descending in three leaps. The
path ascends a steep hill, from the top of which C/2 hr.) a nne
retrospect of the valley and the Brenta is obtained, and reaches

the (10 min.) Alpine hamlet of Tedesca. The path follows the left

bank of the Sarca, ascending steeply at intervals, and leads round
the wooded Mte. Menicigolo (8684'), which projects conspicuously
towards the S.; on the right tower the formidable precipices of

the Presanella. Beyond the corner a view is disclosed of the fine

Mandron Glacier, which has receded greatly of late years, and the

broad valley of (I1/2 hr.) Bedole (5080'; milk at the chalet; to the

right, a little higher up, is a refuge-hut built by the Trent Alpine
Club, but not now suited for spending the night).

Here we have a choice of two routes : we may ascend by a nearly
obliterated path through the woods on the left bank of the Sarca to the

16*
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Alp Venezia , which has been almost entirely destroyed by floods and
avalanches, and mount to the flat summit of the terminal moraine of the
Mandron Glacier (1 hr.), which affords a magnificent view of the Mandron
and Lobbia glaciers and the lofty cliffs around the basin of Bedole. Or
we may cross the Sarca below the Bedole Alp , and ascend on the right
bank , crossing a wooded hill , and then traversing sharp fragments of
rock, to the (

3A hr.) Alp Materott, the highest pasture, where the best
point of view is beyond the hill : to the S. is the imposing ice-fall of
the Lobbia glacier, of which the Sarca is the outflow; to the W. is the
Mandron Glacier ; to the E. the jagged crest of the Presanella.

On the plateau at the base of the Mandron chain, 2V2hrs. above
Bedole, is the grandly-situated Leipsic Hut (8100'; admission
free), erected by the German Alpine Club in 1879, which forms
the best starting-point for excursions in the N. Adamello region.

The path to it (guide desirable) ascends by the Trent Hut, at first

through wood, and then steeply through the Marocaro Ravine, and
on the plateau leads to the left to the hut , situated near the small

Mandron Lakes, and affording a fine survey of the Mandron and
Lobbia glaciers.

The Adamello consists of enormous masses of granite, covered with im-
posing glaciers , which have recently been more thoroughly explored
(chiefly by Hr. J. Payer and Mr. F. F. Tuckett). The highest peak is the
"Mte. Adamello (11,637'), the ascent of which by the usual route from the
W. side offers no great difficulty (from the Leipsic Hut 5-6 hrs.

, guide
10 fl.). Superb view from the top. The descent may be made on the
N.W. to the Val d"Avio. in which lies the lake of that name (to the
highest Malga 3>/<s hrs.. thence to Ponte di Legno 4 hrs.); comp. p. 249.
— The Lobbia Bassa (9555'), Mte. Venerocolo (10,873'), and Corno Bianco
(11,234') may also be ascended from the Leipsic Hut. — For the E. peaks
of the Adamello, the Care Alto (11,358'), Cima di Laris (10,997'), etc., the
best starting-point is the new Laris Hut (9200') of the Trent Alpine Club,
at the head of the Laris Valley (see above), and at the foot of the Ve-

dretta di Laris, completed in 1883.

The passes from the Val di Genova to the Val Camonica are
fatiguing, but are considerably shortened if the new club-hut be taken as

a starting-point. The most frequented is the Passo del Lago Scuro (Boc-

chetta di Marocaro, 9720'), at the N. end of the Mandron chain, between
Mte. Venezia on the left and the Cima Lagoscuro on the right. The
toilsome route ascends from the Leipsic Hut past the small and sombre
Lago Scuro (8730') to the (i'/2-2 hrs.) top of the pass, where we enjoy a
striking View of the Adamello, Presanella, and Order, and descends
through steep snow-couloirs and over extensive slopes of detritus to the
Val di Pizgana. At the foot of the glacier descending from the Passo
Inghiacciato (see below) we turn into the Val Narcane. which we follow
to (4 hrs.) Ponte di Legno (p. 249). — The Passo del Lago Inghiacciato

(9710') , so named from a small lake on the E. side , is equally laborious
(from the Leipsic Hut to Ponte di Legno 6-7 hrs.). — A less troublesome
and somewhat shorter route is the Passo di Presena (9765' ; from the
hut to Ponte di Legno 5-6 hrs.). It ascends from the Lago Scuro to the
N.E., and afterwards mounts a steep snow-slope to the pass, which lies

to the W. of the Dosson del Zigolon, and affords a beautiful survey of the
Adamello and Ortler. It then descends across the easily-passable Presena
Glacier to the Laghi di Presena, and either to the right' to the Tonale Inn
or into the Val Vermiglio (to Fucine, p. 248). or to the left over a steep
rocky slope (where a steady head is required) to the W. slope of the
Tonale and Ponte di Legno. Guide for each of these three passes. 12 fl.

Towards the N. the Catena del Mandron Basso connects the Adamello
with the lofty Presanella range on the N. side of the Val di Genova, the
mountains of which are so precipitous that little room is afforded for the
formation of glaciers, except on the N. side. The ascent of the highest
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peak, the "Cima Presanella (11,686'), presents no difficulty to experts, and
amply repays the trouble (guide 9 11.}: from Pinzolo to the Malga di

Nardis 2i/
2 hrs., to the Malga Fiori 1 hr., thence to the summit 4 hrs.

(best direct over the Nardis Olacier, but the Italian guides usually ascend
the rocks on the right). View most imposing.

The high-road through South Giudicaria ascends from Tione

(p.241)to the S.W. on the left bank of the Arno, and crosses the river

near (3 M.J Bondo (2(575'), where it issues from the Val Breyuzzo,

opening on the right. An easy path leads hence to theE. through

the Val Gaverdina , and over the pass of that name , into the Val

Concei, and to Lenzumo and Pieve diLedro (p. 238). Between Bondo
and (l'/2 M.) Roncone (2750') the road crosses the watershed be-

tween the Sarca and Chiese , and descends gradually by Lardaro

(below which are two small forts) and Strada to (4 M.) Creto, on

the Chiese, which issues from the Val di Daone to the W.
The only village in the Val di Daone is Daone, >/« hr. from Strada.

The highest part of the valley, enclosed by huge mountains and glaciers,

is called the Val di Fumo. Over the Col di Mezzo to Rendena, see p. 241.

A route leads by the Lago di Campo over the Forcellina (7500'), to the
N. of the Monte Re di Castello (9445'), and descends by the Lago d'Arno
to Cellero (p. 249).

The road next leads through the pleasant valley by C'nnego to

(5 M.) Condino (1445' ; *Torre di Londra), the chief village in the

Val Buona , or upper valley of the Chiese. At (3 M.) Dazio the road

to Storo and the Valle di Ledro (p. 238) crosses the river to the left.

The valley expands
; (

3
/4 M.) Darzo; (

3
/4 M.) Lodrone (1245'), with

the ruins of two castles of the family of that name , situated on

the Oaffaro, which forms the Italian frontier (on the left bank the

Austrian, on the right the Italian custom-house). The Cima Spessa

(5948') on the E. side of the valley, easily ascended in 4i/
2 hrs.,

affords a fine survey of the environs.

About l'/2>f. lower down, the road reaches the Lago d'Idro (1200'),

6 M. in length, 3/4-l M. in width, and skirts its W. bank. At the N.

end of the lake , on a mountain-terrace beyond the mouth of the

Chiese , lies the hamlet of Bondone. (To the ValVestino, see p. 238.)
Then (33/4 M.) Anfo, with the mountain-castle of Rocca d'Anfo. On
the opposite bank, to the S.E., lies the village of Idro. At (3 M.)
Lavenone

, at the S. end of the lake, begins the picturesque Vol

Sabbia , of which the chief village is (3 M.) Vestone (Tre Spade).
At (3 M.) Barghe the road divides: that to the W. leads by Prese-

glie and through the Val Garza to (15 M.) Brescia ; that to the E.

by Sabbio, Vobarno, and Volciano to (12 M.) Salb on the Lago di

Garda (p. 239).
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50. From (Botzen) S. Michele to Tirano in the

Val Tellina. Val di Non. Val di Sole. Monte Tonale.

Passo d'Aprica.
Cornp. Map, p. 240.

From S. Michele, a station on the Botzen and Verona Railway (p. 233),

a Stellwagen runs twice daily to (28 31.) Male at 10. 5 a.m. and 11.5 p.m.
in 8 hrs. (2 fl. 25 kr.), and from Male to (10 M.) Fucine daily in 2 hrs.

(80 kr.). From Fucine over the Tonale to (13'/2 M.) Ponte di Legno
diligence (if passengers enough present themselves) daily at 6 a.m. in 6 hrs.

(5 fv.). From Ponte di Legno to (13 M.) Edolo diligence daily at 2 p.m.
in 3'/2 hrs. (3 fr.). From Edolo to (22'/2 M.) Tirano post-conveyance daily

in 6 hrs. (6 fr.). — These vehicles start from the Corona and the Rosa at

Mezzolombardo, from the Aquila at Cles , from the Corona at Male, and
from the Leone at Fucine. One-horse carriage from Mezzolombardo to

Cles 5-6 fl.

The Val di Non and Val di Sole, the A'aunia of Pliny, are among
the most interesting valleys in S. Tyrol. Although bearing different names,
they are in reality a single valley, watered by the A'oce, about 25 M. in

length, several miles in width, well-cultivated, and occasionally broken
by narrow ravines. The Val di Sole, the upper portion, extends from
W. to E. ; the Val di Non, the lower part, stretches towards the S. The
slopes enclosing the valley are gradual, and cultivated nearly to the sum-
mit. The rapid Noce is generally concealed from view in its deep chan-

nel. It is visible from the road only at the Rocchetta, and from the lofty

bridge which crosses it at the point where the Val di Non terminates

and the Val di Sole begins. The language and character of the natives are

Italian, except in a few communities in the extreme X. ramifications of

the valley (Unsere Frau im Walde, Proveis. I.aurein, and St. Felix).

8. Mirliele, or WaUck- Michael, see p. '233. Fine view from the

station of Mte. Puganella , Mte. Bondone, etc., towards the S.

The road crosses the broad valley of the Adiire to the W. (omnibus

15 kr.) to ( l'/2 M.J Mezzo Lombardo, or WHUch-Metz (805'; Rosa;

Corona), a large village on the right bank of the Noce. (Route to

Fai and Molveno, seep. 240.) On the opposite bank, l'/sM- to theN.,

is Mezzo Tedesco, or I)rutsrh-Metz{j"Ma.Ttine\li), at the foot ofhuge

precipices, in which there is a large cavity above the village, con-

taining the mined castle of Kron-Metz. Above Walsch-Metz the

rocks soon approach each other so as to form a defile, called the

*Jtocchetta , for the defence of which a fort was built in 18(59. On
the right, high above it, is the Torre delta Visione (2064'), an an-

cient watch-tower, said to be of Roman origin. In this gorge the

road twice crosses the Noce, the broad stony bed of which it quits

on entering the Val di Non ot Nonsberg. It now begins to ascend

rapidly (several short-cuts), and (T 1^ M. from Mezzo-Lombardo')

reaches the prettily-situated village of Denno (1380'). To the

right, beyond the valley of the Noce rises the chateau of Thun.

Crossing a fertile plateau , which yields wine and silk, we next

reach Fluvon, Ger. Pflaum, and Terres ; then descend in a wide
circuit into the deep Tresenga Ravine, and again ascend laboriously

in windings to (6 M.) Tuenno, a thriving village, and (3 M.) —
18 M. Cles (2139'; Corona; * Aquila Nera), the capital of

the Val di Non (3000 inhab.), situated high above the confluence
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of the Novella and the Noce. A famous temple of Saturn once stood

here. The Dos-Pez, 5 min. to the N. of the church, is the best

point of view. On the slope below the village, at the point where

the road to Fondo (p. 208) descends into the valley, stands the well-

preserved chateau of Cles, built in the 16th century. Cles possesses

a school for wood-carving, the products of which are not expensive.
From Cles over the Mendel Pass to Kaltern (and Botzen), see p. 207.

From Cles over the Gampen Pass to Meran (12 hrs.), an interesting

expedition. From Cles to Romeno, see p. 208. From Romeno we follow
the new road to (8 M.) Foado (Cavallo Bianco), a considerable village with
a handsome new church, 5 51. to the W. of the Mendel Pass (p. 207). [Or
we may follow the right bank of the Novella from Cles , at first by a

road, and go by Revb and Cloz to (3 hrs.) Caslelfondo (3100'), from which
a road crosses to (IV2 M.) Fondo (Pusta, well spoken of). From Castelfondo
an excursion may be made to the W., across the 'Jochl' (guide advisable) to

(1 ','•> hr.) Laurein (quarters at the cure's or the schoolmaster's), and thence
to the (2 hrs.) high-lying Proveis (4640'; quarters at the cure's), two Ger-
man villages, finely situated. There is a school for lace-making at Proveis,

where cheap specimens of the work may be bought. The inhabitants, who
are civil and obliging, are said to be of Saxon origin. A road leads from
Proveis by Lanza and Scanna to (9 31.) Cles. Path from Proveis over the
Malga di Laurengo to (3'/2-4 hrs., with guide) Unsere Frau im Walde, an
interesting route.] From Fondo we ascend for 3 hrs. more by Trett and
Sf. Felix to the pilgrimage-church of Unsere Liebe Frau im Walde, Ital.

Senate (4410'; rustic inn by the church). Another >/s hr. brings us to

the top of the Gampen Pass (5140'), which commands a fine view of the
Adige Valley, and, in the opposite direction, of the Val di Non. (Still more
extensive view from the ~Laugenspitze . p. 215, immediately to the W.,
ascended without difficulty from Unsere Frau in 3 hrs.) From Unsere
Frau to Meran, 7 hrs., by Gfrill (small "Inn; direct ascent of the Laugen-
spitze 3-4 hrs., with guide), Tisens (p. 208), and Lana (p. 208). — Travel-
lers from S. JIichele to Fondo need not go to Cles, but follow the road
diverging to the right in the Rocchetta (see above) on the left bank of
the Noce. (Diligence from 5Iezzo - Lombardo to Fondo daily in 6'/2 hrs.)

As the Rochetta is quitted, the handsome chateau of Thun (1975') is seen
on the right , high above Vigo. The road ascends gradually by Tajo to

(15 51. from Mezzo- Lombardo) S. Zeno , situated on a mountain -spur,
with an interesting Gothic church. Then (3 M.) Romeno (p. 208). — Pleasant
excursion from S. Zeno to (1 hr.) S. Romedio, a resort of pilgrims. The
route leads through the wild Romedio Ravine to the precipitous rock on
which is perched the hermitage with its five old chapels , one above an-
other (Inn). A visit to the hermitage may also be combined with the
route by Don and Amblar to the Mendel; comp. p. 207.

The Val di Sole, or Sulzberg, is wilder and has a colder climate

than the Val di Non. The road ascends to the (1 M.) village of

Dres (*View from the chapel of S. Chiataf) , and then descends to

the (3 M.) bridge over the Noce, which dashes through a profound
rocky gorge. This bridge forms the boundary between the Nonsberg
and the Sulzberg. We next r ach (4y2 M.) Caldes , with its old

castle, and (172 M.)—
28 M. Male (2530'; *Corona; a cafe' opposite), the principal

village in the Val di Sole, at the entrance to the Val di Rabbi.
In the latter, to the N.W. , 7 M. from Slale, are the Baths of Rabbi

(ilOO1

), the most important in the Tyrol, the water of which, strongly
impregnated with iron , resembles that of Selters. Good quarters at the
bath-house (closed after the middle of September). — From the Baths
through the Ultenlhal to Meran , see p. 215 ; over the Sallent-Joch (9900')
to the Martellthal, see p. 226. — An attractive route leads over the Cer-
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cena Pass (8515 1

) to Pejo (see below) in 6-7 hrs. (guide 4 fl.). The pass
commands a splendid view of the S. Ortler peaks : Pallon della Mare,
Mte. Vios, Saline, Taviela, Giumella, Punta di S. Matteo , etc., and (to

the S.) of the Presanella. Descent through the Val della Mare to Pejo
(see below).

From Male the road runs at nearly the same level in the broad

valley to (3 M.) Dimaro (*Corona), which lies to the left, at the

mouth of the Meledrio , crosses the Noce , and then recrosses it.

(Route by Campiglio to Pinzolo, see p. 242.) Above Dimaro the

valley is wilder. On the S.W. rise the lofty granite buttresses of the

Presanella. We next pass (3'/2 M.) Mezzana , on a height to the

right, and Castello on the right, high above the road, and reach

(23/4 M.) Cusiano. Opposite to us, towards the W., is the Tonale

;

to the left are portions of the Presanella ; to the right a beautiful

glimpse of the Val di Pe'i, with lofty ridges of ice in the background
(Mte. Yios, Mte. Saline, etc.). The road now crosses the Noce to

(3/4 M.) Fucine (3904'; *ZanMa). To' the left lies Ossana, with

its large ruined castle.

The Val di Pel, which is traversed by a good road, divides at (4 51.)

Cogolo (Morescini). To the W. runs the Val del Monte, at the mouth of
which ii.'/t 31.) lie the small baths of Pejo (4450'; the baths are in the val-

ley ; the village on the N. slope, '/» nr - higher). The season is over at

the beginning of September, after which no accommodation can be pro-
cured. The lofty peaks of the S. Ortler region (Pallon della Mare, 12,414';

Monte Saline, 11,876'; Punta di San Matteo, 11,920'; Mte Vios, 11,915', etc.)

may be ascended from Pejo by mountaineers. (Guides, A. Casarotti of

Cogolo, G. A. Chiesa , and his son Domenico at Pejo.) The Cima di Vios

(8190'), ascended without difficulty from the village of Pejo in 3 hrs.,

affords a good survey of the grand environs. — Through the Val del

Monte (the upper part of which is called Val Bormina) and over the
Sforzellina Pass to S. Cater ina and Bormio, see p. 223. — To the N. is the
Valle della Mare, through which difficult glacier-routes, crossing the Hohen-
fernerjoch and the Fiirkelescharte lead to the Marlellthal (see p. 226). At the
head of the Val della Mare, on the margin of the Vedretta della Mare,is the
new Ceiedale Hut of the Trent Alpine Club, built in 1882, a good starting-

point for the Cevedale, Pallon della Mare, Cima Venezia, etc., and for

the passes to the Martellthal, Sulden, and Sta. Caterina. Comp. Map, p. 226.

Near Fucine the new Monte Tonale road (13'/2 M. to Ponte di

Legno) quits the Noce, which descends from the Val di Pe'i , and

ascends to the S.W. through the Val Vermiglio in long windings to

the pass. Towards the S. we enjoy a series of splendid views of

the jagged and ice-girt crests of the Presanella, the highest peak of

which {^Cima Presanella, 11,686') is repeatedly visible. The road

leads by (2y2 M.) Pizzano (Austrian custom-house) and (3 M.)
iSirmo(5110'), an Austrian fort built to guard the valley in 1866,
and past the (2t/

2 M.) Cantoniera (rustic inn), to the (1 M.) Tonale
Pass(6150'), a broad grassy valley, the boundary between the Tyrol

and Italy. (To the left, on the old road, is the Italian guard-house.)
In 1799 and 1809 several sharp conflicts took place here between
the Tyrolese and the French, and again in 1848 and 1866 between
the Italians and the Tyrolese.

The new road completed in 1880, descends gradually
,
passing

several chalets and the mouth of the Val Narcane on the left (p. 244)
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and then forming several long bends to tb-e right (which the old

road and several paths cut off), to (41/2 M) Ponte di Legno (4240'

;

*Battista) in the Val Camonica, which is watered by the Oglio.

Over the Gavia Pass to Sta. Caterina, see p. 223; over the Passo La-
goscwo or the Presena Pass to the Val di Genova, see p. 244. — To the

N.E. of Ponte di Legno an easy pass crosses the Passo Oi Monlozzo (8530')

to (7 hrs.) Pejo (p. 248). — For travellers from Sulden, Ponte di Legno is

the best starting-point for the ascent of the Adamello (p. 244) ; the route
leads through the Val Avio (diverging at Pontagna, see below) to the Alp
(5 hrs. ; bed of hay) and to the top in 5-G hrs. more ; descent to the Leipsic

Hut (p. 244), 3'/2 hrs. — Guides must be engaged elsewhere, as there are

none at Ponte di Legno.

From Ponte di Legno the road follows the Oglio to Pontagna,

Stadolina, Vezza (at the mouth of the Val Grande) , Incudine, and

(13M.J —
Edolo (2287' ; Due Mori; Leone; Galld), picturesquely situat-

ed on the Oglio, and commanded on the E. by Mte. Aviolo.

One-horse carriage to (24 M.) Tirano, in 6 hrs., 25-30 fr.

Fkom Edolo to Bkescia (54 11.). Post-omnibus daily in 7 hrs. to Lo-
vere (one-horse carr. 15 fr.) ; thence by steamboat and railway (see be-
low). The road leads through the "Val Camonica, one of the most beauti-
ful of the S. valleys of the Alps. The upper part is narrow and enclosed
by chestnut-clad slopes; the lower part is fertile and well-cultivated, and
its chief products are silk and iron wares. The valley is watered by the
Oglio (see above). The road crosses the stream several times, and passes
the villages of Malono, Cedegolo (splendid view from a chapel near the
road, 1 M. above the village), Cellero (route hence to the Val Daone and
Giudicaria, see p. 245), and Capo di Ponte (*S. Antonio, rustic). — [Beauti-
ful excursion from Capo di Ponte to the W. into the Val Clegna, at first

by a bridle-track, then by a path across pastures to the (4 hrs.) Passo di
Campidelli on the N. slope of the furrowed Mte. Voccio , with "View of
the Adamello and Presanella groups. Descent to (1 hr.) Fondi, (1 hr.)

Schilpario, (l 3
/4 hr.) Yiliuinore (

;:Bonicelli), and (1 hr.) Dezzo ; then through
the grand Dezzo Ravine to (4'/2hrs.) Darfo and (7'/2 M.) Lovere (see below).]

16 M. Breno (Pellegrino ; Italia , well spoken of) is the chief place in

the lower Val Camonica. The Oglio here flows through a rocky defile. The
road crosses to the right bank. To the E. towers the bold Mte. Frerone
(8675'). Beyond the defile, on the left bank, lies the village of Cividate,
over which rise the ruins of a monastery. The valley expands. Near
Darfo, which lies on the left bank, the road to Pisogne, Iseo, and Brescia
(see below) crosses the stream.

3072 M. Lovere C'S. Antonio; Leone d'Oro; Roma), a busy harbour,
is prettily situated at the N.W. end of the Lago d'Iseo, near the influx
of the Oglio. — A good road leads hence to the W. through the Val
Cavallina to (18 M.J Bergamo.

The '-Lago d'Iseo (Lacus Sebinus, 620'), 15 M. long, 1-3 M. broad, and
1000' deep in the middle, vies with the Lago di Garda in the loveliness of
its banks, which are luxuriantly clothed with vegetation. In the middle
of the lake lies a picturesque rocky island, Mezz" Isola, with the fishing
villages of Peschiera d'Iseo and Siviano. Steamboat twice daily from
Lovere to Sarnico ("Leone d'Oro) at the S.W. end in 23

/4 hrs. ; stations,
Pisogne, Riva (W.), Marone (E.), Sale Marasino (E.), Peschiera (E.), Sul-
zano (R.), Iseo (E.), and Sarnico (near which is the Villa Montecchio, an
admirable point of view). — Railway from Paratico (on the left bank of
the Oglio, opposite Sarnico) in 26 min. to Palazzolo , a station on the
Milan and Verona railway (to Brescia or Bergamo about 1 hr.) ; comp.
Baedeker's N. Italy.

The new Road to Tirano (23 Al.) ascends gradually on the N.
side of the Val di Corteno, commanding fine retrospects of the Val
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Camonica, with the snowy peaks of the Adamello in the background.

Opposite (4 M.) Cortenedolo lies the large village of Santicolo, on

the right hank of the Corteno. From (2 M.) Oalleno, a direct foot-

path leads to the N. over the Mte. Padrio to (3 hrs.) Tirano. The
road follows the left bank of the Corteno, and beyond the hamlet

of 8. Pietro reaches the (5 M.) summit of the Passo d'Aprica

(4050'). About 3
/4 M. beyond the pass, near the poor village of

Apnea, stands the inn *DeW Aprica.

A view of the Val Tellina, with Sondrio in the background, is

soon disclosed. The broad gravelly bed of the Adda (p. 223), with

traces of the devastation caused by the river, is also well surveyed.

Several of the snowy spurs of the Bernina come into view towards

the N. ; on the lower mountains above Tresenda rises the square

watch-tower ofTeylio (p. '2*24). On the road is the* Belvedere (Inn),

1 1/4 M. from Aprica. Fine view of the valley of the Adda.
The road now descends through chestnut groves, describes a wide

circuit by La Motta, penetrates the rock by means of two cuttings,

and reaches the bottom of the valley. Before (4 M.) Tresenda

(p. 224) the Adda is crossed.

In dry weather, when no inundation of the Adda is to be apprehended,
pedestrians may quit the high-road a few hundred paces beyond the point
where it bends to the \V. by a path, somewhat steep at first, which
crosses a brook before the hamlet of Staiiona, passes through an opening
in the wall , and leads (to the right) to Madonna di Tirano (p. 224) in

IV2 hr. ; or the embankment of the Adda may be followed direct to (l 3
/4 M.)

Tirano (p. 224). This route effects a saving of about 5 M.

From Tresenda to (6 M.) Tirano, see p. 224. Travellers bound
for Sondrio (p. 224) need not go to Tirano, unless to hire a carriage,

as conveyances are seldom to be had at Tresenda.

51. From Trent to Bassano (and Venice) through
the Val Sugana.
Comp. Map, p. 240.

57 M. Omnibus from Trent to (21 M.) Borgo 3 times daily (starting

alternately from the railway-station and the Rebecchino) in 4 hrs. 40min.,
fare 1 fl. 60 kr. ; from Borgo via Primolano to (36 31.) Bassano daily in

7 hrs., fare 2>/2 fl. (To Primolano in 3 hrs. , fare 1 fl. ; thence to Feltre
and Belluno twice daily, morning and evening, see p. 286.) Railway
from Bassano to (30 M.) Padua in l3/4 hr., fares 4fr. 20, 3fr. 15, lfr. 95 c;
from Padua to Venice in 1 -

1

1
/^ hr., see Baedeker's JY. Italy. — One-horse

carriage from Trent to Levico (Lago di Caldonazzo) and back 4 fl.

This route through the wild and beautiful "Venetian Mountains is

little frequented by tourists , chiefly owing to the defective means of
communication, but is recommended to those who have some knowledge
of the Italian language, and do not object to Italian inns. — Route from
the Val Sugana to Belluno and the Val Ampezzo, see p. 286.

Immediately beyond Trent the road ascends, passing the (1 M.)
Ponte Alto (p. 234) on the right , and soon enters the ravine of

the Fersina , being at places hewn through the overhanging rocks,

or supported by masonry. At the narrowest part of the valley the

road is defended by new fortifications. Beyond Cii-eziano we cross
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the Silla, which descends from the Val Pine (see below), and be-

fore Pergine we cross the Fersina, which descends from the Val

Fierozza, opening to the N.

7M. Pergine (1578'; Hotel Voltolini ; Cavalletto Bianco, rustic),

a well-to-do village , is charmingly situated on the left bank of the

Fersina, and commanded by an old chateau of the bishops of Trent.

Signor Chimelli has a large silk-spinning factory here, to which

visitors are admitted.
The Val Fierozza. or Val dei Mdcheni (Ger. Fersenthal), which here

stretches to the N.E., contains several German communities in the midst
of Italian population: Oereut (Holzer), Aichlait, Aichberg, Floruz or

Vierhof (Fierozzo) , and (5 hrs. from Pergine) Palai or Palii. A visit to

this pretty valley is recommended. The cures of St. Franziskns (with a
charmingly-situated little church) and St. Felix, two hamlets of the parish
of Floruz, receive travellers. — From Palii an easy pass leads to the N.W.
to (2 hrs.) La Varda, in the Val Pine, formerly inhabited by Germans,
through which a road runs to (5 hrs.) Trent (see p. 234), passing the pretty
little lakes Delia Piazze and Del Serrajo and affording a fine view of the
Brenta.

The road now crosses a hill extending to the S.E. between the

lakes of Levico and Caldonazzo (see below) , and descends to the

small Lago di Levico (1436'), which it skirts on the N. side.

To the W. of this lake, and separated from it by a small chain of

hills, lies the larger and more beautiful ,!Lago di Caldonazzo (1466'), the
source of the Brenta. The walk from Pergine between the two lakes, by
Ischia, Tenna, and the ruined castle of Brenta, to (2 hrs.) Levico, far pre-

ferable to the road, commands charming views of the Terrarossa. which
rises on the W., and of the loftier Mte. Scanvppia. Or we may follow the
road iin the W. side of Lago di Caldonazzo, passing Calceranica, with the
oldest church in the valley, to (5 31.) Levico. From Calceranica a steep

path descends by Vigolo (Inn) and Valsorda to (1 hr.) the station of Mat-
tarello (p. 234); a good cart-track, with fine views of the valley of the
Adige, also descends to (272 hrs.) Trent. From Caldonazzo (1595'; l'/i M.
from Calceranica, 2 3

/4 31. from Levico), a thriving village, we may ascend
the Val Centa by a narrow road, often hewn through the rock, to (2V2 hrs.)

Lavarone, Ger. Lafraun (3615' ; Jung's Inn) ; then pass round the profound
gorge of the Ritorto (guide advisable) and cross the Alp Laghetto to (3 hrs.)

Luserna, Ger. Lusarn (4370'; quarters at the cure's), grandly situated on
a bleak plateau. We then return to the (l'/2 hr.) Aichberg Inn (Ital. Mte.
Rover), and descend the steep slope of the Cimone (Ger. Hochleiten, 5000')

to (2 hrs.) Caldonazzo. Or from Lavarone we may descend by Folgaria,
Ger. Folgareut, to (3'/2 hrs.) Calliano (p. 234). — Asiago, the chief place
of the Sette Comuni (p. 252), may be reached from Luserna in 8 hrs.

Before reaching (6 M.) Levico (Corona) we pass a Stabilimento

di Bagni (good quarters when room ; Vicenzi's Inn adjacent). The
village of Levico lies at the head of the Val Sugana. Numerous
villages testify to the fertility of the valley , in which mulberries

and vines are chiefly cultivated, and many of the surrounding heights

are crowned with ruined castles.

The road skirts a hill crowned with the large chateau of Selva,

passes Novaledo (beyond which, on the slope to the le ft, lies Ron-
cegno, with a bath-house) , and leads to (8 M.) —

21 M. Borgo di Val Sugana (1230'; *Croce), with 4185 inhab.,

the capital of the valley, and seat of the local authorities. On a

height to the N. rises the chateau of Telvana(still partly occupied),
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once the seat of the powerful counts of Caldonazzo , high above

which are the remains of the castle of S. Pietro. To the S. are the

precipices of the Cima Died and the Cima Dodici (7647').
A road leads from Borgo to the S. to (l'Ai M.) Olle , at the entrance

to the Val di Sella, in which (2 hrs.) lies a Stabilimento di Bagni, with
a large stalactite cavern near it. The Cima Dodici (7647'), fatiguing, hut
repaying, is ascended from Olle in 4-5 hrs. (guide).

From Borgo to Primiero (10-11 hrs.). The road (Stellwagen to Castel

Tesino twice daily in 3'/'2 hrs.) leads by Strigno on the N. side of the
Val Chiepina, to (8 M.) Pieve Tesino (2700'), descends into the Val Tesino,

crosses the Grigno, and remounts to (2 M.) Castel Tesino (2930'-, Inn).

A cart-track leads hence, round the K. and W. slopes of the Mte Agaro
(6770'), to the (2 1

/-,! hrs.) Osteria del Brocon (5260'), a little below the Bro-
con Pass, descends by Eonco to (2 hrs.) Canute S. Bovo (p. 259), and then
crosses the Gobbera saddle (p. 259) to (3 hrs.) Primiero (p. 259).

The road now follows the left bank of the Brenta. It crosses the

broad gravelly channel of the Ceggio, and then, beyond (l'/2 M.J
Castelnuovo , the Maso , which descends from the Val Calarnento.

At the (IV2 M.J AUe Burricate Inn the Chiepina is crossed; the

road into the Val Tesino diverges here to the left (see above). On
the wooded rock to the N. is the handsome chateau of Ivano, the

property of Count Wolkenstein-Trostburg. Ospedaletto is passed

on the left. Skirting the base of the Cima Lasta , we next reach

(0 M.J Grigno (855'J , where the Grigno issues from the Val

Tesino. For many miles beyond Grigno the valley is confined be-

tween lofty cliffs , often leaving little room for the passage of the

road. The Austrian custom-house is at (3 M.) Le Tezze, the Italian

about 8/4 M. beyond it.

38 M. Primolano (729'; Posta, poorj, a poor village, 2y4 M.

farther on, is remarkable for its confined situation. Severe engage-

ments took place here in 1866 between Italian and Austrian troops.

A road to the N. ascends in windings to Feltre and Belluno (p. 286),

while the Bassano road enters a wild and most imposing ravine,

bounded by precipices 3000-4000' in height. In a rocky grotto

beyond the village, 100' above the road, is perched the old fortress

of Covelo, a mediaeval stronghold, which can only be reached with

the aid of a windlass. On the opposite height lies Enego , whence

a footpath leads to the Sette Comuni (see below). About 3 M. farther

is the mouth of the Cismone, descending from the Val Primiero

on the left (p. 259). The village of Cismone is ^M. lower down.

We next pass (68/4 M.) Valstayna, beautifully situated on the right

bank of the Brenta , where broad-brimmed hats are largely manu-
factured. A footpath to the W. ascends the wild and romantic Val

Frenzela to (4 hrs.) Asiago (3269'; CroceJ, the chief place of the

Sette Comuni, with 5000 inhab., two churches, and a number of

handsome buildings.
The Sette Comuni are seven isolated German parishes, in the midst

of an Italian population. In the 16th cent, the inhabitants were con-
sidered by Italian savants to be descendants of the Cimbri, who were
defeated by Marius at Verona in the year 100 B.C., as no affinity could
be traced between their language and the written German of the period.
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They are probably, however, descended from the Alemanni who flocked

to Theodoric, the Ostro-Goth, after the battle of Tolbiac in 496, as their

dialect bears most resemblance to the Swabian. Most of the 30,000 in-

habitants of this bleak upland plain now speak Italian only. Their chief
occupations are cattle-breeding and straw-hat making. Down to 1797 the

Sette Comuni formed a small republic under the protection of Venice. —
An interesting route leads to the S.E. of Asiago over the Campo di Mez-
zavirt , at the N. base of the Mle. Bertiaga (4440'; ascent recommended),
to (5 hrs.) Bassano (see below).

The (Jrotte di Oliero , near the village of Oliero , on the right bank
of the Brenta, 1 M. to the S. of Valstagna, deserve a visit. From the two ca-

verns issues a copious stream which is supposed to drain the Sette Comuni.
The outer cave, containing a small lake and fine stalactites, may be en-

tered by a boat.

From Valstagna there is another road to Bassano, following the

right bank of the Brenta. At (5 M.) Solagna the ravine at length

expands. At a (IV2 M.) bend in the road we obtain a view of the

extensive olive-clad plain of (2 M.)—
57 M. Bassano (470'; S. Antonio, near the principal piazza

;

Mondo~), a finely-situated town (13,700 inhab.), with old ivy-clad

walls, and the seat of an archbishop. The houses in the market-

place still bear tTaces of the old facade-paintings, with which the

Venetian towns used to be adorned in the 15th and 16th centuries.

Near the market is the Town Museum (open in the middle of

the day ; admission at other times on payment of a fee), containing

several interesting pictures by the da Ponte family of artists , who
are usually surnamed Bassano, after their native place.

The Cathedral contains pictures by Jacopo Bassano. A little

before reaching it we pass the Piazza del Terraglio, which affords

an admirable view of the town, the river, and the Alps. Immedi-
ately beyond the bridge is a small cafe" on the right with a balcony.

— Near the N.W. gate is the old castle of the Ghibelline tyrant

Ezzelino, part of which is now occupied by the 'arciprete' or dean
of the cathedral (fine view).

The Villa Rezzonka, iy2 M. from the town, contains the Death
of Socrates, a painting by Canova, and other works of art. The
Villa Parolini, in the suburb of Borgo Leon , stands in a beau-
tiful park.

On 8th Oct., 179G, Napoleon, having marched from Trent to Bassano
in two days, defeated the Austrians here under Wurmser, four days after
the battle of Roveredo. The covered wooden bridge over the Brenta oc-
cupies the site of a bridge blown up by the French on that occasion. In
1809 Napoleon erected the district of Bassano into a duchy, with which
he invested JIaret, his secretary of state.

Possagno, Canova's birthplace, is beautifully situated at the base of
the Mte. Grappa, 10 M. to the N.E. of Bassano. A good road leads to it by
Romano, the birthplace of the tyrant Ezzelino, and Crespano. The church,
in the form of a circular temple, like the Pantheon at Rome, was designed
by Canova, and contains his tomb and a fine bronze relief of the Entomb-
ment. The altar-piece was painted by him. The Palazzo, as his house is

called, contains models and casts of his works.

Raii/way from Bassano by (9 M.) Cittadella to (30 M.) Padua
and (53 M.) Venice, see Baedeker's N. Italy.
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52. The Valley of the Avisio (Fiemme and Fassa

Valleys)

.

The Valley of the Avisio, 60 M. long, consists of three sections: the

lowest, from Lavis to Val Floriana (21 M.). called the Cembra (or Zim-
mers); the central part, as far as JVIocna (24 31.), the Fiemme (or Fleims);

and the highest region, extending to Penia (15 M.), the Fassa (Evas),
which is famed for its Dolomites (comp. p. 278).

From Lavis (p. 233), where the Avisio emerges <m the plain of the

Adige from a narrow rocky gorge, the valley is seldom visited (from
Lavis to Cavalese 27 31.). The usual route is from stat. Auer, or Stat.

Neumarkt (p. 232), direct to the central part of the valley.

Post-Omnibus from Neumarkt to (16V2 3I.) Cavalese twice daily (at5a.m.
and 12 noon) in 5 hrs., fare 1 fl. 30 kr. (from Cavalese to Neumarkt at

5.30 and 12.30, in 3'/2 hrs., 1 fl.); from Auer to Predazzo daily at 8 a.m.
in 8 hrs. (I fl. 42 kr.). Omnibus daily from Cavalese to (8 II.) Predazzo
and Vigo (10 M. farther) at 1 p.m. in 4 hrs. (from Vigo at 5 a.m., arriving at

Neumarkt 3.30 p.m.); from Vigo to (6 31.) Cunipidello thrice weekly. — The
shortest routes for pedestrians from the valley of the Adige into the Upper
Fassa Valley lead from Botzen through the Eggenthal and over the Caressa
Pass (p. 202), or through the (Irodner-Thal and over the Sella Pass (p. 204),

or lastly over the Seisser Alp (p. 205).

Neumarkt ('920'), see p. 232. The road at first ascends rather

rapidly, and on the (2 M.) first plateau of the mountain, above the

ruined Castel Feder . unites with the road coming from Auer

(p. 232). On the slope to the right lies the village of Montan
(Lowe; Rose), with the well-preserved old chateau of Enn, which

the new road does not touch (walkers should follow the old road

through the village). The new road ascends in long windings, af-

fording fine views of the valley of the Adige with the Kalterer See,

the hills of Ueberetsch. and the Mendel, and then bends round the

N. slope of the wooded Cislon into a green valley, through which the

Hohlenbach on the left has cut itself a deep rocky channel. We first

reach (4 M.) Kalditsch (*Inn), prettily situated; then (3'/2 M the

brewery of Fontana Fredda, or Kallenbrunn (3115' ; inn; ascent of

the Wehshorn by Radein, see p. 203). A road to the right di-

verges to the German village of (2 M.) Truden (3770'), a summer
resort of the NeumaTkters.— From the (2>/2>.r.) culminating point

of the road, near *S. Lugano (3600'), a view is obtained of the

Fiemme mountains. The road now descends to the left, passing

the sulphur-baths of Curano, above the road to the left, and Castello

to the Tight, to (4</2 M.) Cavalese (3230'; *Ancora; Vva ; Stella),

the principal place (2500 inhab.) in the Fiemme valley. The an-

cient palace of the Bishops of Trent, adorned with frescoes, is now
a prison. The Gothic parish-church, with its marble portal of the

11th or 12th cent, and pictures by native artists, stands on a hill to

theE.
The Fiemme, or Fleimserthal, is an Alpine valley of moderate

width, watered by the Avisio, which is always visible from the road.

The slopes are clothed with pines , which are interspersed with

green pastures, villages, and solitary houses. Many cattle from the

valley of the Adige spend the summer here.
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Viewed from the church-hill, the villages of (3>/2 M.) Tesero,

(l!/4 M.) Panchia, and (8/4 M.) Ziano seem quite near, but the in-

tervening gorges compel the road to make frequent circuits. Beyond

Ziano we enter another reach of the valley, the broad dale of

(2'/2 M.) Fredazzo (3335'; *Nave d'Oro; Rosa), an excellent field

for the mineralogist. The visitors' book at the 'Nave' contains au-

tographs of many eminent men of science. To the E. opens the

Val Travignolo, through which a road leads to Paneveggio and Pri-

miero (see R. 53).

The last portion of the Fiemme is a narrow, sequestered dale.

The road, still level, leads by (3 M.J Forno to (3 M.) Moena (3868'

;

Cappello di Ferrd), the first village in the Fassa. (One-horse car-

riage from Cavalese to Moena 5 fl., a drive of l!/2 nr
From Moena to Cencenighe (7 hrs.) a tolerably easy route. Eoad

through the Val S. Pellegrino, which opens to the E. of Moena, to (9 M.)
*S\ Pellegrino (Inn, rustic), and thence a bridle-track over the Fasso di S.

Pellegrino (6270') to Falcade (p. 258) and (4 hrs.) Cencenighe (p. 288). —
Over the Lusia Pass to Paneveggio, 41

/-." hrs., interesting. We follow
the S. Pellegrino road for l x

/4 31., diverge to the right, and ascend to the
(2 hrs.) pass (6670'), which affords a fine view. Descent over the Lusia
Alp and then through wood to (2 hrs.) Paneveggio (p. 257).

From Moena or Vigo to Botzen over the Caressa Pass, see p. 202.

Immediately to the left rise the dolomite rocks (p. 278) of the Ro-
sengarten, Rothwand, etc., the W. side of which presents so strik-

ing an appearance from Botzen. To the N. the Langkofl (10,430'),

adjoined by the Plaltkofl (9700'), rears its white summit above the

valley. To the right is the Punta di Vallaceia, or Sasso di Loch
(8648'). The road crosses the Avisio, and at (l'/2 M.) Soraga
(3945') rei'ro?ses the stream; it becomes more stony and rugged,

but is practicable for carriages as far as Penia. We next reach
('2 M.) 8. Giovanni, the church of Vigo di Fassa (4500' ; *Corona,
bargaining advisable), the chief village in the Val Fassa, which lies

'/2 M. to the left. (One-horse carriage to Campidello 3, Penia 4,
Predazzo 3, Cavalese 6 fl.

;
guides, Ant. and Gius. Dacchiesa.)

The Monte di Campedie (6550'), the E. spur of the Cime di Mugoni,
to the ~S.W. of Vign, is an admirable point of view (2 hrs.; guide desir-
able). Beyond the village we diverge to the right from the road to S.
Giuliano, enter a gorge, and ascend by a tolerable path. From the sum-
mit we obtain a magnificent view of "the wild Vajolett valley and of the
lofty pinnacles of the Eosengarten (Ital. Vajolone), which rise immediately
opposite ; to the N. are the Langkofl and Sella ; E. the Punta di Vallaceia,
to the left of which is the Marmolada, and to the right the Cimon della
Pala and Cima di Laste. — The -Sasso di Damm (80581

), on the E. side of
the valley (ascended by Pozza in 3 hrs.), commands a more extensive pro-
spect : to the S. is the Val Monzoni terminated by the syenite mass of the
Riccobetta; to the E. rise the Marmolada, Sasso di Valfredda, etc.

The wild Vajolett Valley, flanked by the huge precipices of the Eo-
sengarten and the Lausa, also deserves a visit. (Rough path; 3'/2 hrs.
from Vigo to the Sealierelti Alp at the head of the valley.) Fatiguing
passes lead from this valley to Welsclmofen and Tiers (comp. p. 203). As-
cent of the Monte Alto and the Kesselkogel, see p. 203.

About l 1^ M. beyond Vigo a road to the right crosses the
Avisio to Pozza at the mouth of the Val Monzoni, which abounds.
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in minerals. Beyond (3/4 M.) Perra (*G. Batt. Kizzi) the road crosses

the Sojnl, which descends from the Rosengarten through the wild

Vajolett Gorge. We then cross the Avisio , and recross it near

(2 M.) Mazzin, a hamlet picturesquely situated at the mouth of the

Val Antermoja.
Through the wild Antermoja Gorge a rough path leads to (3 hrs.,

with guide) the sombre Antermoja Lake (8125'), enclosed by the huge
precipices of the Rosengarten. Thence we may cross the Antermoja Pass
to the N. to the Duron Valley (see below), or we may proceed to the W.
to the Vajolett Valley (see above). Ascent of the Kesselkogel, see p. 203.

We soon reach (2 M.) Campidello (4666' ; Valentini ; Batt. Ber-

nard 'al Mollno''), at the influx of the Duron into the Avisio, well

situated for excursions in the upper ValFassa, (Guides, Giorg., Ant.,

Giov., and Luigi Bernard, and Ant. MazellJ)
From Campidello to the Seisser Alp. (Guide to the Mahlknecht 2,

to Ratzes or Kastelruth 4'/2 fl) A bridle-track ascends the Duron Valley
to the W. to the (l'/2 tr.) Duroner Alp; on the right rises the Plattkofl,

and in front the serrated Falban. By the last chalets the path ascends to

the right, following the brook , in the direction of the pinnacles of the
Rosszahne, to the (1 hr.) Mahlknecht-Joch (p. 205). Thence across the
Alp to (3 hrs.) Ratzes, nr Seixx (p. 205), a guide is desirable. Travellers
bound for the Gardena proceed to the N. through the wild Sallrie Gorge to

St. Ulrich (3 hrs., over the Puflatsch 4 "2 hrs.). — The Langkofl (10,430') may
be ascended from Campidello by the Sella Joch, in 6 hrs. (comp. p. 204; two
guides necessary, 10 fl. each).'— The Plattkofl (9698'; 6 hrs. ;

guide 4 ft.)

is not difficult (comp. p. 204).

From Campidello to the Grbden or Enneberg over the Sella, see p. 204.

The Val Fassa now turns to the E. ; the scenery is attractive

and imposing. lt/
2 M- Gries; 3

/4 >1. Canazei (4790'; small inn),

where the path mentioned at p. 204 descends from the Sella Pass.

From Canazei to Buchenstein (5V:hrs. ; guide 4 fl., to Corvara 5 fl.).

The ascent for the first 1/2 hr- is h >' th« Sella path; we then turn to

the right and ascend on the E. side of the valley to the (2 hrs.) Pordoi
Pass (7390'), a wide opening on the S. side of the Mte. Pordoi (9668'), a

peak of the Sella group. [The ascent of the - Cima di Rossi, 7800', 3A hr.

from the pass, is recommended ; splendid view of the Marmolada, Lang-
kofl, and Rosengarten.] Then an uninteresting descent, skirting the Cor-

devole part of the way, to (f/2 hr.) Araba (5240; Inn) and (2 hrs.) Pieve

di Livinalongo (see p. 287).

At Canazei the Val Fassa turns to the S.E. About 3/4M. farther

on we pass Alba (Larzonej's Inn) on the hill to the right, and then

reach (
3
/4 M.) Penia, at the mouth of the Contrin Valley (see below),

the last village in the Fassa, which here again turns to the E.
From Penia to Caprile by the Fedaja Pass (5-6 hrs.), a most attractive

route , chiefly owing to the immediate proximity of the huge Marmolada
(guide from Campidello to Caprile 5, to the Fedaja Lake 3 fl. ; may be
dispensed with by experts). The bridle-track ascends on the right hank
of the Avisio (passing a fine waterfall after 1

/i hr.), at first gradually
through the broad valley , and afterwards more abruptly on the margin
of a wooded ravine , from which rise the colossal cliffs and pinnacles of

the Vernel (10,818'), a part of the Marmolada mass. The (13/4 hr.) Fedaja
Pass (6650) is a sequestered Alpine valley '/4 M. long, with a few chalets,

overshadowed on the right by the snow-clad Marmolada. At the E. end
of the valley we reach a small lake, with grey glacier-water , and the
frontier between Italy and the Tyrol (small inn). On the N. rises the
Mte. Padon (8667'), to the E. of which is a pass called the Forcella di
Padon (7790'; fine view of the Langkofl to the W. and the huge Civetta
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to the S.E. from the grassy slopes to the N. of the pass), leading to

(4 hrs.), Pieve di Livinalongo. We now descend, at first rapidly over
pastures, into the Val Peltorina , and skirt the huge white precipices on
the E. side of the Marmolada. On the S.E. rises the pyramidal Sasso
Bianco. On the right, in the valley far below, is the mouth of the Val
Ombretta (see below). The path then enters the imposing "Serrai di

Sottoguda, a ravine with huge perpendicular walls, '/i M. long and so

narrow at places that the path has to be carried on wooden galleries above
the brawling stream. At the end of the ravine lies the poor village of

(2 hrs.) Sottoguda (4270'), which was almost entirely burned down in 1881.

The valley expands. We cross the Peltorina, pass (
3
/4 hr.) Rocca (3895'),,

descend steeply, and cross the Cordevole to ('/« hr.) Caprile (p. 2877.

Travellers from Caprile to the Fedaja Pass must ascend the valley to the
right (N.) beyond the Sottoguda Ravine ; the footpath passes a saw-mill
and traverses pastures. — Another very interesting but fatiguing path
leads to Caprile by the S. side of the Marmolada, through the Contrin
Valley (see above) and over the Forcella di Ombretta, or Contrin-Joch
(9050'), between the Marmolada and the Sasso Vernale (10,308'). Descent
through the Val Ombretta, which descends to the Pettorina Valley above
the Sottoguda Gorge (see above).

The ascent of the Marmolada, the highest mountain of the S. limestone
Alps, 4 hrs. from the Fedaja pass, presents no material difficulty to adepts.
Good guides (9 II. each; at Caprile and Cortina, pp. 287, 281; at Cam-
pidello, p. 256), rope, etc., are necessary. From the pass to the foot of the
glacier 1 hr. ; then along the W. margin of the glacier, which is sometimes
much crevassed and troublesome, to the (3 hrs.) W. peak. (About 1 hr.
below the summit , in the rocks to the left of the glacier, is a Refuge
Cavern, fitted up by the Italian Alpine Club, but unsuitable for spending
the night.) The 'View from the summit is superb. The Marmolada is

a huge group with several peaks : the W. and highest, the Marmolada di
Penia (11,045') ; the central, the Marmolada di Rocca (10,584') ; the E. peak,
the Sarauta (9748'). The N. slope is gradual, and is covered with a vast
mantle of snow , while the S. side descends in huge and almost vertical
precipices. The first ascent of the highest peak was made in 1864 by
Hr. Grohmann.

53. From Fredazzo to Primiero.
Comp. Map, p. 254.

26 M. Diligence in summer daily, except Sundays, at 6 a.m., in
11 hrs. (4 fl.). One-horse carriage from Predazzo to (9 M.) Paneveggio
3 fl., from Paneveggio to (9 M.) S. Martino 5, to (17 M.) Primiero 10 fl. —
The picturesque Val di Cismone is now easily accessible by the new road.
The best places for a prolonged stay are Primiero and S. Martino di
Castrozza.

Predazzo (3335') , see p. 255. The road follows the right bank
of the Travignolo, at first level and afterwards ascending to the
left (short-cut for walkers), to (33/4M.) Madonna di Neve, an Alpine
hamlet with a poor inn. The valley is monotonous. To the S.,

beyond the thickly - wooded foreground, rises a chain of bare
porphyry peaks, culminating in the Cima di Vallon, Cima di Laste,
and Colbricon. We cross (1 M.) a gorge descending from the left,

and then ascend through wood, round the rock-strewn flanks of the
Dossaccio (6024'), to (41/2 M.) Paneveggio (5165'; *Inn), formerly
a hospice, in a pine -clad valley. To the E. the Cimon delta
Pala and Cima di Vezzana (see below) tower majestically over the
intervening green hills.

From Panevf.ogio to Cenueniohe over the Valles Pass (6680'), 6 hrs.,

Baedeker's Eastern AIds. 5th Edit ^7
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bridle-track (guide to the pass desirable). At Paneveggio the Val Travig-
nolo bends to the K.E. ; the path follows the right bank of the stream,

(
3
,4 hr.) passes on the right the bridge leading to the Val Veneggie, and

C/4 hr.) crosses the Juribrutt streamlet. Then a steeper ascent (passing the
Juribrutt Alp on the height to the left) to the (1 hr.) top of the pass
(Italian frontier). In descending we enjoy a fine view of the Civetta,

Pelmo, Tofana, etc., while behind us rise the Cimon della Pala and Cima
di Vezzana. At (2 hrs.) Falcade, in the Val Biois, the route from S. Pelle-
grino joins ours on the left (p. 255); thence by Forno di Canale to
('2 hrs.) Cencenighe (p. 288). — From Paneveggio to Moena over the Lusia
Alp, see p. 250.

The road crosses the Travignolo, and ascends in long windings

(short-cuts following the telegraph-poles), through beautiful wood
and afterwards over poor pastures, to the (4 M.) Rolle or Coston-

zella Pass (6415') and the (V'-^O Cantoniera di Rolle (rustic inn).

The pass commands an imposing view of the Cimon della Pala

(10, 968'), a huge rocky pinnacle, the 'Matterhoni of the Dolomites',

and oi' the jagged chain which culminates in the Pala di S. Mar-
tino and extends to the Shsso Maggiore. (The crest of the Mte.

Castellazzo, to theE., ascended from the inn without difficulty in

1 hr., affords the best survey of the Cimon della Pala and the Cima
di Vezzana, with their two small glaciers and the wild ravine in

which the huge slopes of detritus descend.)

The road now descends gradually on the left side of a barren

valley to the Alp Posse di Sopra, above which we enjoy a good

survey of the valley, winds down a barrier of rock , crosses the

Cismone, and leads through wood in windings, which may he avoid-

ed by the old bridle-path, to {i'/2 M.) S. Martino di Castrozza

(4800'J, originally a monastery, beautifully situated in a basin at

the foot of the Cimon della Pala (' Hotel, R. 70 kr. to 1 fl., D. 1 fl.

30 kr. ; Italian inn adjacent). Towards the S. a striking view is

obtained of the Primiero valley with the chain of the Vette di

Feltre; to the 'W. are the Cavalazza, Cima di Colbricon, and Cima

di Laste.
Another pass, less interesting than the high-road, leads from Paneveggio

to S. Martino over the Colbricon Pass (0270'), between the Cima Colbricon

and the Curalaszu. Two small lakes are passed near the head of the pass.

Descent by the Alp C'es.

The mountain-pastures and forests around S. Martino afford many
pleasant walks. The best survey of the imposing environs is obtained

from the Cima di Tognazza (7728') on the W. side of the valley, ascended
by the Tognola-Alp in 2 hrs.

Ascents (for experts only
;
guides had better be brought from Am-

pezzo or Caprile; Mich. Bettega of S. Martino is well spoken of)- The
Cimon della Pala (10,96S

r

; from the Rolle Pass 7-8 hrs., difficult), first

ascended by Mr. Whitwell in 1870, commands a most imposing view. —
The Cima di Ball (10,640' ; 6 hrs. ; fatiguing) is ascended by the Passo di

Ball (see below). — The Pala di S. Martino (10,645'; 8 hrs., very diffi-

cult), ascended for the first time by J. Meurer and the Marchese Pallavicini

in 1878, is a magnificent point of view.

Passes. A toilsome but remarkably fine route leads from S. Martino
over the Passo delle Comelle (8545'), to the S.E. of the Cimon della Pala,

into the Val delle Comelle, where it follows the slope to the right, and
then by the village of Gares, magnificently situated, to (8 hrs.) Forno di

Canale (p. 289). Instead of descending the Val delle Comelle to Gares, we may
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cross to the E. by the Forcella Oesuretta to the Val di S. Lucano, Taibon,

and Agordo. Or we may turn to the right (E.) before reaching the Passo
delle Comelle, cross the plateau to the Passo di S. Lucano (8595'), and de-
scend abruptly through the Val d'Angoraz into the Val di S. Lucano (from
8. Martino to Agordo 8 hrs.). — Another route leads from 8. Martino
over the Passo di Ball (Passo Rodera), between the Pala di 8. Martino
and Cima di Ball, to the Val di Pravitali (p. 260).

A bridle-path (guide desirable) leads irom 8. Martino to the W. by
the Tognola Alp to the Toguola Pass (652LT), and descends through the Val
Sorda to (5 hrs.) Gauria (2755' ; Inn) , in the Val di Canale *S'. Bovo, at

the N.E. base of the Cima d'Asta (9330'; which may be ascended through
the Val Regana in 6 hrs.). A rough road descends the Val Canale, which
is watered by the Vanoi

}
past a lake formed by a land-slip in 1819-23. to

(2 hrs.) Canale S. Bovo (2476' ; Inn, tolerable). Thence over the Brocon Pass
to Castel Tesino and Borgo di Val Sugana , see p. 252 ; to Imer in the
Primiero Valley (see below) over the saddle of Gobbera (3260'), 2 hours.
The valley farther down contracts into an almost impassable ravine, and
joins the Val di Cismone below Pontett.

The road follows the right side of the Cismone valley, at first

through wood, passing a poor tavern, and afterwards on the shadeless

hillside, high above the river. Opposite tower the rocky pinnacles

of the Cima Rosetla (10,020'), the Cima di Ball (10,640'), and
the Sass Maor (9227'); to the S. lies the beautiful Val Primiero
with the Vette di Feltre, and to the right the Monte Pavione. Fin-
ally the road descends in windings (footpath shorter) and crosses

the Cismone to (7 M.) Siror and (1 M.) Primiero, or La Fiera

(2345' ; *Aquila Nerd), the capital of the valley, which once pos-
sessed valuable silver-mines, with an early-Gothic church and sev-

eral interesting old houses (such as the castellated court-house
near the church). The environs are rendered extremely pictur-

esque by the contrast between the rich southern vegetation (maize,

chestnuts, mulberries, etc.) and the huge barren peaks of the Do-
lomites on the N.

The best Survey of the charming valley is obtained from a cross,
10 min. above the village, to the W. (Ascend to the right by the church,
and keep to the left where the path forks.) Below, in the richly-culti-
vated valley, lie the villages of La Fiera, Tonadieo, and Transacqua ; on
the left towers the Sass Maor or Sasso Maggiore, and farther back the
Pala di 8. Martino; in the middle distance, beyond the picturesque Castel
la Pietra, rise the Rocchetta, Tacabianca, and Cima d'Oltro; farther to
the right, above Transacqua, is the Sasso della Padella; and to the S.,
in the background, are the Vette di Feltre with the fine pyramid of the
Mte. Pavione.

Excuksions. (Guides: Ste/ano Colussi, Franc. Colesel; B. Mariano
of Sagron.) To the (1 hr.) Castel la Pietra (3330'), 1 hr., see p. 289 ; »/< nr -

farther N., in the Val Canale, is a shooting-lodge of Count Welsperg,
commanding a capital survey of the lofty Dolomites at the head of the
valley. — By Siror (see above) to the (2 hrs.) small Calaita Lake (5220'),
and thence in 2'/3 hrs. to the top of the Cima d'Arzon (7982'), a splendid
point of view. — The Val della Noana, a wild and imposing ravine,
which joins the valley of the Cismone at Imer (see below), is seen by
ascending the cart-track through it for 1 hour. Farther on it forks into
the Val Fonda on the right, through which an unattractive route leads
over the Passo della Finestra to Feltre. (p. 286), and the ValVAsinozza
on the left, at the head of which rise II Piz (8110') and the Sasso di Mur
(8380' ; highest N.E. peak ascended for the first time by Hr. Diamantidi
in 1H81). — The 'Monte Pavione, or Col di Luna (7650'), the highest peak
of the Vette di Feltre, may be ascended by Mezzano (see below) in &/>-

17*
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6 hrs. (guide). It affords a superb view of the Dolomites on the N., and
of the plain as far as the Adriatic on the S. (good quarters on the Agne-
rola Alp, 5160')- Rich flora. — The Val di Pravitali, a wild glen sur-
rounded by lofty limestone peaks, is reached by ascending to the left from
the Val di Canalc (472-5 hrs. from Primiero). On the E. side of it towers
the Cima della Fradusla (9744'J , the ascent of which , crossing a small
glacier, presents no serious difficulty. To the S. is the Cima di Bail
(10,640'), to the N.W. the Pala di S. Mat-lino (10,645'). — Toilsome passes
lead hence over the Passo di Ball (see above) to S. JIartino; over the
Passo di Pravitali to the Comelle Pass (p. 258); and over the Passo di Ca-
nale to the Val d'Angoraz , the Val di S. Lucano , and Agordo (p. 289).

Feom Pkimiero to Aouedo over the Cereda Pass (7 hrs.), see p. 289.— To Pkimolano in the Val Sugana 10-11 hrs. ; the road to it leads through
the valley of the Cismone by Mezzano and Imer to the (2'/2 hrs.) Italian
frontier (refreshments at the custom-house of Mte. Croce), below which
the Cismone dashes impetuously through wild , inaccessible gullies. A
rough cart-track ascends thence past the ruined castle of Schener to Zorzoi.

and Sorriva (opposite Lamon), crosses the deep gorge of the Ausore , and
finally descends to (4 hrs.) Fonzaso (Angelo) . on the road from Feltre
to (12 J\I.) Primolano (p. 286). — To Bokgo di Val Slgana over the Bro-
con Pass (10 hrs.). see p. 252.

54. From Franzensfeste to Villach. Pusterthal.

Comp. Maps, pp. 190, 254, 106.

131 M. Railway in 672-8 hrs. ; fares 11 fl. 65, 9 fl. 81, 5 fl. 91 kr.

Passengers should take refreshments with them, as there are few re-

staurants on this line. Dinners (1 fl.) are handed into the carriages at

Lienz, if previously ordered through the guard (comp. p. 107).

The Pusterthal, one of the longest valleys in the Tyrol, consists of the

valleys of the Rienz and the upper Brave or Drau , separated by the low
saddle of Toblach. The \V. part is German, while to the E. of Lienz the

inhabitants and the names of the places betray indications of Slavonic

origin. The scenery is pleasing, but has no claim to grandeur except at

Franzensfeste, near Lienz, and at a few other points. Between Niederdorf
and Lien/, the bold forms of the Dolomites are visible from time to time

beyond the green hills enclosing the valley. The Ahrenthal , Iselthal,

Mollthal, and other lateral valleys afford many beautiful excursions; and,

since the completion of the railway, the Ampezzo valley, in particular,

has attracted numerous visitors. — In the autumn of 1882 this district

was devastated by repeated inundations.

Franzensfeste (2-HJ0'), see p. 195. The train passes through part

of the fortifications and crosses the Eisak by an iron bridge supported

by six piers of granite, 200 yds. in length, and 263' above the im-

petuous torrent in the gorge beneath. About 100' lower is the La-
dritsch Briicke (p. 195). Beyond Aicha is a tunnel 275 yds. long,

beyond which we obtain a view of the Schlern to the S. (p. 206). At

Schabs (at which some of the trains stop) the line passes through the

watershed between the Eisak and Rienz by means of long cuttings,

turns to the left into the Pusterthal , and is carried along the hill-

side by a lofty embankment. On the right is Rodeneck, the ancestral

castle of the counts of Wolkenstein-Rodeneck. To the left on the

hill lies the village of Spinges. 5 M. Miihlbach (2540'; *Sonne;
Linde), a considerable village in a sheltered situation at the mouth
of the Valser Thai, is a summer-resort. Opposite, on the left

bank of the Rienz, are the (l 1/* M.) small baths of Bachgart.
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Pleasant walk into the Valser Thai, past the Falser Bad, and to (5 M.)

Vals (Maierwirth). Back by the high-lying village of Meransen (4643'; rustic

inn), with a fine view of the Dolomites to the S. — Ascent of the Gitsch

(8216), by Bleransen in 4 hrs. (with guide), interesting and not difficult.

Beyond Miihlbach the valley contracts to a narrow ravine called

the Muhlbacher Klause, once defended by fortifications, which were

destroyed by the French in 1809. Beyond it the valley expands.

9M. VmM (2494'"), near the village of Unter- Vintl (*Post), at the

mouth of the Pfundersthal.
A road leads through the Pfundersthal to Weitenthal and (2'/2 hrs.)

Pfunders (3790' ; Inn), a prettily-situated village. Thence across the Weiten-
berg-Alpe and over the Pfunders-Joch tn (6 hrs.) Kematen in the Pfitscher-

Thal, see p. 147 ; to Lappach (and Taufers) by the Passen-Joch , Riegler-
Joch, or Eisbrugger Scharte , see p. 269. — The ''Eidechsspitae (8962') is

ascended from Ober-Vinll, by Terenten (3940'; Inn) and the Terenten Valley,
without difficulty in 5 hrs. (guide); beautiful view, embracing the Ziller-

thal and Rieserferner snow-mountains, the S. Limestone Alps, etc.

The train crosses the Rienz. To the left are the villages of Ober-
Vintl, St. Sigmund (where some of the trains stop), and Kiens. In

a valley on the right lie the small sulphur-baths of IUstern. 14 M.
Ehrenburg, with a chateau of Count Kiinigl. Several deep cuttings.

Near St. Lorenzen (*R6ssl) the train crosses the Gader, which de-
scends from the Enneberg (p. 275). To the left is the dilapidated

monastery of Sonnenburg ; on a rock to the right the Michaelsburg

.

19M. Bruneck(2670'; *Post; *Sonne; *Stern; *Krone; Hirsnh

;

lirciu ; Lamm), the chief place in the W. Pusterthal (2186 inhab.),
charmingly situated at the mouth of the Tauferer Thai (p. 268), is

much frequented in summer. It was seriously damaged by the
inundations of 1882. The Chateau (2880'), formerly a seat of
the Prince Bishops of Brixen, is now a prison ; the tower (visitors

admitted) affords the best survey of the environs. The Church, de-
stroyed by a fire in 1850, and rebuilt in the Romanesque style,

contains frescoes by Mader and altar-pieces by Hellweger.
Walks. To the S.W. through the new grounds on the Knhberg to

the (1 hr.) Kresstuasserl (an excellent spring) and ('/? hr.) St. Lorenzen
(good inns); we may then visit the adjacent Sonnenburg and Michaelsbnrg
(see above)

.
and return by the high-road (2 31.) or along the river bv

Stegen. — To the S.E. by (2 M.) Reischach ('Kappler) , at the base of the
Kronplatz (see below), to the (25 min.) Lamprechtsburg

,
picturesquely sit-

uated above the gorge of the Rienz, and now occupied bv peasants
;

'back
through the narrow, wooded Rienzthal, past the Lochmiihle (Inn), in »/4 hr.— On the right bank of the Rienz to (1/4 hr.) Dietenheim (Bock, near the
church), charmingly situated on the hill-side; to O/2 hr.) Aufltofen; to
the (I1/2 hr.) hill of Amefea

, with fine views; to the (I'/ii hr!) castle of
Kehlhurg (p. 26*).

_

The ascent of the -'Kronplatz (Romanic, Plang de Coronet, 7444'), which
rises to the S., is very attractive , whether made by Reitchach and the
Ochsen-Alpe (shortest route, but rather steep) in 3V«hrs., or by the beau-
tifully-situated little baths of Schartl and the Kappler Alpe in 4'/2 hrs.
(guide desirable, 3'/2 fl.). The expedition is shorter and easier from
Mitter-Olang (see below), by (I1/2 hr.) Gaiselsberg ('Inn), from which the
top is reached in 2 hrs. (guide for the inexperienced li/2 fl.). The *View
embraces the Tauern, the Rieserferner. Zillerthaler Ferner, and Oetzthaler
ierner on the 5?., and the Limestone Alps from Ampezzo to the Schlern
on the S. About 20 min. from the summit, on the S.E. side, is a small
Refuge (tavern in summer). The lower, N.E. peak is named the Spitz-
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TiSrndl (7014'). — The descent may also he made over the Furkl to (2 hrs.)

St. Vigil in the Enneberg; comp. p. 275.

The train crosses the Rienz, describes a wide cnrve round the

town (fine glimpse of the Tauferer Thai with the Loffelspitze,

Frankbachsattel, and Keilbachspitze), and passes through a tunnel

350 yds. long, opposite the Lamprechtsburg (see above). At Percha

it recrosses the stream, the left bank of which it follows by means
of cuttings and viaducts. Beyond two more tunnels we reach (26 M.)
Olang (3320'), station for the villages of Nieder, Mitter, and Ober-

Olang, situated at the mouth of the Oaiselsberger Thai. (Ascent

of the Kronplatz, see above; over the Furkl to St. Vigil in the En-
neberg, see p. 275.) Opposite, by the village of Basen, opens the

Anlhoher Thai, from which rise several peaks of the Rieserferner.

To the S. are the slopes of the Hochalpe I1S408').

In the Antholzer Thai a good road leads by (I'/s M.) Xieder-Rasen (Zur
Windschnur, carriages) and (l'/s M.) Ober-Rasen to the (3 M.) unpretend-
ing Antholzer Bad, or Sa.lomoitshriinn.cn (3585'), the water of which is a cure
(or female ailments. The road continues thence to (l'/2 M.) Niederthal,
or Antholz, and (3 31.) MUterthal, or Gassen (4070'; "Brugger. unpretending),
where it terminates. (Passes hence into the Miihlhacher Thai and Eein-
thal, see pp. 271.2651.) Beyond Hitterthal a path leads over meadows and
through wood (guide advisable; to St. Jakob 2'/i fl.) to the (l'/^hr.) beau-
tiful "Antholzer Siv (5390'). at the base of the Rieserferner (Wildgall, Hoch-
gall, O/iri-nspitzen ; see p. 272). The path skirts the lake for '/s br.,

ascends in l 1
/* hr. more to the Slaller battel (6740'), and then descends

past (5 min.) the small Mailer See (6600') into the Stallerthal , the S.W.
ramification of the Defereggenthal. and to (l'/^hr.) Erlsbach (5055'; Stumpfer)
and (ti/4 hr.) St. Jakob (see p. 290).

Beyond Olang the train runs in numerous windings high up on

the left side of the deep ravine of the Rienz, and passes through

a short tunnel , which had to be constructed in a tubular form

owing to the loose nature of the soil. 31 M. Welsberg (3537';

*Lbwe ; *Lamm ; Rose), the seat of the district-court, is pleasantly

situated at the mouth of the Gsieser Thai. (To the DefeTeggen-Thal

by St. Magdalena and the (isieser Thorl , see p. 290.) To the N.

rise the ruins of Weinberg and Thurn ; to the S., opposite the sta-

tion, are the unpretending baths of Waldbrunn.
About 2 31. to Hie E., halfway to Niederdorf, the attractive "Pragser

Thai opens to the right. A road leads from Xiederdorf round the foot

of the Golser Berg (or we may take the shorter path diverging to the

left at the railway-station, crossing the hill, and passing the Lercher Hbfe)
to the (3 M.) Hofstadt in Ausser-Prags, where the valley divides into

Alt-Prags on the left (E.), and Inner or Neu-Prags on the right (W.).
About IV2 31. up the E. branch of the valley (steep road) lie the baths of

Alt-Prags (4518': unpretending , but good), amidst superb scenery (E. the
Sarnkofel and Diirrenstein; in the background, to the S.. the lofty Hohe
Gaisl , to the W. the Rosskofel group). Ascent of the Sarnkofel from
this point, see below; over the Sarlriedel to the Ampezzo road, about
3 hrs. — To Schi-udeebach an easy and very fine route crosses the
Platzwiesen (4'/2 hrs. ; guide 3 fl., not indispensable). A good path leads
past the base of the Heimwaldkofel and up the valley for 1 hr., and then
ascends a wooded slope to the left (with the Daumkofel and the Schwal-
benkofel on the right) to the extensive pastures of the (I1/2 hr.) Wdlsche
Bbden (or Platzwiesen, 6180'). On the right rises the imposing Hohe Ga>sl
(Rothmund, 10,280'); on the left the Diirrenstein (9306'), which is ascended
from this point without difficulty. Our route crosses the plateau. Before
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us rise the Cadinspifzen (p. 279) , and the huge "CHstallo afterwards ap-

pears in the foreground. At the C/2 hr.) end if the pastures the path
crosses a low rocky saddle. It then descends to the left, past the Knoll-

kopf (7218'), into the Seeland/hal, and through wood (keep to the left) to

(1 hr.) Schhiderbach (p. 27?). Another path (not recommended) leads

to the right from the Knollkopf through the Knappenlhal to Ospitale

(p. 280). — The ascent of the Knollkopf (7218') , an admirable point of

view, may easily be combined with the Peeland pass.

The inner-Prags, or W. arm of the valley, ascends, between the

Rosskofel rn the left and the Hochalpe on the right, to the Joch leading
to Vigil. From the Hcfstadt (see above) a tolerable road leads by the

hamlet of Schmieden, to the unpretending baths of C/4 hr.) Neu-Prags, or

Mbselbad (4345'; 'Inn); opposite, on the left bank of the Pragser Bach,
lies the village rf St. Veil. Thence by a gord path, crossing the brook
8 min. above the baths, in 3

/t hr. to the beautiful, dark-green "Pragser
Wildsee (4850'). in which the huge Seekofel (9214') is reflected (boats for

hire). On the left rise the precipitous sides of the fferstein (8366'), to

the right is the Schwarzberg. The path leads on the wooded W. bank to

the 0/4 hr.) S. end of the lake. To the W. of this point opens the Griin-

wald-Thal, through which an uninteresting route leads to (4 hrs ) St. Vigil

in the Fnneberg. Leaving the lake, this route leads past the Grilmcald-
hiilte and Allkaserhiitte to the (2 hrs.) Hochalpe (retrospect of the Rosskofel,
Seekofel. Ricegon ; to the S., Mte. Sella di Senes), and the C/2 hr.) Jbchl
am Kreuz (Griinwaldjbchl, 7395'). We then descend through the narrow
Vogedura-Thal , between the Paratsch nn the left and the Dreiftngerspifze
on the right, to (f/2 hr.) St. Vigil (p. 275).

The train crosses the Pragser Bach (affording a view of the

Hohe Gaisl at the head of the Pragser Thai, p. 2791, and ascends
slightly to (35 M.) Niederdorf (3800' ; *Post; *Schwarzer Adler

;

Brt'iu), a large village in a broad green valley, much resorted to in

summer. About l
/% M. to the E. is the Weiherbad (*Pens. Moser).

Walks. To Bad Maisladt (4080'), <n the hill-side, '/2 hr. to the S.E.,
with pleasant wood-walks. By Weiherbad to C/4 hr.) Gratsch (Fink's
Inn) and to ('/< hr.) Toblach (fee below.) To (40 min.) the village of Avf-
kirclien'(4340'). to the N., on a terrace of the Eggerberg, and to the (V2 hr.)
Wetterkreuz , with an admirable view of the Prags and Hohlenstein Do-
lomites. The (

3 '( hr.) Thaler Bauer (refreshment,') and the (1 hr.) Klein-
Siiine are also good points of view. — The ascent of the * Sarnkofel
(7736' ; 3 hrs.; with guide, 2'/2 fl.), which ri?es to the S. between the
Pragser Thai and the H6hlen<teiner Thai, is not difficult, though the
short passage of the 'Steig' is rather giddy. It commands a splendid view
of the Pusterthal, the Tauern , the" Rieserferner and Zillerthal snow-
mountains, and the S. Limestrne Alps. Descent by the Sarlriedel, and
then either to the right to A It -Prags (p. 262) , or to the left to the
Toblacher See (p. 278). — To the (3 hrs.) Pragser See, see above.

At Oratsch the train crosses the Rienz, which descends from
the Hohlensteiner Thai, for the last time , and soon reaches the
Toblacher Feld (3950'), the watershed between the Rienz and the
Drave, the highest point on the line, and the boundary between
the upper and lower Pusterthal. 38 M. Toblach (*Hotel Toblach,
a large house, finely situated close to the wood ; *H6tel Rohrachcr,
at the station, R. 1 fl. ; Rail. Restaurant, with veranda and view).
The village (*Goldnes Kreuz; *Schwarzer Adler; Mutschlechner's
lodgings'), with its handsome new church, lies 3

/4 M. to the N.
of the station. A road leads hence to the S., to Schhiderbach and
Ampezzo (R. 57). Fine view from Toblach of the narrow mouth
of the valley guarded by pinnacles of dolomite (to the left the Neu-
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uerkofel, to the light the Sarlkofel and Ditrrenstein), with the

Cristallino in the background.
Excursions from Toblach. On the Ehrenberg, the wooded spur of

the Haselberg, to the E. of Toblach , are laid out the pleasant shady
grounds of the 'Kaiserpark', affording charming views of the Toblacher
Feld and the Dolomites of Prags and Ampezzo. — The Wetterkreiu ('/2 hr.),

Gralsch , Maistadt, Avfkirchen, Niederdorf, see above. To In die Rienz,

a brewery 3
/t 31. to the W. of the station. To the P/4 hr.) Toblacher

See (p. 278). To the (1 hr.) Hackhoferkaser, at the foot of the Neuner-
kofel, etc. — The ascent of the Pfannhorn (8733') is easy and interesting

(3'/2 hrs. ; guide for the inexperienced 2 fl. 80 kr. ; bridle-path with finger-

posts); excellent view of the Dolomites, the Tauern, the Zillerthal Alps,
etc. (see the marble indicator at the top).

The train now descends, passing the insignificant source of the

Drave on the right, to (40 M.) Innichen (3825'; *Bar, R. 60, B.

26 kr. ;
* Goldner Stem ; Rossle)

, the Roman Aguntum , another

summer-resort
,

prettily situated at the mouth of the Sextenthal.

The Romanesque Stiftskirche, dating from the 13th cent., possesses

an interesting and very ancient portal. To the S.E. rises the Helm
(see below), a fine point of view; to the S. are the lofty Drei-

schusterspitze (10,367') and other Sexten Dolomites.
The road into the Sexten-Thal (one-horse carr. to Bad Moos 3'/2, two-

horse 6 fl.) turns to the S. at the Bar Inn, crosses the Sextner Bach, and
ascends on the left bank. After I'/.i 31. a road diverges to the right to the

(7'2 31.) Innicher Wildbad (4370';
:::Bath House), in the woods above the

main road (fine view from the Herminenhohe, 5 min.). The road then
passes the mouth of the Inner/eld- Thai (fine view of the Haunold on the

right, and the Gsellknoten and Dreischuster on the left), crosses the

Ixenbach at the Sommerermuhle , and reaches (4 M.) Sexten, or St. Veit

(4300' ; Kofler ; "Post), the capital of the vallev. — The ascent of the -Helm
(7972'; 3 hrs. from St. Veit; guide 2 fl. 30 kr., or with descent to Sillian

jj'/sfl.), a splendid point of view, is recommended. (Guides, Ant. Berg-

mann, Alois Jlicheler, and Ant. Mitterhofer at Innichen; Jos. Egarter,

Franz and J09. Innerkofler at Sexten.)
[An interesting mute leads through the wooded Innerfeld-Thal. and

over the ^Yildgraben-Joch, to (7-8 hrs.) Hohlenstein (guide indispensable,

4'/2 fl-)- From the Sommerermuhle to the Unterhiitte at the end of the

valley, 2 hrs. ; the route then ascends to the right to the (
3
/4 hr.) Ober-

hiitte (6377'j, which affords a fine view of the Dreischusterspitze, Schuster-

kofel , Schwalbenkofel , Bullkbpfe , etc. Thence through the Innicher
Wildgraben, past the Wasserklamm, to the (2 hrs.) Wildgraben-Joch, lying

between the Schwabenalpenkopf and the Schwalbenkofel , and affording a

capital view of the Cristallo, Sorapiss, 3Iarmarole, Antelao , and other

peaks. Descent, rather rough, through the Orosse Wildgraben to the
Bienzthal and (3 hrs.) Hohlenstein (p. 279). — The ascent of the Hocheben-
kofel (9518

1

), from the Oberhutte by the Hangenalpel and the Liickel (pass

to the Ampezzo road, 830C), 3-4 hrs., presents no difficulty to the expert,

and is most interesting (guide 4'/2 fl.). The plateau of the Hochebenkofel
is separated from the Birkenkofel (9530') on the N. by a narrow gap, the
passage of which requires a perfectly steady head.]

About '/a nr - above St. Veit (passing the direct path to the baths,

which diverges to the right, 2 min. from St. Veit) we reach Moos, or St.

Joseph (4365'), where the valley forks. In the right arm lies (
l
/i hr.) the

unpretending Bad Moos, or Sextner Bad, whence a beautiful walk may be
taken (pleasant path on the left bank of the brook) to the Fischelein-
boden (4755

1

) , which affords an admirable view of the imposing head of

the valley (Gsellknoten , Dreischusterspitze, Schusterkofel , Oberbacher-
spitze, Zwolferkofel, Rothwandspitze, and Elferkofel); the traveller should
go as far as O/2 hr.) the pasture in the valley. Farther up, the Fischelein-
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Thai branches into the Altenstein- or Bbdenbach-Thal to the right (S.W.)

and the Backer-Thai to the left (S.E.). A tolerably easy route leads

through the former (guide for the inexperienced 4 fl. 30 kr. ; route indi-

cated by red marks) over the Sextner Bbden, and past the small Bodensee

to the Toblacher or Toblinger Riedel (7844'), which lies between the Patern-

kofel and the Toblinger Knoten , and commands an excellent view of the

Drei Zinnen (immediately facing us), the Cristallo, Hohe Gaisl, etc. (new
refuge-hut); descent through the upper Rienzthal to (6-7 hrs.) Bbhlenstein

(p. 279). — Auronzo may be reached from the Bacherthal (see above) by
two toilsome passes, one over the Giralba-Joch (8190'), lying between the
Zwolferkofel and the Mte. Giralba, the other over the Sante Buhel (8230'),

to the W. of the Zwolferkofel (10-11 hrs. to Auronzo, p. 284 ; guide 5l
/2 «)•

The Dreischusterspitze (10,368'), the Zwolferkofel (10,120'), and the Roth-
wandspitze (10,090'), all difficult, may be ascended from Bad Moos.

P'rom Bad Moos the Sextenthal road ascends steeply to the (2 hrs.)

Kreuzberg-Joch, or Monte (,'roce (5350' ; three poor inns), where it crosses

the Italian frontier. Thence by Padola to Auronzo (4 hrs.), see p. 284;
by <S. Stefano to Sappada , see p. 284. From the Monte Croce to the
Schuss or Collesei, the extreme E. spur of the Rothwandspitze, a pleasant
walk of 3

/4 hr. ; fine view, to the H.. of the Val Comelico, etc.

Beyond Innuhen the line follows the right hank of the Drave,

now augmented by the Sextner Bach , and crosses the river to

(48 M.) Sillian (3600'; *Po»t; Adler). To the N., at the mouth
of the VUlgrattenthal, stands the well-preserved castle of Heinfels.

(To Defereggen over the Villgrattenjoch, see p. 290.) About 1
1/4 M.

to the W., in a sheltered position on the S. side of the Pusterthal,

are the baths of Weitlahnbrunn (good quarters). — The *Helm
(797'2'), ascended from Sillian by the Forscher Alp in 4 hrs. (Joh.

and Ant. Schett, guides), is an admirable point (see above).
From Sillian to Kotschach (p. 267), 13-14 hrs., not attractive The

route (at first a narrow carriage-road) ascends on the left side of the
Kartifsch'Tfial , by St. Leonhard, or Kartitsch, to (3 hrs.) ' In der InnersV
(4980'), the head of the pass, and the watershed between the Drave and
the Gail, and descends through the Lessacfithal, as the upper Gailthal is

called, to' (I'/j hr.) Ober- Tilliach (4745' ; Inn) and (3 hrs.) Maria-Luggau
(3720': two tolerable inns), a pilgrimage-resort. The road from this point
to (6-7 hrs.) Kotschach is very bad, and scarcely practicable even for
the lightest vehicles. It leads over very hilly ground, and is intersected
by innumerable water -courses descending from the Kreuzkofel chain.
From (1 hr.) St. Lorenzen ('Mitterberger) the "Paralba (8825'), a splendid
point of view, which is visible towards the S.E., may be ascended without
much difficulty: to the Brennhutte in the Frohnthal 3 hrs.; thence over
the Hochalpelpass (or Veranisjoch , 7520') to the top 3-4 hrs. (descent
through the Val Seiis to Sappada 3'/2 hrs. ; see p. 284). The next places
are C/4 hr.) Liesing. (I1/2 hr.) Bierbaum (Inn), (l'A hr.) St. Jakob, and
(I1/2 hr.) Kotschach (p. 359).

The train crosses the Drave and descends to stat. Abfaltersbach
(3100'). Charming view down the valley. To the right the Spitz-

kofl (8990 ft. ) is seen from time to time, towering over the inter-
mediate hills. The scene becomes wild and lonely. The line is

carried along the hill-side by lofty embankments and descends
rapidly (gradient 1:40). Stations Mittewald and (61 M.) Thai
(2625'). Opposite is the entrance to the wild Oamsthal, from which
a huge and destructive mud-torrent descended in the summer of

1881 (interesting walk of 40 min. as far as the waterfall, 230' in
height, at the end of the first gorge). After traversing a defile
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8 M. long the train reaches the Lienzer Klause, which has often

been successfully defended by the Tyrolese.

66 M. Lienz (2193'; *Post; a cafe' next door; *Weisscs Lamm;
*Rose; Sonne, starting-point of the Stellwagen ; *Adler; *RosH;
Fischwirth, on the left bank of the Isel ; *Rail. Restaurant, with
beds, R. 1 fl.), the last town in the Tyrol towards the E., is de-

lightfully situated near the confluence of the Drave and the Isel,

a river three times as large. The Lieburg, a large edifice of the

16th cent, with two towers, in the Platz opposite the Post, is

now the seat of the district-authoTities. To the N.W., on the

slope of the Schlossberg (20 min.), rises Schloss Bruck, once a seat

of the counts of Lurn and Pustertnal, now a brewery; the tower
affords the best survey of the town and its environs. Travellers

from the N. here obtain their first view of the Dolomites, to which

the chain separating the valleys of the Drave and Gail belongs.

To the S. of Lienz, on tlie opposite side of the Drave, rise the wild

and jagged Rauchkofl (6256') and Spitzkofl (8990').
From Lienz to the Iteltlial (Windisch-Matrei , Pregraten) , see R. 59;

to Knls, see R. 60; to the Mollthal (Heiligenhlut), fee R. 61. The interest-

ing excursion to the 'Kaiser Thorl (p. 29C) may he made in < ne day from
Lienz by driving to \Vindisch-Matrei (starting at 4 a.m.), and ordering
the carriage to Tie in waiting at Huben at 6 p.m.

Walks. To Amlach, I1/4 31. to the S., on the right bank of the Drave.
To e/2 hr.) Bad Leopoldsruh. with a fine view of Lienz. By Tristach to the

(l'/4 hr.) pretty Tristacher See (2660'). and to (V4 hr.) the baths of Jimg-
brunn. To (1 hr.) Ober-Lienz to the N.W., returning by Schloss Bruck.

Mountain Expeditions. To the (3'/2 hrs.) Kerschbaumer Alp : the path

leads by Amlach, and round the W. slope of the Rauchkofl, into the Galizen-

thal and to the interesting Klammbriicke , and a -Tends thence in zigzags

to the Alp (:>T0'), wildly situated at the base of the Ganskofl (8983' ; ascent

from the Alp 3 hrs., fatiguing; view admirable). A trying route leads

from the Alp over the Zochen Pass (7390') to (4 hrs. I Maria-Luggau (p. 265).

— The Bose Weibl (S264 1

), an excellent point of view, is ascended with
little exertion in 5 hrs., by Schloss Bruck, chiefly through wood (or from
the S. by Leisach and the high-lying village of Bamberg). — Another very

attractive point is the Schleinitz (9520'), the S. peak of the Schober group

(6V» hrs. ; guide 4 fl.). The path ascends steeply to the X., by Oberdrum
in the ScUleinitztobel, to the (3'/2 hrs.) Feldwebel-Alp (6522') ; thence to the

top fatiguing (grand prospect). — The Weisse Wand and ffochschober, see

p. 290.

The train crosses the Isel and traverses the broad valley of the

Drave to (69 M.) Dolsaeh (*Putzenbacher; route over the Iselsberg

to the Mollthal and to Heiligenblut , see p. 301). To the right a

picturesque glimpse of the Dolomites of the Gailthal. 72'/o M. Nikols-

dorf (2070'), the last Tyrolese village. The Hochstadel (8785'),

a magnificent point of view
, rises here to the right (ascent by

Pirkach and the Pirker Kammern 6 hrs., with guide). The Drave
and the frontier of Carinthia are now crossed. 77'Ai M. Oberdrau-
burg (2000'; * Post), an unimportant place with an old chateau of

Prince Porzia and pleasant grounds (admittance on application).
To Tolmezzo by Kbtschach and the Ploken (12 hrs.), an interesting

route. As far as Mauthen a good road (diligence by Kotschach to Her-
magor daily in G hrs.); thence to Paluzza a cart-track or bridle-path,
beyond it a post-road. The road, the ancient Roman route from Leontium
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(Lienz) to Aquileja, crosses the Drave, and mounts a steep wooded slope to

the (1 hr.) Qailberg Sattel (3327'). It then descends towards the S. to

(2'/2 hrs.) Kotschach (p. 359), and crosses the Gail to the solitary village

of Mauthen (2330'; Ortner ; Morocuttil, at the mouth of the Valentin Val-

ley. The road (practicable for small vehicles for 2 hrs.) now ascends

the Valentin-Thai, leading straight through the wood at the bifurcation,

to (3 hrs.) the Ploken-Alpe (4124'; "Inn), a summer-resort, prettily

situated in a green Alpine valley. To the E. rises the Polinigg (7825';

3 hrs.; guide 4fl.), a fine point of view, easily ascended ; to the W. the

Kollinkofel with the Kellerwand (9852'). Pleasant excursion by the Untere

and Obere Valentin-Alp to the (3'/2 hrs.) Wolayer See (6550'), grandly

situated. (Route over the Wolayer Pass to Forni Avoltri, see p. 371.) —
Then an ascent of 20 min. more" to the Plbken or Monte Croce Pass (4500'),

commanding a fine view to the S. and E. The path now descends in zig-

zags to the Vol Grande, (l 3/4 hr.) Timau and (l>/2 hr.) Paluzza (1985'), the

principal village in the Vol di San Pietro (no tolerable inn), which is

watered by the But. Good road hence through the picturesque valley to the

small baths of Arda and (7'/2 M.) Tolmezzo (Leone Bianco) in the Val Taglia-

mento, and (6M.) Stazione per la Carnia on the Pontebba Eailway (p. 37P).

The train crosses the Drave (passing the old fortress of Stein on

the right), and follows the left hank. To the right of (84'/2 M.)
Dellach rises the Reisskofl (7963'). Below (89 M.) Greifenburg

(1900'; Post; Nagler) the Drave is navigable.
To Villacii a direct and on the whole interesting route leads through

the Weissensee Thai (9 hrs. to Paternion). Tolerable road by Weissach

to (5 31.) Gatschach, at the W. end of the narrow Weissensee (2940'). At
(8 3L) Weissenbach, at the E. end of the lake, numerous relics of lake-

dwellings have been discovered. The lake should be traversed by boat, as

the path on the N. bank is indifferent. Carriage-road again from Weissen-
bach to (3 1/* M.) Stockenboi (Fischer) , with iron-mines , and through the
pretty Weissensec-Thal , which opens into the valley of the Drave at Fei-

strilz (see below).
To the Gailthal. Pleasant road over the Kreuzberg (3595') to Weisi-

briach, and through the wooded Gitschthal to Hermagor (p. 359), 15 M.

To the N. rises the Kreuzeck, from which numerous brooks de-

scend to the Drave. Stat. Kleblarh-Lind- then (103'/2 M Sachsen-
burg(1840'; Post), a village at the mouth of the Mnllthal (p. 302),
partly enclosed by the Drave, and more than l/

2 M. from the

railway. The train crosses the Moll and traverses the fertile plain

of the Lurnfeld. 106 M. Lendorf. At St. Peter im Holz, in the

vicinity, several traces of a Roman settlement have been discovered.

On the slope to the right is the ruin of Ortenburg.

108 M. Spital (1770'; *Pichler), a considerable village on the
Lieser, with a handsome chateau of Prince Porzia.

To the 'Millstfttter See (1900') a very attractive excursion. Good
new road through the Lieserttial to the (3 M.) Lieserbriicke , and then on
the N. bank of the lake to (6 M.) Jlillstatt. Or (far preferable for walkers)
follow the 'Liesersteig' on the left bank of the Lieser to the (I1/4 hr.)
Badhaus (Inn) at the W. end of the lake , and row thence to (

3
/» hr.)

Millstatt ("Siclierer; "Brand; "Burgslaller ; Lebzelter ; Trtbsche). charm-
ingly situated on the M. bank of the lake, with lake-baths. The lake,
which is very deep and well stocked with fish, is Tri M. long and
V2-

3A M. broad. A fine excursion from Millstatt is the ascent of the Mill-
statter Alpe (6340'; 3'/2 hrs.; with guide), an excellent point of view.

From Spital to Radstadl . over the Radstadter Tauern , see R. 68. —
To the N. of Spital lies (12 M.) Gmiind, at the mouth of the "Maltathal
(p. 338), which is best visited from Spital (diligence daily at 12. 30 p.m.,
in 3 hrs. ; fare 1 fl. 20 kr.).
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The train crosses the Lieser. On the Schiittbach , beyond the

Drave, rises Schloss Oberaich. 112 M. Rothenthurm, with a chateau

of that name; 118 M. Paternion-Feistritz. two villages on the right

bank of the Drave, at a distance from the railway. (From Paternion

through the Stockenboi and Weissensee valleys to Greifenburg, see

above.) 126 M. Oummern (on the right the DobraUch, p. 358).

Then (131 M.) Villach (p. 358).

55. From Bruneck to Taufers. Ahrenthal. Reinthal.
Comp. Maps. pp. 140, 190.

The Tauferer Thai or Ahrenthal, 35 31. in length, which opens into
the Pusterthal at Bruneck, extends at first towards the N. to Luttach,
and then N.E., between the Zillerthal-Ferner and the Rieser-Ferner,
towards the Tauern chain. The central part of the valley from Luttach
to St. Peter is called the Ahrenthal , while the upper end is known as

the Pretlati. The finest point in the valley is Taufers. with its environs,
including the Reinthal. Several toilsome passes lead from this valley to

the Zillerthal and the Pinzgau on the N., and the Virgenthal and De-
fereggenthal on the E. In August, 1878, the valley was visited by an
extensive inundation (occasioned by heavy rains and the sudden melting
of the glaciers), which swept away numerous houses, bridges, and paths,
and covered much of the most fertile ground in the valley with mud and
debris. — Diligence from Bruneck to (9 31.) Taufers daily at 1 p.m. in

3 hrs., fare 70 kr. (from Taufers at 7 a.m.); one horse carr. 3'/2, two-
horse 6-7(1. — From Taufers to Luttach in 3/.|hr. (with one horse 1 fl.80kr.),

to Steinhaus in 3 hrs. (3 fl.), to St. Valentin in 6 hrs. (6 fl.). If necessary the
traveller maydrive as far asKasern. — Guides, Joh.Niederwieserf'Stabeler*),
Joh. Alter, Mart. Reden, Mich. Oberleiter, Joh. Reden, and Jos. Steger.

Bruneck, see p. 261. The Taufers road diverges to the left, just

beyond the Rienz bridge, ascends a little, and crosses the railway.

Fine retrospect: to the S.E. rise the Prags Dolomites, and to the

N. the Frankbaehsattel and Keilbachspitze. We then descend to

(U/2 M-) $t. Georyen (the villages of Dictenheim and Aufhofen re-

maining on the right), traverse a fertile tract, and next reach

(I'/jM.) (Juis (2795'; Inn); on the hill to the right stands the

Kehlburp (3800'). Before reaching Gais we obtain a view of the

Loffelspitze to the left of the Frankbaehsattel. To the 8. above the

lower hills, towers the Peitlerkofel(p. 276) in the Enneberger Thai.
About 4 M. up the Muhlbach-Thal, which opens here to the E., lies

the village of MUhlbach (4705'), 272 31. above which is the rustic Mttld-

bacher Bad (6050'). The Grosse Rauchkofel (10,230'), the Fenslerlekofel
(10,430'), and the Morgenkofel (10.060') may be ascended from this point
(experience and a good guide necessary; quarters for the night on the
Ober- or the Unter-Wangeralp. 1 hr. from the Bad). To Rein a fatiguing
route crosses the Grubscharte (9250') and the Elferscharle (9320') and
descends over the Rauchkofel Glacier into the Geltlhal (7 hrs. to Rein);
another rough route crosses the MUhlbacher Joch (9715'), between the
3torgenkofel and the Schioarze Wand (10,175'; an admirable point of view,
ascended from the Joch without difficulty in >/2 hr.)

, and descends over
the Geltthal Glacier to the Geltthal and (S hrs.) Rein (p. 271). The Gelt-
thal Glacier may also be crossed to the (

3
/4 hr.) GansebicMjoch (9405') and

(3 hrs.) Mitterth'al in the Antholzer Thai (comp. p. 262).

The road crosses the Ache and leads past the ruin of Neuhaus
on the left to (21/4 M.) Uttenheim (2750'), with the ruin of that
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name perched on the rock above (4035'). It then traverses meadows,

dotted with alders, to (21/4 M.) Miihlen (2810'), at the mouth

of the Muhlwalder Thai, which opens on the W.
[The entrance to the Muhlwald-Lappacher Thai (10 M. long)

consists of a deep ravine , called the Aussermiihlwalder Klamm.
There is a path on each side of the valley. The usual route (at first

a carriage-road) leads to the S. from Taufers (see below), parallel

with the post-road, for 1 M., and then ascends to the right on the

N. side of the valley, passing above Miihlen, which lies to the left.

On the S. side ('Schatten-Seite') another path ascends the valley

from Miihlen , somewhat steeply at first, to the (
3
/4 hr.) Oriine

Briicke , below which the brook forms several falls before it dis-

appears in the gorge. Beyond the bridge the path joins the route

on the N. side (see above), and follows the left bank of the stream.

Near (l'/2 hr.) Mfihlwald (4035'; Inn), with its loftily-situated

church, we obtain a view of the Speikboden (p. 270) to the right,

and of the Reisnock and Stechwand in front. The track now leads

up and down hill (better descend by the church and follow the path

on the left bank). By a (
3
/4 hr.) chapel the valley turns towards

the N.W. (opposite is a waterfall), and a fine view is enjoyed of its

head with the snow-clad Weisszint (10,722'). At (1 hr.) Lappach
(4665' ; Inn very poor) the valley divides into the Zesenthal to the

W. and the Nevesthal to the N. — For most of the following ex-
cursions the best starting-point is the Ochsenhutte, a chalet on the

beautifully-situated Neves- Alpe (6110'), 2 hrs. above Lappach,
or the club-hut known as the Nevesjoch-Hiitte (p. 273), to the E.,

l3/4 hr. farther up.
Ascents. The Hochfeiler (11,502'), a superb point of view, is ascended

from the Ochsenhutte by the Weisszintscharte (see above) and the Glie-
derferner in 6 hrs. (comp. p. 147; laborious; guide 6, with descent to
Putsch 8 fl.). — The Weisszint (10,722'), another fine point, free from
serious difficulty, is ascended from the Ochsenhutte in 4'/z hrs. (guide
5 fl., with descent to Pfunders 7, to Pfltsch 8 fl.). — The Mosele (11,417')
is reached from the Nevesjoch-Hiitte in 5 hrs., a trying ascent; the route
leads from the hut across the Neves or Mosele Glacier to the depression
on the E. side of the summit , and then climbs the rocks (grand view

;

guide 6, with descent to Weissenbach 7, to Waxegg 8 fl.). — The Thurner-
kamp (11,168'; 6 hrs. from the Nevesjoch-Hiitte ; 6 fl.) is very difficult.— The Eingelstein (8362'; from Lappach 4 hrs. ; 3 fl.) is a fine point of
view ; ascent first through wood and then over mountain-pastures. The
ascent may be combined with the route to Weissenbach over the Lap-
pacher Joch; see p. 270).

Passes. From Lappach to Pfundeks: over the Passenjoch or Posen-
joch (7930'), 5 hrs. (guide 3 fl.) ; through the Zesenthal and over the Riegler-
joch (7985'), 5 hrs. (3 fl.) ; through the Nevesthal and over the Eisbruck-
Joch (8355'), 7 hrs. (4 fl.), all unattended with difficulty. — To Pfitsch :

over the Eisbruck-Joch and the Pfunders-Joch , 14 hrs. (guide 6fl.), or
over the Untere Weisszintscharte (about 8850') and the Qliederfemer,
9 hrs. (to the Vienna Hut 6-7 hrs.), or (more difficult) over the Obere
Weisszintscharte (9050'), 11 hrs. (to the Vienna Hut 8-9 hrs. ; guide 6 fl.).

With both routes the ascent of the Hochfeiler (11,502') may be combined.— To the Schlegeisen Thal (p. 146): over the Schlegeisenscharte (10.095'),
or over the Neves-Sattel (10,000'), from the Ochsenhutte in 7 hrs. (7 fl.), both
very fatiguing, and fit for adepts only. — To Weissenbach (p. 272): over
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the Neveser Joch (5960'), with its new hut and fine view of the Rieserferner,

etc., 7 hrs. (3'/^ fl.) ; or through the Binsbachgraben and over the Lap-

pacher Joch (7730') 5 hrs. (3 fl.).]

Beyond Miihlen the Tauferer Boden is entered. To the N.E.,

beyond the mouth of the Keinthal , rises the Grosse Mostock

(10,030'), on the slope of which lies the village of Ahornach

(p. 271); on the left rises the precipitous Burgsteinwand. We next

reach (3/4 M.) the Gothic parish-church of Taufers, of the 16th

cent., with the much more ancient chapel of St. Michael adjoining

it. Then (
3
/4M.) Taufers (2830 ; *Post, R. 60 kr. to 1 fl., D. 70 kr.,

iiiu view from the balcony; * Elephant; PLankensteiner), consisting

of the villages of Sand on the right, and St. Moritz on the left bank

of the stream , most picturesquely situated, and commanded by the

old castle of Taufers. This is the capital of the valley and the seat

of a district-court. To the N. is the Sehwarzenstein (p. 146), with

the Trippach Glacier on the right and the Sehwarzenbach Glacier

on the left, while more to the left rise the Hornspitzen. Many
traces of the great inundation of 1878 (comp. p. 147) are still visible.

Walks. The Schiessstand (rifle-range), 5 min. to the E. of the 'Post',

reached by a path across the meadows , commands an unimpeded view
of the valley and of the glaciers to the N. By the targets the path
divides; that to the left leads to (>/2 hr.) Bad Winkel, plainly fitted up
(Inn), that to the right to O/2 hr.) Kematen (Stuckmaier). By the last

h:mse of Kematen a path ascends somewhat steeply to the left over

pastures, crosses a torrent , and leads in zigzags to the 0/i hr.) St. Wal-
burykapelle (3370) , an excellent point of view. The lower "Reinbach
Falls (there and back l'/'2-2 hrs.) may be reached either by crossing the

bridge to the left of the rifle-range, or from Sand, on the left bank of

the Ahrenbach, by St. Moritz and Winkel. The path crosses the Beinbach

and gradually ascends on the left bank to the (
3
/4 hr.) broad Lower Fall,

which issues from a cleft in the rocks. A path to the right ascends from
the lower fall to the (20 min.) larger 'Second Fall, in a wild gorge which
we view from above. We next ascend the steps to the right and cross

the hill to the Schupfeuboden , a shady spot in the forest, strewn with
fragments of rock, and return thence by a direct path through the wood.

Schloss Taufers (3130'; 25 min.). By the last houses of Sand we
cross the bridge to the right and ascend by a rough paved track. From
the (10 min.) chapel we may either ascend to the right by a zigzag path

direct to the castle, or follow the broader path to the left, round the

castle-rock, and approach the castle from the back. (This second path
is also reached by following the Luttach road for V2 M. beyond the castle,

and then ascending to the right.) The Schloss , the ancient seat of the

knights of Taufers, is still in part occupied. The old chapel and an in-

scription on the panelling in one of the rooms are objects of interest.

The windows on the S. side overlook the Tauferer Boden, and those on
the N. survey the glaciers. — From the Schloss we may ascend to

O/4 hr.) Aschbach, and follow a tolerable forest-path to the right to the

hi^h-lying church of (1 hr.) Ahornach (4365'), which affords an admirable
survey of the Rieserferner and the Enneberg Dolomites; or from Asch-
bach \v« may go to the left to (1 hr.) Bojen, another striking point of view.

Longek Excursions. Ascent of the 'Speikboden (Speikberg, 8264';

5 hrs.
;
guide 3 11. ; returning by Muhlwald or Weissenbach, 3 fl. 30 kr.

;

spending night in the Sonklarhutte, 4 fl.), not difficult. The path diverges
to the left from the Luttach road, beyond the (i 1

/., M.) bridge; by a
c, ttage it ascends to the right in zigzags on the bank of a brook, through
pastures and woods, to (1 hr.) Michelreiss, a cluster of houses visible from
bebiw, commanding a fine survey of the Rieserferner, Hornspitzen,
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Schwarzenstein , etc. Thence through wood, steep at places, to the (l3/4 hr.)

Michelreisser Alp (good spring by the last hut; 6125'.). We now ascend

to the right through rhododendrons, and mount a stony slope by a new
path leading to a basin filled with debris. Turning to the left here, we
regain the path a little farther up. and ascend to the summit without
difficulty in l3/4 hr. more. Splendid Panorama: N., the chief range of

the Zillerthal Alps, from the Weisszint to the Birnlucke; E. the Tauern
with the Simonyspitze and Dreiherrnspitze, the Rieserferner; S.. the

Dol. unites; S.W., the Adamello and Ortler; W., part of the Oetzthaler
Ferner. Below the summit, 5 min. to the W., lies the Sonklarhiitte,

commanding a good view (hay-bed 60 kr., admission by day 30 kr.). —
The descent through the Miihlwalder Thai is recommended. The path
descends abruptly from the chalet, over pastures and loose stones, through
woods, and over meadows to the (I'/u hr.) upper farm of Mitterberg (milk).

The path, generally good, here turns to the left and leads chiefly through
wood, finally joining the cart-track to (2 hrs.) Taufers (Miihlen lies below
on the right, comp. p. 269).

The Grosse Mostock (10,030' ; 6 hrs.
;
guide 4 fl.) is ascended by Ahornach

(direct route, but trying), or by bojen (see above) and the (3 hrs.) Bojer
Alpe (6575), where the night is spent; next morning we ascend on the W.
side, chiefly over fragments of rock, to the (3 hrs.) summit. View very
striking, particularly of the Rieserferner, towering immediately opposite.
Descent to (3 hrs.) Rein (see below), laborious.

A visit to the *B,einthal is recommended (to Rein Vfe-^ hrs.;

guide 1 fl. GO kr., unnecessary). Beyond St. Moritz we ascend
gradually to the left through wood (by the upper path), and, passing

a few houses, reach the
|

3
/4 hr.) Inn zur Platte. We then follow

a paved track to the ('/-i hr.) Tobel Waterfall, cross the bridge

(passing on the left the scanty remains of an old convent on the

Burgkofel), and ascend through the Eeinwald, on the left side of

the brook with its numerous falls. The path is bad at places.

After 1 hr. we cross to the right bank, and in 74 hr. reach the first

houses of Rein; to the right opens the Geltthal(see below), between
the l'utzernock (8'210') on the right and the precipitous Gatternock
(9570') on the left. The path then leads past the chapel through
the level valley of the Reiner Au, and crosses two bridges. At the
bifurcation of the path we may either go to the right to the(3/4 hr.)
Inn Zum Hochgall (Unterer Wirth, poor) , or ascend to the left to

the (3/4 hr.) church of Kein or St. Wolfgang (5240'; Zum
Klamml, or Oberer Wirth, also poor; guides Jos., Joh., and Bart.
Ausserhofer). The village lies most pirturesquely at the junction
of the (N.) Knuttenthal with the (S.K.) Bacherthal, which is encir-
cled by the snow-clad Rieserferner. The best point of view is at
the cross, 5 min. to the N. of the church (from E. to W., the
Stuttennock, Lenystein, Riesernock, Hochgall, Wildgall, and Schne-
lige Nock).

Excursions. To the Rieserferner-Hiitte , very interesting (2 1
/.. hrs.

;

guide 2 1

/* fl.). We ascend the liacherthal to the (1 hr.) Tristenbach
naler/all, cross the bridge, and mount to the right through wood to the
hut (7175'), which is visible from below, finely situated 20 min. from the
. . Q~£

,ae W - Kieser Glacier. This hut, built by the Ger. Alpine Club
in 1S77, and well fitted up (hay-bed 60, admission by dav 30 kr.) is the
starting-point for the Schnebige Nock, Hochgall, etc. — The traveller
should also visit the Gellt/ial, as far as the (2 hrs.) grandly -situated
Aeussere QelUhal-Alpe (6480'). Thence to Muhlbach, see below
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Ascents. The *Schnebige Nock (Ruthnerhorn, 11,122'; 3>/2 hrs. from
the Rieserferner Hut; guide 5 fl.), a grand point of view, is not difficult.

— The Hochgall, the highest peak of the Rieserferner (11,292'; 6 hrs.

from the hut; 7 fl.) , a splendid point of view, and the Wildgall (10,725';

5 hrs., 7 fl.) are both troublesome. — The Stuttennock (8986'; 3'/2 hrs.

from Rein; 3 fl.) is easy and interesting. — The Lengstein (10,615'; from
Rein in 6 hrs. ; 5 fl.) is a fine point of view , and not very difficult. —
The Grosse Mostock (10,030'; from Rein in 4>/2 hrs. ; 4 fl., with descent
to Taufers 5 fl.) is fatiguing (comp. p. 271).

Passes. To Muhlbach from the Oellthal by the Elferscharte and the
Grubscharte , or by the Miihlbacher Jock (each about 8 hrs. ; toilsome),

see p. 268. — To the Antholzki: Thal from the Geltthal, over the Ganse-
bichljoch (9400), 8 hrs. to Mitterthal (p. 262), fatiguing; nr from the
Bacherthal over the Antholzer Scharte (9000'), 6 hrs. from the Rieserferner
Hut to Mitterthal, steep descent (guide 6 fl.). — Over the Klamml to
the Defekf.ggenthal (to Jagdhaus 3'/2, to St. Jakob 8 hrs.), not very
attractive; guide unnecessary (to Jagdhaus 2 fl. 80 kr., to St. Jakob 5 fl.).

From the church the path ascends the Knntlenthal (with retrospect of
the Schnebige Nock) to the (l'/t hr.) Alpine hamlet of Knutten (6l9Cf),

crosses the bridge, and mounts to the right, passing the small Klamml-
See, to (l'/j hr.) the Klamml-Joch (7600'). Steep descent (on the left a
good spring) over pastures to the Affenthal, or upper Defereggenthal, and
the (

3
/4 hr.) Alpine hamlet of Jagdhaus (6600'; quarters at the Sternalpe,

the lowest chalet to the left). — Ascent of the Fleischbachspitze (10,330';

3'/2 hrs. from Jagdhaus, with guide), interesting and not difficult. The
Rbdtspitze (11,460'; 5-6 hrs., with guide), ascended through the Schwarz-
bachthal and over the Rothenmann- Scharte , is difficult (descent to the

Clara Hut in the Umbalthal, p, 295). — From Jagdhaus to Erlsbach and
St. Jakob, see p. 290; over the Schicarze Thiirl to Pregraten, see p. 296;
over the MerbjOrhl. or the Rothenmann-Scharte, to Prettau, see p. 274.

From Rein to Taufers it is interesting to return by Akornach (guide

desirable). The route turns to the left (N.W.) at the church of Rein and
ascends mountain-pastures for 1 hr., affording a fine survey of the Rieser-

ferner. We then skirt the slope by a tolerable path, and, as soon as we
obtain a view of the bottom of the valley, follow the margin of the wood
to the left. The Zillerthaler Ferner are gradually disclosed to view. We
now descend by a rough path to the (l'/4 hr.) church of Ahornach (see

p. 271), and by Asrhbach to (l 1 2 hr.) Sand.

Above Taufers the valley contracts. The new road, hewn in

the rock in LS78-9, gradually ascends the gorge on the left hank

of the Ahrenbach, below Schloss Taufers, and then (1 M.) crosses

to the right bank. The road, now level for some distance, passes

the fall of the liojerbach on the right, and traverses the rock-strewn

valley to (IV2 ^-) Luttach {Inn by the church poor; another on

the road). The valley (above this point called the Ahrenthal) now
trends to the N.E., and we obtain a view of the E. part of the

Zillerthal range, embracing (from W. to E.) the Hornspitzen,

Schwarzenstein , Loffelspitze , Keilbachspitze , Hollenzkopf, Napf-

spitze, and Wagnerschneid. On the W. opens the Weissenbachthal.
The Weissenbachthal is well worthy of a visit. From the lower inn

we ascend a hill of debris to the left, in the direction of the church,
cross the stream and mount somewhat abruptly on the left bank, finally

over meadows, to (1 hr.) Weissenbach (4300'; Inn). Beyond the church
the Mitterbach falls into the Weissenbach from the N., and farther up, the
Tristenbach falls into it from the S.

Ascents. (Steph. Kirchler, known as 'Grober', of Ober-Luttach, and
Jacob Mayrhofer, or 'Auerjackl', of St. Johann, are good guides ; Georg
Treffer of Luttach is suitable for the easier excursions.) The Speikboden
(826V) is ascended in 3'/2 hrs., guide 3 fl. (better from Sand by Michel-
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reiss, see p. 270). — Interesting excursion to the Nevesjoch-Hiitte (7910';
3 hrs.) , by the Goge-Alp. The hut , built by the Ger. Alpine Club in
1880, and affording an excellent survey of the Rieserferner , the Tauern,
and the neighbouring Zillerthaler Ferner, lies en a rocky knoll to the S.
of and about 30' above the Neveser-Joch ( Weisienbacher Scharte, see below),
and at the N. base of the "Schaflanernock (8520'), which is ascended
hence by a new path in 3

/4 hr. (very striking view; also ascended from
Weissenbach through the Tristenthal in 4-5 hrs., by a good path passing
the Triitentpitz and the Trislemee). To the N. of the Nevesjoch Hut rises
the Gamslanernock (Graunock , 9 ?85

') , another fine point, ascended in
2 hrs., the last part, up the arete, fatiguing. From the Graunock to the
summit of the Pfaffnock (9888'), 1 hr., difficult. — The Mosele (11,415'),
from the Nevesjoch Hut 5 hrs., see p. 269. — Descent from the E. M6-
selescharte to the Waxegg Glacier and Waxegg, steep and difficult (comp.
p. 269). — The RingeUtein (8362'; 3'/2 hrs.; guide 3 fl.), see p. 269. —
The Thurnerkamp (11,200'), very difficult, may be ascended from the Ne-
vesjoch Hut in 6 hrs. (comp. p. 269), or direct from the Gone over the
Trattenbach Glacier (7-8 hrs.

; guide 6 fl.).

Passes. To Muhlwald over the Miihlwalder Joch (7700'; 7 hrs.; 3 fl.),
an interesting route. — To Lappach over the Lappacher Joch (7730';
5 hrs.

; 3 fl.), or over the Neveser-Joch (Weissenbacher Scharte, 9240'; 6'/2hrs.;
o'/2 fl.), see above. — To the Zillekthal over the Tratterjoch (9750')
between the Thurnerkamp and Vordere Hornspitze, with descent over theHorn Glacier to the Waxegg-Alp (p. 146) in 8 hrs. (6 fl.), a fatiguing excur-
sion The route over the Mitterbachjoch (10,430'), on the W. side of the
third and highest Hornspitze, is also trying (9 hrs. to Waxegg; 6V2 fl.).

hI ™™ fa e Nevesjoch Hut to the Waxegg Alp over the Rossruckjoch
(14,4b0), between the Thurnerkamp and the Eossruckspitze, 7-8 hrs a
trying route, fit for experts only (easily combined with the ascent of the
Rossruckspilze, 10,700', a splendid point of view).

We cross the Weissenbach to (1 M.J Ober-Luttach. In the ravine
of the Schwarzenbaeh, which descends from the N., is (1 M to
the W.) the fine Ober-Luttach Waterfall; at the head of the valley
rise the Hornspitzen.

,r.H
A dif^UltJ01

i
te
,
leads trough the steep gorge of the Schwarzenbaehand over the W. Schwarzenbach-Joch (about 10,200'), or over the Schwar-zenbaeh-Scharte (9433') to (8 hrs.) the Waxegg-Alp (p. 146) The ^vL

S-Toch m i/
4 hr"

a3cended -lthout Acuity frliV w! SchwaSet
The ascent of the 'Schwarzenstein (11,046'; 7 hrs • euide Hi wthe Rothbach-Alpe (night-quarters), is very fine ;view magnificent. Descentby the Schwarzemtein Glacier to the Berlin Hut (p. 146), 3V2 hrs not dTffi-

rmn/ofr?
6

7„
fl0

- ~ From the Rothbach-Alpe over the T^pachmttel
aescent), 1U hrs. to Ginzhng (guide 7fl.)

; comp. p. 145.

From Ober-Luttach the road leads past the site of a copper
foundry which was destroyed in 1878, and over the alluvial depo-
sits of the Rothbach, to (1

i/„ M.) St. Martin, with its old church

poured downThT*
°f 16t^Ug

i'
if8 '

a huge mass of deb"S and mudAwli ^e a™ie °1 the Rothbacli, causing an inundation of the

fate Earlv ^S* iu^P*^l Valley near St Marti* and fornU alake Jiarly next day this lake burst its barriers and devastated the

Ut^ VeTue ^er8;^Ut
'

aVhe wh0le of *e water did not find an out!let, the lake still exists, and houses are seen rising in the midst of U
The road next crosses the deposits of the Trippach ("the Triv-

ia ro^nA
T
U^itze risinS on theleft) *> (3/4 M.) St. Jo-nann^25
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The Grosse loffelspitze (11,096'; 8-9 hrs. ; guide 5'/2 1) is trying
(comp. p. 145). To the Hofer-Alpe in the Trippach Valley (night-quarters),

2 hrs. ; then over slopes of turf, moraines, and the extensive Trippachferner
to the (5 hrs.) Floitenjoch , and lastly a steep climb of 1 hr. on the W.
side to the summit. Descent to the Floilenthal steep and difficult (guide

Vk a.).

The road now leads past the Frankbachthal (terminated by the

Frankbach Glacier and Loffelspitze) to (3 M.) Steinhaus (3440';
*Inn), a pleasant village with several substantial houses.

From Steinhaus over the Keilbach-Joeh to the Slillupthal (11 hrs. to
Mairhofen ; guide 7 fl. ; Oberhollenzer of Steinhaus), see p. 143. — An-
other grand , but difficult pass (for adepts) is the Frankbachsattel (about
96S0') : from St. Johann or Steinhaus to Mairhofen 11 hrs. ; descent over
the Lbffelferner to the Slillupthal very steep. With this route we may
combine the ascent of the Ktsilbachipitze (10,056'), a good point of view.

Ascending more steeply and crossing the Ahrenbach twice , we
next pass (2'/4 M.) St. Jakob (3930'), which lies on the hill to the

left. (Route over the HiJrndljoch and through the ZiUergrund to

Mairhofen 12 hrs., guide 7 fl., see p. 143.) Beyond (3 M.) St. Peter

( 3940' ; rustic inn) the valley contracts to a narrow gorge, in

which there is barely room for the road and the stream. At the

end of the defile we enter the Prettau , the highest region of the

valley, and next reach (4t/
2 M.) St. Valentin or Prettau (4580';

Wieser , rustic). The road ends, 1 M. farther on, at the copper

mines of the Ahrner Co. , beyond which are C/4 hr.) Kasern
(5300'; Hofer, rustic), the last hamlet, and ('/4 hr.) the church

of Heiliggeist.

The Rodtthal deserves a visit (3 1 • hrs. there and back). By the
copper-works we ascend through wood

,
past the copper-mines of St. Ja-

kob (6333'), to the (2 hrs.) Rbdt-Alpe , which affords a fine view of the
grand head of the valley (Kodtspitze, with the glacier of that name, and
Loffelspitze).

Passes. (Guides, Anton Abner of Prettau and Griesmair of Kasern.)
From St. Peter over the Hundskehljoch (8380') to the ZiUergrund (to

Mairhofen 12 hrs. ; guide 7 fl.) , see p. 143. — From St. Valentin over
the Merbjbchl (9300') to Jagdhaus (p. 291) in the Defereggen-Thal, 7 hrs.

(4 fl.), a fatiguing route. (From the S. side of the pass we may proceed
to the Klamml and Rein, see p. 272.) Over the Rothenmann- Scharte
(about 9'.>20') or the lichicarzachjoch (about 9680'), 7 hrs. from Kasern
to Jagdhaus (both for experts only ; 5 fl.), see p. 291. — From Kasern
over the Feld-Jbchl or Heiliggeist-Jochl (8760 ') to the ZiUergrund (to

Mairhofen 12 hrs. ; 7 fl.), see p. 143. — Over the Krimmler Tauern (8645)
to Krimml, 10 hrs. (6 fl.), see p. 131. The route ascends the valley on
the right bank to a linger-post pointing the way to the Tauern, and then
more abruptly to the old Pretlauer Tauernhaus, and to the summit of the
pass (excellent spring near it), which affords a splendid view of the Rbdt-
spitze and Dreiherrnspitze. Descent (no path) through the Windbachthal
(keeping to the left) to the Tauernhaus and to Krimml (p. 130). — Over
the Birnlucke (8730') to Krimml, 10 hrs. (6 fl.), laborious; in descending, we
overlook the extensive Krimml Glacier (p. 131). — Over the Vordere
(9720'), or the Hintere Umbalthbrl (9270'), to Pregraten, 9 hrs. (7 fl.), toil-

some but interesting (p. 295).

Ascents. The Rauchkofel (10,656'), steep at places, may be ascended
from St. Valentin by the Wieser-Alpe in 5 hrs. (4 fl.); admirable view of
the Reichenspitze and the Venediger group. — The ascent of the Drei-
herrnspitze (11,480'), by the Hintere Umbalthorl (8 hrs. ; 7 fl.), is laborious
(better from the Clara-Hutle, p. 296). — The ascent of the Rodtspitze
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(11,457') from the Rodlthal (see above) is difficult (7 hrs. ; 7 fl.); better

from the E. side (p. 296).

56. The Enneberg Valley or Gaderthal.
Comp. Map, p. 254.

Roads as far as (21 M.) St. Leonhard and (13'/2 M.) St. Vigil (Stell-

wagen from Bruneck to St. Vigil on Wed. and Sat. at 3 p.m. in 3'/2hrs.,

fare 1 fl. 20 kr.) ; one-horse carr. 6, two-horse 12 fl. ; driving possible, but
not pleasant, as far as Corvara (one-horse carr. from Bruneck 12-14 fl.).

The only other means of communication in the valley are cart-tracks or
bridle-paths. — The Language spoken in the Enneberg, Gardena (p. 203),
and Livinalongo (p. 287) valleys is 'Ladin', which resembles the Romanic
of the Grisons. Each of these valleys has a slightly different dialect.

Philologists may consult Joh. Alton's 'Ladinische Idiome in Ladinien, Gro-
den', etc. (Innsbruck, 1879) and 'Beitrage zur Ethnologie von Ostladinien'
(Innsbr., 1880); also Viands 'DerGrodner u. seine Sprache' (Botzen, 1874), and
Gartners 'Gredner Mundart' (Linz, 1879). In the Gardena, however, Ital-

ian is gradually superseding Ladin, and the prayer-books in common use
are almost all Italian. Of the twelve pastors in that valley eight preach
in Italian , three in Ladin , and one in German ; but every one under-
stands and speaks German. In the Enneberg, on the other hand, German
is becoming the predominant language,

By the first houses of St. Lorenzen (p. 261) the road into the

Enneberg Valley, or Gaderthal, diverges to the left, and ascends

gradually past the Michaelsburg, commanding a fine view of the
Pusterthal the whole way, to (3 M.) St. Maria-Saalen (Inn), a

resort of pilgrims, pleasantly situated on the slope high above the

Gader. Skirting the heights , frequently passing through wood,
and looking down on the villages of Monthal and Onach on the

opposite side of the deep rocky bed of the Gader, we next reach

(3 M.) Palfrad (Dasser, moderate). On the opposite slope lies

the village of Welschellen. From the Plaiken saddle a fine survey
to the S.E. is obtained of the Vigilthal (see below), at the head
of which rise the Sella, Lavinores, Eisengabel, etc. The road now
descends, describing a wide circuit towards the left (a short-cut

descends steeply to the right by a cross), to the junction of the
Vigilthal and the Gaderthal, at which point lie the (3 M.) houses
of Lunghiega, Ger. Zwischenwasser (Inn).

[The name Enneberg strictly belongs to the Vigilthal, which
opens here to the S.E., and above St. Vigil is called the Rauthal.
St. Vigil (3900' ; *Stern), the chief place in this valley , and a

summer-resort, lies 2y2 M. above Lunghiega, amid grand scenery.
(A path to the right after l'/4 M. is a short-cut.) To the right rise

the Paresberg, Eisengabel, and Neunerspitze ; to the left are the
Sella, Paratsch, an& Piz da Peres; to the N. the Kronplatz. In
the vicinity, on the Vogedura, are the small baths of Cortina, effi-

cacious in rheumatic affections (bath 15 kr.).
Excursions. (Guides, the brothers Vileit.) To the JSchl (5200'; leading

to Piccolein), with ,!View as far as the Marmolada, 1 hr. (steep descent
to Piccolein 1/2 hr.). — To the top of the Kronplatz (7444') by the Furkl
(see below), 31/2 hrs., very attractive (comp. p. 262). — To Olang (p. 262)
over the Furkl, an easy excursion of 3 hrs., through the Gaiselsberger Thai,
and past the small baths of (2 hrs.) Per/all. An interesting path leads

18*
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from the Furkl
,
past the village of Oaiselsberg Clnn) and the baths of

Schartl, to Reischach and (3 hrs.) Bruneck (comp. p. 261). — To Prags
over the Kreuzjbchl, see p. 263. — To St. Cassian (see below), a charm-
ing expedition (guide): over the saddle Bus dal Lega (to the W, of the
Paresberg) to (3 hrs.) Spessa in the upper Wengenthal (see below); then
over the lofty Alpine terraces of Armenlara, which command a splendid
prospect, skirting the slopes of the Kreuzkofel on the left, to the (l'/2 hr.)
church of Heiligkreuz (see below) and to (l'/2 hr.) St. Cassian.

The Val Ampezzo is reached from St. Vigil by two attractive routes.
The first leads through the Rauthal (on the left opens the Vogedura
Valley; farther on, the Krippes Valley), past the small Kreidensee

, to
(li/2 hrs.) Tamers (477C), the last Alp, and to the (V4 hr.) head of the valley,
known as Pederii (4975'). A good but steep path (keep to the right at the
top) ascends hence to (1 hr.) the extensive Alp Fodara Vedla (Rudo di
Sotto, 6500*), which affords a capital survey (from the cross) of the Hohe
Gaisl, Lavinores, Croda di Vallon, Eisengabel, and other peaks. The sum-
mit of the pass is reached in 5 min. more. Then a steep descent through
the valley of the Boite to the (y4 hr.) chalet of Campo Croee, and thence
past the alps of La Rosa and La Sluva (avoiding paths to the right)
to the (l'/4 hr.) Ampezzo road, which is reached at the apex of the
long curve below Peutelstein (comp. p. 280). Thence to Cortina, l'/2 hr.— The ascent of the Seekofel (9215') is easily combined with this route
(interesting, and not difficult for experts). In this case we turn to the
left 3

/4 hr. beyond Pederii (see above), and ascend to the (1 hr.) extensive
and splendidly-situated Sennes Alp (Ruda di Sora , 7340') ; thence to the
top of the Seekofel, which commands a strikingly-grand view, in 2>/2-3 hrs.

more. Descent by Fosses and Ootteres to Ospitale (comp. p. 280) ; or through
the Val Salata to the Boite Valley (see above). — The second pass to the
Val Ampezzo (laborious but interesting) leads from Pederii through the
highest S. ramification of the Rauthal (Vallon di Rtido), between the
Eisengabel and the Col de Rit, to the Klein-Fanes-Alp (6655'), lying to the
E. of the Kreuzkofel (see below). We then turn to the S.E., cross the
Limo-Joch, passing the Fanes-See, to the Qross-Fanes - Alp (7225'), and
traverse the Ampezzo Fanes Valley to (8 hrs.) Fiammes, on the Ampezzo
road (p. 281).]

The Gaderthal road again ascends to about halfway up the hill-

side. Opposite is the Untermoy Valley, with the small baths of

Val d'Ander; to the S.W. rises the Peitlerkofel (9428'). Traversing

beautiful wood and passing (3 M.) Piccolein (3580'; Zingeile) and

(right) St. Martin , with the old castle of Thurn , we next reach

(IV2 M.) Preroman, at the mouth of the Campill Valley. (From
Campill or Untermoy to Villnoss, see p. 197.) At Pederova (Post

Office; Inn), 2'/4 M. farther, opens the Wengenthal, with the

hamlet of Wengen, lying on the hill to the left, and the small baths

of Rumaschlung. The road, bad at places, and crossing the tracks

of several large mud-torrents , crosses the Gader 3 M. farther, and

next reaches (2y4 M.) Pedratsches (Nagler's sulphur-baths ; Zingerle),

opposite to which, on the right bank, lies —
St. Leonhard (4450'; Cra/fonaras), or Abtei, Rom. Badia, the

capital of the valley (here called the Abtei-Thal or Val Badia~),

overshadowed by the precipitous Heiligkreuz - Kofel (9530'). On
the W. rises the Gardenazza (8753').

Pleasant walk to the (2 hrs.) pilgrimage-church of Heiligkreuz (6686'

;

Inn, rustic) ; admirable view and echo. — Ascent thence of the *Heiligkreuz-
kofel (9530'; 3'/2-4 hrs. ; with guide, the sacristan), not difficult. We ascend
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to the right to the pass, cross the Klein-Fanes Alp, and mount over detritus

to the summit, which affords a noble prospect. Descent to St. Vigil, or to

the E. by the Gross-Fanes and the Ampezzo Fanes to Cortina, see above.

The road follows the left bank of the Gader (here called the

Murz) for a short distance, and then ascends to the right to (3 M.)

Stern (4816' ; Inn). Below Stern the valley divides. In the prin-

cipal arm, ascending to the S.E., lies (3 M.) St. Cassian (5000';

Inn, tolerable; guide, Jos. Ploner), near which fossils abound.
From St. Cassian to Cortina (6-7 hrs. ; with guide), an interesting

route on the whole. We ascend through pastures and past the mouth of

the Lagazuoi Valley, which ascends to the left to the Fanes-Alp, to the

(1V4 hr.) Valparola - Alp (5667'). Below the chalets we cross the brook
and ascend steeply through wood , and afterwards over grass and loose

stones, to the (IV2 hr.) pass of the Monte Castello (about 6890'), which
commands a retrospective view of the Enneberg Valley, the Kreuzkofel,
the Peitlerkofel , and of the Zillerthal Bits, to the N. in the distance.

Beyond the pass , above a small lake, the path divides. The lower, and
apparently better, descends to the right, soon affording a fine retrospect
of the huge Marmolada, and afterwards leading through wood, to Buchen-
*tei»(tothe CastellAndraz, p.287,l!/4hr.). The upper path follows the slope

to the left, traversing dreary tracts of debris, passes between the Lagazuoi
on the left and the Sasso di Stria on the right (' Tra i Sassf), and reaches
the Valzarego Road on the summit of the pass: to the hospice f/2 hr.,

and to Cortina 2 hrs. more (see p. 287). — To Buchenstein by Prelongei
(7011'; 4 hrs., with guide), an interesting route, with fine view of the
Marmolada, etc. Extensive panorama from the ~Sett Sass (8395'), reached
from Prelongei by following the crest of the hill for l'/^ hr. to the S.E.

From Stern (see above) the road in the S.W. branch of the

valley (Corvara Valley) leads to Verda. descends to the Corvara,

and ascends a little on the right bank to (3% M.) Corvara (5160'

;

*Capella, at the end of the village), a finely-situated village. About
1 1

/i M. farther up the "W. arm of the valley, which ascends to the

Grodener Joch, lies Colfosco or Kolfuschg (5390'; *Inn, rustic),

the most picturesque point in this interesting dolomitic region (S.

the Sella group, with the Boe, Pissadoi, and Mesules; N. the Sass

Songer and Tschampatsch)

.

From Corvara to Buchenstein. One route, a tolerable bridle-track,
leads over the Campolungo Alp (6200') to Araba and (4 hrs.) Pieve (p. 287);
another and more attractive path crosses the Incisa Alp (about 6560'),

which affords a fine survey of the Marmolada, Civetta, etc., and descends
by Cherz and Corte to (3'/2 hrs.) Pieve (guide desirable).

From Corvara to the Val Fassa there are two routes : one leading
as above to (2 hrs.) Araba, and then crossing the Pordoi-Joch (p. 256) to

Canazei in 3 !
/2 hrs.; the other, far more attractive, crosses the Grodener

Joch and the Sella Pass to (6 hrs.) Campidello. This route ascends from
Corvara to the (2 hrs.) Qardena Pass, or Grodener Joch (see p. 204).

Descending through the upper region of the valley (Ferara Alp , see

p. 204), we follow an ill-defined path to the left, close to the precipices
of the Sella (descent to S. Maria to be avoided) , and ascend to a slight

pass. The path then leads down to a ravine, descending from the Sella,

and crosses the stony bed of a brook, where the bridle-path from S. Maria
is reached. We now ascend to the (2'/4 hrs.) Sella Pass (p. 204), and
descend thence to (1V2 hr.) Campidello (p. 256).

To the Gardena Valley, over the Gardena Pass (3'/2 hrs. from Cor-
vara to S. Maria), see p. 204.
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57. From Toblach to Belluno. Val Ampezzo.
Comp. Map, p. 254.

67 M. Post-Omnibus from the Toblach station to (18'/2 M.) Cortina

daily at 7.30 a.m. in 5'/2 hrs., returning at 4.30 p.m. (fare 1 fl. 70 kr.).

Private omnibus (open) in summer daily, at 12 noon, from Toblach to

Cortina, arriving at 4.15 p.m. ; leaving Cortina at 6.30 a.m., and arriving

at Toblach at 11 a.m. (fare 1 fl. 80 kr. ; return-ticket, available for two
days, 3 fl. 30 kr.). One-horse carriage from Toblach to Cortina 8 fl. (there
and back 9 fl. ; or returning next day 11 fl.); two-horse 13 fl. (there and
back 16-18 fl.). In the height of summer carriages had better be tele-

graphed for. Post- Omnibus from Cortina to (48'/2 M.) Belluno daily at

11.40 a.m. in 123A hrs., fare 3 fl. 32 kr.
A visit to the Limestone Alps of S. Tyrol, enclosed by the Drave,

Rienz , Eisak , Adige , Brenta , and Piave , and generally known as the
Dolomites (from Dolomieu, the geologist, who first examined this
magnesian limestone formation) , is greatly facilitated by the Pusterthal
railway. Strictly speaking, the term Dolomite belongs to the Fassa Mts.,

the Lahgkofel , Rosengarten, and Schlern , hut does not apply to the
Cristallo, Hohe (iaisl, Tofana, Sorapiss, Antelao. Pelmo, and other peaks
of the Ampezzo Limestone Alps ; but as these mountains are widely known
as the 'Ampezzo Dolomites', the popular nomenclature is adhered to in

the Handbook. Comp. The Dolomite Mountains, by Gilbert and Churchill

(London, 1864).

The *Ampezzo Road quits the Pusterthal at the Toblach station

(p. 263; *H6tel Toblach; *Rohracher), leads due S., between the

Sarlkofel on the right and the \eunerkofel on the left, into the

Hbhlensteiner Thai , watered by the Rienz , and passes the small,

dark Toblacher See (4045'). The valley soon contracts to a wild

gorge. To the left the Klausenkofel is conspicuous; to the right

rises the jagged Durrenstein. The view up the valley to the S. is

bounded by the Mte. Pian (see below). Above the Klausbriicke

(4310') the Rienz (see below) issues from its subterranean channel.

The road passes a toll-house and a road-keeper's house.

6 M. Hohlenstein, Ital. Landro (4615'; *Post, kept by Bauer,

pension 3-4 fl.), is a pleasant summer-resort. At the head of

the valley of the Schw<irze Rienz, which opens here to the left,

rise the lofty and glistening Drei Zinnen (9720'). A few paces

farther on, at the N.W. base of the Mte. Pian, is the light-green

Durrensee. In the background rise the huge Monte Cristallo

(10,695'), with its glacier, and its neighbours, the Monte Popena

(10,600') and the Cristallino (9318'), presenting a most striking

pieture. The lake, into which the Schwarze Rienz flows, is some-

times dry in autumn, but Alls again in spring. The road skirts

the W. side of the lake (passing the Mte. Pian on the left), and

l'/2 M. from Landro reaches—
71/2 M. Schluderbach (4730' ; *Zum Monte Cristallo, kept by

Ploner, generally full in mid-summer ; one-horse carr. to Cortina

and back 6, to Lago Misurina and back 3 fl.), beautifully situated

at the mouth of the Val Popena (see below). The Monte Cristallo

is here concealed by the sombre Rauhkofel, and the lower Cristal-

lino only is visible. To the right rises the vast red limestone

pyramid of the Croda Rossa (Rothwand, or Hohe Gaisl, 10,328'),
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which forms the boundary between the German and Italian tongues.

To the left, at the head of the Val Popena, aie the Cadini.

A route of no great interest leads into the Val Fonda (Val del Monte
Cristallo), as far as the O/2 hr.) Eduardsfelsen (view of the Cristallo

Glacier). — Through the Val Popena to the (2 hrs.) Lago Misurina very
attractive, see p. 283. (Albergo Misurina, on the lake, poor.) From
Misurina by "Tre Croci to (3 hrs.) Cortina, see p. 282.

The * Monte Pian (7533'), the W. slopes of which rise abruptly here
from the valley, may be ascended without difficulty in 2'/2-3 hrs. ; guide
desirable (one of the men at the hotel, 2 fl.). We ascend the Val Popena
by the new Auronzo road (see p. 284) , from which we diverge to the
left by a (23/4 M.) finger-post, and follow a steep path over the Forcella
Alta to the (l'/2 hr.) summit, an extensive plateau, with curious fissured

rock formations. The highest point is on the N.W. margin, facing the
Rienzthal. Four stakes with wisps of straw indicate the way to the

(20 min.) best point of view. The panorama is very fine: to the S. are
the Cristallo, Sorapiss, Antelao, Marmarole , Cadini, and the Lago Misu-
rina; S.W., the Tofana and the distant Marmolada; to the W., far below,
lie Schluderbach and Hohlenstein with the Diirrensee, beyond which rife

the Hohe Gaisl and Seekofel; N., the Schwalbenkofl, Birkenkofl, and
Dreischusterspitze, with the Zillerthaler Ferner, Rieser Ferner, and Tauern
(Venediger and Glockner visible) in the background; E., the Drei Zinnen
and the Mts. of Auronzo. — The Monte Pian may also be ascended from
Hohlenstein (p. 264) through the Schwarze Rienzthal and by the Katzenleiter
in 3 hrs. (fatiguing, fit for adepts only). — Descent by the Forcella Bassa
to the Lago Misurina, see p. 283.

Ascents from Schluderbach. {Michael Innerkojler is a good guide.)
Ascent of the "Diirrenstein (9305'; 4 hrs.; guide 3 fl., desirable), very
attractive. The route leads through the Seelandlhal (p. 263) and over the
Pldtzwiesen to a (2 hrs.) herdsmen's hut (Diirrensteinhutte); it then ascends
to the right over slopes of turf and debris, and finally over the arete, to

the (IV2 hr.) summit. View similar to that from Monte Pian, but more
extensive. The ascent may conveniently be combined with the route to

Prags (p. 262). Another path, indicated by red marks, leads from Hohlen-
stein direct to the (4 hrs.) summit.

The Cristallino (9318' ; 3'/2-4 hrs. ; guide 3 fl.) is a fine point, presenting
no difficulty to experts. — The ascent of Monte Cristallo (10,695'

;

6-7 hrs.; guide 8 fl.), via, the Cristallo Pass (see below), is difficult (comp.
p. 282). — The Hohe Gaisl (10 328'; about 6 hrs.), ascended from Ospitale
by Qotteres (see below) and Valles Buones in 5-6 hrs., is difficult and
fatiguing. — The Drei Zinnen (9720'; 7 hrs.) are fit only for experts with
steady heads. From Hohlenstein through the Rienzthal (or from Schluder-
bach over the Forcella Bassa) to the (2 hrs.) Rimbianco Alp, where the
night is spent ; thence in 5 hrs. to the central and highest peak (ascended
for the first time by Hr. Grohmann in 1869).

From Schluderbach to Prags through the Seelandthal, an easy and
very fine route, see p. 263 ; over the Toblinger Riedel or the Wildgrabenjoch
to Sexlen, see p. 265. — Over the Cristallo Pass to Cortina 7-8 hrs.,

a fatiguing route, for mountaineers only. The path ascends the Val Fonda
over detritus and rocks, and crosses the crevassed Cristallo Glacier to the
Cristallo Pass (Oletscherjoch, 9270'). between Mte. Cristallo and Mte. Popena.
Steep descent over snow and loose stones to Tre Croci (p. 282) and Cortina.

The road ascends, crosses the Seelandbach, and then the bed of

the Knappenbach (p. 263) , which is generally dry, and reaches
the Gemark, the low watershed (5000') between the Rienz and the

Boite, which forms the boundary of the Ampezzo district. To
the right rise the precipices of the Col Freddo (8954') and the

Croda Rossa; before us the peaks of the Tofana overtop the Col

Rosa ; to the left is the Cristallo ; behind us, the Monte Pian and
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the Cadini. The road descends gradually, passing the shallow Lago
Bianco (4865') on the left, and crosses the Rufreddo, which de-

scends from the right and. has formed a deep and rocky channel
for itself lower down. We next cross the Ootteresbach and soon

reach (4 M.) Ospitale (4960'; Inn, rustic), once a hospice,

picturesquely situated at the base of the Crepi di Zuoghi (6710').

Opposite is the Punta del Forame, with the valley of that name,
watered by the Felizon, which here unites with the Rufreddo.

Farther down is the Val Grande, flanked on the "W. by the Poma-
gagnon, byond which rise the Tofana, Col Rosa, and Vallon Bianco.

Beautiful Walk by the Gotteres Alp . between the Col Freddo on the
right and Monte Cadini on the left, to the (l 3/4 hr.) La Rosa Alp (6700'),

which commands a fine view of the mountains of Fanes and Travernanzes
(see below), and , to the right , of the extensive plateau of Senes with
the Seekofel (p. 276). We may then either descend to the O/2 hr.) La
Stuva Alp and through the narrow valley of the Boite to (3/4 hr.) Peu-
telstein (see below) :on the Ampezzo road; or (somewhat toilsome) follow
the slope to the right, by the Forcella di Giralbes, to the large sheep-pasture
of (IV2 hr.) Fosses (7015'), with its two small lakes, and to the (

3
/t hr.)

Col di Fosses (7770). a splendid point of view, and then return by the
Forca di Sora and the Val Salata to the (2 hrs.) La Stvva Alp (see above).

Over the Fokca to Cortina (4 hrs.). attractive. A good track descends,
crosses the Felizon, and ascends to the S. in the Val Grande, between the
Pomagagnon (7513') on the right and the Cristallo on the left , to the

(lV2hr.) Padeon Alp. Thence to the right to the ('/j hr.) plateau of Zu-
meles (6790'). with a fine view, and descend steep slopes of debris to

(l>/2 hr.) Cortina; or we may turn to the left from the Alp to the P^hr.)
Forca (7000'), and descend through the Val Bigontina (p. 282) to the
Laretto Alp (refreshm.) and to (l 1

/_• hr.) Cortina. (The Forca may also

be reached from Zumeles in 25 min.; comp. p. 281.)

For some distance the road, now level, skirts the slope of Monte

Cadini (7740'), the side of which is pierced by an aperture high

above us. On the left are the ravine of the Felizon and the Val

Grande. (A flngeT-post by the telegraph-post numbered 463 in-

dicates a short-cut which crosses the deep gorge of the Felizon

by the Ponte Felizon, rejoining the road below the Ponte Alto.

The road, however, is more attractive in point of scenery.) The
road ascends for a short distance, and then descends. About
l'/4 M- beyond Ospitale the conspicuous Peutelstein (4944') rises

on the left. The rock was formerly crowned with the ruins of

the castle of that name (Ital. Poddestagno), which were removed

in 1866. The road bends sharply to the right, and winds down
into the valley of the Boite. In the foreground is the Col Rosa,

overtopped on the right by the Vallon Bianco, to the right of

which are the Col Becchei di Sotto, Tae, Croda d'Antruilles, and

Lavinores. The apex of the long curve, where a finger-post in-

dicates the way to the Rauthal to the right (comp. p. 276), com-
mands a fine survey of the valleys of Fanes and Travernanzes,

and (right) that of the Boite ; in the distance to the S. are the

Cima di Formin, Becco di Mezzodi, and Pelmo.

The road now descends to the S., skirting precipitous slopes,

and on the S. side of the Peutelstein crosses the deep gully of the
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Felizon by the (l 3/4 M.) Ponte Alto (to which the above-mentioned
path descends from the Ponte Felizon). The following stretch of

the valley is monotonous ; the Boite flows through a broad stony

bed, between pine-clad banks, over which tower the rocky masses
of the Tofana on the right and the Pomagagnon on the left. At
the solitary house of (IV4M.) Fiammes a finger-post indicates the

route to the right to St. Cassian (p. 277) by Travernanzes and Fanes.

Facing us is the jagged Sorapiss (p. 282). The road passes a (72M
lime-kiln on the right, then (1 M.) quits the wood, and affords a view
of the beautiful valley of Cortina. After l l

/t M. more we reach —
1872 M. Cortina (3970'). — "Aquila Neea, the dining-room and

the exterior of the dependance of which are decorated with good paintings
by the sons of the late landlord Ghedina ; *H6tel Coetina ; "Stella d'Oro ;

"Choce Bianca. pension 2'/2fl., civil landlord; *Ancoea, good beer. —
Guides : Santo Siorpaes, Alessandro Lacedelli. Arcangelo Dimai, Pietro Di-
mai, Aug. Menardi, Givi. Ghedina, and Giov. Barbaria. Most of the guides
speak a little German. — English Church Service in the Aquila Nera.

Cortina di Ampezzo, superbly situated, and admirably adapted

for a prolonged stay, is the capital of the valley and the seat of the

district-authorities, and carries on a considerable trade in timber

and cattle. The parish is said to be the wealthiest in the Tyrol,

and its inhabitants and their dwellings present a well-to-do ap-

pearance. The industrial school founded here in 1869 deserves a

visit (filigree-work tasteful and not expensive).

The Church, adjoining which is a new promenade, contains a

rich altar, wood-carvings by Brustolone , etc. The gallery of the

handsome detached Campanile (above 200' in height ; 235 steps)

commands an admirable survey of the surrounding landscape.

On the N.E. rises the Cristallo group with the Pomagagnon and the
highest Cristallo peak; E., the Tre Croci saddle; S.E.. the Sorapiss and
Antelao; S., the Pelmo, and the Rocchetta and Becco di Mezzodi nearer;
S.W., Croda di Formin, Nuvolau, the Cinque Torri, and, in the foreground,
the Crepa; W., Lagazuoi and Tofana; N., Col Rosa, Lavinores, Seekofel,
and the Cadini.

On the other side of the Boite, l'/s M. to the S.W., prettily situated
at the mouth of a rocky gorge, are the small baths of Campo di Sotto (re-

staurant), almost destroyed by the inundation of 1882.
A fine survey of the valley, for which the evening -light is most

favourable, is obtained from the (l'/4 hr.) "Belvedere on the Crepa (5036'),

a prominent rocky hill on the W. side of the valley. The Valzarego road
(p. 287), trending to the right, is followed to a point beyond the Crepa,
where a finger-post indicates a path to the left, leading in 5 min. to the
Jtin on the nearer side of the rock (guide unnecessary; horse l3/4. light car-
riage 2'/'2 fl.). Persons with steady heads may descend by a path skirting
the precipitous slopes. In the wood , beyond the Belvedere , are several
deep fissures in the rock of which the traveller should beware. — Similar
views are afforded by the (l'/a hr.) Col d'Alfiere and the (f/2 hr.) Col
Druscie (5718'), on the S.E. slope of the Tofana.

To the "Zumeles (6795 1

; 2 hrs.), a very pleasant expedition. The best
route ascends to the left before the Tre Croci (see below) are reached,
and crosses the Fovea (p. 280); we may return through the Val Grande,
across the Felizon Bridge to the Ponte Alto, and by the high-road
to (4 hrs.) Cortina. — To the "Tondi di Faloria on the Monte Casadio,
(2'/2 hrs.). The path diverges to the right from the Tre Croci route (see

below) by a finger-post about /« hr. below the pass, and ascends to^the
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wooded Pian delta Bigontina. At the (10 min.) bifurcation of the path
we cross a bridge, and 0/4 hr.) where the path divides into three we
proceed to the right by Forno to the (1 hr.) grassy hill of the Tondi,
which commands a splendid survey of the Ampezzo Valley, the Tofana,
Cristallo , Drei Zinnen , Cadini, etc; to the S. is the lofty Punta Nera
(9632') , with the rocky range stretching from it to the N.E. and separat-
ing the Mte. Casadio from the Val Sorapiss. — Experts are recommended
to mount the Seletla (8700'), the col to the N.E., between the Punta
Nera and the Cesla (9070). It commands a superb view of the Val Sora-
piss with its little lake (p. 284) and of the huge perpendicular sides
of the Sorapiss. From the bifurcation of the path at the beginning of
the Pian della Bigontina to the summit of the pass. 2 hrs. , the last

hour very steep (guide requisite). Descent from the Seletta to the Val
Sorapiss unattended with danger; thence either down to the Val Bnona
(p. 284), or to the left along the slopes of the Cadin del Laudo and over
the Malcoira Alp to Tre Croci (see below).

The ascent of the 'Nuvolau (lower peak, 8445': 4'/2 hrs.
;
guide 3'/2 fl.)

is very attractive and not difficult (guide 2 fl. 70 kr.). By the Valzarego
road to (3'/2 M.) Pocol , see p. 287; at damp Zoppe , 2 M. farther on,
the path diverges to the left, crosses the stream, and ascends through
wood and meadows to the (

3
/4 hr.) Alp Averau, at the foot of the Nuvolau.

On the left towers the vast Croda di Formin, on the right the singularly-
shaped Torre di Averau (7762'). Lastly we ascend by the Potor col and
the Foreella di Xuvolau to the (l 1 2 hr.) lower (S.) peak, which commands
a noble 'Panorama: to the \V. the Marninlada, adjacent to which appears
the distant Order, and then the Roscngarten Mts. ; N.W., the Jits, of the
Guderthal (Boe, Gardenazza, Geislerspit/.en). with the Zillerthal and Oetz-
thal snow-mountains in the background; N. the triple-peaked Tofana

;

farther back, part of the Tauern ; then the Cristallo and Cadini; E.. the
Sorapiss and Antelao, with the Croda di Formin (or del Lago) and the
Becco di Mezzodi; S.E., the Pelmo ; S., the Civetta; S.W., the Pala di

S. Martino. — The ascent of the higher (N.W.) peak (8693') is troublesome.
— The descent may he made by the J'otor col (see above) to the Alp of

that name and the (l-l 1 /? hr.) hospice of Valzarego ; see p. 287.
Among the more important ascents from Cortina, all fit for adepts

only, that of the Tofana (central and highest peak, 10,706') , made for

the first time by Hr. Grohmann in 1862 , is comparatively the easiest

(5'/a-6 hrs.
;
guide 7 11.). More difficult are the Cristallo (10,695'), ascended

by the Tre Croci and the Passo Cristallo in 5-6 hrs. (guide 7 fl.; comp.
p. 279), and the Sorapiss (10.860 ft.), ascended by Chiapuzza and the

Foreella Grande (7535') in S-9 hrs. (guide 12','a fl.). In ascending the

latter it is customary to pass the night in a cavern near the Foreella

Grande. The ascent, though without serious difficulty, is very long and
fatiguing, owing to the numerous digressions which must be made in order

to reach the best places for scaling the rocks.
Fkom Coetisa to Schludekbach by the Passo Tke Ceoci (4 l/2-5 hrs.),

a very attractive route, especially for those who have reached Cortina by
the high-road. The road has lately been improved, and is practicable
for light vehicles (fare for the day. including return, 7 fl. for 2 pers.),

but walking or riding is preferable. Guide (4 fl. ; including Monte Pian
5'/2 1) unnecessary. The route skirts the ravine of the Bigontina, and ascends
at first between houses and fields, then over pastures and through wood,
to a (I1/2 hr.) bridge, where a finger-post points to the right to Faloria (see

above), and to the (V2 hr.) Paso Tre Croci (5955'; rustic *Inn), a depression
between the Sorapiss and Cristallo, so called from the wooden crosses
which stand here. A magnificent -View is obtained hence of the green
Ampezzo Valley and the lofty Tofana to the W., to the left of which,
between the Torre di Averau and Nuvolau, is the snow-clad Marmolada;
to the N. rise the Cristallo and Popena ; to the E. is the upper Auronzo
Valley (Val Buona), with the wall-like chain of the Marmarole; N.E., the
Cadini; S., the Sorapiss. After descending for 1/4 hr. we diverge to the
left by a finger-post from the road leading into the Val Buona (p. 284),
and follow the wooded slope at the same level, enjoying beautiful views
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of the Sorapiss and Marmarole to the right, and the huge slopes of the
Cristallo on the left. In 40 min. we reach the new road from the Val
Auronzo to Schluderbach, constructed for the mineral traffic (see p. 284).

The road ascends slightly across the Misurina Alp (passing a large cheese-

dairy on the left), affording a fine survey of the Cristallo, 'Sorapiss , An-
telao, Marmarole, Cadini, and the imposing Drei Zinnen, and passes the

O/2 hr.) lago Misurina (5890'), a pale-green lake abounding in trout, its E.
hank fringed with sombre pines \(Alb. Misurina, by the road-side, poor,
ten beds). After a slight ascent to the (5 min.) Col S. Angelo, the road
descends through the wooded Val Popena (right, Mte. Pian) to (l'/2 hr.)

Schluderbach (p. 278). — The ascent of 'Mte. Pian (p. 279), a very fine

point, may be combined with this excursion by a digression of 3 hrs. (guide
from the Lago Misurina to Schluderbach 2 fl. ; unnecessary for adepts).

The route leads over the Forcella Basea to the (l'/a hr.) plateau-, descent
by the Forcella Alia (p. 279).

Pleasant day's drive to "Pieve di Cadore (see below; one-horse carr.

there and back 7, two-horse 13V2 fl.). — From Cortina to Buchenstein and
Caprile, see p. 287; to St. Cassian, see p. 277; to St. Vigil, see p. 276.

The road next reaches Zuel (splendid view down the valley),

and then (3 M.) Acquabuona, the last Tyrolese village, crosses the

(l'/2 M.) Italian frontier, and descends rapidly to (l 1
/? M.) Chia-

puzza, the first Italian hamlet, and (V2 M.) S. Vito (3415'; *Alb.

all' Antelao), with the Italian custom-house, finely situated at the

base of the Antelao. The old church, La Difesa (1512), has some
curious old frescoes. The new church contains a fine altar-piece

by Francesco Vecelli, Titian's elder brother. To the right (S.W.),

above the wooded hills, towers the Pelmo (10,394'), a colossal rock,

forming the most conspicuous feature in the landscape.
Ascents from S. Vito. (Guides, 67. Giacinto, O. Zanuco, and Luigi Cesa-

letti; tariff lower than that at Cortina.) The ascent of the Sorapiss (10,860'

6-7 hrs.), by the Forcella Grande, is laborious; comp. 282. — The 'Antelao
(10,674'; 6-7 hrs.), a superb point of view, scaled by the Forcella Piccola,

though fatiguing, offers no special difficulty to experts (guide from Cor-
tina 9'/2 fl-> from S. Vito 15 fr. ; two advisable for the inexperienced). —
The Pelmo (10,394') may also he ascended from S. Vito (difficult), but
better from the Val Zoldo (p. 285) on its S. side.

From S. Vito (or Borca) over the Forcella Forada to Caprile, see p. 288.
To the E. through the Val Oten, between the Sorapiss and the Antelao,
to Pieve di Cadore (see below), 5-6 hrs.

Between S. Vito and Borca (Pelmo) the road runs high above
the river on the slopes of the Antelao, a landslip from which in 1814
overwhelmed the villages of Marceana and Taulen. The road then
leads past Cancia, Vodo (Alb. d'ltalia), and Peajo to (9 M.) —

34i/
4 M. Venas (2896'; Alb. al Borghetto) , below which the

Vallesina unites with the Boite. Then (2 M.) Valle (Leone Bianco

;

route to Zoldo, p. 285), finely situated opposite the mouth of the

Val Cibiana, (II/4 M.) Tai di Cadore (2795', Inn), and (1 M.) —
38i/

2 M. Pieve di Cadore (2905'; *Progresso ; *Sole, civil land-
lady), the capital of the Val Cadore, beautifully situated on a moun-
tain-spur high above the Piave. In a corner of the chief Piazza
stands the humble dwelling in which Titian was born in 1477
(d. 1575), denoted by a tablet. In 1880 a bronze statue of the great

painter, by Del Zotto, was erected in the Piazza. The Palazzo Co-
munale is also adorned with a marble relief and a colossal fresco
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portrait of the master. The Casa Solero contains a small Museum
of antiquities found here and Titian's patent of nobility with his

armorial bearings. The church possesses an altar-piece (the Child

adored by a bishop) and other pictures by Titian (?), Palma, etc.

The ('/4 hr.) old Castello affords a splendid view up and down the
Val Piave. Attractive excursions to the Cappella 8. Dionigi (3-4 hrs.), to

the top of the Mte. Vedorchia (3-4 hrs.), etc. — The ~Mte. Zucco (3986'),

easily ascended from Tai in 1 hr. , commands a superb survey of the
Pelmo, Antelao, Jlurmarole, etc., and of the Val Piave.

From Pieve a good road ascends the beautiful Val Cadore, which is

enclosed by picturesque dolomites (right, the Mte. Cridola; left, the Mar-
marole) , to Domegge and (7 51.) Lozzo. At (l*/2 M.) Pelos it crosses the
Piave (route to Tolmezzo over the Mauria Pass, see p. 371), and again at

(
3
/4 M.) Tre Pond , at the influx of the Anziei, which descends from Val

Auronzo (see below ; handsome bridge).

[Above Tre Ponti the Piave dashes through a series of wild ravines.

New road to (7 M.) S. Stefano ( Girardi) in the Val Comelico, and thence
past the mouth of the deep Val Visdende, from which the Piave emerges
just above its confluence with the Sesis, to (7 M.) Granvilla or Plan (4026';

-Krattner, by the church ; "Stern), the chief hamlet of the parish of Sap-
pada, Ger. Bladen, picturesquely situated on the Sesis, at the foot of the
Mte. Ferro. The villagers are Germans, probably mediaeval immigrants
from the Pusterthal. A cart-road leads from Granvilla by Cima to (2 hrs.)

Forni Avoltri (p. 371). Route over the Hochalpel to (8-9 hrs.) Lorenzen in

the Gailthal, see p. 265 (with which may be combined the ascent of the
"Paralba). — A good road leads N.W. from S. Stefano to (4 31.) Candide
('Alb. alle Alpi) and (l'/4 M.) Padola, from which a cart-road crosses the

(2 hrs.) Kretizberg (or Mte. Croce) to Sexten and (4 hrs.) Innichen (p. 264).]

In the Val Auronzo (road to Schluderbach ; diligence from Pieve to

Auronzo daily), lies, 3 1
/-.; M. above Tre Ponti (see above), Auronzo (2910'),

consisting of the villages of Villa Piccolo, with a large new church, and
Villa Grande (''Alb. alle Alpi, dear; Alle Grazie; from Pieve to this point

a drive of 2'/2 hrs.). The Mte. Calvario affords a good survey of the

environs. A highly-attractive route, with splendid views, leads N. over
the Forcella di Mte. Zovo to (3 hrs.) Padola (see above). — The road
through the upper Val Auronzo, or Val Buona, follows the left bank of

the Anziei (opposite the imposing chain of the Marmarole), and leads by
Giralba (route to Sexton, see p. 265), at the mouth of the Val Marzon (on

the right; ;it its head rise the Drei Zinnen, here called the Citne di

Lavaredo) , and the Miniera Argentiera (lead and zinc mines) to the

solitary frontier-house of (10 31.) S. Marco (3710'). About 3 M. farther

is the Tyrolese frontier, a few hundred yards beyond which is the Bas-
tianshiitte, a shooting-lodge (4555'; refreshm.), with a good view of the

Sorapiss. (To the Sorapiss Lake, 2 hrs., with guide, a pleasant trip;

comp. p. 282.) The road now forks; a road to the left leads over the

(4 M.) Passo Tre Croci (p. 282) to (4 31.) Cortina, while the new 'mineral
road' to the right leads past the E. base of the Cristallo to the (4 M.) Lago
Misurina and (4 31.) Schluderbach (comp. p. 282).

From Tai the road describes a long circuit round the Mte. Zucco

(see above), and descends in windings, being hewn in the rock and

supported by masonry at places, to the (4y2 M.) valley of the Piave,

into which the Boite here falls.

i2'/o M. Perarolo (1735' ; Posta; *Kofler ; carriage and pair to

Vittorio 25 fr.). The Piave runs for many miles through a narrow
ravine, in which there is barely space for the road. Opposite the

entrance to the (iy4 M.) Val Montina, on the right side of the

road, stands the small pilgrimage-church of S. Maria delta Salute.

Farther on are the villages of Bucorvo and Bivalgo. To the right,
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near (3y2 M.) Ospitale, is a fine waterfall; opposite the hamlet of

(2 M.) Termine, on the left bank of the Piave, is a second fall (La
Pissa). The road now passes through a cutting, 50' deep, and
reaches (H/4M.J Castel Lavazzo, the ancient Castelium Laebatium,

as appears from an inscription found here. Then (3y2 M.J —
54 M. Longarone (1472'; Posta; Albergo di Roma, unpretend-

ing, but well spoken of), charmingly situated at the junction of the

Mae, which issues from the Val Zoldo, with the Piave.
The attractive , but little-known Val di Zoldo is entered by a narrow

ravine, through which a road (diligence from Longarone daily, 1 fr. 55 c.)

leads to (8 M.) Forno di Zoldo (2854'; "Cercena), the capital of the valley,

with iron-works. To the N. rise the three huge rocky peaks of the Mte.
Pelmo (10,394'), with its small glacier, which may be ascended either
from Forno or from Dont (see below) via Zoppe in 7-8 hrs. (difficult

;

able guides requisite, comp. p. 283); to the S. is the Cima di Mezzodi.
An easy and attractive route (bridle-track

;
guide to the pass desirable)

leads N.E. from Forno over the Forcella Cibiana (5100) and by the
village of that name to (4 hrs.) Venas; another leads to the N. over the
Col Potei (5300') to (4 hrs.) Vodo on the Ampezzo road (p. 283). — Above
Forno lies (

3
/t hr.) Dont di Zoldo (3125 1

; Brustolone), where the route from
S. Tiziano di Goima and the Duram Pass descends from the left (p. 289).
The bridle-path then leads through the narrow valley of the Mae, by
Fusine and Pianaz , to (l l/2 hr.) Mareson (4485') , where the valley forks
for the last time. Through the W. branch an easy and interesting path
leads by Pecol, at the B. base of the huge Civetta (see below), and over
the Passo Coldai, to (3 hrs.) Alleghe (p. 288). — Through the N. branch,
(Val Pallafavera) a path ascends, with admirable views of the Pelmo and
Civetta, to the (2 hrs.) Forcella di Staulanza (5935'), between the Pelmo
on the right and the Mte. Crot on the left , and then descends to the

O/2 hr.) Fiorentina Alp in the Val Fiorentina. We may now descend the
valley to the left, by Pescul and Selva, to (3 hrs.) Caprile (p. 287) ; or pro-
ceed to the right over the Forcella Forada (p. 288) to (372 hrs.) Bona
(p. 283) ; or, lastly (very attractive) , follow the heights to the N. and
cross the Durona Alp to the (2 hrs.) Forcella d'Ambrizzole or da Lago
(7546') , between the Becco di Mezzodi and the Croda da Lago, whence
we descend by the Federa Alp , with its small lake, to (2 hrs.) Cortina
(p. 281). — The Civetta (10,420'), from Pecol (see above), 7-8 hrs., first

ascended in 1867 by Mr. Tuckett, is difficult.

Beyond Longarone the valley expands, without at first losing its

wild character. The road crosses several torrents, reaches (3 M.)
Fortogna

, and divides 2 M. farther on , the left branch leading to

Vittorio, the right to Belluno.
The road to Vittorio (20'/2 M. ; diligence from Belluno daily in 5 hrs.

;

one-horse carr. from Longarone 20 fr.) crosses the Piave at (2 M.) Capo di
Ponte or Ponte nelle Alpi (1296'; Stella Bianca), turns to the E., and follows
the left bank of the Mai, which issues from the (6 M.) Lago di S. Croce
(1227'; 2'/2 M. long). At the S. end of the lake is the hamlet of S. Croce.
The road then crosses the debris of an extensive old landslip and descends
steeply to Fadallo. It next skirts the E. bank of the Lago Morlo (896'),

passes two other small lakes, and traverses a picturesque defile, at the end
of which lies (11 M.) Serravalle (512

1

), connected by a fine avenue, nearly
2 M. long, with the larger village of Ceneda. These two places together
form the town of Vittorio CH6tel Vittorio, not far from the station, with
garden; "Qiraffa, in the town). Railway from Vittorio by Conegliano to
Venice in 2 hrs. 22 min., see Baedeker's N. Italy.

The Belluno Road, which keeps to the right, passes Polpet,

joins (I1/2 M.J the main road from Capo di Ponte to Belluno, and
reaches (3i/

2 M.) —
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64 M. Belluno (1328'; Leon d'Oro; Cappello ; Due Torri, well

spoken of), the capital of the province, with 10,000 inhab., situated

on a hill between the Ardo and the Piave, which here unite. The
exterior of the town is Venetian in character. The Cathedral, built

by Palladio, was partly destroyed by an earthquake in 1873, but is

now restored. The massive campanile, 230' high, commands a beau-

tiful view. An old sarcophagus, locally prized as a work of art, adorns

the piazza in front of the church of S. Stefano. The triumphal arch

outside the W. gate, completed in 1810, and dedicated to the Emp.
Francis, was like that at Milan, begun in honour of Napoleon.

From Bellcno to Pkimolano in the Val Sugana (p. 252). From
Belluno to Feltre a small post-vehicle once daily (7 a.m.) in 4 hrs.,

fare 3 fr. ; from Feltre to Primolano omnibus (2 p.m.) in 3 l
/2 hrs. , fare

3'/2 fr. (returning at 8 p.m.). The road traverses the broad valley of the
Piave, generally at a distance from the river. Mulberries, maize, and
vines indicate the character of the climate. On the slopes, and on the road
itself, lie numerous villages. At Bribano the Cordevole (p. 289) is crossed.

To the right rises the Mte. Pizzocco (7175'). Near Feltre the valley con-
tracts; the road skirts the Piave, and then quits it entirely.

18 M. Feltre (Albergo del Vapore , stopping - place of the diligence),

an ancient town of 12,000 inhab., the Feltria of the Rhsetians, presents
rather a dilapidated appearance. The principal street, with the poor
Albergo, leads through the modern town, skirting the hill on which
lies the dirty and intricate old town. The Piazza in the latter is sur-

rounded by the new, Venetian-Gothic Palazzo Guarnieri, adorned with
mural paintings, the church of /S'. Rocco, in a debased style, the ruinous
old Castle, and a building embellished with the gilded lion of St. Mark,
the lower story of which is used as a school and the upper as a theatre.

In the centre of the piazza rise statues of two distinguished natives of

Feltre : Vitlore Rambaldoni, educationalist (1378-1446), erected in 1868, and
Panfilo Castaldi (b. 1398), for whom the inscription claims the honour of

having invented movable types, erected by the printers of Milan in 1866.

The beautiful road to Primolano passes Arten (Fonzaso remaining on
the right, p. 260), crosses the Cismone (p. 260) to (27 M.) Arsie ,

and de-

scends through the Val Brenta in windings to (30'/2 M.) Primolano (p. 252),

12'/« M. from Feltre.

58. From Cortina to Belluno by Agordo.

Cordevole Valley.
Comp. Map. p. 254.

The picturesque ! Val Cordevole is well worth visiting. The lake of

Alleghe and the environs of Agordo are among the finest points in the
dolomite region , and many of the lateral valleys (Val Fiorentina, Val
Forno, Val di S. Lucano, etc.) present magnificent scenery. Only the N.
ramifications of the valley (Livinalongo or Buchenstein) belong to the

Tyrol ; the Italian frontier lies to the N. of Caprile.
Fkom Cortina to Caprile, there are two routes: the easier (173/4 M.)

leads by Valzarego (road to the summit of the pass ; one-horse carr. to

the hospice 4-5 fl.); the more attractive (also easy, 6'/2 hrs.) is by the
Mte. Qiau (see below). From Caprile to Agordo (14 M.) a carriage-road

;

one-horse carr. in 4 hrs., 10-12 fr. (quite enough, though the inn-keeper
at Caprile generally demands more). — From Agordo to Belluno (16 M.)
diligence daily in 3>/2 hrs. (3 fr. 70 c). — From Cortina to the Fassa,
either direct over the Fedaja Pass, or the longer, but interesting route
by Agordo and the Cereda Pass to Primiero, and thence by the road by
S. Martino di Castrozza to Predazzo (comp. E. 53).
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Cortina (3970'), see p. 281. Our road descends to the right

just above the church, crosses the Boite, and ascends on the right

bank through meadows and fields, skirting the Crepa (p. 281), and

at places rather steep, to the (3'/2 M.) Pocol Alp ('hinterm HiigeV),

where the route to the Giau Pass (see below) diverges to the left.

The road then ascends the N. slope of the wooded Costeana Valley

(passing on the right the huge slopes of the Tofana , high up in

which is a cavern, '11 Buso della Tofana') to the (4 M.) unpretend-

ing Hospice of Valzarego (6535') and the (l 1
/* M.) Cima Valzarego

(6950') , the summit of the pass , a wide, rock-strewn depression

between the Nuvolau on the S. and the Lagazuoi on the N. The

path in a straight direction leads to St. Cassian (p. 277 ; to the

'Tra i Sassi' pass a pleasant digression of !/2 ftr - ; line view of the

Gaderthal). To the S.W. appears the snow-crowned Marmolada, in

the foreground are the Sasso di Stria and Col di Lana. Beyond the

pass, on the frontier of the Ampezzo district, the carriage-road ter-

minates, and we descend by a steep and rough cart-track past the

picturesque ruin of Andraz (5626') to (3 M.) Andraz (4695'; *Cbl.

Pinazzer
,
good beer), a village at the base of the Col di Lana, in

the E. branch of the Buchenstein Valley.

A good path with fine views of the valley , leads from Andraz round
the slope of the Col di Lana, and past Salesei, to (1 hr.) Pieve di Livina-
longo, or Buchenstein (4815

1

;
* Qiov. Batt. Finazzer, • L. Finazzer), the

chief place in the Val Livinalongo, or upper Cordevole Valley, pictur-

esquely situated high above the ravine of the Cordevole. Thence by
Prelongei to St. Cassian, see p. 277; by Campolungo or Incisa to Corvara,
see p. 277; over the Pordoi Pass to the Fassa , see p. 256. — A highly
interesting route leads S.W. from Pieve over the Forcella di Padon(18QQ'),

which affords a splendid view of the Marmolada, etc., to the (3'/2-4 hrs.)

Fedaja Pass (p. 256; the shortest way from Cortina to the Marmolada).

—

The Col di Lana (8070 1

), ascended from Pieve in '2'/z hrs. (guide, Dagai
of Pieve) commands a superb view ; the route leads mostly over grass, and
is steep at places. — A rough and unattractive path leads from Pieve
direct to Caprile in 1V-2 hr., via Salesei and Digonera.

The cart-track from Andraz to Caprile crosses the stream at a

saw-mill, and then runs, at first through wood, high up on the left

side of the Val Cordevole, passing several houses, and commanding
a fine view to the S. of the vast Civetta, with a glimpse of the

green Lago d'Alleghe. On the opposite slope lies the village of

Last'e, above which, on a spur of the Mte. Migion, rises the tower-
shaped Sasso di Ronch. The road descends steeply to (6 M.) —

173
/4 M. Caprile (3375' ; Alb. alle Alpi, bargaining necessary),

picturesquely situated in a beautiful valley. (Batt. dalla Santa,
Clem. Callegari, and P. Pellegrini are good guides.)

The -Monte Migion (7835'; 3'A> hrs., with guide), rising to the N. be-
tween the Val Pettorina and the Val Livinalongo, commands an admir-
able view of the Marmolada, Civetta, etc. — An easier and also very at-
tractive point is the Mte. Fernazza, to the E. of Caprile (2 hrs.); ascent
through wood and then over pastures. Splendid view of the Pelmo,
Civetta, Marmolada, Tofana, etc., and the valleys of the Cordevole (with
the Lago d'Alleghe far below) and the Fiorentina. Descent to Alleghe if
preferred.
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From Cortina to Caprile over the *Mte. Giau (7510'), 6'/2-7hrs., easy
and interesting (guide 5'/2 fl.). The route descends to the left from the
Valzarego road at (3'/2 M.) Pocol (see above), and at the (20 min.) cheese-
dairy of Pezzie di Park it crosses the Costeana, beyond which it crosses
the Giau and ascends through wood, leading to the right at the bifurcation,
and after l/2 hr. recrossing the stream. Quitting the wood (25 min.), we
next ascend the extensive pastures of the Giau Alp (with the jagged crest
of the Croda di Formin on the left , the Nuvolau on the right , and the
To/ana behind us), cross the stream below a chalet, which we leave on
the right, and soon reach the (1 hr.) top of the pass, on the right side of
the Col Giattei, a low grassy eminence, on the left side of which another
pass leads to Selva in the Val Fiorentina (see below). Superb

'
:View,

towards the N., of the rocky walls of the Nuvolau, Tofana , Hohe Gaisl,
and Cristallo ; E., the Sorapiss, Croda di Formin, and Monte Camera;
W., the majestic Marmolada, the Boe, and other peaks. We now descend
by a steep and narrow path

,
pass several huts , and soon obtain a fine

view of the huge Civetta and (farther down) of (he Pelmo. In the valley

(
3
/4 hr.) we turn to the right, cross the Codalonga, and follow the

wooded slope of the Mte. Frisolet , the path being at first alternately
level and hilly , and afterwards descending over meadows to (l'/4 hr.)
Colle di S. Lucia, or Villagrunde (48301

; Finazzer), beautifully situated
on a mountain-terrace , with a striking view of the Val Fiorentina , the
colossal Pelmo, and the (S.) Civetta. From Colle to Caprile, '/a hr.

From Caprile to Borca on the Ampezzo road (p. 283), a bridle-path
(road in progress) leads in 6 hrs. through the Val Fiorentina, past the
villages of Selva (4480'), Andria, and Pescul, and over the Forcella Forada
(6895'), on the N. side of the Pelmo. The Pelmo (10,394') may be as-

cended from the Val Fiorentina (difficult, comp. p. 283; from Selva, where
guides may be procured, 9-10 hrs.). — Over the Forcella a"Ambrizzole to

Cortina, and over the Forcella di Staulanza to Zoldo, see p. 285.

From Caprile by Rocca to the Val Pettorina C Sottoguda Gorge), the
Fedaja Pass, and the ascent of the Marmolada, see p. 257 (guide from
Caprile to Campidello 10 fr.).

The Road from Caprile to Agordo (14 M.) follows the left

bank of the rapid Cordevole to (l 1
/' M.) Call6rieghe (on the right

bank), and (i/
2 M.) the beautiful *lake of Alleghe (3218'), 2 M.

long, the E. bank of which it skirts. The lake owes its origin to a

land-slip from the Mte. Fovea, which in 1772 buried three villages.

The surface of the green water reflects the towering rocks of Mte.

Creefta(10,420'). On the E. bank lies (iy2 M.) the hamlet of Al-

leghe, charmingly situated at the mouth of a ravine descending

from the Coldai. (Pleasant walk from Caprile to Alleghe ; then

cross by boat to a hill on the W. bank which commands the finest

view of the lake, and return to Caprile by Calloneghe, 2 hrs. in all.)

The !

'Mte. Coldai, to the E. of Alleghe (3 hrs.) commands an admir-
able view of the Civetta , Pelmo , etc. To the N. of the Coldai an easy
route crosses the Passo Coldai (Alleghe Cima, 3720') to the Val di Zoldo
(p. 285).

At the S. end of the lake the road crosses the Cordevole (the

canal here for floating timber , constructed by Sign. Manzoni of

Agordo , is interesting) , and traverses the scene of the above-
mentioned landslip. It then leads through a picturesque and richly

wooded valley, in view of the Cima di Pape and Palle di S. Lu-
cano, with the Mte. Alto di Pelsa on the left, to (4y2 M.) Cence-
nighe (2540' ;

* Viandante), a hamlet at the confluence of the Biois

with the Cordevole.
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In the Val Biois (Val Canale) a carriage-road leads to (3 M.) Forno
di Canale (3200'; Gallo), picturesquely situated at the mouth of the wild
ravine of Gares (p. 258); from Forno there is a bridle-track on the left

bank of the Biois to (l'/4 hr.) Falcade (4290'), at the head of the valley.

Thence over the Valles Pass to (4 hrs.) Paneveggio , see p. 257; thore

who are bound for S. Martino di Castrozza need not go as far as Pane-
veggio , but ascend to the left below the Veneggie Alp and cross the
Jm-ibell Alp direct to the Rolle Pass (see p. 258). — Over the Pellegrino

Pass to Moena, see p. 255; over the Comelle Pass to >s. Martino di Cas-

trozza, see p. 258.

The Oima di Pape (8238'), a very fine point of view, is ascended from
Cencenighe or Listolade (see below) without serious difficulty (5 hrs.;

guide Seb. Manfrai of Cencenighe).

The road crosses the Biois, and at (
3
/4 M.) Fab, the Cordevole,

and enters an imposing, rock-strewn gorge, at the end of which

lies the (3 M.) hamlet of Listolade, at the mouth of the wild Val di

Comparsa. To the left rises the Cima di Framont. To the right, at

(1 M.) Taibon, opens the Val di S. Lucano (p. 259), with the huge
precipices of the Palle di 8. Lucano on its N. side. Then (l 1^ M.)—

14 M. Agordo (2060' ;
*Albergo alle Miniere ; reading-room of

the Italian Alpine Club on the ground-floor, open to strangers), the

capital of the valley (3000 inhab.), beautifully situated in a rich val-

ley amid imposing mountains (N., Mte. Alto di Pelsa and Cima di

Framont; E., the Prampper Mts. ; W., Palle di S.. Lucano, etc.).

In the extensive piazza stands the mansion of Cavaliere Manzoni.
From Agokdo to Pkimieko over the Cereda Pass (4450'), 7'/2-8 hrs.,

easy and attractive (guide). At (10 min.) Bruanago we cross the Corde-
vole and ascend to the left, obtaining fine retrospects of the Val Agordo
(with the Croda Grande on the right), pass Voltago and Miana, and reach
(l3/4 hr.) Frassene, or Frasseneck. The route now mounts more steeply to

the right , through wood , to the saddle between Mte. Luna and Mte.
Gardellon , whence it descends again to (l l/4 hr.) Gosaldo (Inn), in a
lateral valley of the Mis, at the foot of lofty dolomites (Sasso di Campo,
Cima d'Oltro, etc.). We now follows the slope, high above the Mis val-

ley (opposite Sagron , see below , above which is a long rocky ridge
with the picturesque peak 11 Piz, 8110'), to (1 hr.) Mis, cross the stream
(Austrian frontier) and ascend to the (

3
/4 hr.) Osteria , >/4 hr. below the

low, grassy summit of the pass. On the other side the broad, stony
track descends gradually through meadows and woods to the (1 hr.) Castel
la Pietra . a ruin most picturesquely perched on an inaccessible rock at
the mouth of the Val di Canale. (Before the castle is reached the route
to the Val di Pravitali diverges to the right, see p. 260.) A rough track
now descends the hill, and crosses a 0/4 hr.) bridge, whence a good road
leads by Tonadico to (2 M.) Fiera di Primiero (p. 260). — Another route
from Agordo to the Cereda Pass leads by Tiser, Sen, Valalta (quicksilver
mines, interesting to geologists), and Sagron, but is longer and less at-
tractive than the path by Gosaldo.

From Agokdo to the Val di Zoldo over the Duram Pass (5360'),
rather fatiguing (to Forno di Zoldo, p. 285, 5 hrs

;
guide requisite). The

path ascends through the profound Dugon Valley to the pass, between
Mte. Mojazza and Mte. S. Sebastiano. Descent either direct , or by
5. Tiziano di Goima (4175'), to Dont and Forno.

Road to Belluno (16 M.). Below Agordo the valley contracts.

The road is flanked with huge masses of rock. It emerges from
this defile (*Canal di Agordo) at (10!/2 M.) Peron (Inn), and at

the hamlet of (1 M.) Mas it quits the Cordevole and leads towards
the E. through a hilly district to (41/2 M.) Belluno (p. 286).

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 19
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59. From Lienz to Windisch Matrei and Pregraten.

The Iselthal.
Comp. Maps, pp. 106, 140.

The S. valleys of the Hohe Tauern (Virgenthal, Kalserthal, upper Moll-
thai) are most conveniently reached from the Pusterthal Railway.

Stellwagen from Lienz to Windisch-Matrei (18'/2 M.) daily at 9.30 a.m.
in 472 hrs. (fare 2 fl. 20 kr. ; to Huben 1 fl.); from Windisch-Matrei to

Lienz at 10 a.m. — One-horse carr. to Windisch-JIatrei (4 hrs.) 7, two-horse
10 fl. ; to Huben 4 or 6 fl. ; to St. Johann im Wald 3 or 472 fl.

Lienz (2193') , see p. 266. The lower Iselthal is monotonous
and unattractive for walkers. The road passes Schloss Bruck (p.

266), crosses at Ober-Lienz to the pleasant village of Ainet (Inn) on

the left bank of the Isel, and then leads through scanty wood, pass-

ing Schloss Weyerburg , to (9^2 M.) St. Johann im Wald, or Mah-
renwald (2400' ; Inn, tolerable), where it recrosses the stream.

The Weisse Wand (7959') , a good point of view , is ascended from
St. Johann in 5 hrs. (fatiguing; with guide), through the Michelbacher
Thai and over the Alp of that name. — The Hochschober (10,640'; 8-9 hrs.;

difficult; guide Anton Trojer at Ainet) is best ascended from the Leibnig-
Thal, which opens to the E. of St. Johann, via the (2 hrs.) Leibnig Alp ;

then from the head of the valley a steep ascent over loose stones and
rock to a crumbling ridge, and lastly over snow to the top. Superb view.
Ascent from Kals through the Lesach-Thal, see p. 300.

The road passes the ruined Kienburg on the left and traverses a

defile. To the E. opens the Kalserthal, and to the W. the Defer-

eggenthal (see below). 3 M. In der Huben (2570' ; *Post). Thence
to Kals, see p. 298. Ascent of the Rottenkogl, see p. 291.

The Defereggenthal presents little attraction , with the exception of

the upper part, terminated by the Rieserferner group. The natives are in

the habit of emigrating as carpet-dealers, and return home after having
amassed a competency. Hence the superior dress and language of many of

the inhabitants. The road ascends abruptly from Huben and reaches the

valley at (3 M.) Hopfgarten (3575'; Inn), on the left bank of the Schwarzach
(De/eregger Bach). [From this point, with a guide, through the Zwene-
wald-Thal and over the Villgrattner-Joch (8464') to the Winkelthal, and by
Ausser-Villgralten to Sillian (p. 265), 6-7 hrs.; the pass affords an admirable
view of the Glockner, Venediger, and the Ampezzo Dolomites.) The valley

contracts; to the right lies St. Veil, high above us; in the background
the peaks of the Rieserferner. Then (9 M.) St. Leonhard, situated on a

mound of debris at the broadest part of the valley, and (IV2 M.) St. Ja-

kob (4524' ; "Ladstatter; Zum Untereiner, well spoken of), at the mouth
of the Trojer Thai. [Passes : From St. Jakob to the N. to Pregraten or

Virgen over the Mulilzthbrl (8-9 hrs.; guide 5 fl.), see p. 294; this route is

easily combined with the ascent of the Lasorling (p. 293). To Pregraten
over the Bachlenke (8 hrs. ;

guide) , see p. 295. — From St. Jakob to the
S.W. through the Lappthal and over the Gsieser Thor I (7200'), with fine view,
to (4hrs.) St. Magdalena in the Gsieser Thai, and (4 hrs.) Welsberg (p. 262).]

The village of (372 M.) Erlsbach (5055' ; Stumpfer) is the last in the
valley, which here turns towards the N.W. The cart-track passes the
mouth (left) of the Staller-Thal (traversed by the route to Antholz over
the Staller-Sattel, p. 262), and then that of the Patsch-Thal

, at the head
of which the Hochgall (p. 272) is for a short time visible, and reaches
the (2 hrs.) Alp Seebach (6155')- To the W. rises the Fleischbachspitze, to
the E. the Todtenkorspitze and the Panargenspitze. About i/2 hr. farther
up the valley divides ; the main branch , now called the Schwarzbach-
thal , stretches towards the N. [Over the Schwarze Thorl to the Daber-
thal and TJmbalthal, see p. 296; another pass crosses the Rothenmann-
Scharte (about 9510'), to the W. of the Rodtspitze (p. 296), and a third
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crosses the Schwarzachjoch (9680'), both leading to the Rbdtlhal and to

(7 hrs.) Kasern in the Prettau, p. 274 ; these two passes are trying, and
fit for proficients only.l

In the Affenthal, the N.W. arm of the valley, 20 min. farther, lies

the Jagdhaus-Alpe (6600'), with numerous chalets and a chapel (quarters

at the Sternalpe, the first chalet on the right). Thence over the Klamml-
Joch, to the (3 hrs.) Reinthal, see p. 272; over the Merbjoch to the Prettau,

see p. 274.

Above Huben the valley contracts. The road, now inferior,

crosses the Isel and passes Mattersberg . The valley then expands,

and we soon reach (6 M.) —
187-2 M. Windisch-Matrei (3190'; *Zum Rautter ; Wohlge-

muth, with the guides' office, well spoken of ; one-horse carr. to

Huben 2, to Lienz 6 fl.), prettily situated, is the chief village

(2600 inhab.) in the Iselthal, the upper part of which beyond this

is called the Virgenthal. In the vicinity the Tauernthal ascends

towards the N. The village is protected by huge stone dams against

the ravages of the Burgerbach, which descends from the Bretter-

wand on the E. — To the N.W. is the [}li hr.) chateau of Weis-

senstein, now a hotel and pension (R. from 60 kr.).

Excursions. (Guides: Franz Raneburger , Andr. Eder , Andr. Kbit,

Virgil Ober/eldner, Joh. and Andr. l/ntersteiner, Franz Aslaber, Joh. Krist-

ler, and Joh. Wibmer.) Pleasant walk past the old church of St. Nikolaus
to the (IV2 hr.) Lukaskreuz, commanding an admirable view of the Lasor-
ling and the glaciers at the head of the Virgenthal.

The ''Kals - Matreier Thdrl (p. 296), a splendid point of view, is

ascended in 3'/2 hrs.; guide unnecessary (1 fl. 80; to Kals 2 fl. 80 kr.).

The Rottenkogl (9045' ; 4V-2-5 hrs.; guide 4 fl.) is very attractive. We
follow the route to the Kaiser Thorl for '/a hr., diverge to the right, and
cross the (iy2 hr.) Rainer Alp; then for 2 hrs. over detritus, fatiguing;
lastly we ascend the rocky Gamsleiten to the C/4 hr.) summit. The ascent
may also be made from Huben (p. 290; by Mattersberg. 6 hrs., with guide).

The Zunigspitze (9075'; 4 hrs.; guide 3 fl.), the E. peak of the range
separating the valleys of Defereggen and Virgen, is another fine point
of view.

To - Inner -Gschlbss (6 hrs.; guide 3'/2 fl., needless), one of the finest

excursions in the Tauern, vying with the Mooserboden in the Kapruner
Thai. To the Matreier Tauernhaus on the way to the Pinzgau (see be-
low) a broad bridle-path ascends through the Tauernthal towards the N.,
passing Schloss Weissenstein (see above) on the right. At O/2 hr.) Prosegg
(3075') it crosses a rocky barrier, through which the Tauernbach has forced
a deep passage. (On the right the "Steiner Fall and the houses of Stein.) At
(1 hr.) Gruben (3645') the narrow Frossnitzthal (see below) opens on the left

;

then by the hamlet of Berg to the (l'fe hr.) Landeggsage (4240'), at the
mouth of the (E.) Landeggthal (p. 299), with a waterfall. Then a rather
steeper ascent to the (l l/2 hr.) Matreier Tauernhaus (4980'; *Inn). The
good new path to the Gschloss diverges to the left, 1/4 hr. higher, crosses
a bridge (fine fall of the Gschlbssbach , with the Venediger in the back-
ground), and reaches the chalets of Ausser-Gschlbss and (I1/4 hr.) Inner-
Gschloss (5590' ; refreshm. at the last chalet on the right bank). The magni-
ficent "Schlatlen Glacier, the largest in the Tauern after the Pasterze, here
falls into a green basin, overshadowed by the Klein-Venediger, the Gross-
Venediger, and the Schwarze Wand (or Kristallkopf). To the right, separ-
ated from this glacier by the Kesselkopf, is the Viltragen Glacier. The
chapel hewn in a huge block of gneiss is interesting.

Excursions from Gschloss. (Guides, see above.)
The Rothe Sail (8419'; 3 hrs.

;
guide 2 fl.), not difficult ; ascent across

pastures, and then loose stones
; good view of the Venediger.

The * Gross-Venediger (12,051'; one guide suffices for 1-2 pers., two

19*
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for 3-4 pers. ; from Windisch - Matrei 11, with descent to Pregraten lly2 ,

to the Karalpe in the Krimmler Thai 15 fl.) is now usually ascended from
the Prager Hiitte on the Kesselkopf. From Gschlbss the route leads to the
right through the valley to the foot of the Kesselkopf, and ascends by a new
zigzag path, at first over turf, and then for some distance over the lateral

moraines of the Schlatten Glacier, to the (3 hrs.) Prager Hiitte (about
8700'; restaurant in summer), grandly situated on the S. slope of the
Kesselkopf. A new path ascends from the hut over rocky debris to the
Schlatten Glacier, which we ascend gradually towards a crest of rock
separating it from the Viltragen Glacier. The Klein-Venediger (11,416')

remains on the right. The Rainerhom (p. 293) soon becomes visible on
the S. ; then , facing us , the rounded summit of the Venediger, which is

reached on the S.E. side in 3'/2-4 hrs. from the Prager Hiitte (view, see

p. 293). It is not advisable to go to the extreme and highest point of the
long snow-clad crest , as the overhanging masses of snow render it diffi-

cult and sometimes impossible of access. The *View, hardly inferior to

that from the Gross-Glockner, comprises to the E. the Glockner (the Gross-
Glockner appearing like a slender pinnacle) and Schober groups ; to the
S., the wild and serrated Dolomites; W., the Dreiherrnspitze, Eodtspitze,
Daberspitze , and Rieserferner Mts., and, in the distance, the Adamello,
Ortler, Bernina, the Oetzthal, Stubai, and Zillerthal Alps; N., the Kitz-
biihel Mts., Chiemsee, and the N. Dolomites as far as the Dachstein;
immediately at our feet lie the huge ice-cataracts by which the mountain
is encircled. — Descent to Pregraten (comp. p. 293) : we traverse the snow
of the Schlatten Glacier to the saddle between the Hohe Aderl and the
Rainerhorn, cross the Rainer Glacier to the Mullwilz-Aderl , and then
traverse rocky debris, avoiding the Kapnnitzkbpfl by a digression to the
left, to the (2 hrs.) Jofiannshutte in the Dorferthal and to (3 hrs.) Pre-

graten. — The steep descent to Pregraten direct, through the Wallhornthal,

or that through the Frossnitztltal to Grub and Windisch-Matrei, is not re-

commended. — To the Ober- and UnterSulzbachthal, or over the Krimmler
Thbrl to Krimml, see p. 294.

Other passes from Gschloss : Over the Plenitz-Scharte or the Weissen-

egger (or Hollersbacli) Scharte into the Hollersbach-Thal (p. 129), with which
the ascent of the Rothe Sail (see above) may easily be combined. — Over
the Unter-Sulzbach-Thbrl to the Unter-Sulzbachthal. difficult (comp. p. 130).

— To Krimml, (p. 294) , from the Prager Hiitte 9-10 hrs. , 5 hrs. on the

ice (including the Venediger, l'/2-2 hrs. more).
From Windisch-Matrei to Mittersill in the Pinzgau, 12-13 hrs.

(better in 2 days , in combination with a visit to the Gschloss). To the

Matreier Tauernhaus , see above (guide necessary from this point to the

farther side of the pass only; from Matrei to the Pinzgauer Tauernhaus
7, to Mittersill 8fl.). Then through a bleak valley (to the left a fine view
of the Gschlossthal with the Schlattenkees and the Venediger), and a steep

ascent past two houses of refuge to the (3 hrs.) Velber Tauern (8330'). View
limited. The path crosses a patch of snow and descends steeply to the
Nassfeld , with its two small lakes, the Mittersee on the right and the

Plattsee on the left ; to the left rise the Tauernkogl (9783') and the sombre
Freiwand. The path then follows the Velber Thai (the Hintersee, 42751

,

remaining on the left) to the (3 hrs.) Schosswender or Pinzgauer Tauern-
haus (3530' ; "Inn, guides), '/« nr - below which the Ammerlhal (or Ammer-
thaler Oed) opens on the right. Then , crossing the Velber Bach several
times, to (D/2 hr.) Mittersill (p. 128).

From "Windisch-Matrei to the Virgenthal. A rough road

leads to (IOV2 M.) Pregraten (porter 2y2 fl.). Driving is possible

as far as Virgen, but is not recommended. The icy regions of the

Venediger group are not visible from the bottom of the valley, but
are disclosed to view when the Johannshiitte is reached (see below).

The road crosses the Tauernbach and ascends through wood on the

left bank of the Isel by Mitteldorf to (5 M.) Virgen (3900' ; Brau).
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On the hill to the right is the ruin of Grabenstein ; to the left the

Lasorling.
The "Xasbrling (10,151

r

; 5-6 hrs., fatiguing; guide Jot. Mariacher or

Jac. Retinger, 5 fl.) is a very fine point of view. From Virgen or W611-
zelach (see below) we proceed to the S. in the Mullitzlhal to the (2'/2 hrs.)

Mullitzalp ; then over a slope of detritus, and round the arete, which stretches

to the S.E., to the (l'/a hr.) S. base of the peak, which is attained after a
laborious ascent of 1 hr. more over debris. View imposing : N., the Ve-
nediger group; W., the Rieserferner; E. the Glockner and Schober; S.,

the distant Ampezzo Dolomites. — The Mullitzl/wrl, see p. 295.

The cart-track to (5'/2M) Pregraten leads on the right bank of

the Isel by Wolhelach. The footpath by (20min.) Obermauem, run-

ning high up on the N. slope, and descending through wood to

(50 min.) Woiwojach and (l !
/4 M.) Pregraten, is preferable.

Pregraten (4275'; Steiner's Inn, below the church, rustic), a

prettily-situated village , is a good starting-point for excursions

among the Venediger group.
Excursions. Guides: Balthazar and Thorn. Ploner , Joh. Mariacher,

Andrei and Jos. Berger, Alois Weisskopf, Simon Mayer, and Jakob Steiner.

Application should be made to the inn-keeper Isaias Steiner, the chief of
the guides' association. The tariff is given in connection with the different

excursions. The guides provide themselves with food. The return-journey
is paid for if the guide is dismissed at a distance from home. Each guide
is bound to carry 151bs. of luggage; overweight 2 kr. per lb. per hour.

The Bergerkogl (8700' ; 3'/2 hrs. ; guide 3 fl.) commands a very fine

view, particularly of the Venediger group. We ascend to the S., through
the Zopetnitzthal, to the (2 hrs.) Berger See (7113'), and in l>/2 hr. more to
the top. Similar view from the Toinig (8720'; 2'/a hrs.; guide 3 fl.), be-
tween the Latnitzthal and the Kleinbachthal.

The Lasorling (10,151'; 6 hrs.; guide 5 fl.), may be ascended from Pre-
graten through the Lasnitzthal (difficult) ; better from Wollzelach and
through the Mullitzthal (see above).

To the Johannshutte, easy (3 hrs.; guide 2'/2 "•)• We follow the
cart-track through the valley to the W., pass the (>/s hr.) Biihl, and ascend
the bridle-path to the right, and in '/2 hr. turn into the Kleine lselthal,
or Dorferthal , which near its mouth forms a deep gully. Below are the
houses of Hinterbuhl. On the left, the precipices of the Schlusselspitze
and the Niklaskopf. The brook with its numerous falls remains on the
left, and farther on rushes through a wild subterranean channel. Near
the Gumpach- Kreu z (6424') a view is suddenly disclosed of the Venediger,
Hohe Aderl, Rainerhorn, and the Dorfer, Rainer, and Mullwitz glaciers.
Then past a herdsmen's hut to the Johannshutte (6850'), in a small hol-
low, the property of the Austrian Alpine Club (shelter by day 30, night-
quarters 60 kr.). Keys at Pregraten, Gschlbss, Windisch-Matrei, and Virgen.

The 'Gross-Venediger (12,051' ; from the Johannshutte 5-6 hrs. ; rope
necessary; one guide suffices for 1-2 persons, 6 fl.. with descent to Gschliiss
10, to the Kiirsinger Hutte 10, to the Karalpe 11 fl.). None of the loftier
summits of the Eastern Alps is so easily attained as the Gross-Vene-
diger, and the panorama thence is one of the most magnificent of Alpine
scenes. The shortest and easiest ascent is from the Prager Hutte (p. 292).
Travellers who ascend from Pregraten spend the night at the Johanns-
hutte ; start very early next morning, cross the discharge of the Mullwitz
Glacier, ascend over slopes of turf, detritus, and rock, and then skirt the
Kapunizkopfl (9060

1

) towards the right (N.E. ; the Zettalunizach or Aeussere
Mullwitz Qlacier lies to the right ; the extensive Dorfer Glacier below, to
the left) to the (3'/2 hrs.) Mullwitz-Aderl (10,614'), a rocky crest On the
margin of the Jnnere Mullwitz or Rainer Glacier (to which a kind of path
has been constructed by the Pregraten guides). The route now mounts
the Rainer Glacier (beware of the crevasses) to the snow-saddle between
the Hohe Aderl (11,486') and the Rainerhorn (11,660'), whence we obtain a
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view, to the right, of the Schlatter), Glacier ,
descending to the Gschloss.

We then ascend the upper neve" of the glacier, leaving the Klem-Venediger

(11,416') on the right, to the (2i/
2-3 hrs.) summit. — Descent by the

Schlattenkees and the Kesselkopf to Gschloss, see p. 292. — To the Obek-

Sulzbachthal the descent is difficult-, first between the Gross and Klein-

Venediger to the Unler-Sulzbach Glacier (descent to the Unter-Sulzbachthal

somewhat hazardous); then to the W. over the Zwischen-Sulzbach- Thbrl to

the Ober-Sulzbach Glacier and the Kilrsinger Hiitte (p. 130; 12-13 hrs. from
Pregraten). — The descent to the Karalpe in the Krimmler Thai may
also be combined with the ascent of the Venediger (see below).

Passes. To the Obersulzbachthal by the Obersllzbach-Thokl (to

the Kiirsinger Hiitte 8, to Neukirchen 13 hrs.; guide 7 or 10 fl. ; rope

necessary, but no danger). From- the Johannshutte (see above) we cross

the gradually-sloping Dorfer Glacier to the (3 hrs.) * Obersulzbach-Thbrl
(9490') : admirable view of the N. side of the Venediger group, to the left

the Sonntagskopf and Schlieferspitz , to the right the Stierlauwnerwand
and the Keesschrofl'en. Descent, steep and fatiguing, over the Obersulz-

bach Glacier, and then to the right, above its fall ( Tiirkische Zeltstadt'),

to the (2 hrs.) Kilrsinger Hiitte; to iVeukirchen (p. 130) 4 hrs. more.
To Kbimhl by the Obersulzbaoh-Thorl and Kkimmlek Thorl, very

interesting, and free from danger (from the Johannshutte to the Karalpe
7 hrs., to Krimml 4-5 hrs. more; guide 7'/2 "•)• By this pass the long cir-

cuit by the Umbal-Thbrl and the Krimmler Tauern is avoided. From the

Johannshutte to the (3 hrs.) Obersulzbachthbrl, see above. We then de-

scend to the highest neve' of the Obersulzbach-Kees, describe a circuit to

the left of the Grosse Geiger and the Maurerkeeskopfe, in the direction

of the slopes of the Sonntagskopf, and thus reach the ice-clad depression

of the (2 hrs.) Krimmler Thbrl (9278'). Steep descent between the Sonn-
tagskees on the right and the fissured Krimmlerkees on the left, and
across the level tongue and the moraine of the latter to the (2 hrs.) Kar-
alpe (p. 131). — Through the Maurerthal to

1

the Krimmler Thorl (shorter,

and not difficult), see below.

Maurerthal. Maurer-Thorl. Reggen-Thorl. The Maurerthal, to

the W. of, and parallel with the Dorferthal (see above), hitherto little

visited, is well worthy of notice. We follow the Iselthal as far as (1 hr.)

Streden (4510'), the last farm (see below), cross the Maurerbach, and enter

the valley to the right; 5 min., the Maurer-Alp ; cross the brook to the

(10 min.)" Goriacher Alp ; then ascend gradually on the left bank. As soon

as the forest zone is quitted, a beautiful amphitheatre of snow-mountains
and glaciers is disclosed: to the W. , the Malham-Spitze and Goubach-
Spitze, between them the Reggenthorl ; K.W., the Simony-Spitze ; N., the

Maurerkeeskopfe and Grosse Geiger; E., the Grosse and Kleine Happ. We
next pass a cow-shed and ascend the pastures to the (l>/4 hr.) tongue of the

Simony and Matirer Glaciers. The route to the Maurer-Thorl (with guide

and rope, safe) traverses the gradually-ascending Maurer Glacier, and fin-

ally mounts a rocky slope 100' in height, in 3 hrs. (from Streden 4'/2 hrs.)

to the Maurer Thorl (9500'), between the Eastern and the Jlintere Maurer-
keeskopf. View similar to that from the Obersulzbach-Thbrl. Then a walk
of 1 hr., free from danger, across the gently-sloping snow of the Ober-Sulz-

bachfirn, to the Krimmler Thbrl (see above). — Ascent of the Grosse Geiger

(10,997') difficult, both from the Maurer and the Dorfer Glacier.

REGGEN-ThbRL. We ascend the slopes of the Dellacher Keesflecken,
between the Maurer and Simony glaciers, take to the latter, and follow
the left margin of the S. arm of the glacier, crossing furrowed snow-slopes,
steep at places, to the flat snow -saddle of the Reggen-Thorl (9977'), a
pass between the Malham-Spitze and the S. Goubach-Spitze (51/2 hrs. from
Streden). Fine survey of the Dreiherrenspitze and the Umbal Glacier.
Gradual descent of 3 hrs. (little crevassed) to the Clara- Hiitte in the Um-
balthal (see below). Those bound for the Prettau may go direct from the
Reggenthorl to the (2 hrs.) Hintere Umbal-Thbrl (see below).

The Defereggenthal may be reached from Pregraten by the Mullitz-
thorl or by the Bachlenke. The path to the former (to St. Jakob 8-9 hrs.;
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guide 5 fl.) ascends from (l'hr.) Wbllzelach (p. 293) to the S. through
the Mullitzthal to the (2'/2 hrs.) stony tract at the base of the Lasbr-

ling (p. 292). Here it turns to the right, crosses the brook, and ascends

abruptly to the (l'/2 hr.) Mullitz-Thorl, or Pregratner Thbrl (8910'), whence
we obtain a fine view of the Venediger behind us, and of the Lasorling

to the right. Descent into the Tegischlhal, and to the right to (2'/2-3 hrs.)

St. Jakob (p. 290). — The route over the Bachlenke is finer (8-9 hrs. ; guide
5'/2 fl.). From Pregraten we ascend the valley to the (IV2 hr.) Pbbell-Alpe

(see below), above which we turn to the left, cross the Isel, and mount
through the picturesque Orossbachthal, with its numerous waterfalls, to

the Untere Alp. Thence a steep ascent (on the left a fine "Waterfall) to

the Obere Alp, and over slopes of turf and debris to the (3'/2 hrs.) Bach-
lenke (or Trojer Thbrl ; 8860'). Shortly before reaching the top of the pass,

we enjoy a beautiful retrospect of the Venediger and Dreiherrnspitze.
We descend , at first turning to the right , and passing a small lake on
the left, into the upper Trojer Thai (opposite the Panargenspitze), follow
the steep grassy slopes on the left side of the valley (path soon im-
proving) to the Upper and Lower Trojer-Alp (5960') , and traverse the
picturesque and narrow valley to (3 hrs.) St. Jakob.

A visit to the *Umbalthal , or highest region of the Iselthal,

is recommended (from Pregraten to the Clarahutte 3'/2 -4hrs.;
guide for the inexperienced 3 fl.J. The road in the valley leads

past the Buhl, crossing the Dorferbach (p. 293) at the houses of

Hinterbuhl, to (1 hr.) Streden (4510'), the last farm, at the mouth
of the Maurerthal (see p. 294; in the background rise the Maurer-
keeskopfe). At the Pobell-Alp (4925') , 1/2 hr - farther, the path
crosses the Isel (to the left the beautiful fall of the Qrossbach , see

above), and then ascends on the right bank, passing a (10 min.)
second waterfall. A steeper ascent, through wood, passing a flue

fall of the Isel on the right , brings us to a higher region of the

valley. After 1 hr. we cross the brook and follow a narrow path on
the steep grassy slopes of the left bank, passing a ('/o hr.) shep-
herd's hut. To the left opens the Daberthal (see below), at the head
of which rise the Todtenkorspitze and the Panargenspitze , with
their glacier ; facing us is the Rodtspitze with the Welitzkees (see

below). The path now crosses a rocky barrier, and then descends
to the (

3
/4 hr.) Clarahutte (6900'), a club-hut with room for 10 per-

sons (bed of hay 60 kr. ; use of hut by day, 30 kr.). — About
V2 hr. higher the magnificent *Umbal Glacier (not visible from the
hut) descends into the valley.

Over the Vordere Umbalthorl to Kasern in the Prettau (the upper
Ahrenthal)

, 5'/2-6 hrs. , a remarkably fine route , somewhat trying, but
unattended with danger (guide 7'/2 fl.). From the Clarahutte to the Um-
bal Qlacier 1/2 hr., then over the moraine and across the glacier ('/2- 3/4 hr.),
the first part only being somewhat steep. On the W. side of the glacier
we ascend abruptly over debris and rock , and finally over snow tu the
(l'/2-2 hrs.) 'Vordere Umbalthorl (9720'), to the S. of the Agner- or Eier-
Kopf. During the whole ascent we enjoy magnificent views of the ex-
tensive snow-fields at the head of the Umbal Glacier, and of the Drei-
herrn-, Simony-, Goubach-, and Malham-Spitze; from the top of the pass
the long chain of the Zillerthal Alps becomes visible to the W. The
path now descends steeply over snow and rocks, then over grass, into
the bleak Windthal (fine retrospect of the valley, with the Rodtspitze and
the Rodt Glacier), crosses the brook, and follows its left bank to (2y2 hrs.
from the pass) Kasern (p. 274). — The passage of the Hintere Umbalthorl
(92701

) is also free from danger, and presents no difficulty when the ice
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is in good condition. The Umbal Glacier is crossed, and a snowy slope

ascended between the Schlaitner Keesflecken and the Agnerkopf to the Thorl.

Descent at first steep, after which the route unites with that from the Vor-
dere Thorl (see above).

The Rbrtspitze (11,460'; 4-5 hrs.; guide 6, with descent to Kasern
10 fl.), a very fine point of view, is also free from danger. The brook
is crossed to the W. of the Clarahutte , and the steep grassy slopes are

ascended in zigzags, the end of the Welitz Glacier being avoided by keep-
ing to the left. The neve of the glacier is then ascended (rather steep)

to the arete between the Daberspitze (Hohe Saule, 11,145') on the left

and the Rodtspitze on the right. We then ascend the latter, avoiding
the 'Scharte', and mount over rock and snow to its broad rocky summit.
'View little inferior to that from the Venediger. — Descent to Kasern
difficult: by the Rothenmann-Scharte (p. 290) and the Rbthferner to the
Rodt-Alpe 4 hrs., to Katern 1 hr. more. Or we may descend from the
Rothenmann-Scharte to the S., to the Jagdhautalpe in the Schwarzbach-
thal. Thence to the Defereggenthal, see p. 290; to Rein, see p. 272.

The Dreiherrnspitze (11,480' ; 5-6 hrs.
;
guide 7'/2 fl.) is fatiguing, but

free from danger. We first cross the lower, nearly level part of the Um-
bal Glacier (l'/s hr.), then ascend the grassy and rocky slopes of the
Schlaitner Keesflecken (see above) to the upper region of the glacier, and
cross the latter towards the N.E., below the Altarschneid. Lastly a steep

ascent to a rock projecting towards the S.E. , which we mount (with
caution owing to its friable nature) to a snowy plateau immediately be-

low the summit, whence we reach the top by traversing a snowy arete.

View extensive, but obstructed towards the N.E. by the Venediger. The
descent may be made by the Hintere Umbalthbrl to Kasern. (Descent over
the Lanakeet not advisable.)

The Simonyspitze (11,417'; 5-6 hrs.; guide 8 fl.) and the Malhamspitze
(10,090' ; 4-5 hrs. ; guide 6'/2 fl.) may also be ascended from the Clarahutte.

The Daberspitze (Hohe Saule, 11,145'; 5-6 hrs.; 8 fl.) is more difficult. —
A route which presents no difficulty leads through the wild Daberthal,

or Sulzbachthal (see above) , and over the Schwarze Thorl (9650') to the

Schwarzbachthal and the (6 hrs.) Jagdhaus Alp (p. 291).

60. From Windisch-Matrei to Kals and Heiligenblut.

To Kals from Windisch-Matrei the most attractive route is by the

Matrei-Kalier Thorl (see below; bridle-path, 5 hrs.; guide not indispens-

able). — From Lienz to Kals, 7 hrs. ; road as far as Huben (p. 290) ; then

a footpath through the Kalserthal (see below). — From Uttendorf in the

Pinzgau to Kals over the Stubacher or Kaiser Tavern, 12-13 hrs., an in-

teresting route (better in 2 days, with a night at the Rudolfshutte, see

below). — From Heiligenblut to Kals by the Berger Thorl , 7'/2 hrs.

;

guide advisable (see below).

Windisch-Matrei, see p. 291. Above the chuich we ascend the

pilgrimage-path in zigzags through larch - wood
,
go straight past

the chapel, pass several houses, and traverse several woods. On the

left is the gorge of the Biirgerbach
, above us rise the Bretter-

wande. We ascend above the gorge for 1 hr. and pass a small

chapel in a straight direction; then (20 min.) cross a brook, quit

the wood (^/2 nr -)> and reach the new bridle-path, which ascends in

easy zigzags, describing a wide curve in the wood higher up. In

l'/2 hr - (372 hrs. from Windisch-MatreiJ the summit of the **Kal-

ser Thorl (7230' ; Inn) is attained. Splendid view of the Venediger,

Glockner, and Schober group.
View. To the E., far below, lies the Kalserthal, from which the Kod-

nitzthal extends straight to the Bergerthdrl and to the left to the Glock-
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ner, while the Lessachthal ascends to the Schober. To the left towers
the majestic pyramid of the Gross-Glockner , with the Adlersruhe and
Hohenwartkopf on its right, and the Glocknerwand (Hofmannsspitze),

Romariswandkopf, and Hohe Kasten on its left. Below the Adlersruhe,
in a depression of the Freiwand, is the Stiidlhiitte, on the margin of the

Teischnitz Glacier. To the right of the Bergerthorl is the Peischlagthorl.

To the E. are the Boses Weibl , Wandschuss-Wand , and the beautiful

Schober group, including the Glodis, Ganot, and Hoch-Schober. On the
W. the whole of the Virgenthal is surveyed, up to the Rodtspitze and
the Malhamspitzen ; to the left are the Zunig (in the foreground) and
the Lasorling; to the right, at the head of the Frossnitzthal, is the Ve-
nediger group, with the Klein-Venediger, Eainerhorn, Kristallwand, etc.

(Comp. the annexed Panorama, after J. Stiidl.) The view is much finer

from the second height, tci the S., with a trigonometrical column, easily

reached by following the crest of the hill for 1 hr. (guide unnecessary).

The path to (iy2 hr.) Kals descends towards the left, and

then leads through wood. Halfway down is a small chapel. At the

bottom of the valley we cross the fields straight towards the church

at the lower ( S.) end of Kals. The broad path to the left leads

first to the (Irossdorf, a circuit of '/o hr.

From Hcbkn (p. 290) to Kals through the Kaiser Thai, 3 hrs., a tol-

erable path. We turn to the right beyond the inn, and traverse meadows to

a C/2 M.) bridge over the Isel. Then through wood, ascending to the left at

a (20 min.) hut, to O/abr.) Ober-Peischlach (the village remains to the

left), where the route turns into the Kaiser Thai. Beyond this point the

track is generally good, ascending slightly, and at places skirting the pro-

found ravine of the foaming Kaiser Bach. Near (l'/2 hr.) Staniska, a
magnificent view of the Gross-Glockner, with the Glocknerwand and
the Kodnitz and Teischnitz glaciers, is disclosed. The valley expands at

(
3
/4 hr.) Haslach (3730'; Inn); to the right a fine waterfall. Farther on we

observe numerous traces of the ravages of mud-torrents, which sometimes
destroy the path in rainy weather. To the right at the entrance to the Les-

achtha'l (p. 3001. lies the hamlet of Lesach. Farther on, where the valley is

broader, the path crosses the deposits of a torrent by which the course

of the Kaiser Bach is gradually being altered, and soon reaches (1 hr.)

Kals, see below.
From Uttendorf (p. 128) to Kals through the Stubachthal and over

the Kaiser Tauern, by the 'Fischer-Weg', an attractive route of 11 hrs.,

lately improved by the Austrian Alpine Club (guide necessary to the Tauern
pass, 6 fl., to Kals 10 fl. : Alois Taubl, P. Dvrnberger, or Barth. Griessen-

auer of Uttendorf). Cart-road as far as the (2 hrs.) Vellerer Bauer (3200',

night-quarters). We next reach the O/4 hr.) Brennhiitle at the base of

the Teufelsmllhle (8192'); to the right opens the Dorfer Oed , at the head
of which rises the Landeggkopf (9530). By the Hop/bach Alp (4730'), 1 hr.

farther up, the path divides. The Tauern route crosses the Ache, and,

at the end of the Enzinger Boden (1 hr.), as this region of the valley is

called, the stream which drains the Griinsee; it then skirts the W. bank
of the latter and ascends the slopes of the Schafbuhel (8015') to the (l'/zhr.)

Rudolfshiitte on the Weiss-See (7300'), erected by the Austrian Alpine
Club (restaurant in summer; bed 1 fl.). Here the route unites with the

above-mentioned path diverging at the Hopfbach Alp. [The latter ascends
to the left by the Wurf-Alp and Hohenkarnp Alp

, passes the Tauernmoos-
See (6435') on the W. side , and skirts the E. slopes of the Schafbuhel,
in all '/2 nr - longer.) The Schafbuhel commands a superb view of the

Oedenwinkel Glacier and its imposing environs, the Hohe Kasten, Eis-

kogele, Johannisberg, and Hohe Riffel; to the W. rises the Granatkogel
group with the Sonnblick, Raberkopf, and Granatspitze. — From the Ru-
dolfshiitte over the Kapruner Thbrl to the Kapraner Thai, see p. 128; the
Obere Oedenwinkelscharte ,

see p. 306. — The Granatspitze (10,112'; 3 hrs.

;

guide 272 fl.), ascended from the Rudolfshiitte by the Sonnblick Glacier
and the Granatscharte (between the Granatspitze and the Raberkopf), is a
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fine point of view, presenting no difficulty. Descent over the Granatspitz

Glacier and through the Landeggthal toWindisch-Matrei or Gschloss (p. 291).

From the Rudolfshiitte the path ascends over rock and a patch of

snow to the (1 hr.) Stubacher or Kaiser Tauern (8500') ; view limited.

Then a steep and stony descent to the (iy4 hr.) Dorfer See (6300'), along

the left bank of the Kaiser Bach, and across the streams draining the

Laperwiiz and Frusnitz glaciers. The picturesque valley (Borfer-Thal or

upper Kaiser Thai) contains upwards of 50 chalets. Lower down (13/4 hr.)

the brook runs through a narrow gorge, and the path ascends the Stiegen-

wand by stone steps. Fine view from the top. Descent to Kals, 1 hr. more.

Kals (4334'; * Unterwirth or Olocknerwirth, kept by Thomas Gro-

der, with a small Alpine library and the interesting 'Glocknerbuch',

containing accounts of ascents from Kals; *Oberwirth 'Zum
Alpenvereiri'), a village pleasantly situated in a broad basin , is a

good starting-point for expeditions among the Glockner group.

Guides: Rupert, Michael, and Peter Groder, Joseph and Andrei Kerer,

Peter and Gregor Huter , Joh. Grafter, Kasp. Gorgasser, Lorenz Roller,

Christian Ranggetiner, Alois Schnell, E. Rubesoier, and Peter Unterberger.

The office of the guides' society (president, P. Groder) is near Groder's Inn.

Excerpt

3Stiidlhutte

Grossglockner
Grossglockner and down to

the Leiterkees (Salmshohe)
Grossglockner and by the
Hofmannsweg to the Elisa-

bethruhe 10, to Heiligen-
blut ll'/2 , to Ferleiten . .

To Heiligenblut or the Elisa-

bethruhe by the Berger
Thorl

To Heiligenblut by the Pas-
terze and Franz -Josephs-
Hiihe

from

50
50

20

13 50

80

the Tariff.

To Ferleiten by the Berger
Thorl, Franz-Josephs-Hcihe,
and Pfandlscharte ....

To Windisch-Matrei over the
Matreier Kaiser Thorl . .

Romariswandkopf ....
Rottenkogl 4 , with descent

to Windisch-Matrei . . .

Hochschober
To Uttendorf by the Stubacher
Tauern

To Kaprun by the Stubacher
Tauern and Kapruner Thorl

Same as far as the Rainer Hiitte

12
50

For each excursion on which a night is spent in the Erzherzog-
Johannshutte on the Adlersruhe the charge is l'/2 tl. higher.

The guide provides himself with food, and carries 17 lbs. of luggage
(overweight 2 kr. per lb. per hr.). Fee for a tour of 5 days or upwards,
4 fl. 20 per day (10 hrs. walking), for a longer day 5 fl. 20, half-day 3 fl. 20,

day of rest 2 fl. 20 kr. ; same rates for the return-journey if the guide is

dismissed at a distance from home.
The ascent of the Gross-Glockner (12,459'; to the Stiidlhutte 4'/2, to

the top 3 hrs. more; two guides necessary for 1, three for 2 pers.) from
Kals is shorter and cheaper than from Heiligenblut (p. 305), but is re-

commended to experts only. The route ascends the Kbdnitzthal, to the E.,
to the (l'/4 hr.) Groder, the highest hamlet, crosses the stream, and diverges
to the left from the Berger Thorl route (see below) to the (

3/4 hr.) Jiirgen-

hiitte (6426'). Passing the (1 hr.) Lucknerhutte (7460') on the right (to the
right also are the Lange Wand and the Kodnitzkees), we ascend the slope
of the Freiwand to the left to the (l'/2 hr.) Stiidlhutte on the Vanitscharte
(918C), erected by Hr. Studl of Prague, and well fitted up (restaurant in
summer ; bed 60 kr.). The Vanitscharte, a depression between the Frei-
wand and the arSte descending from the Glockner between the Teischnitz
and Kodnitz Glaciers (on which arete the 'Stiidlweg' leads to the top, see
below), commands a fine "View of the Ampezzo Dolomites to the S.W.,
beyond the Kaiser Thorl. If we ascend the Freiwand to the S. for a
short distance, we obtain a view of the peak of the Glockner to the N.

,

apparently quite near; to the N.E. are the Kodnitz Glacier and the Adlers-
ruhe; to the W. is the Teischnitz-Thal , with the Teischnitz and Graue
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Glaciers, overshadowed by the Kramul, Gamsspitze, and Zollspitze. The
summit may be attained from the Scharte by two different routes. The
lAlte Kaiser Glocknerweg'' ascends to the N. from the Stiidlhiitte, over
detritus , to the arete, between the Teischnitz and Kbdnitz Glaciers (see

above), and mounts the arete, which becomes steep towards the end, to

the (2 hrs.) Erzherzog-Johannshiitte, erected in 1879-80 by the Alpine Club
'Oesterreich' on the Adlersruhe (11,360'), where this route joins the Heiligen-

blut route (p. 305). Ascent from the Adler9ruhe at first gradual, then more
rapid, over snow and rock, to the (

3
/4 hr.) Kleinglockner (12,349'). On the

N.W. side of this peak we descend steeply about 25' (facilitated by iron
pegs and a wire-rope) to the Obere Glocknerscharie , a gap between the
Little and the Great Glockner, consisting of a ridge 16-32' long and 1-21

wide (descending on the right to the Pasterze , and on the left to the

Kbdnitz Glacier) the passage of which requires a steady head, but is

facilitated by a wire rope attached to the rocks. Lastly a steep ascent
over rock (wire and pegs) to the summit of the Gross-Glockner (20-30 min.
from the Klein-Glockner).

The 'Neue Kaiser Glocknerweg'' , or 'Stiidlweg'' (advisable only for vigorous
mountaineers; strong woollen gloves useful), ascends the rocky arete be-

tween the Teischnitz and Kbdnitz glaciers with the aid of wire-ropes and
iron stanchions attached to the rocks at the expense of Herr Stiidl, direct

to the summit, which under favourable circumstances is reached in 3 hrs.

from the Studlhiitte. This route avoids the Klein - Glockner and the
Scharte. Those who purpose returning to the Studlhiitte by this route
should leave their Alpenstocks behind at the beginning of the steepest rocks.

The '"'View is almost unrivalled in extent and magnificence (pano-
rama in the Studlhiitte). Towards the W. it extends to the Rheetikon
chain and the Silvretta; on the S.W., to the Bernina and Adamello ; S.,

to the Adriatic Sea, which is sometimes visible as a bright streak on the
horizon; S.E., the Terglou ; E., the Carpathians ; N.E., the Moravian and
Bohemian Sits.; N., the Bavarian plain, as far as Ratisbon. On the

summit are a wooden pyramid, used in Sept. 1879 in connection with the

measurement of latitude, and an iron cross about 6' high, erected by the

Alpine Club 'Oesterreich' in 1880. — Descent to Heiligenblut or Kals in

about 6 hrs. ; to Heiligenblut by the Adlersruhe and Hohenwartscharte,
see p. 305; by the Hofmannsweg to the Pasterze (during a favourable state

of the snow only), see p. 305. — In 1879 the Gross-Glockner was ascended
by Hr. Grbger of Vienna, attended by Chr. Ranggetiner, for the first time
by the N.W. arete (Untere Glocknerscharie or Tetichnitzscharte, about
11,500'; very difficult).

The Romariswandkopf (11,637'; 6-7 hrs.) commands a magnificent view,
hardly inferior to that from the Gross-Glockner. From the Studlhiitte we
ascend to the Teischnitz Glacier, which we cross in the direction of the

Glocknerwand. We then cross the Hat Kramul-Sattel, to the N.E. of the

Kramul (10,669'), to the Frusnitz Glacier, and ascend to the summit without
much difficulty by the snowy Glockner arete.

The Ilochschober (10,640'; 7-8 hrs.) is reached by the Lesachthal, the
Lesach-Alp (night-quarters), and the Half Glacier ; fatiguing but interesting
(comp. p. 290). — The Gornetschamp (9023'; 4 hrs.), the W. spur of the
Schober group, between the Kodnitzthal and the Lesachthal, which presents
no difficulty, affords a splendid view of the Glockner, Schober, and Ve-
nediger groups. — '-Rotlenkogel (9045') 4 hrs., descent to Windisch - Matrei
2'/2 hrs. ; see p. 291. — The Muntanitz (Laimetspitze, 10,594' ; 7 hrs.), the
highest peak between the Kalserthal and the Tauernthal, is a fine point
of view, but fatiguing. — The Granatspitze (10,112'), see p. 298.

From Kals to Heiligenblut. The finest route leads over the

Berger Thorl (known at Heiligenblut as the Kaiser Thbrl, 8690')
in 7'/2 hrs. (guide 4 fl.). A tolerable bridle -track (see above,
route to the Studlhutte) leads to the (l'/4 hr.) Oroder ; l

/t hr.

farther up the path crosses the Kbdnitzbach, and ascends abruptly
to the right to the (2y2 hrs.) broad saddle of the Thorl (admirable
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view : S. the Schober, 8.W. the Defereggen Mts. and the Dolomites,
N.W. the Hochgall, E. the Gastein Mts. with the Hohenaar, Sonn-
blick, etc.). In descending we obtain a view of the Leiter Glacier,

Adlersruhe, and Glockner to the left. The path descends steeply
into the Leiterthal (N. the Schwerteck and Leiterkopfe), crosses the
brook to the (l 1

/... hi.) Leiterhutte (p. 305), traverses'the Katzen-
Steig and the Trog-Alp, and crosses the Gossnitzbnch fp. 305) to

(27a hrs.) Heiligenblut. — The Peischlag Thorl (8135'), to the S.

of the Berger Thorl, is not recommended, as the path is bad.
Travellers bound for the ~Franz-Josephs-Hbhe (p. 304) save a day by

proceeding from the Leiterthal over the Mar.rmiesen and round the Vor-
dere Leiterkopf direct to the Elisabethruhe (comp. p. 303). — From Kals
to Ferleiten (p. 123), by the Elisabethruhe and Pfandlscharte, 13-14 hrs.
(guide 8 fl.).

61. From Lienz to Heiligenblut.
Comp. Map, p. 106.

From the South, Heiligenblut is most conveniently reached from Lienz
or from Dolsach in the Pusterthal by the road by Winklern (one-horse
carr. from Lienz to Heiligenblut 12, from Dolsach 10 fl.). From Dolsach
to (6V2 M.) Winklern the road is so rough that walking (porter l'/2, from
Lienz 2V2 A-) or riding (horses to be had at Dolsach only; 3 fl.) is prefer-

able to driving. From Winklern a carriage-road leads through the Mollthal
to (13'/2 M.) Heiligenblut (one-horse carr. 5fl., to Dollach 3fl.; omnibus
every morning from Winklern to Heiligenblut. returning in the evening,
fare "l fl. 80 kr.). — From Sachsenburg (p. 267) to (34 M.) Winklern a small
post-vehicle daily in 11 hrs., starting at 8.30 a.m., fare 3'/2 fl. (not recom-
mended). One-horse carr. from Sachsenburg to Ober-Vellach in 2'/4 hrs.

(3'/2 A-), from Ober-Vellach to Winklern in 4 hrs. (6 fl.)', from Winklern
to Heiligenblut, see above. — From Kals to Heiligenblut over the Berger
or the Peischlag Thorl, see above.

From the North, the most attractive route to Heiligenblut leads
through the Fuscherthal and over the "Pfandlscharte, or over the Fuscherlhbrl

(p. 124) and the Raurher-Heiligenbluter Tauem (p. 124). — From Gastein
there are two routes to Heiligenblut. One of these crosses the Stanz (p. 121)
to Bucheben, descends to Worth, and leads through the Eatiriser Seiten-
winkel to the Heiligenbluler Tauem (comp. p. 121). The other (finer, but
more difficult, and fit for adepts only) leads from the Nassfeld to the
Rauris Gold Mine, and then either crosses the Kleine Zirknitz or the
Tramerscharte to Dollach, or crosses over the Goldzechscharte and the
Fleiss direct to Heiligenblut (comp. p. 306). — From Gastein over the
Mallnitzer Tavern to the Mollthal and to Heiligenblut, see p. 119. — From
the Kapruner Thai a difficult glacier fpass leads over the Rifflthor to the
Pasterze (p. 128); a similar pass from the Stubachthal crosses the Obere
Oedenwinkelscharte (p. 306).

From Lienz to Dolsach (3 M. by railway; 10 min.), see p. 266.

The village of Dolsach (2350'; *Putzenbacher) lies 1 M. to the N.

of the station. The church contains an altar-piece (Holy Family) by

Defregger. Just beyond the inn , a steep path which cuts off the

windings of the rough cart-track, ascends to the (31/4 M.) hill

of Iselsberg (3645') , commanding an admirable view of Lienz,

the valley of the Drave, and the pinnacles of the Rauchkofel and

Spitzkofel (p. 266). [The direct footpath from Lienz by Debant,

rough, and not recommended, 2 hrs., is joined here.] The cart-

road next reaches the (iy4 M.) inn *Zut Wacht, crosses the bound-
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ary of Carinthia, and is continued by a good road which descends

past the *Badhaus sum Grossglockner (restaurant ; one-horse carr.

to Heiligenblut 5fl.)to (2M.) Winklern (3140'; *Aichenegg

;

*Posi), finely situated on a slope high above the Mollthal.

[The Mollthal opens off the Pusterthal near station Sachsenburg

(p. 267). A carriage-road (diligence, see above) ascends the valley.

At Mollbrucken it crosses the Moll , and leads by Muhldorf, Kolb-
nitz, and Stallhofen, below the castle of Falkenstein, to (13M.)Ober-
Vellach (2250'; Fiirst Liechtenstein-. Post), at the mouth of the

Mallnitzthal. (Over the Mallnitzer Tauern to Gastein, see p. 120.)
Then by Sobriach (to the right the castle of Kroppenstein, p. 120) and
Flattach to (41/2 M.) Ausser-Fragant (Inn ; over the Schober Thorl to

Dollach, 7 hrs., see p. 120). Next come Stall (Rasinger), Rangers-

dorf, Lainach, and (I6Y2 M.) Winklern. The direct path from Stall

to Mortschach (see below) is not much shorter than the road.]

The road descends into the valley and crosses the Moll. At
(4 M.) Mortschach (31f)8

r
), the Astenthal opens to the right; at

(IV4M.) Stampfen the picturesque Wangenitzthal diverges to the

left. At (2'/2 M.) Dollach (3370'; *Ortner), at the mouth of the

Zirknitzthal, which has been impoverished by the exhaustion of its

mines, rises the old castle of Gross-Kirchheim. (Over the Kleine

Zirknitz or the Tramerscharte to the Rauris Gold Mine, see p. 122.)

About Y4 M. from the inn the Zirknitz bursts forth from a wild

rocky gorge; farther on is the (2/4 M.) Alexitklamm (new path in-

dicated by painted marks), with the fine* Zirknitzf'all, 200' in height.

Beyond Dollach the road next reaches (iy4 M.) Putschall (3470'),

at the entrance to the wild Gradenthal and crosses to the right bank
of the Moll, returning to the left 1>,4 M. farther on. On the left

(V2 M.) is the Jungfernsprung, a waterfall 420' high. At (IV4 M.)
the hamlet of Pokhorn (3563') , with the Gothic church of St. Mar-
tin, "the Mollthal appears to he terminated by a hill, which the road

ascends in zigzags. From the top the Grossglockner is visible; to the

left the Moll forms a fine waterfall (Zlappfall), 260' high. The road

ascends to the right, through a gate, and soon reaches (2 M.) —
Heiligenblut (4600'). — Schober's Inn, near the church.

Guides. Johann Kramser (president), Joseph Tribuser, Georg Bduerle,
Anion Granbgger, Fritz Martin, Anion Wallner, Matthaus Asslaber, Matth.

and Veit Granbgger, and Joseph and Anton Lakner. The president is to

be found at the inn every evening for the purpose of making arrange-
ments as to guides and porters.

Excerpt from the Tariff. (Fees from the Glocknerhaus, see below.)

Glocknerhaus 1. SO. there and To Ferleiten by the Hochthor
back '

. . . . 2 50 and Fuscherthorl .... 5
Franz-Josephs-Hohe and back 3 — To the Eauriser Tauernhaus 4
Hofmannshiitte, and over the To Bucheben and Gastein . 11

Pasterze to Kals .... 7 40 To Kals by the Berger Thorl 5
To Ferleiten by the Pfandel- To the Leiterhutte only . . 3

scharte, incl. Franz-Josephs- Grossglocknerby theLeiterthal 10
Hohe, from Glocknerhaus 5, Same, and descent to Kals . 13
from Heiligenblut. ... 6 — Hohenaar 5
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Horse from Heiligenblut to the Glocknerhaus 5, Franz-Josephs-Hohe
6 fl. (with side-saddle 1 fl. extra); to the Pfandelscharten-Gletscher 6 fl.

30 kr. ; to the Hochthor only, 3>/2 fl. — One-horse Carriage to Dollach 3,
Winklern 5, Ober-Vellach 12 fl.

Heiligenblut , the loftiest village in Carinthia, finely situated in

a green Alpine valley, overlooked by the bold snow-pyramid of the

Gross-Glockner, derives its name from a phial of the 'Holy Blood'

said to have been brought from Constantinople by St. Briccius. This

relic is now preserved in an elegant ciborium, 42' in height, in the

church here , an edifice of the 15th century, which also contains a

handsome carved altar and the monument of St. Briccius in the

crypt. The Calvarienberg (^ hr.) affords a good view of the Gross-

glockner ; to the left the three Leiterkopfe , to the right the Ro-
mariswandkopf (p. 300), in the background the Johannisberg

(p. 305).
The Obere Fleiss, 1 hr. to the E. of Heiligenblut, is a finer and more

open point of view. The path descends to the left by Schober's Inn, crosses

the brook, and ascends to the left (route to the f'alvarienberg). By the
(10 min.) large house we go straight on, following the upper path (good
and well - defined) , at a nearly uniform level ; 35 min. , the chalet Zur
Untern Fleiss. In 5 min. more the path descends and crosses the Fleiss-

bach (p. 306), and then ascends to the right through wood to the (10 min.)
Tavern zur Obern Fleiss (rustic). The Marlinscapelle, '/t hr. farther, com-
mands a still more extensive view.

The chief attraction near Heiligenblut is the view from the

Franz-Josbphs-Hohb, vying with the most sublime in Switzerland.

A good bridle-path (guide unnecessary) ascends to the Elisabeth-

ruhe in 3 hrs. ; thence to the Franz-Josephs-Hohe 1 hr. more (de-

scent to Heiligenblut 3 hrs.). Immediately beyond Heiligenblut we
descend to the left, and after 10 min. cross to the right bank of the

Moll. By a (^ hr.) chapel, where the path to the Leiterthal

(p. 306) diverges to the left, we recross the stream. By the (5 min.)
houses of Winkel (4720') we cross the Gutthalbach, and for 1 hr.

ascend rapidly. To the left, on the opposite slope, is the Kesselfall,

partly concealed by pines, while the Moll, the discharge of the

Pasterze , is precipitated over the rocks far below. On the height,

where the path turns to the right, a fine retrospect is obtained of

the Mollthal. To the E. is the Fleiss Glacier, beyond which lies

the gold-mine (p. 306). A few paces farther the Pasterzen-Gletscher

comes in sight. For a time the path is now level , leading partly

through wood to the (IV2 hr. from Heiligenblut) Bricciuscapelle

(5292'), rebuilt in 1872, opposite the *Leiterbachfall. Close by is a

good spring. Then another ascent. After 40 min. the path ascends

by means of steps hewn in the rock , called the Ochsenplatten, or

Bose Platte, beyond which the Glockner is disclosed to view. We
next mount a rocky saddle by steep zigzags. At the (^2 hr.) top
(the Brettboden, 6815') the path divides (the footpath in a straight

direction , leading round an angle of rock , being shorter than the
bridle-path to the right, but soon rejoining it). We then ascend
the pastures to the (20 min.) Glocknerhaus on the Elisabethruhe or
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Elisenrast (6980'), built by the Austrian Alpine Club, and afford-

ing an excellent view of the Pasterze and the Glockner {^Inn; two
bedrooms with 20 beds at I1/2 A.).

The Franz-Josephs-Hohe is reached in another hour (guide 1 fl.,

unnecessary). The path traverses pastures and crosses the Pfan-
delschartenbach (p. 125) to the (</4 hr.) Wallnerhutte (6940'). Above
the hut we ascend to the right, by the brook; at a (5 min.) spring

we turn to the left, rounding an angle of the Freiwand, high above

the magnificent fall of the bluish-green glacier. In 40 min. more
we reach the **Franz-Josephs-Hdhe (7640'), a point of view with
benches on the rock - strewn flank of the Freiwand , which com-
mands a complete survey of the huge Pasterze Glacier, the second-
largest among the German Alps (nearly G 1

/^ M. in length; at the

Hofmannshiitte 3/4>l., and in the upper basin about 3 M. in width).

The view is finest in the direction of the white pyramid of the Jo-
hannisberg, which becomes visible here. Immediately before us

towers the Gross-Glockner, with its two peaks ; to the left of it are

the Adlersruhe , Burgwartscharte , Hohenwartkopf , Kellersberg,

Schwerteck , and the three Leiterkopfe ; to the right of the Glock-

ner rise the serrated Glocknerwand (Hofmannspitze) , Romaris-
wandkopf, Schneewinkelkopf, Untere Oedenwinkelscharte, Johan-
nisberg, Obere Oedenwinkelscharte, and Hohe Riffl ; the three rocky

peaks in the upper basin of the Pasterze are the Vordere , Mitt-

lere, and Hintere or Hohe Burgstall. A slab of marble on a rock

on the Franz-Josephs-Hohe
,
protected by an iron door, is to the

memory of Carl Hofmann of iMunich, a distinguished Alpine trav-

eller, who fell at Sedan in 1870.

Few travellers extend their walk beyond the Franz-Josephs-

Hohe ; but , if time permit , it is well worth while to prolong it to

the Hofmannshiitte (guide advisable ; from the Glocknerhaus, there

and back, 1 fl. 80 kr.). The path descends a little, skirting and trav-

ersing the moraine, and then crosses a nearly level part of the gla-

cier to the (1 l
/t hr.) Hofmannshiitte (7965'), in the Gamsgrube, a

hollow at the base of the Fuscherkarkopf. The hut was erected by

Archduke John (and formerly called Johanmhutte~), and repaired in

1870 by Hr. Hofmann and Hr. Stiidl (admission by day 30, for the

night 60 kr.).

Ascents fkom the Hofmannshdtte or feoji the Glocknebhahs (for

experts only, with competent guides, the charges given are from the

(Uocknerhaus). — The Fuscherkarkopf (10,896'; guide 41/2 fl.), affording an
excellent survey of the Glockner group, is ascended from the Hofmanns-
hiitte in 3 hrs. by the Gamsgrube and the S.W. arete (steep at first). —
The Sonnenwelleck (10,659') , the E. neighbour of the Fuscherkarkopf, is

ascended from the Glocknerhaus by the Freiwand and the Freiwand-Kees
in 4 hrs. ; fine survey of the Fuscherthal. (From the Fuscherkarkopf to

the Sonnenwelleck, by following the sharp arete, which sinks towards the
centre, 1 hr.)

The Grosse B&renkopf (11,045') is ascended from the Hofmannshiitte
in 3 hrs. (guide 5 fl.). The route, at first the same as that to the Bockkar-
scharte (p. 125), crosses the arm of the upper Pasterze which descends from
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the Breitkopf (10,312') ; then , leaving the Bockkarscharte to the right , it

leads to the (2 hrs.) Eiswandbiihel (10,467') and ascends a snow-arete to

the MittUre and the (1 hr.) Orosse Biirenkopf (11,045'). We may now extend
the excursion by crossing the Keilscharle and the Kleine Biirenkopf to the

(1 hr.) Hohe Biirenkopf (11,174') , and return by the Bockkarscharte to the
Hofmannshutte. (Descent to Ferleiten by the Hochgruber Glacier, difficult.)

— The Hohe Burgstall (9733'), reached from the Hofmannshutte in 2 hrs.

by crossing the upper plateau of the Pasterze, commands a good survey
of the glacier. This expedition may be combined with the preceding, by
going direct from the Burgstall to the Kiswandbuhel and the Grosse
Barenkopf.

The Grosse Wiesbachhorn (11,735'; from the Hofmannshutte 6-7 hrs.;
guide 9, to Ferleiten 12, to the Rainerhutte 14 (1.). We cross the Bock-
kar-Seharte (p. 125) to the Bockkar Glacier; then ascend to the left to

the Keilscharle (about 11,350'), the pass between the Grosse and the Kleine
Biirenkopf (see above), skirt the latter by keeping to the left and travers-
ing the n6v6, pass the Glockerin (11,220') and the Hintere Bratschenkopf
(11,205'), and thus reach the Wielinger Scharte (p. 127), from which we
have a steep ascent to the snowy summit. Descent to the Kaindlhiitte and
Hainerhiitte, see p. 127.

The Johanmsberg (11,403'; from the Hofmannshutte 4-5 hrs.
; guide

6 fl.). The route lies across the upper Pasterze Glacier ; then avoids the
fall of the highest Pasterze basin by skirting the N.E. side of the
Glocknerwand (12,237'), traverses wide expanses of snow, and lastly ascends
somewhat steeply to the summit by the snow-arete on the E. side. On
the W. side the mountain descends in huge precipices to the Oedenwinkel
Glacier in the Stubachthal. Splendid survey of the Glockner group , and
extensive view towards the N. (Zeller See, etc.). This ascent may easily
be combined with the route over the Obere Oedenwinkelscharte or the
Eifflthor.

The Hohe Riffl (10,960' ; 5 hrs.), from the Hofmannshutte by the Riffl-

thor (see below), and lastly up a steep snow-arete , is another fine point.
The Schneewinkelkopf (11,197'; from the Hofmannshutte 4-5 hrs.). As

far as the upper basin of the Pasterze Glacier we follow the Johannisberg
route (see above). Then a wide circuit, leaving the Untere Oedenwinkel-
scharte (see below) on the right, to the depression between the Eiskbgele
(11,282') and the Schneewinkelkopf, whence a snow-arete leads to the
summit. Descent to Kals by the Laperwitz Glacier, 6 hrs., without diffi-

culty (guide 11 fl.).

The ascent of the 'Gross-Glockner (12,459') is difficult and fit for experts
only (with two guides for 1 pers., three for 2 pers.). It was ascended for
the first time in 1799 by Count Salm, Bishop of Gurk , attended by 29
guides. The first ascent from Kals (p. 299) was made in 1855.

There are two routes from Heiligenblut, one over the Pasterze (Hof-
mannsweg) , the other over the Leitek Glacier. The former is prefer-
able. Starting very early from the Glocknerhaus , we cross the Pasterze
Glacier, traverse the Aeussere Glocknerkar, and cross the Aeussere Glock-
nerkar Glacier, to the (3'/z hrs.) Adlersruhe (see below). This route pre-
sents no serious difficulty when the snow is in a favourable condition", as
it generally is till the middle of August. (Guide from the Glocknerhaus
to the Adlersruhe 6 fl. ; to the Gross-Glockner and back 9, with night at
the Erzherzog-Johannshiitte ll'/a, with descent to Kals 12 or 14'/2 fl.)

The second Glockner route (formerly the only one), over the Leiter-
kees and the Hohenwartscharte, ascends by the Moll to the (25 min.) small
chapel mentioned at p. 303, turns to the left, crosses the Gbssnitzbach,
and mounts to the (

3
/j hr.) Trogalp, whence it descends to the Leilerthal.

Beyond the (
3
/i hr.) bridge over the Leiterbach we ascend the steep path

on the left hank ('• Katzensteig\ lately improved), 60' to 260' above the
brook, to the (1 hr.) Leiterhiitle (7370'), a poor chalet. We next ascend to
the right to the (2 hrs.) new Salmshiitte (9203'j, on the Schwerteck, built by
the Austrian Alpine Club in 1882, and thence mount the fatiguing Leiterkees
to the (I1/2 hr.) Hohenwart-Scharte (10,463') and the p/4 hr.) new Erzherzog-
Johannshiitle on the Adlersruhe (11,360'), where the route unites with the

Baedekbb's Eastern AIDS. 5th Edit 20
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old Glockner route from Kals. Thence to the summit (l'A-l'/s nr0) see

p. 300. — Descent to Heiligenblut or Kals (p. 299) about 6 hrs.

Passes. Over the PfandeUcharte ,
Fuscherkarscharte , or the Bockkar-

scharte to Ferleiten, see p. 125.

Over the Rifflthok to the Kaprunee Thal (to the Rainerhiitte
11 hrs. ; guide 9 fl.), laborious. The Rifflthor (10,138'), between the Hohe
Riffl (10,960') and the Vordere Barenkopf (10,676') is reached without
danger. Descent across the Karlinger Glacier, keeping to the right above
the ice-fall (caution necessary owing to the wide, though not numerous
crevasses, which often intersect the whole glacier), to the Mooserboden
and the Rainerhiitte (p. 126).

Over the Oeere Oedenwinkelscharte to the Stdbachthal (to the
Kudolfshiitte 9 hrs.

;
guide 10 fl.), also trying. The route to the Eifflthor

(see above) is followed as far as the middle of the Pasterze basin. Here
we turn to the left and ascend to the Scharte (10,785'), which lies between
the Hohe Riffl and the Johannisberg. The descent to the Oedenwinkel
Glacier and the Rvdolfshiitte (p. 298) is precipitous and difficult. — The
Untere Oedenwinkelscharte (10,414'), between the Johannisberg and the Eis-
kogele, crossed by Messrs. Hofmann and Stiidl for the first time in 1869,
is very difficult.

From the Glocknerhaus to Kals (6-7 hrs.; guide 5, by the Franz-
Josephs-Hohe and the Berger Thorl 6 II.). We cross the lower Pasterze
basin, between the ice-fall and the tongue of the glacier (quite safe), as-

cend to the left, round the slope of the Vordere Leiterkopf, and over the
steep declivities of the Marxwiesen , to the Leilerthal, in which, at the
end of the Kalzensieig , we join the route to the Berger Thbrl (comp.
p. 300). (Passage of the Stockerscharte , between the Vordere and the
Miltlere Leiterkopf, very steep, and not advisable.)

From Heiligenblut to the Raeris Gold-Mine (and Gastein) by the
Fleiss. Ascent or the Hohenaar. This interesting glacier-tour requires

a trustworthy guide (to Gastein 10, incl. the Hohenaar 12 fl.). The Fleiss-

thal, which opens into the Mollthal at Pnkhorn (p. 302), divides 1 hr. to

the E. of Heiligenblut into the Grosse Fleissthal to the N. and the Kleine

Fleissthal to the E. We ascend the latter to the (2'/2 hrs.) Berghavs on
the Seebichl (8203'), fitted up as a club-hut by the Austrian Alpine Club
in 1882. and the ('/< hr.) Zirm-See (820U'). a small lake in a rocky basin

at the foot of the Goldzech Glacier. We next ascend over ice and rock,

past a deserted miners' house, to the (l 1 4 hr.) Goldzechscharte Pass (9220'),

lying between the Hohenaar on the >T . and the Sonnblick on the S. [From
the pass to the summit of the Hohenaar (10,692'), an easy ascent of 1 hr.

;

view magnificent.] We descend from the pass over the Ochsenkarkees
(sometimes much crevassed) to the (3-4 hrs.) Kolben (p. 121). Thence to

Taxenbach in the Pinzgau, see p. 120; over the Rifjlscharte or the Bockharl-
scharte to Gastein, see p. 119.
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62. From Vienna to Gratz.

141 M. Railway. Express' trains in 5 l/2-6'/4 hrs. (fares 15 fl. 91,

11 fl. 27, 7 fl. 60 kr.); ordinary in 8-9 hrs. (fares 12 fl. 67, 9 fl. 51, 6 fl.

34 kr.). Views generally to the left.

Vienna, see Baedeker's S. Germany and Austria. The line runs

at a considerable height, affording an extensive view to the E. as

far as the Leitha Mts. , and to the W. overlooking the city,

numerous villas, and populous villages at the base of a picturesque

range of hills. To the left lie the cemetery of Matzleinsdorf and

the Protestant cemetery. On the summit of the Wiener Berg to

the left, farther on, rises a Gothic column, erected in 1542, called

Spinuskreuz from the statues of SS. Crispinus and Crispinianus,

now corrupted to Spinnerin am Kreuz. The suburbs of the city

extend as far as stat. Meidling. To the right, beyond the avenue
from Schonbrunn to Laxenburg, is the Gloriette. Stations Hetzendorf

(with an imperial chateau) , Atzgersdorf , Liesing , Perchtholdsdorf,

and Brunn. On the hills to the right are several castles, and above

them the Husarentempel. From (10 M.) Mbdling, a place of some
importance at the entrance to the picturesque Briihl, a branch-line

diverges to the left to Laxenburg, an imperial chateau in a fine

park. Stations Ountramsdorf and Gumpoldskirchen , the latter

famous foT its wine.

17 M. Baden (695'; * Goldener Lowe ; *Stadt Wien; *Grilner

Baum; * Schwarzer Adler) is a famous watering-place, the warm
springs of which (72-97° Fahr.) were known to the Romans
( Thermae Pannonicae) . The chief spring (Rbmerquelle, or Vrsprung)
rises copiously in a cavern in the shady Park at the base of the

Calvarienberg . The best view of the town is obtained from the Mo-
ritzruh, a pavilion on the Calvarienberg (20 min.). A pretty walk
is through the *Helenenthal, on the bank of the Schwechat, to the

C/4 hr.) Weilburg, a chateau of Archduke Albert, and thence to

the (1 hr.) Urthelstein and the Qfe hr.) Krainerhutten ; on the

heights, to the right and left, are the ruins of Rauhenstein,

Rauheneck, and Scharfeneck.

A little beyond Baden the ruins just named are visible from the
train on the hills to the right. The broad plain to the left,

20*
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sprinkled with villages, is bounded by the Leitha Mts. Near (19 M.J
V6slau(800'; * Hotel Back; Ballmeyer), another watering-place,

the finest Austrian wine is produced, the best -vineyards being

above the church of Gainfahm, which yield 'Oberkirchner'.

Excursion to (IV2 hr.) " Merkenstein , with a ruined castle, a chateau,

and a belvedere in the park. Small "Inn kept by the forester (good 'Vos-

lauer'). Thence to the Eiserne Thor (2785 1

), a fine point of view, 2 hrs.

Near(2ly2 M.)Leo&ersdoj/(870'; *Adler) the Sefmeeoerp (p. 311)

appears on the right. To the E. is (IV4 M.) Schbnau , with a

beautiful park.
From Leobersdorf to St. Polten, see p. 323.

To Gutenstein ,
23' •„' M. , a branch-railway (3'/2 hrs. ; fares 1 £1. 82,

1 fl. 37, 99 kr.) through the smiling valley of the Piesting. Stations Sleina-

briickl , WOllersdorf (with large sandstone-quarries) , and Unter- Piesting
(Lowe ; Hirsch), 1 hr. to the N. of which is Hornstein, the finely-situated

chateau of Archduke Leopold. Near (13 31.) Ober-Piesting (Griiner Baum) is

the extensive ruin of Starhemberg, V2 hr. to the S. , once a seat of Fred-
erick 'der Streitbare\ Passing Wopfing and Peisching (*Lehn) , we next
stop at (15 31.) Waldegg, prettily situated (with the Vordere Handling on
the N. and the Kressenberg on the W.). Interesting excursion to the
Hohe Wand. The route is through the Diirnbachthal (waterfall), past the

shooting-lodge and park of Archduke Leopold (containing mountain-goats),
to the (2 l/2 hrs.) Kleine Kanzel (3583 1

), a splendid point of view. (The
Placklesberg, 3724', the highest point of the Hohe Wand, is covered with
wood.) The Kressenberg (29001

), 2 hrs. from Waldegg, is another fine point.

The valley contracts. The train runs through deep cuttings and crosses

a viaduct (finest point at the Hals). 17'/2 M. Oed (Stampf), with large

tin-works; thence to the S., across the Miesenbach, to (8 M.) Buehberg

(p. 311), interesting. Then past a wool-factory (station) to (21 31.) Pernitz

(1410'; Herzog), in a broad and pleasant valley. About 2 M. to theN.W.
is Muckendorf (Honigsberger), from which the Unterberg (4400') is as-

cended in 4 hrs. (but shorter from Gutenstein through the Steinapiesting-

Thal). Above Muckendorf is the (20 min.) fine Mirafall (Karner's Inn). —
23', 2 31. Gutenstein (1580'; Bar; Lowe), a prettily-situated village. Fine

views from the ruined castle, from several points in the park of Count
Hoyos , and from the f>/4 hr.) Muriahilfberg (2313'). A road leads from
Gutenstein through the Kloslerthal, and over the Oscheid (2575'), to the

(9 31.) Hbchbauev (from this point to the 'Alpenhaus' on the Kuhschnee-
berg 2 hrs., comp. p. 311), and to the (2'/2 M.) Singerin, at the head of

the Hiillenthal (p. 311).

26 M. Ftlixdorf. Near Theresienfeld (a home for invalid officers

founded by Maria Theresa in 1763) are extensive fields of maize.

31 M. Wiener-Neustadt (930'; Hirsch; Kreuz; Rossi), a

manufacturing town with 23,375 inhab. , has been almost entirely

rebuilt since a tire in 1834 , which destroyed the whole except 14

houses.

The Parish Church , with two lofty spires , is partly Roman-
esque (nave, 13th cent.) and partly Gothic (choir and transept,

1455). It contains good painted statues of the twelve Apostles in

the style of Veit Stoss , an excellent figure of St. Sebastian of

the 16th cent. , and interesting tombstones, including that of Car-
dinal Khlesl (d. 1630), with a bust in high relief. Outside the

tower, on the S. side, is the tombstone of the Hungarian Counts
Zrinyi and Frangipani, who were executed as rebels in 1671 in

the court of the old arsenal (now a brewery).
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On the E. side of the town is the ancient ducal Castle of

the Bahenberg family, built in 1192, and altered by Emp. Fred-

erick III. in 1457. In the court, over the entrance is a statue (of

1453) of the Emp. Frederick, whose favourite and bombastic motto

A. E. I. 0. U. ('Austria erit in orbe ultima', or 'Austriae est impe-

rare orbi universo') is inscribed on different parts of the walls. The
building was converted into a military academy (400 pupils) by

Maria Theresa in 1752. The garden contains a statue of the em-
press by Gasser. In the interior are portraits of the foundress and

of several pupils. Beneath the high-altar of the chapel Emp. Maxi-

milian I. is interred (comp. p. 133).

The Neuklosterkirche , on the E. side of the town, contains

the monument of Eleonora of Portugal (d. 1467), consort of Fred-

erick III., and a carved altar with wings, executed in 1447.

The Rathhaus contains a magnificent silver tankard, 2' in

height, which commemorates the reconciliation of Frederick III. of

Austria and Matthew Corvinus of Hungary, and other mementoes of

the same period.
Interesting excursion by the Oedenburg Railway (see Baedeker's S.

German;/ and Austria) to (11 M., in '/4 hr.) Maltersdorf, whence we ascend
to the left by Forchlenau to the (5 M.) chateau of Forchtenstein, the pro-
perty of Prince Esterhazy, conspicuously situated on a limestone rock
(1980'), and containing a collection of family-portraits, captured weapons,
etc. (castellan 50 kr. ; Inn adjoining the chateau). — On the top of the
hill, 3

/t hr. farther, rises the '' Rosaliencapelle (2441 1

) a pilgrimage-church
erected in 1695, with an extensive prospect.

From Neostadt to Aspang , 21'/2 M. , railway (from a station on the
E. side of the town) in 1 hr. 20 min. (from Vienna to Aspang 3 hrs.

20min.). Stations: Klein-Wolkersdorf (near which is Froschdorf or Frohs-
dorf, the summer-residence of Count Chambord), Frlach, and (8 M.) Pitten

(an old village with an extensive ruin), beyond which the line follows the
pleasant Piltenthal. 10V» M- Seebenstein is commanded by the handsome
castle of that name, erected in 1092, the property of Prince Liechtenstein,
and still partly preserved , containing an interesting armoury. 14 M.
Scheiblingkirchen. I61/2 M. Edlitz (1473'; 'Schnocker) ; pleasant excursion
thence to the (l'/2 hr.) tower on the Kulmrlegel (2484'). 21>/2 M. Aspang
(1555'), consisting of Unter- and Ober-Aspang pHirsch), with the chateau
of Count Pergen, the terminus of the railway. This is the best starting-
point for the ascent of the Wechsel (5 hrs.). We may either follow the
road to the W. through the Klosterthal (Grosse Klause) to Mariensee, and
ascend by the Aspanger Schwaige (4810'; burned down in 1882) ; or ascend
by a steep road to Monic/ikirchen, turn to the W. to the Lichteneck, and
mount by the Steinerne Sliege (4307') and the Medeve Wechsel (5473') to
the summit {Hochwechsel or Hoher Umschitss, 5702'), marked t>y a trigono-
metrical pyramid (splendid view). Descent by the Kranichberger Schwaige
(Inn) to (3'/2 hrs.) Kirchberg (see below). — From Aspang to (8 M.) Kirch-
berg diligence daily by Feistritz in l3/4 hr. ; see p. 310.

To the right beyond Neustadt the Schneeberg is visible from the
summit nearly to the base; to the left the Leitha Mts. Large fields

of maize, and then pine-woods are passed. On the hills to the left

in the distance stands Schloss Seebenstein (see above). 35 M. St.

Egyden; 39 M. Neunkirchen (1210'; Hirsch), a manufacturing
place. Scenery picturesque and varied. At (42^2 M.) Ternitz, a
place with a large steel-foundry, the train crosses the Sirningbach.
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(Through the Sirningthal to Buchberg, see p. 3110 Stat. Pottschach,

with manufactories. 47 M. Gloggnitz (1428' ; *Kaffehaus ; *Alpen-

horn ; *Adler ; Rossi) , at the base of the Semmering. To the left

on the height is Schloss Wartenstein (see below). Schloss Gloggnitz

on a hill, with its numerous windows, a Benedictine abbey down to

1803, is now the seat of the district-authorities.
Interesting excursion from Gloggnitz to (l'/2 br.) Schloss Wartenstein

(2490
1

), with extensive view from the tower. — A road leads from Glogg-
nitz to the S.E. by Schloss Kranichberg , the property of the Archbishop
of Vienna, and the Rams (2684') to (7 M.) Kirchberg on the Wechsel (1893':

Fleischer; Lime), from which the Wechsel (5702') may be ascended by the
Sauriicken, the Kranichberger Schwaige, and the Schbberl in 5 hrs. (comp.
p. 309). — To the W. of Kirchberg is the 0/4 hr.) "Hermannshohle, a
grand stalactite cavern , recently rendered accessible (adm. 50 kr. ; for
large parties 25 kr. each : the visit takes 2-3 hrs.)- — To the E. of Kirch-
berg (33/4 )I.) lies Feistritz, with a chateau of Prince Sulkowski, sumptu-
ously fitted up (but the collections are only shown to those who have
obtained permission at Vienna). Thence to (4'/4 M.) Aspang, see p. 309.

The *Semmering Railway, which begins at Gloggnitz, the old-

est of the great continental mountain-railways, constructed by Hr.

v. Ghegha in 1848-53, is remarkable for the boldness of its engi-

neering and the grandeur of the scenery it traverses. Between Glogg-
nitz and Murzzuschlag, a distance of 35 M. , there are 15 tunnels

and 16 viaducts. The maximum gradient is 1 : 40. The line reaches

its highest point ('2950') in the long tunnel (p. 313). The construc-

tion of this part of the line cost about 59,000f. per English mile.

The train now ascends. Schloss Gloggnitz presents a handsome
appearance; in the valley flows the green Schwarzau, on which is

the large paper-manufactory of Schloglmiihl. On the left rises the

Sonnenwendstein with its three peaks; to the W. in the background

the Raxalp (p. 311). The line describes a wide circuit round the

N. slope of the mountain to (54!/2 M.) Payerbach (1512'; Mader;
*Rail. Restaurant, with beds).

To Reichenau and the Hollenthal , a very attractive excursion
from Payerbach (omnibus from the station to Eeichenau). The road passes

under the railway-viaduct and reaches (i'/z 31.) Reichenau (1600'; -Fischer;

'Waisnix, prettily situated in the Thalhof, 1/2 31. to the N., dear), in a

very sheltered situation , in the beautiful green valley of the Schwarzau,
a fashionable resort of the Viennese , with many new villas and lodging-

houses. (On the left bank of the Schwarzau is the Rudolfshad, a hydro-
pathic, well fitted up.) The road then passes the Villa Wartholz, the seat

of Archduke Karl Ludwig . and the mouth of the Preinthal (p. 311), and
reaches (2 31.) Hirschwawj (1621'), with its large iron-works. The valley

now contracts (on the left rises the Griinschacher, on the right the Feuch-
ter, Ochsenwand , and Stadelwand), and we enter the Hollenthal. The
road crosses the Schwarzau several times, and next reaches (2 M.) Eaiser-
brunn (1762' ; * Schnepf's Inn) , near a large reservoir belonging to the
waterworks of Vienna, supplied by the copious and excellent Kaiser-
brunnen and the Stixensteinquelle in the Sirningthal. A steep path ascends
from this point through the Krummbachgraben to the summit of the Schee-
berg (see p. 311; to the Baumgartner 3 hrs.). We now pass through a
very picturesque part of the valley. After 2 31. a finger-post indicates the
way to the (

3/t 31.) "Grosse Hollenthal (2132'), a grand basin, enclosed by
the rocky slopes of the Loswand on the left and the Klobenwand on the
right, with the Losbiihel to the left in the background. (Chamois, which
are preserved here, are often 'seen.) From the Grosse Hollenthal the
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'Listiteig' ascends
, partly in steps

,
protected by chains and balustrades,

through the Qaisloch to the Rax (to the Eishiltten on the Griinschacher
3 hrs. ; thence over the Trinkstein-Sattel to the Karl-Ludwigshaus lhr.). More
interesting, but difficult, is the Losbiihelsteig , leading through the TeufeU-
badstube to the (2>/2 hrs.) top of the Loswand. Thence to the Ho/halt (herd-
men's hut) 1 hr., and to the Eishiitten (see above) 3

/4 hr. (comp. p. 312).
The main road next passes (l 1

/* M.) the rustic Weinzettel Inn. The
sides of the valley become lower, and we reach the (IV4 M.) inn ~Zur
Singerin (1890'), at the mouth of the Nassthal, 9 M. from Reichenau. The
Schwarzauthal now turns to the N., and after 1 M. again ramifies. The
road through the Vois-Thal to the right ascends to the (l'/2 SI.) Hochbauer
(ascent of the Schneeberg, see below), and crosses the Klosterthaler Gscheid,
to (10 M.) Gutenstein (p. 308).

Few tourists proceed beyond the Grosse Hollenthal, or at farthest the
Singerin ; but the following prolongation of the excursion is very attractive.

From the Singerin we ascend the Nassthal, with the scattered village of
Nasswald (a Prot. parish , founded at the end of the 18th cent, by wood-
cutters from Gosau), to the (l'/i M.) Reithof (*Inn) and 0/2 M.) Oberhof
("Dangl; diligence to Payerbach daily in 3 hrs. ; 1 fl. 30 kr.), •/! M. beyond
which is "Engleitner's Inn. The valley again contracts, and we cross the
Saurustelbriicke to the Nasswald properly so called, and (2'/2 M.) the
Schiltter Inn (2330

1

) , situated in a charming dale. The Reiisthal , at first

a narrow gorge, diverges here to the S. ; at the upper end of it is the
Binder Inn (2654'; with the Scheibwald-Mauer on the left and the huge
Kohlmauer beyond it). Thence to the Raxalp, see below. — From the
Binder Inn we ascend through beautiful wood to the (2>/2 M.) Nasskamp
(3957'), a saddle between the Raxalp and Schneealp. (Ascent of the latter,

see p. 315 ; from the Nasskamp over the Gamsecksteig to the Raxalp, see
below.) We then descend to the Jfassbauer, and proceed by Altenberg to

(5 M.) Kapellen (p. 315).
The Schneeberg (6810 1

) is usually ascended from Payerbach (or Reichenau),
or from Buchberg (guide there and back 3fl. ; if a night be spent out, 4fl.).

From the Payerbach station (the shortest and most frequented route,
5'/2 hrs.) the path ascends steeply to the right to the (1/4 hr.) Schneedbrfel
and through wood (indicated by notices and red streaks) to the 0/2 hr.)
Eng, a defile between the Schnalzwand and the Sauriissel. We then
mount the new Mariensteig and through the Gansriesen (a timber-slide in
a steep gorge) to the (l'/j hr.) Lackenboden (refreshm. in the chalets in
summer). We next ascend in a straight direction by the Purschhofweg,
turn to the left to the Alpeleck , at the foot of the Hochalpel, and mount
the Krummbachsattel (4300') in windings to the (iy4 hr.) Baumgartner-Haus
(4560 ; "Suschnik's Inn, bed 1, pension 3 fl.), situated on the steep S. slope
of the Hochschneeberg, adjacent to a large refuge-hut built by the Austrian
Tourists' Club. From this point we ascend the Luchiboden , the S. slope
of the Waxriegel (6181'), to the (»/4 hr.) Dambockhaus , a hut built by the
same society on the Ochsenboden (5912'), and to the right, by a path marked
by posts, to the (1 hr.) Kaiserstein (6762'), and thence to the 0/4 hr.) sum-
mit of the Klosterwappen (or Alpengipfel , 6810'). The view is very ex-
tensive, stretching to the W. as far as the Dachstein. — The ascent is
easier from Buchberg (Doppler), 8 M. to the N.W. of station Ternitz (p. 309;
road through the charming Sirning-Thal, passing Schloss Stixenslein; one-
horse carr. 4-5 fl.). From Buchberg a good bridle-path (practicable for
driving) ascends the Hengstthal, passing the (2 hrs.) excellent Kalte Wasser
spring (3877'), to the (1 hr.) Baumgartner (see above). — The ascent from
the Hochbauer (p. 308) is by a somewhat steep path, at first through wood,
to the (2 hrs.) Innere Hiltlen (Alpine fare) on the N. margin of the Kuh-
schneeberg (5090'); then across a furrowed plateau, past the Aeussere Hiitten,
to the (4 hrs.) Kaiserstein.

The ascent of the Raxalpe or Rax , an extensive plateau bounded on
every side by precipitous slopes, with numerous chalets, offers special
attractions to the botanist (guide to the Heukuppe 3 fl. ; if a night be spent
out, 4 fl.). The highest point is the Heukuppe (6593'), on the S.W. side.
In the middle of the plateau rises the Scheibwaldhohe (6380'). The buttress
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projecting into the Hollenthal and culminating in the Jacobskogel (5702')

is called the Griinschacher Alp. The ascent is best made from Prein (2260';

*Draxler; Joh. Darrer, a good guide), 5 M. to the S.W. of Reichenau, in

the Preinthal, which diverges from the main valley near Hirschwang (p. 310;

omnibus from Payerbach to Prein on Sat., Sun., and Mon., fare GO kr.).

From Prein we follow the road to the E. as far as the (2>/2 M ) Neuberger
Gscheid (3510

1

), the watershed between the Schwarzau and the Miirz, and
the frontier of Styria. (The continuation of the road descends through the

Raxgraben to Kapellen, p. 315; 6 II.) We now ascend to the right through
the Siebenbrunnenthal (a fine rocky basin) to the f3/* hr.) Halterhiitte (4321'),

and thence by the Schlangenweg (practicable for carriages) to the (l'/i hr.)

Karl-Ludwigshaus (5915'; built by the Austrian Tourists' Club, and used
as an :::Inn in summer), situated on the plateau. From this point, passing

the 'Schwefelbanda-Hiitte', we reach the summit of the Heukuppe in 3
/t hr.

more (extensive and beautiful view). — From Kapellen (p. 315), on the

S. side of the Rax, there are several different routes to the summit. One
route leads through the Raxenthal to the (6 M.) Gscheid, and as above
to the Karl-Ludwigshaus. Another leads to the N. to (3'/2 M.) Alten-

berg (Inn), and ascends through the Kern-Graben to the right to the
(l 3/< hr.) Karrer Aim (4856') : it then turns to the left to the Hohe Stein

("View) and mounts by a good path in windings to the (1 hr.) plateau

(60501

) . near the Gamseck (6003'), whence it ascends to the right to the

('/s hr.) Heukuppe. A third route leads by Altenberg to the (2'/2 hrs.)

Nasskamp (3957'; see above), turns to the right to the ('/4 hr.) Gruberalm
and thence to the Gupfsattel , and lastly ascends by the Gamsecksteig to

the (2 hrs.) plateau and the ('/j hr.) Heukuppe. — From the Grosse Hollen-
thal to the Rax through the Gaisloch or the Teufelsbadslube, see p. 311. —
Several paths ascend from the Reissthal to the Rax (fit for experts only).

One route leads from the Binder Inn by the Kaisersteig to the (l'/2 hr.)

Zikafahnler Alp; thence to the (1 hr.) Pehofer Haus (Inn), near the Wax-
riegel (6260'; 'View), the (1 hr.) LiecMenstern-Hutten , and the (lVshr.)
Karl-Ludwigshaus. (From the Pehofer Haus we may ascend the Scheib-

waldhbhe, 6380', the central peak of the Raxalp, in 3/4 hr.) Other paths

lead from the Binder over the Grosse Gries to the (2'/2 hrs.) Pehofer Haus
(fatiguing), and by the Grosse Gries or through the Barenloch (difficult)

to the (3 hrs.) Karl-Ludwigshaus.

Beyond Payerbach the train crosses the valley of Reichenau by an

imposing viaduct of 13 arches, 300 yds. long and 60' high, and then

ascends (gradient 1 : 40) the S. slope of the valley. The paper-man-

ufactory again becomes visible far below, while to the W. the Raxalp

still forms the background. Two short tunnels ; to the left an ex-

tensive view of the plain. Gloggnitz now lies 558' below the line.

The train next skirts the Got.ichnkoyel (two tunnels). On a rocky

pinnacle, at stat. Klamm (2254') rises an old castle of Prince Liech-

tenstein, once the key of Styria, but now half destroyed. Far below

runs the old Serumering road , with several manufactories and the

white houses of Schottwien in a ravine. Beyond the next tunnel a

picturesque retrospect of the castle of Klamm. Farther on, a fine

view is obtained of the deep valley with its rocky walls and pin-

nacles. The train traverses a long gallery, with apertures for light,

and a bridge, skirting the Weinzettelwand, and reaches stat. Brei-

tenstein (2543'). Two more tunnels. It then crosses the Kalte Rinne
by a viaduct 310 yds. long and 150' high, the loftiest on the line,

and ascends in a wide sweep (fine retrospect, in the background
the Raxalp) to the last large viaduct (175 yds. long, 90' high),
which spans the L'ntere Adlitzgraben.
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After three more tunnels the train stops at (70 '/a M.) Semmering
(2840'; Semmering-Bauer), l ]/4-13/4 hr. from Gloggnitz. A mon-
ument to Karl von Ohega (p. 310), the constructor of the railway,

has been erected on the rocks to the right. About s
/t M. to the E.,

in a fine situation (about 3280') , is the new *Sudbahn-Hotel Sem-
mering, with a large restaurant. On the high-road, 3

/4 M. to the S.

of the station, is the *Erzherzog Johann Inn, situated at the

highest point of the road (3216'). Near it is a monument to Emp.
Charles VI., the constructor of the road.

The Sonnenwendstein or Obstritz (4996'; guide 2 fl., not indispensable),
which rises to the E. of the Semmering, ascended in 11/2-2 hrs., commands
an extensive and beautiful panorama. Far below in the foreground are
the Klamm, Schottwien, and the railway. The summit is carpeted with
the Alpine rose. — A path descends on the N. side to (1 hr.) Maria-Schulz
(2490' •, *Inn), a resort of pilgrims, in a charming situation. Thence by the
old Semmering road to Schottwien ('Post; *Zum Wasserfall) and (5 M.)
Gloggnitz (see above).

The line now avoids a farther ascent of 276' by means of a

tunnel, 1570 yds. in length, which penetrates the Semmering, the

boundary between Austria and Styria. The middle of the tunnel is

the culminating point of the line (2950'). The train then descends

rapidly. From Steinhaus onwards it is carried high up on the N.

side of the picturesque Frbschnitzthal by means of long embank-
ments and deep cuttings. 78 M. Spital (2523'; Schwan; Hirsch).

The Stuhleck (5850'), ascended by the Hocheck and the Spitaler Alpe
in 3V'2 hrs., commands a fine and extensive view. Small inn at the top.

82Y2 M. Murzzuschlag- (2204'; *Erzherzog Johann; *Adler;

Post; *Rail. Restaurant, E. 1 fl. 20 kr.), an old town with iron-

works, picturesquely situated on the Miirz, is a summer-resort, with
a new Kurhaus and tasteful 'promenades. — Branch-line to Neu-
berg, see p. 315.

The line follows the pleasant, pine-clad valley of the Milrz,

which is enlivened with a number of iron-forges. Near (87!/2 M.)
Langenioang (2113') is the ruin of Hohenwang or Scherfenburg on
a height to the left , and to the right of the line is the chateau of

Neu-Hohenwang. 8^/2 M. Krieglach ; 21 l
/2 M. Mitterdorf, with a

large gun-manufactory. To the right, at the mouth of the Veitsch-

thal, rises Schloss Puchl, with its four towers.
The Hohe Veitschalp (6503' ; 5>/2 hrs.), a very fine point of view, de-

serves a visit. Eoad in the Veitschthal to (3'/2 M.) Veitsch (2180'; Inn),
where the valley divides into the Grosse (W.) and Kleine Veitschthal (E.).
Road through the former to the (4 M.) Inn im Rad (2690'); then an ascent
to the left to the (1 hr.) Schaller Alpe, and by a new zigzag path over
the Hundschupfen to the (l'/2 hr.) new Refuge on the plateau and the
('/« hr.) summit. Descent by the Rothsohlhiltten and through the Aschbach-
grdben to (3'/2 hrs.) Wegscheid (p. 318); or by the shooting-box on the
Senkstein and through the Fluchgraben to (3 hrs.) Milrzsteg (p. 315).

Farther on, near Wartberg, is the ruin of Lichtenegg on the right.

The train makes a wide sweep round the Wartberg-Kogel , crossing
the Miirz twice, and reaches (96y2 M.) Kindberg (1820'), with the
handsome chateau of Oberkindberg , the seat of Count Inzaghi.
IOI1/2 M. Martin. 105'/2 M. Kap'fenberg (1580'; Ramsauer), with
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Schloss Vnterkapfenberg, and to the left, high above us, the pictur-

esque ruin of Oberkapfenberg (2313'). At the mouth of the Thorl-

thal (p. 319), 3/4 M. to the W., lies Bad Steinerhof (pine-cone

baths). Near Bruck rises the old castle of Landskron, which was

burned down in 1792.

IO8V2 M. Bruck an der Mur (1588' ; *Bernauer, at the station;

Lamm; Adler) is a small town at the confluence of the Miirz and

the Mur. The old castle with Romanesque arcades once belonged

to the princes of this district. A hill at the back of the station

affords the best survey of the town and environs. — To St. Michael

and Villach, see R. 71 ; to Muriazell, see R. 63.

The train now enters the narrow valley of the Mur. At (115M.)
Pernegg (Linde) is the large chateau of the Princess of Oettingen-

Wallerstein, built in 1532. Above it is an interesting older castle,

in plan resembling the AVartburg. Near (118 M.) Mixnitz (*Schart-

ner), at the foot of the Kithelstein, is an extensive stalactite cavern,

called the Draehenhohle , or Kuyellucken, 1550' above the village,

and upwards of l/o M. in length.

The Hochlantsch (5682': 6-7 hrs.; guide 4-5 fl. ; 31. Hermann of Mixnitz),
ascended from Mixnitz, is well worthy of a visit. We follow the right

bank of the Mixnitzbach to the (2 hrs.) Schwaigbauer (from which the

' Barenschiitz , a passage which the Jlixnitzbach has worn in the rock,

may be visited in V2 hr.). From the Schwaigbauer to the (2'/2 hrs.) Teich-

Alp (good quarters); then an easy ascent of 2 hrs. to the summit, which
commands an admirable view of the Styrian Alps, and possesses a rich

flora. Descent to the N. to (l 1
,^ hr.) Seiiiisserlbrunn (Oberer Wirth), and

through the Breitenau (Inn) to (2 1
'• hrs.) Pernegg (see below); or from

the Teichalp through the Turnauer Graben to (3 hrs.) Frohnleiten (see

below). — Ascent of the Bennfeld 0)321') from Pernegg, also interesting

and easy, either through the Breitenau and the Feistergraben in 4 hrs.,

or by Gabraun in 3 hrs. : descent to the X. to (l 1;« hr.) Fravenberg (Maria-

Rehkogel), and thence either to (3'/jN .) Kapfenberg (see above) or (5 M.) Bruck.

125 M. Frohnleiten (*Stadt Strassburg, with view from the

terrace), with forges and a hydropathic establishment. To the right

of the railway is Schloss Pfannberg, and on a height to the left are

the ruins of the castle of the same name. On a rock on the right

bank is the recently-restored castle of Rabenstein, containing some
interesting antiquities. The valley now expands for a short distance,

and then contracts to a narrow defile, through which the line is

carried along the Badelwand by means of a gallery of 35 arches

(440 yds. long). Above the railway runs the high-road. At (129M.)
Peggau the Schbckel (p. 343) is seen to the left. Opposite, at the

mouth of the Uebelbach, lies the small town of Feistritz, with lead

and copper smelting-works. Near it, on the left bank of the Mur,
are interesting caverns (1 hr., with guide).

The train crosses the Mur, and follows the right bank to Gratz.

At (132 M.) Klein - Stubing is the handsome modern chateau of

Count Palffy. The line then runs between the river and a wall of

rock to (1341/2 M.) Oratwein (1293'; Fischerwirth). The valley ex-
pands. Near (136 M.) Judendorf, on an eminence to the right,
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stands the pilgrimage - church of Maria - Strassengel , a pleasing

Gothic building with an open tower (1355). The train now skirts

a height which is crowned with the ruined castle of Gosling, the

property of Count Attems , and a favourite resort of the Gratzers,

and enters a fertile basin, where the isolated Schlossberg of Gratz

rises on the left, with the ancient capital of Styria at its base.

141 M. Gratz, see p. 339.

63. From Vienna to Mariazell and Bruck on
the Mur.

Railway from Vienna to (90 M.) Neuberg in 4'/2 hrs. — From Neu-
berg to Mariazell (29 M.) Diligence daily at 1p.m. in 7 hrs. (3'/2fl.);

two-horse carr. in 5 hrs., 12 fl. (there and back 18 fl.); from Neuberg
to Murzsteg in 1 hr. , 3 fl. ; one-horse carr. one-third less. — Between Bruck
and Mariazell (40 M.) a light post -vehicle runs daily in IOV2 hrs. (fare

4 fl. 60 kr.). — From Gaming to Mariazell, see p. 317; from St. Polten by
Schrambach to Mariazell, see pp. 317, 323.

Railway to Murzzuschlag , see R. 62. The Neuberg line diverges

here to the right from the main line, crosses the Miirz, and ascends

the wooded valley of that stream, passing several iron-works, to

(4 J
/2 M.) Kapellen (2310'; Hirsch ; route to the Raxalpe, see p. 31 1

;

ascent of the Schneealpe, see below ; by the Nasskamp to the Singerin,

see p. 311). Following the right bank of the Mur, the train next

reaches —
7'/2 M. Neuberg (2400' ; *Schwarzer Adler

,
with garden

;

Hirsch), finely situated at the base of the Schneealpe (see below).

The handsome Gothic Cistercian Church, with its fourteen slender

octagonal pillars and large rose-window, was consecrated in 1471,

and has recently been restored. The well-preserved cloisters contain

portraits of all the abbots, and we thence enter the elegant crypt,

in which are the coffins of the Margrave Otho , his two wives, and
his two sons. The abbey was suppressed by the Emp. Joseph II.

in 1782. The E. wing of the extensive abbey - buildings is the

residence of the emperor during the spring shooting-season. A little

to the N. of Neuberg are the extensive iron-works of the Neuberg
and Mariazell Co. (shown on application to the director).

The Schneealpe (6247'; 3y2-4 hrs.) is ascended from Neuberg or from
Kapellen (see above), the best route being that leading through the
Lichtenbachgraben, the mouth of which lies between these two places: to
the plateau 2>/2hrs.,to the Schneealpenhiitten (Inn) >/a tr. , to the summit
(Windberg , 6247') 1/2 hr. more. Extensive view of the Styrian Alps. —
The shortest route from Kapellen ascends by the cemetery, to the right
of the Kapellenkogl, to the 0/2 hr.) chalets Im Greith, and by a good new
path to the (U/2 hr.) Kampel (4796') and the (I hr.) Schneealpenhiitten
(guide 3-4 fl.). From Altenberg (p. 312) and from Krampen (see below)
there are also several easy routes to the top. From the Schneealpenhiitten
by the Ameisenbiihl and the Nasskamp to the Raxalp (p. 311), 5 hrs.

Above Neuberg the valley becomes narrower and more pictur-
esque. The road, skirting the clear and rapid Miirz, ascends to

Krampen and the pretty village of (8M.) Murzsteg (2569'; *Posf),
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with an imperial shooting-box. To the S.W. stretches the Hohe

Veitschalp.
The Hohe Veitsch (6503'; 4>/2 hrs.), an interesting point, is easily

ascended from Miirzsteg. We follow the Wegscheid road for l'/4 M.,

diverge to the left , and ascend the Flvchgraben by a good path to the

(1 hr.) shooting-lodge on the Senkstein (4200'; refreshm.) ; thence over the
plateau by a path indicated by blue and white marks to the (3 hrs.) summit
(comp. p. 313). From Jfeuberg (see above) a path indicated by blue marks
leads by the Veitschbachthorl, the Draxlerkogel , and the finely -situated
Veitschalmhiilten to the top in 6 hrs.

The valley divides here. The road ascends the Dobrain-Thal

to the W., and crosses the Niederalpl (4003'; fine view of the

Veitschalp and Hochschwab) to (12 M.) Wegscheid, a village 9 M.

to the S. of Mariazell (p. 3181.
Walk from Morzsteg to Mariazell by Frein (7-8 hrs.). This route

(guide unnecessary), preferable to the carriage-road, ascends to the N. on
the bank of the Miirz, and crosses the (2'/2 M.) Scheiterboden (2700'; Inn).

Thus far a road , traversing wood. Then a footpath on the left bank of
the brook, through wild ravines between the cliffs of the Roitkogl on the
right and the Proleswand on Ihe left. The gorge at length becomes so
narrow as to leave room for the stream alone, and the path has to be
carried above it by a wooden gallery resting on iron bars inserted in the
rock. In the midst (l 1

/-/ hr.) of this rocky wilderness, near an iron bridge
across the stream, a small waterfall descends from a cavity above, called

the Todte Weib (2727') from a peasant-woman having been found dead at

this spot many years ago. A flight of wooden steps, passing a hermitage,
ascends to the orifice whence the cascade issues.

The Miirz is again crossed. The valley soon expands into a green

dale, surrounded by lofty, pin^-clad mountains, in which lies the hamlet
of 0A> hr.) In der Frein (283 -i' : two inns).

The Road from Frein to Mariazell (15 M. ; omnibus daily) leads by
Schiineben (3753') and the Gussieerk (p. 318).

The Footpath from Frein over the Freinsa'tel to Mariazell (4 hrs.) is

more attractive , but is wet and slippery at places after rain. Guide
(3 fl.) hardly necessary; the path, once found , cannot be mistaken. It

diverges from the road to the right at Gschioand, 3 M. from Frein, and
ascends into the wood past a board with a figure of St. George, and

(
3 4 hr). reaches another image of a saint on the summit of the Frein-

sattel (3670'). To the left rises the Student (4963'), and to the S.W., in

the background, the bald summit of the Oetsc/ier (6210'). Then a steep

descent. Below a (20 min.) third image of a saint . attached to a pine-

tree, the path divides; we descend by that to the left, passing a charcoal-

burner's hut, to the C-2 hr.) SaUa. We now follow the road descending
the stream, cross a steep hill . from the summit of which the Diirnstein

(6160') is seen opposite, and the Hochschicab (p. 318) on the left, and soon

descrv the handsome towers of the church of (5'/2 M.) Mariazell.

29 M. Mariazell (2830' ; *Hirsch, the old Post; Adler, the new

Post ; *L!)wc, moderate; * Weintraube ; *(.ireif; *Krone ; Drei Ha-
sten ; FleiscMiacker, and many others), very picturesquely situated

in a wide basin, surrounded by beautiful wooded mountains of varied

forms, is the most frequented shrine in Austria, being visited an-

nually by upwards of 200,000 pilgrims. The village consists almost

entirely of inns and taverns, all of which are crowded at the time

of the great pilgrimages (from Vienna on 1st July, from Gratz on

14th Aug.) and during the latter half of August. In the centre of

the village rises the imposing church, erected at the end of the 17th

cent., with its four towers, of which the handsome Gothic central
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tower belongs to the original structure of the 14th century. The
miraculous wooden image of the Virgin and Child, 20 inches high,

was presented by a priest of the Benedictine abbey of St. Lambrecht

(mother - church of Mariazell) in 1157. A chapel erected here for

its reception by the Margrave Henry I. of Moravia in 1200 was re-

placed in 1363 by a larger edilice, founded by Lewis I. of Hungary

after a victory over the Turks, to which the reliefs over the portal

refer.

Interior, 300' long and 110' broad. The Chapel containing the small
miraculous image is sumptuously decorated with 12 columns of silver, Ac.

The Pulpit consists of a large block of red porphyry. Over the High-
Altak is a large Cross of ebony, with two life-size figures in silver, re-

presenting God the Father and God the Son, presented by Emp. Charles VI.

Beneath the cross is a silver globe, 6V2' in diameter, round which a ser-

pent is coiled. In the corner to the right is a long table on which the
devout place their rosaries and other objects for consecration. Round the
upper Galleries are suspended numerous small votive pictures. The larger

and older pictures above the arches represent various miraculous events
connected with Mariazell. A staircase in the S.W.Tower leads to a cham-
ber containing the 'Kripplein' (manger), a plastic representation of the
Nativity : right, the Adoration of the Magi ; left, a group of Styrian pea-
sants with various offerings. — The Treasury contains a valuable collec-

tion of ecclesiastical vessels in gold and silver, reliquaries, jewels, minia-
ture-altars made of precious stones, old mass-books, &c. ; also the gold pen
of Zacharias Werner, bequeathed by him to this church.

At the numerous adjoining booths every variety of refreshment

for soul and body may be purchased by the pious.
Excursions. The Burger-Alpel (4157 1

; 1 hr., new path), to the N.E.
of Mariazell, commands a striking view, particularly of the Hochschwab
to the S.W.

Pleasant excursion (omnibus 80 kr. ; one-horse carr. 3 fl.) through the
Griinau (Marien Waterfall, refreshments at the Franzbauer's) to the (5'/2 M.)
Erlafsee (2740'; "Seewirth, at the upper end, trout; lake-baths ; boats for
hire), from which we may return by the direct road on the S. bank (3 M.).

To the ''Lassingfall, very interesting. We follow the road to the N.
by Mitterbach and the Josefsberg (3232') to the (8 M.) Wienerbriickl ("Bur-
ger), and descend thence to the left to the fall, 286' high, which the
Lassing forms before its union with the Erlaf, amidst grand rocky en-
virons. (The fall, in itself insignificant, may be improved by the open-
ing of a sluice ; fee 2 fl.) A beautiful path descends by the fall to the
left, crosses the Erlaf, ascends to the left into the romantic "Oetscher-
graben, and leads past the Mirafall to the (3 hrs.) Klause. [From this
point we may follow a path through wood to the (1 hr.) Spielbichler (a
good rustic inn), ascend to the (1 hr.) Riffelsattel, between the Grosse and
the Kleine Oetscher (p. 324) , and descend to (1 hr.) Lackenhof (p. 324).]
A new path leads from the Lassingfall through the beautiful Erlafthal to
(5 hrs.) Gaming (p. 324).

From Mariazell to Gaming (25 M.). The road leads past the Erlaf-
see (see above) and the small Hechtensee, and over the Zellerrain (3910'),
the boundary of Lower Austria, and the watershed between the Erlaf and
the Ybbs, to (8V« M.) Neuhaus (3290' ; Konrad) and (61/2 M.) Langau (2261'

;

Brettschneider; Fruhwald), in the Oisthal, or upper valley of the Ybbs.
The route to Lackenhof diverges to the right, IV4 M. farther on, and that
to Lunz (p. 324), by the Durchlase, to the left. The road follows the Ybbs
for 2'/-2 M. more, ascends the Grubberg (p. 324) to the N., and then de-
scends to (10 M.) Gaming (p. 324).

From Mariazell to Schrambach (34'/2 31.), diligence daily in 7 1
/* hrs.

(fare 2 fl. 70 kr.). The road leads by Mitterbach and Wienerbriickl (see
above) through the Lassingthal to (15'/2 M.) Annaberg (3180' ; Post), with
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its pilgrimage - church , and then descends the wooded Steinbaehthat to

(9'/2 M.) Tiirnitz (1513'), with an old church, prettily situated at the in-

flux of the Tumitzbach into the Traisen. The road now follows the Trai-
sen to (5'/2 M.) Freiland, where a road diverges to the right by Bohen-
berg to St. Aegyd, and (4 M.) Sehrarnbach (Am Steg ; Taverne) , the ter-

minus of a branch-line by Lilienfeld (Zur Porte ; Schrittwieser), with its

famous Cistercian abbey (late-Romanesque abbey-church of the 13th cent.,

with splendid cloisters) and (5>/2 M.) Scheibmilhl- Traisen (p. 323) to (17'/2 M.)
St. Polten (p. 323).

The Road from Mariazell to Bruck (40 M.J leads through

the pretty valley of the Salza. To the right, on a wooded rock, stands

the Sigmundscapelle, originally fortified and surrounded with lofty

walls to protect it against the Turks, who in the 16th cent, frequently

invaded these remote valleys. At the (33/4 M.) Gusswerk (2449';
*Inn), with important iron-works , the road to Weichselboden di-

verges to the right (see p. 316). Our road now quits the Salza,

ascends the Aschbachthal to the S.E. , uniting after 2*/2 M. with

the road from Frein (p. 316), and reaches (3'/4 M.) the small village

of Wegscheid (2668' ; Post). — From Wegscheid to Miirzsteg across

the Niederalpl (3^2 hrs.), see p. 316.
From Wegscheid to Weichselboden ovek the Kasteneieget., a plea-

sant route (carriage-road, 8V2 M.). About ty4 M. to the S.W. of Wegscheid
the road diverges to the right by a finger-post into the narrow entrance
of the Rammerthal, and ascends through wood and meadow to the (31/2 M.)
Kastenriegel (3547'), a hollow betwen the Zeller and the Aflenzer Staritzen

(6526'), at the head of the Hblle (p. 320). It then descends, running at

first high up on the S. slope, and afterwards passing the (3 M.) mouth of

the Untere Ring (p. 320), to (2 M.) Weichselboden (p. 320).

The road begins to ascend
,
passes (4 M.) Knappendorf (near

which are the important iron-mines of Gollraa), and at the foot of

the Seeberg reaches the (I1/2 M-) Brandhof (3660'), formerly a

shooting-lodge of Archduke John (d. 1859), and now the property

of his son, the Count of Meran, surrounded by fine groups of trees.

The villa is adorned with stained glass, statues, and reminiscences of

the chase. The garden contains a choice collection of Alpine plants. The
small Gothic chapel, with two paintings by Schnorr, is interesting. One
of the saloons contains statues of Ferdinand of the Tyrol, Charles II.

of Styria, Emp. Maximilian I., Francis I., and Maria Theresa. In the

'room of the chase 1

are portraits of Maximilian I. and Hofer; beneath the

latter Hofer's rifle; also weapons, antlers, sportsmen's gear, &c.

The road now ascends steeply to the (l 1^ M.) Seeberg Pass

(4114'), where we enjoy a fine view of the Seethal, enclosed by the

rocky walls of the Hochschwab chain, and then descends in long

windings (short-cut to the left) to (2 M.) the village of—
18 4

/2 M. Seewiesen (3176' ; *Posi), picturesquely situated.

The Hochschwab (7474' ; 5 hrs.
;
guide to Weichselboden 5 fl. ;

provi-
sions necessary) is frequently ascended from Seewiesen. We ascend the
Seethal to the (H/2 hr.) Untere and (U/4 hr.) Obere Dullwitzhlitlen (5430'),

follow the valley for l/2 hr. more, and then ascend by the Edeliteig to

the right to the (V2 hr.) plateau and the (?/t hr.) summit; or we may as-

cend at once from the upper Dullwitz to the right, skirting the Wetter-

kogel , traversing the Ochsenreichkar, and crossing the Kleine Schwaben
(7196') to the (2'/2 hrs.) summit, on which are a trigonometrical pyramid,
an iron memorial tablet, and (a little to the S.) a dilapidated refuge-hut.
Extensive view, reaching to the Danube on the N., and embracing the
Whole of the E. Alps from the Schneeberg to the Dachstein. On the S.
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aide the Hochschwab descends in a sheer precipice. — Descent by the
Gschoderkar and the Edelboden to (3 hrs.) Weichselboden, or through the
Antengraben to Gschoder, see p. 320. To St. Ilgea by the Hochstein-Alpe

or by the Gehackte, see below.

The road traverses the Seegraben, passing the small Diirrsee

(2970'); at Orassnitz it turns to the W. into the Stubmingthal and

soon reaches (9'/2 M.) Aflenz (2510' ; *Post; *Karlori), a thriving

village with an old church.
Ascent of the Biirgeralpe (4943'; 2 hrs.; good path), a pleasant ex-

cursion. Thence over the Schbnleilen and the Zlacken-Sattel to the (2>/2 hrs.)

Mitter-Alpe (6490'), a plateau bounded by huge precipices on every side.

(Fine view from the Kampl, the highest point.) Easy descent to the E.
over the (1/2 hr.) Fblzer Alpe (4830') to (2>/2 hrs.) Aflenz. Ascent of the
(l'/2 hr.) Fblzstein (6573') from the Folzer Alpe, attractive; thence an easy
ascent of V2 hr. more to the top of the Kaarl-Hochkogel (see below).

At Thorl (2067' ; *Karner), a village with wire-works, 2!/4 M.
to the S. of Aflenz, the brooks from the 8. slopes of the Hochschwab
combine to form the Thorlbach. Above the village rises the pictur-

esque ruin of Schachenstein.
A road leads from Thorl to the N.W. through the St. Ilgner Thai

to (3'/s M.) St. Ilgen (2400'; Pierer). Road thence by Oberzwain to Buch-
berg and the (4 m.) Bodenbauer Inn (2877'), beautifully situated at the head
of the valley, and a good starting-point for excursions. (Guide, Ant. Ber-
ger.) Ascent of the Messnerin (6025' ; 3 hrs.) by the Pillsteiner Alpe, in-

teresting (from St. Ilgen also in 3 hrs. ; descent to Oberorl in the Tra-
gbssthal, p. 330, 2 hrs.). — The Kaarl-Hochkogel (6870'; 3 hrs.), a fine

point of view, is reached by the Trawiesen-Alpe and the Gehackt-Brunnen,
or by the Kaarl-Alpe (3'/a hrs.). Descent by the Trawies-Sattel to (3 hrs.)
Seewiesen. — The Sonnschien-Alpe (4971'), the finest Alp in the Hoch-
schwab group, is ascended by the Hausel-Alpe, the Sackwiesen-Alpe, and the
Sackwiesen-See in 2'/2 hrs. (quarters at the charcoal-burner's hut). We
may thence ascend the Ebenstein (6970'), a superb point of view, in 2 hrs.

;

also the Brandstein (6573') by the Andratthiitten in 3 hrs. , another fine
point. — The Hochschwab (7474') is ascended by several routes. The
easiest leads by the Hiiusel-Alpe (see above) to the (2'/4 hrs.) Hochsteiner
Htillen, and ascends thence by the Kloben and the Zarkenboden to the
(2'/2 hrs.) summit. A more interesting route is by the Trawiesen-Alpe to
the (2'/< hrs.) Gehackt-Brunnen (see above); then, skirting the slopes of
the Gehacktkogel and over the Gehackte\ by a new path indicated by red
marks to the (

3
/t hr.) plateau and the ('/* hr.) summit. Descent to See-

wiesen , to Weichselboden , or to Gschoder , see pp. 318, 320. — A good
bridle-path leads from the Bodenbauer to the N. over the Hochalpe (5105')
and through the Antengraben to (5 hrs.) Gschoder (p. 320). Another fine
route crosses the Sonnschien-Alpe and the Schiefwald- or Schafhals-Sattel
(5100') to the valley of the Sieben Seen and (6 hrs.) Wildalpen (with which
route the ascent of the Ebenstein or of the Brandstein may easily be com-
bined; see above).

We next traverse the narrow Thorlthal, pass the (3 M.J Jdger-
wirth, (4 M.) Bad Steinerhof (p. 314), and (3/4 M.) Kapfenberg
(p. 313), and reach (2 M.) —

40 M. Brack an der Mur (p. 314).
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64. From Mariazell to Gross-Reifling by Weichsel-

boden and Wildalpen.
44 M. One-horse Carriage to Weichselboden (15'/2 M., in 4 hrs.) 6 fl.

;

thence to Wildalpen (11 M., in 2>/4 hrs.) 4 fl. ; from Wildalpen to Reining

(17'/2 M., in 4 hrs.) 6 fl.

The road
,
practicable for light vehicles only

,
quits the Bruck

road at the (33/4 M.) Gusswerk (p. 318), and leads to the S.W.

through the picturesque valley of the Salza. 5 M. Greith (227T
Inn, very poor). The Salza in its deep ravine turns towards the S.,

while the road (2'/4 M.) ascends to the W. through wood to the

Hals (2785' ; view of the Hochschwah). We then descend in wind-
ings (short-cut to the left) to (41

2 M.)—
15^2 M. Weichselboden (2220'; Inn, indifferent; *Schiitzen-

auer, in the Vordere Holle, ^M. to the E., better), a small village

at the union of the Radmerbach with the Salza, in a sequestered

basin surrounded by lofty mountains.
The road from Wegscheid over the Kastenriegel and through the Holle

is preferable (comp. p. 318; from Mariazell to Weichselboden 18 M.). —
The neighbouring mountains abound in game, especially the Holle and the
Ring, formerly the chasse of the Archduke John. Pleasant walk through
the Vordere Holle ('Inn, see above) to the (

3
/4 hr.) Jagerhaus (2533'), at

the entrance to the Ring , and thence (with guide) to the Vntere and
(2 hrs.) -Obere King (5414'), a magnificent rocky basin, into which hun-
dreds of chamois are driven on the occasion of a grand battue. The
heath-cock , with the feathers of which the Styrian huntsmen decorate
their hats, also abounds here. A steep path (fit for sure-footed climbers
only) leads from the Obere Ring through the H'asserfallschluchl in 1 hr.

to the Hochschwabplateau ; thence to the summit l'/2-2 hrs. more.
The Hochschwah (see above) is frequently ascended from Weichselbo-

den. We may either ascend direct to the S., on the W. side of the Mies-

kogl, or ascend to the right from the Jiigerhaus in the Holle to the (2 hrs.)

Edelboden (4386' ; rustic quarters at the forester's) , and ascend thence

through the Gschbderkar to the (3 hrs.) summit, the path being indicated

hy red marks. Descent to Gschbder, see below; to Seewiesen, see p. 318;
to the Bodenbauer, see p. 319.

The Hochstadl (6300'), ascended without difficulty from Weichsel-
boden by Rothmoos in 5 hrs., affords a good survey of the Styrian Alps,

and particularly of the Sehwaben chain. Other paths ascend from Gscho-

der (see below ; by the Barenbach-Sattel in 4'/-.> hrs.) and from Wildalpen
(over the Nasenbauer-Alp in 5 hrs.)

The Road to Wildalpen (11 M.) follows the rocky ravine of

the Salza , the fine scenery of which will reward even the pe-

destrian. At the (l ]
/4 M-) Bresceni- Klausc (timber-dam) the road

passes through a small tunnel; it then (3/4 M.) crosses to the left

bank, and reaches the (3 M.) hamlet of Gschoder (2051'; *Bem-
hofer's Gasthof zur Gemse), at the mouth of the Antengraben, a

good starting-point for excursions. (Guide, Schiittbauer Michel.)
The Riegerin (6368' ; 3'/2 hrs. ; with guide), ascended through the An-

tengraben , is an attractive point. — The Ebenstein (6970' ; 5'/2 hrs.) is

reached by the Hochalpe and the Bolster; the last part difficult (comp.
p. 319). — To the Hochschwah (see above) several routes. Easiest through
the Antengraben , with its grand rocks, to the (3 hrs.) Hochalpe (rustic
quarters at the Sommerauer Hiitte, 5106'); then by the Karlstein and the
Zarkenboden to the (2'/2 hrs.) summit (path with red marks). Or throngh
the Antengraben to the (l'/z hr.) Vntere Karlalpe; then an ascent to the
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left to the (
3
/t hr.) Obere ffiitten, through the Weissenbach- Wand (path

with blue marks), between the Grosse and the Kleine Hochwart, and
across the Schwabenboden to the (2'/2hrs.) summit. Other interesting but
difficult paths ascend through the Weitthal O/2 hr.) to the E. of Gschoder.

A fine route (good bridle-path) leads from Gschoder to the S. over
the Hochalpe (5106') and the Hausel-Alpe to (5 l/2 hrs.) Buchberg (p. 319).
From the Hochalpe we may cross the saddle between the Seemauer and
the Wilde Kirchen to the (l'/4 hr.) Sackwiesen-See (4662'; see p. 319), and
thence cross the Plotscherboden to the Klamm-Alpe and (2'/ii hrs.) Oberorl
in Tragoss (p. 330) ; or from the Hochalpe nearly to the Sackwiesen-See,
and then to the right to the (l s/4 hr.) Sonnscfnen-Alpe (p. 319), from
which we may cross by the Andratt-Hiitten and the Fobeslhorl (p. 322) to
the (4'/2 hrs.) Leopoldsteiner See (p. 329), or cross the Homdl-Alpe and
Kulm-Alpe to the (l'/2 hr.) Alp Neuwaldegg and proceed through the
Frauemnauerhohle to Osbll and (2'/2 hrs.) Eisenerz (comp. p. 329).

The road next leads between the precipices of the Riegerin
(6368') on the left and the Hochstadl (6300') on the right, and
past the entrance of the (3 M.) Brunnthal, with its small lake,

above which tower the rocks of the Riegerin, Ebenstein, and Gries-
stein, to (3 M.) —

11 M. Wildalpen (1998'; *Zisler, R. and A. 1 fl. 20 kr.J, a

thriving village , and a summer-resort, charmingly situated on the
Wildalpenbach, which here falls into the Salza.

A visit to the Arzberghbhle is interesting. We descend the road in
the Salzathal to the 'Steinbruchmauer' inn and ascend to the left to the
Oh hr.) cavern. The Thorsteinhohle, l'/2 hr. from the inn, is also worth
visiting. (Landlady acts as guide ; Arzberghohle 1 fl. 80 kr. ; Thorstein-
hohle 6 fl.) — Ascent of the Hochstadl, see above. The Brandstein (6573';
5>/2 hrs. ; with guide) and the Ebenstein (6970' ; 5V2-6 hrs. ; with guide),
ascended by the Schafhals-Sattel (see below), are also fine points. — To
the Hochschwab the direct route from Wildalpen is through the Brunn-
thal: we follow the road to the E. to the (3'/2 M.) entrance of the valley,
and then a level path to the right for 3

/4 hr., afler which we ascend
steeply to the (2 hrs.) Hochalpenhiitten (see above). Guide (3-4 fl.) and
provisions necessary.

From Wildalpen to Eisenerz, direct, over the Eisenerzhbhe, an attrac-
tive route (672 hrs.). Guide desirable to the highest point (3 hrs.); thence
to Eisenerz superfluous. From Wildalpen we ascend the course of the
Wildalpenbach towards the S. ; Vihr., where the road divides, we follow
the Wildalpenbach, with its numerous waterfalls, to the right, and reach
(3 M.) Hmter- Wildalpen. Here we take a footpath to the left, cross a small
bridge, skirt an enclosure, and gradually ascend to the (25 min.) Raninger
Bauer. We now ascend rapidly through the Schreyer, a green, flower-
carpeted ravine, cross a bridge ('/i hr.), and (1/4 hr.) ascend a steep and
stony slope, avoiding the level path which goes on in a straight direction.
After 10 mm. more the path divides, that to the left being somewhat
shorter, but the branches soon re-unite. The path continues to lead to-
wards the S., and soon reaches the (10 min.) EisenerzhShe (5063'), indi-
cated by a broken cross. On the left rises the Hochschwab (p. 318) and
part of the Schwaben chain.

™e S
-

teep path now descends over loose stones and rock straight to
the (20 min.) chalets of Erzboden or Atzerboden (4364'), a little beyond
which we reach a carriage-road, hewn in the rocks and protected by a
parapet. On the right rises the perpendicular cliff of the Zargenkopf, 1000'
above the road; on the left lies a profound, pine-clad ravine, 1000' be-low while before us rises a sharp and indented rocky ridge. This is
the finest point on the route. After a short distance at the same level
(avoiding the turn to the left by a small house), we descend in long andsomewhat steep windings to the base of the mountain, where (l3/4 hr.) a
torester s house is situated in the beautiful meadows of the Seeau (2142').

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. o-f
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The path now crosses the Seebach, which falls into the Leopoldsteiner See

(p. 329), ascends slightly through dense pine-forest, crosses the Seeriegel,

and finally descends to the (1 hr.) high-road , which (to the left) leads to
(I1/4 M.) Eisenerz (p. 329).

A longer but more picturesque route crosses the Schiefwald-Battel
(7>/2 hrs. from Wildalpen to Eisenerz; guide necessary). We ascend the
Wildalpenthal to the 0/4 hr.) bifurcation (see above); here we ascend
on the bank of the Seisenbach to the left to the C/2 hr.) Siebentee, and
past the Jagdhiitte on the (1 hr.) Kreuzpfader to the (2 hrs.) Schiefwald-
Sattel or Schafhals-Sattel (5100'), between the Brandstein on the right
and the Ebenitein on the left (see above). Descent to the right by the
Fobesthorl to the (l»/« hr.) BaUerhiitte (4270'), the (2 hrs.) forester's house
in the Seeau (see above), and (li/2 hr.) Eisenerz. — From the Schieftcald-
Saltel the traveller may prefer to go to the (1 hr.) Sonnschien-Alpe (p. 319),
and then either to the right to f2>/2 hrs.) Oberort in Tragoss (p. 330), or
to the left over the Sackwieten- and Hausel-Alpe to the (2 hrs.) Boden-
bauer (comp. p. 319). 0*1

The Road to Reifling (1772 M-) follows the narrow, wooded
valley of the Salza. After 4 1

2 M. the Lassing joins the Salza on
the right, and then, above (6 M.) Palfau, the Mendling (on the
bank of which a road leads by Lassing to Oostling, p. 324). The
parish of Palfau consists of Aufder Lend, Allerheiligen (picturesque
church, and inn), and other hamlets. The road now divides. The
shortest route to the Ennsthal and the railway follows the right

bank of the Salza to its confluence with the Enns, and then crosses

the latter to (7 M.)—
17'/2 M. Oross-Reifling (railway-station, see p. 329).

From the bifurcation just mentioned a longer but more pictur-

esque road leads to Hieflau (diligence daily in 3^4 hrs.). It descends

to the Salza, ascends on the left bank, to the (2 M.) *Eschauer Inn,

and then leads towards the S. through the Qamsgraben to (3 M.)
Gams (Haidacher), l 1 ^ M. above which is the wild and imposing

gorge In der Noth, with the Krausgrotte, an extensive cavern ren-

dered accessible by Hr. Kraus in 1881, and containing beautiful

stalactites and crystals (key and guide at Gams). The road now
turns to the right and crosses a hill (1950' ; fine view of the Enns-
thal from the top), and' then descends to (3 1/* M.) Lainbach and

(3*M.) Hieflau (p. 329).

65. From Vienna to Linz.

117 M. Railway. Express train in 41/2 hrs. (9 fl. 60, 7 fl. 70 kr.), or-

dinary in 7V» hrs. (7 fl. 70, 5 11. 80, 3 fl. 90 kr.). For further particulars
as to the environs of Vienna, the Danube, etc., see Baedeker's S. Germany
and Austria.

The train starts from the Westbahnhof (*Restaurant) , outside

the Mariahilf line. Soon after starting we observe the imperial

palace of Schbnbrunn on the left. 2 M. Penzing, and opposite to it

Hietzing, both with numerous villas. On a height to the left stands

the archiepiscopal chateau of Ober-St. Veit. To the left near

(3*/2 M.) Hutteldorf are the walls of the extensive imperial park.
A little to the left lies Mariabrunn with its pilgrimage-church and
old monastery, now a school of forestry. 5^2 M. Weidlingau, with
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a chateau and park of Prince Dietrichstein. 7i/
2 M. Purkersdorf,

with numerous villas. The line here quits the old road and turns
to the left, through the Wolfsgraben and the Pfalzau, to the hills

of the Wiener Wald. To the S.W. of (12</2 M.) Pressbaum are the
sources of the Wien. The train traverses a wooded region , and
beyond (151/2 M.) Rekawinkel crosses the Eichgraben. 2372 M.
Neulengbach, prettily situated on a height, with a chateau of Prince
Liechtenstein above it. To the N.E. rise the heights of the Buch-
berg (1523'). 27»/2 M. Kirchstetten ; 30'/2 M. Boheimkirchen , on
the Perschlingbach. Beyond {S^li M.) Pottenbrunn the train quits

the hills and crosses the Traisen, on which lies —
37l/

2 M. St. Polten [Kaiserin v. Oesterreich; Krebs, at the
station ; Rail. Restaurant) , a well-built town with 10,015 inhab.,

and the seat of a bishop. The Abbey Church, founded in 1030, was
restored in a degraded style at the beginning of last century. The
S. aisle contains good stained glass.

Excursions. To the S. to Schloss Ochsenberg, at the end of the Stein-

feld. with extensive view P/2 hr.) ; to the chateaux of Viehofen (
3/4 hr.),

Goldegg C/2 hr.), and Friedau (l'/zhr.), with gardens and art-collections.

From St. Polten to Leobersdorf, 47 M., railwav in 5 hrs. (3 fl. 97,
2 fl. 98, 1 fl. 60 kr.) The line traverses the Stein/eld to the S., on the
left bank of the Traisen. On the left, Schloss Ochsenberg (see above).
7>/2 M. Wilhelmsburg , a large village. 12 M. Scheibmiihl-Traisen (branch-
line to Schrambach, p. 318). The train now turns to the E. into the valley
of the Gotten. 15 M. St. Veit an der Golsen. from which the Reisalpe
(4586'; 5 hrs.), a fine point of view, is ascended. 19 M. Hainfeld (1380';

Weintraube; Post; Krone; Rail. Rest.), a manufacturing place and sum-
mer-resort, at the influx of the Ramsau into the Golsen, with a number
of iron-works in the vicinity. Pleasant excursion to (3 M.) Ramsau
(Gotz) in the Ramsauthal ; also to (6 M.) Klein-Zell (1542'; Weintraube) in
the Hallbachthal , at the N.E. base of the Reisalpe (see above; ascent
hence, with guide, 3 hrs.).

The train crosses the watershed (1886') between the Traisen and the
Triesting, and descends to (27 M.) Kaumberg (2614'; Bar). In the
Triestingthal we next reach (30 M.)' Altenmarkt-Theneberg , the former
(Lamm; Elephant) to the E., the latter (Drei Ltiwen) to the W. of the
station. Ascent, to the S., of the (2 hrs.) Hocheck (3400'), with tower
affording an extensive view. To the N., by Klein-Maria-Zell and St. Co-

rona, to (3 hrs.) the summit of the Schbpfl (2930'), another fine point.
In the narrow valley we next reach (35 M.) Weissenbach an der

Triesting (Ebers) , at the mouth of the Further Thai. Pleasant walk to

the N., past Schloss Neuhaiis, to the pretty hamlet of (l'/t hr.) Schwarzen-
see (1730'; Inn). The valley expands. 38 M. Potlenstein- Berndorf , the
latter with a large metal-ware factory. 40 M. Triestinghof 0/2 M. to the
E. of which lies St. Veit). 43'/2 M. Enzesfeld, with the chateau of that
name on the hill to the right. 47 M. Leobersdorf (p. 308).

43 M. Prinzersdorf, on the rapid Pielach, in which fish abound.

On the hills to the right is the ruin of Hoheneck. Passing Markers-

dorf on the left, we next stop at (46 M.) Gross - Sierning and

(49 M.) Loosdorf, with the interesting chateaux of Schallaburg

(S.), Albrechtsberg, and Osterburg (N.). Beyond a tunnel we
reach the finest point on the line at (52 1

/2 M.) Melk or Mblk
(Lamm ; *Ochs ; Hirsch), on the Danube, at the foot of a rock

which is crowned with a famous Benedictine Abbey (187' above the

21*
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river), founded in 1089, and rebuilt in the Italian style in 1701-38.

The church , richly embellished with marble and gilding , the

library with its valuable incunabula and MSS., and various other

art-treasures deserve a visit. The terrace commands a beautiful

view of the Danube.
The train crosses the Melk and descends to the Danube. On

the opposite bank is the ruin of Weiteneck, and higher up the river,

on the hill, is Artstetten , a handsome chateau of Archduke Karl
Ludwig. 58 M. Pochlarn (Pleiner), on the Erlaf, the Roman Are-
lape , the traditional seat of Riidiger of Bechelaren , one of the
Nibelungen heroes.

From Pochlarn to Kiknberg-Gaming, 23'/2 M., railway in 2'/2 hrs.
(1 fl. 60, 1 fl. 20, 80 kr.). At stat. Erlavf the train crosses the Erlaf, and
then passes Wieselburg and Purgttoll (with a chateau of Count Schaft-
gotsch). — 17 M. Scheibbs (1050'; Hinch ; Krone), a summer-resort, prettily
situated among wooded hills, with the Oetscher in the background.
Beautiful walks in the environs; charming view from the (l'/2 hr.)
"Blassenstein (2762'). — 19'/2 31. Xeubruck, at the mouth of the Jessnitz. —
23'/z M. Kienberg- Gaming, 2 M. (omnibus 20 kr.) from the pleasant village
of Gaming (1410'; "Hbllriegl; "Pascher), with the interesting ruins of a
Carthusian monastery which was suppressed in 1781.

Excursions from Gaming. Through the romantic -Erlafthal to the
(5 hrs.) Lasting/all and the " Oetschergraben, very attractive (comp. p. 317).— Ascent of the Oktsciier, recommended. We follow the Lunz road
(see below) as far as the hill am Grubberg (2471'; Inn), diverge there to

the left by a road crossing the Fbllbaumhbhe (2678') to the Oiethal or upper
Ybbsthal, and ascend to the left to (3 hrs.) Lackenhof (2740

1

; "Jagersberger

;

which may also be reached from Gaming by a good path by Jagerreith
and Oberpokberg in 3 hrs.). Thence with guide (Anton or Matth. Reiter,
30 kr. per hour) over pastures and through wood to the (l'/2 hr.) Riffel-

sattel (W131

), between the Kleine and the Grosse Oetscher, and the C/ihr.)
Oetscherhiitte (the key of which may be brought by the guide); lastly we
ascend over the Kreuzboden to the (l'/a hr.) pyramid on the top of the
*Grosse Oetscher (6210'; superb and extensive view). — The Oelscher-

hohlen, ice-caverns on the S. slope, towards the Erlafthal, are reached
from the summit in 2 hrs. — Descent through the Oettchergraben to Maria-
zell, see p. 317.

From Gaming to Gostling, 13 M., diligence daily in 3'/2 hrs., by
(6 31.) Lunz (1952'; Schadensteiner ; Dieminger) , charmingly situated on
the Ybbs, and pleasant for a lengthened stay. To the E. is the ('/» M.)

Lunzer See (2025'). From the (l>/2 M.) Seehof, at the upper end of the
lake, we may cross the Durchlass (2484') to the (l'/s hr.) Otethal (see

above), the road in which leads to the left to (2 M.) Lackenhof (see above),
and to the right to (l'/2 M.) Langau (p. 317). — The Diirnttein (6158';

4'/a hrs.) is ascended through the Seebachthal and by the Herrenalpe ; but
this route has recently been closed by Count Festetics, the proprietor.

(Ascent from Gostling, see below.)
The high-road leads through the Ybbsthal from Lunz to (7 M.) Gost-

ling (1745'; "Reichenpfader ; Berger), prettily situated at the mouth of the
Gbstlingbach. Fine view from the Calvarienberg. Beautiful walk to the
*Steinbachthal, and through the grand ravine of Noth to the (2 hrs.) Mei-
sterhaus in the Wintersbachau (Inn). — The *Bochkaar (5935'), a superb
point of view, deserves a visit. We take the road through the Gostling-
thal to' (5 M.) Laising (2274'; Inn) ; by the Moosbauer or Oberhaus we ascend
to the left through the Wassergraben to the (2'/2 hrs.) Laisinger Alpe
(4712'; quarters) and the (l'/2 hr.) top. — Beyond Lassing the road de-
scends the Mendlingthal to the Salzathal (p. 322; diligence from Gost-
ling by Palfau to Wildalpen daily in 5'/2 hrs. ; fares 2 fl. 20 kr.).

From Gostling to Weier (I8V2 M.). The road leads through the
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Ybbsthal to (5 M.) St. Georgen am Reith , where the road to Waidhofen
(see below) diverges to the N., and (6 M.) Hollenstein (1598'; 'Dietrich),
charmingly situated at the mouth of the Lassing. Then by Klein-Hollen-
stein , where the road quits the Ybbsthal , and over the Sauriissel to
(7'/2 M.) Weyer (see below). Ascent of the "Voralpe (5666'; 4 hrs., with
guide) from Hollenstein recommended ; descent by the Esslingalpe to

(3 hrs.) Altenmarkt (p. 329).

Beyond Pochlant the train crosses the Erlaf . On the right Mar-
bach, and on the hill above it the pilgrimage-church of Maria-

Taferl. 61 M. Krummnussbaum. On the left bank in the dis-

tance, on the other side of the long bend which the Danube de-
scribes here, are Persenbeug , with its chateau, and Ybbs, a large

place with an extensive poor-house and lunatic-asylum.

Near (66y2 M.) Kemmelbach-Ybbs (the latter l'/2 M. from the

station) we quit the Danube and cross the Ybbs, the valley of which
we now follow. 69 M. Neumarkt-Karlsbach ; 7'2 M. Blindenmarkt

.

77 M. Amstetten (Schmiedl; Railway Hotel if- Restaurant), rebuilt

since a Are in 1877, where Murat defeated the Austrians on 5th

Nov., 1805.
To Klein-Reifling , 29 M., railway in l'/4-2'/2 hrs. (1 fl. 90, 1 fl.

40, 95 kr.). The train soon turns to the S. and crosses the Ybbs.

Stations Ulmerfeld, Hilm-Kematen , Rosenau. Then across the Ybbs to

(UVs M.) Waidhofen on the Wbs (1168'; Infiir; Schiff; Stern), an old town,
once fortified, lying in a pleasant dale, and a summer-resort. Adjoining
the old Schloss is the church of St. JUgdalena, of 1279, containing an
interesting silver monstrance of the 15th century. On the right bank of
the Ybbs (view from the bridge) lies the village of Zell, below which
there is a good bath-house in the Urlbach. On the Buchenberg, to the S.

of the town, are extensive shady walks. Beautiful excursions in the vi-

cinity : ascent of the Sonntagberg (2310' ; l'/2 hr.), with pilgrimage-church,
inn, and fine view (or ascended direct from stat. Rosenau in 1 hr.) ; as-

cent of the Spindeleben (3496' ; 3 hrs.), through the Redenbachthal ; through
the Ybbsthal to (7 M.) Ybbsitz and (8 M.) Opponitz; and thence to the right
to (7'/2 M.) Hollenstein (see above), or to the left to (9 l/2 M.) Gbstling (see

above).
The train now quits the Ybbsthal, ascends the Seeberger Thai to the

S., and at (20 M.) Oberland crosses the watershed between the Ybbs and
the Enns, the frontier between Lower and Upper Austria, marked by
an old so-called Turkish entrenchment. We now descend by Gaflenz to

(25'/2 M.) Weyer (1302'; Bachbauer ; Heuberger), prettily situated in a narrow
dale. (Thence to Hollenstein, etc., see above.) We then cross the Enns to

Kastenreith and (29 M.) Klein-Reifling, a station on the Rudolfbahn (p. 329).

The train quits the Ybbsthal. 81 M. Mauer-Oehling ; 84 M.
Aschbach; 89 M. St. Peter (IV2 M. to the S. of which is the large

Benedictine abbey of Seitenstetten) ; 94M. Haag (with Schloss Sala-
berg on the left); 102 M. St. Valentin (Bail. Rest.; route to St.

Michael, see p. 327). The train then crosses the Enns, the boundary
between Lower and Upper Austria, to —

106 M. Enns (919'; Krone; Cells'), an old town on the site

of the Roman Laureacum, picturesquely situated. On a height

stands Prince Auersperg's chateau of Ennseck , containing some
Roman antiquities, with pleasant grounds. — 109 M. Asten.

About 3 M. to the S.W, of Asten lies the great Augustinian abbey of
St. Florian, one of the oldest in Austria. The present large buildings
were erected in the 18th cent., but the low crypt is five centuries older.
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The library contains 40,000 vols., admirable MSS., and a collection of
pictures , mostly copies. The collection of coins is valuable and well
arranged. — The Tillysburg, a castle belonging to the abbey, 2 31. to the
E., was once the property of the famous general of the Thirty Years' War,
to whom it was presented by Emp. Ferdinand III.

Near the industrial little town of Kleinmiinchen the train crosses

the Traun and reaches —
117 M. Linz (867'). — Erzhebzog Karl, R. from 1 0., L. & A.

60 kr. ; 'Goldner Adler, R. from 80 kr. ; both on the Danube, near the
steamboat-quay. Above the bridge: * Rother Krebs, R. lfl.; Lamm:
Batrischek Hof. In the town: Lowe and Stadt Frankfurt, in the
principal Platz ; "Kanone, Landstrasse, the nearest to the railway-station;
Goldnes Schiff, Landstrasse 36.

Linz, the capital of Upper Austria, with 41,687 inhab., lies

on the right bank of the Danube , across which an iron bridge,

300 yds. long, leads to the suburb of Urfahr. The handsome
Franz-Josef's-Platz, which rises above the river, is embellished
with the lofty ' Trinity Column, erected by Emp. Charles VI. in
1723. On the busy Promenade are the Landestheater, the Museum
Francisco-Carolinum , containing historical and scientific collec-

tions (daily 10-12 and 3-5), the Redoutensale, and the Casino.
A simple Monument at the upper end of the promenade was erected

by the 3rd Battalion of Riflemen to their comrades who fell at Mon-
tebello in 1859. In the vicinity is the new Mariendom, in the

Gothic style, designed by Statz, and containing handsome altars

and good stained glass. — For a more detailed account of Linz,

see Baedeker's Southern Germany.
Environs. The Treinberg is reached from the Capuchin church

in '/2 nr -> by a path passing large deposits of quartzose sand.

Archduke Maximilian of Este (d. 1864) erected a fortified tower

here, by way of experiment, before executing his plan for fortify-

ing Linz, but the works have long since been abandoned. The tower

on the Freinberg was afterwards converted into a church and hand-

ed over to the Jesuits. *View from the platform very fine (ladies

not admitted; men not after 7 p.m.).

A good level path leads thence to the N. to the (V4 nr *J»ger"

mayr (Inn) and the new promenades of the public-spirited 'Ver-

schonerungs-Verein' of Linz, with numerous points of view. To
the S. in the distance stretches the chain of the Alps of Salzburg

and Styria, as far as the eye can reach, the Traunstein being espe-

cially conspicuous. — The Jagermayr lies just above the Danube
bridge, from which it may be reached in a straight direction in
3
/4 hr. ; but the pleasantest route to it, 20 min. longer, skirts the

Danube as far as the Calvarienberg, and ascends thence.

The view from the *P6stlingberg (1762'), on the left bank to

the JS.W., 1 hr. from Urfahr, is still more extensive, and is parti-

cularly line by evening-light. (Good panorama by Edlbacher.) A
pilgrimage-church and rustic inn on the top.

St. Magdalena , a small pilgrimage-church with an inn , a charming
point of view, 3

/< nr - t0 the N. of L'rfahr, attracts many visitors. About
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2 hrs. beyond it is the Oiselawarte (3133') , a tower commanding an ex-
tensive distant view.

From Linz to Salzburg, see R. 18.
From Linz to Kremsmunster, 2272 M., railway in 2 hrs. 10 min.

(2nd cl. 1 fl. 84, 3rd cl. 1 fl. 7 kr.) At (T/2 M.) Traun the train crosses the
Traun by a handsome iron bridge and at (1(3 31.) Nettingsdorf enters the
smiling Krenuthal. In the background rise the Styrian Alps , with the
Grosse Priel. On the hills to the right , near Nestelbach , stands Schloss

Weiisenberg. 14 M. Jfeuhofen, a large village, the seat of a district-court,

with the ruined castle of Oschwendt. 16 M. Kematen. The Kremsthal
contracts. 20 31. Rohr-Bad Hall (see below), at the mouth of the Sulz-
bach. On the hill to the right is the handsome chateau of Achleiten, the
property of Hr. v. Boschan. 22>/2 M. Kremsmunster (1086'; "Kaiser Max

;

Post; Sonne), a prettily-situated village, with the venerable Benedictine
abbey of that name, founded by Duke Tassilo of Bavaria in 777, and
rebuilt by Henry II. in 1004 after its destruction by the Hungarians.
The palatial buildings date from the 18th century. The valuable library
contains 70,000 vols, 1700 MSS., and 837 incunabula. The cabinet of an-
tiques also contains many curiosities. The admirably -equipped observa-
tory, eight stories in height, contains extensive natural-history collections
on the lower floors. The fish-pond is worth seeing. Good wine at the
tavern of the abbey.

From stat. liohr (see above) omnibus in 'fa hr. (branch-line in pro-
gress) through the Sulzbachthal to Bad Hall (1234'; Hdtel Elisabeth ; Buda-
pest; Erzherzog Karl; Sladt 1'riest), with famous springs containing iodine
and salt. New Kurhaus with baths. Visitors' tax 6 fl., members of a
family 2 fl. each; 2nd class 4 or l'/zfl.; music-tax two-thirds of these
charges. — A road leads from Hall to the E. to Sierninghofen and (10'/2 M.)
Steyr (see below).

66. From Linz to Bruck by Steyr and St. Michael.
160 M. Railway in 15-16 hrs. (fares 12 fl. 60, 9 fl. 45, 6 fl. 29 kr.). A

seat should be secured in the last carriage for the sake of the view (see

p. 107), at least from Hieflau to Admont.
To (I51/2 M.) St. Valentin (880'), see p. 325. Our line (Ru-

dolfbahn) here diverges from the Westbahn to the S.W. , and at

(20^ M.J Ernsthofen enters the valley of the Enns. 25'/2 M. Ram-
mingdorf.

28V2 M. Steyr (990'; Hotel Eiselmeyer; Lowe; Schiff), a

town with 17,200 inhab., at the confluence of the Steyr with the

Enns
,

is noted for its iron-wares. The old town, situated between
the two rivers, is connected with its suburbs Ennsdorf and Steyr-

dorf by two bridges. On a hill rises Burg Steyr, the property of

Prince Lamberg. (Admission to the park on application to the
gardener.) The Gothic Church, consecrated in 1443 , contains fine

stained glass and a font in bronze, with reliefs of 1569; also a

modern * Votive - altar in carved wood. The new Rathhaus and
Wemdl's extensive Rifle Factory are also worthy of notice.

Walks. To the Obere and Untere Ennsleithen; to Tabor ('/2 hr ), with
view of the town ; to Christkindl (1 hr.), a pilgrimage-church. — The
tower on the Damberg (2451') affords a splendid survey of the Alps and
the valley of the Danube. Crossing the Enns bridge , we walk straight
through Ennsdorf and the Damberger Gasse (finger-post) , and pass under
the railway-embankment. The path, indicated by red and yellow marks,
leads to (l'/4 hr.) an inn and a chapel a little beyond it, adjoining the
tower. By a small pasture a little below the inn a path indicated by
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red marks diverges to the left to St. Ulrich, whence we may return to Steyr

by the Raho/er Hohe, which commands a fine view of the town.
From Stetk to Liezen in the upper Ennsthal the shortest route is

through the Steyrthal and over the Pyhrnpass (5272 M.). At Sierninghofen,

halfway to Hall (see above), a road diverges to the left through the

pretty Steyrthal (enlivened with iron-works), following the left bank of the
river, to Unler-a.nA Obey - Grunburg and (17 31.) Leonstein (1414'; Bran).
Opposite, below the mouth of the Krumme Steyerling, lies the (l'/jj M.)
beautifully-situated village of Molln (Schwaiger), noted for its manufacture
of Jew's-harps. [Very attractive walk from this point (fit for mountaineers
only , with a guide and provisions) by Mamsau and the Gopfing to the

(5 hrs ) Feichtauer Seen (4554') and the top of the (2 hrs.) Hohenock (6433'),

the highest peak of the Sengsengebirge, with an extensive view. Descent
by the Koppeu-Alp and Sprangriegler - Alp to (3 hrs.) Windischgar&ten
(see below).] On the right, 4'/2 M. farther, the road to Kirchdorf, Voits-

dorf, and Wels (p. 82) diverges to the right. We now enter a picturesque
defile, with the village and chateau of Klaus (Hofwirth). On the left

are the slopes of the Sengsengebirge. At (4'/2 M.) Preisegg (Inn) we cross

the Sleyrling, through the valley of which a road leads by Steyrling and
Steyrreith to the Bernerau and the (9 M.) Jagerhaus on the Straneckbach
(near the small (Edenseen). whence an attractive path leads to the (3 hrs.)

Almsee (p. 86). Fly the (3 M.) Steyrer Briicke (IMC; Inn), above the in-

flux of the Teichlbach, the road to the Stoderthal diverges to the right.

[To the Stoderthal, a very pleasant digression. The road ascends
the wild ravine of the Steyr, between the Tamberg on the left and the
Kleine Priel on the right, passing the Stromboding/all , a fine cascade of

the Steyr, 84' high, to (7 M.) Mitterstoder (1920'; -Jaidhaus), situated in

a beautiful green valley, enclosed by the sombre precipices of the Todte
Gebirge. In a few minutes more we reach the church of Hinter&toder

(Vogel). — Excursions. (Guides, Ign. Stadlinger. of Mitterstoder, and
Eust. Prieler of Hinterst'oder.) The Kleine Priel (7003 1

; 4 hrs. ;
guide 3 fl.),

a fine point, is ascended by the Schnabl-Alpe or the Pruller-Alpe without
difficulty. — The "Grosse Priel (82501

; 6'/zhrs.; guide 5, to the Grundlsee

10, to Aussee 12 fl.) affords a splendid panorama. We ascend through
the Polsterlhal and the Polslerlucke (picturesque head of the valley) to

the (2'/2 hrs.) Polsler-Alpe (3860'; quarters), and to the summit in 4 hrs.

more (path lately improved; near the Brodfallscharle ,
3
/< hr. below the

top , is a cavern fitted up by the Austrian Tourists' Club as a refuge).

Descent to Aussee, passing the Rothkogl, the Elmsee, and the Lahngang-
Seen, rough (6 hrs. to the Grundlsee, see p. 93). — Ascent of the Spitz-

mauer (8025'; guide 5 fl.), toilsome, either through the Polsterlucke and
over the Klinserscharte (in 5-6 hrs.), or through the Dietlhblle, a fine Alpine

valley, where a night may be spent in the Dietlhiitle (3163'). — To Klaohau
(p. 334) over the Poppenalpe and the Salzsteig (5525'), an interesting route

(8y,>hrs.; guide 4 fl.). The path, recently improved, leads by the Schwarze

See (route to Gossl and Aussee, see p. 93) and Tauplitz. — From Hinter-

Stoder a road leads to the E. by (3>/2 M.) Vorder - Sloder (2653'; Stocker),

where we enjoy a striking survey of the Grosse Priel, Kleine Priel, Spitz-

mauer, etc., and by (4 M.) Rossleiten, with iron-works, to (4 M.) Windisch-
Garsten (see below). A pleasant round for walkers : from Rossleiten to

the (20 min.) Source of the Piesling; ascend to the left to the C/2 hr.)

Gleinker See (2648'; refreshm. at the Seebauer's), finely situated (with the

Schwarzenberg and Warscheneck to the S.); descend through wood to the

Teichlthal and (l>/« hr.) Windischgarsten.]
The High Road crosses the Steyrer Briicke (see above) to P/4 M.)

Dirnbach (Post) and (1 M.) St. Pankraz (JIayr), and leads through the

Teichlthal (with the Sengsengebirge on the N.) to (6V4 M.) Windischgarsten
(1972'; Erzherzog Albrecht; Goldne Sense; Kbnig v. Sachsen) , a summer
resort, finely situated. The Calvarienberg affords the best view of the

imposing environs. Ascent of the Warscheneck (7830'; 5 hrs. ; with guide),

passing the Gleinker See, recommended (grand view; path made in 1879).

From Windischgarsten a road leads to the E. through the Laussathal to

(20 M.) stat. Weissenbach - St. Gallen (see below). — Our road next passes
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(6 M.) Spital am Pyhrn (2123'; ''Hackel), formerly an hospice, lying between
the Schwarzenberg (5178') on the right and the Qrosse Pyrgas (7363') and
Bosruck (6593') on the left, ascends past a fall of the Schreiende Bach to

the (4'/2 M.) Pyhrn Pass (3100'), and then descends by the Pyhrnbach to

(4'/2 M.) Liezen (p. 333). The Qrosse Pyrgas (7363') may be ascended from
Spital in 4'/2 hrs.; descent to Admont (cmiip. p. 332).

At (30 M.) Oarsten the train crosses the Enns and then follows

the left bank , opposite the road (called 'Eisenstrasse', from the

iron-ore traffic). 36*/2 M. Ternberg ; 42 M. Losenstein, a village

inhabited principally by nail - makers , with an old church and a

ruined castle. 46 M. Reich-Ramming (1145'), at the mouth of the

Rammingbach, has extensive brass and iron-works. 49i/
2 M. Oross-

Ramming. The village lies on the right bank, at the mouth of the

romantic Pechgraben or Bochgraben, in which, about 4'/2 M. from

the station, is a large granite boulder bearing an inscription (1857)
in honour of Leopold von Buch , the geologist (pleasant walk

;

*Stieglechner's Inn, in the Aschack, near the boulder). 55 M.
Kastenreith , at the confluence of the Gaflenzbach with the Enns
(p. 325). 57 M. Klein-Beifling (1204' ; Rail. Restaurant), junction

of the line to Amstetten (p. 325). We now traverse a picturesque

valley, pass through two tunnels, and cross the Laussa (see above)

to (66 M.) Weissenbach-St. Galien (Gruber), 1 M. to the N.E. of

which lies Altenmarkt (Lohner).

A road leads from Weissenbach through the Buchau by (2 M.) <S(. Oallen
(1682'; Haller), with the castle of Gallenslein, built by the abbots of Ad-
mont to command the valley , to (12 M.) Admont. — Through the Laussa-
thal to (18 M.) Windischgarsten , see above. — The ascent of the Voralpe,
or Esslinger Alpe , from Altenmarkt is recommended : by the Esslinger-

Hiitten to the S. peak (Tanzboden, 5666'), 4 hrs. ; extensive view of the
plain of the Danube as far as the Bohemian Forest, of the Styrian Alps
to the S., the Dachstein to the S.W., etc.; the descent may be made to

Hollenstein (p. 325).

At (73 M.) Gross-Reifling (1404' ; *Baumann) the Salza falls

into the Enns. (To Wildalpen and Weichselboden, see R. 64). The
train threads two tunnels, and crosses the Enns. Beyond (75^2 M-)
Landl, near Lainbach (p. 322), the Schwabl-Thal opens on the left.

The Ennsthal contracts. Two short tunnels. Then (79 M.) Hieflau

(1697' ; *Steuber ; *Steinberger), with important iron-works, finely

situated at the confluence of the Erzbach and the Enns.
The ascent of the Tamischbachthurm (6673'; 5 hrs. ; with guide) from

this point, by the Hochscheiben-Alpe (3850'), is very interesting and not
difficult, filagnificent view of the Tauern, etc. — The ascent may also be
made from Gross-Reifling in 5 hrs., or from Gstatterboden (see below) in

4'/2 hrs.

Fkom Hieflac to Bruck by Eisenerz (38 M.). Railway to (9 1
/* M.)

Eisenerz in 1 hr. (fares 74, 56, 37 kr.). The line and the 'Eisenstrasse'
(see above) turn to the S.E. into the picturesque ravine of the Erzbach.
To the right, at ('272 M.) Radmer, diverges the Radmer-Thal (p. 331), in
which, at the foot of the Lugauer (7236'), 4>/2 M. distant, lies the village
of Radmer an der Stube (2395') ; to the E. rises the Kaiserschild (6833').

On a height to the left, farther on , stands the chateau of Leopoldstein

;

beyond it (not visible from the line) lies the beautiful , dark-blue Lake
of Leopoldstein (2030'), over which tower the bold precipices of the See-
mauer and the Pfaffenstein.
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9>/2 M. Eisenerz (2444'; "Brod; Konig v. Sachsen; Moser), with 4000
inhab., an old mining-town, as its name ('iron-ore') imports, is commanded
on the E. by the abrupt Pfaffenstein (6140'), and on the W. by the Kaiserschild

(6833'). The Church of St. Oswald is a Gothic structure of 1279.

To the S. the red Erzberg (5033') closes the valley. This 'ore-moun-
tain' is so productive that the ore is quarried in summer without the
aid of mining operations. In winter, however, the subterranean mode of
excavation is more convenient. The lower part of the mountain belongs
to the Innerberg Company, the upper and more productive part is the
property of companies in Vordernberg. The mines, some of which have
been in operation for 1000 years, employ about 5000 hands and yield 300,000
tons of iron annually. Permission to visit the mines is obtained at the
mining-office (ticket 1 fl. 20 kr. for each pers.). We ascend the hill as far

as the Gloriett , which commands a beautiful survey of the Seemauer,
Pfaffenstein, Schwarzenstein, Kaiserschild, and Reichenstein, and return
past the Barbara-Kapelle and over the Vogelbiihl to the Church of St. Os-

wald (see above). — From Eisenerz by the Eisenerzhbhe to (6-7 hrs.) Wild-
alpen, see p. 321.

The road from Eisenerz to Vordernberg (9 M. ; Stellwagen in summer
daily at 4 p.m., fare l'/2 fl.) leads to the E., skirting the foot of the Erz-
berg, to (l'/2 11.) Trofeng (see below), whence it ascends abruptly to the
(3'/2 JI.) Prebiihl Pass (4026' : Inn) a saddle between the Polster (6270')

on the left and the Reichenstein (7106') on the right. It then descends to

(3'/2 M.) Vordernberg (2687'; "Post; Schwarzer Adler), a prosperous place
with a brisk trade in iron, from which the Hochthurm (6834'; 5 hrs. ; with
guide) and the Reichenstein (7106' ; 5'/2 hrs. ; guide) may be ascended.
Railway hence (in 3

/4 hr. ; fares 74, 56, 37 kr.) by Friedauwerk, Trofajach,
St. Peter-Freienstein , and Dvnatcitz to (10 M.) Leoberi; thence to (10 M.)
Bruck, see p. 359.

Fob Pedestrians the route from Eisenerz through the Frauenmauer
Cavern and the Tragosthal to Bruck is much more attractive (11 hrs. ; torches
and guide necessary for the cavern ; magnesium-wire useful). We diverge
to the left from the high-road at Trofeng (see above), and ascend the wooded
Gsollgraben to the (IV2 hr. ) Gsoll-Alp (3695'), at the foot of the Frauen-
mauer (6000'), a range of mountains stretching from the Schwaben chain
to the Griesmauer. Another hour of stiff climbing, latterly over a stony
slope (fine retrospect), leads to the W. entrance (4705') of the "Frauen-
mauerhbhle, an imposing cavern perforating the whole mountain, 900 yds.

in length, without including the numerous side-galleries. Soon after enter-

ing the cave (wraps advisable) we descend by an ice-clad and slippery

ladder to the "'Eishohle, which contains an ice-lake , 65' long, surrounded
by columns and cascades of ice. We then remount the ladder and traverse

a series of magnificent halls, often 160-200' in height, floored with lime-

stone debris, to the (
3/4 hr.) E. mouth of the cavern (5120'), where we

obtain a striking view of the imposing group of the Hochschwab, Eben-
stein, etc. We now descend to the Neuicaldegg-Alpe and through the well-

wooded Jassing-Graben, with the Hochthurm (6834') rising on the S., pass

the Or iiae See, and reach (2',2 hrs.) Oberort (2560' ; Teintinger), the chief

village in the upper Tragosthal. Thence a carriage-road (diligence to

Bruck daily ; 1 fl. 66 kr.) through the picturesque valley of the Laming-
bach, to Piichel, Oberdvrf, St. Katharein, and (15 M.) Bruck (p. 314).

The Ennsthal now turns towards the W., and we enter the

*Gesiiuse, a profound defile, 1'2 M. in length, flanked by the Ta-

mischbachthurm and the Buchstein on the N., and the Hochthor and

Reichenstein on the S., and traversed by the Enns, which forms a

series of wild rapids (from Admont to Hieflau fall of 400'). Beau-
tiful glimpses are enjoyed from time to time of the lateral valleys,

particularly on the S. side. The road through this ravine, con-

structed by the Austrian government in 1841-47, will repay the
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pedestrian (finest points at the beginning and end). The train

passes through two tunnels on the right bank of the Enns and
crosses the Hartelsgraben ; it then crosses to the left bank and
reaches (84!/2 M.) Ostatterboden (1850').

Pleasant walk through wood to the 0/2 hr.) Qslatterboden-Bauer, a
solitary farm in a forest glade, encircled by imposing mountains. Ascent
thence of the Tamischbachthurm (6673' ; 4^2 hrs. ; with guide) , by the
Eggeralpe, not difficult (comp. p. 329). The Oroite Buchstein, see below.

To the ~ Johnsbachthal, a very interesting excursion. We follow the
high-road for 2'/4 M. to the W., and then ascend by a road to the left

through the wild and picturesque gorge, between the Reichenstein to the
right and the Hochthor on the left, to the (4 M.) finely-situated village
of Johnsbach (2535' ; Inn, near the church, unpretending ; the Kblbl Inn,

l'/2 M. farther up the valley, preferable). To the W. rise the precipices
of the Reichenstein (7106') , to the E. the Oedstein (7661') and the Hoch-
thor (7782'). A picturesque path ascends hence through the valley, which
now trends to the E., passing the i}J2 hr.) Wolfbauer, and a fine water-
fall above it to the left , to the (2 hrs.) Neuburger Alp, and crosses the
saddle to the S. of the Lugauer (p. 329) to (1 hr.) Radmer an der Hasl
(2985'; accommodation at the 'Schlbssl') and (

3
/4 hr.) Radmer an der Stube

(p. 329) in the Radmerthal. Another path ascends to the left by the
Wolfbauer (see above

;
quarters) , leads past the waterfall to the Kader-

Alpe , and skirts the base of the precipices of the Hochthor and Hoch-
Zinbdl to the Sulzkar-Alpe, whence we descend through the Hartelsgra-
ben (see above) to (4'/2 hrs.) Hieflav, (p. 329).

From Gstatterboden we may follow the railway and ascend the
'Bruckgraben (see below) as far as the charcoal-burner's hut, and return
over the Brucksattel (3586'), a very fine excursion (4'/2 hrs. ; with guide).

The train passes the Johnsbachthal (left) and the wild gorge of

the Bruckgraben (right), recrosses the Enns, and passes through a

tunnel , 262 yds. long , beyond which it enters the broad green

dale of—
911/2 M. Admont (2105' ; *Post; *Buchbinder; Jerausch; Wbl-

zenberger; Brauhaus ; good wine at the Stifts-Stiibl), a picturesque

village, and a summer-resort, with the handsome buildings of the

celebrated Benedictine abbey of Admont ('ad montes'), founded
by Archb. Gebhard of Salzburg in 1074

,
partly burned down in

1865, but since rebuilt. The Gothic abbey-church, St. Blasius-

Miinster, with its two slender spires, has been modernised. The
valuable library, in a richly-decorated hall, comprises 80,000 vols,

and 1000 MSS (open daily 10-11 and 4-5). Above Admont to the

S., stands (Y2 hr.) Schloss Rbthelstein (2680'), the property of the

abbey, which affords an admirable survey of the Ennsthal : to the

N.W. is the wooded Pleschberg (5636'), with the church of Maria-
kulm (see below) at its base; to the N. rise the 'Halter Mauern\
consisting of the Grosse Pyrgas (7363') , Scheiblingstein (7220'J,
Hexenthurm (7156'), and Natterriegel (6653'); to the E. is the

Orosse Buchstein (7296'); to the S.E. the Sparafeld (7366'). An-
other good view of the environs is obtained from the bridge over

the Enns, 1 M. from the railway-station. — About i l/o M. to the

N. is the picturesque village of Hall. To the W. is the (1 hr.)

pilgrimage-church on the Frauenberg (p. 332).
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Ascents. (Guides, A. Fdustlingev, C. Hackl, and P. Stoll.) The Grrosse

Buchstein (7296'; 7 hrs.; guide 6 fl.) is toilsome, tut repays the fatigue.

The road to St. Gallen (p. 329) is followed towards the S.E. by Weng to

(4'/2 M.) the Tonner 7n»(2790'), IV2M. beyond which we diverge to the right

by a shooting-lodge; we then cross the Gsingschneide and ascend a stony

gully to the plateau and the (S'/a hrs.) summit. Or we may go on by
the road to the (3 M.) Eisenzieher (2750'), and ascend by the Eisenzieher-

Alp to the (4'/2 hrs.) summit. Admirable view. Descent to the Gslatter-

boden steep and unpleasant. — The * Natterriegel (6653'; 4-5 hrs.; guide
4 fl.) is a remarkably fine point, and free from difficulty. We ascend
from Admont to the (3-4 hrs.) Grabnerthiirl , between the Grabnerstein
(6046') and the Natterriegel, either by the Pitzboden and the Grabnet'-Alpe,

or by the Lercheck-Hutte and the Moserhiitte ; thence to the left in l3/« hr.

to the summit. — The Grosse Pyrgas (7363'; 5-6 hrs. ; guide 4 fl.) is also

recommended: by (1 hr.) Mithlau (Inn) and the ('/s hr.) Gstattmeier Nie-

der-Alpe to the (1 hr.) Pyrgasgattevl (4422') ; then by the Brandtner- and
Hiesel-Alpe to the arete, and thence to the right to the (3 hrs.) top.

A rough road (one-horse carr. 3, two-horse 4'/2 fl.) leads from Admont
towards the S. over the Licldmessberg to the (0 M.) Kaiserau (3563'), a
picturesque glade surrounded by pine-woods, with a chateau belonging to

the Abbey of Admont (refreshments and accommodation only on previous
application at Admont). The Kaiserau lies at the base of the Kalbling (6600')

and Sparafeld (7366'). The latter may easily be ascended in 3'/2 hrs.

(guide 4 fl.). Two footpaths cross from the Kaiserau to the Paltenthal,

one leading W. to Barndorf and (2 hrs.) Rottenmann, the other S. to Diel-

mannsdorf and (l'/i hr.) Trieben (see below).

The train follows the broad valley of the Enns. To the right,

near (98 M.) Frauenberg, rises the Frauenberg (2497'), with the

handsome pilgrimage-church of Mariakulm, and farther on lies the

pretty village of Ardning , at the foot of the Bosruck. At the con-

fluence of the Paltenbach with the Enns, the line turns towards the

S. to (IO21/2M.) Selzthal (2080'; *Krone, *Huber, both at the

station; *Rnil. Restaur.}, the junction of the line to Aussee and

Bischofshofen (for SalzbuTg ; R. 67). The train skirts the slopes of

the Diirrenschoberl (5702') , and enters the narrow mouth of the

Paltenthal, a valley stretching to the E. On a height to the right

rises the picturesque chateau of Strechau (2835') , the property

of the Abbey ofAdmont. 107 M. Rottenmann (2210'; *Post; Brau),

a small town with rolling-mills and iron-works. Then (113 M.)

Trieben ('2323' ; Post).
From Trieben a road leads to the S., by Hohentauern (4150'). to Ju-

denburg (p. 360; about 31 M.). Fine scenery as far as the top of the pass

(7 JI.); thence through the Polsthal monotonous. Ascent of the Bosenslein

(8036' ; 4>/2 hrs. ; with guide) from Hohentauern, interesting ; extensive view.

To the right near Gaishorn lies the small lake of that name

(2316'). The line gradually ascends to the watershed between the

Enns and the Mur, near (122 M.) Wald (2784'), and then descends

the Liesing-Thal to Kallwang (2470' ; Tleischhauer), with valu-

able copper-mines, Mautern, a thriving village, Seitz-Kammern,
and (141 M.) St. Michael (p. 360), on the line from Villach to

(160 M.) Bruck (p. 314).
The Zeiritzkampel (6950'; 3 hrs.; guide 4 fl.), a fine point of view,

may be ascended from Wald or from Kallwang without difficulty. Rich
flora. The descent may be made by the Kammerl-Alpe to Radnter (p. 329)
and Hieflau, or to Eisenerz.
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67. From Selzthal to Aussee and Bischofshofen

(for Salzburg).
Comp. Map, p. 320.

Railway from Selzthal to (30 M.) Aussee in l'/'2-2 hrs. (fares 1 fl. 92,
1 fl. 44, 96 kr.); to (62 M.) Bischofshofen in 3'/2 hrs. (fares 4 II. 10, 3 fl. 10,
2 fl. 10 kr.).

Selzthal , see p. 332. The train crosses the Paltenbach near the

station, and runs towards the W. through the broad and in parts

marshy valley of the Enns (peat-cuttings), crossing the Enns and
the Pyhrnbach, to (3'/2 M.) Liezen (2162' ; Post ; Fuchs), a small

town with 1100 inhab., pleasantly situated at the entrance to the

Pyhrnthal, Good survey of the environs from the Calvarienberg

;

to the W. the huge Grimming, S. the Hohe Trett and Blosen, and
E. the Diirrenschoberl.

From Liezen a road leads to the N. (diligence daily in summer) over
the Pyhrn (3100') to (15 M.) Windischgarslen (p. 328); thence to "Stoder,
see p. 328. — The ascent of the Hochmolbing (7650' ; 7 his. , with guide

;

Joh. Miihlbauer of Liezen) is recommended. We follow the road from
Liezen to the W. as far as (l'/'i M.) Weissenbach (see below), and ascend
to the right through the Weissenbachthal (with the Angerhbhe facing us,
see below); then to the left through the steep Langpollner Graben to the
(2 hrs.) Thorriese, and C/4 hr.) Langpoltner-HUtte (quarters). From this

point we may either ascend by the Niederhiitte and the Kirchfeld, or by
the Brunnhiitten, to the (4 hrs.) summit, which commands an admirable
panorama of the E. Alps from the Schneeberg to the Glockner, and a
view to the N. as far as the Bohemian Forest.

The line skirts the hill-side. On the right stands Schloss

Grafenegg, now a brewery. At Weissenbach the bald rocks of the

Angerhbhe (6742') peep from a wooded valley on the right. 8 M.
Wbrschach (2100'), with small sulphur-baths, commanded by the

ruin of Wolkenstein on a red rock, lies at the mouth of a wooded
ravine, which contains ('/4 hr.) a fine waterfall. The Hochmolbing
(see above) may also be ascended from this point (5^2 hrs.

;

guide).

We next pass (972 M.) Maitschern and (on the right) Nieder-

hofen, with the ruin of Friedstein. At (12 M.) Steinach (2105'

;

Inn , at the station) the line divides ; the right branch goes to

Aussee, the left to Bischofshofen. The well-built village of Stein-

ach (*Post), with its two chateaux, lies V2 M. to the E. of the
station.

The Grimming (7713'), a huge mountain with precipitous sides, may
be ascended from Unter - Grimming (Kalss), 4'/j M. to the W. of Stein-
ach, by the Hochaigner-Alpe, in 6-7 hrs. (difficult ; for adepts only). Easier
from Klachau (see below) , by Kulm and the Schachenscharle (5-6 hrs.

;

guide Joh. Feuchter, or 'Petschpaul' , of Kulm). Fine view: Ennsthal,
the S. Tauern as far as the Gross-Glockner, Dachstein, Todte Gebirge.

On the right bank of the Enns, 2'/4 M. to the S. of Steinach station,
lies Irdning (21!i2'; "Resl; Sigl), at the entrance to the Irdning- or Don-
nersbach-Thal. Pleasant excursion thence to the (3 hrs.) top of the Mbll-
begg (6813'); admirable view of the Enns Valley, the Todte Gebirge, etc.

The railway to Ausseb soon begins rapidly to ascend the N,
slope of the valley, affording fine views of the Ennsthal. The vil-
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lage of Unter-Grimming, at the base of the Grimming, lies below

us, to the left. Beyond two tunnels (the second of -which, the

Burgstaller Tunnel, is 365 yds. long) the train enters the narrow

and romantic Grimmingbach-Thal, and ascends in windings high up
on the left side, while the road runs on the opposite bank. The
Wallerbach , in its deep and narrow ravine, is crossed, and then

the Grimmingbach. 17 M. Klach.au (2730'; *Maierl, rustic),

finely situated at the N. base of the Grimming. To the N.E. rise

the barren peaks of the Todte Gebirge.
Ascent of the Grimming , see above. — From Tauplitz (rustic inn),

situated on the hill-side, •/« hr. to the N. ofKlachau. a fine route (guide)

passes the Schwarze See and crosses the Salzsleig (5403') to (8 hrs.) Mitter-

stoder (p. 328).

From Klachau (highest point on the railway) the line runs to

the W. across meadows and marsh to (20'/2 M.) Mitterndorf-

Zauchen (2615')- To the right, 3
/4 M. from the railway, lies the

large village of Mitterndorf (* Post).

A road leads hence to the S., through "Pass Stein, to (91.) St. Mar-
tin in the Fnnsthal (see below). — The Lopernstein or Lawinenstein
(6434'), ascended from Mitterndorf in 3 hrs., commands an admirable view
of the Todte Gebirge, Dachstein, etc.

To the left , above the green lower hills , appear several peaks

of the Dachstein group. To the right, on a wooded hill, stands

the pilgrimage-church of Maria- Kumnitz. 26 M. Ausser-Kainisch,

on the Oedensee-Traun or Kainisch-Traun, which issues from the

Oedensee (2507'), 1V2 M- to the S. ; on the right rises the Eothen-

stein (5253'). The train now follows the right bank of the wooded

Traunthal, and then crosses the stream to (30 M.) stat. Aussee,

1 M. to the S. of the town of that name (p. 92).

From Stbinach to Bischofshofen. The train crosses the

Grimmingbach, passes (14 M.) Trautenfels (with the handsome

ohateau of that name on the right), skirts the base of the Grim-

ming, and below the influx of the Salza crosses the Enns and

reaches (17 1/2 M.) Nieder-Oeblam and (20 M.) Oeblarn (2225';

Fleischer), at the mouth of the Walchernthal. To the W. rises the

pointed Stoder-Zinken (see below).
The " Gumpeneck (7303') , scaled from Oeblarn by the Walchern-Alpe

in 4 hrs. (guide), cnmmands a magnificent view of the Dachstein, Todte
Gebirge, Tauern, etc. — The SaUa (see above), which rises on the Todte
Gebirge, forces its way, to the S. of Mitterndorf, through a profound
gorge between the Grimming and the Kammergebirge , called * Pass
Stein, through which a road leads from St. Martin (on the high-road,

3 M. to the N. of Nieder-Oeblarn) to (9 M.) Mitterndorf (see above).

The train skirts the S. slope of the valley (on the right a peat-

moor), and crosses the Sblkbach. 25 M. Grdbming (2200'); the

village (*Post; Mendl) lies II/2 M. to the N., on the left bank of

the Enns. To the left of the station, Schloss Thurnfeld.
The Sblkthal, which opens by the hamlet of Stein, l'/2 31. to the E.

of Grobming, and divides, 3 M. from its month, into the Oross-Sblkthal
to the left, and the Klein-Sblkthal to the right, deserves a visit. Follow-
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ing the left arm, we reach the villages of (l>/4 hr.) Gross-Solk (Backer),
(2 hrs.) Mbssna , and (1 hr.) St. Nicolai (3693' ; Inn). Fine scenery at

the head of the valley. — Excursions. From Gross-Solk to the top of the
Gumpeneck (see above), through the Feistagraben, in 3 l

/2 hrs., an inter-

esting walk (cart-road nearly the whole way
;
guide not indispensable).

Ascent of the Grosse Knalhtein (8527') from St. Nicolai. by the Kallherberg-
Alpe in 4>/2 hrs. (guide) ; superb panorama. The descent to the Klein- Sillier

Unterthal is fatiguing. — Over the Sblkerscharte (5873
1

) to Murau (p. 338),

7 hrs., guide advisable.
In the Klein-Solkthal , l'/a hr. above Stein, lies Klein-Sblk (3212 1

;

Inn), l'/2 hr. above which the valley divides into the Unterthal on the
left (ascent of the Grosse Knallstein , see above) and the Oberthal on the
right. The latter contains the (2 hrs.) Schwarze See (3783'; quarters at

the gamekeeper's). Two toilsome passes lead hence to the Lessach-Graben
and (8 hrs.) Tamsweg (p. 338), one over the Landschitz- ScJiarte (7690'),

the other over the Kaiser- Scharte (7525') ; another (repaying) crosses the
Preberthorl (7196') to Krakaudorf and (10 hrs.) Murau (p. 338). — The
Hohe Wildstelle (9010') may be ascended hence, but more conveniently from
Schladming (see below).

The Stoder-Zinken (6715') may be ascended from Grobming without
difficulty in 4'/2 hrs. (with fiuide). Very striking view, especially of the
nearer mountains (Dachstein, Todte Gebirge).

The train crosses the Sattenthaler Bach, and follows the right

bank of the Enns to (26 M.) Pruggem and (30 M.) Haus
(Neuwirth); on the left rise the Hochstein and the Hohe Wildstelle.

The Enns and the Weissenbach (to the right the spurs of the Dach-
stein) are then crossed. 36 M. Schladming (2402' ; *Post; Brau-
haus ; Fleischer ; Karlwirth ; Nuss's Restaurant, near the station),

pleasantly situated on the right bank of the Enns , and suited for

a prolonged stay. To the N. stretch the wooded hills of the

Ramsau, which conceal the Dachstein. (Good view of the Dach-
stein from the plateau of Rohrmoos, l 1^ M. to the S.W.)

Pleasant excursion to the Ramsau, a fertile, upland plain, 5 M. long
by 2'/2 M. wide, 2900-3300' above the sea-level, separated from the Enns-
thal on the S. by a chain of pine-clad hills, and bounded on the N. by
the precipitous sides of the Edelgrieshohe, Scheichenspitze, and Eselstein,
three imposing limestone peaks of the Dachstein group, while the Dach-
stein and the Thorstein rise more to the W. The Ramsau is inhabited
by Protestants, and is dotted with numerous farm-houses. In order to

obtain a glimpse at this district, it is sufficient to go as far as the church
of St. Rupert am Kulm (3520' ; Inn, rustic), which may be reached either by
a rough road (4 M.) via Mauterndorf, or, better, by a footpath (1 hr.),

leading to the right along the Enns beyond the bridge, crossing the rail-

way after 5 min., and ascending, at first somewhat abruptly, through wood.
The traveller is recommended, however, to extend the expedition to the
Brandriedel. From Kulm we follow a shadeless road, past the Protestant
Meeting House, to the (3 M.) Karlwirth (beer). Here we turn to the right,
and ascend to the Austriahutte (built in 1880 by the Austrian Alpine
Club ; restaurant in summer) on the Brandalpe, V4 hr. below the barren
summit of the "Brandriedel (5656'), which commands a splendid view
of the Dachstein, Tauern , etc. To the N.E. (y2 hr.) lies the finely

"ituated Neustatt-Alpe. The shortest route to the top of the Dachstein
(9830') is from Schladming , but is fit for proficients only. (From the
Austriahutte 5V2 hrs. ; guide 'from the Ramsau to the summit and
back 8, from Schladming 9, with descent to Hallstatt or Gosau 12 or 13 fl.

;

guides, Joh. Schrempf or ^Auhdusler^, Joh. Steiner or 'Bartlhans? , Karl
Fischer, Franz, Joh., and Matth. Knavse, all of the Ramsau.) From the
Austriahutte a new path crosses the lower end of the Edelgries-Schlucht
and the pastures of the Brandstell, skirts rocky slopes, and enters the
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Schwadering , a large basin enclosed by lofty and perpendicular rocks,
through which we have a long and fatiguing ascent over debris and
grassy slopes. At the head of this basin we ascend the rocky slope to the
left, traverse several steep patches of snow, cross a rocky crest, and soon
reach the new path. We now ascend the Rothe Rinne , a groove or chan-
nel formed by blasting the rocks, 80' high and sloping at an angle of 75°,
the passage of which is facilitated by a wire-rope. The wire-rope helps
us to mount other rocks, scarcely less steep, and patches of snow, and
brings us to a smooth and almost perpendicular rock about 65' high,
which we scale, with the aid of the rope, by means of iron stanchions
driven into the rock. In a few minutes more we reach the Ramiauer
or Hunerkogel-Seharte (about 8200') , between the Hunerkogel and the
Grosse Koppenkarstein, at the head of the Schladming Olacier (3'/2 hrs.
from the Austriahiitte). We traverse the glacier, passing the two lDirndln\
and ascend the Karls-Eisfeld to the summit in 2 hrs. more (comp. p. 95).— Among the other peaks of the Dachstein, the Scheichenspitze (8734';
splendid view) is the easiest (from the Kulm Inn 4-4'/2 hrs.

;
guide 8 fl.).

The ascent of the Thorstein (9665'). by the Windlegerscharte and the Un-
tere Windlucke, is very troublesome (comp. p. 95; guide 10, with descent
to Gosau 13 fl.). — The Bischoftmiitze (8053'; guide from the Eamsau
10 fl.), see below. — From the Eamsau to the N., over the Feislerscharte
(7250') and the dreary rocks of the '-Stfem', to (8 hrs.) Hallstatt (p. 94),
not an attractive route (guide 7 fl.).

Another pleasant excursion from Schladming is to the S., up the Unter-
thal. Where (7 M.) the valley divides, we turn to the left (the Steinriesen-
Ihal to the right, see below), and ascend the Riesachlhal , past the Lower
and "Upper Rissach Falls^ to the (1 hr.) Rissacher See (4373'), at the up-
per end of which is a shooting-box (quarters for the night, if necessary).
A remarkably fine peak to be ascended hence is the Hohe Wildstelle (9010'),

reached by the Waldhornalpe (4'/» hrs. ; guide). — The ascent of the Hoch-
golling (9392'), the highest mountain in Styria, is toilsome, but presents
no difficulty to experts. Wo ascend the Steinriesenthal (see above) to the
(472-5 hrs. from Schladminj.') Obere Steinwenter Alpe (5565'; nightquar-
ters) and the (2 hrs.) Schartl (7960'), and finally on the steep N.W. side

to the (IV2 hr-) summit. Descent from the Scharte through the Goriach-
winkel to (5'/2 hrs.) Tamsweg, see p. 337.

The Ennsthal contracts. The line skirts the left bank of the

river, passing through several deep cuttings. 39 M. Pichl, sta-

tion for the W. Ramsau (see above ; 3 hrs. to the Austriahiitte).

Near (41 Y2 M.) Handling (2658'; Inn), in the Mandling Pass,

which was formerly fortified, the train crosses the Mandlingbach,

the frontier between Styria and Salzburg.
Boad from Mandling to the N.W., through the Alandlingthal, to (4 M.)

Filzmoos (3510'; "Inn), a prettily - situated village, with a pilgrimage-
church, whence the Rettenetein (7365'; 3'/2 hrs.; fine view of the Dach-
stein, etc.) is ascended by the Mandling-Alp without difficulty. To the
N. tower the isolated pinnacles of the Bischofimiitze, the higher N. peak
of which (8053') was ascended for the first time in 1879 by the guides
Steiner and Auhausler (very difficult; from the Obere Aualp, IV4 M. from
Filzmoos, in 3'/2-4 hrs.). — Over the Steigl to Gosau, see p. 96; to the
Zwieselalp, see p. 96.

46i/
2 M. Radstadt (2808' ; *Post; Thorwirth; Stockl; Ober-

yloner), an old walled town, stands on a rocky hill to the right of

the railway. Fine view from the station of the Tauernthal (see

below), with the Gaisstein and Seekarspitze, to the S.

The Rossbrcmd (5800' ; 2'/2 hrs. ; guide unnecessary ; path indicated by
marks) commands a magnificent view of the Tauern and the N. Dolo-
mites. — The Grieskareck (6523'; 5-6 hrs., with guide), ascended by
Flachau, is also a fine point.
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A tolerable road leads from Radstadt to the W., by AUenmarkt, to

(11 M.) Wagrain (2743'; Grafenwirth) and (8 M.) St. Johann im Pongau
(p. 108). — From Radstadt over the Radstadter Tauern to St. Michael and
Spittal, see R. 68.

At(48 1/2M.)^4Henmarfcttheline quits the Enns, which rises 8 M.

to the S.W. in the Flaehau, and runs N.W. to (51 M.) Eben (2808'),

on the watershed between the Enns and the Salzach. It then passes

through a deep cutting, crosses the Fritzbach by a bold bridge (strik-

ing *View of the Dachstein to the right, and of the Uebergossene

Alp to the left"), and descends the narrow Fritzthal to the W.,

crossing the stream repeatedly. At (55 M.) Huttau (2323'; Post)

the road to the Salzkammergut by St. Martin and Annaberg diverges

(p. 97). Several tunnels. The train descends Tapidly (gradient from

1 : 45 to 1 : 50), crossing the Fritzbach six times, penetrates the

Kreuzberg by a tunnel, 770 yds. long, and descends the slope to

the left (pleasant view of the Salzachthal, Hochkonig, and Tannen-

gebirge). Lastly we cross the Salzach to —
62 M. Bischofshofen (1795'; Rail. Restaurant), see p. 108.

68. From Radstadt to Spital by the Radstadter

Tauern.
67'/2 M. Diligence in summer daily in 23hrs., including halt for the

night at St. Michael (fare 9 fl. 10 kr.). Another runs daily from Radstadt

to Scheifling, spending the night at Tamsweg (31 hrs.; fare 10 fl. 4 kr.).

Radstadt, see above. The road crosses the Enns, and ascends

the valley of the Tauernache towards the S. to (972 M.) Untertauern

(3295'; Post), at the foot of the Radstadt Tauern. It then ascends

past the falls of the Tauernache (see finger - posts ; the finest fall

is the *Upper, to the right of the road). At the top of the (7 M.)

Radstadter Tauern (5702'), a pass known to the Romans, stands

the Tauernhaus,& kind of hospice with a chapel and a burial-ground.

The road descends past the Scheidberg (Inn) to (HV2 M.) —
28 M. Tweng (4088' ; *Post), the first village in the Lungau.

Then through the Taurachthal to (6 M.) Mauterndorf (*Post;

*Wallner), a small town with a well-preserved castle (tower 144'

high), and across the Staig to (6 M.) —
40 M. St. Michael (3505'; Post; Wastlwirth), a small town on

the Mur.
The Speiereck (7900'; 4 hrs., with guide) affords an excellent survey

of the Lungau, Niedere Tauern, etc. — The Murwinkel (upper Murthal

;

one-horse carr. to Rothgulden and hack 4 fl.) is worthy of a visit. Road
to the W. to (2 M.) Niederdorf, at the mouth of the Zederhausthal; then
to the left through the narrow Murthal to Schellgaden, (5 M.) Mur (3630';

Oferrer), and (3 M.) the arsenic-works of Rothgulden (4163'; quarters at the

manager's). Picturesque walk thence to the (l'/z hr.) *Rothgulden - See
(5564'), at the N. base of the Hafnereck (10,043' ; ascent difficult ; better
from the Maltathal, see below). — About 1 hr. above Rothgulden, on the
left, opens the wild Moritzenthal, with its three picturesque lakes (to the
Obere Schwansee 2>/2 hrs.). Thence l'/s hr. more to the last chalets, near the
Source of the Mm; at the N.W. base of the Marchkareck (8793').

The principal place in the Lungau (region of the sources of the Mur,

Baedekee's Eastern Alps. 5th Edit. 22
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belonging to Salzburg) is Tamsweg (3350'; Pott; Platzbrau; Lebzelter), a
pleasant little town, with the loftily-situated church of St. Leonhard, 8 M.
to the E. of Mauterndorf (10 31. from St. Jlichael; diligence to it daily
from both these places). The Lasaberg-Alpe (6345'; 2>/2 hrs.; with guide)
affords a good survey of the environs ; descent to (l'/z hr.) Ramingitein
on the high-road (see below). The "Preberspilze (8993') is a splendid point
of view. Cart-road to the (2 hrs.) sombre Prebersee (4895'), Vshr. above which
is the Prodinger Alphiitte (spend night); lastly 3 hrs. more to thj summit
(steep towards the end only). — Route to Schladming by the Golling-
scharte, and ascent of the Hochgolling

, see p. 326. Another pleasant route
is through the Weissbriachthal (ll'/2 hrs.). We ascend by Maria-Pfarr to
the (2'/z hrs.) Sieglhof, and, where the valley divides (l'/2 hr.), ascend to

the right through the Znachthal to the (2'/2 hrs.) pass (6710') lying to the
E. of the Lungauer Kalkspitze (8098'); then descend into the Oigler Thai,
passing the Obere and Untere See and the Landauer See, and traverse the
Oberthal to (5 hrs.) Schladming (p. 335). — To Sulk, through the Lessach-
thal and over the Landschitz-Scharte or the Kaiser- Scharte, see p. 335.

Fkom Tamsweg to Scheiflinu (37 M.). Road (diligence daily in 9'/2

hrs.) through the Murthal by Ramingitein, Predlitz. Stadl, and (22]
/2 M.)

Murau (2610'; Brdu; Strobl), a small town with three old churches, com-
manded by the castle of Ober-Murau , to Scheifling (p. 361), a station on
the Bruck and Villach line (R. 72). — Excuesioxs. Interesting ascent of
the Schilcherhbhe (7431'), from Ramingslein in 372 hrs. (guide); descent by
Inner-Krems to Kremsbruck (see below), 3l ,2 hrs. — A pleasant expedition
may be made from Predlitz (Steinerwirth) through the Predlilzgraben to

(10 M.) Turrach (4134'; Inn), whence the Eisenhut (8004') may be ascended
in 3'/2 hrs. (comp. p. 362) , and the Kbnigsstuhl (7650') in 4 hrs. (both
attractive; guide necessary). From Turrach the road ascends steeply to

the (4 M.) Turracher See (5784 1

; Seewirth), and then descends on the
bank of the Seebach to (6 M.) Ebene - Reichenau (3563'; Schiessl) in the
Gurkthal, whence a road leads to the W. by Klein-Kirchheim (baths) to

(18 31.) Millstatt (p. 267), on the lake of that name. — From Stadl (Post)

to Flattnitz (p. 362) a rough road leads through the Paalgraben (15 31.). —
From Murau to Grbbming over the Preberthorl or the Sblkerscharte, see p. 335.

The road crosses the Katschberg (5386'J, separating Salzburg

from Carinthia, and beyond (9 1
2 M.).Rennwe</(3730ft. ; Post) leads

through the Lieserthal by Kremsbruck and Leoben to (9 M.) —
58V2 M. Gmund (2400' ; Lax ; Post), a small town with a cha-

teau of Count Lodron, at the mouth of the Maltathal.
The 'Maltathal is a beautiful valley , about 25 31. in length, with

numerous waterfalls. A road (one-horse carr. to the Pflugelhof and back,
3 fl.) leads on the left bank of the Maltabach to (4 M.) Maltein (2750';

Homann ; guides, Joh. and Georg Klampferer, Joh. and Jos. Fercher). the

principal place in the valley, from which the Faschauner Thbrl (5793'), with
a fine view of the E. Tauern 3Its., may be ascended in 3 hrs. (guide IV2 &)
The road ends at the (3V2 31.) Fall-Sage, 3A M. beyond which is the Pfliigel-

hof (rustic inn). On the right is the grand fall of the Fallback, and to the
left the Gossfall, within an enclosure. From the Gossgraben, a valley with
numerous fine waterfalls, which opens here on the left, a fatiguing route
crosses the Dossner Scharte (8743'), to the S. of the Sauleck (10,109'), in

10 hrs. to Mallnitz (p. 120) or Ober - Vellach (p. 302). The night may
be spent at the Ulrichshiitte , 4 hrs. from the Pflugelhof. The Sauleck
may be ascended from the top of the pass in IV2 hr. (guide 9, or incl.

the Sauleck 10 fl.).

The path in the Maltathal (guide desirable ; to the Blaue Tumpf 1 fl.)

next leads by Brandstatt, past the Schleierfall and the Fuller Tiimpfe (re-

cently rendered accessible), to the (IV2 hr.) Hochsleg (3205') : far below flows
the Malta through its narrow ravine; to the right is the Melnik Fall.
We next ascend and cross the Hohe Briicke to the (V2hr.) Traxhillte (3773')

in the Schbnau, with a shooting-box of Baron Riese, and the (
l/t hr.)

"Blaue Tumpf, the finest point in the valley. To the left the discharge
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of the Hochalpen Glacier forms a double waterfall , while on the right

the Malta is precipitated into a basin, 65 ft. in depth, the whole scene
being picturesquely framed with rock and wood. The path now becomes
rougher; l'/2 hr., AdamsMUte; 1 hr., Wastelbauer (5508') ; 1 hr., the Samer-
hillte , adjoining which are a shooting-box and the Elendhiitte (5971'),

a club-hut erected in 1SP0 (quarters for 6 pers.). A steep path leads
hence to the N. over the (2'/2 hrs.) Arlscharte (7385') into the Gross-
arlthal (p. 108; guide to St. Johann 13 fl.). The Maltathal now turns
to the W. and ramifies into the (left) Gross-Elend and (right) Klein-Elend-
Thal. From the former a fatiguing route crosses the Pleschnitz- or Gross-
Elend-Scharte (8770') in 7 hrs. to Mallnitz (p. 120; guide 10 fl.); from the
Klein-Elend-Thal another of similar character crosses the Klein- Elend-
Scharle (8233') into the KStscliachthal and to (10 hrs.) Wildbad Gastein

(p. 115; guide 10 fl.). — Ascent of the Hochalpenspitze (11,010'), the highest
peak of the E. Tauern, difficult (from the Hoihsteg by the Hochalpe 8 hrs.;

guide 8 fl. ; splendid view). On the Lcmge Boden. 1 hr. above the Hoch-
alpe, is a new club-hut. — The Ha/nereck (10.043'; 5-6 hrs.; guide 6 fl.),

ascended from the Traxhiitte, by the Mahr-Alpe, is fatiguing, but repaying.

The new road from Ground to Spital, completed in 1881, now
leads through the picturesque Lieserthal, twice crossing the'river,

to Lieserhofen and —
67!/2 M. Spital, on the Franzensfeste-Villach line (p. 267).

69. Gratz and Environs.
Hotels. On the right bank of the Mur, near the suspension-bridge,

3/4 M. from the station: 'Elephant (PI. a), B. 1 fl. 20, A. 35, L. 40 kr.

;

'Oesterreichischer Hof, Annenstrasse; *Florian (PI. d); 'Goldnes Ross
and Sonne . Mariahilf - Str. ; * Hotel Daniel , at the station ; Goldner
Engel, at Gries ; Drei Raben (PI. c), Annenstrasse, near the station ; "Gold-
ner Lowe. — On the left bank: *Erzherzog Johann (PI. b), R. from 1 fl.,

L. 20, A. 45 kr., with a good restaurant; "Hotel Ries (Stadt Trieste PI. f),

.Takmnini-Platz; Kaiserkrone (PI. e), Farbergasse; TJngarische Krone,
Landhausgasse ; Goldne Birn, Leonhard-Str.

Cafes. Europa and Poll, Herrengasse; Sordstern, Sporgasse; Mercur,
Hauptplatz; Schuster, Carl-Ludwigsring , by the theatre; Promenade,
beyond the Burgthor; Seidl , Glacis -Str.; Cafi Wien, Rechbauer - Str.

;

Freyler, Mehlplatz; "Cafi Wirth, in the Stadtpark (open-air concerts fre-

quently in the afternoon), and the Meran-Garten, on the Stadtquai, suitable
for breakfast or luncheon. — On the right bank of the Mur, near the
suspension -bridge: "Meran; Englischer Hof; Helm; Oesterreichischer Hof.— Confectioners (ices): Griinzweig, Sporgasse: Hasseruck, at the theatre;
also adjoining the Elephant. — Restaurants (beer). "Daniel's Rail.
Restaurant; Pastete , Sporgasse; Neu-Gratz , Realschulgasse ; All-Gralz,
Burgergasse: Bierjackl and Breher, Sack-Str. ; Bierquelle, Badgasse

;

Theatre Restaurant; Sandicirth, Herrengasse and at Gries ; Pilsner Keller,
Ballhausgasse. — Military music several times weekly at the Puntigamer
Bierhalle , in the Georgigasse , and at JapVs , at Gries , both on the
right bank of the Mur. — On the left bank of the Mur: Steinf'elder Sale,
Munzgraben: Sonnhammer, outside the Sackthor, Kbrosi-Str. ; Maiffredy-
Bierhalle , MaifFredygasse ; Gosser Bierhalle , Leonhard-Str. — Wine (also
;it the cafe's, etc.): Admonterhof, near the Paradies; "Kleinoscheg (room
in the old German style), Herrengasse; Bacchus-Keller and Romischer Kbnig,
Sporgasse; Kriehuber, Sack-Str. — The best wines of Styria are Lutlen-
berger, Pickerer, Kerschbacher, Sandberger, and Nachtigaller. The turkeys
and capons of Styria are highly esteemed. Gratz biscuits ('Gratzer Zwie-
back') at Sorger^s, Mur-Platz, etc.

Baths. Military Swimming Bath, above the upper suspension-bridge,
at the N.W. base of the Schlossberg, 10 kr. ; towels extra. The water
of the Mur is very cold. — W((stian'i swimming and other baths, Tegethoff-

22*
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gasse 11; Fbrster, Brandhofgasse (tramway - station) ; Birth's swimming-
hath, Lichtenfelsgasse ; Leistentritt, vapour-baths, etc., Sack-Str. 45.

Beading Room at the Academische Leseverein (Hauptplatz 9, second
floor ; strangers admitted), and in the Ressource (introduction by a member).

Theatres. Landes- Theater (PI. 32), Franzensplatz, daily; Stadt- Theater
(PI. 33), Carl -Ludwigs- Ring, new, well fitted up , operettas, etc., three
times a week.

Military Music twice weekly, either in the Sladlpark, on the Hihn,
teielt, or on the Schlossberg.

Post Office, Jakomini-Platz. Branch-offices in the Mur suburb (near
the suspension-bridge) and at the station.

Telegraph Office, Paradiesgasse, near the suspension-bridge.
Cabs. Two-horse, 60 kr. for the first V2 nr -> 1 A- for 1 hr., 50 kr. for

each additional •/« nr - > one-horse, 30 kr. for the first iU hr., 50 kr. for the
first 1/2 hr., 80 kr. for 1 hr., 20 kr. for each additional 1/4 hr. — To or
from the Station: middle of the town, one-horse 70 kr., two-horse 1 fl.

;

Mur suburb (right bank) 50 or 80 kr. — For half-a-day, for drives within
a radius of 5 31., forenoon 2'/2 fl. or 3 fl., afternoon 3 fl. or 4 fl. ; whole day
5 or 7 fl. ; for longer drives (10 31. radius). 3 or 4, 3>/2 or 5, and 5V2 or
8 11. respectively. — Omnibuses ply to every part of the environs.

Tramway (10 kr. per drive) from the principal station (Siidbahnhof)
through the Annen-Str. and over the suspension-bridge to the Hauptplatz;
then through the Jlerrengasse to the Jakomini-Platz (branch to the right

to the Industrie-Halle), and along the outer Stadtpark-Str. ('Glacis-Str.')

to the Geidorfplatz. A branch-line runs through the Leonhard-Str. to the
vicinity of the Hilmteich.

Gratz (1168'), the capital of Styria, with about 100,000 inhab.,

picturesquely situated on both banks of the Mur, which is crossed

by Ave bridges, is one of the pleasantest and healthiest of the Aus-
trian provincial capitals, and is the residence of numerous retired

civilians and officers , including no fewer than sixty generals.

Since the middle of the century a number of handsome new streets

have sprung up : on the W. the Annen-Strasse, leading from the sta-

tion to the town, on the E. the Elisabeth, Schiller, Lessing, and Rech-

bauer-Strusse : while the old fortifications have been removed to

make way for the handsome Bingstrasse (Burg-Ring, Carl-Lud-

laiys-Ring) with its avenues, adorned with a Bust of Schiller , by

(iasser. Adjoining the Ringstrasse is the *Stadtpark, charmingly

laid out in the English style, the N. part of which, picturesquely

bounded by the Schlossberg , is embellished with the handsome
*Franz-Josefs-Brunnen (in bronze, by Durenne of Paris), exhibit-

ed in 1873 in the rotunda of the Vienna Exhibition. Near it are

the Cafe Wirth and a Music Pavilion (where concerts are given

almost daily and a military band plays twice weekly). The S. part

of the park is adorned with the Auersperg-Brunnen, with its lofty

jet. In the Harrachgasse is the large Anatomical $ Physiological

Institute, adjoining which (in the Halbartgasse) are the Physical

and Chemical Institutions. Besides its university, the city possesses

a technical college, two gymnasia or grammar-schools, three com-
mercial schools, a lyceum for girls, and numerous public schools.

The *Schlossberg , about 400' above the Mur, towers above the
town. The fortifications, constructed in the 15th cent, to protect

the town against the Turks , were blown up by the French in 1809
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in consequence of the armistice, after they had been successfully de-

fended for four weeks by a garrison of 500 Austrians against 3000

French under General Macdonald. The noble *View from the castle-

hill is justly celebrated. The valley of the Mur and the populous

basin , surrounded by mountains of beautiful form
,
present a most

picturesque scene. To the N. rises the Schockel (p. 343), N.W.
the chain of the Schwanberg Alps (p. 344), S. the Bacher Mts. On
the S. side of the Sohlossberg stands the handsome Clock Tower.

The plateau in front of the Swiss House is adorned with a Statue of

General Welden (d. 1853), the originator of the promenades, in

bronze. On the upper platform of the tower are two topographical

indicators. The Schlossberg is ascended on the E. side, from the

Carmeliter-Platz : the road passes through an archway under the

house No. 1 (with the inscription 'Am Fuss des Schlossbergs'), and

passes the clock-tower. On the N. side the hill is ascended from

the Wickenburg-Strasse (PI. D, 2).

The Cathedral (PI. 15), a Gothic structure of 1446 (the copper

roof of the tower added in 1663), has an interesting W. Portal: on

the left the Imperial Eagle and the arms of Austria, with the device

(p. 309) of the founder Emp. Frederick III. ; on the right the

Portuguese arms in honour of his consort Eleonora, with the fire-

breathing panther of Styria (see Plan).
Choir. The high altar-piece, the Miracles of St. .Sgidius, is by Jos. Flu-

rer, a pupil of Salvator Rosa. On the walls of the choir are two votive
paintings by Peter de Points, court-painter to Archduke Charles II. : on the
right the Archduke with his whole family before the crucifix, on the left

his duchess Maria of Bavaria with her 9 daughters before the Virgin. To
the right and left of the approach to the choir are two ebony reliquaries on
marble pedestals, the former containing the relics of St. Maxentius and
St. Vincent , the latter those of St. Maxcntia and the arm of St Agatha,
presented to Archduke Ferdinand by Pope Paul V., and deposited here in

1617. The small "Reliefs in ivory, choice Italian works of the 16th cent.,

represent the triumphs of Love, Innocence, Death, etc. (from Petrarch's
'I Trionfi").

The Mausoleum (PI. 27), adjoining the Cathedral , was erected

for himself by Emp. Ferdinand 11. (d. 1637), who at the beginning
of the Thirty Years' War sought refuge at Gratz from his Bohemian
and Austrian subjects. Interior uninteresting. Archduke Charles II.

(d. 1590) and his wife, parents of Ferdinand, are also interred here.

Key kept by the sacristan of the cathedral (20 kr.).

The large building opposite (PL 35), formerly belonging to the

Jesuits, now comprises the Grammar School, the Old University,

the Ecclesiastical Seminary, and the University Library (upwards of

100,000 vols.). The valuable Archaeological Museum of the uni-
versity is open on Thurs. and Sun., 11-12.

In the neighbouring Franzens-Platz is the Landes-Theater (PI.

32), in front of which stands a bronze Statue of Francis I. (PI. 7),
in the robe of the Golden Fleece, designed by Marchesi.

The Parhh Church (PI. 23), in the Herrengasse, a building of
the 15th cent., with an interior restored in the Gothic style in
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1875, contains a high-altar-piece by Tintoretto, the Assumption and

Coronation of the Virgin. The Protestant Church (PI. 16) is in the

Holzplatz , near the Stadt-Theater. The Marienkirche (PI. 19), in

the Mariengasse, near the railway-station, a tasteful Gothic church,

was completed in 1865. The Leechkirche (PI. 20), a small but in-

teresting Gothic structure (13th cent.), contains ancient stained

glass.

The Landhaus (PI. 26), or Hall of the Estates, in the Herren-

gasse, the busiest street in the town, with the best shops, was

erected in the Renaissance style in 1569, and is now used by the

provincial authorities. Interesting portal with two balconies. To
the right of the principal entrance is a curious old German painted

notice, dating from 1588, cautioning those who enter against quar-

relling or using their 'daggers or bread-knives'. The first court,

with the arcades and a finely-executed bronze fountain of the 16th

cent., is particularly pleasing. Memorial tablet to Johann Kepler,

the astronomer. The Rittersaal and Landtags-Saal ('Hall of the

Diet') in the interior are destitute of ornament; but the *Land-
schadenbundbecher preserved here, a masterpiece of the gold-

smiths' art in the 16th cent., is worth seeing. The interesting old

*Landes-Zeughaus , or Arsenal (erected in 1644), adjoining the

Landhaus on the S., is maintained in exactly the same con-

dition as it was 200 years ago, so that an army of 8000 men might

be fully equipped from its stores with the armour of the 17th cen-

tury. Among the contents are the sledge of Emp. Frederick III.

and the double litter of Stephen Bathory and his wife. (Apply to

the custodian of the Landhaus.)
The Hauptplatz is embellished with a bronze Statue of Arch-

duke John (d. 1859), by Pbnningtr, erected in 1878. On the S.

side of the Platz is the Rathhaus (PL 31), erected in 1807. In

this square were beheaded 159 of the ringleaders of the great re-

bellion of the peasantry in 1516, who had been captured near Pet-

tau. On lstDec, 1671, Count Erasmus of Tattenbach, governor of

Styria , who was implicated in the ill-concerted conspiracy of the

Counts Zrinyi and Frangipani (p. 308), was executed in the large

hall of the old Rathhaus.
The *Joanneum(Pl. 12), founded in 1811 by Archduke John

for the promotion of agriculture and scientific education in Styria,

is now the property of the state, and is used as a technical college

(Polytechnikum). The Natural History Museum (gratis on Tues.

2-4, Thurs. 10-12, and Sun. 11-1 o'clock; at other times, fee of

70 kr.), especially the mineralogical department, is valuable and
admirably arranged. The Cabinet of Coins and Antiquities contains

a rich collection of coins and medals, interesting Celtic antiqui-

ties (particularly the 'Judenburger "Wagen'), Roman tombstones,
mile-stones, etc. The Botanical Garden contains a bust of the bo-
tanist Molts (d. 1839). The Library consists of about 80,000 vols.
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The Picture Gallery (PI. 10) of the Estates (Sun. 11-1 o'clock;

at other times 50 kr.) contains little to detain the traveller.

1st Room : 14. Van Thulden, Destruction of a heathen temple. — 2nd
R. : Bassano, Animals entering the Ark ; 56. Bassano, Christ expelling the

money-changers from the Temple. — 4th R. : Tyrolese landscape, by Voscher;

267. Backert , Landscape ; 263. Fiiger , Orpheus mourning ; 274. Titian,

Bathsheba bathing. — 5th R. i 294. Cranach , Judgment of Paris ; 298.

Palma Vecchio, Madonna, SS. Catharine and Anthony; 323. Cranach, Portrait

of Maria of Burgundy, wife of Maximilian I. — 6th R. : 350. Peter (modern),
Meeting of Maximilian I. and Maria of Burgundy. — 7th R. : 457. Tintoretto,

Portrait ; 458. Hals, Portrait. — 8th R. : Fiiger, Portrait of Count Saurau.

In the suburb of Karlau, on the right (S.) bank of the Mur, is

the new Prison (Zellengefdngniss). To the S.W., on the road to

Tobelbad, is the new Lunatic Asylum.
Environs. The following short excursion is recommended

:

Ascend the Rosenberg (1571'), as far as the (1 hr.) Stoffbauer

;

thence ascend the (
3
/4 hr.) Platte (2136'), an admirable point of

view ; then descend to (!/2 hr.) Maria-Orun (1460'), ascend to the

the (!/2hr.) Hilmteich, and return to Gratz in ^ hr. more. — Other

favourite points, on the left bank of the Mur: the Rainerkogl (1644'

;

1 hr.), affording the best survey of Gratz ; Andritz- Vrsprung (2 hrs.)

;

Maria-Trost (1540'; l'/2 hr.), a pilgrimage-church; Riess (Laden-
wirth, 1 hr.); Schloss Lustbiihel (1600'; l'/2 hr.). On the right

bank of the Mur : the chateau and hydropathic establishment of

Eggenberg (
3
/4 hr.) ; by the ruin of Qbsling (1 hr. ; near which is

the Jungfernsprung, rising abruptly from the Mur) to (2 hrs.) Thai;
Plabutsch (2507' ; 2'/2 hrs.), an excellent point of view; St. Os-
wald, charmingly situated, reached from stat. Judendorf (p. 314)
by Schloss Plankenwart in 2'/2 hrs.

The Buchkogl (2153 ; 2^2 hrs.) may be reached by driving as

far as the (4 M.) Briinnel (*Inn) in 3
/4 hr. , and walking thence to

the top (passing the chateau of St. Martin) in 1 hr. more. The
path can hardly be mistaken. On the summit is the iron Kronprinz-
Rudolfs-Oloriette, a belvedere 36' in height, erected in 1879. The
*View embraces the broad valley: N., Gratz, the double tower of

the pilgrimage-church of Maria-Trost, and the Schockel; N.W.,
the Upper Styrian Mts. (Hochschwab) ; W., the Schwanberg Alps

;

S., the Bacher Mts.
The *Schdckel (4744') is most easily ascended from Bad Rade-

gund (2342' ; water-cure) at the S.E. base of the mountain (10 M.
distant, road through the Annenthal; omnibus daily in 2'/4 hrs.,

starting at 8 a.m.). Thence to the upper Schbckel-Kreuz (3696')
1 hr., and towards the left to the top in 1 hr. more (inn 74 hr.
from the top). Extensive view. The direct ascent from the An-
dritz- Vrsprung by Buch and the Obstinger Alphiitte (3-372 hrs.) is

more fatiguing.

The Doblbad (1150'; Zum Kbnigsbrunn; Restaurant at the
Landschaftliche Traiterie), a watering- place prettily situated amid
pine-woods, 4»/2 M. to the (S.W., may also be visited from Gratz.
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The road to it (carr. in 1 hr.) leads by Strassgang. Or we may take

the train to Premstetten on the Koflach railway (in 28 min.), and

walk thence to the Doblbad in 25 minutes.
From Gratz to Koflach (25 M.) railway in l3/4 hr. (fares 1 fl. 77, 1 fl.

33, 89 kr.), constructed for the coal-traffic. It descends the broad valley

of the Mur, nearly due S., to Premstetten, whence it turns N.W. at a right

angle into the valley of the Kainach, and ascends past Lieboch (branch-line

to Schwanberg- Wies , see below). From Koflach (1450' ; ''Brauhaus), with
coal-mines and glass-works, a road leads N.W. over the Stubalp-Pass
(5090'; Inn) into the upper valley of the Mur, to Weiskirchen and Juden-
burg (p. 360).

From Gkatz by Schwanberg to Klagenfurt. Railway in 3 hrs. to

Wies; then a carriage-road to (15 II.) Mahrenberg. At (10 M.J Lieboch (see

above) our line diverges to the left from the Koflach line and leads by
Lannach, Preding- Wieselsdorf, and Gross-Florian to (28 l

/2 M.) Deulsch-Lands-
berg (1220' ; Fritzberg), a, prettily-situated village with an old chateau. We
next pass the handsome chateau of "Bollenegg, the property of Prince
Franz Liechtenstein, with valuable collections and a fine view. 33V2 M.
Schwanberg ; the village (Neuwirth; Fleischer) lies l'/2 M. to the W. ; then
Pblfing; and lastly (41 '/a 31.) Wies (1119'; Stelzer), pleasantly situated on
the Weisse Sulm, with iron-works and forges, commanded by the old castle

of Burgstall. — We now follow the road towards the S.W. to (3 31. ; dili-

gence twice daily in 40 min.) Eibiswald (1188'; 'Fischer), with iron-works,
and ascend thence by a steep but well-kept road over the Radelberg
(2200'), which commands a fine view of the Drave Valley and the Kara-
wanken Chain to the 8., and of the Schwanberg Alps as far as Gratz on
the N. The road then descends into the valley of the Drave to (12 M.)
Mahrenberg (1218'), a straggling village, with an interesting ruined mon-
astery, from which we cross the Drave by means of a ferry to (2 M.) the
railway-station of Wuchern (p. 352). To prevent disappointment, travellers

coming from Klagenfurt should order carriages at Mahrenberg beforehand
(to Wies 6-7 fl.).

The Schwanberg Alps attract many excursionists from Gratz. We take

the early train of the Schwanberg Railway (see above) as far as Deutsch-

Landsberg, cross the Lassnitz, and ascend to the right by (1V3 hr.) Tra-

hiilten (3264') to (2 hrs.) St. Maria or Glashutten (4183';"Inn). Thence we
ascend past the chalet in the Barenthal to the (2 hrs.) GHHitschhuUe
(5725'; Alpine inn), built by the Styrian Alpine Cluh in 1881, in a de-

pression between the Hiinerstutzen and the Moschkogel. From this point

we mount in l'/j hr. more to the summit of the Koralpe (7025'), the

highest peak of the Schwanberg Alps, locally called the Speikkogel ,
but

not to be confounded with the Gleinalper Speikkogel mentioned below
(Inn '/j hr. from the top, on the W. side). View W. of Wolfsberg, St.

Andra, St. Paul, Klagenfurt with its lakes, and Villach; a considerable
part of Carinthia, the Gross-Glockner, Gross-Venediger ; N., the Hoch-
schwab, Schockel, and Gratz; S., the Mts. of Carniola; E., over Gleichen-
berg and Riegersburg to Hungary and Croatia. — Descent on the E. side

by the Biirgeralp to (4 hrs.) Schwanberg (see above), whence we return
to Gratz by railway (2',2hrs.). Travellers bound for Carinthia may de-

scend on the W. side to the Laiant-Thal and (3 hrs.) Wolfsberg (p. 353),
and take the train thence in 374 hrs. to Unterdrauburg (p. 353).

The Gleinalpe and the Bkucker Hochalpe are also frequently visited
from Gratz. In order to visit the former we travel from Gratz by the
S. Railway in 40 min. to stat. Peggau (p. 314), cross the Slur to O/2 M.)
Feistritz, and follow the road on the left bank of the (Jebelbach, through
its pretty valley, to (3 M.) Waldstein, with a chateau and ruined castle,
and the village of (3 31.) Vebelbach (1896'; Jagerwirth ; Brauhaus; Kolb-
linger). The road terminates at Hoier (Inn), 5 31. farther up the valley.
Thence an ascent of 2 hrs. to the • Alpen-Wirthshaus (5213'), an inn 1 hr.
from the top of the Speikkogel (6525'), the highest peak of the Gleinalpe,
commanding an extensive and interesting view. We now descend from
the inn to the (2'/i hrs.) Krautwaschl (3740' ; Inn), traverse the wood to
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the (l'/2 hr.) Abraham (Inn), in the Stiibinggraben , and then ascend to

the right to the (1 hr.) Pleschwirth (whence the Pleschkogel, 3488', a good
point of view, may be ascended in xji hr.). Lastly we proceed by the
abbey of (l'/z hr.) Rein to (U/2 M.) the rail. stat. Gratwein (p. 314), whence
Gratz is regained by train in V2 nr - (Descent from the Gleinalpe to the
Murthal and Knittelfeld, see p. 360.) — The Hochalpe is most conveniently
ascended from stat. Frohnleiten (p. 314). We follow the Bruck road thence
for iy« M. to the N., turn to the left into the valley, and reach the (2 M.)
Traminger Inn. We then ascend to the right through the Qamsgraben to

the (2 hrs.) Diebswirth or Alpenwirlh i3810') and ascend the ridge to the
N. to the (l'/'ihr.) summit of the Hochalpe (5374'), where a line panorama
is enjoyed. (About '/a hr. from the top are the Hochalpenhiitten).

Feom Gratz to Raab and Stuhxweissenburg (Ofen), railway via St.

Oolthard (as far as Steinamanger in 6 hrs.; fares 7 fl. 13, 5 11. 35, 3 fl.

56 kr.). From the sixth station
, (33 M.) Feldbach , a diligence (80 kr.

;

carr. 4 fl.) runs in iy2 hr. to (6 l/a M.) Bad Gleichenberg (3-4000 visitors

annually), the waters of which were known to the Romans (800,000 bot-

tles exported annually). The broad valley in which they are situated is

laid out in pleasure-grounds, and contains many hotels (Vereinshaus ; Villa

Hoflinger; Stadt Mailand; Stadt Venedig; Stadt Wlirzburg) and villas (good
survey from the Paraplui'). The Constantinsquelle , a saline water, free
from iron, is beneficial in pulmonary complaints. The Klausenbrunnen and
Johannisbrunnen, 3 M. distant , are both chalybeate springs. On a rock,
inaccessible on three sides, rises the ancient castle of Oleichenberg, where
numerous witches were tried and burned in the middle ages. — To the
U. is situated (2 hrs.) the conspicuous Riegersburg, 400' above the Raab, a
stronghold which bade defiance to repeated attacks of the Turks. A wind-
ing path hewn in the rock ascends to the castle , which is entered by
seven different gates. The chapel contains the vaults of the Counts of
Purgstall and an altar-piece by Krafft. Superb view.

70. From Gratz to Trieste.

228 M. Railway. Express trains in 9 hrs. (fares 23 fl. 98, 17 fl. 87, 12 fl.

15 kr.) ; ordinary trains in 14 hrs. (fares 20 fl. 48, 15 fl. 12, 10 fl. 16 kr.).

Oratz, see p. 339. The Koflach line soon diverges to the right,

and then the Raab line to the left. The train traverses the broad
and fertile Murthal, at a distance from the river. 4 AI. Puntigam.
On the hill to the right stands the chateau of Premstetten, the pro-
perty of Count SauTau. Beyond (8 M.) Kalsdorf, on the hill to the
left, beyond the Mur, is Schloss Weissenegg, once besieged by
the Turks. Near (15 M.) Wildon (1033') the Kainach is crossed

;

on the height is the ruined castle of Ober- Wildon (1483'), in which
Tycho Brahe once made his astronomical observations (restaurant

;

tine view).

On the right are the vine-clad Sausal-Oebirge. At (164/2 M
Lebring the Lassnitz-Thal, and near (22y2 M.) Leibnitz the valley
of the Sulm (p. 344) open on the right. In the Leibnitzer Feld, a
peninsula between the Sulm and Mur, numerous Roman antiqui-
ties have been found, this being the site of the Roman Flavium Sol-
vense. The episcopal chateau of Seckau, H/2 M. to the W. of Leib-
nitz, contains a collection of Roman inscriptions.

The train crosses the Sulm and approaches the Mur. 26'/2 M.
Ehrenhausen, with the chateau of that name on a wooded height to
the right, adjoining which is the dome-covered burial-chapel of the
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princes of Eggenberg. At Gamlitz, a village IV2 M. to the W., are

the interesting library and museum of Prof. Ferk. 28 1

/2 M. Spiel-

feld, with a handsome chateau of Count Attems.

The train quits the Mur, turns to the S. into the Windische

Buhel, a range of hills separating the Mur and Drave, and pene-

trates the watershed by the Egidi Tunnel (200 yds. ; station). Near

(36 M.) Pbssnitz it crosses the Pbssnitzthal by a viaduct of 64
arches, 700 yds. in length ; it then pierces the Posruck by means
of the Leitersberg Tunnel (660 yds.), and descends to —

4OV2 M. Marburg (880'; *Stadt Wien ; *Erzherzog Johann

;

*Mohr; Stadt Meran), a town with 17,623 inhab., the second in

Styria, picturesquely situated on the left bank of the Drave, at the

foot of the Posruck. The vine is largely cultivated here, particularly

at the foot of the Bacher-Gebirge (see p. 352). At the suburb of

St. Magdalena, on the right bank, are the extensive workshops of

the 'Sudbahn'.
The (25 min.) Calvarienberg and the 0/2 hr.) Pyrarnideriberg afford a

fine survey of the town and environs. — Pleasant excursion to (2 hrs.)
St. Urban (1959). a pilgrimage-church on the E. spur of the Posruck, with
an extensive view over Styria and Hungary.

From Marburg to Villach and Franzensfeste, see RR. 71, 54.

The train crosses the Drave by a long bridge (picturesque view
of the town and the Drave Valley to the right) ; on the right bank
the Villach line diverges here (p. 352). A broad plain is now
traversed; to the right, at the foot of the Bacher-Gebirge, is the

chateau of Haus am Backer. -iS'/o M. Kranichsfeld; 52 M. Prager-

hof , the junction for Budapest (see Baedeker s S. Germany and
Austria). The train enters a hilly district and passes through two

tunnels. 60!/2 M. Pbltschach (Hotel Baumann , near the station;

*Post, in the village), at the N.W. base of the Wotsch (3215';

ascended by St. Nikolaus in 2 hrs. ; fine view).
Diligence several times daily to (9'/2 M.) the Baths of Bohitsch, or

Sauerbrunn-liohitsch (Kurhaus ; apartments procurable), the water of which,
impregnated with carbonic acid gas, resembles that of Selters (500,000
bottles annually exported). About 5 M. farther to the E., on the Sottla

or Sattlbach, which here forms the frontier of Croatia, lies Markt Sohittch
(Post), at the foot of the conical Donaliberg (2900'), the Mons Claudius of
the Romans (ascended by St. Georgen in 2','• hrs. ; splendid view). —
From Rohitsch the diligence goes on to (26'/2 31.) Krapina-Toplitz, in the
Hungarian county of Vurasdin, a watering-place with powerful medicinal
springs, which are specially efficacious in cases of gout and rheumatism.
The water, of which there is a most copious supply (1,360,000 gals, per
24 hrs.), is almost entirely free from mineral ingredients.

German is now replaced by a Slavonic or Wend dialect. The
line winds through a sparsely-peopled hill-district , intersected by
narrow valleys, and richly wooded. 69 M. Ponigl; 75'/2 M.
St. Georgen, with a ruined castle on the height to the left; 79 M.
Store, with several foundries. An extensive view of the Sannthal, a

hilly, well-cultivated, and populous plain, bounded by the Sulzbach
Alps (see below), is now suddenly disclosed.

82i/
2 M. Cilli (790'; *Erzherzog Johann; Kaiserkrone; Luue),
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a pleasant old town with 5393 inhab., founded by the Emperor
Claudius (Colonia Claudia Ctleja)

, attracts visitors by the pictur-

esqueness of its environs and its river-baths in the Sann (tempera-

ture in summer 75-85° Fahr.). The Josefibtrg (984') commands a

charming view of the town, the Sannthal, and the Sulzbach Alps.

A still finer point is the Nicolaiberg (ascend to the church and

follow the slope of the hill). On the wooded Schlossberg stands the

ruin of Ober-Cilli (1349').
The Baths of Neuhaus (1210' ; "Kurhaus), frequented chiefly by ladies,

lie 10'/2 M. to the N.W. of Cilli, on the spurs of the Sulzbach Alps
(diligence twice daily in 2 hrs., via Hohenegg and Neukirchen). The thermal
water resembles that of Pfafers in Switzerland. Charming environs, and
beautiful walks in every direction, particularly to the ruined Schlangen-
burg, with a picturesque and extensive view.

The "Sannthal Alps, also known as the Alps of Sulzbach or Steiner

Alpen, form the eastmost portion of the S. Dolomites situated on the
frontier of Carinthia, Carniola, and Styria. They present many beautiful and
interesting points , and are well worthy of a visit. The inhabitants are
kindly and honest , and the more frequented places (such as Sulzbach,
Stein, and Ober-Seeland) afford good and cheap quarters. (Most of the
innkeepers and guides speak a little German.) —A road leads from Cilli

(diligence as far as Laufen daily in 5'/2 hrs., fare 1 fl. 20 kr. ; two-horse
carr. in 6 hrs., 12 fl.) to the K. , on the left bank of the Sann, by
Sachsenfeld, Sunnbriicken , where the river is crossed, and Letusch, where
the river is again crossed, to (19 M.) Prassberg (Post; Lipoid) and (9>/2 M.)
Laufen (Kruletz ; Koreschetz , both rustic), lying in a wide basin, where
we quit the carriage-road (which leads S.W. by Oberburg to Stein, IBM.,
see p. 348). We now follow a rough cart-road (it is better to walk, and
after 4 M. cross the Sann) to (61/2 M.) Leutsch (1706'; Messnerin, Kotschewar,
both unpretending)

,
picturesquely situated at the influx of the Leutsch

into the Sann. The Eaducha (67i5'), a good point of view, may be ascended
hence in 4 hrs. (Pustolemschek is recommended as a guide) ; a finer point
is the Ojslritza (7710'), the second in height of the Sulzbach Alps, which
commands a superb view (6-7 hrs. , laborious). On the latter excursion
the night should be spent at the Planinschek (3566'), a comfortable and
hospitable farm-house, 2 hrs. from Leutsch. Thence in 2'/2 hrs. to the
Koroschitza-HUlte (5929'; burned down in 1881), and in IV2 hr. more to
the narrow arete of the summit. The descent by the Skarje-Sattel (6980')
to the KU'inensek Alp (3920') and the Logarthal is steep and toilsome
(3'/V4 hrs. to the Plesnik, see below).

At Leutsch the Sannthal turns to the N. and becomes a wild ravine,
from which the rocky sides of the Raducha rise on the right almost
perpendicularly. The stony path , hewn in the rock at places , crosses
after '/i hr. to the left bank; at the (25 min.) Nadel {lgla; 1804') it leads
through a rocky cleft, 3-4 ft. wide, near which is an intermittent spring,
and descends to the stream. On the right bank is situated (D/2 hr.) —

Sulzbach (2159'; Messner; Maruschnik; quarters also at the cure's),
the last village in the valley. Interesting excursion hence to the "Logar-
thal (with guide; the sacristan speaks German). In l'A hr. we reach the
Logarbauer (2240'), near which the Sann, after pursuing a subterranean
course for some distance, appears above ground; then (V2hr.) the Plesnik-
bauer (2484'; rustic inn). The Logarthal is a basin, 5 M. long and '/a M.
broad, the head of which is enclosed by a huge amphitheatre of Dolo-
mites, extending from the Ojslritza to the Rinka. From the Plesnik we
climb for I1/2 hr. more, part of the way through pine-wood, past the
Logar-Alpe, to the 'Rinka Fall, a line cascade of the Sann, which is
precipitated over a rock, about 400' high, in the S.W. angle of the valley.
An extension of the walk to the Okresel, the highest reach of the valley,
is recommended: about y, hr- below the Rinka Fall we cross the Sann,
and then ascend the 'Xiihweg' to the (1 hr.) Source of the Sann (42321

),
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which issues from the rock , and to the grandly-situated 0/4 hr.) Okresel

Alp, with a refuge-hut (4520'; N. the Merzlagora, W. the Rinka, S. the

Brana, S.E. the Baba and Ojstritza). — A fatiguing route (lately im-

proved) leads hence across the Steiner Sattel (6105'), between the Brana
and the Baba, to the Feistritz-Graben and the Ursitsch-Bauer (1939'), and
then past the curious natural bridge of Predasel, 130' high, to (6 hrs.) Stein

(see below).
From the North the direct route to Sulzbach is from Pravali (p. 354)

:

road by Miss (Krauth) to (8 31.) Schwarzenbach ("Krek); thence on foot by
St. Jacob (rustic inn) and over the Kopreinsattel (43801

) to (5-6 hrs.) Sulz-

bach. — From the South: road from Laibach (p. 349; diligence daily at

5 p.m. in 2 hrs.) to (15 M.) Stein (1230'; "Frbhlich; Hostnik; Jamnik), a
small town, charmingly situated on the Feistritz , and adapted for a pro-

longed stay (new Kurhaus with baths). Three routes lead hence to Sulz-

bach. The longest and least interesting is the road by Neustift and Ober-

burg to (16 31.) Laufen (see above). The pleasantest is the footpath by
(6 hrs.) Leulsch: from Stein we ascend the Feistritz-Graben for 1 hr.,

and then the Tscherna- Graben to the right to the (2 l/2 hrs.) Rak- Sattel

(3383'), the boundary between Carniola and Styria, and descend to St.

Anton, and through the Leutschthal to (2>/2 hrs.) Leutsch. The third route

crosses the Steiner Sattel to the Logarthal (see above). — From the West,
an easy route from Eisenkappel (p. 354) : we follow the Vellach road to the

S. for 3 M. ; then diverge to the left through the Remscheniggraben and
reach the (l'/2 hr.) farm of Ewpilz; here we enter a gorge on the right

and ascend past the (
3
,4 hr.) farm of Tomaschitz to the C/2 hr.) oratory

of St. Leonhard on the left. The shortest route from this point is by a
footpath to the left, ascending to the (l'/2 hr.) church of St. Leonhard
(4363'; refreshments at the sacristan's), and crossing the wooded St. Leon-

hards-Sattel (4715') to (3/4 hr.) Beilig-Geist (4093' ; -View of the Logarthal)
and (l'/2 hr.) Sulzbach. Or, instead of turning to the left by the image
of St. Leonhard , we may proceed straight on to the (

3/4 hr.) top of the

hill (4675'), whence a good path leads past the mouths of the Jeseriathal

and Logarthal to (2'/2 hrs.) Sulzbach. (A visit to the Logarthal may be
easily combined with this route.) — From Bad Vellach (p. 355): a rough
cart-road diverges to the right from the Kappel road, >/2 M. to the N.,

and ascends rapidly past the large farm of Pavlitsch to the (l'/2 hr.) Vel-

lacher Sattel (4393'), from which there is a fine view. It then descends

through wood, past the (1 hr.) Zavnikbauer (3773') and the CAhr.) Schibovt-

bauer (3412') to the (20 min.) mouth of the Jeseriathal, whence the path

mentioned above leads to (l'/2 hr.) Sulzbach.

Beyond Cilli the train crosses the Sann twice, and enters the

wooded and rocky ravine of this river. This is the finest part of the

line, the scenery being very picturesque as far as Sava, where the

mountains are quitted. Several of the hills are crowned with

churches and chapels. 89 M. Markt Tiiffer (920'), with the Franz-

Josephs-Bad and a ruined chateau.
The Franz-Josephs-Bad, prettily situated at the foot of the Humberg,

on the left bank of the Sann, possesses three warm springs (90-102°), re-

sembling those at Neuhaus and Rbmerbad. Visitors received at the Bad-
haus (pleasant grounds) and at the hotels Zum Ftosser, Zur Briicke, Brau-
haus, Villa Stein, and others.

94 M. Bomerbad (690'), Slav. Teplitza (i.e. 'warm bath'; 97°),

the thermal springs of which are proved by inscriptions to have

been known to the Romans, is a thriving watering-place with
pleasure-grounds and a good Kurhaus, charmingly situated.

97 M. Steinbriick (*Eail. Restaurant), an increasing place on
the Save, or Sau, which here unites with the Sann, is the junction
for Agram (see Baedeker's S. Germany § Austria). The train now
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follows the narrow valley of the Save, enclosed by lofty and pre-

cipitous limestone cliffs. 102 M. Hrastnig ; 105 M. Trifail, with

one of the most important coal - mines in Austria (yielding from

275,000 to 300,000 tons of coal annually), or rather a coal-quarry,

as the operations are carried on above ground. The seam is 70-80'

thick, but where it has been displaced or folded over by some
convulsion of nature, it measures twice or three times that thick-

ness. — IO872 M. Sagor, the first village in Camiola ; H3'/2 M.
Sava (810').

The valley now expands. At (118 M.) Littai the Save is crossed

by an iron bridge. 122 M. Kressnitz; 127y2 M. Laase. At the

confluence of the Laibach and the Save the line quits the latter,

and then follows the right bank of the Laibach. The lofty

mountains towards the N.W. are the Julian Alps , and in clear

weather the Terglou (p. 366) is visible. 132 M. Salloch.

137 M. Laibach (940'; *Stadt Wien; Europa; * Elephant;

Mohr and Bayrischer Hof, near the railway ; Zur Sternwarte, well

spoken of; Rosier s coffee - garden ; *Rail. Restaurant), Slavonic

Ljubljana , the Roman Aemona, the capital of Carniola , with

26,284 inhab., is situated on the Laibach in an extensive plain,

surrounded by mountains of various heights. The extensive old

Schloss towering over the town, now used as a prison, commands a

beautiful view, especially towards the Terglou and the Sulzbach
Alps. (Visitors admitted to the tower only when attended by the

sergeant on guard.) The Cathedral, in the Italian style, with a

dome, is adorned with stucco mouldings and frescoes of the 18th

century. The neighbouring school - buildings contain the Landes-
Museum, a collection of products of the district.

The Congress held at Laibach from 27th Jan. to 21st May, 1821,

the chief object of which was the suppression of the insurrection at

Naples, first brought the town into notice. The principal square,

with several cafes, is still called the Congress-Platz ( Kongresni-Trg)

.

The Stern-Allee in this Platz is adorned with a bronze Bust of Mar-
shal Radetzky.

Pleasant walk through the Latlermanrische Allee, with its beautiful
old chestnuts, to the (

3
/4 31.) park and chateau of Tivoli, formerly the

property of Radetzky, commanding a charming view, and to (
3A M.)

Rosenbach, both favourite resorts. Thence through wood to the (20min.)
Rosenbichl, with its conspicuous church, whence a fine view is obtained
of the Grintouz and other Sannthal Alps. — Longer excursions- ascent of
the Grosse Gallenberg (2231

1

), l'/s hr. from stat. Vismarje (p. 364). Ascent
of the Krimberg (3630') 5V2 hrs. : we follow the road to (5'/z M.) Brunn-
dorf, and ascend thence by a path, generally good, by Iggdorf and Oberigg
to the (3'/a hrs.) summit (extensive panorama). — The Sannthal Alps,
see p. 347.

To the S.E. of Laibach a road leads by Gross-Laschitsch and Reifnilz
to

(43J/2
M. ; diligence daily in 9 hrs.) Gottschee (Post), a German oasis

(1150 inhab.) in the district of the Karst or Carso, with a chateau of
Prince Auersperg. Interesting caverns in the vicinity. Diligence from
Gottschee by Brod on the Kulpa to Delnice, a station on the Karlstadt
and Fiume Eailway, see Baedeker's S. Germany and Austria.
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From Laibach to Villach , see B. 73.

The line now traverses the marshy Laibacher Moos by means of

an embankment nearly IV2M. long, and crosses the Laibach, which

already becomes navigable here, though it issues from the moun-
tains at Oberlaibach, only 2^2 M. higher up. This river is probably

identical with the Poik , which rises near stat. St. Peter (p. 35*2),

disappears in the cavern of Adelsberg (see below) , re-appears at

Planina as the Vnz, and after a brief career is again lost to view

to the 8. of Loitsch. Such phenomena are not uncommon among
the Julian Alps, a limestone range intersecting Carniola from N.W.
to S.E.

Before reaching (151 M.) Franzdorf the train crosses a viaduct

borne by a double series of arches, 625 yds. in length and 125' high

in the centre, passes Oberlaibach, and stops at (160 M.) Loitsch

(1555'; Post or Stadt Triest).

Quicksilver Mines of Idkia, 21 M. to the N. W. of Loitsch. Diligence
twice daily in 4 hrs.. 1 fl. ; carriage there and back in 6-7 hrs. , 6-8 fl.

;

inspection of the mines and mining appliances, 3-4 hours. The mines are
approached nearly in the centre of Idria (1542' ; -Schwarzer Adler), an old
town situated in a sequestered valley, by a flight of 757 steps hewn in the
limestone rock (admission by ticket obtained at the mining-office, 50 kr.).

Pure quicksilver occurs very rarely here, but the cinnabar, or mercury
ore, contains 80 per cent or more of the pure metal. The foundries at

which the ore is smelted lie on the right bank of the Idriza, to the
N.E. of Idria. The quicksilver is obtained by smelting and distillation,

and particularly by mixing the heated and pulverised cinnabar with
unslaked lime, which combines with the sulphur and sets the metal free.

The annual yield is upwards of 300 tons of quicksilver of which 50-60 tons

are converted into cinnabar on the spot. — Pleasant walk from Idria to

the (
3
/4 hr.) romantic ^Wildensee.

Another curiosity of Carniola , situated 4^2 M. to the S.E. of

Rakek (Lauritsch), the next station, is the —
Zirlmitzer See (1880'), the Lacvs Lugeus of Strabo, 6 M. in length and

IV2-2V2 M. in breadth, abounding in fish. The lake is surrounded by moun-
tains , of which the Javornik (4153') and the Slivenza (3660') are the most
prominent. It is drained by means of funnel-shaped apertures and fiss-

ures in the rocks, and the "water re-appears in the Laibach Valley below
as the brooks Bistriza and Boruniza. The lake sometimes dries up, as was
the case in 1868 and 1871; and at other times, after protracted rain, it

causes inundations. Innumerable water-fowl here afford excellent sport.

— Ascent of the Krainer Schneeberg, very interesting. A drive of 3 hrs.

by Zirknitz and Laos brings us to Iggendorf pjllaker); we then follow
the new 'Herrschaftliche Strasse', passing (20 min.) Schloss Schneeberg, to

(2 hrs.) Leska Dolina (2628' ; Inn), and ascend through wood (with guide
and provisions) to the (2'/2 hrs.) Schutzhaus, a refuge built by the Austrian
Alpine Club, and the (1 hr.) summit of the "Schneeberg (5892'), where the
beautiful Edelweiss abounds. The extensive and magnificent view in-

cludes the whole of Carniola, Istria, the Friuli, Julian, and Sulzbach Alps,
the Bay of Quarnero, and the N. part of Dalmatia. The ascent is shorter
and easier from stat. St. Peter (see below) : we follow the old Fiume road
to the S.E. to (5 M.) Zagurie; then ascend by a road to the left, by Ko-
ritenza, to the (3 hrs.) head-forester's house of Maschun (3373'; Inn), and
thence (with guide; apply to the 'Oberforster') to the summit in 3'/2-

4 hrs. more.

1761/2 M. Adelsberg (1798'; Hotel Adelsberg, prettily situated,
B. I1/2 A., L. & A. 80, B. 70 kr., D. 2 fl. ; Krone), Slav. Postdjna,
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is a summer-resort of the Triesters. Fine view from the Schloss-

berg or castle-hill (2217'; 25 min.), with its ruined castle of

Adelsberg.
The celebrated Stalactite CavernB, known in the middle ages, and

accidentally re-discovered in 1816, are under the supervision of the 'Grot-

ten-Verwaltung' or 'cavern administration', and are lighted up and shown
daily at 2 p.m. for a fixed charge of 3 fl. for each person (no extras). At
any other time the caverns may be visited on the following terms (tariff

of Aug., 1880): (1) Illumination with 160 candles, 1 pers. 4, 2 pers. 5, 3

pers. 6 fl. ; (2) With 256 candles, 5 fl. 80, 6 fl. 50, 7 fl. 50 kr. ; (3) With
640 candles, 8 fl. 30, 9 fl. 30, 10 fl. 30; (4) With 1800 candles, 21, 22,

23 fl. Large parties (which may be arranged at the Adelsberg Hotel) are
recommended to order an illumination on their own account, which is

more satisfactory and less expensive than the daily public illumination
(e. g., class No. 4, for 12 pers., 34 fl. 30 kr. ; for 20 pers. 44 fl.). The at-

tendants are prohibited from asking or accepting gratuities. Visitors
should he provided with magnesium-wire , which is not always procur-
able at Adelsberg. — Total length of the cavern, so far as accessible, up-
wards of 2'/2 M. ; for more than half that distance the visitor may be
conveyed by tramway (return-ticket 1 fl. ; chair with four bearers 6 fl.).

The visit usually takes 2 hours. Temperature of the interior 48° Fahr.
An avenue of lime-trees ascends to the Entrance (1972'), closed by

a gate, >/4 hr. to the W. of Adelsberg. The cavern consists of several dif-

ferent chambers : 1. The Poik Cavern, into which the Poik (Piuka; see
above), flows, 60' below the entrance, this being the beginning of its sub-
terranean channel. Two natural bridges of rock , connected by one of
masonry, lead to the — 2. Cathedral, 72' high, 158' broad. The dimen-
sions of this imposing grotto appear magnified owing to the uncertain
light, and the eye in vain endeavours to penetrate its sombre recesses,
from the bottom of which the murmur of the Poik reaches the ear. —
3. The Kaiser-Ferdinand-Grotto, consisting of a succession of chambers, in
one of which , the Ball-Room , 394' long and upwards of 100' high , a ball
takes place annually on Whitmonday, with brilliant illumination. — 4.

The Franz - Joseph - Elisabeth - Grotto , one of the most spacious caverns
known, 112' in height, 223 yds. in length, and 214 yds. in breadth, con-
taining the Belvedere, a height composed of fragments of stalactites.

—

5. The Maria-Anna-Grotto, lately discovered, the farthest point of which,
called the Calvarienberg , is l 1^ M. from the entrance.

The most interesting feature of these caverns is the variety of sta-
lactites (depending from above) and stalagmites (upward formations) which
they contain, many of them being most fantastic in form. In some places
they resemble beautiful curtains or drapery, feebly illuminated by the
lights behind , at others they take the form of petrified waterfalls, foun-
tains, palms, cypresses, columns upright or recumbent. Other formations
resemble human beings and various animals, and are known by a number
of fanciful names. Some of the columns have attained a diameter of 12'
and upwards. The fact that the ordinary dropping of the water in these
grottoes forms a scarcely perceptible deposit after a lapse of 13 years
serves to convey an idea of the incalculable antiquity of these formations.— A strange and rare animal (Proteus Anguineus; Germ. Olm), of pale red
colour, somewhat resembling a salamander, living specimens of which are
generally to be seen at Adelsberg, occurs in the subterranean water of the
Magdalenen-Bohle

, 3 31. to the S.W. of Adelsberg. — The Reka Caverns
near St. Canzian (p. 352) are even more imposing than those of Adelsberg,
but much more difficult of access.

Prawald (1903'; Kaulschitsch) , 9'/z M. W. of Adelsberg, on the high-
road (diligence daily at 6 a.m. in 13/4 hr.) , is a summer-resort of the
Triesters. The Nanos (4265') is sometimes ascended hence in 2'/2 hrs
(with guide). Extensive view of the Carinthian Alps, the Adriatic, and
the coast of Istria.

The train now traverses the valley of the Poik to Prestranek and
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(183y2 M.) St. Peter (1784' ; Railway Restaurant, with a few

bedrooms).
From St. Peter to Fiume, 35 M., railway in 31/2 hrs. (fares 3 fl. 18,

2 fl. 38, 1 fl. 59 kr.). The train descends the valley of the Reka to (5 II.)

Kiillenberg, quits the stream beyond (10 M.) Domegg-Feistrilz, and tra-

verses the bleak plateau of the Karst (see below) in a S. direction.
19i/

2 Sapiane; 26 M. Jurdani; 28V-> M. Mattuglie. As the line descends
to the sea, we obtain a charming view of the Gulf of Quarnero with the

islands of Veglia and Cherso. 35 M. Fiume, see p. 380.

Beyond St. Peter the train enters an inhospitable and dreary

plain, strewn with blocks of limestone, called the Karst (Ital. Cargo,

Slav. Kras), which extends from Fiume to Gorizia (p. 375). The
surface is intersected by gorges, and partly covered with underwood
and loose stones; and numerous funnel-shaped cavities are observed

in the rocks. The fierce N.E. wind (Bora) which often prevails

here has been known to overthrow loaded waggons.

The train threads its way through this stony wildnerness and
passes through several tunnels (quick train from Adelsberg to

Trieste 2 hrs.). 191 M. Lesece. 198</2 M. Divazza. Near -St.

Canzian, 2 M. to the S.E. are the Reka Grottoes (p. 351).
From Divazza to Pola, 76 M., railway in 5'/4 hrs. (fares 5fl. 96, 4 fl.

47, 2 fl. 98 kr.). The chief stations are (221/4 M.) Pinguente, (44 M.) Mitter-

burg-Pisino, (57 M.) Canfanaro (branch-line to Rovigno in 1 hr., p. 378),

and (671/2 M.) Dignano. 76 M. Pola, see p. 378.

Beyond (203y2 M.) Sessana (1628') the train crosses the high-

road and descends to (210 1
/-2 M .) Prosecco, noted for its wine (comp.

p. 371), and (215 ,

/

,

2 M.) Nabresina (*Rail. Restaurant, with

rooms; Hotel BoswirtK), where the line to Udine (p. 375) diverges.

As Trieste is approached by long curves, a magnificent view of the

blue Adriatic is enjoyed. 220*^ M. Grignano, the last station, is

in a straight direction less than l'/2 M- below Prosecco. On the

Punta Grignana, which here projects into the sea, is the handsome

chateau of Miramar (p. 375). The train*passes through a tunnel

and reaches —
228 M. Trieste (p. 371).

71. From Marburg to Villach.
103'/2 M. Railway in 6-71/2 hrs. ; fares 9 fl. 30, 6 fl. 97, 4 fl. 65 kr.

Marburg, see p. 346. The train diverges, on the right bank of

the Drave, from the Trieste Railway (R. 70), and stops at the (1 M.)
Kamtner Bahnhof, or 'Carinthian Station', near the suburb of St.

Magdalena. To the left, at the foot of the Bacher-Gebirge, rises

Schloss Rothwein; to the right, on the opposite bank of the Drave,
is the village of Gams, prettily situated on vine-clad hills. 5 M.
Feistritz, opposite which is the chateau of Wildhaus ; 10 M. Maria-
rast. The line crosses the Lobnitz, passes through a tunnel, and
reaches (14'/2 M.) Faal, with a chateau and park of Baron Ketten-
burg.

The train follows the right bank of the Drave, high above the
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deep bed of the river, and describes a long curve. lG 1^ M. St.

Lorenzen, at the mouth of the Radlbach, on which, 3 M. from its

mouth, is the village of St. Lorenzen. 22
'/2 M - Reifnig-Fresen.

A road to the S., through the Wolka-Grabeii. leads to (5 M.) Reifnig

('2345'; Puhr), at the foot of the Velka Kappa (5060'), the highest peak of

the Bacher-Oebirge. Ascent interesting (3 hrs. ; with guide). The descent

may be made on the W. side to (2 hrs.) Windischgratz (see below).

2872 M. Wuchern-Mahrenberg ; the small town of Mahrenberg,

with its chateau and ruined abbey (p. 344), lies on the opposite bank

of the Drave. 33V2 M. Saldenhofen, on the Feistritz, opposite Hohen-

mauthen, with its iron-works. 40
'/2 M. Unter-Drauburg (1194'

;

Post), at the influx of the Missbach into the Drave.
A road (diligence daily in i'/4 br.) leads hence to the S.E. through

the Misslingthal to (6'/2 31.) Windischgratz (1342' ; Giinlher), a small town
with iron-works and the chateau of Rothenthurm. The Velka Kappa (see

above) is ascended hence in 3'/2 hrs. (with guide). A still finer point is

the Ursulaberg (5407'), ascended by Siele in 472 brs. : extensive view of the

E. Alps, from the Dachstein and the Tauern, as far as the Croatian Sits,

(on the top a church and a parsonage , where a bed may be obtained).

The descent may be made by Kotlelach to (2>/2 hrs.) Qutenstein (Inn), 3 M.
to the E. of Pravali (see below). — Beyond Windischgratz the road leads

to Weitenslein, Hohenegg, and (30 M.) Cilli (p. 346).

[From Unterdrauburg to Wolfsberg, 24^2 M., railway in

31/4 hrs. (fares 1 fl. 44, 96 kr.J. The fertile Lavantthal, the 'Eden

of Carinthia', is worthy of a visit. The train crosses the Miss and

the Drave. 6'/2 M. Lavamund (Stifter), at the influx, of the Lavant
into the Drave ; 8 M. Ettendorf. 14 M. St. Paul (1312' ; Fischer;

Klimbacher), a prettily-situated village , is commanded by an ex-

tensive Benedictine abbey, founded by Count Sponheim in 1091,

with a Romanesque church, containing monuments of the founder,

who belonged to a noble Rhenish family, and other distinguished

personages. The valuable collections of the abbey (parchments of

the 10th and ilth cent., coins, library, etc.) are shown on appli-

cation.
Excuksioks. To the pilgrimage-chapel on the Josefsberg (2247') 1 hr.

;

to the ruin of Ilabenstein (2267') ','4 hr., and thence to the top of the 0/2 hr.)
"Kaiparttein (2759 1

), a splendid point of view. The Koralpe (see below) is

easily ascended by Rojach and Gemersdorf in 6 hrs.

18 M. St. Andra (1420' ; Post ; Deutscher), a small town pret-

tily situated, was the residence of the prince-bishops of Lavant
down to 1859, when they removed to Marburg. The old palace and
the neighbouring chateau of Thiirn now belong to the Jesuits. To
the N. rises the handsome Loretto Church, in the Italian rococo
style (1673-1704). 21 M. St. Stefan.

241/2 M. Wolfsberg (1512'; *Pfundner; Schellander), the cap-
ital of the Lavantthal, with 3500 inhab., is finely situated at the
base of the Koralpe. Above the town rises the handsome modern
*Schloss of Count Donnersmark, in the Tudor style, with beautiful
grounds and a fine view. In the wood, »/2 M. to the S. of the cha-
teau, rises the sumptuous *Mausoleum of the late Countess (Prin-
cess Hardenberg, d. 1857), erected by Stiiler, with a marble statue

Baedeker's Eastern Alps. 6tb idit. 03
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of the deceased by Kiss (shown by the gamekeeper who lives in the

adjoining house).
Excursions. To the N.W. is 0/4 hr.) Schloei Eirchbilchl, the property

of Baron Herbert, charmingly situated (interior also worth seeing). To
the W. lies O/4 hr.) St. Jacob (Fauland, with garden); to the S. (2 M.)
St. Johann, with a fine view ; TreUchach (3 M.) and the monastery of
Marein (3 M.) may also be visited. — Ascent of the Koralpe (?024'; 5-6 hrs.,

with guide). The route leads by the Zoder-Alpe, past the Schoberkogel,
and over the Warschegg and the Steinschober , to the liefuge Hut, 1

/2 hr.

below the summit on the W. side (p. 344). — Ascent of the Grosse Sau-
alpe (6828'; 5>/2 hrs.). We follow the road by St. Michael to (8 31.) La-
ding, and ascend direct in 2 1

/2 hrs. to the summit; or we may ascend by
St. Margurethen and Font to the (5 hrs.) Forst-Alpe (6647'), and then pro-
ceed either to the K. to the (

3
/i hr.) Ueierkogel (0273'), a fine point of

view, or to the S. by the Kienberg and the Gertrutk to the (l>/2 hr.) top
of the Orosse Saualpe. Descent to Lolling or to St. Oswald, see p. 363.

The road from Wolfsberg to Jluenbukg (32'/2 31. ; diligence daily in

6 hrs.) leads to the N. by St. Gertrud, through the romantic Twimberger
Uraben, a valley 6 31. long. (At the K. end of the valley is the Schlatt-

wirth, whence a road to the left leads in '/« hr. to Prebl, a small Alpine
watering-place, with a good bath-house.) About 12 I /a M. from Wolfsberg
we reach St. Leonhard (2366 1

; Schlaffer; Schellander), a small town with
an old Gothic church. (Route over the Klippitzthbrl to Motel, and ascent
of the Saualpe, see p. 363; two-horse carr. to Mosel in 7 hrs., 10 fl.) The
next villages are (d'/a M.) Ileichenfels (Fleischer; Weinberger), beyond
which we cross the frontier of Carinthia by the Taxwirth, (0 M.) Obdach,

(7'/2 M.) Weisskirchen , and (4 M.) Judenburg (p. 360).l

The railway now quits the Drave and turns to the S. into the

pretty, wooded Misslhul. On the left, 3
/4 M. up this valley, is the

influx of the Misslingbach. The train crosses the Missbach repeat-

edly, passes the village of Gutenstein, where the valley expands (to

the S. the slopes of the Lrsulaberg, see above), and stops at (47 M.)

Pravali (1400'; Post), a busy iron-manufacturing place. (Route

to Suhbach, see p. 348.) The Missthal again contracts, and the

train runs at a considerable height on its N. side; it then turns

to the right into the Langsteg-Thal, passes through two tunnels,

and descends to (57 M.) Bleiburg (15f)5' ; Elephant ; Aemete). The

small town, with a chateau of Count Thurn, lies on the Libuska,

1 7.2 M- to the N. of the station.

To the S. rises the isolated Petzen (6936'; 6-7 hrs., with guide; la-

borious). From stat. Bleiburg to the S. to Feistritz 3
/4 hr., to the lead-

foundry 25 min., to the Berghaus (4870'; rustic inn) 2 hrs., to the top

2'/2 hrs. more. F'ine view , but interrupted toward the E. by the Ur-

sula Mts.

The Jaunthal, a lofty, and for the most part wooded plain be-

tween the Drave and the mountains, is now traversed to (6372 M.)

Kiihnsdorf (1417'; Wrelzel; Iteiter), whence a line view is enjoyed :

to the S. the long chain of the Karawanken, from the Ursulaberg

and Petschen to the Mittagskogel nearViLach (with the Grintouz

rising in the distance above Ebersdorf, see below); to the N. the

green hills of the Saualpe and Koralpe. Kuhnsdorf is the station

for Yolktrmarkt, a town on the left bank of the Drave, 3 M. to

the N., and for Eisenkappel, situated to the S. (diligence daily at

3.30 p.m. in 23
/4 hrs., fare 1 fl. ;

one-horse carr. 3y2 fl.).
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The last-mentioned road (to Krainburg, 40 M.) leads by Ebemdorf,
with its old abbey, Gosselsdorf, with a small lake, and (63/4 M.) Miklauz-

hof ('-Inn and brewery) to (4'/a 31.) Eiaenkappel (1830' ;
'"Niederdorfer ; Popp

;

Weitzer), a large village at the influx of the Ebriachbach into the Vellach-

Bach. An interesting excursion hence, especially for mineralogists and bota-
nists, is the ascent of the Hochobir (7024'; 5 hrs., with guide), a very fine

point of view. We may ascend through the Ebriaehthal and by the well-mark-
ed 'Jovansteig' to the top in 41/2 hrs. ; or by Fladung and the Seealpe (a

road part of the way) in 5-G hrs. ; or by the Schaffleralpe (3632'), with
its lead mine and stalactite grottoes, in 6 hours. Club-hut (inn) 10 min.
from the top. — From Kappei to Sulzbach, see p. 348; to the Wildenslein
Waterfall (see below) by Reichberg and Jerischach, 3 hrs.

Beyond Kappei, 6 M. to the S., in a beautiful wood, lies the Vellacher
Bad (2765'; Badnaus, usually crowded in summer), with its chalybeate
spring. (Road to Sulzbach, see p. 348.) Interesting expedition hence to

the top of the Seeldnder Storschitz (5784'; 3 hrs.
;
guide l'/2 fl.), to the W.

of the baths. Mountaineers may ascend the Koschuta (7005' ; o hrs., with
guide). — The road then mounts rapidly to the (3 31.) top of the Seeberg
(3996' ; fine view, best from the 'Kanzef, a rocky knoll by the house 5 min.
to the right) , descends as rapidly to (3 M.) Ober-Seeland (2946' ; "'Kazino
Muri) , and traverses the picturesque Kanker-Thal to (3'/2 M.) the small
village of Kanker (Inn), just beyond the frontier of Carniola. (The church
of Ranker is 4J/2 II. lower down.) — The G-rintouz, or Grinlovc (8395'), the
highest of the Sannthal Alps (p. 347) , is most easily ascended from the
S.W. side. From Ober-Seeland we descend the Kankerthal past the fac-

tory of Herr Fuchs, and after 3
/t hr. ascend to the left by a mill to the

(
3
/4 hr.) farm of Suhadolnik (2940) and the finely-situated (iy* hr.) Fvisch-

auf-Haut (4836'; tavern in summer). Thence in 2>/2 hrs. more, by a well-
defined path, to the summit, which aflbrds a most imposing prospect.
The ascent from the N. side (Ober-Seeland), is also interesting, but is fit

for mountaineers only (7 hrs.) : from the Kazino through the Obere See-

lander Kotschna to the Stuller-Alpe l'/2 hr., to the Obere Ravni l 3/t hr.,

to the Schneide 21
/-z hrs., to the top l'/a hr. — At Hbflein, 3'/2 M. to the

W. of the church of Kanker , the valley expands ; the road enters the
broad Sau-Thal and reaches (6 31.) Krainburg (p. 365).

Beyond Kiihnsdorf the train approaches the Drave, on the op-

posite hank of which are the chateau of Neudenstein and the pro-

vostry of Teinach, and crosses the river by a handsome bridge

below the mouth of the Ourk (tine glimpse of the Obir and the Ko-
schuta to the S.). 73 M. Orafenstein (1370'), with a chateau of

Prince Rosenberg.
To the S. rises the Skarbin (266S'; l'/i hr.), a fine point of view. —

The Hochobir (see above) is also easily ascended hence. Road through
the C/2 M.) village of Grafenstein to the (4y2 M.) Annabriicke over the
Urave; then (20 min.) Oalizien (1437'; Inn), from which we ascend to the
right to the ' Wildenstein Waterfall (rendered accessible in 1881) and by a
marked path to the (4-5 hrs.) summit.

The train next crosses the Gurk and the Glan. On the left,

Ebenthal, a chateau of Count Gcess ; on the right Prince Rosen-
berg's turreted chateau of Wehenegg.

79!/2 M. Klagenfurt (1463'). —Hotels. "KaisekvonOestekeeioh,
Heuplatz , at the corner of the Wienergasse ; Eukopa, Cardinals-Platz

;

"Mosee, Burggasse; Sandwikth , Pernhartsgasse, with garden; Weisses
Lamm, Unterer Alter Platz ; Goldnek Bak, Sternallee. Omnibus from any
of the hotels to the station 20 kr.

Restaurants. Silberegger Bierhalle, Ilafner, Blumenstockl, Grosse Schul-
hausgasse; Sonne, Bahnhofs-Str. ; Steirische Weinhalle, with garden, Pfarr-
hofgasse ; Mischitz, Bahnhof-Str. — Cafes. Madner, Wienergasse ; Schiberth,
Bahnhof-Str. ; Dorrer, Neuer Platz. Joos, confectioner, Sternallee.

23*
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Baths. Swimming Baths in the Worther See , on the Villach road,
3 31. from Klagenfurt (a drive of 25 min. ; omnibus at 4 and 6 p.m., 20 kr.,

there and back 25 kr. ; one-horse carr. there and back, with stay of 1 hr.,

l'/'i fl.; bath with towel 25 kr.; small restaurant with fine view). —
Maria Lorelto Baths , at the efflux of the Lend Canal from the Worther
See, 3 31. from Klagenfurt (omnibus several times daily, 15 kr. ; one-horse
carr. 1 fl. 30, with stay of 1 hr. 2 fl. ; bath with towel 16 kr. ; "Restaurant).

Cabs. To or from the station, one-horse 50, two-horse 80 kr. ; at
night 1 or 2 fl. — By time: first '/• hr., with one horse, 25 kr. ; '/j hr.
with one horse 50, with two horses 60 kr. ; whole day 6 or 8 fl.; >/z day,
forenoon, 2'/a or S'/a fl., afternoon 3>/2 or 4>/z A.

Klagenfurt, the capital of Carinthia, with 18,749 inhab., is

charmingly situated on the Olan , which is connected with the

Worther See (see below) by the Lend Canal, 3 M. in length. The
fortifications, destroyed by the French in 1809, have been converted
into promenades. The town, which is nearly square in form, poss-

esses broad and straight streets. The principal hall of the Land-
haus , or House of the Estates , built in the 16th cent, by the

Estates, who were at that time Protestant, is adorned with the

arms of Carinthian nobles. The S. wing contains the collections

of the Carinthian Historical Society (Roman antiquities found at

the Zollfeld and other places in the vicinity, coins, mediaeval and
modern works of art ; admission daily, 9-1 and 2-0

; 20 kr.) and of

the Museum of Natural History (minerals, etc. ; admission gratis),

which is to be transferred to a new building in the Ring. The
Episcopal Palace in the Yolkermarkt suburb was erected as a resi-

dence for the sister of Emp. Joseph II. In the principal square is a

fountain with a dragon, the heraldic emblem of the town, adjoining

which is a bronze Statue of Maria Theresa, designed by Ponninger

and erected in 1872. The Cardinals-Platz is embellished with an

obelisk commemorating the Peace of Pressburg. Herbert's white-lead

manufactory here is the largest in Austria. The gallery (164') of

the tower of the parish-church commands a fine *Panorama of the

environs (20 kr.). The *Franz-Joseph- Anlagen on the Kreuzberg,

'/2 hr- to the W. of the town, contain a tower (82') commanding a

beautiful view (*Restaurant). — Railway from Klagenfurt to Qlan-

dorf, see p. 363.
From Klagenfurt to Krainbcrg (36 31.) a high-road leads over the

Loibl (a drive of 9 hrs. ; carriages to be had at Unterbergen and Neu-
marktl, but at the former only when previously ordered). Leaving Kla-
genfurt, the road leads to the S. to the (2 M.) Glanfurtbrucke, and then
ascends the Sattnitz (from the top 'View to the S., of the Karawanken
range, from the Koschuta to the Mittagskogel). It passes ('i'/i 31.) the
chateau of Eollenburg , situated on a precipitous rock above the Drave,
'/« 31. to the left, descends in a wide curve (avoided by a footpath) to

the Drave valley, crosses the Drave to Kirschentheuer , and remounts to

(3 1
,.'-' 31.) Unterbergen (Post , rustic ; Brauhaus). At ('/z 31.) UnUr-Loibl

(1634') the valley contracts. The road ascends to the (2J/z 31.) top of the
Kleine Loibl (2385'), where the road to Bleiberg and the Bodenthal di-

verges to the right by the Sapotnitza Chapel (see below) ; it then descends in
zigzags, and is carried by the bold Teufelsbriicke across the wild gorge of
the brawling Bodenbach. The Loibl-Thal now begins. The road is level
as far as the (l'/z M.) inn 'Zum Deutschen Peter' and (l>/2 31.) Neu-
8t. Leonhard ,

after which it ascends in numerous windings (cut off by
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footpaths) to the (6 M.) summit of the Loibl (4495
1

), a cutting in the rocks
marked by two pyramids with long inscriptions. Limited but picturesque
view of the St. Anna-Thai to the S., with the Koschuta on the left and
the Bogunschitza on the right. The road now descends in zigzags to the
(l'/s M.) hamlet of St. Anna (3395' ; Inn) , and thence through the pictur-

esque St. Anna-Thai to (5>/2 M.) Neumarktl (1683'; "Post), a busy little

town at the influx of the Moszenik into the Feistritz. We may then either
follow the left bank of the Feistritz to (8 M.) Krainburg (p. 335); or cross

the hill to the right, by a picturesque road affording a series of fine

views , to Vigaun and (8 M.) the station Radmannsdorf-Lees (p. 365). —
The Stou (Stol or Stuhlberg, 7346'), the highest peak of the Karawanken
Mts., is best ascended from the Bodenthal (see above), a fatiguing, but
picturesque excursion : from the Kleine Loibl (see above) we diverge to

the right towards C/2 hr.) Windisch-Bleiberg (31101

; rustic inn on the
right, at the entrance to the village) , 10 min. before reaching which we
turn to the left into the Bodenthal to the (l 1

/^ hr.) Bodner (3440'), the
last chalet (spend night); thence in 4V2-5 hrs. more to the top, a strik-

ing point of view. Descent to (4 !
/2 hrs.) Jauerburg (p. 366), steep at

places. — The ascent from the Barenthal is also toilsome, but that valley

itself is interesting: beyond the Hollenburg bridge, 6 51. from Klagenfurt
(see above), a road leads to the W. to (4 M.) Windisch-Feistritz (1810';

Kraiger); here we ascend to the left, by the brook, to the (2 hrs.) high-

est region of the valley (quarters at Konauz, the last farm), with a shoot-

ing-lodge and a new church. (The hamlet of Barenthal with the old
church lies more to the N., on the left side of the valley.) Thence to

the top in 4 hrs. (with guide; Joh. Paulitsch of Windisch-Feistritz). —
An easy route, with a fine view, leads from the Barenthal over the Med-
jidoh-Sattel (5525') in 3>/2-4 hrs. to Jauerburg (p. 366). — A drawback to

travelling among the Karawanken Mts. is the fact that the natives seldom
understand any other language than their Slavonic patois.

On leaving Klagenfurt the train crosses the Laibach high-road

(see above"), and then the Lend Canal. To the left is the old abbey

of Viktring, now a cloth-factory. In the distance , above the green

lower hills, rises the indented chain of the Karawanken. The train

runs below the pleasant little chateau of Freienthurn , and ap-

proaches the bank of the pretty Worther See (1440'), or Lake of
Klagenfurt, 11 M. long, the N. side of which it skirts.

Steamboat on the Worther See thrice daily in summer from Maria-
Loretto to Maiernigg, Krumpendorf, Kollitsch, Reifnitz, Maria-Worth, Seebad
Maria - Worth , Pdrlschach , and Velden. Omnibus from Klagenfurt to Lo-
retto in connection with the steamer.

To the left , on a promontory at the mouth of the Lend Canal

(p. 356), is Prince Rosenberg's chateau of Maria Loretto, with the

baths already mentioned (p. 355). On the S. bank, farther on, lies

Maiemigg, with its garden-restaurant and baths. To the S. rise

the green hills of the Sattnitz, which separate the serpentine valley

of the Drave (here called the Rosenthal) from the plain of Klagen-
furt. 84'/2 M. Krumpendorf , with baths. 8972 M. Portschach
{*Actienhotel , at the station ;

* Werzer, in the village ; Hotel am
See, with a veranda), a favourite summer-resort, with a fine view
of the mountains. The promenades at the landing-place are adorn-
ed with a bronze bust of Herbeck, the Viennese composer, in re-

lief, beyond which are the lake-baths (pleasant water) and a num-
ber of villas occupied by visitors. Opposite, on a rocky eminence
on the S. bank, stands the ancient Gothic church of Maria WSrth.
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Above Portschach
, in the midst of wood, is the ruin of Leonstein,

a charming point of view. The mountains on both banks of the lake

become higher and are clothed with dark woods. To the S. rises

the conspicuous Mittagskogel (7034').

94 M. Velden ( Olasser, on the lake; *Moro; for along stay,

*Wrann; Pichler; Bachmayr ; also Villa Kornhausel, Knapp , and
other pensions, R. li/

2-2fl. ; Ulbing's Baths, 25 kr.), a favourite

watering-place , is pleasantly situated at the "W. end of the lake.

A beautiful excursion may be taken to the S. to (3 31.) Rosegg (1585'

;

Inn by the bridge), with a chateau and deer-park of Prince Liechtenstein,
charmingly situated in the Rosenthal, on a peninsula formed by the
Brave, and commanding a beautiful prospect. (Park closed when the
family is residing here. Enquire beforehand.) — Mountaineers will enjoy
the ascent of the Mittagskogl (comp. below): from Kosegg by St. Jacob to
llosi'nliricli (18^3'; Inn of the forester) in 2'/2 hrs.; thence to the summit
in 4 hrs. more. From Rosenbnch over the Rosenbacher or Roschiz-a-Sattel
(5233') to Assling (p. 366), 4' »-5 hrs., an attractive route. — The ascent
of the Sternberg (,'405') from Velden or from Foderlach is also recom-
mended (2 hrs.). It commands a delightful 'View of the environs of Vil-
lach and Klagenfurt, the Karawanken, etc. The church occupies the site
of an old castle.

The line quits the lake, traverses a wooded, undulating tract,

and at stat. Foderlach approaches the Brave, which it crosses twice.

On a precipitous rock to the right stands the well-preserved castle

of Wernhrrg. Farther on , to the N. , at the entrance to the Ossi-

aclier Thai, are the picturesque ruins of the chateau of Landskron,

formerly the property of the KhevenhiilleT, now that of Count
Dietrichstein. Near Villach the 'Rudolfbahri diverges to the right

(R. 72).

IO31/2 M. Villach (1667' ; *Post, R. &L. lfi.; *H6tel Tarmann,
near the station ; Hohenberger ; Fischer, with garden, unpretending;

*Rail. Restaurant), an old town on the Drave, with 5400 inhab.,

the junction of the lines to Lienz and Franzensfeste (R. 541, to

St. Michael (R. 7*2), to Laibach (R. 73), and to Udine (R. 74), is

picturesquely situated in a broad, fertile basin at the base of the

Pobratsch (see below). The Gothic Parish Church (15th cent.) con-

tains numerous tombstones of the Khevenhuller , Dietrichstein,

and other noble families; fine *View from the tower. The Hans-

Gasser-Platz is adorned with a statue of Oasser, the sculptor (d.

1868), by Messner.

Environs. At the foot of the Dobratsch , 2 M. to the 8.W., lies

Warmbad Villach (rail, stat., p. 368), with warm sulphur-springs and a

good bath-house (-Restaurant). About 2 31. farther to the S.. at the mouth
of the Gailthal. is Federrnui, with a ruined chateau, a shot-tower, and a

beautiful park (tickets of admission at the office of the shot-factory oppo-

site the post-office at Villach). — Pleasant walk to the S.E. by Proscho-

wilz (observe finger-posts) and Ifaria-Gail ("Glaser's Restaur.), with its

Gothic church, to the (5 31.) Faaker See (I840r
), a lake with a small

island (refreshm. at the forester's). On a lofty rock , 3 M. farther S.,

rises the picturesque ruin of Finlenstein (2765'), with a fine view. — The
ascent of the Mittagskogel (7034') is attractive but fatiguing: the route is

by MaUstig and Lalschach to (2'/2 hrs.) Greuth (guides to be had) ; then
by Olschena and the Jepizza-Alp to the top in 4'/2-5 hrs. more. Panorama
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less extensive than from the Dobratsch; fine view of the Terglou to the
R. — The Gerlitzen-Alp (6C67'), ascended by Treffen and Arriack in 7-8 hrs.,

is also a fine point. — Pleasant short excursion to the ruin of Landskrcn
(2200'): drive in '/» hr. to St. Andrei, at the W. base of the hill, and
ascend thence in V2 nr '

The "Dobratsch (7110'), or Villacher Alpe, the E. spur of the Gailthal

Alps, is one of the most famous points of view among the Eastern Alps,

and commands a more extensive prospect than any other peak of the
same height and accessibility. Carriage-road (one-horse carr. to Bleiberg
3-4 fl. ; two-horse, there and back, 8 fl.) from Villach by Vellach and Mille-

walde (Pegritz Inn), and through the wooded Bleiberg- Graben to (8 M)
Bleiberg (2952'; !:Matelitsch; Wohlgemuth), with its extensive lead-mine
(worth peeing). A road, constructed by the Austrian Alpine Club, but badly
kept and stony (refrcshm. at a hut halfway), leads hence to the summit
in 4hrs. (horse 8, carr. 18(1.; the old route through the gorge is a little

shorter but more fatiguing). Good walkers should go from Villach to

Beiligengeist (2923'; *Winkler; a drive ofl3/4hr. from Villach; one-horse
carr. 4 fl.), whence a pleasant path, mostly through word, leads to the
carriage-road in I1/2 hr. ; to the top 2 hrs. more (from Villach 5-6 hrs.).

On the summit are two churches and the large Kronprinz-Rudolf-tfavi
(Hotel Grnber; bed I-IV2 fl.). The "View embraces to the N. the entire

range of the Hohe and Niedere Tauern, as far as the Koralpe towards the
E. ; to the S. are the Karawanken, the Julian Alps with the Terglou, and
the Dolomites of S. Tyrol as far as the Marmolada. In the foreground
below lie the fertile valleys of the Gail and the Drave, with the lakes of

Ossiach , Worth, and Faak. Traces of an appalling landslip, which over-

whelmed ten villages in 1348, and converted the Gailthal for the time into

a vast lake, are still observable. — Travellers bound for the Gailthal (see

below) need not return to Villach, but follow the road which leads from
Bleiberg round the W. side of the mountain , by Kreuth, to Notsch (see

below). The direct descent on the S.W. side to Sack and (3 hrs.) Notsch
is steep, especially at first, but free from danger; the descent on the E.
side by Matirhof to the (4 hrs.) Villacher Bad is not recommended (better

by Heiligengeist, in 4 hrs., see above).
The Gailthal, as far as Kotschach (50 M.), is a broad, smiling valley,

with numerous villages (diligence to Hermagor daily in 5 hrs., 2 fl.). The
road diverges to the W. at Thorl-Maglern (rail, stat., p. 368), and leads
by (\ M.) Feistritz (Kandolf), beyond which it crosses the Gail, to (l'/2 M.)
Notsch, and (2 M.) Emersdorf(Isew). (From Notsch to Bleiberg, see above;
ascent of the Dobratsch 4 hrs., fatiguing.) The road next passes (4 M.)
St. Stefan (but walkers will prefer the route across the Mittelgebirge by
St. Georg, Kerschdorf, and Trallen) and Forolach, leaves the Gail, and
leads past the pretty Presteker See to (8 M.) Hermagor (2008'; Fleiss), the
principal place in the lower Gailthal , charmingly situated at the mouth
of the Gitschthal. In the latter, through which a road (p. 267) leads to

(5 hrs.) Greifenburg
,
grows the Wvlfevia Carinthiaca, a beautiful plant

with dark blue flowers , found nowhere in Europe except on the slopes
of the Gartnerkofel (7211'), which rises to the S. of Hermagor (p. 370).

The road then follows the left bank of the Gail to Kirchbach and
(9 M.) Reissach (2284'; Inn). About 1 hr. to the N. is the small Reisskofl-
Bad (3264'), at the S. base of the Reisskofl (7772'), which may be ascended
in 5 hrs. (very toilsome, but interesting). The most conspicuous of the
mountains bounding the Gailthal on the S. is the Polinigg (7654'). The
road next reaches (8 M.) Kotschach (2323'; Kiirschner; "Rizzi), the principal
village in the upper Gailthal, and a summer-resort, prettily situated. (The
Vorhegg, 3420', ascended in 1 hr., affords a fine survey of the Gailthal.
An extensive panorama is obtained from the Jauken, 7390', 4-5 hrs.) From
Kotschach by Maria-Luggau to Sillian , see p. 2(i5 ; over the Kotschach-
Pass to Oberdrauburg (diligence daily) and by the Plbken to Venetia, see
p. 266.
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72. From Brack to Villach.
127'/2 M. Railway (Rudolfbahn) in 574-61/2 hrs.; fares 10 fl. 7, 7 fl. 55,

5 fl. 3 kr.

Bruck, see p. 314. The train diverges to the right from the
main line, crosses the Mur , and turns to the W. into the narrow
Murthal. 7'/2 M. Niklasdorf. It then crosses the Mur to —

10 M. Leoben (1745'; *Post; *Mohr; *Kindler ; Adler), on a
peninsula formed by the Mur, the most important town (5491 in-
hab.) in Upper Styria, and the seat of the government mining au-
thorities. A miner forms the Fountain-figure in the market-place.
The Town Hall is adorned with the armorial bearings of the towns
of Upper Styria. View from the height 5 min. above the modern
Church of the Redemptorists, on the Mur. The negociations between
Napoleon and the Austrians preliminary to the Peace of Campo
Formio took place at the chateau of Goss (now the property of the
Vordernberg mining company), i/

2 hr. to the S. of Leoben, on 18th
April, 1797 (and not at Napoleon's headquarters in the Dittlsche
Garten, as a memorial-stone there, with long Latin inscriptions,
erroneously status). Near the town are extensive iron-works and
coal-mines. — To Vordernberg, and over the Prebiihl to Eisenerz,
see p. 330.

The train describes a wide circuit round the town, and to the S.
the suburb of Waasen stops at the (11 M.) Rudolfbahn Station. It

then follows the left bank of the Mur (passing Schloss Goss on the
left, see above) to (18'/2 M.) St. Michael (1955' ; *Rail. Restau-
rant ; Hotel Schneller, at the station ; Klemenschitz), at the mouth
of the Liesing-Thal, the junction for -St. Valentin (R. 66). (Seats
should now be taken on the right side.) 21 '/a M. Kaisersberg, with
a ruined castle, beyond which the Mur is crossed; 28!/2 M. St. Lo-
renzen. To the left are the spurs of the Glein Alps, to the right
those of the Sekkau Alps.

On the left bank of the JIur. 2 31. to the W. of St. Lorenzen , opens
the Kobenz-Thal. in which, 4 11. from its mouth, lies the village of
Sekkau (2762'; Stradnev), formerly an episcopal residence, with a hand-
some abbey-church ("'Monument of Duke Charles II. of Styria). Interest-
ing ascent of the Zinken (7868'), an excellent point of view: through the
Steinmiiller Graben to the Jurgbauer (spend night if necessary) 272 hrs.,
and to the top in 2 hrs. more.

33 M. Knittelfeld (2116'; Kindler; Walter), a prettily-situated
little town, at the mouth of the Ingering-Thal. To the W. is (1 hr.)

Schloss Spielberg, with fine view and interesting collections.
The Gleinalpe (p. 344) may be ascended without difficulty from Knit-

telfeld. We follow the high-road to the N. to (1 M.) Gobernilz, turn to
the right at a finger-post, then (

3/i hr.) to the left, where the road divides,
to (3/4 hr.) Glein (Gindler), from which we ascend the ravine of the Glein
to the (3 hrs.) Alpen-Wirlhshaus (see p. 345).

Attractive excursion through the Ingering-Thal, by (7 M.) Bischoffeld
(Wegscheider), to (7 31.) the picturesque little Ingering-See (3976 1

), at the
foot of the precipitous Reichartkogel (Hochreichart, 7930'; ascended from
the lake in A hrs.). Refreshments at the forester's, I1/4 M. on this side of
the lake.
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The valley of the Mur now expands to its greatest width. 37y2 M.
Zeltweg (Gumpl) , with extensive iron-works. On the right hank
of the Mur, 3 M. to the S., is the village of Weisskirchen ; and

4^2 M. to the N.W. is Fohnsdorf, with extensive coal-mines, some
of which are upwards of 800' deep.

42»/2 M. Judenburg (2380'; *Post, carriages for hire; *Brand

;

Florian ; *Rail. Restaur., with rooms), a very ancient town (4039
inhab.), once a Celtic settlement [Idunum, from idun, a high hill),

situated on a height on the right bank of the Mur, at the foot of

the Seethal Alps, has been almost entirely rebuilt since a fire in

1841. In the Platz is a fountain with a large marble basin. Here,

too, rises the Romerthurm, erected in 1509, with its Gothic portal

(fine view from the top, 236' high ; before the fire 377'). In front

of the Jesuits' Church rises a column in memory of the plague,

erected in 1717. The interesting Church of SI. Magdalena in the

suburb of that name, dating from the 9th cent., contains fine stained

glass and a carved pulpit. The exterior of the 'Post' is adorned

with a Jew's head in stone, upwards of 500 years old, which is re-

garded as the cognisance of the town. Fine view from the new
*Anlagen on the N.E. side of the town; also from the reservoir of

the water-works and from the prettily-situated Calvarienherg. In

the environs are several important iron-rolling mills and scythe-

works, as well as numerous ruined castles of the old Styrian nobil-

ity. To the S. are the (Y2 hr.) coal-mines of Feeberg.
Excursions. To the E. ('/« hr.) rise the chateau and the ruin of

Liechtenstein, the latter of which was once the seat of the minstrel Ul-
rich von Liechtenstein. The Liechtenstein-Berg (3395'), above the ruin, af-

fords a fine view (path from the Weyer suburb, with finger-posts). — To
the E. (2 M.) is the handsome Gothic pilgrimage-church of Maria-Buch,
built in 1455. — The Zirbitzkogel (7864' ; 6 hrs.) , a very fine point, is

best ascended by St. Wolfgang (*Inn) , and thence either to the right by
Linderhiitte or to the left by Rothhaide. The ascent by the Schmelz, with
the pretty Winterleitseen, is shorter, but more fatiguing. Extensive view
of the Styrian and Carinthian Alps from the summit (refuge-hut; tavern
in summer). — The Schafkogel (5731'), another fine point, is easily as-

cended: road to (4 M.) St. Peter; then to the left through the Mbschitz-
graben to the top in I'/z hr. — The Rosenkogel (6312'): drive by the
Tauern road in 2 hrs. to St. Oswald; ascend thence by St. Loretto (5967';

Inn) to the top in 2'/2 hrs. more. — The Bosenstein (8035'): drive by the
Tauern road in 3 hrs. to St. Johann am Tavern; thence a fatiguing climb
of 5 hrs. (eomp. p. 332).

Roads lead from Judenburg to the N.W., by Hohentauem, to Trieben
(see p. 332); to the S., by Weisskirchen and Obdac.h, to (32V2 M.) Wolfs-
berg in the Lavantthal (p. 353; diligence dailv in 6 hrs.); to the S.W.,
over the Stubalp-Pass (5055'), to Koflach (p. 344).

46M. Thalheim; 51 M. St. Oeorgen. The railway and the

river now turn to the S. to (51 M.) TJnzmarkt (2460 ; Jakob;
Brandt), a village on the right bank of the Mur. On the opposite

bank is the ruined Frauenburg, once the home of the minstrel Ul-
rich von Liechtenstein. The train crosses the Mur (fine view to the
right, up the valley) and reaches (58 M.) Scheifling (2494'; Post;
Ratschiller), with Prince Schwarzenberg's chateau of Schrattenberg.
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About 7 IT. to the N.W., in the Wblzer Thai, which opens here, lies

Oberwblz (Klaffensnrk), a small town with old churches and the chateau
of Rothen fels. Interesting ascent of the Hohnmarth (7726' ; 6 hrs., with
guide): through the Schiittlgraben to the (3 hrs.) Stallerhiitten and (>/2 hr.)
Wiederfioferhutte((ippn*i\eihe picturesquely-situated LiixenMitte); then past
the Fischsee and to the right to the arete and the (2 hrs.) summit, which
affords an admirable panorama. — The ascent of the Scfiiesseck (7441'-

372-4 hrs.
;
guide) is also attractive. — The road leads from Oberwcilz to

the W., over the Kammersberg , to (5 M.) St. Peter (Fleischer), in the Katsch-
bach (9 M. from station St. Lambrecht by the road via Teufenbach and
Althofen). The Oreimberg (SIW; 4»/2 hrs.; guide), ascended from St. Pe-
ter by the Hartlalpe and the Sandkogl, is a good point of view.

The line now quits the Murthal (road to Murau and Tamsweg,
see p. 338) and ascends to (63 M.) .«(. Lambrecht (2917'; Zed-
lacher, at the station), on the watershed between the Drave and
the Mur. (The village of that name, with its famous Benedictine
abbey, lies in the Tayathal, 5 M. to the S.W.) 66 M. Neumarkt.
The village (Kofler; Lebzelter; Krone), 3

/4
M. to the E., pleas-

antly situated, attracts summer visitors.

The Grebenzen (6135'), an admirable point of view, may easily he as-
cended in 3'/2 hrs. from Neumarkt or from EinOd. — The Zirbitzkogel
(7864'; 5-6 hrs.; guide) is also recommended (see above).

We now traverse a defile, in which the Olsa forms a series of

small cascades. On the right, before the station of Einod (2205'),
are the baths of that name (warm alkaline water, a euro for gout).

The castle of Durnstein , the traditionary prison of Richard Coeur-

de-Lion, situated on the frontier of.Styria andCarinthia, guards the

entrance to the Olsa-Thal.

76M.Friesach (2090'; *Priemig ; *Post; *Mohr), an old town,

still surrounded with walls and moats, andcommanded bytheruined.

castles of Geiersburg, Lavant, and Petersburg (interesting ; old pic-

tures in the chapel), and the remains of the provostry of Virgilien-

berg, is picturesquely situated near the influx of the Olsa into the

Metnitz. Gothic Parish Church of the 15th cent. ; Dominican
Church of the 13th cent., in the transition style. The octagonal

fountain in the market was erected in 1563.

Br Flattnitz and St. Leoxhakd to Feldkirchen, 15-16 hrs., an at-

tractive route. Eoad (one-horse carr. to Flattnitz 9 fl.) through the Uet-
nilzlhnl, by Grades, Metnitz, MSdring ("Seppmiiller), and Oberhof, to the
(20 31.) Flattnitz Alp (4E60') , in a beautiful and sheltered situation, and
frequented in summer by persons with delicate lungs (~ Kottmiiller,

often crowded in summer). — The Eisenhut (8009'; 5 hrs.; guide), the
highest peak of the Stangalpen Group, on the borders of Styria. Carinthia,
and Salzburg, may be ascended from Flattnitz ; view very striking. De-
scent to (2 hrs.) Turrach, see p. 338. — A pleasant footpath descends from
Flattnitz past the Haidnerhbhe , to (3'/: hrs.) Griffen . whence we may
either walk or drive to (8 31.) St. Leonhard (3615'; "Wanner. R. 50-80,
D. 80 kr.), an Alpine summer-resort, finely situated, commanding a noble
prospect of the Karawonken, and to (8 31.) Stat. Feldkirchen (p. 364; one-
horse carr. from St. Leonhard to Feldkirchen 3. two-horse 6 fl.).

80 M. Hirt. At the influx of the Metnitz into the Gurk, l'/2 M.
to the S., lies Zwischenwassern, with Schloss Bockstein, the sum-
mer-residence of the Bishop of Gurk.

A road leads hence to the W. through the Gurkthal (diligence to
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Weitensfeld daily, 1 fl.) by Strassburg to (8 M.) Gurk (Krone; Hopfgartner),
which possesses a fine Romanesque minster of the 11th and 12th centuries.

The porch contains several groups in carved wood of the 15th cent. ; in

the interior, metal-work by Raf. Donner, and in the nuns' choir well-
preserved mural paintings of the 13th century. — About 2'/2 Jl. farther up
the valley is the village of Weitensfeld (Kulnig), 16 31. from stat. Feld-
kirchen (p. 364).

The valley of the Gurk expands. The lofty and fertile plain,

with, its numerous signs of industry, is called the Krappfeld. To
the right is the long crest of the Saualpe (see below); to the S.

rise the Karawanken and the Terglou. At (82 l
J2 M.) Treibach are

extensive iron-works. To the left, on a hill, stands the village

of Althofen, with an ancient watch-tower. 92 M. Launsdorf
(1696'; Rail. Restaurant). The most interesting of the old ancestral

castles of the Carinthian nobles which abound in this district is

*Hoch- Osterwitz, 2 M. to the S.W. of stat. Launsdorf, the seat of

the Khevenhiiller family since 1571. This imposing and well-

preserved stronghold, on a rock 918' in height , is reached by a

winding path hewn in the rock
,
passing through fourteen turreted

gateways , and crossing three drawbridges. The chapel, with its

numerous monuments, and the armoury are in good preservation.

Fine view from the balcony and the bastions.

The Hagdalenaberg (3464'; 2 hrs.), to the S. of Launsdorf, which is

easily ascended, is a still finer point of view. (Roman antiquities found
here.) The descent may be made to Meiselberg and (2 hrs.) stat. Zollfeld

(see below). — To the N.W. of Launsdorf (3 31.) is St. Georgen am Lang-
see (Inn), with a chateau of Count Fgger (formerly a nunnery), prettily

situated on the S. bank of a small lake, well stocked with fish. From
St. Georgen, via Tagenbrtinn , with a large ruined castle, to St. Veil (see

below) 4 31.

From Launsdorf to Huttenberg (20 31.), railway in 2>/4 hrs. (fares

1 fl. 58, 1 fl. 18, 79 kr.). The train traverses the Gortschitzthal , the
principal seat of the Carinthian iron-industry. 3>/2 31. Brilckl (to the
right of which is St. Johann am Brilckl, with extensive iron-works) ; 8 31.

Eberstein ("Nussdorfer), with an interesting chateau of Count Christall-

nigg. (Ascent hence of the Grosse Saualpe, 6828', by 5(. Oswald in 4'/2 hrs.,

attractive.) From (15 M.) Mbsel a road leads N.E. to (3 31.) Lolling (2982';

-Siedlwirth), with considerable iron-mines, and then through the Stelzing

and over the Klippitzthbrl (5388') to (15 M.) St. Leonhard in the Lavant-
thal (p. 354). The Grosse Saualpe (see above) may be ascended from
Lolling direct in 3 hrs. ; easier, however, by (2 hrs.) Stelzing (4626';

Inn), from which we ascend the Geierkogl (6273
1

) in l'/2 hr. ; then follow
the crest of the Saualpe and traverse the Forstalpe (6647'), the Kienberg
(6710'), and the Gerlrusk (6656') to the Grosse Saualpe (6828'). Descent to

Eberstein (see above) 3 hrs., to Wolfsberg 3 hrs., to St. Andrei 3'/2 hrs. —
20 31. Huttenberg (2516'; *Lepuschitz), the chief village in the Gortschitz-
thal (1200 inhab.) , lies at the base of the Erzberg , which yields a large
proportion of the iron of Carinthia. A visit to the mines, which pierce
the hill on three sides , is interesting. We take the road by Heft and
Gossen to (2 1

/2 3I.) Knappenberg (Katzmann), where the mines and miners'
houses are situated. (The traveller may go through the principal shaft,
attended by a miner, to the Lolling side of the hill in 25 min.) From
Knappenberg a road with fine views leads round the hill to Ober-Semlach
and (2'/2 31.) Unter-Semlach (3300'; Inn), where we enjoy a splendid pano-
rama (the whole of the Karawanken chain to the S.); it then descends to
(l'/2 M.) Lolling (see above), or past the Preisenhof to (2>/z 31.) Huttenberg.— A good path leads from Huttenberg to the S.W. to the (1V< hr.)
large pilgrimage-church of Maria-Weitschach (3786'), a fine point of view.
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The train now turns to the W. and enters the valley of the
Olan. 96 M. Glandorf (1529'; *Rail. Restaurant).

Fkom Glandokf to Kxagenfckt CUM.), railway in '/« hr - (fares 88,
67, 44 kr.), traversing the Zollfeld, an extensive and at places marshy
plain, where many Roman coins and other antiquities have been found.
To the left of (3>/2 M.) Zollfeld is the chateau of Toltschach, probably
erected on the site of a Roman station ; to the right, on the hill, on the
opposite hank of the Glan, rises the castle of Tanzenberg. 5'/2 M. Maria
Saal , with a pilgrimage-church. In the vicinity, between the railway
and the road, is the ancient Herzogsstuhl ('duke's seat'), a platform of
masonry, 6'/^ ft. in height, enclosed by an iron railing, and provided
with two seats. This was originally the tombstone of Masuetus Verus,
an inhabitant of Virunum, as the Roman inscription records. According
to an ancient custom , observed for the last time in 1414, every Duke
of Carinthia on his accession to the throne was here invested with the
land by a peasant , after having received a slight blow on the cheek, and
at the same time bound himself to respect the rights and liberties of his
subjects. The duke occupied one seat, the peasant the other. Beyond Maria-
Saal we soon obtain a view of the long chain of the Karawanken. 11 M.
Klagenfurt, see p. 355.

96V2 M- St. Veit (1560'; *Rossl; Maglbrau), an ancient town
with 23*22 inhab., was the capital of Carinthia and the residence of

the dukes down to 1519. A fountain -basin of white marble in

the market-place, 30' in diameter, excavated in the Zollfeld, is said

to be Roman. The town -hall is embellished with curious reliefs.

Gothic church of the 15th century.
Interesting excursion to the N.W., by Ober- Muhlbach , to (1 hr.)

Schloss Frauenstein and the P/2 hr.) Kreugenchlosser , consisting of the
picturesque ruins of Alt- and Xeu-Kreug, We may return by Hanger-
brunn to (D/2 hr.) St. Veit.

The line follows the marshy valley of the Glan. 101 M.
Feistritz- Pulst (1583'). Pulst, with an old commandery of the

Teutonic Order, lies 1^4 M. to the N., at the foot of the ruin of

Liebenfel* (2362'), a fine point of view. To the left rises the ruined

castle of Karlsberg, with its huge tower; then that of Hardegg.
IO0I/2 M. Glunegg

, with another old castle. The train winds
through a narrow wooded valley, quits the Glan, which rises a little

to the S., crosses a low hill , and enters the broad valley of the

Tiebel. 108 AI. Feldkirchen (*Kauter), a considerable village (8 M.
to the N."\V. of which are the baths of St. Leonhard, p. 362). On
the left are the iron-works of Buchscheiden ; on the right the loftily

situated church of Tiffen. The line traverses an extensive moor,

with numerous hay -sheds, and then approaches the Ossiacher See

(1600'), a lake 6V2 M - in length, on the N. bank of which it skirts

the base of the Oerlitzen-Alp (6266'), an admirable point of view.

Opposite (119 AT.) Ossiach is the monastery of that name. On a

buttress at the S.W. end of the lake stands the large ruin of

Landskron (p. 358). The train turns to the S. and reaches the

S. Station (on the N. side of the town, left bank of the Drave) of—
1271/2 M. Villach, see p. 358.
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73. From Laibach to Villach.

81 M. Railway (Kronprinz-Rudolfbahn) in 'b'/i-V/i hrs. (5 fl. 40, 4 fl.,

2 fl. 70 kr.). Provisions should be taken. Views generally to the left.

Laibach, see p. 349. The line traverses the broad plain of the

Sau , or Save , towards the N., and beyond (3 1
/., M.) St. Veil, or

Vismarje, approaches the river, which here forces a passage through

a chain of green hills. At (l 1

/^ M.j Ztvischenwassern we cross

the Zayer, beyond which opens the broad basin of Krainburg, with

the Grintouz and other Sulzbach Alps on the right and the triple-

peaked Terglou on the left. 12^2 M. Laak. The little town of

Bischoflaak (1150'; Krone) lies l'/2 M. to the W., at the confluence

of the Zayer and the Soura.
To Tolmein in the Isonzo Valley, to the W., an easy route. Diligence

from Bischoflaak daily in 2'/2 hrs. by Selzach to (10 M.) Eisnern (1503')

;

walk by (l'A hr.) Salilog to (i'/4 hr.) Zarz (2680'), and cross the low saddle
of Na KoUcha to (l3/4 hr.) Podberta (1710' ; Valentintschitsch, tolerable),

in the parish of DeuUchruth (two German villages) ; then descend the pictur-
esque Baca Valley (road most of the way) to (15 M.) Tolmein (p. 376). —
To the N. of Zarz (see above) an easy route crosses the plateau of the
Jelover Wald (3970') to (4 hrs.) Feistritz in the Wochein (see below).

18 M. Krainburg (1165'; Alte Post; carriages at Prot's), a

small town on a hill, at the influx of the Ranker into the Sau.
Route hence over the Loibl to Klagenfurt, see p. 356; over the Seeberg

to Kiihnsdorf, see p. 354; the Sannthal Alps, see p. 347. — The Jodociberg
(2760'; IV2 hr.) affords a fine view of the Terglou, the Sannthal Alps, etc.

The valley contracts. 21 M. Podnart. The train crosses the river.

31 M. Radmannsdorf-Lees (1608' ; *Wucherer), at the union of

the Wurzener and the Wocheiner Save. To the W. the Terglou.
From stat. Radmannsdorf a road leads to the W., crossing the Save, to

O'/zM., one-horse carr. 1 fl.) Veldes (1643'; "H6tel Mallner; "Louisenbad,
both on the lake ; *Erzherzog Sigismund, or Petran, 3

/i M. farther, on the
S. bank; Jekler, well spoken of, R. 1 fl.; Dane, Poschnik, in the village,

•/4 M. from the lake; furnished rooms at MoschniVs), a favourite watering-
place, charmingly situated on the lake of that name. On an islet in
the lake rises the pilgrimage-church of St. Maria im See. On a pre-
cipitous rock on the N. side stands the picturesque Schloss Veldes (1982';

fine view from the tower ; key at the gardener's , whose house is passed
on the way to the Schloss). Swimming-bath in the lake, adjoining the
garden of the Louisenbad ; also two warm swimming-baths. Rikli's 'Natur
heilanstalt' is also much frequented. — A road leads from Veldes to the
N. by Ober-Ooriach to (6 M.) stat. Jauerburg (p. 368).

The Valley of the Wocheiner Save (or 'Savitza\ little Save) affords

a favourite excursion from Veldes (one-horse carr. to the Wocheiner See
and back 5 fl.; light post-conveyance to Feistritz daily at 7.30 a.m. in
2>/2 hrs., 1 fl.). The road skirts the S. bank of the lake of Veldes,
crosses a low ridge , and leads through the smiling green valley of the
Wocheiner Save, by Vellach, Neuming , and Witnach, to (13 M.) Feistritz
(1663'; "Post; Maurilsch), the chief village in the Wochein, situated
in a basin on the right bank of the Save, with extensive iron-works. The
Wocheiner See is 3'/2 M. farther on. Beyond Savitza the huge Terglou
(see below) rises to the right. On the lake is the church of St. Johann;
to the left of the road, about '/a M- from the lake, is a rustic inn. The
sequestered Wocheiner See (1730'), resembling the Lake of Hallstatt
(p. 93), is enclosed partly by wooded hills and partly by lofty walls of
rock (on the S.W. the jagged Skerbina). Boat to the chalets at the upper
end of the lake (1 hr.), 1-2 pers., there and back 2 fl., each additional
person 50 kr. — From the chalets (generally empty) , a footpath (the
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boatman acts as guide; fee 1
/2 fl.) ascends gradually through meadows to

a bridge over the Savitza, and then more steeply through wood, and
finally by a dilapidated flight of steps to the (l'/4 hr.) * Savitza Fall, the
picturesque source of the Save. The infant river is precipitated from
an aperture in the rock , 200' in height , into a dark green pool at the
bottom of a narrow ravine enclosed by huge perpendicular cliffs. — Passes.
From Feistritz over the Schwarzenberg (Crna Prst, 6053'), an admirable
point of view (which alone repays the ascent, 3'/2 hrs.), and through
the German oasis of Beutschruth (see above), to Tolmein (p. 376) in 9 hrs., a
tolerably easy route. — An easier route (bridle - path) , also attractive,
crosses the Bazza (pron. Badja) Pass: from Feistritz to the pass 2>/2 hrs.,
Podberta (p. 365) l'/4 hr., Grahova '2 l/i hrs.; thence a road to (8 31.; carr.
with one horse 211. 20 kr.) Tolmein. — From the W. end of the Wocheiner
See over the Skerbina-Joch (6243') to Tolmein 8-9 hrs. , fatiguing but in-
teresting. The Kuck (6831'), to the W. of the pass, may be ascended thence
without trouble in 3

jt hr. ; view similar to that from the Schwarzenberg.
The Ascent of the Tekglou , the highest peak of the Carnian Alps,

is fit for experts only, with trustworthy guides. The usual starting-point
is Mitterdorf ('MI'S' ; Inn, poor; Schest, father and son, good guides), a
village 3 M. to the N. of Feistritz , or from Althammer, l 1

/* 31. farther
\V\, halfway between Mitterdorf and St. Johann. From either of these
places we ascend the somewhat steep slopes of the Drassberg, the S.E.
spur of the Terglou, in 4 l

/2 hrs. to the Belopolje Alp (5430'), where good
drinking-water is to be had. Travellers used to spend the night here,
but it is now tbetterjto sleep at the Maria- Theresien-Schutzhaus (?88S'),
built by the Austrian Tourists' Club at the font of the Little Terglou,
l'/2 hr. from Belopolje. The 'Terglou (9396'), Slavonic Triglav, has
three peaks, of which the central is the highest. Ascent at first gradual,
over loose stones and debris. Perpendicular rocks soon appear to pre-
clude farther progress , but the route is continued through a narrow
fissure ('Gate of the Terglou'). The ascent hence to the summit of the Little

Terglou (8990') is steep and disagreeable. This point is separated from the
highest peak by a broad and profound rocky chasm, which is crossed by
a narrow ridge. Beyond this we have to scramble up a bare and almost
perpendicular rock to the summit, 650' higher (l l

/2 hr. from the hut).
The view , one of the most sublime among the Alps , embraces a vast
panorama and a large portion of the Adriatic. — Mountaineers are re-
commended to descend past the Terglou Lakes to the Wocheiner See (able
guide necessary). After a weary walk of 4 hrs. from the Terglou Hut,
over rocky debris, patches of snow, and loose stones, we reach the Gross-
See, the largest and finest of these lakes. We then descend by a some-
what better path to the (2 hrs.) Doppelsee , where another refuge has
been built by the Austrian Tourists' Club (Erzherzog Franz-Ferdinand-
Schutzhaus, 5750'), and the (1 hr.) sombre ~~Schwarzsee , embosomed in
wood; then through wood to the (1 hr.) brink of the Komarca, an almost
perpendicular precipice, about 2000' high (grand view), which we descend
by a good path. In I1/2 hr. we reach the path leading from the Wocheiner
See to the Savitzafall (see above). — Those who wish to visit the lakes
without ascending the Terglou should start from the Belopolje Alp (see
above) , the ascent from the Wocheiner See being long and wearisome.

Moistkana (see below) is reached from the Wochein in 10-11 hrs., by a
rugged path crossing the Kerma Pass (6644') , between the Terglou and
Drassberg, and traversing the Kerma- Thai, which opens into the Radoina
Valley (see below) about 1 hr. S. of Bloistrana. This route is also re-
commended for the descent of the Terglou; there is a spring of good
water on the left slope, a little beyond the head of the pass.

The train approaches the S. hase of the Karawanken Mts.,

of which the Stou (p. 356) is the most conspicuous. To the left is

the mouth of the Radoina, or Rothweinbach. The valley contracts.

38y2 M. Jauerburg (1856' ; Kolb~), at the mouth of the Jauernig.
(Route hence over the Medjidoh-Sattel into the Bdrenthal and to
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Klagenfurt, see p. 356; by Ober-Ooriach to Veldes, see below.)
4OV2 M. Assling; 46 M. Lengenfeld (20 CJ0'

;
Jansa), at the foot

of the Mittagskogel (p. 358). On the opposite bank of the Save
lies Moistrana (Schmerz), at the mouth of the Urata Valley,

which stretches hence to the Terglou.
The "Urata Valley, or valley of the Feislritz, is worthy of a visit. A

rough road (hardly suitable for driving) leads from Moistrana on the left
bank of the brook to the (3'/2 M.) ' Peri.vhnik Fall, a picturesquely-situated
cascade, behind which the visitor can pass. In 2 hrs. more we reach the
imposing head of the valley, on the S.E. side of which the huge Terglou
rises precipitously. A rugged route leads from the head of the valley
over the Luknia Fuss (5836') into the valleys of the Sadenza and Isonzo
(to the Baumbachhiitte, p. 376, 5 hrs. ; thence to Flitsch 5 hrs.). — Through
the wide opening to the S. of Moistrana a cart-track leads to (272 M.)
Ober - Rothwein , at the mouth of the Kerma- Thai (see above), and then
through the Radolna or Rothwein Valley to Ober-Goriach and (8 M.) Veldes
(p. 365). — For travellers from the N., Moistrana (where several of the
guides speak German) is the best starting-point for the ascent of the
Terglou (see above): through the Kermathal and over the Kerma-Pass to
the Terglou Hut 7 hrs., and to the top f/2 hr. more.

54 M. Kronau (2664' ; Urbani), at the mouth of the picturesque
Pischenza Valley ; in the background rise the Prisanig and Rozora.

The Valley of the Isonzo is reached by a fatiguing but attractive
route ascending through the Pischenza Valley (to Flitsch, 10 hrs.). A toler-
able path ascends the pastures of the valley to its (2 hrs.) grand ter-

mination, and then mounts rapidly to the S.W. to the (l'/2 hr.) de-
pression of the Moistroka Pass (Vorschez Saddle, 5302'), between the
Moistroka (7765') on the right and the Prisanig on the left (8382' ; a good
point of view, ascended from the pass in 3 hrs., somewhat fatiguing).
Descent to (2 hrs.) St. Maria (2454'

;
quarters at the cure's

;
guide, Anton

Tozbar), the highest village in the Isonzo or Trenta Valley. (The source
of the Isonzo, which issues from the rocks of the Jaluz

, 72 nr ' above
St. Maria, is worthy of a visit.) We next descend to O/2 hr.) Loog, at the
influx of the Sadenza into the Isonzo (near the Baumbachhiitte, p. 376)
and through a rocky gorge of the Isonzo to (2'/2 hrs.) Solscha (1562'; poor
inn), whence the Km (p. 376) may be ascended (6 hrs.). Thence through a
desolate but imposing valley, with the Grintouz, and Saukopf on the K.,
and the Cerni Vrh and Kozibreg on the S., to (2'/2 hrs.) Flitsch (p. 376).

From Wurzen (*Post), 2 M. above Kronau, a road crosses the

Wurzen (3514') to (13 M.) Villach (p. 358).
59M. Batschach- Weissenfels (2848') , on the watershed be-

tween the Save and the Gailitz . The village of Ratschach (Kirchmaier)
lies l'/2 M. to the E., and Weissenfels (2590'; *Post) 2 M. to the W.

About halfway between Ratschach and. Wurzen (see above), the Save
( Wurzener Sau) flows out of a morass. The source of the river (3947')
is in the wild Planitza Valley, which opens opposite; it emerges from an
aperture in the rock, and falls from a height of 390' in considerable
volume. It then pursues a subterranean course for some distance , and
re-appears at Ratschach. Interesting excursion from Ratschach station,
there and back in 5 hrs.

Charming excursion to the two picturesque "Weissenfels or Mangart
Lakes (3060'; 3A hr. from the station or from the village of Weissen-
fels

; guide 60 kr.). Leaving the Post Inn at Weissenfels, we ascend the
valley to the (74 M.) smelting- works of Hr. Moritsch, turn to the right
and follow the road which passes below the railway and mounts to the left

along the stream. The best view of the magnificent head of the valley,

with the towering Mangart and the rocky spurs diverging from it, is

obtained from the Kudol/sfelsen , between the two lakes. Close to the
base of the Mangart, 1 hr. further up the valley, lies the See-Aljie (Dairy,
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whey). — The ascent of the Mangart (8786) from this side is laborious
(5-6 hrs. ; guide, Kirchmaier of Ratschach) ; it isjeasier from Raibl (p. 377).— The Schlossberg (4012'; 3/i hr.) at Weissenfels commands a fine view of
the Carinthian and Carnian Alps, the Gailthal, Kanalthal, etc.

Beyond the industrial village of Weissenfels, which it passes

on the right, the train crosses the Schwarzcnhach , then by a lofty

viaduct the Weissenbach , the frontier of Carniola and Carinthia,

and the deep ravine of the Schlitza
, by a bridge 300' high, and

reaches (63i/
2 M.) Tarvis. Thence to (17i/

2 M.) Villach, see R. 74.

74. From Villach to Udine. Pontebba Railway.
81 iM. Railway. Express in 4 hrs. (fares 16 fr. 50 c, 12 fr., in gold);

ordinary trains in 6 hrs. (fares 11 fr. 45, 8 fr. 25, 5 fr. 75 c). The "Pon-
tebba Line, forming the continuation of the Rudolfbahn from Villach to
Pontafel. affords a shorter route between Vienna and Venice than the
line by Nabresina and Cormons, by 91 M. (express from Vienna to Venice
in 1C/2 hrs.; fares 84 fr. 45, 61 fr. 95 c). In the wild grandeur of the
scenery traversed and in boldness of engineering, particularly between
Pontebba and Resiutta , this line surpasses all the other Alpine railways.

Villach, see p. 3515. — Skirting the town, the train runs towards

the S. and crosses the Drave by a handsome iron bridge. On the

right bank lies the goods-station of the Rudolfbahn. 2y2 M. Bad-
Villach (p. 358j. Crossing the Gail, we next reach (5 l

/-2 M.) Firnitz

(1663'), opposite Federaun, with its lofty shot-tower (p. 358). On
the left the road over the Wurzen diverges (p. 367). lO 1

/.^ M.
Arnoldstein , with a suppressed Benedictine monastery. To the

right rises the long Dobratsch, on which marks of the great land-

slip of 1348 are still traceable. The train crosses the Oailitz

(Schlitza). 14 M. Thi'irl- Maglern , the station for the Oaillhal

(p. 359). The train runs high up on the left side of the deep val-

ley of the (iailitz, passes through two tunnels, and reaches (17'^M.)
Tar *• is, the junction of the Laibach Railway (see above).

Tarvis (2408' ; *Bahnhof-H6tel, with fine view, R. lV2 fl -)> a

large and finely-situated village, and a summer-resort, the capital

of the Kanalthal, consists of Unter-Tarvis (Teppan), in the valley,

'/2 M. from the station , and Ober-Tarvis (2464'; Gelbfuss, with

garden and fine view ; Filafer) , on the hill-side ,
3
/^ M. farther

distant, where the ordinary passenger-trains also stop.
Excursions. To the Graf-Carl-Steig (there and back •/* hr. ; from

Ober-Tarvis 1 hr.). Above the railway-bridge (5 min. from the station)

a path descends to a wooden bridge over the Schlitza, and ascends on the
left bank of the wild and picturesque gorge, rendered accessible by wood-
en bridges and steps in the rock (recently neglected). It then passes
under the imposing railway-bridge, where a stone bears an inscription to

Count Carl Arco-Zinneberg, in memory ot whom the path was constructed.
From this point we return by the same route.

The Luschaviberg (see below) is frequently ascended from Tarvis : take
the Saifnitz road to the W. to the (IV2 M.) stone angel (see below); then
ascend to the left.

From Tarvis to Raibl (omnibus from each train in li/4 hr., fare 50 kr.

;

one-horse carr. 2, two-horse 3 fl. and fee), see p. 377; to the Weissenfels
Lakes (one-horse carr. 2 fl.), see p. 367. Carriages at Tarvis station.

The train turns to the W., passing Unter-Tarvis, to (19y2 M.)
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Ober-Tarvis, and ascends (with the Luschariberg on the left, and
the Mangart behind) to (221/2 M.) Saifnitz (2615'; Ehrlich; Pu-
fitscli) , on the watershed between the Black Sea and. the Adriatic.

The "Luschariberg or Heiligenberg (6880'), the most frequented pil-

grimage-resort in Carinthia, is generally ascended from Saifnitz (23/4 lirs.

;

horse 4 fl.j. We follow the Tarvis road to the (>/2 M.) stone angel, ascend
the pilgrims' path to the right, through the Luscharigraben, to the (1 hr.)

Annabriindl, and mount to the (
3
/4 hr.) Luscharialpe and the (

3
/4 hr.) pil-

grimage-church (Inn, adjacent). Extensive *View a little to the S. of

the summit (Panorama to be had at Tarvis, 30 kr.). — A shorter and
pleasanter ascent is by the so-called Steinweg, on the wooded N.W. slope
(to the church 2 hrs.). Descent on a grass-sledge in 20 min. (1 fl. ; safe

enough, but not pleasant).

The 'Seisera is a most interesting valley, one of the grandest among
the Dolomites (guide unnecessary). Road to (2>/2 M.) Wolfsbach (two inns;
guides Joh. Anz and Jos. Kandutsch); then an Alpine track to the (l'/a hr.)

Seisera or Wolfsbach Alpe (3372'), grandly situated (Wischberg, Balitzen,
Bramkofel, Kbpfach, Mittagskofel). From the Spranja, the head of the
Seisera Valley, a fatiguing route crosses the Barenlahnscharte (6962'), be-
tween the Cregnedul and the Kastreinspilze, to (6 hrs.) Raibl (see p. 377).

On the W. side of the pass (called Moserscharte on the Austrian Ordnance
Map) is a steep slope of snow (35-50°), where steps must be cut. We then
descend by the Fischbach-Alpe (p. 377) to Kaibl. Ascent of the Wischberg, see

p. 377. — From the Seisera, to the W., an easy route crosses the Somdogna
Pass (4920'), between the Kbpfach and the Mittagskofel, to the Dognagraben
(with the huge precipices of the Bramkofel and the Cimone on the left)

and (7 hrs. from Wolfsbach) stat. Dogna in the Fella Valley (see below).

The train gradually descends on the bank of the Fella, which
rises a little to the N., past the rock-strewn mouth of the Wolfs-
bach-Oraben (splendid view, with the jagged "Wischberg in the

background), to (26 M.) Uggowitz ('2582'; Ehrlich).

A path , steep at first , ascends to the N. to the extensive Uggowitzer
Alpe, with its numerous chalets. (To the Alp in the Uggwa Valley, 3963',

2'/2 hrs.). The Osternig (6676'), a very fine point of view, may easily be
ascended thence , by the Obere Feistritzer Hiitte, in 3 hrs. — Over the
Lom-Sattel (4800') to Vordernberg in the Gailthal, 3 hrs.

The train crosses the Uggowitz brook
,
passes the picturesque

Fort Malborgtth, situated on a rocky barrier which intersects nearly

the whole valley (with a monument at its base, in memory of the

heroic defence of the fort by Capt. Hensel in 1809), and then crosses

the Fella to (28 M.) Malborgeth (2365'). The large village of that

name (*Schnablegger ; Ho laky ; Adler) lies on the opposite bank.
(Ascent of the Mittagskofel, 6860', 4hrs., with guide, interesting.)

The train threads its way through a narrow rocky valley. On the
right rise the precipices of the Ouggberg and the Schinoutz, on the
left those of the Lipnik. 3272 M. Lusnitz-Malborgeth (2073'),
with a small sulphur-bath. The train crosses the Fella and is car-

ried along its right bank by means of cuttings in the rock and em-
bankments of masonry. Before passing Leopoldskirchen (on the left)

the line crosses the wild Planja-Oraben by means of a vaulted
cutting. It then crosses the Fickergraben, which descends from the
Schinoutz, and the rapid Vogelbach, and reaches —

38M. Pontafel (1874'; Bahnhofs - Hotel $ Restaur.; *Post;
Wastl), the Austrian frontier-station (custom-house examination

Baedekeb'8 Eastern JUBi.__5jh^Edit. 24
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for travellers leaving Italy) , beautifully situated , and separated

from the Italian Pontebba by the brawling Pontebbana.
A tolerable track leads to the N. through the Bombatchgraben to the

(3 hrs.) Nassfeld (5003 r

; route to the Gailthal), whence the Roukofel (7330,

3Vz hrs.) may be ascended by the Mudniker Aim and the Budniier Saltel

(splendid view). The Gartnerkofel (7211') , famous for the Wulfenia Ca-
rinthiaca found on its slopes (comp. p. 359), is ascended either from
the Nassfeld and by the WaUchiger Aim in 3 hrs. ; or (rather shorter) from
the Bombaschgraben by the Kronalp and the Oarnitzen-Alp (6 hrs. from
Pontafel to the top). Guides, Kaspar and Martin Trojer of Pontafel.

The train crosses the Pontebbana, the frontier between Austria

and Italy, and reaches —
381/2 M. Pontebba (*Rail. Restaur. ; Ital. custom-house), a vil-

lage of quite Italian character. Interesting carved altar in the old

church.

The construction of the line from Pontebba through the wild,

rocky ravine of the Fella (*Canal di Ferro) to Chiusaforte was at-

tended with extraordinary difficulties, necessitating an almost un-
interrupted series of rock-cuttings, tunnels, huge bridges, and im-
posing viaducts. (Between Pontebba and stat. La Carnia, a distance

of 17^2 M., there are 24 tunnels.) The traveller who takes an in-

terest in the structural features of the line should walk or drive to

Chiusaforte (one-horse carr. in l!/4 hr. ; there and back 3 fl.).

The train now descends rapidly on the right bank of the Fella, and

crosses it at Ponte di Muro by means of an iron bridge, 158 yds.

long, 131' high, borne by four huge buttresses. 43 M. Dogna (1522';

the village lies on the opposite bank) , at the mouth of the Canale

di Dogna or valley of the Dogna, at the head of which, towards the

E., rises the grand pyramid of the *Montasio (p. 377). The train

crosses the boisterous Dogna by a lofty bridge of four arches, skirts

the slopes of the Col delta Baita by means of rock-cuttings and

galleries, and traverses several viaducts. Again crossing the Fella,

we next reach—
46 M. Chiusaforte (1280' ; *Albergo alia Stazione, with garden

on the Fella; Fratelli Martind), below which, on the left, opens

the wild Raccolana Valley (p. 377), with the peaks of the Mte. Ca-

nin in the background (p. 376). The floor of the valley of the Fella

is bestrewn with rocky debris for a long distance. The train skirts

the slopes of the right bank , above the high-road , and at Peraria

crosses the Fella for the last time, by a bridge 184 yds. in length.

We next cross the Resia to —
51 M. Besiutta (1036'). The village (Brauhaus; Alb. Moran-

dini), with its two churches, lies on the opposite bank, at the mouth
of the Resia Valley, which ascends towards the E. to the Mte. Canin.

53 M. Moggio (971'). The village lies opposite, on the N. side of

the Fella valley, at the mouth of the Val di Moggio.

The valley of the Fella expands, and its rock-strewn floor is in-

tersected with numerous water - courses. 56 M. Stazione per la

Carnia (971' ; Inn at the station).
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From this station a post-road leads to the W., through the broad
Val Tagliamento, to (5 M.) Tolmezzo (1070'; Leone Bianco), near the in-

flux of the But into the Tagliamento. (Route through the valley of the
But or Valle di S. Pietro to Paluzza , and over the Plbken to Kbtschach,
see p. 266.) About 3'/2 M. above Tolmezzo lies Villa or Villa d'Invillino

(1194'; Inn), where the valley of the Tagliamento divides. Through the
N. arm, the Canal di Gorto, watered by the Degano, a tolerable cart-road
leads by Ovaro, Comeglians, and Rigolato to (20 M.) Forni Avoltri (2880';

tolerable inn), beautifully situated. (To the N.W. the Paralba, N.E. the
Wolayer Spitz, and S. the Mte. Tuglia.) Thence to Sappada, see p. 284.

A fine route towards the N. crosses the Hoehalpel to (7 hrs.) St. Lorenzen
in the Gailthal (comp. p. 265; ascent of the Paralba from the pass, 1 hr.,

easy and very attractive). Another fine route leads to the N.E. over the
Wolayer Joch (6552'), and past the Wolayer-See, to the (6 hrs.) Plbken (p. 267).

The prolongation of the valley of the Tagliamento towards the W.,
above Villa, is called the Canal di SoccMeve. A road leads by Socchieve

to (5 SI.) Ampezzo di Carnia (1866'; Colombo), the capital of the valley,

on the Lumiei. (Post-conveyance from Tolmezzo to Ampezzo daily, l x/2 fr.)

The road next leads by (T/2 M.) Forno di Sotto to (5 Al.) Forno di Sopra
or Vico (3264

1

; "Inn), and crosses the Mauria Pass (4190'), on the N.E.
side of the Mte. Cridola (8474'), to (7'/2 M.) Lorenzago. It then descends
the Val Cadore , crosses the Piave at (2 M.) Pelos , and leads to the left

by Lozzo to (JV2 M.) Pieve di Cadore (p. 283). — To the N.W. of Am-
pezzo, in the upper part of the Val Lumiei, lie the sequestered villages

of Sauris (Sauris di Sotto, 3956'; Sauris di Sopra, 4442'), which like Sap-
pada (p. 284) are inhabited by Germans. From Ampezzo over the Mte.
Pura (4731') to Sauris di Sopra 5 hrs. ; thence a cart-road to (12'/2 M.)
Sto. Ste/ano in the Val Comelico (p. 284).

A little lower down , in the midst of an extensive plain , the

Fella falls into the Tagliamento. We then cross the Venzonazza to—
59 M. Venzone (755'), an old walled town on the Tagliamento.

The train crosses the Rivoli Bianchi by an imposing viaduct of 55
arches, 860 yds. in length, and quits the Tagliamento, which de-

scends towards the S.W. to the Adriatic. 62!/2 M. Gemona-Ospe-
daletto; 66 M. Magnano-Artegna ; 69 M. Tarcento ;

71i/
2 M - Tri~

cesimo; 75 M. Reana del Rojale ; 81 M. Vdine (*Italia ; Croce di

Malta, etc.), see Baedeker's N. Italy.

75. Trieste.

Railway Station , a handsome edifice to the N. of, and about 1 M.
from the centre of the town. Motel-omnibuses 30-40 kr. ; Cab 50, with two
horses 1 fl. 20 (from midnight to 6 a.m. 80 or 1 fl. 60 kr.). Each box
10-15 kr. ; small packages free.

Hotels. Hotel be la Ville (PI. a), Riva Carciotti 3, on the quay,
R. 1V2-5U., L. & A. 70 kr., D. 2 fl. ; "Hotel Delokme, Via al Teatro 2,
opposite the Exchange, R. l'/2 fl., L. <fc A. 60 kr. ; Eubopa (PI. c), Piazza
della Caserma, '/4 M. from the station, R. I-I72 fl.; Aquila Neba, Via S.

Spiridione 2, with good restaurant; Alb. Daniel (PI. e), Via S. Mcolo 9,
with a good restaurant; Stadt Wien (Citid di Vienna), Via S. Nicolo 11.

— "H6tel Garni , Piazza Grande 5, R. 1-3 fl. — The Sardone, Branzino,
Tonina, and Barbone. are good sea-fish. Prosecco is a half-effervescing wine
of the country, Refosco, a very dark sweet, wine ; the ordinary wines are
Terrano and Istriano, both dark red, usually drunk mixed with water.

Cafes. "Lithe and Degli Specchi, Piazza Grande; Al Vecchio Tommaso,
near the Hotel de la Ville; Tergesteo and Teatro in the Tergesteum,
Piazza del Teatro; Stella Polare, Caffe Adriatico, near the post-office.
— Restaurants :

*Puntigamer Bierhalle, Via S. Nicolo 5 (better restaurant
on the first floor) ; Stein/elder Bierhalle, Piazza della Borsa ; Berger, Via

24*
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S. Nicolo 15; Cervo cTOro, Corsia Stadion 21; Belvedere, in the old town,
at the foot of the castle (approached by the Vicolo S. Chlara), with fine

view from the garden. — Osterie in the Italian style: AW Adriatico , Via
di Vienna; "Busaldi, Canal Grande, etc.

Cabs. From the station to the town, see above ; from the town to
the station 40 or 80 kr. — Per 1/4 nr - 1 one-horse 30, two-horse 45 kr.
1/2 hr. 50 or 80 kr., 3/, hr. 75 kr. or 1 fl. 10 kr., 1 hr. 1 fl. or 1 fl. 40 kr.,
each additional '/< nr - 20 or 30 kr., luggage 15 kr.

Tramway from the station, along the harbour, past the Tergesteum,
and through the Corso and the Corsia Stadion to the Giardino Pubblico,
the Boschetto, and the Campo Slarzo (fare 5-10 kr.).

Porters. Luggage not exceeding 110 lbs., within the city, 20 kr.
Steamboats. To Muggia, and to Capo d'Istria and Pirano several times

daily; local steamers to Parenzo, Rovigno , and Pola daily. Steamers
of the 'Austrian Lloyd 1

to Venice thrice, by Istria to Dalmatia thrice, to
Fiume twice weekly; to Greece, Constantinople, and the Levant once
weekly; direct to Alexandria every Friday; to Bombay monthly.

Post Office (PI. 26; D, 3), on 'the Canal Piccolo. — Telegraph Office,
Via della Dogana, No. 926.

Baths. Warm at Oesterreicher^s, Via Lazzaretto Vecchio 7, near the
artillery arsenal, and at the H6lel de la Ville, the H6tel Garni, etc. —
Vapour Baths at RikWs , in the street leading to the Boschetto. — Sea-
baths at the Bagno Maria, opposite the Hotel de la Ville ; Bagno Buchler;
Bagno Mililare, below the light-house, to the left. Ferry to or from the
swimming-baths 3 kr. each (a single person 6 kr.). Boats l-l'/s fl.

lper ora\
Theatres. Teatro Comunale (PI. 21), opposite the Tergesteum; Teatro

Filodrarnmalico (PI. 23) , French and German plays sometimes performed

;

Armonia (PI. 24), dramas and operas; Politeama Rossetti, on the Acquedotto.
British Consul, Capt. Burton, Piazza Barbacan (office-hours 9.30-12.30

and 2-4.30). — American Consul, Col. J. Eglinton Montgomery.
English Church Service in the Via S. Michele at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Chaplain, Rev. Rob. Callaghan.

Trieste , the Tergeste of the Romans , and the principal seaport

of Austria, with 72,005 (or incl. the suburbs 133,393) inhab. , lies

at the N.E. end of the Adriatic. It was constituted a free harbour

in the reign of Emp. Charles VI. in 1719, and possesses the same

importance for S. Germany as Hamburg for N. Germany. About

14,000 vessels, of an aggregate burden of 2^4 million tons, enter

and quit the harbour annually. The average value of the imports

amounts to nearly 160 million florins per annum, that of the ex-

ports to 135 million florins. The inhabitants are natives of many
different countries, but the Italian element predominates. About

one-sixth are Slavonians, and there are only 4800 Germans.

The Harbour is the principal scene of traffic, and the extensive

new quays are approaching completion. The Lighthouse (Fanale

Marittimo, PI. G, 7) on the S.W. Molo Teresa is 109' in height.

Adjoining the Hotel de la Ville is the * Greek Church (»S. Niccolb

dei Greci, PI. 10; divine service 6-8i/
2 a.m. and 5-7 p.m.),

sumptuously fitted up in the interior. — Adjoining the Hotel de la

Ville on the left is the Palazzo Carciotti, with its green dome. —
To the N. of the Hotel de la Ville is the mouth of the Canal Grande
(PI. D, 3, 4), completed in 1756, which penetrates into the new
town or Theresienstadt (354yds. long, 16 yds. wide), and is always

filled with shipping. At the E. end of the canal is the church of

St. Antonio Nuovo (PI. 7), built in 1830 in the Greek style.
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Adjoining the Molo S. Carlo, a pier begun in 1751 on the site

of an ancient Roman pier, rises the Teatro Comunale (PL 21),
opposite which, in an open piazza, is the *Tergesteum (PI. 25), an
extensive block of buildings, with shops and offices on the outside,
and intersected in the interior by a cruciform arcade roofed with
glass. This arcade with the adjoining rooms on the ground-floor
is used as an Exchange (principal business-hours 12-2 o'clock).

Visitors are admitted to the well-stocked Reading Room of the Ex-
change. The Tergesteum also contains the offices of the Austrian
Lloyd, a steamboat-company founded in 1833, which carries mails
and passengers from Austria to the E. Mediterranean and India.

Near the Tergesteum lie the two busiest piazzas in the city

:

the Piazza della Borsa (PI. E, 4) with the old Exchange, adorned
with a Oroup of Neptune in marble, and a Statue of Emp. Leo-
pold J., erected in 1660; and the Piazza Orande (PI. C, 4), with
the new Town Hall [Municipio, PI. 11) , containing the handsome
hall of the provincial diet. In front of the Municipio is the Maria
Theresa Fountain , erected in 1751 , and towards the sea extend

pleasant grounds. — A little to the S. is the Fish Market (Pescheria),

beyond which lies the Piazza Lipsia (see below).

The Corso , the principal street of Trieste, which leads inland

from these piazzas , separates the New Town, with its broad streets

and handsome houses, from the Old Town. The streets of the latter,

nestling round the castle- hill, are narrow and steep, and in some
cases inaccessible to carriages.

On the way from the Piazza Grande to the cathedral, on the
left, is the Jesuits' Church (£. Maria Maggiore, PL 9), the choir of

which is adorned with a large modern fresco by Sante. A few paces
to the W., higher up, lies the small Piazzetta di Riecardo, which
is said to have been named after Richard Cceur de Lion , with the
Arco di Riecardo (PL 2), supposed by some to have been a Roman
gateway

, but probably part of an old viaduct.

Ascending the Via della Oattedrale, we soon reach on the right

the entrance to the Museo Lapidario (PL 16; F, 3; custodian
opposite, No. 16; fee 30 kr.), a collection of Roman antiquities

from Trieste and Aquileia, exhibited in the open air in an old

burial-ground. Winckelmann, the famous German archaeologist,

who was murdered at Trieste in 1768, is buried here. A small

temple contains his Monument, erected in 1832, with an allegorical

relief, and a genius with a medallion-portrait above. On each side

of the monument are fragments of an Amazonian sarcophagus. At
the lower end of the 'Glyptothek' are an inscription from the

pedestal of Fabius Severus, a decurion of Trieste, and a number of

heads and other fragments of statues.

The loftily-situated Cathedral of S. Giusto (PL 8 ;
F, 3) occupies

the site of an ancient Roman temple , of which, by the tower, por-

tions of the foundations and columns have been brought to light.
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The present building was foimed in the 14th cent, by uniting three

contiguous edifices of the 6th cent., an early-Christian basilica,

a baptistery, and a small Byzantine church -with a dome. The
facade is adorned with three busts of bishops in bronze. To the

right and left of the portal are six busts in relief from Roman tombs.

The interior has been whitewashed. In the altar-recess on the right

is Christ between SS. Justus and Servatius ; in that on the left is

Mary between Gabriel and Michael, with the Apostles below (7th

cent.). The capitals are partly antique, partly Romanesque.
Beneath a stone slab in front of the church is interred Fouche,

Duke of Otranto (d. at Trieste in 1820), once the powerful minister

of police of Napoleon I. — The projecting terrace commands a view
of part of the town and the sea.

In the Piazza Lipsia . which is laid out in promenades, is

the Nautical Academy (PL 1). On the second floor of this building
is the Ferdinand- Maximilian Museum (Wed. and Sat. 10-1

; Sun.

11-1), which among other objects contains the complete fauna of

the Adriatic. Crossing the court in a straight direction and ascend-

ing to the second floor, we enter the Municipal Museum (daily 9-1

;

fee 30 kr.), which contains terracottas, vases, bronzes, and other

small antiquities, chiefly from Aquileia and Rudiae, and a number
of Egyptian and Cyprian relics. This museum also comprises a

collection of ancient and modern coins, a collection of weapons, and

various objects relating to the town of Trieste.

At the corner of the Via della Sanita. and the Piazza Giuseppina

is the Palazzo Revoltella (PI. G.6), handsomely fitted up, and

embellished with pictures and sculptures, which was bequeathed

to the town by its late proprietor Baron Revoltella, together with a

sum of money for its maintenance. (Admission daily, 11-2.) The
principal facade of the building , which was erected in 1857 from

designs by Hitzig, looks towards the Josefsplatz, where a *Statue

of Emperor Maximilian of Mexico (d. 1867), in bronze, designed

by Schilling, was erected in 1875.

An avenue (Passeuaio di S. Andrea), V/o M. in length, skirting

the coast, and commanding a variety of views, leads from the Campo
Marzo, at the S.W. angle of the town, past the Villa Murat, the

Lloyd Depot, and the Gas-Works, to Servola.

On the road to Zaule , which is noted for its oyster-parks, lie

the handsome Cemeteries.— A favourite walk on the E. side of the

town is afforded by the Boschetto, which is reached by the tramway

through the Corso, the Piazza della Legna, the Corsia Stadion, and

past the shady Qiardino Pubblico (10 kr.). Shady walks ascend

hence in 30-40 min. to the Villa Ferdinandea (Restaurant al Cac-

ciatore) , situated on a plateau 755' in height. Here, too, stands

the Villa Revoltella, with its park and chapel, now the property of

the town , and used as a summer-residence by the burgomaster

(splendid view of the town, the sea, and the coast).
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The chateau of *Miramar, formerly the property of Emp.
Maximilian of Mexico (d. 1867), charmingly situated near Grig-
nano, 5M. to the N.W. of Trieste, affords a pleasant excursion from
Trieste. (The chateau is '/2 M. from stat. Grignano, p. 352; hoat
from Trieste 2 fl., carr. and pair 3 fl.) The beautiful park, with its

palms and groves of camellias and laurels , and splendid views of
the sea and the town of Trieste, is always open to the public. The
handsome rooms of the chateau are shown (Sundays excepted) on
application to the major-domo. Halfway to Miramar is Barcola
(Restaur.), frequently visited from Trieste.

The extensive new docks of the Austrian Lloyd Co., opposite

Servola (see above) , are shown on application at the office in the
Tergesteum (guide V2 A- ; more for a party).

Excursions. To ""Optschina (1135'; Hotel all' Obelisco), 3 M. to the
N., with a fine 'survey of the town and the sea, particularly from the
trigonometrical signal beyond the road, 5 min. from the inn. Also to

Servola; to the grotto of Corniale (7 ]/z M. to the E.);and to Lipizza (with
the Imperial Stud), about 7 M. to the E. — The following excursion is

recommended for a whole day: Start early by boat P/2 fl.) for Muggia;
walk in 1 hr. over the hill (splendid view) to Oltre; row from Oltre
to Capo d'Istria (Cilia di Trieste; Hdtel Radetzky , with shady garden;
Cafe in the principal piazza), an ancient town (7539 inhab.), the Roman
Justinopolis, on an island connected with the mainland by an embankment.
The Cathedral, the Palazzo Pubblico , on the site of an ancient temple of
Cybele, and the extensive Salt Works are objects of interest. Good sea-

baths. Then walk along the coast by Semedella to (3 31.) Isola (good Re-
fosco wine, p. 371), and (6 M.) Pirano (Vapore), and return to Trieste in
the evening by steamer (2-3 times a week). — S. Lorenzo, a favourite sea-

bathing place, 2 M. from Pirano, is a handsome building with a pleasant park

.

76. From Trieste to Villach. Valley of the Isonzo.

120 M. Railway to (3572 31.) Gorizia (Gorz) in 2-2y2 hrs. (fares 3 fl. 18,

2 fl. 38, 1 fl. 59 kr.). Diligence from Gorizia to (67 31.) Tarvis daily in

16 hrs. (6 fl. 10 kr.). Railway from Tarvis to (I71/2 31.) Villach in l'/s hr.

(1 fl. 37, 1 fl. 2, 69 kr.).

From Trieste to (12 M.) Nabresina, see p. 352. Farther on, to

the left, lies Buino, with a chateau of Prince Hohenlohe. At 8.

Giovanni the Timavo (Roman Timavus; Virg. Aen. I. 244-46~),

which under the name of Reka (Rjeka, i.e. river) disappears near

St. Canzian (p. 352) in the grottoes of the Carso, emerges from a

rock after a subterranean course of 23 M., and falls into the

Adriatic 1V2 M - lower down. Near (22 M.) Monfalcone the train

quits the coast, and then turns to the N., skirting the "W. spurs of

the Carso. 23 M. Ronchi ; 26 M. Sagrado, beyond which we follow

the valley of the Isonzo. 28'/2 M. Oradisca ; 31 M. Rubbia-Savogna.

351/2 M. Gorizia (283' ;"* Posta ; * Hotel Palazzo Formentini,

with a pleasant garden; * Corona d'Ungheria; Leone; Angelo

d"Oro~), Ger. Obrz , the capital of an archiepiscopal see, with

20,912inhab., charmingly situated on the Isonzo, is now a favourite

resort of lung -patients owing to the mildness and dryness of the

climate. (Pleasant walks and excursions ; theatre; military music
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in the Giardino Pubblico and in the Piazza several times weekly.)

The cathedral merits inspection. In the upper and older part of the

town is the ancient castle of the Counts of Gorizia, now in a ruinous

condition, and partly used as a prison. Charles X. of France, who
died here in 1836, is interred in the chapel of the monastery of Ca-
stagnavizza, on a height above the town (20 min.). The Monte
Santo (2210'), 2 1

/2hrs. to theN., crowned with a pilgrimage-church,

commands a fine view.

The High Road leads from Gorizia on the left hank of the

Isonzo, by Saldino, to (13(2 ^0 —
49 M. Canale , where it crosses the river. It then leads by

Ronzina to (10 M.) Volzuno, Ger. Woltschach (Koffou), and
crosses the Isonzo to (IV4 M) Tolmino, or Tolmein (663'; Posta,

dirty), in the chateau of which Dante, when a guest of the Pa-
triarch of Aquileia, wrote several cantos of his Divine Comedy.
(From Tolmino over the Skerbina-Joch, or over the Schwarzenberg,

to Feixtritz, see p. 365; to Laak, see p. 365.") We next reach

(10 M.) —
70V2 M - f'tiporetto, Ger. Karfreit (1014'; Deutschwirth). To

the right are the precipices of the Km (see below) ; to the left rises

the Matajur (5391' ; easily ascended in 4 hrs. ; interesting). The
next places are (7 M.) Serpenizza and (6'/2 ^0 —

84 M. Flitsch(1470'; Post; Ruber), a village in a sequestered

basin. On the W. rises the huge Mte. Canin group.
The ascent of the Prestrelenik (8220'). by the Knrnica Alp in 8V2 hrs.,

is fatig\iing, hut repaying; the descent may be made by the Nevea Alp to

(6 hrs.) Raibl (see below). — The ascent of the Canin (K471') by the Gos-

ditsch Alp., in 8'/2-9 hrs., is also fatiguing (from the Canin to the Pre-

strelenik 3 hrs.). — The Ronibon (or Veliki Vrh; 7251'), by the GoHciza Alp
in 5 hrs., offers less difficulty. — Asrent of the Km (7369

1

), a spur of the
Julian Alps, about 10 hrs. : from Flitsch to the Spredolina Alp (very poor
quarters) 3'/2 hrs. ; thence to the top 6V2-" hrs. (The ascent may be made
from Karfreit in 8, or from Tolmino in >

c-9 hrs.) — From Flitsch to the
upper Valley of the Trenta (passes to the Pischema and Urata valleys),

see p. 366. Near Loog in the upper Trenta valley, b l
jt hrs. from Flitsch,

is the new Baumbachhiille, erected by the German Alpine Club. (New route
thence to the top of the Terglou 5Vs-6 hrs.) — Guides may be procured
at Flitsch. Gimp, the Itinerar'. published by the Kiistenland Section

of the German Alpine Club.

The road now quits the Isonzo valley , which ascends to the

E. towards the Terglou (p. 366), and follows the course of the

Knritenza or Koritnica towards the N., into a defile called the Flit-

scher Klause (1745'). Beyond this pass, near (4 J
/2 M-) Unterbreth,

a view of the imposing Mangart (see below) is disclosed; to the

E. rises the abrupt Jaluz (8711'). The road ascends in long

windings to Oberbreth, grandly situated, passes the mouth of the

Mangart Valley, and a small fort , where a handsome monument
commemorates the death of a Capt. Hermann , who fell in a skir-

mish here in 1809, and reaches (4 M.) the highest point of the

Predil (3812' ; two inns, that on the left the better). We now de-
scend (choosing the 'Sommerstrasse' or upper of the two roads),
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enjoying flue views of the light-green Raibler See, and of the See-
thal with the Seekopf and Wischberg, to (3 M.) —

951/2 M. Raibl (2925' ; *Schnablegger ; Schchhnbcryer), a pictur-
esquely-situated village on the Scltlitzu (the outlet of the Raibler
See), with extensive lead-foundries, and a summer-resort. To the
"W. rises the dolomitic Konigsberg (6292'), and opposite to it is

the Fiinfspitz (6240'), with its five huge pinnacles.
Pleasant walk "by the 'Winterstrasse' to the (1 M.) Lake of RaiU (3250';

baths in summer; boats for hire; small restaurant on the island). —
Ascent of the Luschariberg (5880'), by Kalttcassev in 4 hrs., not difficult
(descent to Saifnitz, p. 368). — Pleasant excursion of >/2 day to the Kalt-
wasserthal , with its grand head. Interesting day's excursion across the
Raibler Scharte (5347') to the Kaltwosserthal; then over the Braschnik-
Sattel (4884 1

), between the Steinerne Jager and the Schwalbenspitzen, to the
Seisera Valley and to Wolfsbach and Tarvis (p. 369). — Ascent of the
'Mangart (8786' ; 6-7 hrs.

; guide 3-4 fl. ; Franz Filafer and Dollnig of Raibl

;

Baumgarten of Predil) , not very difficult, and very interesting. Beyond
the Predil we turn to the left and nscend the Mangartthal to the Uangart-
Alp, pass the cave in the Rothe Wand where the night used to he spent,
and reach (3 hrs. from the Predil inns) the Refuge Hut of the Villach Alpine
Club (destroyed by a storm in Oct., 1882) on the 'Glatte Felsen 1

, below the
Travnik-Sattel, where the Weissenfels route joins ours. Thence to the top

2V2 hrs. more (path improved ; imposing view). Descent past the Weissen-
fels lakes (p. 367) troublesome (steep slopes of debris). — The Wischberg
(8756'; 6-7 hrs.; guide 5fl), a very striking point of view, also ascended
from Raibl, is fatiguing but free from danger. We pass the Raibler See
and ascend the Seebachthal to the Fischbachalpe and the (4 hrs.) new
Wischberg Hut (5929') on the Spranj a-Scharte , below the Kastreinspitze,
erected in 1870 by the German Alpine Club. Thence to the summit in

2'/e hrs.; superb view. Descent into the Spranja, at. the head of the
Seisera valley (p. 369) steep and toilsome. — The Bramkofel (Montaggio,
Jos di Montana, 9030'), is difficult, and tit for experts only (guide 6 fl.).

The previous night should be spent on the Upper Cregnedul Alp or on
the finely-situated Montasch Alps (about 5250'; guides to be had), 4'/a hrs.

from Baibl. To the summit, a magnificent point of view, 5-6 hrs. more.
— The Mte. Cimone (7812'), between the Dogna and Raccolana valleys,
4-5 hrs. from the Montasch Alps, is also repaying. — The Canin (guide
6-7 fl.) and Prestrelenik (5-6 fl .), both troublesome, are better ascended
from Flitsch (see above). — The Jaluz (8711') and the Grintauz (7710') are
both difficult and somewhat hazardous.

To Chiusafoete , an interesting route (7 hrs.). We pass the Raibler
See and ascend the Seebachthal to the (3 hrs.) finely-situated Alp Nerea
(3950'), at the N. base of the Prestrelenik; and then descend through the

grand , but shadeles Raccolana Valley (with the Montasio and the Mte.

Cimone on the N.) to (l 1
/-; hr.) Stretti, (lV2.hr.) Saletto (Inn) , and (l 1

/-' hr.)

Raccolana, at the influx of the Boccolana into the Fella, 3
/t M. to the S.

of Chiusaforte (p. 370). We may then return to Raibl by the I'ontebba

line and Tarvis.

From Raibl (omnibus several times daily, see p. 368; one-horse

carr. 2, two-horse 3 fl.) the road leads through the smiling valley

of the Schlitza, by Kaltwasser (lead stamping-mill) and Flitsrld, to

(6'/2 M.) Vnter-Tarvin, '/> M- from tne railway-station

—

1021/2 M. Tarvis (p. 36S). Thence to (120 M.) Villacb., see

p. 368.
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77. From Trieste to Pola and Fiume.

Excursion to Dalmatia.

Steamboat to Pola daily in 8 hrs. (first-class fare 2 fl. 80 kr.); from
Pola to Fiume twice weekly in 11 hrs. (fares from Trieste 6 fl. 50, 4 fl. 70 kr.).
— From Trieste via Pola to Zara three times weekly in 20 hrs. (fares
9 fl. 45, 6 fl. 85 kr.); to Spalato and Ragusa three times, to Cattaro twice
weekly. From Fiume via Zengg to Zara twice weekly in 13 hrs. Good
restaurant on board, D. 2 1 '2, S. 1 fl. — Railway via. Divazza to Pola in
IOV2 hrs.,' see p. 352; by St. Peter to Fiume in 7'/2 hrs., see p. 352.

The steamer skirts the undulating, olive-clad coast of Istria. In
a distant bay to the S.E. lies Capo d'Istria (p. 375). On an emi-
nence rises the church of Pirano. The town (9000 inhab.), with
its salt-pans, is picturesquely situated in a bay ; the pinnacles and
towers of the old fortress peep from amidst olive -groves. The
lighthouse of Salrore is next passed, then L'mago , the castle of

Daila, Cittanova, Parenzo (once a usual halting-place of the crusa-

ders, with a remarkable cathedral, a basilica of 961), <S. Niccolb

(on an island with a watch-tower and deserted monastery), and
Orxera. In the distance to the K. rises Monte Maygiore (4560').

The vessel now stops at Bovigno, a prosperous town with 9,600
inhab. ; staple commodities wine (the best in Istria), oil, and
sardines. Baptistery of the 11th century. The spire of the church

is surmounted by a figure of St. Euphemia. Railway to Canfanaro
(Pola, Trieste), see p. 352.

To the right near Fasana rise the Brionian Islands, separated

by a narrow strait from the mainland, where the Venetian fleet was

defeated by the Genoese in 1379. The Venetians once quarried

the stone for their palaces here. The grand amphitheatre of Pola

now comes in sight. The excellent harbour, the principal station of

the Austrian fleet since its withdrawal from Venice , and now of

considerable commercial importance , is defended by two towers.

Pola [Hotel Ribolli, near the harbour; *Paranello; *Fass
,

s Res-

taurant ; Cafe in the market-place; beer at the Angelo, Al Teatro,

and Apollo ; wine at the Al Tempio di Augusto ; Trattoria al Buon
Pesce, on the way to the Arena), a thriving seaport with 15,173

inhab., is of very ancient origin, having probably been founded by
Thracians. According to tradition it was founded B. C. 1350 by the

Colchians who were in pursuit of Jason in order to recover the golden

fleece. It was conquered B. O. 178 by the Romans, who established a

colony here, afterwards known as Pietas Julia. Under Augustus and
his successors it attained its highest prosperity (35,000 inhab.) and
was an important war-harbour. In 550 Belisarius, the general of

Justinian, assembled an army here for the purpose of chastising the

piratical inhabitants of the coast. In 1148 Pola was taken by the
Republic of Venice, and during the subsequent contests for su-
premacy between the Venetians and Genoese the town -was fre-

quently destroyed. Prom the last of these disasters in 1379 it never
recovered, and has since been little more than a ruin.
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Its magnificent and highly-interesting antiquities, which date
from the Roman period, may be visited in the following order. (The
Temple of Augustus and the Arena are surrounded by an iron
railing, the key to the gate of which is kept at the Palazzo Pubblico,
where a guide may also be obtained if desired.)

The * Temple of Augustus and Roma (B. C. 19), 26' in height
and 50' in width, with a colonnade of six Corinthian columns
23' in height , and with admirably-executed enrichments on the

frieze, is in almost perfect preservation. The inscription can be
traced only by the holes of the nails by which the letters were once
attached to the wall (Romae et Augusta Caesari Divi F(ilio) Patri

Patriae). The collection of antiquities in the interior is insigni-

ficant. Among them is a memorial stone
,
probably from the time

of Hadrian, recording the name P. Aelium Peregrinum, Reg. Sarma-
tarum Rasparagani Fil. , apparently a foreign prince who once

resided here.

In the vicinity stood a temple of Diana , or more probably of

Roma, of which the posterior wall only is preserved. This fragment

was employed about the year 1300 in the construction of the Palazzo

Pubblico, which is incorporated with it with considerable skill. A
monument has been erected here to Signor L. Carrara (d. 1854),

in memory of his praiseworthy exertions in securing the preserva-

tion of the antiquities.

We now cross the market-place towards the S., and at the end
of a long street reach the Porta Aurea, an elegant isolated arch

in the Corinthian style, 20' in height, erected by the Sergii, a

distinguished family of the place. At some distance to the right

stood the ancient Theatre, the site of which only is now recognis-

able by a semicircular depression in the hill. The whole neighbour-

hood is now covered with modern houses. Farther to the right is a

hill with the Meteorological Station, the grounds in front of which,

embellished with a statue of Adm. Tegetthoff, command an admir-

able view of the town and harbour.

Excavations, which are still prosecuted, have brought to light

the two ancient E. gates, the Porta Erculea (so called from the head

and club beside the key-stone) and the double Porta Qemina, pro-

bably erected about A. D. 150. These were the entrances to the

Roman capitol , the site of which is now occupied by the Castle,

erected by the Venetians in the 17th cent., and restored under Emp.
Francis I. Passing round the latter on the N. side ,

the traveller

reaches the Franciscan Monastery , erected in the 13th cent.
,
now

a military magazine. It possesses fine cloisters ,
and a Romanesque

portal on the W. side quaintly adorned with shells. A celebrated

Old laurel-tree in the court, which was said to be a scion of that

which yielded its foliage to grace Cajsar's triumphal entry into the

capitol, had to be replaced by a young tree in 1864.

Beyond the monastery we reach the *Arena, which presents an
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imposing appearance when seen from the sea. It was erected, as

the style indicates, about the period of the Antonines (A. D. 150)

and could accommodate 15,000 spectators. Height 78', diameter

344'. The lower stories consist of two series of arches (72 in

number) 18' in height, one above the other; the upper story is

a wall with square openings for windows. The exterior is in ad-

mirable preservation, but the interior presents a desolate scene ; the

arrangements for the Naumachia in the centre can alone now be
traced. Four gates, with projections, of which the object is un-
known, form the entrances. The ground is meagrely covered with

creeping plants, thistles, and herbage. Most of the stones of the

tiers of seats have been removed in previous centuries and used
for building-purposes in Venice. The view from the hill (where
an echo may be awakened), through the lofty arches, of the sea

and the small islands (Scogle) and promontories, and of the olive-

clad hills of this remote coast-district, is very striking.

The steamer now skirts the S. extremity of the promontory

of Istria, passes the islands of Cherso and Veglia on the right, and
reaches the broad Bay of Quarnero, the ancient boundary of Italy,

"c/(' Italia chiude ed i mini termini bagnd" (Dante, Inferno ix, 38).

To the left rises the Mte. Afa</</iore(4560'): to the right in the dis-

tance are the Croatian Mts.. conspicuous among which is the Ca-

pella range.

Fiume, Illyr. Kekn (*Europa, on the quay ; Hotel de la Ville,

near the station ; (loUlner Stern), the only seaport of Hungary, with

20.981 inhab., has become a place of importance since the com-

pletion of the railways to St. Peter (p. 352") and to Karlstadt

(see Baedeker s South Germany). The harbour has recently been

much extended. An imperial Marine Academy is established here.

Mr. Whitehead's large torpedo-factory and Messrs. Smith and

Meynier's paper-mill (the latter in the FiumaTa ravine) also deserve

mention. Pleasant new Giardino Pubblico.
In the vicinity is a muck-frequented Pilgrimage Church, reached by

a path with 4UO steps, with a picture of tke Madonna of Loreto ,
painted

according to tradition l>y £t. Luke himself. "Numerous votive offerings

from grateful mariners arc suspended on the pillars. View of the appa-
rently land-locked Bay of Quarnero. with its mountainous islands Veglia

and Cherso.
Near the church rises (lie chateau of Tersato, once the property of

the Hungarian Count Frangipani, who was executed in 1671 (see p. 308),

and lately that of Count Nugent, an Austrian marshal fd. 1862), by whom
the ruin was restored, and who is interred in one of the vaults which
was formerly a dungeon. A small temple here contains a collection of

reliefs, busts, mosaics, statues, and other antiquities, including an ad-
mirably-draped Venus. A column, eagle, and marble tablet erected by
the French on the field of Marengo, are also preserved here. 'View of
the extensive Bay of Quarnero, with its islands, of Fiume, and the coast.
To the E. we observe the beginning of the Karlstadt Railway.

Excursion to Dalmatia. Voyage to Pola, see above. The steamer
next touches at Lussin -Piccolo, the capital of the island of Lussin, with
5600 inhab. , and the most important place in the Quarnero Islands

;

and then at the island of Selve. Zara (Vapore; Cappello; KlingendraM, with
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garden ; Cafi Cosmacendi, Piazza della Signoria) the capital of Dalmatia,
the Roman Jadera, with 12,000 inhali, is a lively place, quite Italian in
character. The costumes of the natives are picturesque. The lofty ramparts
are now used as promenades. In the Piazza dei Signori are the Loggia
(law-courts) and the Municipio. The Cathedral, in the Lombard style,

was erected by the Doge Enrico Dandolo , in the 13th cent. , after the
Storming of the town by the Venetians and French at the beginning of
the 4th Crusade. The church of 8. Donato, a beautiful octagon in the
Byzantine style, is now in a ruinous condition. Fine view from the
Oiardino del Popolo (cafe), with its tropical vegetation. Among the few
relics of the Roman period are the Porta Maritima, the Roman Tower on
the E. side of the town (splendid view; key at the commandant's office),

and the Kaiserbrunnen, a rotunda with nine arches, '/2 M. to the E. The
handsome Porta Terra Ferma was erected by Sammicheli. Maraschino is

manufactured here in large quantities (from cherries) by Drioli, Luxardo,
and others.

From Zara the steamer proceeds in 6 hrs. to Sebenico (*Pellegrino), a
town with 6876 inhab.

,
picturesquely situated near the mouth of the

Kerka. A narrow canal hewn in the rock connects it with the sea,

from which it is 3 M. distant. Handsome Cathedral in the Italian Gothic
style (15th cent.). The old town-hall opposite to it is now a Casino.

About 9 M. farther inland lies Scardona (1200 inhab.), on a lake formed
by the Kerka. The fine Fall of the Kerka, D/2 M. higher up, is pre-

cipitated in a broad volume from a height of 160 ft. in several leaps.

— Railway from Sebenico to (43l
/a M.) Spalato in 43/4 hrs. (once daily),

by Perkovitch-Slivno, Castelvecchio, and Salona (see below).
The steamer rounds the Punta della Planca , 3 hrs. after leaving

Sebenico. To the S. in the distance is the island of Lissa, where the

Austrians gained a naval battle in July, 1866. Spalato ("Hotel de la Ville),

with 8742 inhab. , is the finest town in Dalmatia. Numerous remains
of a vast palace of Diocletian, on the foundations of which half the

town is built , still exist, the Porta Aurea being specially noteworthy.
The Cathedral in the Piazza del Duomo , once a temple of Jupiter , is

an octagonal edifice in the Corinthian style. Opposite to it is the Church
of St. John, once a temple of iEsculapius, with handsome external frieze.

The charmingly-situated ruins of Salona, the Roman capital of Dalmatia,

with its interesting amphitheatre, lie 3 M. to the E., at the base of the

Mossor (Mons Aureus). A good road leads from Spalato along the coast

to the N. W. to Trau , beautifully situated on a lofty peninsula , with an
interesting cathedral of the 13th century.

The steamer next touches at Milna , the harbour of the island of

Brazza, the largest island belonging to Dalmatia, at Lesina, and at Curzola

(separated from the long peninsula of Sabioncella by a narrow strait).

It then passes the island of Meleda, touches at Gravosa, and stops at Ragusa
C'Hdtel Miramai; near the Porta Pille; Dreher's Bierhalle; Cafe, by the

Porta Pille), a picturesque town, strongly fortified, which down to the end
of the 18th cent, formed an independent republic, with terrace-like streets

and many handsome buildings in the Venetian style (Cathedral, Palazzo,

Dogana), etc. The Fort Imperials on the Mte. Sergio (good road, 3'/2 M.)

commands an exquisite "'View of the town, the sea, the coast, the islands,

and the imposing mountains of the Herzegovina (visitors admitted).

Pleasant walk to (1 M.) Gravosa, in a charming bay, the landing-place of

the Lloyd steamers. (The local steamer which plies once weekly between

Trieste and Ragusa touches at Ragusa itself. ) Thence by small boat (about

2 fl.) to the bay of the Ombla, and up that river, bordered with villas of

the Ragusans, for about 3 M., to the point where it emerges from a rocky

basin : a picturesque trip. — From Gravosa by boat (about 2 II.) in 3/4 hr.

to the N.W. to llalfi; thence on foot to Cannosa, with its famous plane-

trees," the largest in Europe (osteria adjacent). — From Ragusa by boat

in 1/2 hr. to Lacroma, an island with a ruined monastery, an imperial

chateau (no admission), and a superb park. — Very interesting excursion

(there and back a drive of 8-10 hrs.) by a good road over the pass of

Brena, with charming views of the sea and the coast, to Trebmje (Zium
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Lustigen Michel; Mtiller), a small town of the Herzegovina, most pictur-
esquely situated amid finely-shaped mountains in the valley of the Treb-
schitza (Turkish bazaar, mosque, etc.).

From Eagusa by steamer in 7 hrs. to Castel JS'uovo , a town with
7000 inhab., beautifully situated at the entrance to the Bay of Cattaro.
The entrance into the harbour, the "Bocche di Cattaro, is grand and strik-
ing. Cattaro ("Al Cacciatore, German spoken ; Studt Gratz , well spoken
of), a strongly-fortified town with 3000 inhab., grandly situated at the foot
of the lofty mountains of Montenegro , is itself uninteresting. Attractive
excursion to Cettinje, either by the old road (on foot or on horseback)
in 7, or by the new road in 9-10 hrs. (horse there and back 7V2-10, carr.
and pair 50-60 11.). Halfway is Negusch (poor inn) , the first village of
Montenegro. Cettinje (2132'; 'Hotel), the capital of Montenegro (Zrna-
i^ora), lies in a broad and picturesque but ill-watered valley, and contains
the palace of the prince, the ministerial offices, etc. — About V2 nr - to
the S. we may obtain a beautiful view of the Lake of Scutari. — From
Cattaro we may proceed by Antivari and Durazzo to Corfu; or we may
return by steamer (which runs twice weekly) to Trieste.
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Auerberg 17.

Auerspitze, the 49.

Auf der Au 143.

Auf der Lend 322.

Aufhausen 128.

Aufhofen 261. 268.

Aufkirchen (Pusterthal)
263.

— (LakeofStarnberg)26.
Augstbachthal, the 92.

Augstenberg, the 168.

Augster Alpe 92.

Aurach (Achenthal) 151.

Aurach (near Bair. Zell)

49.

— , the 84.

Aurachkar, the 103.

Aurachkirchen 84.
Aurachthal, the 84.

Auronzo 284.

Auronzo, Val d' 284.
Ausore, the 260.
Aussee 91. 334.

Ausseer Salzherg 92.

Ausser-Gschloss 291.

Ausserhof 215..

Ausser-Kainisch 334.

Aussermiihlwalder
Klamm, the 269.

Ausser-Pens 201.
Ausser-Prags 262.

Ausserwald-Thal, the 152.

Austria Hutte 335.
Averau, Alp 282.
— , Torre di 282.
Avigna, Val 189.

Avio 235.
— , Val d' 244. 249.
Aviolo, Mte. 249.
Avisio, the 254. 233
Axams 171.
Axljoch 20.

Baad, near Mittelberg 13.

Baba, the 348.
Baca Valley 365.
Bacher Mts. 346. 352.
Bacher Loch, the 15.

Bachernspitze, the 264.

Bachernthal(Sexten) 265.

Bacherthal (Eeinthal)271.
Bachgart 260.
Bachlenke, the 290. 295.

Backeralp, the 50.

Badelwand, the 314.

Baden 307.
Badersee, the 32.

Badia 276.

Badile, Piz 225.

Baedeker's Eastern Alps

Badl (St. Isidor) 199.
Bagni, Valle dei 224.
Baier-Alp, the 45.
Baierdiessen 28.

Bairisch-Zell 49.
Baita, Col della 370.
Baldo, Monte 237.
Balken, the 23.
Ball, Cima di 25S. 260.
— , Passo di 259. 260.
Ballino 236. 241.
Ballunspitze, the 167.
Balzers 157.

Bamberg 266.
Banale, Villa di 241.
Banco 208.

Bannwaldsee, the 17.

Barbian 197.

Barcola 375.

Bardolino 239.

Barenbach-Sattel 320.
Barenbad (Stubai) 182.

Barenbadalp 47. 53.

Barenbart-Ferner, the
188.

— Joch 188.

Kogl 188. 189.
Barenfall, the 119.

Barenkogl (Gastein) 121.
Biirenkopf (Ortler) 228.— (Achensee) 47.

Barenkopfe , the (Heili
genblut) 304.

Barenlahnscharte, the
369.

Barenloch, the 312.
Barenschiitz 314.

Barenthal 344.

— , the 357.
Barenthaler Kotschna

357.
Barghe 245.

Barmsee, the 35. 39-

Barmsteinwande,the 104.

Barndorf 332.

Barnstatt 152.

Barricate, le 252.

St. Bartholoma 74.

Bartholomausberg Aus-
ser and Inner 160. 165.

St. Bartholomew, Lake
of 73.

Barthummeljoch,the 158.

S. Bartolommeo , Monte
239.

Baselga 235.

Basling 213.

Bassano 253.

Bastianshutte, the 284.

Batschuns 156.

Bauernalpe, the 126.

Baumbach Hutte 367.

376.

5th Edit.

Baumgarten-Alp, the
(Achenthal) 59.

— (Floitenthal) 145.
Baumgartenjoch, the 42.
Bauingartenschneid 44.

Baumgartner, the 311.
Biiumle 5.

Baunalp 40.

Baunhof 40.
Bayen 7.

Bazza Pass, the 366.
Becchei di Sotto, Col 280.
Beckstetten 1.

Bedole, Malga 243.
Bedross 187.

Beidewasser 218.
Belluno 286.

Belo-Polje, Alp 366.
Belvedere (Cortina) 281.
Benedictbeuern 37.

Benedictenwand 38. 40.

Benzenau 97.

Berchtesgaden 73.

Berchtesgadener Hohe-
thron, the 69.

Berg, in Bavaria 26.
— , near Salzburg 78.
Bergen 57.

Bergerkogl (Fusch) 124.
— (Vii-genthal) 293.
Berger Thorl, the 300.
Berggiindele-Thai, the 23.
Berglerkogl, the 172.
Berglerkopf, the 168.
Berliner Hutte 146.
Bernardin-Alp, the 32.

Bernau 57.

Berndorf 323.
Bernerau, the 328.

Bernhardsthal, the 10.

Bernhaupten 57.

Bernina, the 224.
Bernkogl, the 114. 121.

Bernried 27. 37.

Bersbuch 8.

Bertiaga, Mte. 253.

Berwang 21. 24.

Besenbach 38.

Beseno, chateau 234.

Betzigau 2.

Beuerberg 27.

Bezau 7. 8.

Bezeck, the 8.

Bezzecca 238.

Biacesa 238.

S. Biagio, Isola di 239.

Bianco, Corno 244.
— . Sasso 257.

— , Vallon 280.

Biberkopf, the 16. 9.

Bichl 37. 40.

Bichlbach 21.

Bichlfall, the 97.

25
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Bideneck 185.

Bieberwier 21.

Bielerhohe, the 168.

Bierbaum 265.
Biessenhofen 2.

Bigontina, Pian della281.
— , Val 280. 282.
Bildstein 6. 155.

Bildstbckl-Joch, the 184.

Bilkengrat, the 166.

Binsalp 47.

Binswangen 22.

Biois, Val 258. 289.

Birchkogl, the 171.

Birgitz 171.

Birglberg-Alpe 145.
Birgsau 14.

Birkenberg 164.

Birkenkoll, the 264.

Birkcnstein 48.

Birkenthal, the 24.

Birkkarspitze, the 42.

Birnbach 59.

Birnhorn, the 113.

Birnlucke, the 274. 131.

Bischoffeld 360.
Bischoflaak 365.

ISischofshofen 10S. 337.

Bischofamiitze, the 336
Bischofswies 73.

Bistriza, the 350.
Bivin di Prad, see Prad.
Bizau 8.

Bladen 284.
BlaichacU 11.

Blankahorn, the 161. 169.
Blankajoch, the 161. 169
Blankenjoch, the 162.
Blaser, the 191.

Blassen, the 94.

Blassenstein 324.
Blattenspitze, the 168.

Blaubachthal, the 42. 47.

Blaue Gumpen, the 33.— Tumpf, the 338.
— Wand, the 153.

Blaueis Glacier, the 77.

Bleiberg 357. 359.
Bleiburg 354.

Blickspitze, the 180.
Blindau 59.

Blindenmarkt 325.
Blindsee, the 21.

Blnmberg 40. 103.
Blons 159.

Blose, the 196.

Bludenz 158.
Bliihnbachthal , the 107.

75.

Bliihnbachthdrl, the 107.

75.

Blumau 197.
Bliintauthal, the 75.

Robing 28.

Bobingen 1.

Bcichgraben, the 329.
Bockach-Alp, the 145.
Bockfeld-Alpe, the 115.

Bockhart-Scharte,thell9
— Seen, the 119.
— Thai, the 119.

Bockhiitte, the 33.

Bockkar, the 15.

Bockkarkees, the 125.

Bockkarkopf, the 10.

Bockkarscharte, the 125
128. 305.

Bockkogl, the 184.
Biiekstein 118. 362.

Bocksteinkogl, the 115.
Boden (Fimberthal) 168— (Pflersch) 193.
Bodenbach, the 356.
Bodenbauer, the 319.
Bodenbiihl, the 154.

Bodenlahne, the 32. 33.

Bodenschneid, the 49.
Bodensee , see Lake of

Constance.
Budensee, the 265.
Bodenthal, the 357.
Bodmen 9.

Bodner 357.

B..e, the 277.

Bogliaco 239.

Bogunschitza, the 357.
Boheimkirchen 323.
Boiniont, ruin 207.

B.,ite, the 276. 2X0. 284
Bojen 270.

Bojerbachfall, (he 272.
Bolbeno 241.

Bnlladore 223.

Bombaschgraben, the
370.

Bondo 245.
Bondone 245.

— , Monte 246.

Borca 283.

Borgo di Val Sugana 251.
Bormio 222.

— , Bagni di 221.

Boruniza, the 350.
linrzago, Val 241.
Bosco. Cant, al 220.

Bose \Veil>ele, the 266.
Bbsenstein, the 332. 360.
Bosruck, the 329. 332.
Botsch, see Wotsch.
Botzen 19S.

BotzenerLeitach, thel9S.
Botzer, the 183. 195.

Botzer-Scharte , the 183.

Brad, see Prad.
Bramberg 129.

Bramkofel, the 369. 377.

Brana 348.
Brand near Telfs 35.
— near Bludenz 158.— (Urscblau) 60.

Brand, the 172.

Brand-Alp, the 60. 335.
Brandberg 143.

Brandberger Kolm , the
140.

Brandel-Alp, the 35.

Rrandenber.'er Joch, the
54.

Brandenberger Thai, the
49.

Brandenthal, the 203.
Brandhof, the 318.
Brandis,Alt- and Neu-208.
Brandjoch, the 132.
Brandkogl, the 53.

BrandnerGlacier, the 158.

Brandner Thai , the 158.

Brandriedel, the 335.
Brandstatt 338.

Brandstein, the 319. 321.
Brandtner Alpe 332.

Brandwieshiitten, the 92.

Brannenburg 52.

Branzoll 232.

Braschnik-Sattel 377.
Bratschenkopf, the 305.

Bratz 159.

Braulio, the 221.

— , Monte 221.

Braunadlerspit/.e, the 9.

Braunsberg 209.

Brazza 381.

Bre 238.

Brecherspitze, the 49.

Bregenz 5.

Bregenzer Wald, the 6.

Breguzzo, Val 245.

Breien, In der 202.

Breitach, the 9. 12.

Breitenau 314.

Breitenbach, the 49.

Breitenberg, the 103.

Breitenbrunn 28.

Breitenschiitzing 83.

Breitenstein 312.

Breitenstein, the 57.

Breitenwang 20.

Breithorn , the (Stein.

Meer) 112.

Breithorn , the (Loferer
Steinberge) 153.

Breitkopf, the 305. 125.
Breitlahner Alp 145.
Breitlehn-Alp 179.
Breitlehner JochKthe 180.

172.

Breitspitze, the 167.
Brena 381.
Brennbichl 163.
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Brenner 192.

Brennerbad 193.

Brennersee, the 192.

Brennkogl, the 123. 124.
Breno 249.
Brenta, the 251.

Brenta Mts. 242.

Brenta Alta 242.

Brenta, Val 242.

— , Bocca dl 242.

— , chateau of 251.

Brentenjoch, the 53.

Brenzone 238.

Bresceni-Klause, the 320,

Brescia 245.

Breslauer Hutte, the 173.

Brettboden, the 303.

Bretterwande, the 296.
Brettfall, chapel 140.

Brettklamml, the 73.

Bribano 286.

Bricciuskapelle, the 303.

Brione, Monte 237.

Brionian Islands 378.

Brixen (Brixenthal) 149.
— (on the Eisak) 195.

Brixener Klause, the 195.

Brixenthal 149.

Brixenthal , the 148.

Brixlegg 54

.

Brizzihiitte, the 173.

Brochkogl , the Hintere
and Vordere 180.

Brocon, Passo del 252.

259. 260.

Brod 349.

Brodfallscharte, the 328.

Bruanago 289.

Bruck on the Mur 314.
— on the Amper 1.

— near Hindelang 23.
— in the Pinzgau 110.
— , chat., near Lienz 266.

290.

Bruckgraben, the 331.
Bruckl 363. 97.
Bruckmuhl 51.

Brucksattel, the 331.
Bruggen 162.
Brunau 170.

Briindlingalpe 58.
Bruneck 261.
Brunn 307.
Brunndorf 349.
Brunnenburg 212.
Brunnenfeld 165.
Brunnenkogl , the Hin-

tere and Vordere 180.

Brunnstein, the 52.

Brunnthal 33.

— , the 69. 321.
Buch 343.

Buchau 46.

Buchau, the 329.
Buchauer Scharte , the

75. 112.
Buchberg 311.
— , the 102. 322.

Buchboden 159.
Bucheben 121. 115.
Biichelhof 228.
Buchen 35. 164.

Buchenstein 287.
Buchkogl, the 343.
Biichl 8.

Buehloe 1.

Buchs 157.

Buchscheiden 364.
Biichsenalp, the 75.

Biichsenhausen 139.

Buchstein , the Grosse
332

Buco di Vela 234. 235.

Biihl(nearlminenstadt)3.
— (Virgenthal) 293.
— (Zillerthal) 143.

Buin, Piz 168.

Bullkopfe, the 264.^
Buon-Consiglio , chateau

234.

Buona , Val (Auronzo)
282. 284.

(Giudicaria) 245.

Burgau 103.

Burgberg 12.

Burgeis 188.

Biirgeralp(Mariazell)317
(Aflenz) 319.

(Schwanberg) 344.

Burgerbach, the 291. 29G
Biirgermeisteralp, the 81
Burggraben, the 103.

Burghalde, the 2.

Biirgl, the 92.

Biirglhntte, the 129.

Burgstall near Brixen
196.

near Oberstdorf 13.

near Schonberg 191.

— (Pitzthal) 179.
— (Zillerthal) 143.

-,theHohe(Stubai)181
- (near Heili^enblut)
305.

Burgsteinwand 270.

Burgum 147.

Burgwies 129.

Burs 158.

Biirserber" 158.

Biirstegg 9.

Burtschakopf, the 160.

Bus dal Lega 276.

But, the 267. 371.

Caderznne 241.

Cadin, Mte. 280.

Cadin del Laudo 282.
Cadine 235.
Cadini, Mti. 263. 280.
Cadore, Val di 2S5. 371.
Caffaro, the 245.
— , Val 245.

Calaita Lake, the 259.
Calamento, Val 252.
Calceranica 251.
Caldes 247.

Caldonazzo 251.
— , Lake of 251.
Galliano 234.

Calloneghe 288.
Camoggi, Passo dei 242.
Camouica, Val 249.
Campedie, Mte. 255.
Campidelli, Passo di 249.

Campidello 255.
Campiglio, Madonna di

242.

Campill Valley, the 276.
Campo 236.

Campo, Lago di 245.

Campo Croce , Val 276.
Campo di Sotto 281.

Campo Moro, Val 224.

Canale 376.

— , Passo di 260.

— , Val 259. 289.

Canale S. Bovo 259.
Canazei 256. 204.

Cancia 283.

Canciano, Passo di 224.
Candide 284.

Canfanaro 352. 378.

Canin 376. 377.

Canisfluh, the 8.

Cannosa 381.

8. Canzian 352.

Capella Mts., the 3S0.

Capo d'Istria 375.

Capo di Ponte (Val Ca-
monica) 249.

(near Belluno) 285.

Caporetto 376.

Caprile 287.

Caprino 237.

Carano 254.

Care Alto 241. 244.

Caresen Glacier, the 226.

Caresolo 242.

Caressa Pass, the 2U2.

Caret, Alp 243.

Carlinbach, the 187.

Carnia, Stazione per la

371.
Carolinenfeld 51.

Carthaus 177.

Casadio, Mte. 281.

Casez 208.

St. Cassian (Gaderthal)
277.

25*
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Castagnavizza 376.

Castelbell 190.

Oastelfondo 247.
Castellazzo, Monte 258,

Castelletto 238.

Castello (Lago di Garda)
238.

— (Val di Sole) 248.

—, Monte 277.

Castclnuovo 252. 282.

Castel Tesino 252.

Castelveechio 381.

S. Caterina (Val Furva)
222.

St. Catbarina (Schnalser
Thai) 177.

Cattaro 382.

— , Kocche di 382.

Cauria 259.

Oavalazza 258.

Cavalese 254.

Cavallina, Val 249.

Cavedine, Val 235.

Cavelljoch, the 159.

Cavrasto 241.

Cecina 239.

Cedegolo 249.

Cedeh, Val di 222. 231.

— , Vedretta di 232.
Cederfeld 139.

Ceggio, the 252.
Cellero 249.
Cembra, Val 233.

Cencenighe 288.
Ceneda 285.
Centa, Val 251.
Ceppina 223.

Ceraino 235.

Cercena Pass, the 247.
Coroda Pass, the 289.
Cos, Alp 258.
Cesta 2S2.

Cettinje 382.
Ceval, see Zufall.
Cevedale, Monte 228. 229— , Pass,, 225. 232.— Hut 229. 248.

Cherso 380.
Cherz 277.

Chiapuzza 282. 283.
S. Chiatar 247.

Chieming 57.

Chiemsee, the 57.

Chiepina, Val 252.
Chiesa 224.
Chiese, the 245.
Chiusa di Verona 235.

Chiusaforte 370.
Chorinsky - Klause , the

90.

Christberg, the 160.

St. Christina 201. 186.

Christies-See, the 14.

Christlieger 74.
St. Christoph 160. 208
Churburg, the 189.
Ciamp Zoppe 282.
Ciavalatsch, Piz 188.
Cibiana, Forcella 285.
— , Val 2S3.
Cilli 346.

Cimego 245.

Cimon della Pala 258.
Cimnne, the 251. 377.

Cislonberg, the 254.
Cismone 252.

— , the 252. 258.
Cittadella 253.
Cittanova 378.

Civetta, Monte 285. 288.
Civezzano 250.
Oividate 249.
Civita,Monte, seeCivetta.
Clarahutte. the 295.
Clegna, Val 249.

Cles 246.

Cloz 247.

Codalonga, Val 288.
Cogolo 248.

Colbricon , Cima di 257.

258.

-, Passo di 258.

Coldai, Passo 285. 288.

Col de Ru 276.

Colfosco 277.

Col Freddo 279.

Colico 225.

Colle di S. Lucia 288.

Collesei 265.

Cologna 237.

S. Colombano, Piz 221.

Comano 240.

Comeglians 371.

Comelico 284.

Comelle, Passo delle 258.

289.

Como, Lake of 225.

Comparsa, Val 289.

Compatsch 169.

Concei, Val 238. 245.

Concordiahiitte 107.

Condino 245.

Conegliano 285.

Confinale, Monte 222.

Constance, Lake of 4.

St. Constantin 205.

Contrinjoch, the 257.

Contrinthal, the 256.

Cop di Breguzzo, Cima
242.

Cop di Casa, Cima 241

Cordevole , the 286. 256.

287. 289.

Coma Rossa Pass 224.

Corniale 375.

St. Corona 323. I

Corte 277.
Cortenedolo 250.
Corteno, Val di 249.

Cortina di Ampezzo 281.
— , near St. Vigil 275.
Corvara 277.
Corvo, Lake 216.
Costalunga, Alp and

Valley 202.
Costeana, brook 287.
Costonzella Pass, the 258.
Cuvelo, ruin 252.
Cregnedul, the 369.— Alp 377.
Crepa, Mte. 281.
Crespano 253.
Cresperspitze, the 168.
Creto 245.
Cridola, Mte. 284. 371.
Cristallino, the 279.
Cristallo , Monte (Am-
pezzo) 278. 279. 282.

— (Ortler) 219.
Cristall Pass, the 279.

282.

Crna Prst 360.
Croatenloch, the 107.

S. Croce 285.
— , Lago di 285.
Croce, Mte. 260. 265. 267.

284.

Croda Grande 289.

Croda Rossa, the 278. 279.

Cromerthal, the 168.

Curzola 381.

Cusiano 248.

St. Cyprian 202.

Daberspitze, the 296.

Daberthal, the 295. 296.

Dachauer Moos, the 1.

Dachstein, the 94. 95. 335.

Dai, Col 288.

Daila, castle 378.

Dalaas 160.

Dalaaser Staffel, the 11.

Dalfaz-Alp, the 47.

Dall'Armi-Spitze 36.

Dambbckhaus, the 311.

Damberg 327.

Damm, Sasso di 255.

Damiils 8.

Daniel, the 21.

Danube, the 323. 324. 326.

Danzebell, the 188.

Daone , Val 245.

Darching 48.

Dare 241.

Darfo 247.
Darzo 245.
Daunien, the 23.

Daunjoch, the 172. 184.
Daunkoglt'erner, the 172.
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Daunkopf, the 184.

— , the Hintere 172.

Davennakopf,the 160.165
Dazio 245.

Debant 301.

Defereggen-Thal, the 200
262.

Degano, the 371.

Deisenhofen 40.

Dellach 267.

Dellacher Keesflecken,
the 294.

Denno 246.

Desenzano 239.

Deutsch-Landsberg 344.

Deutsch-Metz, see Mezzo-
Tedesco.

Deutschnofen 203.

Deutschruth 365.

Dezzo 249.

Dichtenkogl 129.

Dichtlmiihle, the 85.

Dieci, Cima 252.

Diemendorf 27.

Diemferner, the 178.

Diemjoch, the 175.

Diemkogl, the 175.

Dienten 112.

Dientner Bach , the 109.

DientnerSchneeberg, the
105.

Diesbach 78.

Diesbach-Scharte, the
75. 112.

Diessen 28.

Dietenhelm 261. 268.

Dleterabachthal , the 14.

Dietfeld 72.

Dietlhutte, the 328.

Dietmannsdorf 332.

Dietringen 18.

Dignano 352.
Digonera 287.

Dimaro 248.

S. Dionigi, Chapel 284.

Dirnbach 328.

Dirndln, the 336.

Dirschentrittjoch 20.

Disgrazia , Monte della

224.

Divazza 352.

Doblbad 343.

Dobrain-Thal, the 316.
Dobratsch, the 359.
Dodici, Cima 252.
Dogna 370.

Dognagraben, the 369.

370.

Dollach 302.
Dollinger 22.

D61sach266. 301.
Domegge 284.

Domegliara 235.

Dominicushiitte 146.

Don 247.

Donatiberg, the 346.
Donawitz 330.
Dnnnerkogln, the 95.

Donnerabach-Tha) 233.
Dont 285. 289.

Dopplersteig, the 68.
Dorf (OetzthaH 172.

Dorfer Glacier 293. 294— Oed, the 298.
— See, the 299.
— That, the 293.
Dorfheim, chateau 112.

Dnrnauberg 144.

Dornbirn 155.

Dornegg-Feistritz 352.

Dorner Alp , the 99.

Dornsbcrg 190.

Dorsino 241.

Dos-Pez 247.

Dos-Trento 234.
Dbssner Scharte, the 338.
Dossner Thai , the 120.

Douglashiitte,thel58.166.
Drachenhbhle, the 314.

Drachenloch, the 69.

Draehensee, the 21.

Drachenstein, the 104.

Drassber^', the 366.

Drave, the 267. 358.

Draxlerkogel, the 316-

Drei Brunnen, see Three
Holy Springs.

Dreiergraben 35.

Dreiflngerspitze, the 263.

Dreiherrnspitze, the 274.

296.

Dreikirchen 197.

Dreilanderspitze, thel68.

Dreischusterspitze , the
264. 265.

DreiSchwestern, the 157.

Dreithorspitze, the 33.

Drei Zinnen, the 278. 279.

Drena, Castello di 236.

Dres 247.

Dresdner Hutte, the 184.

Drissenalp, the 142.

Dro 236.

Druscie, Col 281.

Drusenfluh, the 166.

Drusenthor, the 166.

Dugon, Val 289.

Duino 375.
Dullwitzhiitten, the 318.

Durach 17.

Duram Pass, the285.289.
Durazzo 3S2.

Durcheckalp , the 123.

Durchgang-Alpe, the 119.

Durchhnlzen 61.

Durchlass, the 317. 324.

Durlassboden, the 142.
Diirnbachgraben 130.
Durnbachthal 308.
Diirnberg 104.

Diirnholz 201.

Durnstein, chateau 212.
Diirnstein, the 324.
— , castle, 362.
Durona, Alp 285.
Duronbach, the 256.
Durone, Passo 241.
Duroner Alp, the 256.
Duron Valley 203. 256.
206.

Diirrach, the 41.

Diirrachklaram, the 41.
Diirreberg, the 20.

Diirrenbach 48.

Diirrenboden 142.

Durrenschoberl, the 332.
Diirrensee, the fStyria)

319.
— (Ampezzo) 278.

DUrrenstein, the 262. 279.
Diirrfeuchtenalp, the 106.

Durrwald-Alp , the 166.

Dux, Hinter 144.

— , Vorder 144.

Duxer Bach, the 144.

Duxer .Inch, the 141.

Duxerkopfl, the 53.

Duxer Thai, the 143.

Ebbs 161.

Eben 48. 337.

Ebene Reichenau 33S.
Eben Glacier, the 220.

Ebensee 87.

Ebenstein, the 319. 320.

321.

Ebenthal 355.

Ebenwald 126.

Ebenwand, the 228.

Ebenwaml Glacier 227.

229.

Ebenzweier 85. 86.

Eberndorf 355.

Eberstein 363.

Ebnerkapelle, the 149.

Ebriachbach, the 355.

Echernthal, the 94.

Eckartau 143.

Eckbauer, the 31.

Eckenalp, the 60. 152.

Eckenberg 30.

Ecker-Alpe, the 72.

Eckersattel, the 106.

Eckerfirst, the 106.

Eckkapelle, the 59.

Ed-Alp, the 96.

Edelboden, the 319. 320.

Edelgrieshohe, the 335.

Edelsteig, the 318.
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Edelweisslahnerkopf 77.

Ederbauer 83.

Edlitz 309.

Edolo 249.

Egard 190.

Egelsee, the 103.

Egem 44. 45.

Egetenjoch, the 194.

Egg 6.

Eggenberg, chateau 343
Eggenthal, the 202.

Egger Alpe, the 331.
Egger Bach, the 195.

Eggerbauer, the 214.

Eggerberg 263.

Eggessen-Grat, the 184.

Egna, see Neumarkt.
St. Egyden 309.

Ehbach Valley 36. 164.

Ehmatbach, the 127.

Ehrenberg, castle 20.

Ehrenberger Klause 20.

Ehrenburg 261.

Ehrenhausen , chateau
345.

Ehrenschwang Alp, the 3.

Ehrwald 21. 34.

Ehrwalder Kiipfe 34.

Eibelklamm, the 154.

Eiberg 4.

Eibiswald 344.

Eibsee, the 32.

Eichberg 83.

Eichelspitz, Ihe 48.

Eichgraben, the 323.

Eidechsspitze, the 261.

Eierkopf, the 295.

Eincide 362.

Einbdsbach 15.

Einstein, the 24.

Kisak, the 192. 260. etc.

Eisbruck Joch 269.

Eiseler, see Iseler.

Eisenarzt 60.

Eisenauer Alpe, the 103,

Eisenbreche, the 23.

Eisenerz 330.
Eisenerzhohe, the 321.

Eisengabel, the 275. 276.
Eisenhut, the 338. 362
Eisen-Kappel 355.
Eisenkopf, the 161.

Eisenstrasse, the 329.
Eisenzieher 332.

Eiser, the Kleine 128.

Eiserne Thor, the 308.
Eishof 179.

Eisjoch, the 178.
Eiskapelle, the 74.

Eiskogele, the 305.
Eiskogl, the (Trafoi)

218.

Eisnern 365.

Eisrinne, the Hohe 219.

331.

Eisseepass, the 227. 233.
Eiswandbuhel 125. 305.
Elbigenalp 10.

Elendalp, the 50.

Elendhutte, the 339.
Elferscharte, the 268.
Elferkofel, the 264.

Elisabethruhe, the 303.
Elixhausen 84.

Ellbach 49.

Ellenbogen 7.

Elmau near Mittcnwald
31.

— near Tegernsee 44.— (Achenthal) 152.

Elmauer Gries, the 25.
Elmen 10.

Elmsee, the 328.
Elsbethen 67. 104.

Embach 122.

Embacher Plaike, thel09.
Emersdorf 359.
Empflng 58.

Emser-Reute 155.

End der Welt, Glacier
228.

Endorf 56.

Endsthal, the 72.

Enego 252.

Eng, the (Riss) 42. 47.
— (Hollenthal) 311.

Engadinerjoch, the 169.

Enge, the 24.

Engelsberg, ruin 149.

Engelswand, the 171.

Enguiso238.
Enn, chateau 254.

Enneberg, valley of 275.

Enns 325.

— , the 327 etc.

Ennsdorf 327.
Ennseck, chateau 325
Ennsleithen 327.
Enter-Rothach 44.

Entschenkopf, the 14.

Enzenau 40.

Enzengraben, the 50.

Enzesfeld 323.

Enzinger Boden, the 298.

Epfenhausen 1.

Eppan 207.

Erl-Alp 36. 193.

Erlach 309.

Erlafsee, the 317.

Erlafthal, the 317. 324.

Erlakogel, the 85. 86. 87.

Erlauf 324.

Erling 28.

Erlsattel 36. 164.

Erlsbach 262. 290.
Ernsthofen 327.

Erpfendorf 152. 61.

Erzbach 330.
Erzberg, the 330. 160.
Erzboden, the 321.
Erzgunder See, the 23.
Erzh. Johannshiitte 300.

305.

Erzh. Johanns-Klause49.
Eschenauer Plaike, the

109.

Eschenklamm 30.
Eschenlahne, the 29.
Eschenloh (Ulten) 215.— (Loisach) 29.

Eschenthal, the 29. 39.
Eselstein, the 335.
Ksselthalgraben, the 105.
Esslinger Alpe, the 325.

329.

Esterbergsee 32.

Etsch, see Adige.
Ettal 30.

Ettaler Mandl, the 30.
Ettendorf 353.

Ktzerschlo9sl, the 72.

Eugendorf 84.

Eurasburg 27.

Ewenjoch, the 166.
Ewiger Schnee, the 108.

Exkopf, the 158.

Eyrs 189.

Faak 358.

Faaker See, the 358.
Faal 352.

Fadalto 285.
Fadnerspitze, the 167.

Fae 289.

Faggen 185.

Faggenbach, the 185.

Fahnengrat, the 7.

Fahrnau, the 85.

Fai 240.

Faistenau 102. 105.

Faistenauer Schafberg,
the 102. 105.

Falban 256.

Falcade 258. 289.

Falepp 49.

— , the Rothe 49.

— , the Weisse 44.

Falginjoch, the 186.

Falken, the 42.

Falkenstein , ruin , near
Kufstein 52.

— , on the Kbnigssee 74.
-, near Inzell 58.
— ,the,in the M611thal302.
— , on theWolfgangsee

—, near Krimml 130.
Falknis, the 157.
Fall 41.
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Fallbach, the 12. 155.

159. 338.

Faloria, Tondi di 281.

Falschauer Bach, the
208.

Falschungspitze, the 178.

Faltenbacher Wasserfall,
the 12.

Falzalp, the 76.

Falzthurn-Alp, the 47.

Fanes, Gross- and Klein
276. 277.

Fanesthal, the 276.

— , the Ampezzaner, 276.

Farchant 30.

Farmach, chateau 112.

Fasan a 378.

FaschaunerThorl, the338.

Faschinajoch, the 8. 159.

Faselfadferner . the 160.

Fassa, Val 254.

Fasulthal, the 161.

Fatschalv Piz 168.

Faukenschlucht 31.

Fedaja Pass, the 256.

Feder, Castel 254.

Federa, Alp 285.

Federaun 358. 368.

Federbett, the 144.

Federerkogl. the 203.

Feeberg 360.

Feichtauer Seen, the 328.

Feigenbach, the 17.

Feistagraben (Sulk) 335.

Feistergraben, the (near

Brack) 314.

Feisterscharte, the 336.

Feistritz on theDrave352.
— on the Mur 314. 344.
— on the Gail 359.
— near Aspang 309. 310.

— , Windisch 357.
— Pulst 364.
— in the Wochein 365.

Feistritz, the 348. 353.

357. 367.
— Graben, the 348.

Feld, the 75.

Feldaflng 26.

Feldalpe, the 53. 61.

Feldbach 345.

Feldernkopf, the 35.

Feldjochl, the 143. 274.

Feldkirch 156.

Feldkirchen 364.

Feldkogele, the 173.

Feldwebelalp 266.

St. Felix (Val di Non) 247
— near Meran 214.
— (Val Fierozza) 251.

Felixdorf 308.
Felizon, the 280.

— , Ponte 280.

Fella, the 369. 370.

Fellhorn, the(nearOberst-
dorf) 15.

— (near Waidring) 59. 61.

152.

Felsenstein, ruin 209.
Felsenweissachthal 45.
Feltre 286.

-, Vette di 259.

Fend, see Vent.
Fensterlekofel, the 268.
Ferara-Alp 204. 277.

Ferchenbach, the 33.

Ferchensee, the 35.

Fcrchenthal, the 33.

Ferdinandshohe 220.

Ferleiten 122.

Fermersbachthal 35.

Fermunt, see Vermunt.
Fernazza, Mte. 287.

Fernau, the Obere 184.

Fernau-Joch, the 184.

Fernerkogl (Selrain) 171.

(Oetzthal) 174.

(Ortler) 219.

Fernpass, the 21.

Fcrnstein, chateau 22.

Ferro, Mte. 284.

-, Canal di 370.

Fersina, the 234. 250.

Ferto, see Neusiedlersee.
Fervallthal, the 161.

Festenbach 48.

Feuchten 185.

Feuerkogl, the 87.

Feuerpalfen, the 75.

Feuerseng, the 115.

Feuerstein, the 183. 192.

Feuerstein Glacier , the

193.

Fiammes 281.

Fiave 236. 241.

Fickergraben, the 369.

Fieberbrunn 112. 113. 114.

Fiemme, Val 254.

Fiera, la 250.

Fierozza, Val 251.

Filzen-Alpe, the 119.

Filzenkogl, the 143.

Filzensattel, the (Ursch-

lauthal) 112.

— (Windau) 149.

Filzmoos 336.

Fimberpass, the 169.

Fimberthal, the 168.

Finailjoch, the 176.

Finailspitze, the 174.

Finelebach, the 212. 216.

Fineleloch, the 216.

Finestra, Passo della 259

Finkenberg 144.

Finkenstein 358.

|Finsingbach, the 140.

Finsterbach, the 200.
Finstermiinz 187.

Finsterthal-Joch, the 171.

Seen, the 171.

Finsterwald 43.

Fiorentina, Alp 285.
Fiorentina, Val 285. 288.
Fiori, Malga 245.
Firmianalp, the 69.

Firmisanspitze, the 178.

Fischach, the 84.

Fischbach 52.

, the 60. 172.

Fischbachalpe, the 42.

369. 377.

Fischbachau 48.

Fischbachthal the 35.

42. 60. 154.
a

Fischburg, chateau 204.

Fischeleinboden, the 264.

Fischen 12. 28.

Fischerndorf 92.

Fischhausen 49.

Fischhorn, chateau 110.

128.

Fischsee, the 362.

Fischunklalp, the 74.

Fitscherbach, the 179.

Fiumc 380.

Flaas 200.

Flachau, the 337.

Fladung 355.

F'lammspitze, the 167.

Flascherberg, the 157.

Flaththal, the 169.

Flattach 302. 120.

Flattnitz 362.

Flaurling 164.

Flavon 246.

Fleck 41.

Flecknersee, the 152.

Fleimserthal, seeFiemme.
Fleischbachspitz, the 272.

290.

Fleiss , the Grosse and
Kleine 306.

Fleiss, the Obere 303.

Flexensattel, the 10.

Fliess 179. 185.

Flimbach, the 225.

Flimjoch, the 226.

Flirsch 161.

Flitsch 376.

Flitscher Klause, the 376.

Flitschl 377.

Flitzthal, the 197.

Floiten Glacier, the 145.

Floitenspitze, the 145.

Floitenthal, the 146.274.

St. Florian 325.

Floruz 251.

Fluchgraben , the 313.

316.
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Fluchthorn, the 168.

Fluchtkogl, the 174. 175,

Fludergraben, the 92.

Fluh, near Bregenz 6.

Fluhenstein 22.

Fluhspitze, the 167.

Fobesthorl, the 321. 322.

Fochezkopf, the 127.

Fockenstein, the 44.

Fodara Vedla, Alp 276.

Foderlach 358.

Fohnsdorf 360.
Folgaria 251.
Follbaumhohe 324.
Folzer Alpe 319.

Folzstein, the 319.

Fonda , Val (Primiero)
259.
— (Ampezzo) 279.

Fondi 249.

Fondo 247. 208.
Fondoi 208.

Fontana Fredda 254.

Fontanella 8. 159.

Fonteklaus 197.

Fonzaso 260.

Forada, Forcella 283. 288.

Forame, Punta 280.
Forca, the 280.

— , Mte. 288.
— di Sora 280.

Forcella Alta, the 279.
— Bassa 279. 283.

Forcella Gesuretta 259.— Grande 283.
— Piccola 282.

Forcellina, the 245.
Forchach 10.

Forchtenstein, castle 309.

Formarinsee, the 11.

Formin, Croda di 282.

288.

Forni Avoltri 371.
Forno 255. 282.
Forno di Canale 289.
— di Zoldo 285.— di Sopra and di Sotto

371.
Forno, Passo (Sulden) 228.

— , Val 223.
— Glacier 222. 232.

Fbrolach 359.
Forscher Alp, the 265.
Forst 214. 190. 354.
Forst-Alpe, the 354. 363.

Fortogna 285.

Fosses 276. 280.

Fradusta, Cima della 260.

Fraele, Val 221.

Fragant 302.
Fraganter Tauern , the

121. 122.

Fragenstein, ruin 37. 164

Fragsburg 213.
Framont, Cima di 289.
Frangart 206.
Frankbachsattel, the 274

143.

Frankbachthal, the 274.
Frankenmarkt 83.

Franzdorf 350.

Franzensfeste 195.

Franzenshbhe, the 220.

St. Franziskus 251.

Franz-Josephsbad 348.

Franz-Josephs-Hbhe, the
304.

Franzl im Holz 85.

Franzosensteig, the 35.

Frassen, the Hohe 158.

Frassene 289.
Frastanz 157.

Frastanzer Sand, the 157.
Fratte, the 167.

Frauenalple, the 33.

Frauenberg 314.
Frauenberg, the 332. 156.
Frauenburg, ruin 361
Frauenloch, the 97.

Frauenmauer Cavern,the
330.

Frauenstein 98. 364.

Frauenwand, the 144.

Frauenweissenbachthal,
the 87.

Frauenwbrth 57.

Frauhitt, the 132.

Frauhitt-Sattel 37.

Fraxern 156.

Freddo, Col 279.

Freibergssee, the 13.

Freibrunnerspitze , the
186. 188. 189.

Freienfeld 195.

Freienthurn 357.

Freiger, the Wilde 183.

Freigerscharte, the 183.

Freihof 44.

Freiland 318.
Freilassing 58.

Freimannbriicke, the 70.

Frein, the 316.

Freinberg, the 326.
Freiwand, the (Kbdnitz-

thal) 299.
— (Pasterze) 304.

(Velber Thai) 292.

Freiwand Glacier 304.
Frenzela, Val 252.

Frerone, Mte. 249.

Freschalp, the 166.

Freschen, the Hohe 155.

156.

Freschenliicke , the 161.

166.

Fresen 353.

Freundaberg 55.

Freyn, the 316.

Freynsattel, the 316.
Fricken, the Hohe 31.

Friedau 323.
Friedauwerk 330.
Friedrichshafen 4.

Friedstein 333.
Friesach 362.

Frillensee, the 32.

Frischaufhiitte, the 355.
Frisolet, Mte. 288.
Fritz 60.

Fritzbach, the 337. 108.
Fritzthal, the 337.
Fritzens 55.

Frodolfo, the 222. 223.
Frohnau 77. 81.

Frohnleiten 314.

Frohnthal, the 265.
Frohnwies 78.

Frohsdorf 309.

Frblichsburg 189.
Frbllspitze, the 196.

Froneben Alpe 181.

Froschdorf 309.
Frbschhitz 313.

Froschsee, the 60.

Frossnitzthal, the 291.

Frbtschbach, the 205.

Froy 197.

Frnsnitz Glacier, the 300.

Frutzbach, the 156.

Fuchsau 60.

Fuchskarspitze, the 23.

Fucine 248.

Fiigen 140.

Fulpmes, see Vulpmes.
Fumo, Val di 245.

Fundelkopf, the 158.

Fiinfspitz, the 377.

Funtensee, the 75. 112.

Funtensee-Alpe, the 75.

— Tauern, the 74. 75.

Furberg 101.

Furka, the Grosse 158.

— , the Kleine 158.

—, the Laternser 8. 156.

— (Patznaun) 169. 186.

Fiirkele 229.

Furkele-Ferner, the 226.

Furkele-Scharte, the 226.

248.
Furkl 262.
Fiirstenbrunnen 68.

Furstenburg,chateau 188.
Fiirstenfeld 1.

Fiirstenstein 72.
Fiirt, Alp 193.
Fiirth 128.
Further Thai, the 323.
Furva, Val 222.
Furx, Alp 156.
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Fusch 122.

Fuscher Bad, the J 22— Thai, the 110. 122.— Thor], the 124.

Fuscherkarkopf 125. 30-1.

Fuscherkarscharte 125.

Fusch] 102.

Fuschlsee, the 102.

Fusine 285.

Fiissen 18.

Futschblpass, the 168.

Gabraun 314.

Gache Blick, the 179.

Gacht, Pass 24.

Gader, the 261.
— Thai, the 275.

Gaflenzbach, the 329.

Gagenmiihle 6.

Gagering 140.

Gaicht 24.

Gaichtspitze 24.

Gail, the 359.
Gailbach 194.

Gailberg, the 267.

Gailitz, the 368.J
Gailthai, the 359.

Gainfarn 308.

Gainfeldbach, the 108.

Gais 268.

Gaisach 40.

Gaisach-Thal, the 21.

Gaisalp, the 45. 47.

Gaisbach 121.

— , the 54.

Gaisberg, the 67.

Gaisberg Glacier, the 177.

Gaiselsberg 261. 275.
Gaishorn 332.
Gaislerspitzen, the (Vill-

noss) 196. 197.
Gaisloch, the 311. 312.

Gaisslerspitzen, the (Sil-

berthal) 166.

Gaisstein, the (near Rad-
stadt) 336.

— (near Kitzbiihel) 129.

151.

Gaisthal, the 35.

Galgentobel, the 158.

Galgenuel 167.

Galizenthal 266.

Galizien 355.
Gall, the 208. 209.
St. Gallen 329.

Gallenberg', the Grosse
349.

St. Gallenkirch 167.

Galleno 250.

Gallenstein, chateau 329.

Gallinakopf, the 157.

Gallinathal; the 157.

Galthiir 168.

Gaming 324.
Gamlitz 346.
Gamp 157.

Gampadel-Alp, the 165.
Gampadelthal, the 165.
Gampen-Alp, the 168.
Gampenhiife, the 228.
Gampenpass, the 247.
Gamperton-Thal, the 157
Gamplhof 214.
Gams 322. 352.
Gamsecksteig, the 311.

312.

Gamsfeld, the 96.

Gamsgrabcn, the 322. 345
Gamsgrube, the 304.
Gamsjoch, the 42.

Gamskarkogl , the 115.
118.

Gamskarl, the 53.

Gamskogl, the 172.

Gamslanernock, the 273
Gamslocher, the 69.

Gamssattel, the 69.

Gamssteig, the 206. 94.

Gamsthal, the 265.
Gand 225.

Ganeu, Alp 167.

Ganiskopf, the 153.
Gannerajoch, the 167.

Gannerathal, the 167.

Gansebichljoch, the 268
Ganskofel, the 266.

Gansriesen, the 311.
Gantkofel, the 207. 208.
Gantschier 165.

Garatshausen 26.

Garberbach 181.

Garda 239.

, Isola di 239.

— , Lago di 238.

Gardellon 289.

Gardena Pass, the 277.

Gardena, Val 203.

Gardenazza, the 276.

Gares 258.

Garfiilla 11.

Gargazon 209.

Gargellen 167.

Gargellenthal, the 167.

Gargnano 239.

Garmisch 30.

Garnitzen Alp 370.
Garnstein 197.

Garsella 159.

Garsella-Tobel, the 159.

Garsten 329.

Gartenau, chateau 70.

Gartnerkofel, the 359.

370.
Garza, Val 245.

Gaschurn 167.

Gasaen 194. 262.

Gasteig (StubaiJ 182.

(Ridnaun) 194.
— (Achunthal) 53.

Gastein, the 113.
— , Dorf 114.

— , Hof 114.
— , Wildbad 115.

Gatschach 267.
Gatterl, the 34.

Gatternock, the 271
Gaudenz, Alp 157.
Gauenstein 165.

Gauerthal, the 165. 166.
Gaul, the 208.
Gauting 26.

Gaverdina, Val 245.
Gavia-Pass, the 223.— Glacier 223.
Gavia, Monte 223.
Gazza, Monte 235. 241.

Gebhardsberg, the 5.

Gefrorne Wand, the 144.
Gefrorne Wandspitzen,

the 14C.
Gehackte, the 319.

Geiereck, the 68. 69.

Geierkogel, the 354. 363.

Geiersburg, the 362.
Geige, the 149.

Geiger, the Grosse 294.

Geigerstein, the 41.

Geiglstein, the 59.
Geilbach 29.

Geisalphorn, the 14.

Geisalpsee, the 14.

Geiselkopf, the 119.

Geiselsberg 261. 276.

Geiselsberger Thai , the
261. 276.

Geisfuss 14.

Geishorn, the 3. 23.

Geislerspitzcn the 196.

197.

Geisspitz, the 166.

Geisterspitze, the (Ortler)

218. 220.

Geitau 49.

Geltthal, the 268. 271.

Gemiirk, the 279.

Gemersdorf 353.

Gemona 371.

Gemsplatte, the 215.

Gennadi, the 1.

Geneva, Val di 243.

Gentschcljoch, the 9.

St. Georg in the Gailthal
359.

— near lii-ixen 196.

St. Georgen , in Bavaria
n
8.

in Carinthia 346.
— near Botzen 200.

am Langsee 363.
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St. Georgen am Eeith
325.— in the Pinzgau 110.

— in Styria 361.
— near Taufers 268.

St. Georgenberg 55.

Georgenried 43.

Gepatschalp, the 185.

Gepatsch Glacier, the 174.

1B5.

Gepatschhaus, the 185.

Gepatschjoch, the 186.

174.

Geralscharte, the 128.

Gereut 251.

Gerlitzen-Alp 359. 364.

Gerlos 141.

—, the 141.

— , the Hohe 142.

— , the Wilde 142.

Gerloswand, the 140.

Gem 72.

Gernalp, the 42.

Gernspitz, the 20.

Gerold (near Mittenwald)
34.

St. Gerold (Walserthal)
159.

Geroldsbach, the 171.

Gersberg-Alpe, the 67.

Gerstruben 14.

St. Gertraud on the Inn
54.

St. Gertrud (Sulden) 228.
— (Ultenthal) 216.
— (Lavantthal) 354.
Gertrusk, the 354. 363.
Gesiius, defile of 330.

Gescheibte Thurm , the
200.

Geserberg 6.

Gesuretta, Forcella 259.
Geweilkopf, the 166.
Gfaller Muhle, the 52.

Gfallwand, the 215.
Gfrill 247.
Giattei, Col 288.

Giau, Monte 288.
Giebel 23.

Gigler Thai 338.
St. Gilgen 102.

Gimpelspitze, the 24.

Gindelalp, the 49.

Ginzling 145.

S. Giovanni, intheFriuli
375.

— , in the Val di Fassa 255.— (Lake of Garda) 238.

Giralba 284.
Giralba, Forcella di (Sex-

ten) 265.
Giralbes, Forcella di
(Ampezzo) 280.

Girlan 206.
Giilaner Hohle, the 206.

Gitsch, the 261.
Gitschthal, the 267. 359.
Giudicaria 240.
S. Giuliano 255.
S. Giuliano , Lago and
Val di 243.

Giustino 242.

Gjaidalpe, the 94.

Gjaidkbpfe, the 75.

Gjaidstein, the 94.

Glamergrube, the 184.

Glan, the 355. 364.
Glandorf 364.

Glaneck 68. 3.

Glanfurtbriicke, the 356
Glanegg 364.

Glaning 200.

Glashiitten (Bavaria) 46.— (Styria) 344.

Gleichenberg, Baths 345.

Gleichenberg - Alpe 58.

Gleif. chapel 207.

Glein 360.

Gleinalpe, the 344. 360.
Gleinker See 328.
Gleinser Jochl , the 191.

Gleinthal, the 360.

Gleirscher Jbchl, the 171.
— Thai, the 36. 171.

Glemmthal, the 112.

Gliederferner, the 269.

147.

Gliederthal, the 147.
Glieshof, the 189.

Glockerin, the 305.

Glockner, see Gross-
Glockner.

Glocknerhaus, the 303.
Glocknerkarkweg 305.

Glocknerscharte, the
Obere and Untere 300.

Glocknerwand, the 305.

Glockthurm. the 185. 186
187.

Glockthurmjoch 186.

187.
Gloggnitz 310.

Glopper, the 155.
Glozza, Val 168.
Glungezer, the 56.

Glurna 188.

Glurnser Kopfl, the 188.

Gmund (Adige) 207. 232.

(Tegernsee) 43.

Gmiind in Carinthia 338.

(Gerlos) 141.

Gmunden 84.

Gmundener Berg, the 85.

Gnadenwald 56.

Gobbera 252. 259.

Gobernitz 360.

Gobetta, Cime di 221.
Goflan 190.

Goge - Alp and Glacier
273.

Gbhrenspitze, the 35.
Goignalpe, the 151.
Going 152.

Goisern 90.

Goldberg Glacier, the
(Kauris) 121.

Goldberg-Tauern,the 122.
Goldegg 109. 323.
Goldenhachbrucke 70.

Goldenstein 104.
Goldrain 190.

Goldzechscharte, the 306.
122.

Goll, see Hohe-Gbll.
Golling 105.

Golling-Scharte, the 338.
Gbllleiten, the 73.

Gollrad 318.

Gbllstein, the 72.

Gblsen, the 323.

Golser Berg, the 262.

Gomagoi 218.

Gond 225.

Gondberg, the 207.

Gopfberg, the 8.

Gopfing 328.

Gorfen 168.

Goriach-Alp 294.

Gbriachwinkel, the 336.

Goriciza, Alp 376.

Gorizia 375.

Gornetschamp, the 300.

Gorto, Canal di 371.

Gortschitzthal, the 363.

Gbrz, see Gorizia.
Gosaldo 289.

Gosau 95.

Gosau-Bach, the 95.

— Glacier, the 95.

— Mill 93.

— Schmied 95.
— Seen, the 95.

— Zwang, the 95.

Gosauhals 93.

Gosditsch Alp 376.

Gosleier Felsen, the 69.

Gbss, chateau 360.

Gbsselsdorf 355.
Gossen 363.
Gossensass 193.

Gbssfall, the 338.
Gossgraben, the 338.
Gossl 92.

Gbssnitzfall, the 305.
Gosting, chateau 315.

343.
Goatling 324.
Gostritz, the 313.
Gotschakogel, the 312.
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Gotteres 276. '279.

Gottesackerw;inde 15.

St. Gotthard 345.
Gottschee 349.

Gotzenalp, the 74.

Gbtzens 171.

Gotzentauern, the 75.

Gotzenthal 75.

Gotzis 156.

Goubachspitze, the 394.

Goyen, chateau 213.

Graba, Alp 183.

Grabagrubennieder 183.

Grabanock, Alp 183.

Graben, Pass im 166.

Grabenstein 293.

Grabneralp, the 332.

Grabnerthbr], the 332.

Grabspitz, the 147.

Gradenthal, the 302.
Grades 362.

Gradisca 375.
Graf-Carl-Steig, the 368.
Grafeil 216.

Grafenaschau 29.

Grafenegg 333.

Grafenherbergalp, the 50.

Grafenstein 355.
Grafing 51.

Grafrath 1. 28. 29.

Grahn 24.

Grahova 366.
Grainau 32.

Gramaisthal, the 10.

Grammaisalp, the Upper
and Lower 42. 47.

Gramsen Glacier, the 226.

Gramsenspitze 226.

Granatscharte, the 298.

Granatspitze, the 298.

Grande, Val (Oglio) 249
Grande, Val (Ampezzo)

280.

Granvilla 284.
Grappa, Monte 253.

Graseck 31.

Grasleiten 203.

Grassau 59.

Grassnitz 319.
Grasstein 195.

Graswang 25.

Gratlspitze, the 54.

Gratsch 212. 263.

Grattenbach 57.

Grattenbergl, the 151.

Gratwein 314.

Gratz 339.

Graue Glacier, the 299
Graukogl, the 115. 118.

Graun 187.

Graunock, the 273.

Grauspitze, the 157.

Gravosa 381.

Grawand, Alp 146.
Grebenzen, the 362.
Greifenberg, baths of 28.
flreifenburg 267.
<*rei tens toin,chateau 200.

208.
Greimberg, the 362.
Greiner, the Grosse 146.

Greith 315. 320.
Grenzeckkopf, the 168.

Grenzhorn, the 52. 57.

Greuth 358.

Gribele-Thal, the 169.

Gries near Botzen 199.

on the Brenner 192.
— in the Val Fassa 256.

in the Pinzgau 110.

in the Sulzthal 172.

184.

in the Selrain 171.

Griesalp, the 76. 172.

Griesen 25. 34.

Griesenbergkar, the 145.

Grieser Thai, the 171.

Griesgundkopf, the 15.

Griesjoch, the 171.

Grieskareck, the 336.

Griesmauer, the 330.

Griessen, Pass 113.

Griessenbach, the 113.

Griessensee, the 113.

Griesstein, the 321.

Grieswies-Alp, the 121.

Griffen 362.
Grignano 352.

Grigno 252.

Grigno, the 252.

Grillitschhiitte, the 344.

Grimming, the 333.

Grimmingbach, the 334.

Grimmingthal, the 334.

Grimmjoch, the 203.

Grintouc or
Grintouz , the (Sannthal

Alps) 355.
— (Isonzo valley) 367.

Grins 162.

Grinzens 171.

Grobming 334.

Groder, the 299.

Grbdener Bach, the 203
— .loch, the 204. 277.
— Thai, the 203.

(Ti-iidig 69.

Grbdiger Thbrl, the 69.

Grnhmannspitze, the 204.

Groissenbach 59.

Grnsina. Val 223.

Grosio 223.

(irossaitingen 1.

Grossarl 108.

Grossarl-Thal, the 108.

339.

Grossarler Klammen 108.
Grossbachthal, the 295.
C.rossbergthal, the 147.
Grossdorf (Bregenzer
Wald) 7.

(Kals) 298.
GrosseBuchstein, the 332.
Gross-Elendthal, the 339.
Gross-Florian 344.
Grosse Geiger, the 130.

294.

Grossglockner 299. 305.
Gross-Gmain 81.

Grosse Gries, the 312.
Grosshesselohe 40.

Gross-Ingent, the 145.

Gross-Kirchheim 302.
Grosse Knallstein, the

335.

Gross-Laschitsch 349.
Grosse Priel, the 92. 328.
Grosse Pyrgas, the 329.
Grossotto 223.

Gross-Ramming 329.

Gross-Reifling "322. 229.

Grosstiefenthal 49.

Gross-Venediger, the 130.

291. 293.

Gross-Vermunt 168.

Grossweidalp 129.

Grotta, la 237.

Grub (Langtaufers) 188.

Grub, chateau 91.

Grubalm, the 127.

Grubbachfall, the 126.

Grubberg, the 317. 324.

Gruben 14. 291.

Gruberalm, the 312.

Griibl Glacier, the 183.

Grubschartl 26S.
Griinau (Almthal) 86.

Griinau, the (near Maria-
zell) 317.

Grunberg, the 85. 143.

Grundlsee, the 92.

Griin-Habachkopf 129.

Griinkopf, the 35.

Griinschacher Alp 310.

Griinsee (Vltenthal) 226.
— (Spronserthall 215.
— (8teinernes Meer) 75.
— (Stubachthal) 29S.
— (Tragus) 330.

Griinsee-Alp, the 75.

Griinsee-Tauern 74.

Griinspitz. the 24.

Griinstein, the 21.

Griinsteinscharte, the 21.

Griinten, the 12.

Griinwaldjbchl, the 263.

Griinwaldthal, the 263.

Gruttenstein 81.

Gsallbach, the 185.
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Gscheid, the 308. 311.
312

Gschiser Tobel, the 158.
Gschloss, Inner 291.
Gschnitz 192.

Gschnitzthal, the 191.
Gschcider 320.
Gschoderkar, the319. 320.

Gschiitt, Pass 96.

Gschwand 316.

Gschwandalp, Untere 59.

Gsellknoten, the 264.

Gsieser Juch, the 290.

Gsiesthal, the 262.

Gsingschneide, the 332.

Gsoll 87.

Gsollgraben, the 330.

Gstatterboden 331.

Gstattmeier Niederalpe,
the 332.

Gsteig, the 171.

Gsteirhof 215.

Guffert, the 46.

Gufidaun 197.

Guggberg, the 369.

Guggenthal 102.

Guglalp, the 76.

Guglschneide, the 76.

Gummer 202.

Guramern 268.
Gumpach-Kreuz, the 293.

Gumpeneck, the 334.

335.

Gumpoldskirchen 307.

Gundlalp, the 12.

Gunkel, the 145.

Gunkelbach, the 145.

Gunskirchen 82.

Guntenhang, the 8.

Guntramsdorf 307.

Guntschnaberg, the 200.

Giinzach 2.

Gupfsattel 312.

Gurgl 177.

Gurgler Thai, the (near
lmst) 22. 162.

— (Oetzthal) 177.

Gurgler Ferner, the 177.

Gurgler Joch, the 178.

Gurgler Lake, the 177.

Gurk 363.
Gurk, the 355. 338.

Giirtelscharte, the 195.

Gurtepohl 167.

Gurtis 157.

Gurtisspitze, the 157.

Guschgfiel Alpe 157.

Guslar Glacier, the 175.

Guslarjoch.the 175.

Gusswerk 318.

Gutenstein 308. 354.

Giitle 155.

Gutthal, the 124. 303.

Haag 321.
Haar 51.

Habach 37.

Habachkees, the 129.
Habachthal, the 129.
Habberg, the 61.

Haberfeld, the 96.

Habersauer Thai 53.

Hablchen 171.

Habicht, the 182.

Hachau 58.

Hackhoferkaser 264.

Hafling 215.

Hafnereck, the 337. 339
Hagelhutte, the 42.

Hagengebirge, the 107.

Hagerau 10.

Haggen 171.

Hahnenberg, the 156.

Haider See, the 187.
Haidhausen 51.

Haidnerhohe, the 362.
Haimingen 163.

Hainbach 57.

Hainfeld 323.
Hainzen, the 90.

Hainzenberg, the 141.

Hairlach 179.

Hairlachbach 171.

Halbweg 201.

Haldensee, the 24.

Haldenwangereck,the 16
Hall near Steyr 327.
— near Admont 331.
— in the Tyrol 55.

Hall Salt-mine, the 56.36.

Hallbachthal, the 323.

Hallbauer 213.

Hallein 104.

Haller Anger, the 36. 56.

Haller Mauern, the 331.
Hallkogl, the 172.

Hallstatt 93. 91.

— , Lake of 93.
— Glacier 95.

Hallthal, the 56.
Hallthurm, Pass 76.

Hallwang 84.

Hals, the 320.

Haltspitze, the 152.
Hammer 48.

Hammerau 78.

Handlhof, the 97.

Hangen-Alpel 264.

Hangende Ferner,the 183.

174.

Hangende Stein, the 70.

Happ, the Grosse and
Kleine 294.

Harbatzhofen 4.

Hartelsgraben, the 331.

Harter Klamm, the 140.

Hartlalpe, the 362.

Hartmannsberg, chateau
56.

Haselberg, the 263.

Haselburg 199.
Haselgehr 10.

Hasenohr 226.
Haslach (Eisak valley)

199.

(Kaiser Thai) 298.— (Rhine valley) 155.
— (Traunthal) 61.

Haslau 149.

Haubensteig 2.

Hauenstein, ruin 205.

Hauensteiner Wald 205.
Hauerkogl, the 172.

Haunold, the 264.
Haus (Ennsthal) 335.— (Stillup) 143.— (Bavaria) 43.

Hausel-Alpe, the 319.

321.
Hausham 48.

Hauslhiitte, the 127.

Hausling 143.

Hausruck, the 83.

Hebung, the 8.

Hechtensee, the 317.
Hechtsee, the 51.

Heckbachthal, the 10. 16.

Heft 363.

Heidenkopf, the 36.

Heilbrunn, baths 40. 37.

Heilige Berg, see Lu-
schariberg.

Heiligenblut 302.

Heiligenbluter Tauern,
the 124.

Heiligengeist, near Vil-

lach 359.

Heiligengeist-Jochl, the
143. 274.

Heiliggeist (Kasern) 274.
— (near W.-Kappel) 348.

Heilig-Kreuz 173.

Heiligkreuz-Kofel 276.

Heiligkreuz-Kirche 276.

Heiligwasser, pilgr. chap.
139

Heimgarten, the 29. 39.

Heimspitze, the 167.

Heimwaldkofel, the 262.

Heinfels 265.
St. Heinrich 27.

Heiterwand 163.

Heiterwang 21.

Helenenthal, the 307.
Heilbrunn, chateau 67.
Helm, the 264. 365.
Hemmersuppenalp 60.
Hengst, the 103.
Hengstjoch, the 162.
Hengstthal, the 311.



Hergatz 4.

Hermagor 359.
Hermannshiihle, the 310
Herrenalpe, the 324.
Herrenworth 57.
Herroint-Alpe, the 76.
Hersching 28.

Herstein, the 263.
Herzog Ernst, the 121.
Herzogsstuhl, the 364.
Herzogstand, the 38
Hetzendorf 307.
Heuberg, the 52. 57. 61.
Heufeld 51.

Heukaareck, the 109.
Heukuppe, the 311.
Heuthal, the 60. 154.
Hexenthurm, the 331.
Hieburg 130.
Hieflau 329.
Hiesel Alpe, the 332.
Hietzing 322.

Hilgerberg 72.

Hilm-Kematen 325.
Hilmteich 343.
Himmeleck, the 23.

Himmelrnoos-Alp, the 52.

Himmelreichwiese 85.
Himmelschroffen, the 14.

Himmelwand, the 118.
Hindelang 22.

Hinteralpe. the 58.
Hinterauthal, the 36.
Hinterbad, the 156.

Hinterberg, the Wilde
182.

Hinterbiihl 293. 294.
Hinter-Dux 144.

Hintereis Glacier, the
174. 175. 176.

Hintereisioch, the 175.

189.

Hinter-Gosau 95.

Hintere Grat, the 228.

Hinterhorn, the 153.
Hinterhornalp, the 56.

Hinterjoch 23.

Hinterkirch 186. 188.
Hintermoos 6.

Hintern Wilden, the 14.

Hinterreute 8.

Hinterriss 42.

Hintere Schwarze, the
174.

Hintersee (Ramsau) 77.
— (Velber Thai) 292.

Hinterstein 23. 193.

Hintersteiner See 152.

Hintersteiner Thai 23.

Hinter-Stoder 328.

Hinterthal 112. 107.

Hintere Wandln, the 226.

Hinterwaldhof 126.

INDEX.

Hinter-Wessen 59.
Hinter-Wildalpen 321.
Hippach 143.
St. Hippolyt 208.
Hirlatz, the 94.
Hirschau 8.

Hirschbachthal, the 44.
Hirschberg , the (near

Bremen?.) 6.

— (near Tegernsee) 44.
45.

(near Hindelang) 22.
Hirschbrunn 94.
Hirschbuhl 78.
Hirschegg 13.

Hirschelau 75.

Hirschenspitze, the 11
Hirschgunder Thai, the

17.

Hirschkaar, the 118.

Hirschsprung, the 12. 13.

Hirschstall Alpe 44.

Hirschwang 310. 312.
Hirt 362.

Hirzbachfall, the 122.
Hirzbachthal, the 122.
Hirzer, the 215.
Hittisau 7.

Hittisberg, the 7.

Hochaigner Alpe 333.
Hochalpe, the Brucker

345.
— (Kaisergebirge) 53. 61.— (Karwendelthal) 36.

—(Hochschwab) 320. 321.— (near Olang) 262.

(near Partenkirchen)
32.

— (Prags) 263.
— (near Unken) 154.

Hochalpelpass, the 265.

284. 371.

Hochalpenspitze 339.

Hochalple, the 7. 155.

Hochbauer 308. 311.

Hochberg, the 58.

Hochbrett, the 73. 75.

Hochebenkofel, the 264.

Hocheck, the 75. 323.
Hochederspitze, the 164.

Hocheiser, the 128.

Hocheisspitze, the 76.

Hoch-Eppan, ruin 207.

Hochfeiler, the 269.

Hochfellen, the 58. 60.

Hochfilzen 113.

Hoch-Finstermiinz 187.

Hochfrottspitze, the 15.

Hochgall, the 272.

Hochgallmig 185.

Hochgern, the 58. 59.

Hochgeschirr, the 85.

Hochgolling, the 336.

397

Hochgrat, the 7.

Hochgrindl, the 183.
Hochgruber Glacier, the

123. 305.
Hochgseng, the 154.
Hochhadrich, the 7.

Hochisa 47.

Hochjoch (Oetzthal) 176.— (Ortler) 232.— (Silberthal) 166.— (Pflersch) 183.— Glacier 176.
Hochkaar, the 324.
Hochkail, the 108.
Hochkaiser, the 152.
Hochkalter, the 77.
Hochkogel, the 85. 86.
Hochkonig, the 108.
Hochkopf, the 39. 42.
Hochkrumbach 9.

Hochlantsch, the 314.
Hochleitenjoch, the 219.
Hochleitenspitze, the

219. 229. 232.
Hochlekengebirge 102.
Hochluckenalp 44.

Hochmaderer, the 166.
167.

Hochmolbing, the 333.
Hoch-Mundi, the 35. 37.

163.

Hochmuth, the 90.
Hochnarr, see Hohenaar.
Hochnbrderer , the 168.
Hochobir, the 355.
Hoch-Osterwitz 363.
Hochplatte, the 59.
Hochplatter Bauer 214.
Hochreichart, the 360.
Hochriss, the 57.
Hochscharte, the 112.
Hochscheibenalpe 329.
Hochschloss, the 28.

Hochschober, the 290.300.

Hochschwab, the318. 319.
320.

Hochstadel, the (Puster-
thal) 266.

— (Styria) 320. 321.

Hochstauffen, the 79. 82.

Hochsteg, the 144. 338.
Hochstegfeld, the 126.

Hochstein, the 335.
Hochsteinalpe, the 319.
Hochtauern, the 119.

Hochtenn (Lechthal) 10.

Hochthor , the (Styria)
330. 331.

Hochthurm, the 330.
Hoch - Vernagt Glacier.

the J 74. 176.

Hochvernagtspitze 174.
Ilnchvogel, the 23.
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Hochwart (Griinten) 12.— (near Meran) 214.
Hochwieden 193.

Hochwildspit/.e, the 178.

Hochzlnk, the 112.

Hoch-Zinbdl, the 331.
Hof (Salzburg) 102.
— (Bregenzer Wald) 7.

Hofalpe, the 357.

Hofatsspitze, the 14.

II ofen 24. 169.

Hoferalpe, the 96. 274.

Hoflein 355.

Hofmannshiitte, the 304.

Hofmannsruhe, the 12.

Hofmannsweg, the 305.

Hofstadt (Prags) 262.

Hogelberg, the 78.

Hohe Aderl, the 293. 294.

Hohe Briicke, the 122.

lloheBurgstall, the 181.

305.

Hohe Docke, the 125.

Hohe Ferner, the 226.

183.
Hohe First, the 178.

Hohe Frassen, the 15S.

Hohe Freschen, the 8.

155. 156.

Hohe Fricken, the 31.

Hohe Fin-leg-, the 129.
Hohe (Jaisl. the 262. 278.

279.

Hohe Oang, the 22. 125.

Hohe Geige. the 172. 179.

180.

Hohe (ierlos, (he 142.

Hohe Gjaiilstein, the 94.

Hohe Gbll, the 73. 106.
Hohe Ifen, the 15.

Hohe Joch, the 188.

Hohe Koien. the 8.

Hohe Kranzberg, the 35.

Hohe Kreuz, the 'J5.

Hohe Kreuzjoch, the 189.
Hohe Kugel, the 156.

Hohe Mann, the 166.
Hohe Moos Alp 183.
Hohe Mundi, the 35. 37.

163.

Hohenaar, the 121. 306.
Hohenaschau 57.

Hohenau, the 143.
Hohenberg, the 318.
Hohenberg, Alp 145.

Hohenburg (Kaprun)127.
Hohenburg, chateau 41.

Hbhendorf 29.

Hoheneck 323.
Hohenegg 347. 353.
Hohenems 155.

Hohenfernerjoch,the226.
248.

Hohenkampalp, the 298,
Hohenmauthen 353.
Hohenock, the 328.
Hohen - Osterwitz , cha-

teau 363.
Hohen -Salzburg, castle

65.

Hohe Sattel. the 132.

Hohe Schrott, the 87. 90.

Hohenschwangau , cha-
teau 18.

Hohentauern 332. 361.
Hohenwang 313.
Hohenwarth, the 361.
Hohenwartscharte 305.

Hohenwerfen, castle 108.

Hohe Peissenberg, the
27.

Hohe Pfeil, the 147.

Hohe Rad. the 168.

Hohe Riftl, the 305. 306.

Hohe .Salve, the 148.

Hohe Siiule, the 296.
Hohe Schneide. the 219.

Hohe Schrott. the 90.

Hohe Stellen - Scharte,
the 1S3.

Hohe Tenn, the 122. 123.

110.

Hohe Thron , the Sa)z-
burger 68. 69.

Hohe Thron. the Berch-
tesgadener 69.

Hohe Veitsch, the 313.

316.

Hohe Wand, the (Oetz-
thal) 174.

— (Piesting Valley) 308.

Hohe Wilde, the 178.

Hohe Wildstelle. the 335.

336.

Hohe Zinken, the (Wolf-
gang-See) 98.

— (near Sekkau) 360.

Hohlenl.ach, the 254.

Hohlenstein 45.

Hohlenstein 27S.

Hohlwege , the Dies-
bacher 78.

Hoier 344.

Hoierberg, the 4.

Hoiren 4.

Hoisengut, the 85.

Holle, the, in Stvria 320.
— (Pflerschthal) 193.

Hollenbachthal, the 82.

Hollenburg 356.
Holleneck, chateau 344.

Hollengebirge, the 87.

Hollenhorner, the 16.

Hollenstein 325.

Hcillenstein, see Hohlen-
stein.

Hollenthal, the (Semme-
ring) 310.

— (Partenkirchen) 32.

Hollenthalklamm,the32.
Hollenzen 143.

Hollenzkopf, the 272.
Hollersbach 129.
Hollersbachthal, the 129.

292.

Hollersbacher Scharte,
the 292.

Hbllkar, the ll)4.

Holltobel. the 14.

Holzalpl, the 54.

Holzgau 10.

Holzhausen 27.

Holzkirchen 40.

Holzleiten, the 22.

Holzpointalp, the 44.

Honigkogl, the 112.

Hopfbach-Alp, the 298.
Hopfensee, the 19.

Hopfgarten (Brixenthal)
148.

— (Defereggenthal) 290.
Hopfreben 9.

Horlachbach, the 171.

Horn Glacier 146. 273.

Hornbach, Vorder and
Hinter 16.

Hornbachjoch, the 16.

Hornbachthal, the 10.

Hbrndlalpe, the 321.

Horndljoch, the 143. 274.

Horndlwand, the 60.

Hornle, the 29.

Hornspitzen (Zillerthal)

146. 273.
— (Rhiiticon) 158.

Hornstein 308.

Hornthal, the 171.

HornthalerJoch, the 171.

Hi.irsch.ing 82.

Hiirtenberg 164.

Hbtten 28.

Hotting 140.

Hrastnig 349.

Huben (Oetzthal) 172.

— (Iselthal) 290.

Huglflng 29.

Hiihnerspiel, the 193.

Humberg, the 348.

Hundham 48.

Hundsbacher Jbchl 172.

Hundschupfen, the 313.
Hundsdorfer Alp the

123. 124.

Hundskehlgrund 143.
Hundskehljoch 143. 274.
Hundskirche, the 140.

360.
Hundskogel. the 89.
Hundstein, the 112.
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Hundstod, the 76.
Hunerkogl Scharte 336.
Hungerbach, the 29.
Hungerbrunn 361.
Hungerburg, the 139.
Husselmuhle, the 35.
Hiittau 337.
Hiitteldorf 322.
Hiittenberg 363.

Hiitteneckalp, the 90.
Huttenstein 103.

Hiittisau, see Hittisau.
Huttler Thai, the 11. 159.

Hiittwinkel-Thal 121.

Hutweiden-Thal, the 226.

Idria 350.

Idro 245.

— , Lago d' 245.
Iffeldorf 37.

Iffinger, the 215.

Igendorf 350.
Iggdorf 349.

Igla (Sulzbach needle')
347.

Idling 1.

Igls 139.

St. Ilgen 319.

Ilkahbhe, the 27.

Ill, the 157.

Uler, the 2. etc.

Illklamm, the 157.

Illsankmuhle, the 76.

Illstern 261.

Imbachhorn, the 122.

Imberger Horn, the 22.

Imer 260.

Imlauer Gebirge, the 107.

Immenstadt 2.

Imst 162.

Imsterberg 162.
Incisa, Alp 277.

Incudine 249.
Ingent, the 145.

Ingering-Thal, the 360.

Inn, the 52. 132 etc.

Innerberg 160.

Innerfeld 264.

Inner-Ganifer 161. 167.

Inner-Gschliiss 291.
Inner-Krems 33S.

Inner-Pflersch 192. 193.

Inner-Prags 263.

Inner-Schmirn 144.

Innerst, In der 265.

Innerwald 57.

Inner-Wallgau 158.

Innichen 263.

Innicher Wildbad 264.

Inning 28.

Inningen 1.

Innsbruck 132.

Inzell 58.

Ippeleskogl, the 194.
Irdning 333.
Irrsee 1.

Irrstorf 104.

Isar, the 34. 36. etc.
Ischgl 168.

Ischia 251.
Ischl 88.
— brook, the 90. 88.
Ischl Salt-mine, the 89.
Isel, the 264.
— , hill, near Bregenz 6.

— , — , near Innsbruck
137.

Iseler, the 22.

Iselsberg, the 301.

Iselthal, the 290.
Iseo 249.

, Lago d' 249.
Isera 234.

St. Isidor 199.

Isola 375.
Isoletto, rock 238.

Isonzo, the 367. 375.

Iss-Alpe (Stubai) 182.
— (Gerlos) 141.

Issenanger 36. 182. 56.

Istalanz-Thal, the 169.

Itschgerney, Alp 159.

Itter, chateau 148.

Ivano, chateau 252.

Ixenbach 264.

Jachen, the 41.

Jachenau 41.

— , the 41.

St. Jacob (Arlberg) 161.

— (Defereggen) 2'J0.

(Gailthal) 265.

(Gardena) 204.

im Haus 113. 152.
— (Lavantthal) 354.
— (Pfltsch) 147.

— (Prettau) 274. 143.
— (Rosenthal) 358.
— am Thurn 67.

— (Villnoss) 197.

Jacobskogl, the 312.

Jagdhausalp 272. 291.

Jagerkamp, the 49.

Jagermayr, the 326.

Jainzen-Thal, the 89.

Jalutz, the 367. 376. 377.

Jamthal, the 168.

Jamthalhutte, the 168.

Jamthaler Jochl 16S.

Jassinggraben, the 330.

Jauerburg 366.

Jauernig, the 366.

.Tauten, the 216. 194.

Jaufenburg, ruin 216.

Jaufenthal, the 194.

Jaunthal, the 354.

Javornik, the 350.

Javre 241.
Jelover VVald, the 365.
Jenbach 54.

Jenbach, the 61.

Jenesien 200.
Jenner, the 73. 75.
Jepiza-Alp 358.
Jerischach 355.
.Tei-zens 179.

Jeseriathal, the 348.
Jess-Fiirkcle, the 157.

Jettenberg 77. 81. 154.
.lochalp, the 75.

Jochberg 151.

— , the 39.

Jochberg-Wald 151.

Jocher Alpe 39.

Jocherbauer, the 214.
Joch-Grimm, the 203.
Jbchlalp, the 61.

Jochspitze, the 10.

Jodociberg, the 365.
St. Jodok 192. 144.

St. Johann in the Ahren-
thal 273.

— , in the Gortschitzthal
363.
— (Lavantthal) 354.

— , intheLeukenthal 113.

152.

— , in the Pongau 108.— am Tauern 360.— in Tyrol 113.
— im Wald 290.

— , in the Wochein 365.

— , island, in the Konigs-
see 74.

Johannesjoch, the 11.

Johanneskopf, the 11.

Jnhannesthal, the 42. 36.

Johannisberg, the, near
Heiligenblut 305. 128.

St. Johannshbgel, the 78.

Johannshiitte, the(Gross-
glockner) 304.

— (Venediger) 293.

Johannskofel, the 201.

Johnsbach 331.

Johnsbachthal, the 331.

Jorgenhiitte, the 299.

Jos di Blontasio 377.

St. Joseph (Sexten) 264.
— (Villnoss) 197.^

Josephsberg, chateau
214.

Judenalp, the 123.

.ludenbergerH6fe,the 67.

.ludenburg 360.

Judendorf 122. 314.

Judenkirche, the 13.

Judicaria, see Giudica-
ria.

Julian Alps, the 349.
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Jnngbrunn 266.
Jungfernsprung , the

(Mollthal) 302.
— (near Gratz) 343.

Juppenspitze, the 9.

Jurdani 352.

Jiirgbauer, the 260.

Jiirgenhutte, the 299.

Juribell, Alp 289.

Juribrutt, Alp 258.

Juval, castle 190.

Kaarl-Alpe, the 319.

Kaarl-Hochkogel, the
319.

Kaderalpe, the 331.

Kaferthal, the 123.

Kaflunthal. the 166.

Kafluner Winterjochl
the 166.

Kahlenberg, the 90.

Kainach, the 344. 345.

Kaindlgrat, the 128.

Kaindlhiitte, the 127.

Kaindl-Stollen. the 194.

Kainzen F.ad, the 34.

Kaiser, the Hintere 53.61.

— , the Scheffauer 152.

— , the Treffauer 152.

— , the Vordere 152.

— , the Wilde 53.

Kaiserau 332.

Kaiserbrunn 310.

Kaiserbrunnen, the 311.

Kaisergebirge.the 152. 53.

Kaiserhochalpe, the 152
Kaiserhiife, the 53.

Kaiserjoch, the (Lech-
thai) 10. 161.

— (Kaunserthal) 186.

Kaiserklause, the 49.

Kaisers 161.

Kaiscrsberg 360.

Kaiserscharte, the 335.

Kaiserschild, the 329.
Kaisersee, the 215.
Kaiserstein, the 311.

Kaiserstrasse, the 151.

Kaiserthal , the (Lech-
thai) 10.

— (Kaisergebirge) 53.

Kaiserwacht, the 46.

Kalberstein, the 72.

Kalberthal, the 11.

Kalbling, the 332.

Kalditsch 254.

Kallersberg, the 73.

Kallwang 332.

Kals 299.
Kalsdorf 315.

Kaiser Tauern, the 299.

Kaiser Thai, the 298. 299.

Kaiser Thorl , the 296.

Kalteberg, the 160. 161.
Kaltenbaeh 140.
Kaltenbrunn (Tegernsee)

44.
— (Attersee) 103.
— (near Partenkirchen)

34.
— (near Neumarkt) 254.
— (Kaunserthal) 185.
Kaltenhausen 104.

Kalte Rinne, the 312.
Kalterer See, the 207.

Kaltern 207.

Kaltherberg-Alpe 335.
Kaltwasser 377.

Kaltwasserspitze, the 42
Kammer, chateau 102.

Kammergebirge, the 334.
Kamnierkohr- Alp the

152. 154.
— Platte, the 152.

Kammerl Alpe 332.

Kammerlinghorn, the 78.

Kammersberg 362.
Kammersee, the, near
Aussee 92.

— (Upper Austria) 102.

Kampel, the 315.

Kampen, the 44.

Kampenn 199.

Kampenwand, the 57.

Kampil 199.

Kanal Valley, the 368.
Kanin, see Canin.
Kanker 355. 365.
Kapell 61.

Kapellen 315.

Kapf ob Wasach 13.

Kapfenberg 313.

Kapfing 140.

Kappel (Eisen-) 355.
— (Bavaria) 17.

Kappl (Patznaun) 169.

Kappler Alpe, the 261.
Kapron 187.

Kaprun 126.

Kapruner Thai, the 126.

— Thorl, the 12S.

Kapunizkbpil the 292.

293
Kar-Alp, the 131. 182.

294.
Karawanken, the 357.

366.

Kardaun 202. 198.

Karfreit 376.

Karlalpe, the Lower 320.

Karles Glacier 174.

Karlesjoch, the 175.

Karlesspitze , Vordere
186.

KarlingerGlacier 27. 306.

Karl - Ludwigshaus 312.

Karlsberg 364.
Karls-Eisfeld, the 336.
Karlskopf, the 174.

Karlssteg, the 145.
Karlstein 81. 154.
Karneid 202. 198.
Karnica Alp 376.
Karolinenfeld 51.
Karpfenwinkel, the 27.
Karner Aim 312.
Karrerseen, the 202.
Karres 163.

Karrosten 163.
Karrostner Alp 163.
Karscharte, the 143.

Karst 352.
Kartell Glacier, the 161.
Kartitsch 265.
Kartitsch Valley 265.
Karwendelgebirge , the

34. 36.

Karwendelthal, the 36.
Kaaeralpe, the 14. 39.

Kasereck (near Bad
Fusch) 122.

—(near Heiligenblut) 124.

Kasern (Schmirn) 144.

— (Prettau) 133. 274.

Kasparstein 353.

Kassianspitze, the 197.

Kastelruth 205. 197.

Kasten-Alp 194. 36.

Kastenreith 325. 329.

Kastenriegel, the 318.

Kastl-Alp, the 118.

Kastreinspitze, the 369.

St. Katharein 330.

St. Katharina in der
Scharte 215.

— (Navisthal) 191.

Katsch 362.

Katschbach, the 362.

Katschberg, the 338.

Kattergebirge, the 89. 90.

Katzenkopf, the 39.

Katzenleiter, the 279.

Katzensteig, the 301. 305.

Katzenstein, chateau 213.

52.

Kaufbeuren 2.

Kaufering 1.

Kaumberg 323.
Kaunerwand, the 74.

Kauns 185.

Kaunserthal, the 185.
Keesau, the 129.
Keeskar, the 130.
Keeskopf, the 129.
Kehlburg 261. 268.
Kehlegg 155.

Keilbach-Joeh 143. 274.
Krilbachspitze, the 274.
Keilscharte, the 305.
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Kelchsauer Thai, the 149.
Kellerjoch, the 55 140.
Kellerlahn, the 210.
Kellersberg 304.
Kellerwand, the 267.
Kematen (Putsch) 147.
— (Innthal) 164.
— (Kremsthal) 327.
— (Taufers) 270.

Kemmelbach 325.
Kempten 2.

Kennelbach 6.

Kerka 381.

Kerma-Pass and Valley
366.

Kerngraben, the 312.

Kerschbaumer Alp 266.

Kerschbuchhof 140.

Kerschdorf 359.

Kesselbach, the 38. 17.

Kesselberg, the 38.

Kesselbuhl, the 126.

Kesselfall, on the Kbnig-
see 74.

— (Nassfeld) 119.
— (Schafberg) 103.
— near Heiligenblut 303.

Kesselklamm, the 126.

Kesselkogl, the 203.

Kesselkopf, the 292.

Kesselscharte, the 129.

Kesselwand Glacier 174.

Kesselwandioch, the 174.

186.

Kesselwandspitze,thel74.
Kiefersfelden 52.

Kienberg 58. 324.

— , the 354. 363.
— , the Seehauser 60.

Kienberg-Alpe 69.

Kienbergklamni 53.

Kienburg 290.
Kiens 261.

Kienthal, the 28.

Kilfeben 175.

Kimpflalpe 49.

Kindberg 313.

Kirchbach 359.

Kirchberg (Brixenthal)
149.
— on the Wechsel 310.
Kirchberg, baths 80.

KirchbergerJoch, the 216-

Kirchbichl 54.

Kirchbiichl, Schloss 354.

Kirchdachspitze, the 192.

Kirchdorf in the Tyrol
152.

— in Austria 328.
— in Bavaria 17.

Kirchfeld, the 333.

Kirchseeon 51.

Kirchstein, the 40. 41. 49.

Baedekek's Eastern

Kirschentheuer 356.
Kistenkopf, the 29.

Kitzbuhel 113. 149.

Kitzbiihlerhorn, the 151.

Kitzlochklamm, the 110.

120.

Kitzsteinhorn, the 127.

Klachau 334.

Klagenfurt 335.

— , Lake of 357.
Klais 34.

Klamm, ruin ,
near Ob-

steig 22.

— , — (Semmering) 312.

Klamm-Alpe, the 321.

Klamm-Pass, the 114.

Klammbachfall, the 46.

Klamml-Joch, the 272.

Klammstein, ruin 114.

Klapfalp, the 59.

Klaus (near Mellau) 7.

(near Gdtzis) 156.

(Steyrthal) 328.

Klausbriicke, the 278.

Klause, the Bregenzer 5.

— near Kufstein 52.

Klausen 196.

Klausenbach 149.

Klausenbach, the 50.

Klausenkofel, the 278.

Klebenstein 201.

Kleblach-Lind 267.

Kleinbachthal, the 293.

Kleinboden 219.

Kleine Eiser, the 128.

Klein-Elend--charte, the
118. 339.

Klein-Fanes 277.

Kleinglockner, the 300.

Kleine Gbll, the 75.

Klein-Hollenstein 325.

Klein-Iselthal, the 293.

Klein-Kirchheim 338.

Kleinleitenspitze, the
175.

Klein-Mariazell 323.

Kleinmiinchen 326.

Klein-Reifling 329.

Kleinsee, the 3.

Klein-Sinne 263.

Kleinspitze, the 9.

Klein-Sblkthal, the 335.

Kleinstein 201.

Klein-Stiibing 314.

Kleintiefenthal 49.

Klein-Venediger, the
294.

Klein-Vermuntthal 168.

Klein-Wolkersdorf 309.

Klein-Zell 322.

Klemensek, Alp 347.

Klesenza, Alp 11.

Klesheim 58.

Alps. 5th Edit.

Klinserscharte , the 328.
Klippitzthbrl, the 354.

363.

Kloascherthal, the 50.
Klobenstein 200.

— , Pass 59.

Klbpfelstaudach 141.

Klosterle in the Vorarl-
berg 160.

Klnsterthol, the 160. 168.
308.

Klosterwappen, the 311.
Klotzhutte 175.

Knallstein , the Grosse
335.

Knappenbach, the 279.
Knappenberg 363.
Knappendorf 318.

Knappenthal, the 263.

Knaufelspitze, the 73.

Knie, the Obere and Un-
tere 14. 16.

Kniepass, near Reutte20.
— , near Unken 153.

Knittelfeld 360.

Knollkopf, the 263.

Knorrhiitte, the 33.

Knutten 272.

Knuttenthal 272.

Kobenz-Thal, the 360.

Kochel 3S.

Kochelsee, the 38.

Kochenmoos , baths 190.
Kodnitz Glacier 299.

Kodnitzthal, the 299.

Kofel 252.

Koflach 344.

Kofljoch, the 197.

Kogelalp, the 47.

Kogeljoch, the 47.

Kbglergraben, the 149.

Kohler Alp 36.

Kohlgrub 29.

Kohlmauer, the 311.

Kohlnthal, the 53. 61.

Kolben, Im 121.

Kolbermoor 52.

Kolbnitz 302.

Kolfuschg 277.

Kollern 199.

Kollinkofel, the 267.

Kollmann 197.

Kollmannsberg 104.

Kolm Saigurn 121.

Koluwrathohle , the 69.

Kumarca, the 366.

Konauz, Farm 357.

Konigsalp, the 45.

Kbnigsbach, the 74.

— , Alp 73. 75.

Kiinigsberg, Alp 75.

Konigsberg, the 377.

Konigsberghorn, the 98.

26
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Konigsdorf 40.

Kbnigsjoch, the 228. 229.

Konigsrain 177.

Kiinigssee, the 73.

Kbnigsspitze, or Konigs-
wand, the 229.

Kbnigsstuhl, the 338.

Konstanzer Thai , the 3.

Kopfle, the 178.

Kopfleiten 73.

Koppen, the 91.

Koppen-Alp 328.

Koppenbriiller Cavern 91.

Kopreinsattel, the 348.

Kor-Alpe, the 344. 354.

Koritenza 350. 376.

Koritnica, the 376.

Kornau 13.

Korn-Tauern, the 119.

Koroschitza-Alp 347.

Korspitze, the 219.

Kortsch 190.

Koschuta, the 355.

Kossen 61.

Kostendorf 83.

Kostland 196.

Koth-Alpe, the 47.

Kotschach 118. 267. 359.
Kbtschachthal, the 118.

Kotschna, the Seelander
355.

Kottelach 353.

Krainburg 365.

Krainer Hiitten, the 307.
Krakaudorf 335.
Krakofel 196.

Kramer, the 30. 32.

Kramerhiitte, the 119.

Kramets-Au 42.

Krametseck 41.

Krampen 315.

Kramsach 54.

Kramul, the 300.

Kranabetsattel, the 87.

Kranebitten 140.

Kranichberg 310.

Kranichsfeld 346.

Krankenheil, baths 40.

Kranzberg, the Hohe 35.

Kranzelstein 201.

Kranzhorn, the 57.

Krapfenkarspitze, the42.
Krapina Toplitz 346.
Krappfeld, the 363.

Kraspesspitze, the 171.

Kratzenberg, the 129.

Kratzer, the 16.

Krausgrotte, the 322.

Krautinsel, the 57.

Krautkasergraben, the 73.

Krautschneiderbriicke,
the 70.

Krautwaschl 344.

Kraxentrag, the 192. 193.

Kreckelmoos, baths 24.

Kreh, the 87.

Kreidengraben, the 35.

Kreidensee, the 276.
Kreilspitze, the 228.
Kremsbruck 338.
Kremsmiinster 327.

Kremsthal, the 327.
Kressbach 182.

Kressenberg 308.
Kressnitz 349.

Kresswasserl 261.

Kreugerschlbsser, the
364.

Kreuth, Wildbad 45.
— , village (Bavaria) 45.
— (Gailthal) 359.
Krenz Glacier 173.

Kreuzalpe, the 32.

Kreuzberg(C'arinthia)267
284.

— (Salzach valley) 337.— (near Schliersee) 49.
(Sexten) 265. 284.

Kreuzeck, the 15. 267.
Kreuzhutte, the 173.
Kreuz-Jnch, the (Gerlos)

141. 142.
— (near Meran) 201.
— (Prags) 263.

— , the Hohe 189.

Kreuzkofl, the 276.

Kreuzkogl. the 115. 118.

Kreuzspitze, the (Oetz-
thal) 173.

Krieglach 313.

Krimberg, the 349.

Krimml 130.

— , the Wilde 142.

Krimmler Glacier 131.
— Tauern, the 131. 274.
— Thorl, the 294.
— Waterfalls 130.

Krippeneck 94.

Krippenstein, the 94.

Krippes 276.

Kristallspitzen , the 218.

Kristenalp 36.

Kristenbach, the 36.

Krn, the 367. 376.

Kroatenloch, the 107.
Kron-Alp 370.

Kronau 367.

Kronbarg, ruin 162.

Kron-Metz, ruined fortr.

246.
Kronplatz, the 261. 275.

Kropfsberg, ruin 54. 140.

Kroppenstein, ruin 120.

Krotensee, the 102.

Krottenkopf (Algau) 15.

(Partenkirchen) 32.

Krumbach 7.

Krumbach, the 142.

Krumbach ob Holz 9.

Krumbachthal, the 9.

16. 142.

Krumelbach, the 121.

Krummbachsattel, the
311.

Krumme Steyerling 328.
Krummnussbanm 325.
Krumpendorf 357.
Krumpensee 180.

Kriin 34. 39.

Kiichelberg 210.

Kuchelmoosalp, the 143.

Kiichelspitze, the 161.
Kuchenspitzen, the 160.

161.

Kuchl 105.

Kuchler Loch, the 74.

Kuck, the 366.

Kuebach, chateau 199.

Kuens 216.

Kufstein 52.

Kugelhorn, the 23.

Kugellucken, cavern 314.
Kiihberg 14. 155. 261.

Kuhbiihel, the 112.

Kuhflucht, the 31.

Kuhkarkbpfl, the 123.

Kiihkarspitze, the 42.

Kuhnsdorf 344.
Kuhroint-Alp, the 76.

Kuhschneeberg 303. 311.

Kiihtai 171.

Kiihthal, the 188.

Kiihtreien, ravine 172.

Kiihzagelalp, the 49.

Kullenberg 352.

Kulm (Grimming) 333.
— (Samina) 157.
— (Ramsau) 335.

Kulmalpe, the 321.

Kulmspitz, the 104.

Kulpa, the 349.

Kummenberg, the 156.

Kummersee, the 217.

Kundl 54.

Kuntersweg, the 197.

Kiinzel-Spitze, the 9. 159.

Kuppelwies 216.

Kiirsinger Hutte 130. 294.

Kurtatsch 207. 223.
Kurze Grund, the 149.

Kurzenhof, the 176.
Kurzras 176.

Laafeld, the 75.
Laak 365.
Laakirchen 83.
Laas (Carnia) 350.— (Vintschgau) 190.
Laase 349.
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Laaser Ferner, the 232.
Laaser Spitze , the 190.

226.

Laaser Thai, the 190.

Laatsch 189.

Labau 60.

Labauner Joch, the 187.

Labauner Kopf, the 187.

Lachalpe, the 129.

Lachenspitze, the 24.

Lackenboden, the 311
Lackenhof 317. 324.

Lacroma 381.

Lading 354.

Ladis 185.

Ladiz 42.

Ladritscher Briicke , the
195.

Lafraun 251.

Lagant Alp 158.

Lagarina, Val 234.

Lagazuoi , 31 te. 277. 287.

Lagerthal, see Lagarina
Lago Bianco (Ampezzo)

280.

(Val Gavia) 223.
— Inghiacciato, Passo del

244.

— Nero (Val Mazza) 223.
— Scuro, Passo del 244.

— , Croda da 285.

Lagoscuro, Cima 244.

Lagutz, Alp 11. 159.

Lahn 21.

Lahngangseen, the 92.

328.

Laibach 349.

— , the 349.

Laibacher Moos, the 350.

Laimach 143.

Laimetspitze, the 300.

Lainach 302.

Lainaustiege, the 86.

Lainbach 322. 329.
Lainthal, the 34.

Lalider 42.

Lambach 82.-

St. Lambrecht 362.

Lamingbach, the 330.

Lammer, the 97.

Lammersberg 92.

Lamon 260.
Lamprecht-Ofenloch 78.

Lamprechtsburg, the 261.

Lamsenjoch, the 55.

Lana 208. 209.

—, Col di 287.

Lanakees, the 296.

Landauer See, the 338.

Landeck 162.

Landeggkopf, the 298.

Landeggthal 291.

Landl (near Kufstein) 50.

Landl (Ennsthal) 329.
Landro 278.
Landsberg on the Lech 1

Landschau 165.

Landschitz-Scharte, the
335. 338.

Landskron, chateau 314.
359.

, ruin 358.
Landsteg, the 110. 120.
Landthal, the 73.

Landthal Alp, the 75.

Landthal-Wand, the 75.

Lanersbach 144.

Langau 317.
Langbath 87.

Langbath Lakes, the 87.

Langebene 173.

Langeck 201.

Lange Grund, the 149.

Langen 160.

Langenauthal, the 45.

Langenberg 41.

Langenfeld, the 32.

Langenfeld 172.

Langenferner, the 226.

232.

Langenferner-Joch , the
226. 232.

Langenthal (Stubai) 183.

KGardena) 204.

Langenthal-Alp 41.

Langenthaler Alp 171.

Langestei 169.

Langenwang 12. 313.

Langfall 215.

Langgrub 188.

Langgries 41.

Langgrub Glacier 189.

Langgrub -Joch , the 189.

176.

Langkofl, the 204. 256.

Langpoltner Graben 333.

Langsee, the 109. 215.

Langsteg-Thal, the 354.

Langtauferer Joch 174.
— Ferner, the 188.

— Spitze, the 173.

Thai, the 174. 187.

Langthal (Oetzthal) 177.

Langthaler Eck, the 177.

— Ferner, the 177.

Joch, the 179. 217.

Langwies 87.

Lannach 344.

Lans 139.

Lanser Kbpfe, the 139.

Lanterna, Val 224.

Lanza 247.

Lanzada 224.

Laperwitz Glacier 299.

305.
Lapones, Alp 192.

Lapp-Thai, the 290.

Lappach 269.

Lappacher Joch, the 270.

Lappacher Thai, the 269.

Larainthal, the 168.

Larchbuhel, the 214.
Lardaro 245.

Laretto, Alp 280.
Laris, Vedretta di 243.

244.

— , Cima di 244.
Larisfall, the 243.

Laris Hut 244.

Larosbach, the 70.

Laroswacht, the 72.

Larsenbach, the 162.

Lasaberg Alpe 338.
Lasankatobel, the 11. 159.

Lasnitzthal, the 293.

Lasorling, the 293.

Lassach 120.

Lassing 324.
Lassing, the 317. 322.

325.

Lassnitz, the 345.

Lasta, Cima 252.

Laste 287.

Cima di 257.

Laterns 156.

LaternserThal, the 8. 156.

Latsch 190.

Latschach 358.
Lattemar, the 202.

Lattengebirge, the 73. 76.

Latz 157.

Latzfons 197.

Latzfonser Joch, the 197.

Laudachsee, the 85.

Laudeck, ruin 185.

Laufbiihler See, the 23.

Laufen 90. 347.

Laugenspitze, the 215.

247.
Launsdorf 363.

Laurein 247.

Laurengo, Malga di 247.

Lausberg-Lahne, the 35.

Laussa, the 328. 329.

Lauter 58.

Lauterbach, the 149.

Lautersee, the 31. 34.

Lautrach 155.

Lavamund 353.

Lavant, the 353.

Lavant, chateau 362.

Lavant-Thal, the 353.

Lavaredo, Cime di 284,

Lavarone 251.

Lavatsch-Thal, the 36.

Lavatscher Joch, the 36.

56.

Lavazzo, Castel 285.

26*
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Lavenone 245.

Lavinores, the 280.

Lavis 233.

Lawinenstciu, the 334.

Laxenburg 3U7.

Lazins 179. 217.

Lazinser-Thal, the 179.

Lazise 239.

Lazzaeher Thai, the 194.

Lebenberg, chateau (near

Meran) 212.
— (near Kitzbuhel) 149.

Lcbenberger Alp 214.

Lebring 345.

Lech, village 10.

Lech, the 1. 10. etc.

Lecht'cld, the 1.

Lechleiten 9. 16.

Lechler Kanz, the 16.

Lechthal , the Upper 16.

Lecknersee, the 7.

Ledro, Lago di 238.

— , Val di 238.

Lees 365.

Logcrwand, the 228.

Lei'bnigthal, the 290.

Leibnitz 345.

Leibnitzer Feld, the 345.

Leifers 203.

Leilachspitze, the 24.

Leipsic Hut 244.

Leisach 266.

Leiseralm, the 215.

Leitach 196.

Leitenalm, the 215.

Leiterbach, the 305.

Leiterbachfall, the 303.
Leiterhutte, the 301.

305.

Leiterkees, the 305.
Leiterkdpie, the 306. 301.
Leiterthal , the 305. 301.
Leitha Mts., the 308.

Leithneralp, the 129.

Leitstuben 60.

Leitzach 48. 49.

Leklebach, the 179.

Lend, on the Lech 10.

— , on the Salzach 109. 113.

Lend-Canal, the 356. 357,

Lendorf 267.
Lengenfeld 172. 367.
Lenggries 41.

Lengmoos 200.
Lengdorf 128.

Lengstein 200.
Lengstein, the Grosse272
Leno 234.
Lenzumo 238.

Leoben 360. 338.

Leobersdorf 308.
Leogang 113.

Leogang-Thal, the 113.

Leonburg 208.
St. Leonhard (Defereg-

genthal) 290.
(near Brixen) 196.

— (Enneberg) 276.

(Kartitschthal) 265.
— (Carinthia) 348. 362.

(Lavantthall 354.
(Lungau) 338.

(Passeir) 216.
(Pilzthal) 179.

St. Leonhards-Sattel 348.

Leonharsatein, the 45.

Leoni 26.

Lconsberg-Zinken, the90.
Leonstein (Styria) 328.
— (Carinthia) 358.

Leopoldskirchen 369.

Leopoldskron,chateau 68.

Leopoldskroner Moos 68.

Leopoldsruh, baths 266.

Leopoldstein,chateau 329.

— , Lake of 322. 329.
Lercheck 332.

Lermoos 21.

Le«ach 298.

Lesachthal, Ihe 290. 298.

300.
Lesece 352.

Lesina 381.

Leska Dolina 350.

Lcssachgraben, the 335.

Lessachthal, the 265.

Letusch 347.
Leuchtenburg 207.

Leukenthal, the 113. 152
LLutaschklamm 35.

Leutaschmuhl 35.

Leutasch Valley, the 36.

Leutascber Mahder 35.

Leutsch 347.

Leutschbach, the 347.

Leutschthal 348.

Levico 251.

— , Lago di 251.

Leytha, see Leitha.
Libuska 354.

Lichtenbachgraben 315.
Lichtenberg (Pinzgau)

112.

— (Vintschgau) 188.

Lichtenegg 313.

Lichtmessberg, the 332.
Lichtwer, ruin 54.

Liebener Spitze, the 178.

Liebenfels 364.

Lieboch 344.

Lieburg, the 266.

Liechlkopf, the 9.

Liechtenstein, castle 157.

360.
Liechtenstein-Klammen,

the 108.

ILiechtenstern Hiitten
312.

Lienz 266.

Lienzer Klause, the 266.
Lienzinger 129.

Lieserhofen 339.

Lieser-Thal, the 267.
Liesing 265. 307.
Liesing-Thal, the 332.
Liezen 333.

Lilienfeld 318.
Limbergalpe, the 126.
Limo, Joch 276.
Limone 239.

Lindau 4.

Lindenhof, the 4.

Linder 25.

Linderhiitte 360.
Linderhof, the 25.

Lingenau 7.

Linkerskopf, the 15.

Lintthal 144.

Linz 326.

Lipizza 375.

Lipnik, the 369.

Lisenzer Glacier, the 171.
Lisenzer Thai, the 171.

Lissa 381.

Listolade 289.

Liststeig, the 311.
Littai 349.

Litzbach, the 165.

Litzner , the Grosse and
Kleine 168.

Livinalongo, Val 287.

Livrio, Monte 218. 219.

Lizzana 234.

Lobbia Glacier, the 244.

Lobnitz, the 352.

Lobspitze, the 166. 168.

Loch 7.

Loch, Sasso di 255.

Lochau 5.

Lochmiihle, the 261.

Lockstein, the 72.

Lbdensee, the 60.

Lodrone 245.

Lofer 153.

Loferer Alpe, the 153.

154.

Loferer Hochthal, the 153.

Loferer Steinberge 153.

Lofer-Klamm, the 153.

Lbffelspitze, the 145. 274.
Logarthal, the 347.
Lnhbachfall, the 44.
Loibiser Joch, the 179.
Lobiskogl 179.
Loibl, the 357.
Loibl, the Kleine 356.
Loisach, the 21. 25. 37.
Loitsch 350.
Lolling 363.
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Lom-Sattel, the 369.
Longarone 285.
Loog 376.

Loosdorf 323.
Loose, the 7. 155.
Loppio 236.

Loppio, Lago di 236.
Lorena, the 6.

St. Lorenz 194.

Lorenzago 371.

St. Lorenzen (Pusterthal)
261.

— (Carlnthia) 353.
— (Styria) 360.

S. Lorenzo 375.

Loreth 169.

St. Loretto 360.

Lorina, Val 238.

Loriins 165.

Losbuhel 310.

Losenstein 329.

Loser, the 92.

Loswand 310.
Lotterbad 215.

Lbtz 162.

Lotzenbach, the 162.

Lotzer Thai, the 162.
Lovere 249.

Lovero 224.

Lovitz-Alpe 346.
Loyen 203.

Lozzo 284.

S. Lucano, Passo 259.
S. Lucano, Val 259. 289.
— , Palle di 288. 289.
Luchsboden 311.

S. Lucia (near Verona)
235

— (Valtellina) 223.
— (near Caprile) 288.
Luckel, the 264.

Lucknerhiitte, the 299.

Ludergrube 34.

Ludesch 159.

Ludescherberg 159.
Lueg, Pass 107.
Luftenstein, Pass 153.

S. Lugano 254.
Lugauer, the 329. 331.
Lugen 9.

Lukashanslalp, the 123.

125.

Luke's Cross, the 291.

Luknia Pass, the 367.
Lumiei, the 381.
Luna, Col di 259.
— , Mte. 289.
Liineralpe, the 166.

Liiner Krine, the 166.

Lunersee , the 158. 166.

Lungau, the 337.

Lungauer Kalkspitze,
the 33S.

Lunghiega 275.
Lunz 324.

Lurnfeld, the 267.
Luschariberg, the 369.

377.
Luserna 251.
Lusia Alp 255.
Lussin-i'iccolo 380.
Lusnitz 369.

Lustbulu'l 343.
Lustheim, chateau 73.

Luttach 272.
Luttersee, the 35.

Lutzbach, the 159.

Liixenhiitte, the 361.

St. Luziensteig, the 157.

Machtlfing 28.

Mackner Kessel, the 201.

Madatsch, the 218.

Madatsch Glacier, the 218.

Madatschjoch, the(Ortler)
219.

(Pitzthal) 180.

Madele-Gabel, the 15.

Madelejoch, the 16.

Maderer, the 166.

Maderno 239.

Madleiner Thai, the 168.

Madonna diCampiglio242.
Madonna di Neve 257.

Madriol-Thal 162.

Madonna di Tirano 224.

Madritschbach, the 226.

Madritschjoch, the 226.

229. 232.

Madritschspitze, the 228.

Madriser Spitze, the 167,

Mae 285.

Magasa 238.

St. Magdalena (Villnoss)

197.

(Ridnaun) 194.

— (Gsies) 290.
— (Selrain) 171.

(near Linz) 326.

Magdalenaberg, the 363.

Magdalenenhbh 1 e.the 351

.

Maggiore, Monte 227. 378.

Maglern 359. 368.

Wagnano 371.

Mahlknecht 205.

Mahlknecht-Joch, the 205.

256.
Mahr-Alpe, the 339.

Mahrenberg 344. 353.

Mahrenwald 290.

Mahrhof 359.

Maienburg 208.

Maiernigg 357.

Jlaipitsc.li, Piz 188.

Mairalm, the 86.

Mairhufen 143.

Maiselstein 12.

Maistadt 263.
Maitschern 333.

Malag 186. 188.

Malag-Thal, the 186.

Malborgeth 369.

Malbun-Thal, the 157.

Malcesine 238.
Malchbach, the 163.

Malcoira, Alp 282.
Male 247.

Malenco, Val 224.

Malero, the 224.
Malestig 358.
Main 381.
Malfonthal, the 161.

Malga di Cassina 232.222.
Malhamspitze, the 294.

Mallnitz 120.

Mallnitzer Tauern 120.

Mallnitz-Thal, the 302.

Malono 249.

Mais 188.

Malser Heide, the 188.

Maltathal, the 338. 267.

Maltein 338.

Handling 336.

— , the 96. 97.

Mandlscharte 37.

Mandron, Alp 244.

Mandron Basso , Catena
del 244.

Mandron Glacier 244.
— Lakes 244.

Mangart, the 388. 377.

Mangart Lakes, the 367.

Mangart Valley, the 376.

Mangfall, the 43. 48. 51.

Mankbach, the 158.

Mannhart, see Mangart.
Mannhartalp, the 120.

Manning 83.

Marauner Thai 215.

Marbach 325.

Marburg 346.

Marceana 283.

Marchkareck, the 337.

Marchkopf, the 141.

Marchtrenk 82.

S. Marco 231. 284.

Mare, Pallon della 248.

—, Valle della 229. 248.

— , Vedretta la 229.

Marein 323. 354.

Mareith 194.

Mareson 285.

Maretsch 201.

St. llargarethen 52. 155.

354.

St. Marearethenkapf 157.

Margreid 207. 233.

St. Maria (Gardena Val-
ley) 204.
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St. Maria (Miinsterthal)
189.

— della Salute 284.
— (Stelvio) 220.
— (Val Trenta) 367.
— (Glashiitten) 344.

Maria-Aim 112.

Maria-Brunn 139. 322.
Maria-Brunneck , chapel

106.

Haria-Eck 61.

Maria-Gail 358.

Maria-Griin (near Feld-
kirch) 157.

— (near Gratz) 343.

Haria-Kulm 331.

Haria-Kumnitz 334.

Ilaria-Kuntersweg 77.

Haria-Loretto 357.

\Iaria-Luggau 265.

Haria-Luisenbrunnen, the
149.

3. Maria di Poveri 243.
it. Maria Magdalena 171.

Uaria-Pfarr 338.

Haria-Plain,pilgr.-church
68.

flariarast 352.

-, chapel 141.

Ilaria-Rehkogl 314.

tfaria-Saal 364.

Uaria-Saalen 275.

tfaria-Schmelz 225.

ttaria-Schnee 200.

Haria-Schutz 313.

Haria-Strassengel 315.

Maria im See 365.

Maria-Taferl 325.

Ilaria-Trost 343.

Ilaria-Waldrast 191.

tfaria-Weitschach 363.
Uaria-Worth 357.
Uariazell 316.

Sfarienberg, abbey 188.

— , the, near Kempten 2.

uarienbriicke, the 19.

Mariensee 309.

Harkersdorf 323.

Uarkt-Rohitsch 346.
uarkt-Tiiffer 348.
Marling 213. 214.

(Iarlinger Berg , the 214.

Marlt Glacier, the 227.

231.

\Iarltschneid, the 231.
Harltthal, the 231.

Uarmarole, the 284.

Marinolada, the 257.

(larocaro, Val 244.

Marone 249.
Harquartstein 59.

Vlarteck 141.

Kartell 225.

INDEX.

Marteller Alp 225.
Martellthal, the 225
St. Martin (Ahrenthall

273.
— (Gratz) 343.

(Ennsthal) 334.

(Gaderthal) 276.
— (near Hall) 56.
— (Passeir) 216.

(on the Saalach) 153.

(Salzkamniergut) 97.

(Schneeberg) 194.

S. Martino (Val Masino)
224.

S. Martino di Castrozza
258.

Martinswand, the 164.

Marui-Thal, the 161.

Marul 11.

Marulthal, the 11. 159.
Marxwiesen. the 301. 306.
Marza, the 240.
Marzell Glacier 175.

Marzelljoch, the 175.

Marzellspitzen, the 175.

Marzenbachklamm , the
141.

Marzle, the 14.

Marzoll 78.

JIarzon, Val 284.

Mas 289.

Maschelalp, the 121.

Maseralp, the 59.

Masino, Bagni di 225.

,
Val 224.

Maso, the 252.

Masuccio. Piz 223.

Masul Gorge, the 215.

Matajur 376.

Materott, Malga 244.

Mathon 168. 161.

Jlatler Alpe, the 157.

Matrei 191.

WindiSCh 291. meneuuinjunnu,
Matreier Tauern, the 291.JMelnik Fall 338.

Kaiser Thorl, the IMemmingen 2.

296. Mendelgebirge, the 207.

Matschatsch, the 207. Mendelscharte, the 207.

Matscher Glacier, the 189. Mendlingbach, the 322.
— Joch, the 189. 324.
— Thai, the 189. Mendola, see Mendel.
Matschon-Joch, the 158. JMenicigolo, Monte 243.

Matschonspitze , the 158.JMeran 209-

Mattarello 234. Meransen 261

Mauls 195.
Maultasch, ruin 208.

Maurach 47.

— , the (Oetzthal) 171.

Mauren 166.

Maurer, the 200.
Maurerkeeskopfe 294.

131.

Maurerthal, the 294.

Maurerthorl, the 294.

Mauria Pass, the 371.
Mauritz-Alpe, the 47.

Mautern 332.

Mauterndorf 337. 335.
Mauthen 267.

Mauthhausel, the 58.

Mauthhausen 82.

Maxglan 78.

Maxhutten, the 122.

Maximilianshiitte, the 57.

Max-Josephsthal, the 49.

Mayenfeld 157.

Mayralp 129. 215.

Mayrhofen (Gastein) 114
(Zillerthal) 143.

Mazza, Val 223.

Mazzin 256.

Mazzo 223.

Medjidoh Saddle 357.

366.

Medraz 182.

Mehrerau 5.

Mehrn 54.

Meidling 307.

Meiselberg 363.

Jlelach, the 171.

Melcherloch, the 113.

Meleda 381.

Meledrio, the 248.

Melk 323.

Melkerscharte, the 145.

Mellau 8.

Melleck 154.

Mellenbachthal, the 8.

hi-

Matteo, Punta di 223.

248.

Mattersberg 291.

Mattersdorf 309.

Mattuglie 352.
Matzen, chateau 54.

Mauer 325.
Mauerscharte, the 75.

107.

Merbjochl, the 274.

Merkenstein 30S.
Merzlagora, the 348.
Messnerin, the 319.
Mesules 277.
Metnitz 362.
Metriolthal, the 162.
Mettenham 59.
Metzenleiten 72.
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Mezzana 248. 260.
Mezz' Isola 249.
Mezzo, Colle di 241.
Mezzo-Lago 238.
Mezzo-Lombardo 246.233— Tedesco 246. 233.
Mezzodi, Becco di (Am

pezzo) 285.
— , Cima di (Val Zoldo)

285.

Miana 289.

St. Michael (Lungau) 337.— (near Hall) 56.
— (near Leoben) 360. 332,
— (Ueberetsch) 207.

Michaelsburg , the 261.

275.

S. Michele 233. 246.
Michelbacher Thai, the

290.

Michelreiss 270.
Mieders 181.

Mieminger Mts. 21. 163.
Miesbach 48.

Miesenbach 308.
Miesing, the 49.

Migion, Mte. 287.

Miklauzhof 355.

Milders 182.

Mileins 197.

Milna 381.

Millstatt 267.

Millstatter See, the 267,

Mils 162.

Mincio, the 239.

Mirafall, the 308. 317.
Miramar, chateau 375.

Mis 289.

Mis Valley, the 289.
Miss 348.

Missbach, the 353. 354.

Missian 207.

Misslingbach, the 354.

Misurina, Lago 283.

Mittag, the 3.

Mittagskofel, the 369.

Mittagskogl, the(Pitzthal)

180.
— (Carintia) 358.

Mittagspitze (Bregenzer

Wald) 7.

— (near Hinterstein) 23.

— (Montavon) 165.
— (Paznaun) 161.

Mittagsscharte, the 69.

Mittelberg (near Immen-
stadt) 3.— (Walserthal) 9. 13.

— (Pitzthal) 179.

— (Ritten) 200.

Mittelberg Glacier, the

174.

Mitteldorf 292.

Mittenberg 106.
Mittenwald 34.
Mitteralpe, the 52. 90.

319.
Mitterbach 317.

-, the 272.

Mitterbachjoch, the 273
146.

Mitterbad 215.
Mitterberg 108. 271.
Mitterburg 352.

Mitterdorf (Carnia) 366.— near Kaltern 207.
— , chateau, on the Sem
mering 313.

Mitterfeld-Alp, the 108.
Mitterhorn, the 153.
Mitterkar Glacier , the

173.

Mitterkopf, the 129.

Mitterndorf 334.

Mitterscharte, the 113,

Mittersee, the (Bavaria)
60.

— (Reschen) 187.
— (Velber Thai) 292.
Mittersendling 40.

Mittersill 129.

Mitterstoder 328.

Mitterthal 262.
Mitterthorl, the 124.

Mittewald (Brenner) 195
— (Pusterthal) 265.

Mittewalde (near Vil-
lach) 359.

Mixnitz 314.

Moarer Weissen, the
194.

Mocheni, Val dei 251.

Modling 307.

Modring 362.

Moena 255.

Moggio 370.

Mohnenfluh, the 9.

Moistrana 367.

Moistroka, the 367.

Mojazza, Mte. 289.

Molberding 58.

Molignon , see Mahl-
knecht.

Molina 238.

Molk 323.

Molkenbaner, the 81.

Moll, the 267. 302.

Mollbegg, the 333.

Mollbriicken 302.

Molln 328.

Mollthal, the 302.

Molten 200.

Moltener Bach, the 209.

Molveno 240.

— , Lago di 241.

Monchsberg, the 65.

Mondadizza 223.
Mondatsch,see Madatsch,
Jlondin, Piz 169. 186.
Mondsee 104.
— , the 103.
Monfalcone 375.
Monichkirchen 309.
Montaggio 377.
Montagna (Lago di Garda)
238
(Valtellina) 224.

Montan (Martell) 190.225.
— (near Neumarkt) 254.
Montasio 370.
Montavon 165.

Monte, Val del 248. 223.
Monte Croce-Pass 267.
Monthal 275.

Montiggl 207.
Montiggler Seen, the 207.
Montina, Val 284.

Montozzo, Passo di 249.
Monzoni, Val 255.
Moos (Passeir) 215. 216.— (Sexten) 264.

Moosalpe, the 103.

Mooserboden, the 126.

127. 306.
Jloosthal, the 161.

Morbegno 225.

Morchenspitze (Morch-
ner), the 145.

Morgenkofel, the 268.
Mori 234. 236.
Morignone 223.

St. Moritz (Ahrnthal) 270.

Moritzenthal 337.
Mortenau 16.

Morter 225.
Mortschach 302.
Mcirzelspitze, the 8. 155.
Moschitzgraben, the 361.
Moschkoge), the 344.
Mosel 363.

Moselbad 263.

Mosele, the 146. 269.

273.

Mosenalp, the 41.

Moseralpe, the 57. 59.

Mosle-Alp, the 23.

Moserhiitte, the 119. 332.

Mosern 92.

Mosern 37. 164.

Miissna 335.

Mossor, the 381.

Mostock, the Grosse 271.

272.
Moszenik, the 357.

Motta, la 260.

Mottenkopf, the 158.

Miitz 163.

Muckendorf 308.

Muggia 375.
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Mugoni, Cime di 255.
Muhl 20.

Muhlau 139. 332.
MuhlauerKlamm,thel39.
Mtthlbach (Hallstatt) 93— (Pinzgau) 129.
— (Pongau) 108.— (Pusterthal) 260.— (near Taufers) 268.
-, the 93. 197.
Miihlbacher Joch, the268.
Miihlbacher Klause , the

261.

Muhlbachthal (near Bi-
schofshofen) 108.

*- (near Niedernsill) 128.— (near Taufers) 268.
Miihldorf 86. 302.
Miihlen 269.
Miihlhorn, the 57.
Miihlsturzhorn, the 77.

78. 153.

Muhlthal 26.

— , the 111. 129.
Miihlwald 269.
MuhlwalderJoch,the273.
Miihlwald-Thal, the 269.
Mulitzthal, the 293.
tfulitzthorl, the 290. 295.
Miilleralp 87.
Hiilln 65.

tfiillnerhorn, the 154. 77.
tfullwitz-Aderl , the 292.
293.

Hullwitz Glacier,the 293.
tfiinster (Grisons) 189.
Huntanitz, the 300.
Uur, the 314. 340. 360.
Slur, Sasso di 259.
Iluranza, Val 189. 220.
Uurau 338.
tlurauer Kopf, the 119.
(luretto Pass, the 224.
tfurnau 29.

ffurnauer Seharte , the
111.

llurwinkel, the 337.
lliirz , the 313. 315. 277
Hiirzsteg 315.
iliirzzuschlag 313.
fltiselbach 7.

ilustarin, Alp 11.

ilutberg, the 178.
iluteck, the 173.
iluthspitze, the 215.
Hutmalspitze, the 175.
iluttberg, the 166.

luttekopf, the 163.
ilutterberg, Alp 183.
ilutterberger Joch 184.
172.

ilutterberger See 184.
luttersberg 158.

Naafkopf, the 157. 158,
Nabresina 352.
Nadel, the (Sannthal) 347.
Naeswand, the 13.

Naglerspitze, the 218. 219.
Nago 236.

— , Altissimo di 237.
Naiderach-Thal, the 25.
Naif, the 211.
Nals 208.

Nambino, Val 242.
Namloser Thai 10.

Nanos, the 351.
Napfspitze, the 272.
Narcane, Val 244.
Nardis, Pise di 243.
— , di 245.

Narrenbriicke, the 155.
Nashornspitze, the 218.
Nassbauer the 311.
Nassereit 22.

Nasse Wand, the 186.
Nassfeld, the (Fusch) 124.— (Gastein) 119.
— (Pfandlthal) 125.
Nassfelder Tauern, the

120.

Nasskamp, the 311. 312.
Nassklamm, the 311.
Nassthal, the 311.
Nasswald 311.
Natterriegel, the 332.
Naturns 177. 190.

Xauderer Tscheythal, the
187.

Nauders 187.

Naudersberg 187
Xave S. Rocco 233.
Mavis 56.

Xavisjoch, the 56.
Xavisthal, the 191.

Nebelhorn, the 15.

Xeder 171. 182.

Negusch 382.
Nembia, Lago di 241.
Xendeln 157.

Nenzigast-Thal, the 160.
Xenzing 158.
Nenzinger Himmel 158.

Neuhaus, chateau, in the
Ahrenthal 268.
Styria 347.
near Salzburg 69. 102.
in Bavaria 49.
in Tyrol 208.
near Mariazell 317.

Neuhausl 105.
Neuhofen 327.i
Neu-Hohenems 155.
Neukirchen (Pinzgau)

129.

(Styria) 347.
(near Traungtein) 61.

Neulengbach 323.
Neumarkt on the Adige

232. 207.

Neumarkt in Salzburg 83.— in Styria 362.
— in Austria 325.
Neumarktl 357.
Neuming 365.

Neu-Montfort 156.
Neunerkofel, the 278.
Neunkirchen 309.
Neu-Prags 263.

Neureuth, the 44.

Neu-Schwanstein 19.

Neu Spondinig 189.
Neustadt Wienerisch

308.

Neustatt-Alpe, the 335.
Neustift, near Brixen 195.

in Carnia 348.
in the Stubaithal 182.

Neuwaldegg 321. 330.
Nevea, Alp 376. 377.
Neves-Alp 269.

Neves-Sattel, the 269.
Neves-Thai, the 269.
Neveser Glacier, the 269.
Neveser Joch, the 273.

Nevesjoch-Hiitte 269.
273.

S. Niccolo, near Riva 237.

, in Istria 378.
Nickenalp 23.

St. Nicolaus (Ultenthal)
216.

Nesselgraben, the Upper — (Solkthal) 335.
and Lower 154.

Nesselwang 17.

Nesselwangle 24.

Nestelau-Alpe 61.

Nestelbach 327.
Ncttingsdorf 327.
Neuberg 315. 45.

Neubeuern 52.

Neubruck 324.
Neudenstein 355.
Neue Welt 226.
Neuhaup, baths in Styria
347

— (Adige valley) 207.— (Salzburg) 106.

S. Nicolo 222.
Niederalpl, the 316.
Niederaschau 57.

Niederdorf 263. 337.
Niederhofen 333.
Xiederhiitte, the 333.
Niederjoch, the 175.
Niederjoch Glacier, the

•175.

Niederjochl, the 180.
Niederlana 208. 209.
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Niederndorf on the Inn
61.

— (Pusterthal), see Nie-
derdorf.

Niedernsill 128.

Niedor-Oeblarn 334.
Niederpocking 26.

Niedersonthoi'er See 2.

Niederthal (Oetzthal) 178.— (Antholz) 262.
Nieder-Vachenau 60.

Niklasdorf 360.

Niklaskopf, the 293.

St. Nikolaus 346. 61.

Nikolsdorf 266.

Noana, Val della 259.

Noce, the 246. 208.

Nockspitz, see Saile.

Nockstein, the 102.

Noderberg, the 186.

Niiderkogl, the 172.

Nofels 157.

Noggls 169.

Non 81.

— , Val di 246.

Nonnberg, convent 65.

Nonnthal 65.

Nonsberg , see Val di

Non.
Norkenspitze, the 188.

Noth, the 322. 324.

Notsch 359.

Novaledo 251.

Novella, the 208. 247.

Nufels 185.

Nussdorf 102.

Nussensee, the 89.

Nuvolau, Monte 282.

— , Forcella di 282.

Obdach 354.

Obdorf 158.

Oberaich 268.

Oberalm 104.

Ober-Ammergau 30.

Oberau (Bavaria) 30.

— (Tyrol) 195.

Oberaudorf 52.

Oberberg (Stubai) 182.

Oberbergthal, the

(Schnals) 176.

Oberbotzen 200.

Oberbreth 376.

Oberburg 347.

Obercilli 347.

Oberdorf (Bavaria) 2.

— (Tragus) 330.

— (near Fiissen) 17.

— , baths 22.

Oberdrauburg 2bb.

Oberdrum 266.

Obereck 90.

Oberetten Ferner, the
189

Ober-Goriach 365.
Obergrainau 32.

Obergiinzburg 2.

Ober-Gurgl 177.

Oberhof (Nassthal) 311.
— (Metnitz) 362.

Oberhofen 83. 104.

Oberhofer Alp 45.

Oberigg 349.

Ober-Iss, Alp 182.

Oberjoch 23.

Oberkindberg 313.

Oberlaibach 350.

Oberlana 208.

Oberland 325.
Oberlaner, Alp 75.

Ober-Leutasch 35.

Ober-Lienz 290.

Oberluttach 273.

Obermadele, Alp 15. 16.

Obermais 210.

Ober-Mauern 293.

Obermiemingen 22.

Ober-Miihlbach 364.

Obernach 30. 39.

Obernbergthal, the 192.

Oberndorf (Kaltern) 207.

— (on the Inn) 61.

— (near Kitzbuhel) 113.

Oberort 319. 330.

Ober-Peischlach 298.

Oberperfuss 140. 164. 171.

Ober-Piesting 308.

Ober-Planitzing 207.

Oberrain, baths 153.

Oberreitnau 4.

Oberrisskopf, the 29.

Ober-Uothwein 367.

Ober-Schladiningthal,the

336.
Ober-Schmirn 141.

Ober-Schiinberg 181. 191

Obersee, the 74.

Ober-Seeland 355.

Oberstaufen 3.

Obersldorf 12.

Obersulzbach - ( i 1 acier

130. 294.
Obersulzbach-Thal 130.

Obersulzbach-Thorl 294.

Ober-Tarvis 369.

Oberthal 28.

_, the 338.

Oberthalbachthal 23.

Ober-Tilliach 265.

Obertraun 91.

Ober St. Veit 622.

Ober-Vellach 302.

OliL'r-Vernagt 177.

Obervintl 261.

Ober-Warngau 40.

Oberweis 83.

Oberweissbach 78. 153.

Oberweissenbach 90.

Ober-Wessen 59.

Ober-Wildon 345.

Ober-Wblz 362.
Oberzeismering 27.

Oberzwain 319.
Obir, the 355.
Obladis 185.;

Obsteig 22.

(Ichsenberg , chateau
323.

Ochsenberglerkopf, the
161.

Ochsenboden 215. 311.

Ochsengarten 171.

Ochsenhorn, the 153.

Ochsenkarkees, the 306.

Ochsenkopf, the 158.

Ochsenplatten, the 303.

Ochsenreichkar, the 318.

Ochsenthal, the 161. 168.

Ochsenwiesalpe, the 94.

Oeblarn 334.

Oed 308.

Oedbauer 27.

Oedensee, the 328. 334.

Oedenseer Traun, the

334.

Oedenwinkel Glacier, the

298. 308.

Oedenwinkelscharte, the

Upper and Lower 306.

Oedernalm, the 92.

Oedernthbrl, the 92.

Oedstein, the 331.

Oefen (Salzach) 108.

(Waidring) 152.

Oehling 325.
Oelgrubenjoch, the 180.

186.

Oelgruben Glacier , the
180.

Oelgrubenspitze, the In-

nere and Aeussere 180.

185.

Oelrain, the 5.

Oetschen-Inn 141.

Oetscher, the 324.

Oetschergraben, the 317.

324.

Oetz 170.

Oetzthal, the 170.

Oetzthal (station) 163.

Oetzthaler Glacier, the
177.

Ofenauer Berg, the 107.

Ofenloch, the 77.

( >ffensee, the 87.

Oglio, the 249.

Ohlstadt 29.

(Jhlstadter Alpe 39.
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Ohlstorf 85.

Ohrenspitzen, the 262.

Oib 13.

Oisthal, the 317. 324.

Ojstriza, the 347.

Okresel 347.

Olang 262.

Oliero 253.

Olle 252.
Olperer, the 146.

Olperer Hutte 146.

Olsa-Thal, the 362.

Olschena 358.
Oltre 375.

Oltro, Oima d' 289.

Ombla, the 391.

Ombretta, Forcella di 257.

— , Val 257.

Omeshorn, the 10.

Onach 275.
Opponitz 325.

Optschina 375.

Orsera 378.

Ort, chateau 85.

Ortenburg, ruin 267.

Ortler, the 218. 231.

Ortler Glacier, the Upper
and Lower 231.

Ortler Pass, the 232.

Ospedaletto 252. 371.

Ospitale 280. 285.

Ossana 248.

Ossiach 364.

Ossiacher See, the 364.

Osterburg 323.
Osterhofen 49.

Ostermunchen 51.

Osternig, the 369.

Ostersee, the 37.

Ostrach, the 11. 22.

St. Oswald 343. 361.

Oswaldhiitte, the 42. 35.

Oten, Val 283.
Otto Chapel, the 52.

Ovaro 371.

Oy 17.

Oythal, the 14.

Paalgraben, the 338.

Padauner Kogl, the 192.

Padeon 280.

Padinger Alp 81.

Padola 284.

Padon, Forcella di 256.
287.

Padon, Monte 256.
Padrio, Monte 250.

Paganella, Mte. 246.
Pahl 28.

Pala, Cimon della 258.
Pala di S. Martino 258.

260.

Palazzolo 249.

Palfau 322.
Palfelhorn, the 76.
Palfner See, the 118.

Palfrad 275.
Pallafavera, Val 285.
Pallaus 196.

Palle di S. Liicano 288.
289

Pallon della Mare 223.

248.

Palten, the 332. 333.
Palii 251.

Palii Lake 224.
Paliid-Alp, the 158.

Paluzza 267.
Panargenspitze, the 295.

Panchia 255.

St. Pancraz (Ulten) 215.
— (near Reichenhall) 81.

near Windischgarsten
328.

Paneveggio 257.

Paniilerschroft'en, the 158.

Pape, Cima di 288. 289.

Paralba 265. 284. 371.
Paratico 249.

Paratsch, the 263.

Parenzo 374.

Paresberg, the 275.

Parona 235.

Parsberg 48.

l'arsoier Spitze, the 162.

Partenkirchen 30.

Partnach, the 31. 33.

— Ursprung 33.

Partnachklamm, the 31.

Partnun-Joch, the 166.

Partnuner Staffel 166.

Partschins 214. 190.

Paschberg, the 139.

Pasing 1. 25.

Passenjoch, the 261. 269.

Passer, the 210. 216.
Passeir 216.

Pasterze Glacier, the 125.

304. 305.
Pastore, Alp 222.

Patenen 167.

Paternion 268.

Paternkofel, the 265.

Patriolthal, the 162.

Patsch 191.

Patsch-Thal, the 290.
Patscher Kofel, the 139.

Patschger, the 118.

Patteriolspitze the 161.

Patznaun 169.

Patznaunthal, the 168.

St. Paul 353.

Pauliner Kopf, the 169.

St. Pauls 206.

Pavione, Mte. 259.

Pawigl 214.

Payerbach 310.

Payerhiitte, the 218. 229.
Payerjoch, the 231.
Peajo 283.

Pechgraben, the 329.
Pecol 285.
Pederalp 226.
Pederbach, the 226.
Pederova 276.
Pederspitzen, the 226.

229.

Pederii 276.

Pedratsches 276.
Peggau 314.

Peindl-Alp 35.

Peischelkopf, the 160.
Peischlach 298.
Peischlag-Thorl, the 301.
Peissenberg 27.
Peissenberg the Hohe 27.
Peisting 308.
Peiting 17. 28.

Peitlerkofel, the 197. 276.
Peji, Val di 248.
Pejo 248.

8. Pellegrino 255.
— , Passo di 255.
Pellinkopf, the 169.
Pelmo, Monte 283.
Pelos 284. 371.

Pelsa, Mte. Alto di 289.
Pelugo 241.

Pemmern 201.

Pendling, the 50.

Pendolasco 224.

Penegal, the 207.
Penia 256.

Pens 201.

Penser-Joch, the 201.

Penzberg 37.

Penzing 322.

Peraria 370.

Perarolo 284.

Percha 267.

Perchtholdsdorf 307.

Perchting 28.

Perfall 275.

Pergine 251.

Peri 235.

Perischnik-Fall, the 367.

Perjen 162.

Perkovitch 381.

Pernegg (near Ischl) 89.

— (Styria) 314.

Pernitz 308.

Peron 289.

Perra 256.
Persalhorn, the 112.
Perschlinghach, the 323.
Persenbeug 325.
Pertisau 47.

Pescantina 235.
Peschiera 239.
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PescMera d'lseo 249
Pescul 285. 288.
Pestcapelle near Ehrwald

St. Peter (Ahrenthal)
274.

'

— (near Botzen) 201.— (near Enns) 325.— Freienstein 330.— (Gardena) 203.— iin Holz 267.— (on the 111) 159.— (on the Carso) 352.
— (on the Katschbach)

362.
— (near Meran) 212.
— (Villnbss) 197.

Petersberg on the Inn
52. 163.

Petersberg in Carinthia
362.

Petersbrunnen, the 124.

Pettighofen 102.

Pettneu 161.

Pettorina, Val 257.

Petzen, the 354.

Petzes-Alp 197.

Peuschelkopf, the 180.

Peutelstein 280.

Peziner Spitze, the 169.

Pezzie di Parii 288.
Pfaffen Glacier, the 184.

Pfaffenhofen 164.

Pfaffenjoch, the 184.

Pfaffennieder, the 183.

Pfaffenock, the 273.

Pfaffenschneide, the 184.

Pfaffenspitze, the 160.

Pfaffenstein, the 329.

Pfalzau 323.
Pfiinder, the 6.

Pfanderhof, the 216.
Pfandl 98.

Pfandelbach, the 125.

Pfandler Alp, the 182.

Pfandlgraben 49.

Pfandelscharte, the 125.

Pfandelschartenbach
125. 304.

Pfannberg, chateau 314.

Pfannenknecht, the 158.

Pfannensee, the 166.

Pfannhorn, the 264.

Pfarmbeiljoch, the 193.

Pfeiferin, the 92.

Pfeisthal 36.

Pfelders 217.

Pfelderthal, the 179.217.

Pfitscher Bach, the 195.

Pfitschsee, the 215.

Pfitsch-Thal, the 147.

Pfltscherjoch, the 147.

Pflach 20.

Pflaum 246.
Pilersch 193.
Pflerscher Hochjoch, the

183. 198.

Pfleracher Pinkl, the 192,

Pflerschthal, the 193.

Pfliegelhof, the (near Te-
gernsee) 43.

Pflintsberg, ruin 92.
Pflugelhof, the (Malta-

thai) 33S.
Pflunthal 166.
Pforneralp 45.
Pforzen 1.

Pfossenthal, the 179.
Pfronten 17.

Pfunders 261.

Pfunders-Joch , the 147.

261. 269.

Pfunders-Thal, the 261.
Pfunds 186.

Pfundser Thai, the 186.

Pfundser Tscheythal, the
186.

Pfurnsee, the 183.
Pian, Monte 279.
Pianaz 285.

Pians 162. 169.

Piatta Martina 221.
Piave, the 283.

Piazza, Cima di 221.

Piccolein 276.

Picheln 129.

Pichl 336.

Pichlwang 102.

Piding 78.

Pielach, the 323.

Piesendorf 128.

Piesling-Ursprung 328.

Piesting 308.

Pietra. Castel la 289. 259.

Pietra Murata 236.

S. Pietro 250. 252.

— , Val di 267.

Pieve di Cadore 283.

di Ledro 238.

di Livinalongo 287.

— di Val Rendena 242.

— Tesino 252.

Pihapper Spitze, the 129.

Pill 177.

Piller 179.

Pillerhohe, the 168.

Piller Saddle, the 179.

Pillersee 113.

— , the 152.

Pillsteiner Alp 319.

Pilsen-See, the 28.

Pine, Val 251.

Pinguente 352.

Pinnia Joch 182.

Pinnisthal, the 182.

Pinsdorf 85.

Pinzgau, the 112.

Pinzgauer Hone, the 142.
Pinzgauer Platte, the 142.
Pinzgauer Spaziergang,

the 111. 151.
Pinzgauer Tauernhaus

292.

Pinzolo 242.
Pinzwang 20.
Pioda 224.
Piiismoa 179.
Pipurger See 170.
Pirano 375. 378.
Pircnabruck 202.
Pirkach 266.
Pirker Kammern, the 266.
Pirlo Lakes, the 224.
Pischenza, Val 367.
Pisino 352.
Pisogne 249.

Pissa, la 285.

Pissadoi, the 277.
Pitschberg, the 204.
Pitschikcipfe, the 11.

Pitten 309.

Pitzbach, the 204.
Pitzboden, the 332.
Pitzenbach, the 163. 179.
Pitzerbach, the 145.

Pitzthal, the 179.

Pitzthaler Jochl, the 180.
Piz, il 259.
Pizgana, Val 244.
Pizlat, the 187.

Pizzano 248.
Pizzocco, Mte. 286.
Pizzocolo, Mte. 239.
Plabutsch 343.
Placklesberg 308.
Plaiken 30. 275.
Plain 81.

Plan (Gardena) 204. 284.— (Pfelderthal) 217.— (Ampezzo) 284.
— (Samnaun) 169.

Planailthal, the 188.

Planegg 26.

Plang de Corones 261.
Plangeross 179.

Planina 350.

Planinschek 347.

Planitza, Val 367.

Planja-Graben 369.

Plankenau 108.

Plankenwart 343.

Plansee, the 25.

Planta, chateau 211.

Plars 214.

Plasseggen-Joch 166.

Plassen, the 94.

Piatt 169. 185. 217.

Plattach Glacier, the 33.

Platte, the 142.
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Plattei, the 173. 176.

Plattenkogl, the 142.

Plattkofl, the 204.

Plattsee 292.

Plattenspitze , the 226.

Plattkofl, the 255.

Platzers 215.

Pliitz-Wiesen, the 262.

Plazera 159.

Pleiss, the Stickle 219.

Pleisshorn, the 219.

Plenitzscharte, the 129.

292.

Pleschberg, the 331.

Pleschkogel, the 345.

pieschnitzscharte 339.

Plesnikbauer, the 347.

Pletzerer Alp 45.

Pliraa, the 190. 225.

Pliiken, the 267.,

Ploner, the 200.

Plose, the 196.

Plotscherboden, the 321.

Plumser Joch, the 42.

Pbbellalpe. the 295.

Pochlarn 324.

Pocol 287.

Podherta 365. 366.

Poddestagno 280.

Podnart 365.

Poik, the 350.

Pokhorn 302.

Pola 378.

Polling 344.
Polinigg, the 267. 359.

POllat, the 19.

Polles Glacier 180.

Polling 129.

Polpet 285.

Polster, the 330.

Polsterlucke, the 328.

Polsterthal, the 328.

Ptilsthal, the 332.

St. Polten 323.

Poltschach 346.

Pumagagnon, the 280.

Ponale Fall, the 237.

Pongau, the 108.

Ponigl 346.

Pontafel 369.

Pontagna 249.

Ponte Alto 281.

Ponte del Diavolo 223
— di Muro 370.
— di Legno 249.
— della Vacca 223.
— di Pietra 223.
— nelle Alpi 285.

Pontebba 370.

Pontebbana, the 370.

Pontlatzer Briicke 185.

Popena, Monte 278.

— , Val 278.

Poppenalpe, the 328.
Porcellizza, Val 225.
Pordoi, Mte. 256.

Pordoi-Joch 256. 277.
Portschach 357.
Poschachbuhel, the 172.

Poschenmiihle 81.

Poschiavino, the 224.
Posruck, the 346.

Possagno 253.

Posse di Sopra 258.
Possenhofen 26. 27.

Possnitz 346.

Postlingberg, the 326.
Potei, Col 285.
Potor, Col 282.

Potschen, the 91.

Pottenbrunn 323.
Pottenstein 323.
Pottschach 310.

Pozza 255.
Prad 218.

Pradl 138.

Pragerhof 346.

Prager Hutte 292.
Pragraten , see Pregrat-

ten.

Prags, Alt and Neu 262.
Pragser See, the 263.

Pragser Thai, the 262.

Praniau-Thal, the 115.

Prampper Mts., the 289.

Pranzo 241. 236.
Prassberg 347.

Priittigau, the 166.

Priivali 354.

Pravitali, Val di 260.

Prawald 351.
Praxmar 171.

Preber-See, the 338.

Preber-Spitze, the 338.

Preberthorl, the 335.
Prebiihl, the 330.

Predasel 348.

Predazzo 255.

Predigtstuhl, the 90.

Predil Pass, the 376.

Preding 344.

Predlitz 338.

Predlitzgraben, the 338
Pregraten 293.

Pregratner-Thorl 295.
Prein 312.

Preinthal, the 312.
Preisegg 328.

Prelongei, Alp 277.

Premstetten 344.

— , chateau 345.

Prenn 215.

Prennspitze, the 215.

Preore 241.
__

Preroman 2<6.

Presanella, the 244.

Prese, Le 223.
Presena, Pasao di 244.
Preseker 8ee, the 359.
Preseglie 245.

Pressbaum 323.
Pressura, Monte 220.
Prestranek 351.
Prestrelenik, the 376.
Prettau 274.
— , the 131. 268. 274.
Priel, the Grosse 328.
— , the Kleine 328.
Prien 56.

Prienthal, the 57.

Priesberg-Alpe,the 73. 75.
Primau 61.

Primiero 259.

Primolano 252.

Prinzersdorf 323.
Prisanig, the 367.
Prissian 208.

Prissianer-Thal, the 208.
Probst-Alp 41.

Prodinger Hutte 338.
Proleswand, the 316.

Proschowitz 358.
Prosecco 352.

Prosegg 291.

Prosliner Steig, the 206.

Prossau 118.

Prossels, chateau 197.

Proveis 247.

Pruggern 335.

Pruller Alpe 328.
Prutz 185.

Puch 104.

Puchheim, chateau 83.

Puchl 330.

Pufels 203.

Puflatsch, the 205. 204.

Puikogl, the 179. 180.

Pulst 364.

Punta della Planca 381.

Punta Nera 282.

Puntigam 345.

Pura, Mte. 371.

Purgametsch-Thal 202.

Purgstall 324.

Purkersdorf 323.

Purschtigalp 168.

Pusterthal, the 260.

Putschall 302.

Putzernock, the 271.

Pyhrnbach, the 329. 333.

Pyhrn-Pass, the 329.

Pyramidenspitze, the 53.

Pyrgas, the Grosse 329.
333.

Pyrgasgatterl, the 332.
Pyrkerhbhe, the 117.

Quadrathofe, the 214.
Quarnero. bay 380. 352.
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Quellenkopf, the 166.
Quellspitze, the Innere

174.

St. Quirin 43.

Raab, the 345.

Rabbi, Baths of 247.
Rabbi, Val di 247.
Rabenmiihle 85.

Rabenspitze, the 42.

Rabenstein (Passeir) 217
— , chateau 314. 353.
Rabenschwand 83.

Rabland 190.

Raccolana Valley 377.

Radau 98.

Radeck, Alp 119.

Radegund, Bad 343.

Radein 254.

Radelberg, the 344.

Radhausberg, the 118.

Radlbach, the 353.

Radmannsdorf 365.

Radmer 329.

Radmer am Hasel 331.

— an der Stuben 329.

Radmerbach, the 320.

Radmer-Thal, the 329.

331.

Eadoina, the 366.

Radstadt 336.

Radstadter Tauern, the

337.

Raducha, the 347.

Radurschel-Thal, the

186.

Rafenstein, ruin 201-

Raffein 175.

Raggal 11. 159.

llagoli 241.

Ragusa 381.

Rahofer Hbhe 328.

Rai, the 285.

Raibl 377.

Raiblerscharte 377.

Raibler See, the 377.

Rain, see Rein.

Raineralp, the 291-

Rainer. Glacier 292. 293

Rainerhorn, the 293.

Rainerhiitte, the 127.

Rainerkogl, the 343.

Rainthal (Bavaria) 33.

— (Taufers) 270. 271.

Rainthaler Bauer 33.

— See, the 54.

Rak-Sattel, the 348.

Rakek 350.

Ralf Glacier 300.

Rambach, the 189.

Rametz, chateau 213.

Raminges 194.

Ramingstein, the M6.

Rammerthal, the 318.

Rammingbach, the 329.

Rammingdorf 327.

liamoljoch, the 178.

Ramolkogl, the 173. 178.

Rams, the 310.

Kamsau, near Berchtes-
gaden 76. 77.

— , near Goisern 90.

— on the Gblsen 323.

(Ennsthal) 335.

— , the (river) 29.

Ramsauer Gebirge, the

90.— Scharte, the 336.

Ramseider-Scharte, the

75. 112.

Ranalt 182.

Rangers dorf 302.

Rankweil 156.

Rappenalpenthal, the 15.

Rasberg-See, the 129.

Raschenberg, ruin 58.

Raschotz-Alp 197. 204.

Rasen 262.

Rastezen-Alp 115.

Bathhausberg, see Rad-
hausberg.

Raticon chain, the 166

Ratschach 367.

Ratschinges Thai, the

194.

Ratteis 177.

Rattenberg 54.

Ratzes 205.

Raubling 52.

Raucheck, the 107.

Rauchespitze, the 10.

Rauchkofl, the (Puster-

thal) 266.

_ ( \hrenthal) 268. 274.

Rauhe Biihel, the 214.

Rauheck 15.

Rauhe Kopf, the 70. 1*5.

Rauheneck, rum 307.

Rauhenstein, ruin 307

Rauhenzell 11.

Rauhhorn, the 24.

Rauhkofl (Ampezzo) 2<».

Rauhthal, the 275.

Rauris 121.

Rauris, the 120.

Rauris Goldmines 121.

Rauriser Tauern 124.

Rauschenberg, the 58. WJ-

Raut 24.

Rautekopf, the lbl.

Ravazzone 236.

Raveisch 169.

Ravina 231.

Ravni, the Obere 355.

Raxalp, the 311.

Kaxgraben, the 312.

Razoibach, the 227.

Realspitze, the 144.

Reana del Rojale 371.

Rechenau 55.

Redasco, Piz 221.

Redenbachthal, the 325.

Redl 83.

Reedsee, the IIS.

Regana, Val 259.

Regenalp, the 75.

Reggenthorl, the 294.

Reichartkogel, the 360
Reichenau 310. 338.
Reichenbach 12. 14.

Reichenfels 354.

Reichenhall 79.

Reichenspitze, the 142.

Reichenstein, the 330.

Reichlklamm, the 81.

Reich-Ramming 329.

Reichstein, Alp 50.

Reifenstein 194.

Reifling 322. 329.

Reifnig 353.

Reifnitz 340. 357.

Reigersbeuern 40.

Reihiiben-Alp 118.

Rein 271.

, monastery 345.

Reinbach Falls, the 270.

Reinberg, the 65.

Reindleralpe, the 52.

Reindlerthal, the 52.

Reindlmiihle 85.

Reinswald 197. 201. 271.

Reinthal, the 270. 271.

Reisalpe, the 323.

Reischach 261.

Reiserkogl, the 179.

Reissach 359.

Reissende Lahne, the 35.

Reisskofl, the 267. 359.

Reissthal, the 311. 312.

Reit im Winkel 59.

Reitalpgebirge, the 77.

Reiteralp, the 122. 153.

Reiterjoch, the 202.

Reiterndorf 89. 90. 152.

Reith 37. 54.

Reitherkogl, the 54. 140.

Reitherspitze, the 36. 37.

Reithof, the 311.

Reka 375.
— Caverns 351.

Rekawinkel 323.

liellsereck, the 165.

Rellsthal, the 165.

Remskopfl, the 125.

Remsspitze, the 189.

Ren 289.

Rendelspitze, the 161.

Rendena, Val 241.

Rennfeld, the 314.
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Rennweg 338.

Rentsch201.
Rescben 187.

Reschen-Scheideck, the
187.

Reschen-See, the 187.

Resia Valley 370.

Resiutta 370.
Rester Hbhe, the 151.

Reth-Thal, the 162.

Rettenbach 152.

Rettenbachthal (near
Ischl) 89.

— (Oetzthal) 180.

Rettenbach Glacier, the
180.

Rettenstein (Ramsau)
336.

Rettenstein, the Grosse
149.

Retterschwangthal, the
23.

Reut im Winkel, see
Reit.

Reute, baths 8.

Reuten 59.

Reutte 20.

Revo 247.

Rezzo, Val di 223.

Rhonspitze, the 160.

Riccobetta, the 255.

Ricegon, the 263.

Rickenbach 6.

Ridnaun 194.

Ridnaun-Thal, the 194.

— on the Ammersee 28.

Ried on the Eisak 193.

— on the Inn 186.
— on the Loisach 38.
— (Sarnthal) 201.

t- (Zillerthal) 140.

Rieden 5. 29.

Riederbach, the 141.

Riedererstein, the 44.

Riefenhof 185.

Riegeralpe, the 123.

Riegerin, the 320. 321.

Riegersburg, castle 345.

Rieglerjoch, the 269.

Rienz, the 260.

— , the Schwarze 278.

Riepen-Sattel, the 147.
Riese 6.

Riesenkopf, the 57.

Rieserferner, the 271.

Rieserferner Hut , the
271.

Riesernock, the 271.

Riess 343.

Rietzenried 179.
Riezlern 13.

Rifair 189.

Riffeljoch, the 186.

Riffelsattel, the 317. 324.
Riffelscharte, the 144.
Riffelsee, the 180.
Riffenkopf, the 14.

Riffian 216.
Riffler, the 145. 161.
Riff] Glacier, the 128.
Rifflscharte, the 119.

Rifflthor, the 128. 306.
Rigolato 371.
Rimbianco, Alp 279.
Ring, the 318. 320.
Ringberg 44.

Ringelstein, the 269.
Rinka 347.

Rinka-Fall, the 347.
Rinn 56.

Kinnbachfall, the 87.

Rinnen 20.

Rinsbachgraben, the 270.
Riss, the 42.

Rissach-Fall, the 336.

Rissach-See, the 336.

Rissach-Thal, the 336.

Rissalpe, the 45.

Rissbach, the 35.

Risserbauer, the 31.

Risserkogl, the 44. 45.

Risserkopf 31.

Eistfeicht 154.

Uistfeichthorn , the 154.

77.

Ritorto. Mte. 242.

Ritorto Gorge 251.

Kitten, the 200.

Rittnerhorn, the 201.

Ritzlberg Alp 45.

Riva 237.
— (Lago d'Iseo) 249.

Rivalgo 284.

Rivoli 235.

Rivoli Bianchi 371.

Roasco 223.

Rocca 257.

R.icca, La 237.

Rochetta, the 233. 237.
Rocchetta Pass 246.
St. Rochus 158.

Rodella, Col 204.

Rodeneck 260.

Rodera, Passo 259.
Rbdt Glacier 296.

Rodtspitze, the 274. 296.
Rodtthal, the 274. 291.

Roen, Monte 207.
Rofan 47.

Rofelewand, the 179.
Rofen 176.
Rofenkar Glacier , the

173.

Rofensee, the 176.

Rofen-Thai, the 176.

Rogelskopf, the 159.

Rohitsch, Baths of 346.

Rohnberg, the 48.

Rohr 327.
Rohrbach Glacier 145.

Rohrmoos (Algau) 17.

Rohrmooser Thai 13.

Rohrsee, the 38.

Roitham 82.

Rojaberg, the 157.

Rojach 353.
Rolle Pass, the 258.
Romagnano 234.

Romano 253.

Romariswandkopf 300.
Rombon 376.

S. Romedio 247.
Romeno 208.

Rbmerbad 348.

Ronach 130. 142.

Roncegno 251.

Ronch, Sasso di 287.
Ronche 375.

Ronco 252.

Roncone 245.

Ronzina 376.

Roppen 163.

Rosa, Col 280.

Rosalien-Capelle, the
309.

Rosanna, the 160. 169.

Roschizza Saddle 358.
Rosegg 358.

Rosenau 325.

Rosenbach 340. 358.

Rosenberg (Gratz) 343.

Rosenberg, chateau 113.

Rosengarten, the 203.

Rosenheim 51.

Rosenkogel, the 361.
Rosenthal (Carinthia)
357.

— (Pinzgau) 129.

Rosetta, Cima 259.

Rosim-Boden 228.
— Glacier 229.

Rosimjoch, the 232.

Rosittenalp, the Upper
and Lower 68.

Rossberg, the 130.
Rossbergjoch, the 175.

Rossbrand, the 336.

Rossfall-Alp , the Hin-
tere 161.

Rossfeld, the 72. 106.
Rossgrub-Alp 129.
Rosshag 145.

Rosshaupten 17.

Rossi, Cima di 256.
Rosskar, the 154.
Rosskofel, the 370.
Rosskogl, the 171. 316.
Rosskopf, the 194.
Rossleiten, the 328.



Kossmoosalp, the 90
Rossruck, the 146.
Rossriicken, the 124.
Rossrvickenjoch, the 273.
Rosszahne, the 205.
Rostitzalpe 185.

Rostweiher, the 72
Rothach 44. 45.

Rothachfalle, the 44.
Rothachthal, the 44.
Rothbach, the 273.
Rothebenferner, the 188.

Rothe Karle, the 174.

180.

Rbthelmoos-Alp 60.

Rothelsee, the 86.

Rothelspitze 219. 220.

Rothelstein 314.

— , chateau 331.

Rothenbach 4.

Rothenbrunn, baths (Sel-

rain) 171.

— (Walserthal) 159.

Rothenfels 3. 362.

Rothenmannscharte , the
272. 274. 290.

Rothenspitze, the 183.

Rbthenspitzjoch, the 183.

Rothenstein 334.

Rothenstein Lakes,the45.
Rothenthurm 268. 253.

Rothe Sail, the 291.

Rothe Wand (Formarin-
see) ii.

— (Val Isonzo) 377.
— (Val Fassa) 255.
— (Samina) 157.

Rothferner, the 296.
Rothgratscharte, the 183.

Rothgulden 337.

Rothhaide 361.

Rothholz 140.

Rothhorn, the (Bregenzer
Wald) 9. 159.

Rothkogl, the 328.

Rothkopf, the 146.

Rothlechthal, the 24.

Rothmoos-G-lacier 177.

Rothmoosferner-Joch,
the 179.

Rothsoolhiitten, the 313.

Rothspitze , the Hintere
226.

—, the Vordere 226.

Rothsteinkogl, the 214.

Rbthswand, the 74.

Rothwand(Ampezzo) 278.

— (Bavaria) 49.

— (Fassa) 255.
— (near Meran) 215.

— (Pfitscber Joch) 147.

— (Sexten) 262. 265.

— (Vorarlberg) 11.

INDEX.

Rothwein, chateau 352.
Rothweinbach, the 366.
Rotis 156.
Rottach, see Rothach.
Rottenbuch 28.

Rottenkogl, the 291. 300.
Rottenniann 332.

Rottenstein 212.
Rottmannshbhe 26.

Rover, Mte. 251.

Roveredo 234.

Rovigno 378.
Rozora 367.
Rii, Col de 276.

Rubbia 375.

Rubein 211.

Rubi 12.

Rubihorn, the 14.

Rucorvo 284.

Ruderatshofen 2.

Ruderhofspitze 183. 184,

Rudniker Sattel 370.
Rudo di sora 276.
— di sotto 276.

Rudo, Vallon di 276.

Rudolfshiitte, the 298.

Rudolfsthurm, the 93.

Ruefenberg, the 197.

Ruffre 280.

Rufreddo, brook 280.

Ruhpolding 60.

Rum 56.

Rumaschlung 276.

Runklstein, chateau 201.

St. Rupert am Kulm 335.

Russbach 96.

Ruthnerhorn, see Schne-
bige Nock.

Rutzbach, the 181. 191.

Saalach, the 58. 78. 79.

112. 153.

Saalbach 112.

Saalfelden 112.

Saalhof 112.

Saallahn-Spitze, the 129.

Sabbia, Val 245.

Sabbio 245.

Sabioncella 381.

Sabione, Dos di 242.

Sacharang 57.

Sachenbach 41.

Sachsenburg 267. 302.

Sachsenfeld 347.

Sachsenklemme, the 195.

Sack 359.
Sackwiesenalpe, the 319.

321. 322.

Sadenza, the 367.

Saderer Joch, the 187.

Sadersthal, the 186.

Sagereckalp, the 75.

Sagereckwand, the 74. 75.
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Sagor 349.

Sagrado 375.
Sagron 289.
Saifnitz 369.
Sailespitze, the 133. 181.

Salaberg 325.
Saladinaspitze, the 160.

Salaruel-Joch 158.

Salata, Val 276. 280.
Salcano 376.
Saldenhofen 353.
Sale Marasino 249.
Salegg 205.
Salern 196.
Salesei 287.

Saletalp, the 74.

Saletto 377.

Salilog 365.

Saline, Mte. 248.

Siillentjoch, the 226.

Salloch 349.

Salmshohe, the 305.

Salmshiitte, the 305.

Salo 239.

Salomonsbrunnen 262.

Salona 381.

Salt, baths 225.

Saltaus 216.

Saltrie Gorge 256.

Salurn 233.

Salurnbach, the 189.

Salurn-Spitze, the 189.

Salve, the Hohe 148.

Salvore 378.

Salza, the Styrian 92. 316.

318. 320. 334.
— (Pinzgau) 130.

Salzach, the 62. 84. 107.

130. etc.

Salzach-Joch, the 149.

Salzberg, the, near Berch-
tesgaden 70.

, near Ischl 89.

— , near Aussee 92.

,
near Hall 56.

— , near Hallstatt 94.

Salzbiichsel 81.

Salzburg 62.

Salzburger Hohethron,
the 69.

Salzkammergut 84.

Salzsteig, the 92. 328. 334.

Samerhiitte, the 339.

Samerthal 36.

Samina-Joch, the 157.

Samina-Thal, the 157.

Samnaun 169.

Sand (Taufers) 270.

Sandesjoch, the 192.

Sandesthal, the 192.

Sandhof 216.

Sandkogl, the 362.

Sandling, the 92.
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Sanmoarhiitte, the 173.

175.

Sann, the 347. 348.

Sanna, the 162.

Sannbriicken 347.

Sannthal, the 346.

Sannthal Alps 347.

Sante Biihel, the 265.

Santieolo 250.

Santo, Monte 376.

Saone 241.

Sapiane 352.

Sapotnitza Chapel 356.

Sappada 284.

Sarauta, the 257.

Sarca, the 236. 240.

Sarca, Val 240.

— , Falls 243.

Sarche, Le .236.

Sardagna 234.

Sareiser Jnch 157. 158.

Sareuen, Alp 157.

Sarlkofel, the 263. 278.

Sarlriedel, the 262.

Sarner Schloss 201.

Sarnico 249.

Sarnthal, the 198. 201.

Sarnthein 201.

Sarotlathal, the 165.

Sarstein, the 94.

Sass Maor, the 259.

Sassella 224.

Sasso Bianco, the 257.

Sasso Bissolo, Val di 224.

Sasso di Loch 255.

Sasso Maggiore, the 258.

Satteins 156.

Satteljoch, the 202.

Sattelsteig, the 92.

Sattelwiese, the 92.

Sattenthaler Bach, the
335.

Sattnitz, the 356. 357.

Sau, see Save.
Sau-Alpe, the 354. 363.

Sauerlach 40.

Sauersberg 40.

Saugasse, the 75.

Siiuleck, the 338.

Saulgrub 28. 29.

Sauling, the 19.

Saumerbrunnen, the 124.

Sauriissel, the 325.

Sauris 371.

Sausal Mts. 345.

Sauschloss. the 200.

Sautens 170.

Sava 349.

Save, the 365.
— , the Wocheiner 365.
— , Wurzener 365.

Savitza, the 365. 366.
Savogna 375.

Scalieretti, the 203.
Scale, Monte delle 221.

Scanna 247.
Scanuppia. Monte 251.
Scardona 381.
Scesaplana, the 158.

Schaan 157.

SchaanerFiirkele, the!57.
Schabs 260.

Schachenalp, the 33.

Schachenbad 4.

Schachenplatte , the 33.

Schachenscharte, the333.
Schachensee, the 33.

Schachenstein, ruin 319.

Schadona-Sattel 159.

Schafberg (Salzkammer-
gutj 98. 99.

- iVorarlberg) 11.

S'liatboden, the 167.

Schafbuchjoch, the 161.

Schafbiihel, the 98.

Schaffler-Alpe, the 355.
Scbafgafall, the 166.

Schafhals-Sattel 319. 321.

322.
Schafkogel, the 361.

Schafkopf, the 188.

Schaflancrnock. the 273.

Schafloch, the 159.

Sehaftlach 40. 43.

Schalderjnch. the 196.

Schalderer Thai, the 196.

Schalf Glacier, the 175.

Schalfkogl, the 174. 175.

178.

Schallaburg 323.

Schaller 182.

Schaller Alpe 313.
Schanzbichl, the 103.

Scharding 83.

Schareck, the 121.

Scharfeneck 307.

Scharfling 103.
Scharfreiter, the 41. 42.

Scharitzkehlalp, the 72.

Scharnitz 36.

— , defile of 36.

Schartl 261.

Scharwandalp, the 96.

Schattenberg, the 14.

Schattenburg , chateau
156.

Schattwald 23.

Schaubachhiitte, the 227.

228.

Schaufel Glacier, the 184.

Schaufelspitze, the 184.

Scheffau (Lammerthal)
97.

— (near Soil) 152.

Scheffauer Kaiser, the
152.

Scheibbs 324.

Scheiblingkirchen 309.
Scheiblingsee, the 109.

Scheiblingstein, the 331.
Scheibmuhl-Traisen 318.
323.

Scheibwaldhohe, the 311.
312.

Scheibwaldmauer , the
311.

Scheichenspitze, the 336.
Scheidberg, the 337.
Scheidsee, the 161. 167.
Scheifling 361.

Scheiterboden 316.

Schelleberg 193.

Schellegrubl 182. 183.

Schellenberg 70.

Schellenberger Sattel,
the 69.

Schellgaden 337.

Schener, castle 260.

Scherfenburg 313.

Schergenbach, the 169.

Schesa-Tobel, the 158.

Scheyrer Alp, the 45.

SchgagulerSchwaige, the
204.

Schgums 190.

Schiefwald-Sattel 319.

322.

Schiesseck, the 362.

Schilcherhbhe, the 338.

Schildenstein, the 45.

Schildspitze, the 226.

Schilpario 249.

Schinder, the 45. 49. 146.

Schinoutz, the 369.

Schlachters 4.

Schladming 335.

Schladming Glacier 336.

Schladmingthal, the 336.

Schlaitner Keesflecken,
the 296.

Schlandernaun-Thal, the
176. 190.

Schlanders 190.

Schlangenburg 347.

Schlappereben Glacier
119.

Schlappinajoch, the 167.

Schlappoltalpe, the 15.

Schlatten Glacier 292. 294.

Schleching 59.

Schlegeisen-Scharte 269.
Schlegeisen-Thal 146.

Schlehdorf 38.

Schleierfall near Hall-
statt 94.

Schleierfall near Kitz-
biihel 149.

— , Maltathal 338.
— , Gastein 119.
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Schleinitz, the 266
Schleis 188.
Schlern, the 206.
Schlernalp, the Upper
and lower 206.

Schlernklamm, the 206.
Schlickerbach , the 181.
Schlieferspitze, the 131.
Schlieraehbach, the 48.
Schliersee 48.

Schliersee, the 48.
Schlinigthal, the 188.
Schlitters 140.

Schlittersberg, the 140.

Schlitza, the 368. 3T7.
Schlbglmiihl 310.
Schlossberg, the, near
Gratz 340.

— , near Reutte 20.

— , near Weissenfels 368.

Schluderbach 278.

Schluderhorn, the 225.
Schluderns 189.

Schliisseljoch 193.
Schliisselspitze, the 293.

Schmalsee, the 34.

Schmalzkopf, the 187.

Schmelz, the 25. 197. 218.

Schmidlebach, the 6.

Schmidtenstein, the 69.

Schmiedelleiten, the 54.

Schmiedinger Glacier 127.

Schmirn 144.

Schmirner Joch, the 144.

Schmirner Thai, the 144.

192.

Schmitten 111.

SchmittenhShe, the 111.

Schnabelalpe, the 328.

Schnaizlreut 154.

Schnalserbach, the 177.

Schnalser Thai, the 176
Schnan 161.

Schnaner-Klamm, the 161

Schnapfen-Thaja, the
168.

Schnappen, the 59.

Schnebige Nock, the 272.

Schneealp , the 315.

Schneeberg, the (Austria)

311.
— (Carnia) 350.
— (Passeir) 183. 217.
— (Pongau) 108.

Schneeberg, chateau 192,

Schneedbrfel, the 311.

Schneeferner, the 33. 15

Schneefernerkopf, the2i

Schneeglocke, the 219.

Schneespitze, the 192.193

Schneewinkelkopf, the

128. 305.

Schneibstein, the 73.

Baedekek's Eastern

Scbneidjochl, the 161.169.
Schnepfau 8.

Schnepfeck, the 8.

Schnuggenthal 215.
Schobcr, the (in Carin-

thia) 290. 300.
— (Mondsee) 104.

Schober-Thijrl 120. 302.
Schbber], the 310.

Schockel, the 343.

Scholastika, Inn 46.
Schbllang 12.

Schiin 179.

Schbnachthal, the 141.
142.

Schonalpelkopf, the 42.

Schbnau (Passeir) 217.
— (near the Kbnigssee)

71. 75.
- (in Austria) 308.

Schbnbach, the 141.

Schonberg (Brenner) 140.

181.
— (Samina) 157.

Schondorf 28.

Schondorf 83.

Schoneben 316.

Schbneck, the 229.

Schbnfeldspitz 74. 112.

Schbnfervallthal, the 161.

166.

Schbngeisinger Wald 1.

Schbngelair 182. 183.

Schbnleithenhutte 228.

Schbnna, chateau 213.

Schbntaufspitze, the Hin-
tere 227. 229.

— , the Vordere 228.

Schbnthalalpe, the 149.

Schbnwies 162.

Schopernau 9.

Schopfl, the 323.

Schorfling 102.

Schosswend 292.

Schbttlgraben, the 362.

Schbttlkarspitze 36. 42.

Sehottwien 312.

Schrainbach, the 74. 75.

Schrainbach-Alp, the 75.

Schrambach 318.

Schrammacher, the 146.

Schrankogel, the 172.

Schranspitze, the 226.

Schrattenberg 361.

Schreckbrucke, the 118.

Schrecken, the 9.

Schrecksee, the 50.

Schreienbach, the 329.

Schrine, the 16.

Schrofenpaas, the 16.

Schrbtterhorn, the 228.

Schruns 165.

Schupfenboden, the 270.

Alps. 5th Edit.

Schupfen Inn the 181.
Schuss, the 265.
Schusserlbrunn 314.
Schiittachgraben, the 153.
Schuttalp. the 90.
Schuttbach, the 268.
Schwabenalpenkopf 264.
Schwabenkopf, the 180.
Schwabhausen 1.

Schwablthal, the 329.
Schwabmiinchen 1.

Schwadering, the 336.
Schwaigbauer 314.
Schwaigmuhl Alp 69.
Schwalbenkofel, the 264.
Schwalpenspitzen 377.
Schwanberg 344.
Schwanberg Alps, the 344.
Schwangau 18.

Schwanenstadt 83.

Schwansee, the 18.

Schwarzach (Pongau)109.
— (Vorarlberg 6. 7. 155.— (Gerlos) 141.
— (Defereggen) 290.
Schwarzachenthal,the58.
Schwarzachjoch, the 274.

291.

Schwarzachthal, the 6.

Schwarzau, the 310.
Schwarzbach 78.

— , the (Schafberg) 103.— (near Golling) 117.

Schwarzbach Falls, the
96. 106.

Schwarzbachthal , the
(Salzburg) 97.

— (Defereggen) 272. 290.
Schwarzbachwacht 77.

Schwarzberg, the 263.
Schwarzbergklamm 154.

Schwarze, the Hintere
174.

Schwarzenbach (near
(Ischl) 98.— (Carinthia) 348.

— (Carnia) 368.
— , the (Ahrenthal) 273.

Schwarzenbachjoch 273.
Schwarzenberg 7.

— , the 48.
— (Pass) 366.
Schwarzenberghiitte, the

123.

Schwarzenberg Glacier,
the 172.

Schwarzenbergjoch 182.

Schwarzensee 328.

Schwarzenstein 146. 273.

Schwarzenstein-Alp 146.

273.
Schwarzenstein Glacier,

the 273.

27
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Schwarzenstein-Grund,
the 145.

Schwarzentenn-Alp 45.

Schwarze Schneide , the
Aeussere and Innerel74.

Schwarze See, the 328.

334. 335.

Schwarze Thor], the 290.

Schwarze Wand, the 219.

268.
Schwarzhanskarkopf 24.

Schwarzhorn , the (Mon
tavon) 165.

— (Fassa) 203.

Schwarzkopf, the 123.

Schwarzlakcapelle 52.

Schwarzort, the 71.

Schwarzschadel, the 123
Schwarzsee , the (near

Kitzbiihel) 149.

— (Zemmgrund) 146.

— (Steinernes Meer) 75.
— (Schafberg) 103.

— (Solk) 325.
— (Terglou) 366.

Schwarzsee-Scharte 183.

Schwarzseespltze.thel94.
Schwarzwandscharte,

the 183.

Schwarzwasserthal 10.

15.

Schwaz 55.

Schwefel 155.

Schweinthal 48.

Schweizerhiitte , the
(Nassfeld) 119.

Schweizer-Thor, the 166.

Schwemm-Alp, the 146.

Schwendt 53.

Schwerteck, the 306.

Schwob 73.

S. Sebastiano, Mte. 289.
Seben, convent 196.

Sebenico 381.

Sebl 57.

Seblesjoch, the 169.

Sechsegerten Glacier 180.

174.

Seckau, chateau 345.

See (Mondsee) 103.— (Patznaun) 169.

Seealp, the 15. 34.

Seeau, the, nearElsenerz
321.

— , on the Konigssee 75.

Seebach, the 81.

Seebach, Alp 290.

Seebachthal, the 119. 120.

Seeben-See, the 21.

Seebenbachfall, the 21.

Seebenstein, chateau 309.
Seeberg, the 318. 355.
Seebichl 306.

Seebruck 57.

Seeduck, Alp 182.

Seefeld 28. 37.

Secgraben, the 319.

Seehaus 60. 217.

Seehausen 29.

Seehof, the 324.

Seehorn, the 169.

Seejoch Glacier, the 186.

Seekarspitze, the (Achen-
see) 42.

— (near Radstadt) 336.

Seekirchen 83.

Seekofel, the 263. 276.

Seekopf (Rhaticon) 158.

— (Patznaun) 168.
— (Raibl) 377.
— (Styria) 375.
Seelander Kotschna 355.

Seelandthal, the 263. 279.

Seelein-Alpe 73.

Seemauer, the 329.

Seeon 57.

Seeshaupt 27. 37.

Seesvenna, Piz 188.

Seethal, the (Stvria)318.
— (Raibl) 377.

Seethal Alps, the 361.

Seetraun, the 60.

Seewalchen 102.

Seewande, the 14.

Seewiesen 318.

Seewis 158.

Seghe, Val delle 242.

Seinsbach, the 35.

Seinsgraben 35.

Seisenbach, the 322.

Seisera, the 369.

Seiss 205.

Seissenbergklamm,the78-
Seisser Alp, the 205.

Seitenstetten 325.

Seitenwinkelthal.the 121.

Seiterjochl, the 174. 180.

Seitz-Kammern 332.
Sekkau 360.

Seletta, the 282.

Sella (Fassa) 204.

Sella di Senes, Mte. 263.
Sellajoch (Fassa) 204. 277.
Selrain 171.

Selrainer Bach, fthe 164.

Selrainer Thai 171.

Selva, chateau 251.

Selva (near Caprile) 28S.
Selva, Val 242.

Selve 380.

Selzach 365.

Selzthal 332.

Semedella 375.

Semlach 363.

Semmering 313.

— , the 313.

Semmering Railway 310.

Senale 247.

Sendersbach 171.

Sengsengebirge, the 328.

Senkstein, am 316.

Senneregetenthal, the
194.

Sennes, Alp 276.

Serfaus 186.

Serlesspitze, the 181. 191.

Sermione, peninsula 239.

Sernio 224.

Serpenizza 376.

Serra di Morignone 223.

Serravalle 235. 285.

Servola 374.

Sesis, the 284.

Sessana 352.

Sett Sass 277.

Sette Comuni, the 252.

Sexten 264.

Sextenjoch, the 174. 180.

Sextenthal, the 264.

Sextner Bad, the 264.
— Boden, the 265.

Sforzellina-Pass 223.

Sibratsgfall 17.

Siebenbrunnenthal, the
312.

Siebeneich 208.

Siebensee 322.

Sieben Spriinge , the 33.

Sieglhof 338.

Siegsdorf 60.

Siele 353.

Sielva 189.

Sierninghofen 327. 328.

Sigeret Alp 76.

Siiishofen 12.

Siglitzthal, the 119.

St. Sigmund 171. 261.

Sigmundsburg, ruin 22.

Sigmundscapelle 318.

Sigmundskron 208.

castle 206.

Siegmundsried, chat. 186.

Silberpfennig. the 119.

Silberspitze, the 162.

Silberthal, the 166.

Silissi 223.

Sillbach, the 50.

Sill, the 55. 138. 181. 191.

Silla, the 251.
Sillian 265.

Silvretta, the 168.

Silz 163.

Similaun, the 175.
Similaunjoch, the 175.
Simm-See, the 56.
Simmering, the 163.
Simmingfeuerstein 183.
Simming-Glacierl83. 192.
Simmingjochl 183. 192.



Simony Glacier 294— Spitze 296. 131.
Simonyhiitte, the 94.
Sinichbach, the 213.
Singerin, the 311.
Sinsen 169.
Sintersbach Alpe 112
151.

Siriuskogel 89.
Simingbach, the 309. 311
Siror 259.

Siviano 249.
Skarbin, the 355.
Skerbina-Joch, the 365.

366.

Skarje-Sattel, the 347.
Slivenza, the 350.
JSlivno 381.

SSbriach 302.

Sobutsch, the 197.

Socchieve 371.

Soiern, Am 42.

Soiern Lakes, the 35. 42.
Soiernspitzen, the 42.

Soinsee, the 49.

Sojal, the 256.
Solagna 253.

Solden 172. 173.
Soldener Jcichl , the 180.
Soldenkbpfl, the 76.
Sole, Val di 246. 247.
Sblk 335.
Sblkerscharte, the 335.
Sblkthal, the 334.
Soil 152.

Solland, the 151.
Sbllbach, the 44.
Solstein, the Grosse and
Kleine 164. 36.

Somdogna Pass 369.
Sommerermuhle, the264.
Sommerscharte, the 111.
Sommerstein, the 75.
Sondalo 223.

Soudergrund, the 143.
Sondrio 224.

Songer, Sass 277.

Sonklarhiitte, the 271.

Sonklarspitze, the 183.

Sonnblick Glacier 298.
Sonnenburg, monast. 261
Sonneneck, the 53.

Sonnenjoch, the 47.

Sonnenkogl, the 180.

Sonnenwelleck 304.

Sonnenwendstein 313.

Sonnschienalpe 319. 322,

Sonnspitze, the 21.

Sonnstein, the 85. 86.

Sonntag 8. 159.

Sonntagberg, the 325.

Sonntagshorn 60. 154.

Sonntagskopf, the 130.

>INDEX.

Sonnwendalpe, the 149.
Sonnwendgebirge, the

47.

Sonnwendjoch, the Vor-
dere 47. 140.

— , the Hintere 50.
Sonthofen 11.

Soraga 255.
Sorapiss, the 282. 283.
— , Lago 284.
— , Val 282.
Sorda, Val 259.
Sorriva 260.
Sotscha, the 367.
Sotschediaberg , the 197,
Sottla, the 346.
Sotto, Campo di 281.
Sotto, Yalle di 223.
Sottoguda, Gorge of 257.
Soura, the 365.
Soyjoch, the 226.
Spalato 381.

Sparafeld, the 332.
Sparanger Kopf, the 119.

Sparchen 53. 61.

Sparchenbach, the 53.

Speckkar, the 56.

Speiereck, the 337.

Speikboden, the 270.
Speikkogel, the 344.
Sperrbachsteg, the 14.

16.

Sperrbachtobel, the 16.

Spertenthal, the 149.

Spessa 275.

Spessa, Cima 245.
Spiegel Glacier 178.

Spiegelkogl, the 178.

Spielberg 103. 360.
Spielbichler 317.
Spielfeld, chateau 346.
Spielistjoch, the 42.

Spielmann 125.

Spielmannsau, the 13.

Spinale, Monte 242.

Spindeleben 325.

Spinges 260.

Spinnerin am Kreuz 307.

Spisser Muhle 169.

Spital (Semmering) 313
— (Pusterthal) 267.
— am Pyhrn 329.

Spitzhbrndl, the 261.

Spitzing-See, the 49.

Spitzkofl, the 204. 265.

Spitzmauer, the 328.

Spitzstein, the 57.

Spitzstein-Alp 87.

Spondalonga 221.

Spondinig 218.

Sporeralp, the 166.

Sprangriegler Alp 328.

Spranja, the 369.

419

Sprechenstein 194.

Spredolina 376. 377.
Spreubach , the 11. 160.
Spritzbachfall, the 121.
Spronser Joch, the 215.
Spronser Thai 215.

Spullersee the 11. 160.
Staben 190.
Stablein 173.

Stadl 338.

Stadolina 249.
Staffelberg, the 2.

Staflelsee, the 29.

Stafflach 144. 192.
Staig 337.

Stall 302.
Stallanzer Bach 186.
Stallar 159.
Stallau 40.

Stallen-Alpe, the 55.
Stallenthal, the 55.

Stallerhutten, the 362.
Staller Sattel, the 262.

290.

Staller Thai, the 262. 290.
Stallhofen 302.
Staltach 37.

Stampfanger Graben 148.
Stampfen 302.

Stampfl Glacier, the 146.
Stams 163.

Stamser Alpe, the 163.
Stangalpe, the 362.
Stange, the 149.

Stangenach 6.

Stangenwald, the 32.

Stanglbirg 151.

Staniska 298.
Stanser Joch, the 55.

Stanz 162.

Stanz, the 121.

Stanzach 10.

Stanzerthal, the 161.

Stanzerwand, the 162.

Stanzkopf, the 161.

Stapwand, the 72.

Starhemberg 308.

Staritzen 318.

Starkenbach 162.

Starkenberg 22.

Starnberg 26.

Starnberg, Lake of 26.

Starzeljoch, the 13.

Starzlach, the 17.

Staubbachfall (near Jet-

tenberg) 77.

Staubl'all (near Unken)
60. 154.

Staudach 59.

Stauffen, the 82.

Stauffeneck 78.

Staulanza,Forcella di 285.
Staziona 2o0.

27*
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370.

Stebosi, the 165.

Stechwandspitze, the 269.

St. Stefan 359.

S. Stefano 284.

Stefansbriicke, the 181.

Steg (Lechthal) 10.

— (near Hallstadt91. 93.

— (Eisakthal) 197.

— , Alp (Samina) 157.

Stegen 261.

Stegenwacht 109.

Stegfeld bridge, the 126.

Steigbachthal, the 3.

Steigwand, the 92.

Steilenfiille, the 33.

Stein (Chiemsee) 57.

— (Ennsthal) 334.
— (Iselthal) 291.
— (Carnia) 348.
— (Pfltsch-Thal) 147.
— (Pusterthal) 267.
— (Salzburg) 154.

Steinabriickl 308.

Steinach (Brenner) 191.
— (Ennsthal) 333.
— (on the Vils) 17.

Steinamanger 345.

Steinapiesting 308.
Steinbach 102. 318.

Steinbachthal, the 154.

324.
Steinberg 46.

Steinbergalm, the 153.

Steinberge , the Loferer
78. 152.

SteinbergerSpitze, the 46.— Alp, the 53. 57.

Steinbruck 348.
Steindorf 83.

Steineberg, the 3.

Steiner Sattel, the 348.

Steinerhof 319.
Steinerne Jager 377.
— Meer, the 75. 112.
— Stiege, the 69. 152.
— Tisch, the 177.

Steinfeld 323.
Steingaden 17.

Steingrabenschneid, the
94.

Steinhaua 143. 274. 313.

Steinkogel, the 87.

Steinmiiller-Graben 360.

Steinpass, the 57. 154.

334. 336.
Stein-Platte, the 176.

Steinriesen-Thal, the 336.

Steinschlag Joch and
Glacier, the 175.

Steinwald 156.

Steinwenteralp 336.

Stelvio 217.
— , Passo di 220.
Stelvio Glacier 220.
Stelzing 363.
Stempeljoch, the 37. 56.

Stenico 240.
Stephanskirchen 56.

Stern 277.

Sternberg 358.

Sterzing 193.

Sterzinger Moos 195.

Stetten 17.

Steyr 327.
chateau 327.

— J river 327.

Steyrdorf 327.

Steyrer Briicke 328.
Steyrer See, the 92.

Steyrermiihle 83.

Steyrling 328.

Steyrreith 328.

Stickle Pleiss, the 219.

Stiegenwand, the 299.

Stierlauwnerwand 294.
Stierlochalpe, the 11.

Stilfes 195.

Stilfs 216.
Stilfser Joch, see Stelvio.
Stillach, the 12.

Stille Bach, the 187.

Stillup-Thal 143.

Stipler Alp 56.

Stixenstein 311.

Stock 56.

Stockach 10.

Stockach-Alpe, the 171.

Stocke 156.

Stockenboi 267.

Stockeralp , the 49.

Stockerscnarte , the 306.

Stockerseen , the 50.

Stocklen, Alp 182.

Stoder 328.

Stoder-Zinken, the 335.

Stoisser-Alpe, the 61. 82.

Store 346.
Storo 238. 245.
Storschitz, the 355.
Stou, the 357.
Strabelebenkopf, the 119.
Strada 245.

S trass 54. 140.
Strassberg, ruin 193.

Strassburg 363.

Strassengel 315.

Strassenhaus 158.

Strasser 205.

Strassgang 344.

Strasswalchen 83.

Strauhinger Alp 119.

Strechau, chateau 332.

Streden, Alp 295.

Streichen 59.

Streithuhl, the 81.

Strembo 241.

Strengen 161.

Stretti 377.
Stria, Sasso di 277.

Strigno 252.
Stripsenjoch 53.

Strittkopf, the 161.

Strobl 98.

Strombodingfall, the 328.
Strubache, the 152. 153.
Struhberg, the 97.

Strubpass , the 153.

Stubachthal,the 298. 128.

Stuhacher Tauern 299.
Stubaithal, the 181- 191.

Stuhalp-Pass 344. 361.

Stuben on theArlherg 160.
— in Bavaria 46.
— on the Inn 186.

Stubenalp, the 46.

Stubenbach, the 10.

Stuberfall, the 167.

Stiibinggraben, the 345.

Stubmingthal, the 319.

Student, the 316.

Studlhiitte, the 299.

Studlweg, the 300.

Stuhlalp, the 97.

Stuhleck, the 313.

Stuhlfelden 129.

Stuiben, the 3.

Stuibenfall, (Plansee)24.
(Oetzthal) 171.

(Oythal) 14.

— (Pitzthal) 179.

Stuibensee, the 32.

Stuller Alpe 355.
Stuttennock, the 272.

Stuva Alp, La 280.

Sugana, Val 251.

Suggadinbach, the 167.

Suhadolnik 355.

Sulden 228.

Suldenbach, the 227.

Sulden Glacier 227. 228.

Suldenspitze, the 231.227.

Suldenthal , the 227.

Suldis 156.

Sulm , the (Styria) 344.
Sulz (Rankweil) 156.
— (Weilheim) 27.
Sulz, Bad 27.

Sulzano 249.
Sulzau 107.
— , the 129.

Sulzbach 347.

Sulzbach Alps 347.
Sulzbachthal , Ober and
Unter 130.

Sulzbachthbrl 292. 294.
Sulzherg 17.

Sulzberg , the 247.
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Sulzbruun 17.
Sulzenalp, the 145.
Sulzenau 183.
Sulzenau Fall, the 183.— Glacier, the 183.
Sulzfluh, the 165.
Sulzkaralp, the 331.
Sulzkopfe, the 1(51.

Sulzthal, the (Ischl) 89.— (Oetzthal) 172. 184.

Sulzthal Glacier 172.

Siitl 97.

Tabaretta Glacier, the

229. 231.

Tabarettascharte,the231.
Tabarettaspitze 228. 229.

Tabarettawande, the 231.

Tabland 190.

Tabor, the 327.

Tae 280.

Taferl-Klause 103.

Tagenbrunn 363.

Tagliamento, the 371.

Tai di Cadore 283.

Taibon 289. 259.

Tajakopf, the 21.

Tajo 247.

Talfer, the 198. etc.

Tall 215.

Taller-Alp, the 215.

Tamberg 328.

Tamers, Alp 276.

Tamischbachthurm , the
329. 331.

Tamsweg 338.

Tannberg, the 10. 83.

Tannenburg 155.

Tannengebirge, the 97.

107.

Tanneralp, the 50.

Tannheim 24.

Tannleger, Alp 11.

Tanzbachthal, the 201.

Tanzbichl 72.

Tanzboden, the 329.

Tanzenberg, chateau 364.

Tanzkopf, the 165.

Tappenkarsee, the 108.

Tarcento 371.

Tarrenz 22.

Tartsch 189.

Tartscher Aim 219.

Tarvis 368.

Taschach Glacier, the 180.

Taschachhiitte , the 180.

Taschachjoch, the 174.

180.
Taschachthal, the 180.

Taschl-Joch, the 176.

Tasna, Val 168.

Tatzelwnrm 50. 52.

Taubenberg, the 48.

Taubensee, the 77.

Tauern, the 24.

Tauernache , the 337.
Tauernfall, the 119.

Tauernkogl, the 129. 292.
Tauernmoos, the 128.

Tauernmoos-See 298.
Tauernthal, the 291.
Tauern-Thorl, the 131.

Taufers (Ahrenthal) 270.
— (Munsterthal) 189.
Tauferer Boden 270.

Tauferer Thai, the 268,

Taufkar Glacier 174.

Taufkarjoch, the 174. 180.

Taufkarkogl, the 174.

Taugelbach, the 105.

Taulen 283.

Tauplitz 334. 92.

Taur 56.

Taurachthal, the 337.

Tauron, the 59.

Taviela, Mte. 248.

Tavodo 241.

Tawinferner, the 162.

Taxacher Alp 143.

Taxenbach 110.

Tayathal, the 362.

Teaesca, Malga 243.

Tegelberg, the 18.

Tegernsee 43.

— , the 43.

Tegischthal, the 295.

Teglio 224. 250.

Teichalp, the 314.

Teichlbach, the 328.

Teinach 355.

Teischnitz Glacier 300.

Teisenberg, the 61. 82.

Teisendorf 58.

Telfes 181.

Telfs 163.

Telvana, chateau 251.

Tenn-Imi 148.

Tenna 251.

Tenno 237. 241.

— , Lago di 241.

Teplitza 348.

Terenten 261.

Terfens 55.

Terglou, the 366.

— Lakes 366.

Terlano 235.

Terlan 209.

Termine 285.

Ternberg 329.

Ternitz 309.

Terrarossa, Mt. 251.

Terres 246.

Tersato , castle 380.

Tesero 255.

Tesiuo, Val 252.

Tessino, the 239.

Teufelsbadstube, the 311.
Teufelsgesass, the 33.

c

Teufelsgraben, the 40. 51.
Teufelshbrner, the 74.

Teufelsmiihle, the 298.
Teufenbach 362.
Tezze, le 252.

Thai (Martell) 225.
— (near Gratz) 343.
— (Pusterthal) 265.
Thalgau 104.

Thalham 48.

Thalheim 361.

Thalhof 310.

Thalkirchdorf 3.

Thalkirchen 51.

Thalleitspitze, the 173.

Thalsenalp, the 57.

Thaneller, the 20. 21. 24.

Theiss 197.

Theneberg 323.

Theresienfeld 308.

Thialspitze, the 162.

Thierberg, the 50. 53.

Thiersee, the 51.

— , Hinter and Vorder 51.

Thorau-Alp 60.

Thorhelm, the 142.

Thorkopf, the 128.

Thorl (Thorlthal 319.
— (Gailitzthal) 363.
— (Griinsteinscharte) 21.

Thorlbach, the 319.

Thorl Glacier 128.

Thorlen, the 21. 34.

Thorlthal, the 314. 319.

Thorriese 333.

Thorscharte, the 107.

Thorstein, the 95. 336.

Thorsteingrotte, the 321.

Three Holy Springs 218.

Thumburg, ruin 195.

Thumersbach 111.

Thumsee, the 154. 81.

Thun, chateau 246.

Thiiringen 159.

Thurn, Pass 151.

_, chateau 262. 276.

Thurnerkainp , the 269.

146.

Thurnfeld 334.

Thurwieserspitze 219.

Tiarno 238.

Tiebel, the 364.

Tiefbrunnau, the 105.

Tiefenbach, baths 12.

TieR'nlhal-J"Chl,thel81.
Tiers 202.

Tierser Alpel, the 202.

Tierser Thai, the 202.

Tiesens 205.

Tiffen 364.

Tignale 238.
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Tilisuna 165.

Tillysburg 326.

Timau 267.

Timbler Mulde, the 195.

Timavo, the 371.

Timbler Bach, the 217.

Timbler Ferner, the 194.

Timbler Joch 217.

Timelkam 83.

Tione 241.

Tirano 224.

Tirol, Dorf 212.

— , Schloss 212.

Tiroler Kopf, the 108.

Tischlkar Glacier 115.

Tisen 175.

Tisenthal, the 175.

Tisens 208.

Tiser 289.

S. Tiziano di Goima 285.

289.

Tobel Fall, the 271.

Toblach 263.

Toblacher Feld, the 263.

Toblacher See, the 278.

ToblingerRiedel, the 265.

Toblino, Castello 235.

— , Lake 235.

TodteGebirge, the 92.328.

Todtenalp, the 159.

TodteKlammen,the 104.

Todtenkar-Ferner, the
179.

Todtenkorspitze, the 295.

Todten Weib, Zum 316.

Todte Mann, the 73.

Tofana, Monte 279. 282.

Tognazza, Cima di 258.

Tognola-Alp and Pass
259.

Toinig, the 293.
Toll, the 190. 214.

Tolmezzo 267. 371.

Tolmino 376.

Toltschach, chateau 364.

Tolz 40.

Tonadico 289.

Tonale Pass, the 248.

Topadil 162.

Toplitz-See, the 92.

Torbole 236. 238.

Torre 224.

Torrener-Joch 75.
Torri 237. 238.
Tosa, Cima 242. 243.

Toscolano 238. 239.
Tosens 186.

Tovo 224.
Trafoi 218.
Trafoi-Bach, the 218.

227.
Trafoier Eiswand , the

218. 219.

Trafoier Ferner, the 218.
Trafoier Joch, the 219.
Tragosthal, the 330.
Traisen, the 318. 323.
Trai Sassi, Passo 277.
Traithen 50.

Tramer Scharte, the 120.

122.
Tramin 207. 233.
Trattalpe, the 151.

Tratten 359.
Trattenbach 273.

Trattenbach Glacier 273.

Tratterjoch, the 273.

Tratzberg, chateau 54.

Traubing 28.

Trauchbach, the 14.

Trauchberg, the 18.

Trauchgau 17.

Trauljoch, the 183. 192.

Traun, the 58. 82. 84. 326.

etc.

(Altaussee) 91.

(Grundlsee) 91.
— (Oedensee) 391.
— (Rothe) 58. 60.
— (Weisse) 58. 60.

Trauneralpe, the 123. 125.

Traun, Falls of the 82.

Traunkirchen 86.

Traunkirchensee 86.

Traunsee 87.

—, the 86.

Traunstein 58.

— , the 86.

Trautenfels 334.

Trautmannsdorf 211.

Trautson, chateau 191.

Travernanzes, Val 280.

Travignolo, Val 255.

Travnik-Sattel 377.

Trawies-Sattel 319.

Trawiesen-Alpe 319.

Traxhiitte 338.

Trebinje 381.

Tre Croci, Passo 282.

Treffauer Kaiser 152.

Treffen 359.

Treibach 363.

Tremosine 238. 239.

Trenkelbach 89.

Trenkwald 179.

Trens 195-

Trent 233.

Trenta 367.

Trenta, the 376.

Trento 233.

Tre Ponti 284.

Tre Sassi, see Trai Sassi.

Tresenda 224. 250.

Tresenga, the 246.

Tresero, Piz 221. 223.

TreSignori,Cornodei223.

Trett 247.
Trettach, the 12.

Trettachspitze, the (Ma-
delegabel) 15.

Tribulaun, the 192.

Tricesimo 371.
Trieben 332. 361.
Trient, see Trento.
Triesen 157.

Triesnerberg the 157.
Trieste 371.

Triesting, the 323.
Triestinghof 323.
Trifail 349.

Triglav, see Terglou.
Trimelone, Isola 238.
Trinkstein Sattel, the

311.

Trins 191.

Trippach, the 273.

Trippachferner, the 274.

Trippach Saddle, the 145.

273
Trisanna, the 162. 168.

189.

Trischubl 75. 76.

Trisselwand, seeDriessel.

Tristach 266.

Tristenbach, the 272.

Fall, the 271.

Tristensee, the 273.

Tristenspitze (Tristner),

the 141. 145. 273.

Tristkopf, the 180.

Trodena, see Truden.
Trofajach 330.

Trofeng 330.

Trogalp, the 301. 305.

Trogereckscharte 122.

Trojer-Thal, the 290. 295.
— Thorl, the 295.

Trostberg 166.

Trostburg 197.

Triibensee, the 194.

Trubinasca, Piz 225.

Truden 254.

Trudering 51.

Tschagerjoch, the 203.

Tschagguns 165.
Tschaminthal, the 202-

Tschampatsch 277.

Tschapitalp, the 206.

Tschapitbach, the 205.
Tschars 190.

Tschengels 189.

Tschengelser Huchwand,
the 187. 189. 229.

Tscherms 208.
Tscherna-Thal 348.
Tschey-Joch, the 187.
Tscheyer Schartl, the 187.
Tschierfeck, the 231.
Tschigatspitze, the 190.
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Tschislerbach, the 204.
Tschdtsch 196.
Tschuggen, Alp 156.
Tschiirgant, tlie 163.
Tiichlalp 121.

Tuckettspitze, the 219
Tuenno 246.
Tulmino, see Tolmeln.
Tiimmeljoch, the 217.
Tumpen 171.

Tuoi, Val 168.

Tiirchlwand, the 115.
Tiirkenfeld 1.

Turnauer Graben 314.

Turnitz 318.

Turrach 338. 362.

Tutzing 26.

Tweng 337.

Twimberger Graben 343.

Tyrol, see Tirol.

Uderns 140.

Udine 371.

Uebelbach 314. 344.

Uebelhorn, the 12.

Ueberetsch 206.

UebergosseneAlp,the 108.

Ueberschall, the 55.

Uebersee 57.

Ueblenthal Glacier 183.

194.

TJenschellerspitze, the 9.

Uffing 29.

Uggowitz 369.

Uggwa Valley 369.

Ulmerfeld 325.

Ulmich 169.

St. Ulrich on the Piller-

see 152.
— in Gardena 204.
- near Steyr 328.
Ulrichsbriicke, the 20.

Ulrichshiitte, the 338.

Ultenthal, the 215.

Umago 378.

TJmbal Glacier 295.

Umbal-Thal, the 295.

Umbalthorl, the Vordere
and Hintere 274. 295.

Umbrail-Pass, the 220.

Umbrail, Piz 220.

Dmhausen 171.

Ummelberg 56.

Umsehuss, the Hohe 309.

Unken 153. 81.

Unkener Klamm 154.

Unlass-Alp 131.

Unnutz 47.

Unrein-See 20.

tlnser Frau in the

Schnalser Thai 177.

im Walde 247.

Unterach 103.

Unter-Ammergau 30.

Unterau (Eisak Valley)
195.

Unterberg (Stubai) 182.
— (Achenthal) 61.

— (Pfltschthal) 147.— (near Gutenstein) 308.
Unterbergen 356.
Unterbreth 376.

Unter-Drauburg 353.

Untereggen 202.

Unterfeicht 103.

Unter-Grainau 32.

Unter-Grimming 333.

Unterinn 201.

Unterjoch, the 23.

Unter-Kainisch 91.

Unterlaner, Alp 75.

Unter-Leutasch 35.

Unterloch-Thal, the 162.

Unter-Loibl 356.

Untermais 209. 210.

Untermuy 197. 276.

Unter-Peissenberg 27.

Unter-Piesting 308.

Unter-Planitzing 207.

Untersberg, the 68.

Unterschwangau 17.

Unter-Schbnberg 181.

Untersendling 40.

Unterstein, chateau 73.

Unterstein (Lend) 109.

Unter-Steinbach 40.

Unter-Sulzbach Glacier
130.

Unter-Sulzbachfall 130.

Unter-Sulzbachthal 130.

Unter-Sulzbachthorl 130.

Unter-Tarvis 368.

Unter-Vintl 261.

Unter-Wessen 59.

Unz, the 350.

Unzmarkt 361.

Upsberg, the 21.

Urata, Val 367.

Urbeleskarspitze 16.

Urfeld 38.

Urgbach, the 185.

Uri-See, the 20.

Urkund, Oetzthaler 173.

— , Pitzthaler 180.

Urschlau (Achenthal) 60.

— (Pinzgau) 112.

Urschlauer Scharfe 107.

Ursitsch-Bauer 348.

Urspring 50.

Ursulaberg, the 353.

Urthelstein, the 307.

Uttendorf 128.

Uttenheim 268.

Utting 38.

Vadisen 161.

Vadret, Piz 169.
Vaduz 157.

Vahrn 196.

Vajolett Gorge 203. 255.
Vajolone, s. RosengaTten.
Valalta 289.
Valbeson 182.
— Valley, the 183.

Valcalda see Vergalden.
Val d'Ander 276.
Valduna 156.
St.ValentinaufderHeide

188.
— on the Enns 325.
— (Prettau) 274.
— (Seisser Alp) 205.
— (Villnoss) 197.

Valentin valley, the 267.

S. Valentino, Val 241.

Valina, Alp 157.

Vallaccia, Punta di 255.
Valle 283.

Valles, Passo di 257.

Valles Buones 279.

Vallesina, the 283.

Vallon Bianco, the 280.

Vallon, Croda di 277.

Vallonga 202.

Vallorsch-Thal, the 157.

Valliila-Spitze , the 167.

Valparola, Alp 277.

Valschaviel 166.

Valschavielkopf 161. 166.

Valserthal (Brenner) 192.

— (Pusterthal) 261.

Valsorda 251.

Valstagna 252.

Valtellina, the 224.

Valzarego, Passo 287.
Valzerfenz-Thal 167.

Vandans 165-

Vanitscharte, the 299.

Vanoi 259.
Varda, La 251.

Varignano 237.

Varone 237.

Veglia 380.

St. Veit (Carinthia) 364.

— (Carnia) 365.
— (Defereggen) 290.
— an der Gblsen 323.

— (Prags) 264.
— (Pongau 119.
— (Sexten) 264.

St. Veit-Briickl 97.

Veitsberg, the 50.

Veitsch 313.

Veitschalp, the 313. 316.

Veitschbachthorl, the

316.

St. Veitskapf, the 157.

Veitschthal, the 313.

Velberbach, the 292.
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Velber Tauern, the 292.
— Thai, the 129. 292.
Velden am See 358.

Veldes 365.

Veliki Vrh, the 376.

Velka Kappa 353.

Vellach, Bad 355.
— (near Villach) 359.
— (Wochein) 365.
— (Heiligenblut) 302.

Vellacher Sattel, the 348.

Vellern 298.

Velthurns 196.

Veltlin, see Valtellina.
Venas 283.

Venediger, see Gross-
Venediger.

Veneggie, Val 258.

Venerocolo, Mte. 244.

Venetberg, the 162. 185.

Venetian Mountains 250-

Venezia, Alp 244.

Venezia, Mte. 244.

Veneziaspitze, the 226.

Venezia, Val di 226.

Vennabach, the 192.

Venosta 223.
Vent 173.

Venter Thai, the 172.

Venzonazza. the 371.

Venzone 371.

Verbella-Bach 161. 167.

Verda 377.
Verdins 215.

Vereinsalpe, the 35.

Vergalden 167.

Vergaldner Jochl 167.

Vergetschen 185.

Vergrbsskar, the 169.

Vermales Alp 158.

Veriniglio, Val 248.
Vermunt, GrossandKlein

167. 168.

Vermuntbach, the 168.

Vermunt Pass , the 168.

Vermunt Glacier 168.

Vernagelwand, the 175.
Vernale, Sasso 257.
Vernel, Monte 256.
Vernielbach, the 167.

Verona 235.
— , Chiusa di 235.

Verpeiljoch, the 180.

Vertainspitze, the 229.
Vesilspitze, the 169.
Vesilthal, the 168.

Vestino, Val 238.
Vestone 245.
Vette di Feltre 259.
Vezza 249.

Vezzana, Cima di 257.
Vezzano 235.
Vico 371.

Victorsberg 156.
Videgg 215.
Viecht 55.

Viechter Kanzl 55.
Viehofen 323.
Vierhbfer Thai, see Fie-
rozza.

Viehkogl, the 75.

Vigaun 357.

St. Vigil 275.

Vigiljoch, the 214.

Vigilthal, the 275.
S. Vigilio, promont. 238.

— , chapel 242.

Vigo (Giudicaria) 241.
— (Val di Non) 247.

di Fassa 255.

Vigolo 235. 251.

Viktring 357.

Vill 139.

Villa (Rendena) 241.
— Grande (Auronzo) 286.

Piccola 286.

d'Invillino 371.
Villa Lagarina 234.

Villach 358.

baths 358. 368.

Villacher Alp 359.
Villanders 197.

Villgratten 290.

Villgrattnerjoch, the290.
Yillgrattenthal, the 265.
Villnbss 197.

Villnossthal, the 197.

Vilminore 249.

Vilpian 209.

Vils 17. 24.

, the 17. 23.

Vilsalper See, the 24.

Vilsrein 23.

Vilsthal, the 23: 24.

Viltragen Glacier 291.

Vintl 261.

Vintschgau, the 189.

Vios, Monte 24S. 223.
Virgen 292.

Virgenthal, the 291.
Virgilienberg, the 362.
Virgl 199.

Visdende, Val 284.
Vismarje 364. 349.
Visnitz-Thal, the 169.
Vitelli, Val 221.

S. Vito 283.

Vittorio 285.

Vobarno 245.

Voccio, Mte. 249.

Vockla, the 83.

Vbckhibruck 83.

Vocklamarkt 83.

Vodo 283.

Vogedura Valley, the 263.

276.

Vogelbach, the 369.

Vogelweiderhbfe, the 203.
Vois-Thal, the 311.

Voitsdorf 328.

Volciano 245.
Volderau 182.

Volderer Bad 56.

Volders 55.

Voider-Thai, the 56.

Vblkermarkt 354.
Vdllan 208.
Viils near Botzen 206.
— near Innsbruck 164.

Voltago 289.

Volzano 376.

Vumper Bach, the 55.

Vomper Thai, the 55.

Voralpe, the 325. 329.
Voran 215.
Vorarlberg 5.

Vorberg 56.

Vorderbrand 72.

Vorder-Dux 144.

\'ordereck 72. 106.

Vnrder-Gosau 95.

Vorder-Graseck 31.

Vorder-Hindelang 22.

Vorderjoch, the 23.

Vorderkaser-Klamm, the
153.

Vnrderlochberg-Alp 45.

Vordernberg 369.
Vorderriss 42.

Vorder-Schwangau 19.

Vorder-Stoder 328.

Vorhegg, the 359.

Vorkloster 5.

Vorschez-Saddle 367.

V.islau 308.

Vulpmes 181.

Waasen 360.

Wacht 98.

Wackersberg 40.

Wagenau 58.

Wagenbrech-See, the 34.

Wagrain 108. 337.

Waidbruck 197.

Waidhofen 325.

Waidring 152.

Waizinger Alp 49.

Walchen 128.

Walchen, the 41.
Walchensee 39.
— , the 38.

Walcheralpe, the 123.
Walchern Thai 344.
Walchernalpe, the 334.
Walchsee 61.

Wald (on the Arlberg)

— (Liesingthal) 332.— (Paznaun) 169.
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Wald (Pinzgau) 130.
Waldbachstrub, the 94.
Waldbrunn 262
Waldegg 308.
Walder Alpe 56.
Waldrasterspitz, the 181
Waldstein 344.
Walgau, Inner 158.
Wallberger Alp , the 45.
Wallenburger Alp, the 49
Waller Alp, the 53.
.Waller Bach, the 334.
Wallersee, the 83.
Wallfahrts-Jochl, the 180.
Wallgau 39.

Wallhornthal, the 292.
Wallnerhiitte, the 304.

125.

Wallnerinsel, the 74.

Walonberg, the 59.

Walsch-Metz, see Jlezzo-
Lombardo.

Walsch- Michael, see S
Michele.

Walser Alp, the 165.
Walser Schanzle, the 13.

Walser Thai, the Grosse
159.

—, the Kleine 13.

Walten 216.

Waltenbergerhaus , the
15.

Waltenhofen 2.

Walten-Thal, the 216.

Wandeck 145.

Wang 31.

Wangenitzthal, the 302.
Wanneck, the 22.

Wannetberg, the 185.

Warscheneck, the 328.
Wart 206.
Wartberg 313.
Wartberg-Kogel, the 313.
Wartenburg 83.

Wartenfels 104.

Wartenstein 310.
Warth 9.

Warthorn, the 9.

Wasach 13.

Wasenspitze, the 158.
Wasserfall-Alp, the 127.

Wasserklamm, the 264.

Wasserstubentobel 166.

Wastelbauer 339.

Watschod 50.

Wattens 55.

Watzekopf, the 180.

Watzmann, the 76.

Watzmannscharte, the70.

Waxegg, Alp 146.

Waxegg-Glacier 146.

Waxenstein, the 32.

Waxriegel, the 311. 312.

Wechsel, the 309.
Wechselalp, the 44.

Wegscheid (Bavaria) 41.— (Styria) 316. 318.
Wehrgrube, the Grosse
and Kleine 153.

Weichselbachhbhe, the
123.

Weichselbacher Thai 122.
Weichselbauer 67.

Weichselboden320.
Weidberg Alp 45.
Weidenbach 27.

Weidenthal, the 144.
Weidlingau 322.
Weierburg 139.
Weierhof 129.
Weiherbad 263.
Weilburg 307.
Weiler 156.
Weilheim 27.

Weinbach, the 98.
Weinleite, the 58.

Weinzettelwand, the 312.
Weisland 202.

Weissach (Algau) 7.
— (Weissensee-Thal) 267.
—, the (Algau) 7.

—, — (Tegernsee) 45.

Weissachthal, near Kuf-
stein 54.— (Bregenzer Wald) 7.

—, near Adelholzen 58.

Weissbach (Pfronten) 17.— (near Inzell) 58.— (near Beichenhall) 78,

—, the (near Inzell) 58.

—, — (Saalachthal) 78.

81.

, — (Gerlos) 141.

WeisSbachelscharte, the
75. 112.

Weissbriach 267.

Weissbriachthal, the 338.

Weissbrunner-Alp 226.

Weisse Knott, the 219.

Weisse Kogl, the 174.

Weissenbach on the Lech
10. 24.

— (Ahrenthal) 272.— (Attersee) 103. 87.

(Ennsthal) 329. 333.

— , the (near Ischl) 90.

— , the (Ahrenthal) 273.
— (near Kcissen) 61.

— (Penser Thai) 201.

— (near Tarvis) 368.
— on the Enus 335.
— on the Triesting 323.

Weissenbach -St. Gallen
329.

Weissenbacher-Scharte,
the 273.

Weissenbachthai, the 272.
103. 106. 333.

Weissenbachwand, the
321.

Weissenberg, chat. 327.
Weiasenegg, chateau

345.

Weissenegger Scharte,
the 129. 292.

Weissenfels 367.

Weissenfels lakes, the
367.

Weissenreute 5.

Weissensee (near Ler-
moos) 21.

(near Fiissen) 17.

(Carinthia) 267.

Weissensee-Thal 267.

Weissenstein, chat. 291.

—, monastery 203.

Weisse Wand (Todtes
Gebirge) 92.— (near Lienz) 290.

Weisshorn , the (Joch-
Grimm) 203.

Weisskirchen 354. 361.

Weisskugel, the 174. 176.

188. 189.

Weisskugeljoch, the 188.

Weisslofer Thai 60. 61.

Weissplatter, the 211.

Weisssee, the (Kaunser-
thal) 186.

— (Stubachthal) 298.

Weissseejoch, the 186.

Weissseespitze, the 185.

186.

Weisszint, the 147. 269.

Weisszintscharte , the
289.

Weitenberg Alpe 261.

Weiteneck 324.

Weitensfeld 363.
Weitenstein 358.

Weitenthal, the 261.

Weitlahnbrunn 265.

Weitsee, the 60.

Weitthal, the 321.

Welfenburg 163.

Welitz Glacier 296.

Wellenburg 1.

Wels 82.

Welsberg 262.

Welschellen 275.

Welschnofen 202. 255.

Welzelach, see Wollzel
ach.

Welzenegg 355.

Wendelstein, the 50.

Weng 83. 332.

Wengen 276.
Wengenalp, the 15. 23.

Wengenthal, the 276.
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Wenns 179.

Werdenfels 31.

Werfen 108.

Wernberg 358.

Wertach 23.

Wertach, the 1. 17.

Wessen, Vorder and Hin
ter 59.

Westenhofen 49.

Westereringen 1.

Weaterham 51.

Westerhof 44.

Wetterkogl, the 318.

Wetterkreuz, the 263.

264.
Wetterschroffen, the 21.

Wetterspitze, the Innere
and Aeussere 183

Wetterstein Alp 33.

Wettersteingebirge 21.

33.

Wettersteinscharte, the
183.

Wetterwand, the 108.

Wevorn 48.

Weyer 325.
Weyerburg, chateau 290.

Wevre'_'g 102.

Weyrer Lindl, the 48.

Widderstein, the 9.

Wieden 6. 147.

Wiederhoferhiitte, the
362.

Wiedersberger Horn 140.

Wielinger Glacier 128.

— Scharte, the 128. 305.

Wienerbriickl 317.

Wiener Hutte 147.

Wiener-Neustadt 308.

Wiener Wald, the 323.

Wies 324.

Wiesalp, the 94. 41.

Wiesbachhorn, the 123.

127. 305.

Wiesberg, the 53.

Wiesberg, chateau 162.

169.

Wieselburg 324.

Wieselsdorf 344.

Wiesen 147. 169. 179.

Wiesenschwang 113.
Wieser Alpe 274.

Wiessee 44.

Wiessneck 151.

Wiesthal, the 105.
Wildalpen 321.

Wildbad Gastein 115.

Wildbichl 57.

Wildebene Glacier 10.

160.

Wilde Feuerstein, thel83.
Wilde Freiger, the 183.

Wilde Gerlos, the 142.

Wildegundkopf, the 17.

Wilde Hinterbergl, the
182.

Wilde Kogel, the 85.

Wilde Krimml , the 142.

Wilde Mannl, the (Al-

gau) 15.

— (Octzthal) 173.

Wildensee, the 350.

Wildenstein, ruin 89. 90.

Wildenstein Waterfall
355.

Wilde See, the 35. 86.

Wildgiill, the 272.

Wildgraben, the Innicher
264.

Wildgraben-Joch, the264.
Wildgrat 163.

WildL'rub 52.

Wildhaus 358.

Wildkar, the 94.

Wildkarl Glacier 147.

Wildkngel, the 130.
Wildlahnerthal, the 144.

Wildon 345.

Wildpoldsried 2.

Wildsee, the 37.

Wildspitze, the Venter
173. 180.

Wildslelle, theHohe335.
Wilhelmsburg 323.

Willersalp, the 23.

Wilten, Abbey 137.

Wilzhofen 27.

Wimbach-Klamm, the 76.

Wimbachthal, the 76.

Wimmerbach, the 141.

Windach Glacier 184.

— Thai, the 1S4.

Windauer Thai , the 149.

Windbachthal. the'131.
274.

Windegg 207.
Windische Buhel 346.

Windisch-Bleiberg 357.

Windisch-Feistritz 357.

Windischgarsten 328.

Windischgratz 353.

Windischgratzhbhe 118.

Windisch-Matrei 291.
Windisch-Scharte 122.

Windleger Scharte, the
96. 336.

Windliicke, the 336.

Windthal, the 295.

Windthalkopf, the 131.

Winkel (Isarthal) 41.

— (Wolfgangsee) 101.

(MBllthal) 303.

, baths 270.

Winkelmoosalp, the 60.
I 154.

,
Winkelthai, the 290.

Winklern 302.

Winnebach Ferner, the
171.

Winterjbchl, the Kafluner
161. 166.

— , the Silberthaler 161.

166.
— . the Verbellner 161.

Winterk-itseen, the 361.

Wintersbachau 324.

Winterstall 173.

Wirers Waterfall SO.

Wirl 168.

Wischberg, the 377.

Witnach 365.

Wochein, the 365.

Wocheiner Save, the 365.
— See, the 365.

Woiwojach 293.

Wnlaver Pass 267. 371.
— See 371.

Wolfbauer 331.

Wolfrndornspitze 192.

St. Wolfgang (Rein) 271.
— (Salzburg) 98.

— (Stvrial 361.

St. Wolfgangs-Bad 122.

St. Wolfgangs-See 98.

Wolfkehr 1S5.

^"clfrathshausen 40.

WolM.ach 369.
Wnlfsberg 195.

Wolfsegg 83.

Wnlfsgraben, the 323.

Wolfsgruben 200.

Wolfsschlucht near
Kreuth 45.

Wolfsthurn 194.

Wolfurth 6.

Wolkenstein (Gardena)
204.

— (Ennsthal) 333.

Wbllersdorf 308.

Wollzelach 293.

Woltschach 376.

Wolzer Thai, the 362.

Wopfing 308.
Wbrgl 54.

Worms 222.

Wormser Joch, the 220.

— Loch, the 220.
Wbrschach 333.
Worth (Rauris) 121.

Worther See, the 357.
Worthsee, the 28.

Wotsch, the 346.
Wuchern 353.
Wurfalp 298.
Wiirm, the 1. 26.
Wurmannsau 29.
Wurmsee, the 26.
Wurten Glacier, the 121.
Wurz-Alp, the 197.
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Wur/.en 367.
Wurzener Berg, the 367.— Save, the 367.
Wurzen-Pass 197.
Wiistelau 126.

Ybbs 325.
Ybbs. the 317. 325.
Ybbsitz 325.

Zaberbach, the 141.
Zagurie 350.
Zaibach, the 228.
Zallinger Alp, the 204.
Zamangspitze, the 166.

Zamangtobel, the 167.

Zams 162.

Zamser Alp, the 146.

Zamserbach, the 146.

Zamsergrund, the 146.

Zangen, the 202.
Zanzenberg, the 155.
Zara 380.

Zargenkopf, the 321.

Zarkenboden, the 319.
320.

Zarz 365.
Zauchen 334.
Zaule 374.

Zaunhof 179.

Zayer, the 365.
Zeblesjoch, the 169.

Zebru, the 231.

— , Val 222. 231.

— , Passo 222.

Zederhausthal 337.
Zefferet valley, the 127.

Zehnkaser Alp 69.

Zehrau 97.

Zeiger, the 15. 23.

Zeinis-Joch, the 167.

Zeiritzkampel 332.

Zeisberg-Alp, the 67.

Zeiselbach, the 44.

Zell, Bairisch 49.

— on the Inn 53.

Zell am Moos 104.
— near Ruhpoldinp; 60.— am See 110.
— in the Zillerthal 141.

Zellerburg 53.

Zeller Moos 110. 128.
Zellerrain 317.

Zeller See (Pinzgau) 111.— (Salzburg) 104.
Zeltweg 361.
Zemmbach, the 143. 144.
Zemmgrund, the Upper

145.

Zemmthal, the 144.
St. Zeno (Val di Non)

247.
— (near Eeichenhall) 85.

Zenoburg, the 212.
Zephirau, the 149.

Zesenthal, the 269.

Zettalnnizach Glacier293.
Zettenkaiser, the 152.
Ziano 255.

Ziegerberg 165.

Zieler-Alpe 215.

Zielspitze, the 211.

Zielthal, the 214.

Zikafahnler Alp 312.

Zill 105.

Ziller, the 140. 143.

Zillergrund, the 143. 274.

Zillerkopf, the 142.

Zillerthal, the 140.

Zimbaspitze, the 158. 165.

Zimitz, the 89. 90.

Zimmers, see Cembra.
Zinken, the 360.

Zipf 83.

Zipfelsalp, the 23.

Zirbitzkogl, the 361. 362.

Zirknitz 350.

Zirknitz, the Kleine 122.

Zirknitz, the Grosse 122.

Zirknitzfall, the 302.

Zirknitzer See, the 350.

Zirknitzscharte, the 122.

Zirknitzthal, the 302.
Zirl 164. 37.

Zirmenkopf, the 158.

Zirm-See, the 306.
Zistelalp, the 67.

Zitterauer Alp, the 118.

Zlacken-Sattel 319.
Zlappfall, the 302.
Znachthal 338.
Zochenpass, the 266.
Zoldo, Val di 285.
Zollfeld, the 364.
Zopetnitz Thai, the 293.
Zoppe 283.
Zorneding 51.

Zorzoi 260.
Zovo, Mte. 284.
Zucco, Mte. 284.

Zuckerhiitl, the 1S4.
Zuclo 241.
Zuel 283.

Zufall, see Cevedale.
Zufall-Alp, the 226.
Zufall Glacier, the 226.

Zufrittferner, the 225.

Zufrittjoch, the 226.

Zufrittspitze, the 226.

Zug 11.

Zugspitze, the 33.

Zumeles 281.

Zunderkbpfe, the 56.

Zunigspitze, the 291.

Ztirs 10.

Ziirsbach, the 10.

Zwenewald-Thal 290.

Zwerger 39.

Zwiesel, the 82.

Zwieselalp, the 96.

Zwieselstein 172.

Zwingsteg, the 13.

Zwischenwasser 275.

Zwischenwassern 362.

365.

Zwolferkofel, the 265.
Zwolferkogel, the 94.

Zwolferkopf, the 9.
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